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PREFACE.

THE

publication of these selected discussions from the writ-

Dabney was projected upon the following plan
The whole number of volumes will be four. Three of these,
ings of Dr.

and Evangelical," " Dison Philosophy Recussions Ecclesiastical," and
lating to Christianity," will be issued under the imprimatur of
the church, and for which tlie church will stand responsible in
classified as " Discussions Theological

" Discussions

the sense in wdiich

under

its

auspices.

it is

responsible for other publications issued

The church does not make

itself

responsi-

any such wiitings for every particular error which may
be expected in the works of fallible men; its responsibility is
hmited to those statements which are in accord with the recogSo far as any statement of doctrine
nized creed of the church.
ble in

or theory of philosophy or inference in either sphere of theology

not in such accord,

or metaphysics

is

writer alone.

The fourth volume

it is to be credited to the
of the series, " Disciissions

Secular," will be issued iiniform with the other three, but for

assumes no responsibility whatever.
This fourth volume will contain papers of great historical and
civil interest, and also a certain per centage of discussions which
might have been introduced into the Ecclesiastical and Philo-

this the church, of course,

sophic volumes.

It will contain

matter of universal interest to

every class of readers.

These papers are selected out of a mass of productions which
would furnish perhaps more than one volume similar to those
embraced in the present series. The aim has been to choose
the best, so far as the discrimination could be made, and those
bearing on issues

now

living in the

discussions of the day.

Those papers which handle the great permanent subjects of the
Christian system will never lose their interest.
The method in
which these are dealt with in these discussions may safely be
left to the judgment of all competent to appreciate them.

IV

PKEFACE.
Tlie editor •would pointedly call attention to tlie invaluable

assistance rendered to

tlie issue of tliese rolumes by the Eev.
George Summej, of Chester, S. C. But for liim .it is not unlikely tlie enterprise would have failed altogether.
The subscription lists hung suspended for many months below the
figures which would enable the publication, Mr. Summey secured enough additional subscribers to warrant going forward
with the enterprise. In addition to this, he has not only given
his practised skill to the correction of the proofs, but the Index
of the papers pubhshed is solely due to his generous labor.
To
him many thanks are due from all the fi-iends of the undertaking
and from all who shall receive the benefit of these sound and

vigorous discussions of valuable truth.

To

the skilled labor of

Mr. Eobert Whittet, of the publishing firm, and his painstaking
efforts to secure accuracy and tasteful execution in the mechanical make up of these volumes, many thanks are also due.
All
who have taken a share in the work of giving these volumes to
the world are entitled to the satisfaction of feeling that they
have aided in gi^'ing a wider and more enduring existence to
defences and expositions of pure and invaluable truths truths
which take hold upon the great abiding interests of mankind
sound and strong expositions of Christian doctrine, and safe
principles of ecclesiastical polity and philosophical theories
grounded in common sense and in accord with the great evangeHcal system. These traits will aj)pear to every judicious reader
no less clearly than will the extraordinary abihty with which
they are presented.
Praying for the abiding blessing of Him from whom all great
and precious gifts descend upon his servants for the salvation
of the world and the edification of his church, we commit these
works to his hands, to accomplish all he may see -fit to accomplish by them, both for the present and for many days to come.

—

"^c.

New

Pkotidence IIakse,

Sept. 26, 1890.

K. y.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.
introducing these volumes
INsomething
should be

to the reading world,

it is

proper that

and the
and imtiring energy they

said in reference to the character

points of view of the

owe

their origin.

man

to

whose

abilities

Student, teacher, farmer, mechanic, author, soldier,

financier, theologian, philosopher,

and preacher

varied gifts have spread themselves

of

the gospel, his

such a variety of employments and displayed such efficiency in everything he touched, that it
will

ovej*

be impossible to form a just judgment of the works now collected
and character of the author, without some

together, or of the genius
brief notice of his

life

and the principles which have

regvilated his en-

ergies.

Robert Lewis Dabney was born in the county of Louisa, in Viron the 5th day of March, 1820. He was the son of Charles
Dabney, a native of Louisa county, though of an old Hanover lineage,
and Elizabeth Price, daughter of Captain Thomas Randolph Price,
and Barbara Winston, his wife. The family of Charles Dabney consisted of himself, his wife, and their eight children, four boys and
Robert was the sixth in this scale. His early education
four girls.
was conducted in country day-schools, created by the joint efforts of
his father and some of his neighbors.
These schools, in plain log
cabins, were common at that day, and were often very efficient instruments of education. All three of the early teachers of Robert Dabney Caleb Burnley, Thomas Meredith, and Charles Burnley were
faithful and capable men. Under them in succession he was trained in
the rudiments of English, in geometry, and pursued quite an extended
course in Latin and Greek. This training brought him to the close
From the beginning to the middle of 1836 he purof the year 1835.
sued his studies under the direction of Rev. James Wharey, the pastor
of the church.
During these six months he rode a colt seven miles
once a week to recite. Li the month of Junfe of that year he entered
Hampden-Sidney College as a sophomore, half advanced, passed through
the junior course, and left in September, 1837, without graduating.
He then returned home to his mother, now a widow, and for two
years taught a country school in the neighborhood, similar to the schools
in which he had been taught as a boy.
In Decembei', 1839, he entered
ginia,

—

—
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the University of Vii-ginia, and ia 1842

In July, 1842, he again returned
than two years in managing the
select private school,

He

I'etii'ed

with the degree of A. M.

home, and spent niore
mother and teaching a
educating her yoimger children.

to his paternal
affairs of his

with the view of

entered Union Seminary in October, 1844, took the

full

three years'

course in two years, and was licensed to preach in May, 1846.
health at this time was nearly rioined.
sionary in his native county,

He

His

spent one year as a mis-

and at the beginning of July, 1847, became

pastor of Tinkhng Spring Church, in the county of Augusta, where he

remained

six years

and two months.

At that period he was elected

to

the chair of Ecclesiastical History in Union Seminary, which he held

In that year, after serving as Adjunct-Professor of Theo-

tmtil 1869.

logy in addition to discharging the duties of his owai chair, he was
full Professor of

until 1883,

of chmate,

Theology.

He

when, warned by his physician of the necessity of a change
he accepted an invitation to take charge of the chair of

Moral Philosophy in the University of Texas, the duties
still

made

discharged the duties of this position

of

which he

discharges with characteristic energy, in spite of a blindness

now

and of general health giving way. The only interruption
to the long term of his services in the Seminary w'as occasioned by the
war, and for sixteen years of his stay in the school of theology he
served as co-pastor of the College Church along with his colleague and
brother-in-law. Dr. B. M. Smith.
This regular parochial work he was
at length constrained by bronchitis to resign.
Discharging this accumulation of duties, interspersed Avith various literary labors and the
management of the little farm attached to his professional residence,
some conception may be formed of the immense labor w«hich for many

become

total,

years taxed

all

the resom-ces of his energetic mind.

The war between the

States began in April, 1861.

^\Tien the

Sem-

inary session closed in May, Dr. Dal3ney proposed to the session of

the College Church that Dr. Smith should solely occupy the pulpit

during the summer, and he himself should be allowed to follow the
young men who, in considerable numbers, had left the congregation
to go into the army, and serve as chaplain.
But the directors of the
Seminaiy had expressly ordered the facult}^ to keej^ the Seminaiy
open.
This compelle,d Dr. Dabney to take only a temporary position
as chaplain, and return to the Seminary in October, 1861.
This was
always a matter of regret to him, as it broke up the chaplain's work,
which he felt he ought to have done during the whole war. Early in
1862 the conscription law emptied the Seminary, as he had foreseen.

The

wife of Gen. Stonewall Jackson, then living in Dr. Dabney's fambeing related to Dr. Dabney's wife, reported to Gen. Jackson that
he was virtually out of all obligations to the school. Jackson promptly

ily,

BIOGEAPHICAL SKETCH.
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him the post of chief of staff to his corps, with the privilege of
Dabney had no
doing missionary work in the army every Sunday.
military education, and the offer seemed to him at first to l)e unreasonBut the patriots and divines of his acquaintance urged him to
able.
After fully justifying
accept, and with many misgivings he did so.
offered

the singular but shrewd judgment of his

chief, in

the latter part of the

campaign of 1862 his health broke down, in accordance with his own
misgivings, and, resigning his post, he returned home.
As soon as the
fatal termination of the war allowed the Seminary to resume its work
he resumed the duties of his chair.
Such is a brief outHne of the history of the author of these volumes.

They are the

result of his systematic labor in the intervals of a time
devoted mainly to the business of his professorship and pastoral charge.
They are not the only results of it other volumes, consisting in part
;

own

work and in part of an editorial arrangement of the
works of other men, which involved about as much labor, in one instance at least, as if the work was his own, give equal testimony to the
energy of his will. The valuable Commentary of Dr. Francis S. Sampson on the Hebrews is an instance of one of these labors his own
Life of Gen. Btonetoall Jackson is an instance of another.
These remarkable results of a busy life were due to the systematic
habits of a judicious student, combined with the extraordinary talents
and energy of the man. His habits were simple, and brought under
a systematic control. His time was regulated, and ever3'thing to be
done was assigned to its own period. He secured for himself a full
allowance of healthful sleep. His hour for retiring would have seemed
At ten o'clock he was in bed, and
to many students absurdly early.
always allowed himself eight houi's for repose.
He thought it no
economy of time or energy to cheat nature of the full amount of rest
which was necessary to keep up his strength to its full vigor. He had
time allotted to all his employments, and had it in sufficiency for his
outdoor business, for the close inspection of his affairs, and for the entertainment of his friends. When the period for study came, he worked
with the speed and power of an engine, and accomplished results which
would have done credit to a student who never left his study. This
systematic arrangement of his time, and the energy with which he
of his

original

;

turned

it

to account, allowed play for faculties not usually conceived

as part of the furniture of a

man

ment

he was

of his mother's affairs,

and made an excellent farmer

of letters.

Trained in the manage-

skilled in the arts of the planter,

which he owned,
He was
a capital mechanic, skilled in the use of tools, making no Uttle of the
furniture of his house and the tools of his farm.
Without any instrucadjoining the

official

of the little tract of land

residence allotted to

him

as professor.

X
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tion in the arts of the architect and the map-drawer, he di'ew plans for
churches and private dwellings with all the elaborate detail of a pro-

and the wall of his class-room was adorned with a map
He was a close economist on a principle of Christian obhgation, early adopted and carried out with characteristic
steadiness a financier whose judgment had the testimony of a steady
success in the increase of his property and he was at the same time a
fessional artist,

of his

own drawing.
;

;

generous patron of every Christian interest, the ready helper of kindred and friend in time of need. His powers of observation were close

and keen, and

his interest in topographical matters,

close questioning the

and

his habit of

chance acquaintances he made about the

soil,

cH-

management of the sections where
they lived, made him the most minutely and widely informed man of
his time touching aU parts of his own State and of mauy of the surrounding States. His studies were not confined to the lines of his own
mate, productions, and modes of

pi'ofession.

He was

a student of nature, a student of law, a student

and a student of poHtics on the highest range of statesmanlike investigation. He was a political economist of a high order,
and studied the bearings of progress in the development of society, in
the growth of towns, in the increased facilities of transportation, in
of philosophy,

the multiplication of employments, in

all

the physical changes of the

age, as few professional statesmen studied them.
to the effects of such things

on the

political

and

the moral and religious, interests of society.

He was wide awake
social, as well as

He had

forecast of the true thinker, as well as the practical

man

of business.

When

on

the prophetic

judgment

of the

the war for Southern independence broke

it on the side of his own people with charand the pecuhar traits of his practical and strong
understanding came out on a theatre altogether foreign to the habits
of a man of his profession.
He joined the army as chief of staff to,
Gen. Stonewall Jackson. It is a strong tribute to the sagacious and
energetic qualities of the man that that cautious and keen soldier

out,

he threw himself into

acteristic energy,

shoiild have selected a teacher in a theological school as the chief of his

own

The two men were congenial spirits, and on the
sense and keen habit of observation of his clerical

military family.

strong
officer

common

Jackson placed more rehance than he did on others far more

thoroughly drilled in military technics.

The characteristics of his mental and moral natui'e appear in strongly
marked forms in these volumes now given to the world. He will here
be seen, as he was, a force at once independent and intensely conservative,

One

thrown into the great

battle-field of the period in Avhich

of the leading traits of his

mind

—

its inflexible

he hved.

conservatism

brought him into resolute opposition to many of the results of the pro-
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This trait was the fountain of much that
tlie times.
was valuable in his labors, and of much that brought on him the censure of more adventurous and less cautious minds.
He may have
gressive spirit of

yielded too much occasionally to this conservative tendency, for it is
human to err, and all virtues in fallible human nature may pass into evil

by excess.

But it can be said, without

fear of contradiction, that in the

vast bulk of Dr. Dabney's labox's his conservative tendencies were the

ministers of truth and righteousness.

There

is

always need for a re-

onward movement of
wise and useful as the other. In an age like

straining as well as a progressive force in the
society,

and the one

is

as

the present, where the progressive tendencies have been stimulated to
the highest degree, and have passed into excesses as obviously danger-

ous as some of

its results

have proved

beneficial, the rise of a restrain-

ing iuiluence, confronting the excesses and exposing the

evil impulses
from which they have flowed, is unquestionably a thing which wisdom
will approve.
In no age of the world's history has thero been more
need for a wise and resolute conservatism than in the present era.
This century will stand preeminent in history for the great movements
which, for good and evil, have exerted, and will continue to exert, an unparalleled influence on the destinies of the human race. Distinguished

for great activity of thought, for the extension of popular intelligence,

for the infinite

development of the communication of information, for

inventiveness, for scientific discoveries, for advanced scholarship, for a

wide-spread and audacious skepticism, for vast development of transportation, commerce and manufactures, this remarkable age has ac-

complished results, both for good and
rent of affairs for centuries to come.
assailed the Christian faith

evil,

which

will qualify the cur-

The progress

and the foundations

of speculation has

of moral obhgation,

with the undisguised intent of overthrowing both as forces in society.
During the active period of our author's life, the most sustained and

determined conflict with infidelity the gospel has ever waged has prevailed.
The struggles of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
were child's play compared with it. The battle has raged along the

whole line of
tigation.
ability

and even religious invesmet with corresponding ardor and

Hterar}', scientific, philosophic,

The

assault has been

wherever

it

has been made.

The

Christian response, too, has

come in wonderful forms, not only in the field of argument, but in the
field of action.
Never before have the propagandist powers of the
church been so greatly displayed, at least since the age of the apostles.
If the age is the age of skepticism, it is also the age of missions.
If
it is the age of unbelief, it is also the age of faith.
Never has the
power of the gospel preached in its simplicity been more consj)icuously
displayed than in the work of Moody the evangelist, and Spm'geon the

XU
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Never lias the power of prayer been more scornfully assailed
than by the rationalism of T^Tidall and Huxley, and never more gloNever has the
riously vindicated than in the work of George Mtiller.
influence of a refusal to abide by the moral precepts of the Tables of
pastor.

and the moral teachings of the New Testament, been followed
and openly ruinous. The exaggerated construction
of the theories of civil freedom, and the repudiation of the voice of the
Holy Ghost touching the relation ol master and slave, have issued in
the blood of hundreds of thousands of the human race, in the desolation of eleven States of the American Union, in the overthrow of the
Stone,

by

results so vast

fimdamental principle of the Constitution of the United States government goverament based upon consent in the loss of millions of treaBiu*e, in the misery of milhons of a once free and happy people, and in
raising issues which overhang the future with the impenetrable and
menacing darkness of a midnight tempest. The same causes have lui-

—

—

settled the securities of society, the stability of governments, the safety

and the immunities of a refined civilization over all Europe.
vague menace of socialism and communism rises in every en-

of property,

The

vast,

The same

lightened nation like a ghost in Ossian.

duced the reign

causes have intro-

of vast social corruption, the distui'bance of the

com-

decay of commercial integrity, the disgrace
of political faithlessness, and the tyi annies of democratic communities
as ruthless and bloody as the despotism of an Oriental despot, on a
forts of domestic hfe, the

an individual ever reached. It has
produced not only the liberation of millions of half-civilized slaves, but
the tremendous peril of theii' enfranchisement. It has shaken the
securities of every nation of Christendom.
Among that noble host of .Christian champions who have met the
assaults of infidels, the author of these volumes has made a noble reDifi"ering radically in some things from many of his fellowcord.
soldiers in the sacred warfare, he has proved equal to the foremost of
scale larger than the despotism of

them,

if

not in the learning peculiar to their separate depariments,

and energy of thought, superior to them all
and above all in the uniConservaform subjection of his bold intellect to the word of God.
tive to the core, he has stood in the old paths, and confronted the audacious novelties of modern speculation with consummate tenacity.
His work on the SensualistiG Philosophy^ steeped in the essence of
common sense, is the most overwhelming demonstration the age has
produced of the imsoundness of the positive and relative speculations
of the age.
His mind, in its great leading characteristic, has shown
certainly in independence

in the staunch conservatism of his principles,

itself

eminently realistic and

matter

how

i^ractical.

Philosophical speculations, no

acute or profound, were to

him nothing worth

if

they

XUl
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brought out conclusions at war with common sense. He was a truer
disciiDle of the great Scottish school than Sir William Hamilton him-

An

self.

enthusiastic believer in the possibility

and the value of a

real

philosophy, he repudiated every theory which discounted its confor-

mity with the primitive intuitions of the human understanding. Reverencing the Bible as the word of Almighty God, he had no patience
with processes or conclusions which insulted its supreme claim to absolute authority.

dressed in

He

abhorred especially the saintly villainy which,

gown and bands, and standing demure

as the wolf in sheep's

clothing in the pulpits of the Christian church, assailed the teachings

The

of the sacred Scriptiu'es in doctrine or morals.

well as the moral qualities of the

open and unsparing war on

man bound him

the heresies which sprang

all

course of the so-called advanced thought of the age.
explain, not only the positions

defence and assault
of its expression.
of

common

;

intellectual as

to this species of

which he

took,

up

in the

These quahties

but the method of his

not only the matter of his thought, but the

The matter was always gi'oimded on the

mode

intuitions

sense or the lessons of experience, ou the examples of his-

tory or on the teacliiugs of the Bible.

The mode

of its expression

was determined by his intense convictions, his indignation against
every moral obliquity, his full recognition of the authority of truth,
and his fearless spirit. His power of analysis was wide and keen
his judgment sound; his capacity of observation close and vigilant
his temper hot, eager and resolute his sensibilities just and tender
his powers of sarcasm and invective extraoi'dinaiy his mastery of Ian
guage rich and fertile, fully equal to all the demands of his thoughts
his fancy pregnant with poetic beauty his capacity of moral indignation, tender feeling, sympathy with suffering, and deep convictions of
;

;

;

truth, unusually great;

tergiversation, fraud

ment

and

and

his sense of justice keen;

his hatred of all

faithlessness to covenants passionately vehe-

All these qualities are impressed

and physical,
upon his work.

wage war with error

Lion waged among the ranks of the

;

his courage, both moral

of the truest temper.

Such a mental and
moral structure, ruled by such absolute reliance on the authority of
common sense and the word of God, might have been expected to
as Cceur de

Saracens.

This keen expression of moral indignation sometimes

jari'ed

on the

nerves of timid persons, and the wi'iter was accused of indulging in

But this is a false judgment. There is such a thing
Our Lord himself grew angry at the desecration of the
bottomless hypocrisies of the Pharisees. It is wrong

unlawful passion.
as just anger.

temple and the
with dangerous error and want of candor in its propagation, as
if it were empty of all moral significance.
That Dr. Dabney made no
to deal

XIV
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mistakes in this direction

is

obviously improbable.

and ardent temper never passed over
loyal friends

But

—a

host

among

his

into

own

some

people

That his generous
none of his most

excess,

— are disjjosed to

deny.

his keenest assaults never bore the least taint of malice towards

jDersons.

His

faults

were the excess

and no one was ever more ready

of noble impulse in every case,

to confess

them, no one ever more

who were entitled to
however, which may be found in

gentle in receiving the admonition of those

ad-

mouish him.

the

All the defects,

large products of his long and energetic labors are literally nothing in

compaiison with their value. All the peculiarities of his mental and
moral nature are impressed upon them, and give a charm to the appreciative reader.
His approach to a subject was always direct and

He evaded no difficulty he bent to no complication
he yielded to no evasion. He seized at once on the heart of the matter, and moved straight on the lines of discrimination which led to
the true evolution of its substance. His style was after the model of
Swift, in the main character plain, didactic, seeking the most direct
and clear expression, flexible to ever}' shade of his thought, energetic,
straightforward.

;

free of flow, and, unlike that of the cynic of St. Patrick, not disdaining

His taste in letters, as in
was at once simple and poetic, clinging
to the old simplicities of life in which he was bred, and j-et keen in
the appreciation of all beauty in nature and in art. Patient and painstaking in all he undertook, the energy of his nature drove him to incessant and varied labors. His strong conservatism led him to the

to rise occasionally into rich poetic beauty.
all

his general habits of mind,

that the haught}', progressive spirit of the age often left
behind the valuable achievements of the past, and as often abandoned
old truth as it discovered new.
To him truth was truth, no matter
how old, and he reverenced the grand intellects of an earlier day and
their approved work more than the untested pretenders of the modern
full conviction

world.

He

believed in the crucible of time.

Hating injustice with intense feeling, he scorned the self seeking
which truckles to triumphant and unjust power for mere advantage.
Beheving utterly in the word of God, he never flinched from denouncing the errors which flowed, with all their desolating efi'ects, from a
refusal to abide by the teachings of the Scriptures.
He spoke out
boldly in defence of revealed moral truth repudiated by angry millions,
and fearlessly uttered his sympathies with half a continent overwhelmed by a triumphant fanaticism. Reverencing truth the truth

—
—nothing could

of the past not less than the truth of the present^

per-

suade him that past evils could change their nature into good, or had
any claim to be delineated in any other colors than their own a spade
was a spade, and it was a lie to say it was not. His bold and uncom;
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promising convictions never brooked the timid prudence of concealment in deference to the passions of hostile multitudes. Hence he
often came in collision with that apprehensive expediency which could

no recourse but in silent submission, leaving truth to pass out of
and lawful self-protection to cower under the dread of fanaticism
armed with power and insolent with victory. Hence he often encountered the censure of those whose rights, honor and interests he
defended with the most intense sympathy.
The brave and unfortunate people of his own section never had a
truer or moi'e faithful friend than the author of these volumes. His
active fancy and tender sensibilities ne'^er lost sight of the miseries of
his countrymen in his own comparatively complete exemption from povIf any one is disposed to deprecate the fearless assererty and want.
tion of the truth which vindicates the scriptural authority of the social
institutions which provoked the hostility of a fanaticism essentially infidel, we would ask such a one if the moral teachings of the word of God
are to be suppressed or buried out of sight just because they convict
that fanaticism of its guilt ? Are the old and glorious annals of the
Southern States to be allowed no vindication before the bar of history'?
Are they to relinquish that defence thrown over fhem by the word of
God himself 1 Are the countrymen of Washington and Henry to allow the slander to go down unresisted to posterity that they were
criminals of the deepest dye because they stood in a relation which is
warranted by the finger of God on the granite record of the moral
law? Shall they submit to have a record of untainted fidelity to all
their obligations under the constitution covered vjith oblivion, while
see

view,

the record of their antagonists
is

is

blazoned in the heavens, although

it

blotted with breach after breach of their constitutional obhgations

Rest assured, this cannot be; and if so,
servant of God and his country be heard

moral and
judgment.

let
;

the voice of this

let his

?

ti'ue

vindication of the

be admitted to an impartial
be gained by the attempt to send the truth

political principles of his peo^jle

Nothing

is to

into perpetual exile.

It

While these volumes

must

prevail at last.

will contain a defence of the substantial rights

Southern people, they will also contain the most abundant evidence that the most ultra friends of Southern independence after the
struggle commenced were passionately imbued with the hope that the
issue might not be raised, and that the conflict might be averted.
More than one paper in these collections will show with what intense
Christian solicitude Dr. Dabney, always a type of the most decided
Southern feeling, endeavored to avert the calamity. That testimony
of the

which comes out under
It will also appear in
which the chm-ch assumes no responsibility.

will aj^pear in that section of the publication

the auspices of the Committee of Publication.
the fourth volume, for
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Another gratifying element in these volumes, strongly marked,

is

the type of religious feeling and principle in the character of the author.

His whole religious frame of thought and feeling was moulded

of Christian truth called Calvinistic.
He accepted the
Bible as the absolute word of God, after the old model of faith in the

by that form
church.
spired in

He
its

received

it

as not only inspired in its matter, but in-

expression, not only as knowledge given of the

Holy Ghost,

but as given in words taught of that divine agent. He accepted all
its humihating lessons of human guilt and depravity as a true diagnosis
and exposure of the moral condition of the human soul. He accepted
the sovereign grace and power of God as the only source of hope to
man, considered as an individual or considered as a race. He accepted
the atoning sacrifice of Chiist as the only purchase of redemption his
positive righteousness as the only ground of title to eternal hfe. He accepted the offices of the Holy Spirit as the only deliverance from the
unholiness of the human heart, and the deadly habit growing out of
These truths he received from the word of God, and
personal sin.
saw them reproduced in his own consciousness more and more as his
own intuitions were more and more purged into clear vision under the
power of grace in his own soul. His view of the sanctity and authority of the law of God, and the righteousness of its prescriptions, was
peculiarly strong.
His personal religious character was moulded by
His intuitions were
these strong truths, and partook of their strength.
vigorous and steady, his principle of obedience was staunch, his affecHis apprehension of sin was in
tions undemonstrative, but intense.
proportion to his apprehension of the excellence of divine law; and
with all the manifestations of his energy and courage, his jjersonal
humihty, his sense of his own faults, were both deep and tender. His
piety, modified by the habit of reflection in his professional employments, was profoundly reflective; he studied constantly the phenomena
of his own soul under the various phases of his religious experience.
Eelying on the truth as the sole instrument of sanctification, he learned
much of the false phases of religious feehng bred by error, as well as of
the true effects on the moral nature of the truth as it is in Jesus. Eelying on the truth, he approved all the legitimate activities of the
Christian work growing out of it, and had but small regard for socalled Christian activities growing out of human devices appended to
the divine system of ordinances and instrumental means. The thoughtful paper in these volumes on admitting persons to the communion of
the chm-ch is a fail* example of this wise reverence for the truth.
His religious character was eminently one of principle, and when
clear in his own consciousness of acting under a motive drawn from
the teachings of the word of God, he submitted quietly to miscon-

—
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structious -which, in the censures of good men, touched

XVU
hhu

to the quick.

An

example of tliis is found in the discussion on Christian Economy,
which formulated the pi'inciple in his heart that regulated the management of his property all his life. He was censured as unduly
rigid in his economical measures; but he was only obedient to the law
of the Master under whom he was a steward; and when the time came
for the outgo of these carefully husbanded resources, they flowed as
freely imder the same wise regulation.
This reign of steadfast principle gave a force and struggle to Dabney's religious life which can
never be imitated without eminent advantage to the cause of rehgion.
His ardent, deep-toned, reflective piety gives many an invaluable lesson in these pages. At once steadfast and adventurous for the truth,
bowing his ear to the teachings of the Holy Spirit, while his eyes fixed
on the written word as the guiding Unes to correct any misapprehension of what was coming to his own intuitions, the author has given
many a lesson of such value to his brethren in the ministry, and to the
church at large, that it is to be hoped they will not willingly let them die.
The deep and staunch texture of Dr. Dabney's piety is receiving a
noble test in his last years. Stone-bhnd, and frequently suffering intense pain as his health gives way, he is still doing the full work of
the chair of Philosophy in the University of Texas, and of the chair of
Theology in the nascent Theological School in Austin, and doing

all

God and the
all who see the

with such happy cheerfulness as vindicates the grace of
trust of his servant in a

way

to touch the very heart of

noble proof of both.

In his person Dr. Dabney was about six feet high, originally slender,
middle manhood stalwart and powerful. His complexion was

in his

dark, his hair a dark, silky brown, his

brow broad, under the large

sockets of which a pair of keen black eyes gazed out, his gait without
grace, but strong

and

steady, his lips thin, his nose large

and

well-

formed, the whole face comely and striking to the most casual looker.
For many years a flowing brown beard fell from lip, chin and cheek.

As a speaker he was direct, plain, clear in thought, and always moved
by strong convictions, and frequently eloquent in a high degree. As
a preacher his sermons were crammed full of thought, and frequently
moving fi'om the deep and sometimes unmastered sensibility they contained.
He had but few peers in the pulpit of his day. His speeches
in the courts of the church were always weighty in their logic, and on
occasions when he deemed the truth or the church to be in dansrer
from the policy or intrigue of mistaken men, the torrent of argument
and passion flowed, fused like the iron and the white heat from the
crucible of a furnace.
His great work, however, was done with his
pen, and a material part of it is now presented to the public in these
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The niimber

collections.

sent series

is

far

of his publications was veiy large the prefrom exhausting the catalogue. In the latter part of
;

his life a talent for poetical composition
it,

and a

of which no susj)icion existed before, has

disposition to indulge

made

its

appearance.

Several of these pieces have been printed in the last few years, exhib-

marks of strong conception and deep feehng
under poetical forms, which have illustrated his mastery of English
phrase in a direction entirely new. But the most valuable of his numerous and diligently elaborated works are to be found in his defences
of evangelical truth, and his expositions of the philosophy underlying
the gospel system. In these the church is left heir to expositions
which will never cease to be of value in its long, stern conflict with the
powers of darkness.
The part borne by the nominal editor of these volumes is intenDr. Dabney speaks for himtionally reduced to a mere supervision.
His life-long friend, whose name appears in a nominal relation
self.
to the work, will not quahfy the utterances of a mind so independent and so fully entitled to speak out its own convictions. He will
only say to a certain class of readers, who are not accustomed to a
rigid construction of positive argument, that they are following the
thought of a thinker so trained to exact discrimination that he does
not always explain the exact jDui'pose of his distinctions, and sometimes
leaves his reader to discover it for himself. An example will be found
in the discussion on the "Various Eeadings of the New Testament
Versions." He has been charged with upholding as certain truth the
authority of the disputed passage in 1 John v. 7, against the general
consent of scholars that it is spurious. He expressly disclaims doing
more than keeping this an open question but the disclaimer is overlooked in the mass of reasoning which is gathered around the assertion
But that j^owerful argument is explicitly
of its probable genuineness.
designed to keep the question open, and not to affirm the positive
iting the characteristic

;

canonicity of the disputed paragraph.

He

does develop the force of

the claim to genuineness, so as to justify his pm-pose to keep the quesIt is easier to sneer
tion open until it is more satisfactorily settled.
Yet
at the " antiquated scholarship " of the plea than to set it aside.

nothing but a want of attention could

fail to

see that the author does

not claim for it a decisive overthrow of the strong external evidence as
now arrayed against it he only proves that, in spite of the external
evidence, the internal evidence is so strong as to enforce the propriety
;

being kept an open question imtil final research has settled it by
sufficiently powerful to overcome the powerful inDr. Dabne}' always has a definite object
ternal evidence in its favor.
in view in his discussions, and he seldom misses his mark.
of

its

an external evidence
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Hoping that a spirit of impartial candor in those whose views are
combatted in these able papers may give fair play to their power for
good, they are now committed to the world to run their course, and
commended to the acceptance of that Divine Master whose glory they
seek in a world full of error.
C. R. Vaughan.

New

Pbovidence Manse,

May 14,
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PRIXCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN ECONOMY.

THE
a wide-spread

liistoiy of the Cliristian

world sliows that there has been

sensibihty in the consciences of Christians

This sensibility has

to the sin of indulgence in superfluities.

sometimes shown

and sometimes in a blind,,
nndistinguishiug way. Among the mendicant and some monastic orders of the Romish communion, poverty and simplicity
of life formed a part of the vows and rules, however little pa]?t
they may have had in their practice. Among the churches of the'
itself in

a morbid,

Reformation we find the Mennonites forbidding, not only all
and furniture, but even the fine arts

luxuries of dress, equipage

and

liberal education.

The denomination

knoA^Ti, practiced a similar sobriety.

cipline of the Methodists

pomps and

was

A

of Quakers, as is well

part of the original dis-

to enforce a strict

renunciation

These facts indicate
that the conscience of the Christian world has had an extensive
feeling of the obligation to moderation and self-denial in the use
of wealth, though they may prove that this feehng has not been,
very well defined nor intelligent.
Several things in the present state of the church induce the
belief that there is a strong demand for the discussion and enof all the

vanities of the world.

forcement of the true principles of Christian economy at this
day.

These circumstances are the great increase of material

wealth, and consequently of luxuries, in civiUzed nations, in con-

sequence of the amazing applications of physics to the arts of
production

;

the obvious and constant progress of genteel society

in the style of living

;

the strong similarity of rich Christians to

rich unbelievers in regard to the style of li\dng;
cidiar

demands

the golden opportunity for evangelical
If the attempt

be made to

effort.

settle the

by

principles of Christian

between the part
be appropriated to ourselves and the part to be appropriated

self-denial in expenditures,
to

and the pe-

of God's cause for pecuniary resources in this,

.di'awing a line

A
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to God,

we

see not where or

how

that

Hne can be

safely drawn.

How much revenue has God a right to draw from our possessions ? How much is due to us ? What general ratio shall be
taken for making the division ? We can see but one scriptural or
rational answer which the Christian can

Our property

make to these

questions

fund, and the whole of it is to he
usedfor the henejit of the owner. There is to be no division at all.
There is to be no line drawn between God's portion and our
portion.
All is God's, and all is to be employed for him.
Here
is the only true and safe starting-point for deducing our practical
is purely

a

trtist

rules of Christian expenditure.

The idea

of a stewardship is a correct illustration of the nature

we hold our possessions. This is plain
employ it to illustrate our responsibility for all the means of serving God, and our property
among the rest. A steward is one who manages property which
does not belong to him. This is just the case with us. The
of the tenure by which

from the

fact that the Scriptures

property in our hands
it.

He preserves it.

is literally

God's property.

He calls it his own while it is

He

created

in our hands.

Every beast of the forest is mine, and the cattle upon a thousand hills." The most important property of a pastoral people
is cattle, and God expressly claims the domesticated cattle, as
well as the wild animals Avhich were not appropriated as indi^'

Tidual possessions.
that the steward

is

Now, it is the plainest truth in the world,
manage the estate committed to him, not

to

for his private advantage or profit, but for that of the owner.

The

owner, as a just and benevolent man, will of course allow
but the
;

lis steward a competent subsistence out of the estate

and the general
promote his advan-

profits of the property are his, not his servant's

aim

-with

which the whole

is

managed

is

to

;

tage.

But the Scripture likens our relation to God to one far closer
and stricter than the steward's. We are ourselves God's property.
We belong to him, body and soul, just as truly as the
"And ye are not your own, for ye
riches which he has lent us.
are bought with a price. Therefore glorify God in your body
and in your spirit, which are God's" "Also he that is called, being

free,

lieaven."

property.

"Ye

have a Master in
It is a settled rule of law, that a slave can own no
Whatever he has, and whatever he may acquire, be-

is

Christ's

servant."

also
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master to wliom

long to

tlie

master

may

own

belongs, except so far as the

lie

lend him the nse of

nothing.

Hence we argue

3

it.

that

So we, God's
if all

which

is,

slaves,

in

can

human

language, most essentially our own, our limbs, our faculties, and

the fruits of their exertions

—

if

we

ourselves, in the very essence

that constitutes our being, belong to God, and ought therefore to

be employed for his exclusive use, much more does our property,
which is only entrusted to us. Our property may be viewed as
one class of material and instruments, lent to us, with which to
Avork.
Now, of course, if the limbs and faculties, with all the
products of their exertions, belong to God, the results of these
borrowed tools and materials belong to him by a double right.
The same conclusion follows from all those passages of Scripture in which it is taught that we are to render to God all the service of which our faculties and circumstances admit.
We are to

employ

all

the lawful means within our reach, and to exert every

nerve, to serve

and

to

lihn,^XQ

deed, do

all in

and
all

the

"For

glorify him.

things."

name

"And

of the

of him, and through him,
whatsoever ye do, in word or

Lord Jesus."

fore ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do,

"And thou

God."
heart,

and with

all

And

"for this

the love of God, that

is

Christian love

all

all

there-

to the glory of

Lord thy God with

shalt love the

thy soul, and with

strength."

"Whether

do

thy mind, and with

all
all

thy
thy

a feeling eminently practical;

is

we keep

his

commandments."

According to these rules, the only limit to the service we are to
render to God is the limit of our strength, means and opporIn whatever way

tunities.

without
thing

sin,

it is

strength.

we

our duty to do.

possible for us to do anything,

it is

whereby the glory

of

We

Our property is a part
serve him with all our

God may be promoted, that
God xoith all ottr

are to serve

of our strength,

and therefore

be noticed,
though no Christian acts up to this perfect rule, yet
no true Christian desires or aims at any less. No true penitent is satisfied with any imperfection, for imperfection is sin.
If, then, there is any part of our property of which it is impossihle to make any lawful use for the glory of God, that part,
and that part alone, we may spend upon ourselves. And where
« shall that part be found, when there is so much want, ignorance
and sin to be relieved, and while there are so many thousand
thirsty channels in which benevolence might flow ?
are to

also, that

property.

It is to

4
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It is important also to bear in mind this
it is not enough to
be able to say that the use which we make of our property is an
innocent one, and has some tendency to promote the glory of
God. It is our duty to make the best use of every part of our
possessions that is possible in our circumstances. If there was
any way within our reach in which our money might have produced more good and more honor to God when we spent it in
something innocent, but less beneficial to his service, we have
come short of our duty.
We have sinned. For the only rule
allowed us is to serve him "with all our strength'' We have no
right to waste any part of our efficiency.
The principle that we are to use the whole property entrusted
to us for the highest advantage of the owner is surely established
by superabundant proof. The steps by which the above reasonings have led us are so simple and short that there can be no
hesitation in admitting them, unless hesitation be produced by
what is very ob^dous at the first glance, that the principle now
:

established will

woful extent.
pockets

mth

condemn the habitual conduct

How

of Christians to a

few are there who put their hands into their

a constant and conscientious recollection of their

How few look around
few earn for God
of God's suffering cause, or suffering
poor, for the strongest claim and the best means of glorifying
stewardship

!

How

!

them amidst the demands

Do we not rather look withhim with their supei-fluous wealth
in, among the idle desires of vanity or self-indulgence, to see
which we shall gratify first, thinking we have been very conscientious if we 'stop to enquire whether it is innocent ?
We pass now to some specimens of the manner in which this
And first it is proper that we should emjjloy
principle applies.
so much of God's property as is necessary in our own sustenance*
The servant must be duly fed and clothed, in order that he may
be able to work for his master. This expenditure is most
strictly an expenditure in God's service, since it results in work
!

:

done for him. And this justifies us, not only in expending on
ourselves what is needful to sustain the body, as wholesome food,
raiment, and shelter, but also whatever is truly needed to give
the highest efficiency to both body and mind for God's service,
and whatever truly promotes the noblest development of our,
moral qualities. This will include, for instance, that comfort
and cleanliness in food and dress, and those recreations and en-
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joyments wliicli are necessary to give the greatest firmness to
the muscles and most healthy energy to the animal spirits, food
for the mind, such as jiidicions education, good books and useinl accomplishments, proper medicines and remedies in sickness,
and a wholesome and natural cultivation of those tastes which
tend to refine and elevate the moral nature. We beheve that
neither God's providence nor law has designed that man shall
serve him as a dull, over-worked hack, but that the rendering of
the highest and best and greatest service is perfectly consistent
with man's highest enjoyment of the natural and rational blessings of life.
The simple and temperate use of all those enjoyments strengthens man for his work, by promoting the contentment and cheerfulness of his feelings. In one word, it is right
to expend on ourselves all that will qualify us to serve God -vN-ith
the greatest efliciencj-.
This is strictly expending God's property in his
If

we

are.

own

service.

asked whether this admission can be extended to an

luxuries and the costly refinements of
an answer will be found in this question Can
any way be shown in which they make us more efficient servants
Do they promote health? No, they are debilitating.
of God?

allowance of

fashionable

artificial

life,

:

Do

they cultivate the mind? No, they dwarf it. Do they promote cheerfulness? They are much more fruitful of care and
Are they necessary to give that respectability
petty jealousies.
among men which extends the influence for good? No. Do
they promote that humility, that spiritual mind, which are more
essential to usefulness than health or animal spirits?
Alas! no.
Let an honest conscience answer these questions, and an answer
is

fou.nd for the other.

Second:

it

is

right to

employ a part

of our Master's pos-

sessions in sustaining and rearing the famihes which he has

committed to us.
Next to the preservation of our own lives,
most obligatory of all uses which we are required to
make of the property entrusted to us. God's providence points
to us as the proper agents for the sustenance of our own families
this is the

and the training

of our children for usefulness,

nearer to us than to any one

and rearing new servants

else.

for his use,

proj)erty to his advantage.

And

by placing them

In sustaining his servants

we

are strictly applying his

the same remarks

cerning the extent of the provision for our

made conown sustenance and
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equipment for service apply to our liouseliolds. We should expend on tliem so much as mil bring their bodies, minds and
heaiis to the highest efficiency for God's ser\dce that our circumstances mil permit. But surely we have no right to misspend our Master's property in providing for our families luxuries,
amusements, fineries, or wealth, which add nothing to their energies, bodily, mental or moral, but, on the contrary, produce
vanity, eifeminacy, envy and self-indulgence, and unfit them to
"endure hardness as good soldiers of Jesus Christ." That this
is the tendency of the refinements and luxuries of fashionable
life, especially Tvith the young, Avhose characters are in a forming
Let this single fact testify,
state, is too clear to be disputed.
that not only in the church, but in the worldly professions, few
of the men who make their mark and serve their generation are
reared in the lap of wealth. The useful 7nen, the workingmen of
every community, are usually the sons of poverty or of plain

To use God's wealth in bestowing such indulgences
It embezzles the trust, and it robs him
services of our children by disqualifying them for active

mediocrity.
is

a double dishonesty.

of the

A kindred

abuse of the trust is committed b}^ those
who stint their children of a thorough education for usefulness
because so large a portion of their means is appropriated to selusefulness,

fish indulgences, or

Third

:

more frequently

to the

schemes of avarice.
may be right-

a part of the possessions entrusted to us

employed in making a reasonable provision for ourselves
and those dependent on us against the contingencies of the

fully

future.

As

the parent

his children,
to keep

it is

is

charged now with the sustenance of

proper that he should lay by in store something

them from want when he

How much

is

taken from them

may be

of God's property

2)urpose must be decided in each case

But

this

much may be

justified in

tion of our obhgation to
is

nothing which

is

by

its

said in general, that

lapng up wealth

God

so apt to

b_\'

death.

rightfully retained for this

o^vn circumstances.

we are certainly not
by any considera-

for our children
;

for, as

make

experience declares, there

a young person worthless, both

Maker and his fellow-men, as a large inheritance. How,
then, can we be right in abstracting a large part of that trust
which we are bound to use wholly for God's glory, and employing it to destroy the usefulness of one of his creatures? The
to his

rule proper to

men

of large wealth

seems to be

this

:

that they
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shall set apart for tliose
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dependent persons wlioui

tliey sliall

them a comfortable maintenance, and appropriate
the glorj of God.
Or, if they leave more than this in

leave behind

the rest to

the hands of their heirs,

it

should be with the express underit only as the successors in

standing that those heirs shall take

Where there

their stewardship.

is

a reasonable j)robability that

the heir will not be faithful to this trust, the parent has no right

him the surplus property above a competency,
whether the unfaithfulness of the heir arise from wastefulness or avarice. ^Tiat would be thought of a steward who,
when compelled to take a long journey and to employ a substitute in his trust, should entrust his master's property to a hand
known to be faithless { So the steward of God, going that
journey from which he will never return, has no right to commit
his Master's possessions to faithless hands because those hands
happen to be his son's. He should himself appropriate his siu'plus wealth to its 0"svner's use before he goes hence.
There is
nothing which more betrays the defective views of Christian men
concerning their property than the manner in which they bequeath it. How few are there who remember, in making a ^^dll,
that the possessions of which they are about to dispose do not
heloiig to tJiem, and that the utmost they can presume to do, as
Christians, is to appoint successors to themselves in their stewardship ? If they wittingly appoint an unfaithful one from their
weak pai-tiality, they are themselves unfaithful stewards. How
shall they be able to stand up in judgment and "give an account
of their stewardship," when its last act has been to place the
trust in a defaulter's hands ?
When the conscience of the
church is properly awakened and enlightened on this point,
there will be more instances like those rare and honorable ones
of which we occasionally hear, when Christians who are ento bequeath

trusted with

much wealth

will

bequeath more of

and charitable uses than to their children.
Those who have any property remaining
fid

deductions are

ciples, to

wealth

use

it

made

are required

in doing good.

may be made

to pious

after these three

law-

by our prinmodes in which

obviously,

particular

promote the glory of its owner, God, are
and the choice in each case must be left to
the individual steward. But there Avill be no

exceedingly various
the conscience of

The

it

to

;

danger of serious mistake

if

the sincere purpose in every case is

8
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all oiir
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possessions for

tlie

highest gloiy of God.

the truth be again impressed, that, as

and serve God

"with all

to say that the object

our strength,

we have

ErOXO:\rY.

we
it is

are

commanded

And

let

to love

not enough to be able

selected for the expenditxn^e of

any surplus wealth is innocent and has some tendency to honor
God. Our duty is not done till we have conscientiously selected
that object by which our expenditure 'wdll do the highest honor
to God and good to his creatures that are "uithin our reach.
It now requires Httle argument to show that the whole hst of
supei-fluities, fashionable indulgences, and extravagances, is cut
off.
N^o Christian, no man, can expend his Master's wealth upon
them without committing sin. For we might even admit that a
multitude of these extravagances were innocent, that they had
some tendency to refine the taste in a word, we might admit all
that the softest luxury could plead in theii' behalf and yet, while
it is true that there are other ways open, in the pro^^dence of
God, in which wealth may do a higher good, it is a sin and a
waste to spend any of it in superfluities. Who does not know
that there are thousands of ways for doing that higher good with
wealth in this world of want and ignorance ? And the greater
the contrast between the beneficence and utihty of these works
of mercy and the supposed advantages of these selfish super;

;

fluities,

What

the clearer

is

the sin of indulging them.

Some may

ask,

and what is extravagance? AYe do not at
all dispute that to draw the line between the allowable comfoits of life and sinful extravagance, by a general rule fitting
every particular case, may be impossible. But it is not at all
necessary to draw such a line. All that is necessary is to establish
in the consciences of men sound principles on this subject, and
in their hearts the supreme love of God.
The particulars Anil
is superfluity,

then easily take care of themselves.

But

it

will not

be

diflicult to illustrate

the subject

by a number

of instances, which are clearly on the AVT^ong side of the supposed

and in which multitudes of wealthy Christians will find themTMien a Christian man, who has professed to dedicate himself and his all, body, soiil and^ estate, to
the highest glory of God and love of his fellow-creatui'es, passes
by the hundreds of starnng poor and degraded sinners around
him, the thousands of ignorant at home, and the millions of perline,

selves clearly condemned.

ishing heathen,

whom

his

money might

instriimentally rescue

PRINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN ECONOMY.
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and

hell-fire,

sells for
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a song his safe, strong, comfortable

family carriage, and expends hundreds in procuring another, be-

cause his rich neighbor

is

about to outstrip him in this

article of

and china to buy new
old
was a little past or
the
style
of
the
at a great cost, because
when he pulls down his commodious dwelling to expend thousands
in building another, because the first was unfashionable is not
this sinful waste ? Wlien hundreds and thousands of God's money
are abstracted from the wants of a perishing world, for which the
Son of God died, to purchase the barbaric finery of jewelry, as
offensive to good taste as to Christian economy, jewelry which
keeps out no cold l)last in winter, and no scorching heat in summer, which fastens no needful garment and promotes no bodily
comfort, is not this extravagance ? When large sums of money
are expended on exotics not half so pretty as a clover blossom nor
so fragrant as a common apple-tree flower, whose only merit is that
no other lady in town has obtained one, what is this but extravequipage

;

or

when he

sacrifices his plate

;

;

We

agance?

are deeply convinced that

if

our principle of

self-

dedication were honestly carried through the usages and indul-

gences of fashionable society, a multitude of
Avould be cut
it

would

cut,

off.

and the extent

able Christian world

against

common superfluities

Indeed, we doubt not that the depth to which

(^f

to

which

it

would convict the fashion-

delinquency, would be the grand argument

it.

In a v.'ord, the awakening of the Christian conscience of the
church to the truth, and to its duty, would reduce all Christians
'

to a

life

of comfortable simplicity, embellished,

among

those

possessed taste, by natural and inexpensive elegance, and

who

all else

would be retrenched. The whole of that immense wealth now
would be laid on the altar of rehgious benevolence, or devoted to works of public utility.
The real politeness and true refinements of life would be only promoted by the
change.
Every useful branch of education, all training by which
mind and body are endued with a higher efiiciency for God's
service, would be secured, cost what it might.
Every truly ennobling taste would receive a simple and natural cultivation.
But the material luxuries and adornments of life would be sternly
retrenched, and Christian society would be marked in dress, in
equipage, in buildings, sacred and domestic, in food, and in every
other sensuous gratification, by a Spartan simpHcity, united with

sacrificed to luxury

PKINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN ECONOMY.
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a pure and cliaste decency.

Wealth woidd be held as too sacred
anything which was not truly
God in the rational and spirit-

m

a trust to expend any part of it
necessary to the highest glory of

ual welfare of his creatures, our fellow-men.

As has been before

indicated, every one will perceive that such

an appHcation of the principles of Christian

economy would bring

about a great revolution in the manners of our Christian people.
Christians who are possessed of wealth everywhere allow themselves a vastly wider license and act on far

Even well-meaning

different principles.

We

shall therefore

beg leave to pursue the
and suggest other

discussion of this part of the subject farther,

reasons for carrjdng our Christian sobriety to the extent indicated.

And

first,

we

strongly urge that

some

principle far stricter than

that on which Christians usually act is imperatively
to remove the reproach

of worldly conformity.

likeness of the church to the world
in saving souls.

We

is

the bane

demanded,

The

external

of our efficiency

profess a difference between ourselves

and

the unrenewed, as radical as that between light and darkness,

almost as wide as that between heaven and

hell.
But in all the
and practical concerns which interest the unrenewed heart,
we nearly resemble them. Our words say that we believe riches
Our acts seem to say that we love
to be vanity and emptiness.
and seek them as intensely as those do who make them their all and
We say in words that "we have here no continuing
their god.
visilile

city," but in act are as eager to adorn our dwellings here as
though they were our only home. We profess that we have
richer and nobler enjoyments than the pomp of this life, and
then swell and rustle with as much pomp as any other human
Wliat is the result ? The world believes our
insect of a day.
conduct and not our words, hke a shrewd world as it is. Practical

skepticism seals their consciences against the teachings of

the pulpit.

Our worldly conformity

gives the

lie

to all our as-

new and higher
However inefficient
the world's conscience may be to control its own sins, it is abundantly acute to perceive the demands of consistency and men
feel that those who have the hopes and principles, those who
sertions of nobler principles, of the birth of a

nature,

and

of the treachery of earthly good.

;

acknowledge the tremendous obligations to a dying world of
brethren, which Christians profess, ought to use their wealth in

PEINCIPLES OF CHEISTIAN ECONOMY.
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they see us use

it

on

the same selfish aud grovelling principles with themselves, the
inevitable impression, unacknowledged it may be, in the consciousness of those

who were

trained to respect religion, but yet

potent and blighting in

all, is

now

and use wealth wholly

let

Christians seek

them show by

that religion

is

But

a "sham."
for

God.

their conscientious simplicity of indulgence

Let
and

conscientious alms-doings that they have conquered that covet-

men feel to be their strongest passion,
and could calmly place their feet upon those indulgences and
vanities which worldly men feel to be their highest pleasures;
and the world will own, with conviction and reverence, that
Christianity is a living, a lovely and fearful thing.
The world
will at least believe that Christians believe that there is a
heaven, a hell, and a strict day of account. The world will be
ousness which worldly

convinced at least that Christians believe their perishing fellowsouls to be saved, worth a little more than fashionable

men have
eclat,

Men

jewelry and equipage.

will at least believe that

we

are earnest in our warnings.

In this connection

it

may be remarked,

that the extent to which

the worldly conformity of the church follows on the heels of the

advancing luxuries of the world, plainly indicates that something
wrong with us. Every age has added to the wealth of civilized

is

and every generation, nay, every

societies,

penditures advances.

More

year, the style of ex-

costly dwellings are built.

What

were commodious aud respectable mansions a few years ago, are
now dragged away as so much rubbish and if Providence permits our much-abused wealth still to increase, the places we now
build will be pulled down to make room for the more luxurious
palaces of our children. New and unheard-of indulgences are
What our fathers regarded as luxuries almost extravinvented.
agant, we have accustomed ourselves to look upon as ordinary
;

comforts, almost despised for their cheapness.

wants are indulged; more costly
vented.

And, as

if

More

capricious

adornment are inthe most direct and expres-

articles of

to repudiate in

sive mode every remnant of the obligations of sobriety, costliness
has become the very element of fashion. Because the ornament
is monstrously expensive, in proportion to its true utility, therefore

it is* sought.

enormous

Now,

strides as

let

it will,

extravagance of expenditure take as
the indulgence of Christians follows

PEINCIPLES OF CHRISTIAN ECONOMY.
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No

species of adornment, however outrageindulgence, however capricious,
imaginary
ously wasteful; no
has become fashionable, but rich Christians have soon proceeded
Some of the
to employ it almost as commonly as the world.
close

on

its heels.

most enormously luxurious dwellings are those occupied by
Christian families. The most extravagant finery is often seen
on Christian backs. Now, where is this to stop ? Do the principles on which Christians now expend God's possessions fix no
hmit any where f If they do not, they must be erroneous. Let
us see some line drawn beyond which artificial and imaginary
wants are not to encroach on the claims of our stewardship. No
such line exists. On the present principles of the church, luxurious expenditure has before it the prospect of indefinite pro-

And

gress.

let it

be observed, that those who ride on the flood-

tide of extravagance are not merely those inconsistent persons

whose piety

is

under grievous suspicions on

they are those
church.

Now,

who
if it

stand fair and are

shall

all

hands,

liut

much esteemed

often

in the

be objected to the principles here ad-

vocated that there will be no limit to their fair and legitimate

apphcation

till

they reduce us to a cynical rudeness of

life,

the

which the Christian w^orld usually acts there is no limit.
They will admit one
extravagance after another, on the plea of usage and the customs
of society, and the innocence of the particular indulgence in

just retort

itself,

is,

that to the opposite principles on

to the utmost extent to wdiich an apostate world

to run in

its

waste of God's abused bounties.

may please

Hence

dent that there must be error in those principles.

it is

And

evi-

any
one attempt to go back and review them, comparing them with
the principles of the Bible in order to eliminate that error, and
he will find that there is no rational or scriptural stopping place
short of the strict rule we have advocated.
Another reason for the application of this strict rule is found
in the prevalence of covetousness in the church.
Much has been
said, and justly said, concerning this sin, and the opposite virtue
of Christian liberality, recently.
The religious w'orld has rung
with denunciations of prize tracts, some of which have proclaimed
covetousness to be the master sin of the church. This may be
true or untrue.
It is sufficient for our purpose to say, what
everybody will admit, that it is a sin prevalent and ruinous to a
fearful extent.

Now, we

let

believe that the great spur to covetous-

13
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cnstom of fashionable expenditure
That the fiercest covetousness
must usually be the result of prodigality has been clearly seen,
at least since Sallust's well known character of Cataline was writ-

uess, in the general, is this

prevalent in the Christian world.

Sniprqfusus, ardens in cupid'dlhusr And
we suppose that, usually, the craving for gain is the child of a
craving to spend.
Few examples of the actual miser present
ten, "Alie?ii appete?is,

hoarded and gloated over and loved
usually valued inordinately, because
men's hearts inordinately desire the supposed style, edat, and
distinction of fashionable expenditure which wealth will enable
them to attain. But now, could the pulpit and the religious
themselves, where coin
for its

own

is

Money is

sake.

press only succeed in establishing correct sentiments of Christian

economy

in the public opinion of the religious world

useless expenditure in a Christian be set in the

;

could

all

same inconsistent

and odioT^is light in which cards and dancing are usually regarded
by Presbj^terians, the sinews of covetousness in the church would
be cut. The usual motive to covetousness would no longer exist
with any who regarded their good name because that expenditiu'e could not be indulged for which large wealth is coveted.
Were those who made large gains compelled to regard them
as gains made for God, the instances of rapacity would be as
rare as the instances in which servants and apprentices are
;

found too industrious in earning money for their masters.
The nature of the motives by which luxurious expenditures are
prompted, one would think, ought to be sufficient to reveal the
inconsistency of

all

such indulgences in Christians.

may be feigned, and
when men say that they are

Very innosome cases

cent and plausible motives

in

may be

only

truly felt

;

as

filling

the

obUgation of their stations and complying with the demands of
There may be some who
genteel society in living expensively.
persuade themselves that this is their feeling. But it is very
plain that the usual motives of expensive living are self-indul-

gence and sensuality, ostentatious pride, cowardly weakness and
dread of the charge of singularity, petty rivalry, and personal

Are these motives which Christians ought to foster?
Surely they are utterly at war with the humility and spirituality
which our Saviour commands. It is our constant duty to choke
them and watch against them and were expensive living perfectly innocent and free from other objection, the fact that it

vanity.

;

14
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ministers to feelings so vile would require us to shun

it.

The

was often the minister of these unholy and contemptible sentiments in other minds should lead us to shun it,
though as 3-et unconscious of their taint.
We are told to pray,
" Lead us not into temptation."
If we would not be hypocrites,
oui' conduct must be conformed to our prayers.
A reference to the views which prevailed in former ages conmere

fact that

it

cerning the e^dl effects of luxury

A^•ill

suggest another considera-

The time was when wise heathens and vrise Christians
upon luxury as a vice in itself a thing which emas-

tion.

—

alike looked

culated the hardihood and energy of the character, stimulated

and moisture force up the vegetaand unfitted man for usefulness. Wise
legislators excluded luxury as the bane of commonwealths and
as a crime unworthy of manhood.
Historians constantly pointed
at the luxury which accumulated wealth had provoked as the
cause of Persian imbecihty, of Grecian decline, and of the downall

the

as tropical heat

"sdces,

tion of a wealthy

soil,

Rome. Senates made repeated attempts to reby sumptuary laws attempts which were vain indeed,
and ill-judged, but which evinced the reality of the evil. The
plain, good sense of the olden times pointed out the stubborn
fact, which men had not then learned to dodge by a deceitful
fall of

imperial

strain

it

;

philosophy, that luxurious expenditures, in wasting the labor of

working hands and the products of labor, must be ruinous to
pubUc wealth. What has now become of these old-fashioned
facts

How is

and truths ?

it

that a Christian ethics, in a Chris-

tian age, professing to be unspeakably pui'er than all

pagan sys-

tems, is silent concerning a A^ce which old jjagan Sparta and

Rome

reprobated?

How

is it

that Christian people indulge,

without a whisper of disapprobation or a
ion, in luxuries

fi"OA\Ti

of jDublic opin-

more elaborate than those which even a polished

Cicero denounced as disgusting and contaminating in the young

men

of licentious

Rome ?

How is it that it has become

proper,

wise, for the soldiers of the cross, who ought to
girded
for
the
ten-ific war -with " principalities and powers
be

and manly, and
and

wickedness in high places," to soften their effeminate limbs with indulgences which would have been shameful
and ruinous in the secular soldier or athlete ? It passes our wit
spiritual

to tell

!

To

us,

who remember how Paul commanded "to crucify
how he set the example

the flesh -mth. the affections and lusts,"
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of "keeping under
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body and bringing

it into subjection," and
"
hardness
as good soldiers of
to endure
lias charged us

lie

Jesus Christ,"

liis

how

every Christian has dedicated himself, pro-

and body, to a tremenduous conflict, for a stake
which is composed of his own soul, Avorth more than a world,
and a world of immortal souls like his to us it does seem that
every indulgence which diminishes the hardihood and self-denial
of the man, or unnerves him for the strife, is a crime and a treason, leaving out of view the waste it causes of the material, means
Do the fashionable indulgences
for carrying on the great cause.
now common among rich Christians have this eJBfect ? Let the
fessedly, soul

;

fact before referred to give the answer, that the worJvhuj

men

of

the age are usually the sons of simple mediocrity.

And

not only are these indulgences objectionable as weaken-

ing to the Christian character, but they waste the attention and

time of those Avho love them.
not encumber himself

no time
for his

He who

mth much

goes to warfare should

baggage.

The

true soldier has

to provide gorgeous caparisons for his horse

own

limbs.

All that he can take care of

and drapery
have his

is to

weapons in fighting order. All else is an incumbrance. When
Darius and Alexander met at Arbela, the Macedonian phalanx
was horrid Avitli brass and iron. The only things which glittered
along tlie sturdy ranks were the deadly j)oints of the pikes and
the sword-blades. But the half-armed men and horses of the
Persian came sweating under gorgeous draperies of worsted and
Which conquered ?
purple and gold, which swept the earth.
Of Frederick the Great, Macaulay says
'
'

Some young Englishmen

of rank proposed to visit

Germany

as volunteers, for

tte purpose of learning the art of war under the greatest of commanders.

This
attachment and admiration Frederick politely but firmly deHis camp was no place for amateur students of military science. The

last proof of British
clined.

The

Prussian discipline was rigorous even to cruelty.

were expected

an abstemiousness and

officers,

while in the

field,

such as were hardly
surpassed by the most rigid monastic orders. However noble their birth, however
high their rank in the service, they were not permitted to eat from anything better
than pewter. It was a high crime even in a count and field-marshal to have a sinGay young Englishmen of twenty thousand a
gle silver spoon among his baggage.
year, accustomed to liberty and luxury, would not easily submit to these Spartan
restraints and the king could not venture to keep them in order as he kept his
to practice

self-denial

;

own

subjects in order.

Thus
eration.

act the children of this world,

And thus should act the

who

are wise in their gen-

children of light.

They should
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be too busy iu tlie service of tlieir king to have a tliouglit for
gewgaws, and too anxious for efficiency to burden tliemselves
with superfluities.
But, after all, the most plain and direct reason for strict simplicity of expenditure is found in the fact that God has condescended to make wealth an instrument for promoting his cause,

and in the urgent demands
the good that

money may

of that cause.

do,

if

When we

consider

prayerfully devoted to God's

and the good that needs to be done, how can any one
who professes to aim to love God with all his strength, and his
neighbor as himself, waste any portion of it in any thing apservice,

Let those to whom God has entrusted
how many destitute families there may be within
who suffer acute anxieties and many destitutions

proaching superfluity?
wealth, think
tlieir

reach,

from poverty, to whom a little aid would l)ring unspeakable relief and thankfulness.
Let them think how many agencies of
good near them, how many Sabbath-schools, how many poor
Let them
ministers, are crippled by want of pecuniary means.
listen to the continual prayer of all our missionary departments

more means. Let them remember the almost countless plans
and schemes of beneficence, devised by pious zeal, in which
nfoney may promote the glory of God and the good of man.
Let them cast their eyes around a perishing world, where hunfor

dreds of millions are hurrying, in one generation, to eternal,
irreparable destruction for lack of the gospel,

that

money can be employed

and remenilier

as an agency to assist in their

and that their alms-giving can now be borne speedily
to any remote and destitute spot on the wide field of death.
And then let them ask themselves, with the cry of a perishing
world in their ears, and that dread account in their eye where
we must answer for having done our utmost for the rescue of
rescue,

our race, whether they have anything to spare for superfluities.
Is it enough, when this tremendous destitution stands before us,

we shall be able to say that we have made contributions to
the usual objects of Christian alms-giving, and contributions

that
all

liberal,

according to the public opinion of a perverted and selfish
still remain to be wasted on objects

world, while stores of wealth

which are required by no rational want? No, it is not enough.
We have not done our duty till we have looked above and beyond
the grovelling standard of self-indulgence, and have exerted the
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full efficiency of all that

God

lias

entrusted to us, be

it

units or

millions.

Could the church but be brought up to its duty, possessing as
does in all Protestant lands so large a share of the world's
wealth, how would Zion prosper? While no true comfort of
life would be deducted, and no rational and wholesome enjoyit

ment

among the

rich, while the true dignity and refinement
would he only promoted, how would the Lord's vineyard flourish? Our missionary boards, staggering under the
burdens of perishing millions at home and abroad, would no
longer groan for aid, but would thank God and take courage.
Instead of crying for means to feed their poor, half-sustained
and faithful workmen, with overflowing treasuries they would
call for willing hands to approach and employ the bounty of the
How many hearts among the poor would sing for joy ?
pious.
How many useful hands and heads would be raised from obscurity and poverty, and made fruitful of good to their fellow
men ? The church would again advance on her grand mission
of evangelism, with a power and speed fulfilling the prophetic

lost

of society

vision of the Apocalypse, "

aii angel flying in the midst of heaven,
having the everlasting gospel to preach to every nation, and kin-

and people, and tongue."

dred,

upon the Bible as their complete and suffiHence our readers may feel that, after representing Christian economy as so strictly binding, and superfluProtestants look

cient rule of duty.

ous expenditures for things not in themselves necessarily
as so clearly a sin,

we should be

not silent on this subject.

able to

It is to

show

sinful,

that the Bible is

be observed, however, that

the Bible never promised to give a specific precept for every detail of

ples

duty.

It is

a complete rule of

and precepts which, by

us in

all

the details of duty.

to the scriptural truths

clear

life,

in laying

down

and easy application,

We

princi-

will direct

refer our readers, accordingly,

from which we

our application of those truths was not

set out,
fair,

and demand

if

easy and obvious.

it was, this is enough.
But we are not compelled to fall back
on such a reference by any dearth of specific precepts in the
Bible.
In Luke, xiv. 12, our Saviour expressly asserts the principle, that the rich should refrain from ostentatious and unnecessary hospitalities to their equals, in order to be able to relieve
the truly destitute. We see not how one who l)elieves in plenary

If

Vol. I.— 2.
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inspiration,

and who reverences the word

of Scripture too

much

meaning, can make this passage anything
prohibition
of unnecessary expenditure in
explicit
an
else than
liospitalites.
And this, too, is one of the most generous, gi-aceful

to tamper with

its fair

and popular modes of expenditui-e the form of extravagance which
" leaning to virtue's side." 1 Timothy
and 1 Peter forbid Christian females to indulge in "gold, pearls,
broidered or plaited hair, and costly array." A most sensible
expositor has well remarked, that the prohibition would of course
liave been extended to the stronger sex had not the apostles
taken it for granted that manliness alone would be a sufficient
safeguard against such follies in them. Now, we by no means
;

men would regard as most

exalt the letter over the spirit so far as to interpret the apostles

as meaning that curled hair would be innocent while braided

hair was sinful, or to interpret

them as placing obedience

precept in the shunning of those particular

But a

tioned.

fair interpretation

follies

to the

there men-

cannot avoid this conclusion,

that the two apostles concur in exphcitly forbidding personal

adornment

"ndth

means expensive,

either of time or

thing inconsistent with Christian character.

We

that an accommodating exegesis has frequently

money, as a
all aware

are

come

of fashionable Christianity in attempting to whittle
j)oint of the precepts.

And among

others, a recent

to the aid

away the
WT.-iter

has

come to the rescue, in remarking upon the passage from
by representing the gist of the apostle's meaning as this

politely

Peter,

that Christian wives

may wear

these foUies

;

he, of course, does

not condescend either to allow or forbid things so innocent, and
unessential and trifling; but

if they wear them, they rnvst not regard them as their ornaments. We think it reply enough to ask,
for what should the good ladies wear them, then ? We feel sure

mind

concur wdth us in saying, that
to forbid the wearing of any costly array as ornament will be a
very efficient, practical prohibition of wearing it at all. Once
compel people to regard it as no adornment, and they will not
that the female

troul)le themselves to

John ii. 16.
The remainder

at least

put

it

"udll

on.

of these remarks

Let the reader also consult 1
^\ill

be devoted to considering

the most common objections w^hich are made against the princi2Dles we have advocated, and in justification of expensive habits.
In this negative form some ideas may perhaps be introduced
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wliich.

are

importance as positive supports of our

of great

views.

We

are well aware that the

prompt objection against what we

we have advocated
would cut oft' everything but the baldest necessaries of life and reduce society to a
Every man who would be truly consistent
Gothic rudeness.
must be a Diogenes. The same rule which would forbid the expensive refinements of the most wealthy, if justly applied, would
also cut off the cheaper refinements of middle life, and would reduce man to just so much clothing as would cover his nakedness,
and that of the coarsest quality which would suffice. The very
buttons on the backs of our coats must be cut oft' and thrown into
have said

^ill

be this

:

that

if

the principles

Avere carried out to their fair extent they

And

a missionary box, because they can button nothing.

thus,

as our principles prove too much, they prove nothing.

Now, what
prejudices?

is all this

It

but an argument to our ignorance and our

does not disprove the Scripture

rule,

but only

announces fear of it, lest it should cut deeper than the selfindulgence and weakness of the objectors possibly can or will
Grant that the rule, when strictly applied, should cut
endure.
off all the refinements

now common

in Christian societ}',

it

might

only prove that society has gone exceedingly far astray from
duty, (a ver}- possible supposition, at least with those

who

its

believe

human nature,) and not that the rule
was false. Suppose that those who support this rule in theory,
and among others the author of these remarks, should be found
in the universal depravity of

un^villing to follow

it to the extent of cutting the buttons off the
backs of their coats. It might onlj- prove that their conduct was
inconsistent with their principles, and not that their principles

vrere wrong.

But a further and
jection will be found

entirely satisfactory explanation of the ob-

by recurring

to

what was said in defining

the allowable and proper subsistence of one of God's servants.

In order that he

may be

fitted to

work most

efficiently for his

Master, that substance should include, not only supplies for his

immediate bodily

necessities, but all that promotes the most
noble and perfect development of the bodily, mental and moral
man. Neat and decent apparel, lodging, food, are necessaries of life,

not indeed of animal existence, but of that dignified, rational and

moral existence by which God's servant

is

able to glorify

him and
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The natural and useful accomphsliments of
They are necessary to that highest style
life are necessaries of life.
of man by which most good is done and most honor rendered to
And we do assert that the distinction
the jjower of Christianity.
between that sordid manner of life which sacrifices one's usefulness by inevitably incurring constant ridicule, contempt and disbless his fellow-men.

like,

and a chaste and

easy to

strict simplicity, is

except those

all

who do not wash

a distinction perfectly
to see

There

it.

is

an

extreme of simplicity in dress and living to which any man of
truly respectable qualities may go without incurring inconvenient
notoriety as an oddity, and without incurring necessary contempt.

This

is

evident from the Spartan example of

many

noble men, of

whom we may mention John Howard and Chief-Justice Marshall.
And we do assert again, that this extreme of simplicity lies far, far
beyond the customary

now

style

allow themselves.

whose heart

The

is

which the average of rich Christians

Tliere lies the 'projier line.

right can find

objection

Any man

it.

we have described might be

sufficiently

removed

even by considerations of pecuniary economy. We do not dress
in blankets and live in shanties because true economy forbids it.
fabric will become so worn as to admit the assaults
and disease so much sooner than the moderately fine
and substantial cloth, that it is true economy to wear the latter.
It might be possible to live in a shanty of boards but this shanty
would require to be so perpetually patched and renewed that, in
the end, it would prove more expensive than a substantial brick
house. And again, good taste costs no money when allowed its
Economy itself having
true, natural and chaste developments.
dictated that we shall select for a covering a moderately good

The coarse
of weather

;

cloth,

we

'discover that

cloth into decent

botch of

it.

it is

actually less wasteful to cut this

and comely shape than

The parent

to

make a clownish

of six children observes that health

and

decency and chastity require that his dwelling shall contain a
given number of chambers. And when this is determined, he

one wdth
economy. To adopt a chaste and graceful outline for his building, in which every essential element of the construction shall be
an ornament, and no ornament shall be superfluous, to protect
his materials wdth good paint, to employ skilful mechanics who
will keep out the weather by making good joints, all this is as

will find that a true architectural taste is j)erfectly at
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necessary to procuring the requisite cubic feet of house room, at
the cheapest ultimate cost, as

And

it is

to true architectural taste.

anything more expensive than this

is

as tnily a sin against

economy.
j)ure taste as it
We have thus passed to the discussion of what we had marked
doM'n as the second objection that so stern a simplicity would
is a sin against Christian

:

and education of all the refining tastes.
This objection proceeds upon the postulate, that wherever our
Creator has implanted native and instinctive propensities in us,
their very existence shows that there must be some innocent and
proper indulgence for them somewhere. Thus it was he who
implanted hunger there must be, therefore, some indulgence of
It
the appetite which does not partake of the sin of gluttony.
was God who implanted the capacity for feeling indignation
there must be, therefore, such a thing as " being angry and sinning not." If every possible exercise of the propensity had been
But surely
sinful, a holy Creator would not have implanted it.
this does not imply that every indulgence to which the perverted
cut off the indulgence

:

;

jDropensity

may

attach itself

is

therefore innocent.

Is there,

by which those instinctive and refining tastes for
the graceful and beautiful in form, color, and sound may be
If we condemn
gratified, except the "costly array" of luxury?
as sinful waste the employment of a company of foreign muthen, nothing

sicians, at a cost ten-fold greater

than that which would pro-

cure the labors and talents of the noblest waniors and statesmen
to the nation, or at a price sufficient to feed all the starving
of a

indulgence of

poor

we be charged with banishing every
musical taste when we leave to men the music of

commonwealth,

shall

and babbling brooks, and sighing winds,
the morning breeze
from the lowing kine, mixed with the ploughman's mellow song
as he lounges fieldward, and the cooing of the dove in the dewy
Shall we be accused of banishing music when we
tree-top ?
leave men the inexpensive but sweet domestic concert, the song
of praise to God, and the soft harmonies of children's voices?
nature, of singing birds,

the sweet

symphony which comes up with

And

forbid

if

we

men

to waste God's precious treasures in bar-

baric fineries of dress, or building, or equipage, shall

cused of robbing them of

we be

ac-

and tinge,
when we leave them the countless beauties of sky, and earth,
and sea? No. We admit that a proper cultivation of these
all

that is beautiful in form
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where nnaccompanied A^itli
most weak and insufficient tendency, to elevate
man's sonl. Bnt tlieir proper and beneficial cultivation is by tlie
enjoyment of the beauties and harmonies of nature. The artificial and expensive pursuit of the fine arts, as it is seen in lux-

tastes lias a tnie tendency, thougli,

better agencies, a

urious society, tends only to substitute in place of true sensibility

a nauseous affectation of

taste, concealing a callousness as truly

brutal as that of the Yandal.

The

truest

and most wholesome

indulgences of taste are those which nature presents to us at

Luxurious indulgences deprave this capacity of our
souls as truly as they waste God's property.
Again, in support of expensive living we often hear a great
deal said about " the style proper to one's standing in society."

least cost.

And

such a style is represented as necessary to distinguish the
The truth lies in just the opposite
different ranks in society.
This is just one of the chiefest social byHb resulting
direction.
from luxury, that it assists in confounding the proper distinctions

When

of society.

expensiveness of living becomes the index of

then whoever can procure wealth, by fair
means or foul, claims that rank. Thus, by this very boasted
means of keeping up the proper distinctions of society, vulgar
and ignorant persons are admitted into the society of the pure
and well-informed, and that vilest and most despicable of all
aristocracies, an aristocracy of wealth, is introduced.
The con-

rank and

sequence

gentility,

is,

that the coarseness and low principles of the rich

boors are diffused through all the circle into
riousness has introduced them.

And an

which

their luxu-

unrighteoiis standard

which excludes humble worth, and talent,
^^dth poverty.
But if extravagance
were disreputable and were banished from professedly "\drtuous
of admission is erected,

and

taste,

because united

society, if the rich practiced a simplicity of li-sing equally attain-

by

moderate means, the distinctions of society would
dra^\Ti by some other criterion than wealth.
They cannot possibly be drawn by any other so base and in-

able

all of

necessarily be

jurious.

But let lis admit that the principle claimed is correct. Let us
suppose that there ought to be gradations of expenditiu'e according to the possessions and social position. The Christian

who professes the obligation to use all liis property for the glory
of God surely ought not to assume any higher grade of expendi-
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than

Surely
jDriety,
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really necessary to maintain his social position.

is

should not expend for this object, granting
more of God's wealth than is necessary, when so
lie

its

pro-

much is

needed for the cause of God and our perishing fellow-meu. Now
us take, for the sake of example, some one grade of wealth
aijd social standing.
Let it be the hundred thousand dollar
men. Among this class several will be found who, either from
prudence, or covert avarice, or from a sort of very sensible laziness, which is unwilhng to be fatigued with pomp, spend far less
than the average of their peers. They are not sordid, but they
live far within their means and beneath the expenditure of similar men around them.
Every large society presents such inlet

stances.

Now, are these men
compromised ?

by their class ? Is their
any lack of respect when
equals ? Not at all. The fact

ostracized

social j)osition

Is there

the}^ enter the society of their

then proves that a higher grade of expenditure than theirs is not
necessary for any social advantage.
Why, then, cannot all
Christians of a similar grade of wealth stop at their limit of ex-

Even upon the mistaken grounds upon which we
beyond this is clearly sin. It is waste and

penditure

?

argue,

that goes

all

perversion of a trust that should have been sacred to noble and
blessed ends.

All

know how

far rich

Christians, even those

whose religious character stands fair, go beyond that Une of
supposed social necessity as it is drawn by the actual facts of
Even by this imperfect rule a great dereliction fi^om.
society.
Christian economy is proved upon the church of this day.
There is another justification for luxury which assumes a profounder air, and proceeds upon pretended grounds of political
economy.

It is

part of those

claimed that "luxurious expenditures on the

who have wealth

are, in fact, beneficent to the

community, by encouraging and employing and paying the inall who produce those luxuries.
"Such expenditure,"

dustry of
it is

said, "is the legitimate

means

for distributing again the ac-

may circulate for the comman, therefore, who, without immoral
dissipations, expends a splendid income in splendid living, is
fulfilling a public duty."
We unhesitatingly assert that he is a
"
public curse. His splendid living may, in one sense, " distribute
coin or bank notes, but it is a whirlpool that absorbs and destroys public wealth, and his luxuries, instead of encouraging
cumulations of wealth, so that they

mon

good.

The

rich
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only pervert

it

and misdirect

it.

We

will explain.
It is the

most

suppose that coin or bank
Every college boy knows that they are

^iilgar delusion to

notes are public wealth.

only the conventional representatives of wealth. The wealth of
the community consists in the productions of the skill and labor
If a ploughman exof its citizens, exerted on material nature.

pends a year's work

hundred bushels of corn, that
If an artisan expends a
a
trinket
worth
five hundred bushels of
year's work in making
If the five hundred bushels
corn, that trinket is pubHc wealth.
of corn are exchanged with a foreign merchant for a basket or
two of costly wine, that vdne is a part of the public wealth. But
if that trinket or wine is bought by some rich citizen for money,
the community is no richer than before. The piu'chaser now has
the item of wealth, and the seller has in its stead some coins
corn

is

in raising five

a j)art of the public wealth.

Avhich are not wealth, brtt which, being the established representative of wealth, will serve

of wealth

when he

him

pleases.

to

Now

produce him some other item
let us suppose that this rich

purchaser thrusts a hole through his daughter's ear with an awl
and sticks this trinket in it, where it is finally lost, or becomes
worthless through change of fashion

;

or that he drinks

up

this

and irreparable loss of public wealth. This item is forever consumed,
and has left no equivalent behind it. A year's work of an indusAnd the skill, industry and time of
trious citizen is consumed.
its laboring citizens are the true wealth of a community, because
they alone produce wealth. The money which this rich man
paid for the year's work, which has been destroyed, is not a substitute for its value to the community, because the community
before possessed both the money and the commodity now it has
Every luxurious indulgence is therefore deonly the money.
As all political economists know, it
structive of public w^ealth.
The idea on which the old sumj)is u)iproductive consuraptioii.
tuary laws were partly founded, that every luxurious expenditure
wine

at a splendid entertainment, then there is a positive

;

tends to impoverish the country,

is

a stubborn

fact.

Let us look also at "the encouragement of industry" which
such expenditures produce. We have said, what none can dispute, that the true wealth of a nation consists in the time, skill
and labor of its working citizens. The public welfare, so far as
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it is

corporeal, consists iu an adequate supply of all the objects

required by man's actual and natural wants for

A
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all

the people.

certain total of those objects, such as food, clothing, etc., vriR

be necessary annually to provide for all its citizens.
only source froin irJiich the nation can clraic this supply

na al industry of its own
predator}^ warfare).

JToic, the
is

the an-

engaged in
of that supply may be

citizens (unless, indeed, it is

Some of

the articles

imported from abroad; but if so, these impoiis are produced,
not with money, but with some product of the nation's own inInternational commerce must always be, in the main, a
dustry.
barter.
A ceiiain number of the working hands of the nation
must therefore be e-sddently employed annually in the production
of the supply for the natural and necessary wants of the whole
people.
If too few hands are employed, the supply becomes inadequate, and those who are least able to buy at increased prices
siiffer want.
Now it is very plain, that if many of the working
hands of the nation are turned aside from the production of
these suppUes for real wants, to producing the objects of imaginary and artificial wants, by the seduction of better wages from
the rich, the result is an inadequate supply of sohd values, and
suffering and misery at the other extreme of society.
The perversion of industry may result in an increase to the individual
laborer in the shape of larger money wages, Ijut the inevitable

result to the nation at large is a deficiency of the necessaries of

and consequent misery to the laboring class in general.
Money fills no hungry stomach and clothes no shivering back of
itself.
It is only the representative of other things which do.
We will illustrate. Let us suppose that the increase of luxiuy
causes the transference of a thousand laboring hands from the
production of corn or other actual values which the nation bartered for foreign corn to the production of plate and jewelry.
Their wages as farm laborers were fifty cents per day, and their
wages as artisans are now one dollar per day. The change has
seemed to result in advantage to these thousand laborers, because their wages are better. But the total result is that there
is thus much less corn in the nation to feed it, and the price of
corn rises, and as many people suffer for bread as were formerly
supplied by the industry of these thousand men. And the use
of the plate and jewelry produced is wholly an unproductive consiimption, a total and irreparable abstraction from the national
life
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if these laborers had been
would have been eaten by
working men, who would have used their strength in earning
wealth in some form. Thus it would have been productive con-

wealth, while a large part of this corn,
suffered to continite producing corn,

sumption.

The expenditure of money on artificial wants is therefore not
an encouragement, but a misdirection of industry. It results, not
in the increase, but in the final destruction of portions of the

Instead of diffusing accumulated wealth for the

public wealth.

benefit of the laboring classes,
ral,

of

The

life.

artisans

tures of course
is

it

depresses those classes in gene-

begets starvation, and enhances the prices of the necessaries

who

profit at the

time by these expendi-

deny these conclusions, but

just as sure as there

truth in political science, or the teachings of history, they are

correct in the main.

These remarks explain

at once the fact, so often

remarked, that

among the poor are
accumulation among the rich. The

in every country the extremes of destitution

equal to the extremes of

usual results of accumulated wealth must be indulgence in luxury,

and luxury begets a misapplied industry and consequent want.

A plain

corollary from these truths is this, that all laws of pri-

mogeniture, and

all legislation

which

fosters large accumulations

and the general good
That nation is always most truly rich and proswhom the words of Horace apply

in single hands, are hostile to public wealth

of the people.

perous to

" Privatus

illis

census ernt hrevis,

commune rnagmim."

We have

here an explanation also for the anomalous evils of
English society. In unfolding this explanation we shall illustrate
the truth

explain.
The English are an inTheir agriculture and manufactures are emi-

we have attempted to

dustrious nation.

is science made to do so
work of human hands and yet,
with all this teeming production, England cannot comfortably
feed and clothe her people any year. We do not now allude to
the effect which her taxation and naval and military expenses
may produce, but only to social causes. England is distinguished
above all other nations by overgrown private fortunes. The incomes of these fortunes seek channels of expenditure, and the

nently

skilful.

Nowhere on earth

large a share of the productive

;

result is that a vast portion of the productive labor of the nation
is

perverted to the production of supplies for

artificial

wants.
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Her

aristocracy have acted

upon the mistaken poHcy

of " en-

couraging industry" by splendid expenditures until the industry
of the nation is crushed.

Men who

ought to be producers of

food and clothing, or of solid values to be bartered with other
nations for food and clothing, have been seduced,

money wages,

of better

by the

offer

to expend their labor on ten thousand

things which satisfy no actual necessity of any

man on the man:

ufacture of jewelry, and of dress and equipage, on the build-

ing of useless palaces, on the enclosing of useless, or partially
useful parks, with unnecessary iron railings,

on the laborious

construction and keeping of pleasure grounds, on the watching

and partridges, on the tending of useless horses, dogs
on the driving of unnecessary vehicles, on the rendering of unnecessary menial services, and a hundred other things.
Thus, myriads of hands, which ought to be producing the solid
of hares

and

deer,

supplies for the nation's actual wants, are industrious about no-

And

thing.

although personally these attendants

may

receive

better wages, the general result is a waste of national industry

and national want.
Let none then attempt

to defend expensive living on these
This plea contains one of the most valid reasons

grounds.
against

gence a

The Christian should

it.

sin,

because

its

feel

every superfluous indul-

general tendency

is to blight

the public

welfare.

We

shall

be asked, possibly, " "What, then, do you propose

?

Shall the incomes of the rich be hoarded, from year to year,

while they confine themselves to the frugal expenditures of this
Christian economy ? " We answer, by no means.
Let them flow
forth freely, and to the last drop but let it be in the channels of
;

a true and a wise beneficence.

Let a reasonable share of our
wealth be devoted to the improvement of the agricultural and
other resources of the country, with a benevolent regard to the

temporal comfort of our fellow-citizens.

expended
gelism

:

A^dth

in printing saving truth, in

preachers, in diffusing knowledge at
will

But above

all, let it

be

boundless liberality in the great labors of evansustaining teachers

home and

abroad.

and
Thus

our superfluous wealth employ and reward the industry of
men who perform this labor of love,

multitudes of meritorious

and, unlike the expenditure of luxury,

prnduHlve industry to which our money

it

A\ill

will not

be an unThere

entice them.
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uo labor that is more fraitful of public wealth than evangelical
whether in the domestic or foreign field. Every ignorant,
degraded man who is enlightened and sanctified becomes at
once a producer of material wealth, for he is rendered an indusAnd every heathen community that is evangeltrious citizen.
recipient
and a producer of the wealth of peaceized becomes a
Thus superfluous riches may be scattered, not
ful commerce.
to create a devouring voiiex of the national wealth, but to become,
in turn, the seed of wealth, and to bless our fellow-men and the
world with temporal welfare. And above all, an income of praise
and a harvest of souls may be collected for the great Giver and
Owner " For of him, and through him, and to him, are all things
Amen."
to whom be glory for ever.
is

labors,

:

BEECKIXRIDGE'S THEOLOGY.

of the
to be literary
importance
IFtothere
should be impartial and with this justhe church that
criticism,

is

it is

first

it

;

no personal motive or favor should interfere. This criticism
assumes to be a guide to the public opinion of Christians. If it
is seduced by any motive to speak partially, it tends to corrupt
public opinion, commend error, and debauch the taste of the
Either praise or blame bestowed indiscriminately and
peojDle.
unfairly will soon teach them to distrust such a guide, and thus
the influence of this important engine for good will be lost.
It
tice

might be well for the conductors of the

critical

press to inquire

whetlier their rashness has not nearly produced this effect al-

ready.

by a

These thoughts, coupled with the conviction produced

careful perusal of the book, that the notices of Dr. Breckin-

Theology (Vol. I.), which have appeared hitherto, are
mostly inaccurate and indiscriminate, determine us to exercise
the right of discussing it in a more thorough and impartial manridge's

ner.

There
if

another consideration which seems to strongly urge,
not compel, such a discussion.
This book claims to be a
is

7'epresentative one.

"
of the " Preliminary "Words

On the first page

is made which amounts to this, when stripped
and animated language That some one great representative mind in each age has usually embodied for posterity
the most fundamental and important thinking of that age that
this representative man and these representative thoughts have
usually been taken from the midst of the great, master, mental

a representation
of its elegant

:

;

movement

of that age ; that these are the elements which make
the great literary remains of former centuries so valuable ; that
the disruption of 1837-'8 was the great event of our American
Presbyterian world in this century that Dr. Breckinridge was
;

perhaps the master mind of that movement
29

;

that therefore he

is

beeckinridge's theology.
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perhaps the man to ^\Tite the immortal, representative book of
this church in this centmy and that this is perhaps the book.
;

Now we do not so much
though a passing protest should be uttered against this and other
evidences of that blemish which are not unfrequent in the book.
All unseemly personal passions should be sternly banished from
cite this to characterize its egotism, al-

the elevated domain of literature, and especially of religious

lit-

In that realm should reign a pure serenity approach-

erature.

ing in sacredness the repose of religion, so that the denizens

may

meet there none but the elevated emotions and purifying influences of the region itself. In this the temple of the muse should
be Hke the sanctuaries of religion. It is therefore always a sin
against good taste and propriety for an author to introduce any
personality of feeHng, either that of personal self-laudation or

personal malignity.

But

Only che emotions of the great subject

rather our purpose to point out that
such claims as are insinuated in these "Preliminary Words"
leave Presbyterians no option.
They must pubhcly accept or
reject the representative book which claims to be their exponent.

should be

felt.

it is

If all our public expressions are those of approval,

we

shall, as

a denomination, be held responsible for the work as a whole, and

by no means ready. If
marked importance, it is far better
that we should speak honestly of them ourselves than be triumphantly convicted of them by rival denominations. We profess
also some sensibility to the charge from without of an interested
and ungraceful zeal in lauding our own prominent authors.
Such praise of ourselves (as it is accounted in a sense) prompts
A great
to the suspicion of insincerity, and provokes resistance.
denomination would better consult its true dignity by remembering somewhat the caution of Solomon, " Let another praise thee,
and not thine own lips."
After waiting long in the hope that these wei^ity motives
would move some abler hand, we shtAl therefore examine this
work with entire candor. The claims to originality, which are

justly.

For

this we, for our part, are

there are errors or defects of

not obscurely set up, the apparent depreciation of the labors of
predecessors, and the manner in which the author has ever ex-

and reply towards others, surely
and candid investigation. To employ any other
would be wrong under any circumstances. We shall not be deercised the rights of criticism

justify impartial
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from iuclependent expression of opinion by tlie fact (which
very possibly be asserted against us as a fixed and irreversible verdict of the public), that so many periodicals and persons
terrecl

may

have spoken of this work in terms of unmixed and extravagant praise. If any one will count the number of books and
pamphlets "noticed" in one of our weeklies, and consider the
distractions of an editor's life, he will be fully prepared to credit
the assertion that in these critiques books are usually praised
without being read. We venture the surmise, that it would be
quite an amusing occupation to bring these gentlemen to the
witness-stand and make them tell, "honor bright," how many
of them had read three whole chapters of this book when they
penned their praises. It is time, at length, that the scales of literary judgment should be handed over from those who have not
read the book to those who have; the atmosphere is perhaps
now sufficiently cleared from the dust raised by the first pawings
and shoutings to admit some justice of vision. Nor shall we be
restrained from independent judgment by the fear of any such
fling as was made in one quarter against a judicious and wellinformed notice of " Breckinridge's Theology," in the North Carolina Presbyterian, where an editor first states that he is not prepared to judge between Dr. Breckinridge and his North Carolina
reviewer, and then, with equal injustice and inconsistency, pronounces judgment by insinuating the charge of spite and perversion of testimony.
That one who, like us, has ever been an
almost enthusiastic admirer of Dr. Breckinridge's talent and eloquence, and, ten times more than most of tliese laudatory journahsts, an advocate of his ecclesiastical principles and services,
should regard such innuendoes in the exercise of that right of criticism which every author challenges in the very act of asking the
public attention to his book, is a thought only calculated to produce a smile. Americans, and Presbyterians least of all, are not
wont to be thus governed. As the public notices of the work
have hitherto been marked by almost unmixed praise, we naturally begin by stating some of those defects in the book which
compel us to dissent from that praise. We shall not be understood, we hope, as having found no points in which we can
cheerfully concur in
1.

The

first

on the reader

it.

of those grounds of dissent

which obtrudes itself
and rhetorical

consists of the frequent grammatical
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These are the more surprising, because the author
and in this book, so often ^^Titten, not onlj
uith nerve and eloquence, but with precision. But here many

blemishes.

has, both elsewhere

sentences are positively incomplete in structure.

The

last sen-

paragraph of Dr. Breckinridge's " Preliminary
Words," contains three participles vt^hich have no nouns, expressed
or impHed.
Inadvertences of this kind, and others similar, are
repeated in numerous cases, which it is not needful to weary the
reader bj quoting. This book would often fail to stand the good,
old-fashioned test of coiTect grammar, that the sentences shall
all admit of being correctly parsed throughout.
There are participles having no nouns, and a number of sentences in which
there is no verb for the subject.
Should the book meet that
classical destiny which some of its admirers predict for it, and
should it be employed as other English classics have been for a
tence in the

first

text-book in parsing,

we

sincerely pity the urchins

quired on peril of the birch to construe

its

who

are re-

unparsable passages.

Another frequent defect is the holding of the sense suspended
through long, compound sentences, a structure condemned by

—

the canons of rhetoric, and one which mars perspicuity, and
greatly increases the labor of comprehension for the reader.
Still

another blemish seems to have arisen from the unguarded

indulgence of that propensity to which animated popular speakers
are hable, of lavishing intense epithets to strengthen the expression.

be

Thus, in this book, a multitude of things are declared to
"immense." It is not only said

"infinite," " stupendous," or

(on p. 158), but deliberately argued, that Christ performed an

"immense" number

of miracles in person.

If this

then miracles would have ceased to be miracles, and
stances of natural law would have

sidered such.

we nnay gain

On

had a

true,

common

in-

better claim to be con-

p. 271, § 7, it is said that

of God's being is

were

"immense."

the l-notoledye that

On p.

369,

it is

said

that the facts of God's personality, unity, spirituality and tiinity,
are " stupendous."
The fact that human natiu'e was created in
is also called, along with sundry others, a "stupendous" fact. To a plain man, who regards that which is stupendous (from iftajyere) as something which paralyzes A\'ith fear,
it is hard to see how tliis truth, however important or joyful, can
be justly described as "stupendous." On the I3age last mentioned, which was selected at random, we find the pet adjective,

the di-sdne image
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"stupendous"
Tlie
language
of
a
scientific
"boundless."
and
work
twice,
accuracy
cliaracterized
by
ratlier
tlian
tbe exaggerations
should be
Such phrases in such a work often
of tlie popular speaker.
These things, together wdtli the
violate truth as well as taste.
vague and changing senses in which metajohysical terms are employed (e. gr., that much-abused word "absolute"), cause the
surmise that the author's mind has not been carefully trained to
" infinite," foiu' times, besides " transcendently,"

philosophic studies.
It

may be urged

in defence that these blemishes of style are

but spots on the face of the sun, so that

it is

a

trivial criticism to

them amidst merits so much higher. "We reply, that we
have noticed them not as great defects, but still as defects. True,
notice

a dull

man may be

accurate in style

who

is

incapable of Dr.

But we conceive that the
coiTect way for judging such a blemish is that which a sensible
pedagogue of our acquaintance apphed to a vain urchin indifferent
" If spelling
to his wretched spelling and proud of his Latinity.
well is so commonplace that its possession confers little honor,
Breckinridge's thought or eloquence.

then certainly

its

lack is all the greater discredit to one

higher accomplishments
2.

this

To proceed
book

is

method

pleteness of view, to set

minous and

more

to matters

serious.

The

as inconvenient and faulty as

science the objects of

who

boasts

"

all

are such as these

classification of
is

it
:

novel.

the truths deduced in their

logical relations

among

troduction of each point just where

In a

commost lu-

to secure

themselves, to secure the in-

most needed
subsequent steps, and thus to promote at
once brevity, facility and accuracy. A moment's reflection must
con-vince the well-informed theologian, in advance of any examination of this book, that the author has adopted a di-sdsion of his
whole subject which he must break at almost every step in order
to get on.
For at every step the objective (Vol. I.) and the subjectiA'e (Yol. II.) must mingle themselves in inextricable imion
in any possible discussion.
How does the author himself begin
his objective volume of the treatise ?
By subjective statements
as to man's moral condition.
He says, in the beginning of his
argument of his first book, "To know our own natiu-e and condition is the first step towards making this knowledge of God
available."
Is not this knowledge of ourselves subjective ? The

and will most

facilitate

Vol. i.—3.

its

discussion

is
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chapter wHcli treats of the being and nature of God begins "witli
another set of subjective truths man's consciousness of his oa\ii
:

existence and of a world external to himself ; his consciousness

of the distinction of matter and spirit, and his rational intuitions.
The writer, if we ^^nderstand him, proposes as the topic of his
fourth book, the knowledge of

God which we

guished from the tilings kno^Ti therein.

acquire, as distin-

We will not

pause to

remark farther upon the frequent departures from this topic
throughout the book as constituting a violation of his own
method. But it is obvious that, just so far as he adheres to this
And the
topic, he is treating a subjective aspect of the matter.
twenty-third chapter, the

first

of this book, is little less than a

statement of the subjective states and intuitions, mental and
moral, which must be at the base of

knowledge ; a

all religious

statement indeed manly and comprehensive, and exhibiting the
highest excellences of the writer's manner.

Again

:

one of the

means by which God makes himself kno^vn to us is said to be the
new creation, which is made the subject of a whole chapter in
Must not the soul's apprehension of its own regenerthis book.
ation be

all

volume we
tive.

subjective?

find nearly as

And we may

promises

And so throughout this "objective"
much of the subjective as of the objec-

safely predict that the second volume,

to treat " the subjective,"

pears, fully as

much

objective.

The

be found, when

which
it

ap-

division is unpractical

and

"s\ill

impracticable.

But the

effects of

the author's compliance with

it

have been

w orse

than those of his breaches of it. The abortive attempt to
jireserve the method has compelled the postponement of matters
which should have been discussed, if at all, near the beginning.

Thus, the whole evidence for the inspiration of the Bible is deferred to the third volume; and meantime, almost every step
assumes the Bible to be true. Not only is this proceeding unsatisfactory to one not yet convinced of such capital j)oints, but

there

is

always a fatal

scientific objection to the

delay of those

demonstrations which are fundamental to all the subsequent.
When such capital points are assumed for the present as proved,

and a superstructure

of

many varied

propositions is built on that

assumption, the reasoner will almost inevitably employ some of
these propositions proved by the help of the assumption, when
at length he comes to prove the point assumed; and thus his
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whole process

will

be a vicious
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would seem also tliat
polemical work to its

proposed place in the third volume has caused him to omit, or
exceedingly to maim, a number of other discussions. But can
any proposition be proved, without directly or indirectly assailing the oj^posite ?

and

And

if this

distribution into objective, sub-

was to prevail in other questions, why not
The chapter on the being of a God is polemistick to it in all?
cal, for it is against the atheist.
That chapter which gives a
old,
famihar
fragment of the
argument for Christ's divinity is

jective,

relative

polemical also, for
the attempted

it

method

assails the Socinian.
is,

The only

res^^lt

of

that a very incomplete view is given

ol' a demonstration which any intelligent Presbyterian minister
would present with respectable completeness.
Another effect of the endeavor to carry out this division has
been to dissever the presentation of divine truths from their
23ractical operations on the soul, in a most mischievous manner.
For instance, the doctrine of the Holy Ghost is the basis of that

of sanctification ; but the former is objective, while the graces of

the latter are subjective states of the soul.

And

so the disciis-

them all must be separated by a volume from those ti*uths
on which they immediately depend. Christ, the object of faith,
and faith, the subjective act which embraces him, must be divorced by the space of a whole volume. But why multiply illusThe book Is full of them.
trations ?
Cicerc somewhere defines religion as a "rehgatio," a binding
back of the soul to God, by its relations to him. Our Catechism
says: "The Scriptures principally teach what man is to beheve
concerning God, and what duty God requires of man." All resion of

is, then, eminently a science of relations
for the
and subjective truths which it teaches concerning God
and man all have thjeir value in the relations which exist between
them. It is our God, a God related to us, of whom our theology
teaches.
A God not related to us at all is practically no God.
Has not the Epicurean theology been always judged equal to
atheism ? The words objective and subjective do exj^ress a difference in the aspect of trviths making up Christian theology;
but the same truth is objective, subjective, or relative, according

vealed theology

;

objective

to the point of view.

It is therefore to us a simple matter of
astonishment that any one should have dreamed of making them
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the basis of a divisiou iu

As

tlie

practical treatment of a science.
j';Z?/6^ and
two distinct volumes. The
must perpetually intermingle

well might one talk of separating the doctrines of

minus

in algebraic equations into

subjective, objective

and

relative

how can they lie separated into
volumes in the discussion ? In the one and same cognition, it is the subject which apprehends, and the objective tnith
which is apprehended and a relation is then felt between subThey cannot be separated without suppressing
ject and object.
the cognition. But when the author comes to define the thu'd
or "relative" part of his treatise, we leam, to oiu' surprise, that
he does not employ the term in its established, philosophic mean"^'ell," it may
ing, but that he means by it Polemic Theology!
"
a writer is entitled to employ an old word in a
be answered,
new sense, provided he defines it." TTe rejoin, that however
justifiable this may be in usual cases, the propriety of altering
causelessly the established nomenclature of science may well be
But if it is proposed to treat under the term, Kelaquestioned.
in every apprehension of truth

:

different

;

tive Theology, truths in contrast with their opposite errors, as a

separate division, then the objections above indicated remain in

Truth cannot be taught at

all

without opj)Osing the related error; so that, in this sense,

all

full force against

the method.

inculcation of truth

is

"relative,"

or polemic.

This was not

meant by Polemic Theology.
In a word, the writer had no sooner adopted his novel classification, than he found it impracticable if he would liudge at all,
he must do so by violating it at almost every step. It would
have been well if he had not been misled by the determination
to be original, and had been content "with some method which
the wisdom aiid experience of ages have approved. There are
some roads so straight and beaten that they cannot be departed
from save at the expense of going wrong.
3. When we proceed to the book itself, we find sundry points
for vv'hich Ave would be unwilling that we, or the Presbj'teiian denomination, should be held responsible by our sUence. But
when we speak of defects, or actual errors in discussion, we
would by no means be understood to imply that the book is

what the old

di^'ines

;

heretical in the grave sense of that word.

Dr. Breckinridge's

soundness in the faith generally is so well known, and has been
proved in so many ways, that any attempt on our part to assail

beeckinridge's theology.

or defend

it

would only

pliaticallj say,

once for

excite a smile;

all,

87

and we would here em-

that the great ruling points of theology,

which must ever decide the essential difference between Pelagian
and Calvinist, such as the total depravity of man, the i^.eed of a
proper divine intervention to repair it, the true divinity of the
Mediator, are stated mth a manly boldness, and a comprehensive
view of their importance, which have given us the highest
pleasure.

But

in a master work,

thodoxy, but accuracy.
ridge

is

we are entitled to expect not only orTo claim the former for Dr. Breckin-

claiming no more than every Presb}i;erian minister

is

ex-

There may be errors of discussion
not affecting the orthodoxy, which yet are worthy of note, because they may have evil effects. And first, we object to Dr.

pected to possess of course.

mode of demonstrating the being of God. It
be noticed that, on page 56, the author states that this mode
To assist its inspection we will
is one of his own construction.
state briefly and fairly in our own words the writer's steps.
Breckinridge's

will

They

are substantially these

If there

:

had ever been a time when nothing

at all existed,

there never would have been anything at any subsequent time.

But something does

exist,

at least the inquiring,

thinking I;

therefore something or other has existed from eternity.

Here

the aiithor pauses to draw the famihar old inference, that atheism
is

indemonstrable, because a

finite creature

never can prove that

among these somethings, some of which must have been eternal,
Our necessary intuition dithere may not be a God. Next.
vides
into

all

knov/n substances, numerous and multiform as they are,

two

classes, matter

and

spirit.

Therefore one of three pro-

must be true either some spirit existed from eternity
and produced other spirits and all matter, or some matter existed
eternally and produced other matter and all spirits, or something
of matter and spirit united existed eternally, and produced all
Which of the three is true ? The first, says Dr. Breckinthings.
ridge because we are conscious that we, compounded of matter
positions

:

;

did not create ourselves or anything else. It is
equally clear to us that we were not created by any lower form of
being than ourselves, such as an animal, or a being animal and

and

spirit,

spiritual

compounded,

greatly superior to us.

but,

on the contrary, by some being
this superior substance which

Was
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Not mixed, because
created us pure spirit, or mixed like us?
man, the highest being known to be compounded of spirit and
matter, cannot create and matter cannot create mind therefore
it must have been spirit which was efjicieyit in the first creation.
If then matter was also eternal, it was wholly inert in creation,
Has matter existed along
either by itself or united to spirit.
with spirit from eternity, but thus inert ? No, says Dr. Breckin;

;

ridge, because the very nature of a first cause implies that

single

because whatever mystery

;

an eternal

cause

original

neither a
sibly

when

cause
first

nor an

;

it

needless.

Hence matter which

is

nor a creative cause, cannot posmust be an effect. And therefore

;

it

eternal something, the creative cause of other things,

we find him

spirit.

Last, this spirit must be equal to

doing, and infinite in power,

fections, for the extent

We

is

efficient

be an eternal cause

first

must have been pure
that

is

unphilosophical to introduce the supposition of a second

it is

the

first

it is

found in the supposition of
doubled by supposing two and because
is

and

skill of his

life,

all

glory and per-

created works imply this.

urgently request the reader to compare this statement with

Dr. Breckinridge's chapter, and see for himself whether

it is

a

Now, we
assumed by the ablest moral reasoners,
But in Dr. Breckinridge's
such as Howe and Samuel Clark.
second step this objection arises since the distinction between
mind and matter is assumed as the necessary postulate, the
whole subsequent proof is worthless to the pure idealist and to
the materialist or else, to have any force with these classes,
the author must assume, in advance, all the difficulties of these
two great inquiries and dispose of them. Is this politic ? The
question is not whether we can admit the postulate that matter
and mind are, self-evidently, distinct substances, for we do admit
But multitudes of thinking men are pure idealists, and some
it.
correct abstract of his argument.

find its first

position

solid, for it is the basis

:

;

The question

whether it is forensically wise to give it up, as Dr. Breckinridge seems to do, that to
them the existence of a God cannot be proved? Is it wise to
make this grand moral truth any more dependent than is absolutely necessary on metaphysical propositions which, whether
they ought to be questioned or not, many men do question ?
But again, the whole subsequent process is here vitiated as a
rigid proof (which Dr. Breckinridge claims it to be), by a tacit
are sincerely materialists.

is,

BRECKINRIDGE
assumption.

hiovm

to

us

It
fall

proceeds

tlius:
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authorize us to claim

tliat

multiform substances

tlie

into two classes, matter
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and

spirit.

there carmot hxve heen, from

Does

tliis

all eternity,

nor in

all the universe, any other substance ?
Surely not. Surely
the atheist might here retort on Dr. Breckinridge in the method
of his own corollary, and say, " Before man can demonstrate that

there cannot be, in

all

the vast universe, and in

all infinite

time,

anything substantially unlike the two substances known to him,
he must himself ba infinite in knowledge." Yet it is most evident that Dr. Breckinridge's whole subsequent process rests

on.

this assumption, for otherwise there

might be other hypotheses
than the three alternative ones which he says exhaust the possibilities of the case.
We cannot perfectly demonstrate the being
^f God by starting with such an assumption.
But waiving this
ioiol fail js pas, we urge further, the proof that it must have been
pure spirit which existed eternally and created all other things
is wholly inconclusive on two essential points.
It is worthless
to exclude the Peripatetic theory, that organization and reproduction have been from eternity, and the Platonic hypothesis of
eternal inert, chaotic matter.
Of the former theory, indeed, the
author takes no distinct notice.

Now,

let

the reader consider

if

the making of this supposition, "that the regular operation of

somewhat as we now see them, has
would not wholly break down the author's
reasoning?
And is that supposition wholly answered by
him? There is no hinting of any of those j)rofound arguments
which Howe, Clark, and Eobert Hall judged so necessary to rebut this supposition, and which seem to us, whether conclusive
or not, to embrace all that the human mind has hitherto devised on
this subject.
But again the considerations seem to us very innatural causes in a finite series,

been from

eternity,"

:

conclusive

by which Dr. Breckinridge attempts

to prove that only

we are not aware
from a demonstration

Surely the fact that

a pure spirit can create.

to create anything is very far

power
no higher being composed in whole or in part of some other
substance than spirit can possibly have power to create. If this
inappropriate line of argument is pursued, it can be used with
more analogical force against Dr. Breckinridge's conclusion than
of a

that

the inscrutable nature of the creative act,
But
it implies power in the efficient.
it is an act of causation
magoes,
his
knowledge
natural
so far as the analogy of man's
for

it

;

for,

whatever

is

—
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body is the necessary instrument or medium, not tlie source,
And whenever the tie is severed
liis exercises of power.
between any human spirit and its body, all experimental evidences to us of any exercises of power by that spirit cease for
ever.
Especially is this true of that power which seems to approach nearest to the creative, generative power. So that, if we
make our appeal to human experience in the manner Dr. Breckinridge makes it, aU the analogy would go to prove that the
union of matter to spirit does facilitate its efficiency, and so may
possibly promote or even be essential unto its power to create.
The spirituaHty of the first cause must be proved in some other
way than this. Such a way might have been easily found in the
terial

of all

famihar

treatises.

As to the Platonic theory of creation, that both the intelligenii
Creator and the inert material must be fi'om eternity, Dr. Breckinridge seems at this part of his argument to attempt the proof
of no more than this " If matter has been eternal, it has been
:

inefficient as

a cause of other existences.

And

the very concep-

cause is that it be single, while the supposition of
a second original cause doubles the mystery, and is philosophically unreasonable, because needless."
Now all this is utterly

tion of a

first

inconclusive as against a Platonist; for the Platonist did not

conceive of eternal, chaotic matter as a
Breckinridge's proposition

;

that

is,

the j)assive recipient of causation, the

on which the

caiuse in

the sense of Dr.

as a source ofj^oicer, but as

cause and

inert, powerless,

negative

second causes operate.
Let the Platonic conception of causation, as a phenomenon necessarily implying an object as much as an agent preexistent, be
supposed and Dr. Breckinridge has not excluded its j)ossibihty
by anything in his argument, and the presence of matter inefficient, along with efficient spirit, from eternity, becomes most
material,

—

first

all

—

philosophical and necessary.

Let the Platonic postulate be (I
do not say granted, but) only held not self-contradictory, viz.,
that the bringing of any real substance into existence out of nothing is inconceivable and impossible ex nihilo nildl fit. Then
the creative act, performed in time, as much acquires a preexistent material, as a preexistent Creator, so that the mystery of
a substance from eternity is not doubled, but greatly, yea, essentially

be

it

reheved by the supposition of eternal, inert matter. And
argument contains not one

noticed, that Dr. Breckinridge's
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to disprove tlie possibility or even reasonable-

ness of that postulate.

How

reasonable

imassisted intuitions appears from

it

tliis,

did seem to man's

that every thinking

23agan mind, Pythagorean, Platonist, Stoic, Peripatetic, held

it,

or something of the

same kind

when

seems so reasonable to the natural mind, and

this postulate

still

stronger, as an axiom.

so utterly explodes all Dr. Breckinridge's reasoning,

if

Surely,

granted,

argument is most inconclusive until that point }b settled. Profound modern divines have proposed rational arguments to prove
that inert matter cannot be from eternity, such as these that if
from eternity it must be necessary, self-existent and independent
and so immutable and not amenable to the moulding power of
another substance no more self-existent than itself; or that, if
necessary, it must be infinite and immense, whereas that which
has dimension must have limits or that the obvious adaptation
of matter to the purposes of the designing first cause gives us a
similar gi'ound to conclude that he is the author of its organizahis

:

;

Whether these reasonings

tion.

necessary for us to determine.

are entirely conclusive,

Perhaps

it is

of man's unaided reason to decide this point,
of all things out of nothing

it is

not

beyond the power
and God's creation

must ever remain purely a doctrine

of revelation, as it was first discovered to man by revelation.
" Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by

the word of God, so that things which are seen were not
of things

which do appear."

(Heb.

made

xi. 3.)

In conclusion, we cannot but regard that which is new in this
argument for the being of God as inconclusive. It would have
been better if the author had not only begun aud ended with
Howe in his "Living Temple," but had followed him throughout.
His alterations from Howe have not been improvements.
4. The chapter on the " Immortality of Man" also contains
much that is inconclusive, and several errors less innocent than

mere

noii-sequiturs.

The

writer begins

by roundly rebuking

all

pre^dous morahsts,

because they have limited the rational arguments on this subject
They have done this, we are told,
to the immortality of the soul.
in imitation of the poor, blind pagans, who had no means of
knowing the resurrection of the body. And in doing so they have
narrowed their ground in a senseless way, and surrendered much
of both the strength

and

interest of their subject.

Now, we beg
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most modest tiling in tlie world to
speak thus, when such men as Bishop Butler have maturely concluded that this was the best method in which to consider the
merely rational arguments for a future existence. And we venture to add that this reproach of them is captious and causeless,
and that it will appear that the "better way" remains still to be
discovered, even after the publication of this chapter on the
" Immortality of Man." If we appeal to the Scriptures we find
the life and immortahty of both soul and body there brought
to light, and we accept them as truths mth joyful and implicit
confidence on God's mere word.
But are there any reasons for
our inquiring what 'laere nahiral reason says of man's future existence ?
Would it gain us, for instance, the pleasure and comfort of seeing two converging lines of e"\ddence, reason and Scripture, tending to the same tnith?
Would it help to commend
God's truth to every man's conscience ? Is it desirable to evince
leave to ^int

tliat it is

not

tlie

unhappy men who
word?
God's
Does Dr. Breckinridge dispute the propriety of making such an inquiry at all ? No, he
attempts it himself in this very chapter. But if the inquiry be
made it must for the present be Hmited to this: what does
nnere reason say ?
For if we are going to claim any authority for
our conclusions over the conscience of him who denies the tmith
the essential part of this great truth to those

reject the authority of

of Scripture, or if we msh to claim the advantage of the convergence between the rational evidence and the scriptural evidence,

we must

for the present consider the rational evidence

else ovir results will

to

accompHsh

be utterly sophistical

we may all

cussion which shall consist of nothing

And now,
a future

if

we

state,

or

if Ave

we shoidd

either of these objects,

rational argument wholly ;

;

by

itself,

do not care

leave out the

conciu' in compiling a dislint Scriptiu'e

proof texts.

are to consider fairly the rational arguments for

they

nviist ie

tahty of the soul, because

all

hmited for the time to the immorthe natural analogies or other pre-

we reason apply only to the

soul, and owe their
whole force to a careful discrimination between the properties of
the soul and the body.
Concerning the futiu'e resurrection and
existence of the body reason has no Hght.
The indestructibility
of the atoms of matter, if j)roved, proves nothing for the immortahty of those organisms called bodies or if it proves anything,
might prove it equally of the bodies of brutes, and even of veget-

mises from which

;
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of the soiiFs existence

"We can show the contrast between its
properties as a monad, not organized nor discerptible, and those
of organized bodies.
And thus the argument for the ivimortalseparate from

tlie

body.

of souls is made possible. We venture to assert, then, that
Bishop Butler has done a very sensible thing in arguing concern-

ity

ing the soul alone "just for the nonc3," because this

is

the only

which it can be argued at all. Again all sound morahsts
teach just what our Saviour did when he said (Luke ix. 24, 25),
in substance, that a man might save his life and yet lose himself;
that is, they teach that the soul, discriminated from the body, is
the ego, the sentient, conscious being, the true moral agent, the
true subject of blame, and of the misery which is the penalty of
it.
The body is its tabernacle and instrument, so that if the imwa'y in

:

moi-tality of the soul is proved, the essential point is proved, the

basis of moral responsibility is well laid
essential moral ends of the

;

in a word,

argument are gained.

all

the more

The

censori-

ous objections to the common method are therefore unfounded,
and have evidently sprung from the disposition so often manifested in this book, to find a novel track, right or wrong, rather
than from any mature consideration.

But this suggests a more serious

error.

On page

61 the author

very properly repeats, and in animated, eloquent language, the»
familiar old truth, that our whole interest in a future existence

depends on the continuance of our proper and conscious identity.
But he then most preposterously asserts, that the united immortal
existence of

body as

well as soul is essential to a proper, consci-

And

to foreclose the apology of a lapsiosrepeated afterwards in another emphatic
form. Is it not the soul, then, which is the proper seat of feeling
and consciousness ? Is not the true identity that of the sentient,
acting, thinking spirit, rather than of the changing organism

ous personal identity.

liyigiue,

which

the assertion

is its

is

tabernacle ?

Perhaps we have here a

result of Dr.

Breckinridge's preference for Locke, his preferred text-book in

mental science when at Jefferson College, whose mischievous
analysis of personal identity into a result of mere consciousness
has been so long exploded. Truly, this- is a psychology which
(to borrow a much-abused word from Dr. Breckinridge, applicable

however here with
sults.

One

strict accuracy,) will

lead to

"immense"

re-

of these results will obviously be, that the disem-
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bodied saints, between their death and resurrection, can have no
proper identity, and therefore no proper moral concern in the
conduct of their life, or in its retributions! During that long
season, identity is suspended, and, consequently, the enjoyment

and experience of penalties. God need not pour out
any glory on Abel, Noah, Abraham, Moses, to reward their faith,
during these thousands of years for they have no proper identity
as yet, and "s\ill not feel the relevancy of the recompense.
So
,God has not yet laid one stroke of righteous piinishment on Cain,
Dathan, or Judas for they would not feel they were smitten for
of rewards

;

;

What they themselves did. Is it possible that Dr. Breckinridge
means to accept these consequences, which are repugnant both
to Scripture and the Confession of Faith ? We suppose, of course,
he does not. Will he explain by saying that he only meant to

a forcible and rhetorical expression of this idea that he
man will possess an identity somewhat more entire,
one both mental and personal, one which yn]l heighten our 3onception of propriety and relevancy in God's retributive acts
towards him, when his soul is reunited to his body ? It is a pity
he did not add something, as he has not done, to Umit the inexutter

:

conceives

perienced reader to this idea.

The author then proceeds, on
tounding statement

"SN^ith

p. 63, to

put forth another as-

equal distinctness.

It is asserted that

the resurrection and immortality of the bodies of the wicked
result of the

union of

human

grace, just as the fall of all

of works.

their death, bodily

Adam

And

a

if

Christ

and

in the covenant

It is expressly asserted, that it is impossible to

the wicked would have risen
nature.

men and

were the result of their union to

spiritual,

is

nature to Christ iu the covenant of

say

had not assumed human

this negative statement is then strengthened into

by

asserting the sense above stated for 1 Cor. xv.
For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall aU be made
ahve." Now, if these statements of Dr. Breckinridge are correct,
it follows that, if God had provided no Saviour when man fell,
there would have been no bodily resurrection at all. Is such a

the positive

22

:

"

conclusion true or scriptural ?
there

is

any

vital or gracious

Do

the Scriptures represent that

union of the reprobates to Christ,

by virtue ol which they enjoy a corporeal resurrection? Is it
not the residt solely of the almighty and sovereign power of God
put forth to prepare them for righteous retribution ?

But we
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were informed, by Dr. Breckinridge,

in a previous j>aragrapli, tliat
without the resurrection of the body the proper identity is impossible, which is necessary to make retribution in a future state

Hence, had God determined that when man fell
spiritual death by sin ha would furnish no redemption for a part, none would, have had a bodily resurrection,
and consequently none would have had a proper identity, so that
future punishment would have had no appropriateness in any
case.
Of course none would have been imposed. The author,
of course, does not intend to favor the ITniversalists but in his
at all relevant.

into bodily

and

;

own exposition of 1 Cor. xv. 22, he is precisely on their ground.
The sound, old-fashioned divines have usually interpreted the
twenty-second verse in the light of the twenty-first, and have
taught that the two terms expressing universality (" all in Adam,"
"all in Christ") meant, in each case, all those federally connected with the respective heads, so that the " all in Adam " are
all

those connected with him

by the covenant

"all in Christ" are all those connected

of works

mth him by

;

and the
spiritual

union in the covenant of grace. The Universahsts persist in
making the terms absolutely universal in both cases and therein
;

Dr. Breckinridge
distinguish,

is

of their mind.

and say

in

It will avail Httle for

addition, that the

him

to

connection of the

wdcked with Christ's j)erson taught in this place is different from
that of the righteous, and extends only to a corporeal resurrection for retributive purposes; for the Universahsts would say
(with truth) that Paul makes no distinction between the different
persons

who make up

the " aU in Christ " as to the vitality and

And they would prove fi'om the
intends
a connection of the " alV with
context that Paul evidently
Christ as efficient for good as the union of the "aU" with Adam

benefits of their union to him.

was^ for their nun.

T^^as

not the death which aU died in Adam
And should not the life which all

spiritual as well as bodily?

regain in Christ be therefore understood to mean spiiitual as well
as bodily Hfe, regeneration of souls as well as resui-rection of

body?
clearly

Once more, the "all" who are made ahve in Christ are
identical v\dth "them that are Christ's" in the twenty-

verse; but the phrase, "they that are Christ's," usually
means the redeemed. So that Dr. Breckinridge, by adopting

thii'd

this rash notion, dehvers himself

and us

over,

bound hand and

foot (no doubt unintentionally), to the Universahsts.
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A part of tli3 reasonings of tlie remainder of this chapter seems
to us very inconclusive.
is

Thms the immortahty

defined as an immortahty in exactly that

asserted for

mode

man

of existence in

which he was created, sinned, fell and died ; that is, an immorSo far
tality of soul and body united in their present union.
well; but an attemj^t is then made (pp. 64, 65) to prove it by
man's consciousness of his spirituahty and of his materiahty.
It is argued, he knows he is a spirit, he knows that he has a
body, he knows that the two are essentially different, and yet he
Hence he is
feels that both combined make up his personahty.
represented as concluding vahdly, that the continued existence
of his personahty

means

If this

must include that of both soul and

a bodily identity, then

vahd proof

l:)ody united.

that man's conscious identity includes necessarily
it is false.

If

it

does not,

it

contains no

We repeat the obvious truth, which

of the inference.

Dr. Breckinridge admits even in this section, seemingly unconscious of

its

contradiction to his ovm. inference, that

identity is necessary to a conscious identity,

any soul now in heaven or
last day, which is untrue.
It is

hell

can

it is

if

a bodily

impossible that

feel its identity before the

then argued that the soul, being immaterial, cannot be
its Maker.
And

destroyed except by the annihilating power of

so, matter being indestructible, and the resurrection of the body
being assured to us by the Scriptures, the subsequent destruction

of the latter is equally impossible, except

by

But

annihilation.

God has

not given us any reason in revelation to expect such
annihilation in either case, the presumption hes wholly in favor
as

of the immortal existence of both soul and

on

this attempted

superfluous.

argument

Ave

remark,

body

first,

Nobody who had admitted a

Xow,

united.

that

it is

wholly

future resurrection

of the body on Bible testimony wiU then contest the continued
existence of it afterwards. For everybody understands that if the

Bible says man's body wiU rise again, it means of coiu'se that it
be raised to die no more, except those absurd heretics who

will

assert the final annihilation of both soul

and body

in hell.

"Where, then, was the use of arguing the immortahty of the

when

raised, from the fact of its resurrection coupled

soul's immortahty,

when nobody who admits the

last

body

vriih.

the

two facts
But sec-

can possibly have any interest in denying the first ?
ond, the argument is unsound, for it is not true that a resuiTec-
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body cannot be again destroyed except by annihilation. Is
body material ? Is it not then organized ? Is not a diamond as truly an aggregation of particles of carbon as a lump of
charcoal, though so much more splendid, and can it not be
dissipated by oxygen and heat as truly as the charcoal ?
Is it
tiou

that

perfectly possible, on natural grounds, that the glorified

body

might be destroyed by a separation of its atoms hke any other
organism ? The fact that the ultimate atoms are imperishable
no more proves that it cannot die than it proves a dog immortal.
The resurrection body, Hke man's earthly body, will be sustained
in existence by the upholding providence of God, and if that
providence permitted it might again die by dissolution. The
doctrine of the resurrection

and endless life

Let us joyfully accept
said that can be said in proof of it.

one of revelation.

aU

is

it

of the

body is purely

on that ground, and

remark, that Dr. Breckinridge, on pages 66-69,
uses some of the feebler of those rational arguments which had
It is "worthy of

been employed by the

common

current of moral writers before

him, and which he began by decrying.

He

leaves out the

drawn from man's moral nature
and conscience. And those which he employs bear, with that
degree of probable evidence which they possess, on the immorThere is a consideration which commends to
tality of the soul.
us the doctrine of a resurrection of the body when once it is
strongest and best, which are

brought to light in the Scriptures. This is the obvious propriety
of the soul's being rewarded or j^nnished in and by the same
body in which it had Hved and obeyed or rebelled. Dr. Breckinridge does not distinctly mention this.

On page

5.

96, language at least incautious is emjjloyed con-

cerning the mediatorial person of Christ.

This person

it is

cor-

is

two natui'es united, but not confounded but
then said that we must not divide the two natures, even in

rectly defined as of

;

contemplation, as to anything that related to the mediatorial

means that we must not conceive the personal
in the doing of any of those acts which either
broken
union as
nature performed, it is correct. But if the language means, what
every reader would naturally understand by it, that we must not
distinguish, even in thought, between the natures which were
work.

If this

immediately concerned in this or that act of Christ,
practicable

and unscriptural.

Surely

it

it is

im-

was only the human nature
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wliicli "

man

grew

!

in

Surely

"

wisdom and stature and in favor with God and
was only tlie human nature which was bap-

it

tized without measure with the Spirit as a preparation for his

work! Surely it was only the human part that "knew not the
day nor the hour" which God designed for the consummation of
all things
Surely it was the human alone which suffered, feared,
!

Can God

wept, and died for us!

feel these

value and dignity of these acts of the

things?

True, the

human nature are accounted

because the nature which -uTOUght them was united to a

infinite,

But

than the one seemingly
We mention this instance of incautious statement, not
intended.
because of its own importance so much as because it is a specimen of what frequently occurs in the volume.
divine person.

6.

On

this is another thing

pages 123 to 127, where the author

is

treating of the

mediatorial estates of Christ, he professes himself somewhat dis-

customary distinction of our Saviour's "huHe therefore proposes another, which
miliation and exaltation."
is signified to be of his own de^dsing, founded on the doxology
with which the Lord's prayer is closed in Matthew vi. 13 "For
The
thine is the kingdom, and ihepoioer, and the glory for ever."
phrase " kingdom," according to Dr. Breckinridge, embraces the
The "power"
season of Christ's personal ministry on earth.
describes the season from his ascension (or probably from Pentecost) till his second coming, a season which is supposed to be
satisfied with the

:

pecuharly distinguished by the effusion of spiritual power. And
the "glory" signifies all the time from Christ's second coming to
eternity

The author claims that this new distribution of Christ's estates
much more accurate and complete than the former, and more
fruitful of instructive inferences, as well as more illustrative of
is

the applications of Messianic prophecy.

He

considers

it

also

rather a lucky thing that the authors of the old distribution (into

the estates of humiliation and exaltation) did not go so far WTOng,

but that the readjustment of theological language and ideas to
his classification, which will have to take place, may be made
without any violent change of nomenclature.

Now

there are two things to be remarked about this

tribution,

thing.

which

One

is,

will

make the reader

it

new

dis-

rather a queer

words on which it is founded are very
the word of God at all, but an interpola-

that the

possibly not a part of

consider
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fully discussing tlieir gen-

to say tliat tliey are not found in the
and such are the marks of spuriousness

in this place in Matthew, that, of four esteemed

modern

critics,

Lachmann expunge them incontinently,
as no part of the word of God, and Knapp marks them doubtful.
Now we profess no warm sympathy with the expunging verdicts of
the critical editors of the sacred text we lean always towards the
old textus receptus where we can. But what will be thought of
Griesbach, Scholz and

;

this attempt to build a theological

basis of one disputed text, which
to

be no Scripture, and which

somewhat doubtful?

Shall

on the
Christians beheve
the best informed regard as
classification solely

many devout

all

we attempt

to explain

make any supposition.
Our second remark is, that

by sup-

it

We

jDOsing Dr. Breckinridge ignorant of these doubts?

shall

not

if

this text is Scripture, as every

personal feeling would incline us to wish to regard
tainly does not

mean what

it,

Dr. Breckinridge finds in

it
it.

cerIts

scope obviously is, to express the ground or reason upon which
the petitioner urges the previous requests.
It is as though he
said: "We ask these things, our Father, because, being forever
possessed of the kingdom, power and glory, thou art able to an-

That the three words do not describe three

swer."

cessive to each other in Christ's mediatorial

as the sun

possess

all

by the

text itself

;

for the

life, is

Being addressed

three "forever"; and, therefore,

The Being addressed

stages, suc-

made

in this prayer is not the

all

as clear

is

said to

three together.

Son our Mediator,

as Dr. Breckinridge considers, but the Father as rej)resentative

proved by our Saviour's own words in
my name," etc.
And thus Presbyterians have ever held, arguing as they did that
the Lord's prayer could not be a hturgy binding on us, because
of the

John

it

whole

deity, as is

xvi. 24, "

Hitherto ye have asked nothing in

contained no reference to a Mediator.

Dr. Breckinridge very

naively remarks that there cannot be a case found where the

words dimamis and doxa are used to describe the kingdom of
Very true,
Christ while he was personally ministering to it.
because there cannot be found a case where they are used to
But we can find more than thirty instances
describe it at all.
restricted by Dr. Breckinridge to the
hasileia,
where the word

kingdom during
Vol. I.—4.

Christ's personal ministiy, is applied to

it

in the
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New Testament

after tlie resurrection and ascension.
Again, Dr.
Breckinridge supposes that the word dunamis^ expresses the
season of the power of the Holy Ghost, extending from Pentecost

to Christ's second coming,

his converting influences.

about this word in the

when apphed

and manifested in the prevalence of
But if there is anything established

New

Testament exposition,

it

is that,

to spiritual efficiency, dunairds signifies rather

But these mu'aculous effects,
says Dr. Breckinridge himself, were most frequent during Christ's
personal ministry (the icmleia, according to him), and we know
that in our day (still a j)art of the da/uams, according to him),
miraculous than converting

This specimen of exegesis we shall not
commentator, who has sup-

they are wholly wanting.
ventui-e to characterize.

effects.

Xo sensible

be genuine, ever made any difference or difficulty about the meaning, so far as we are informed.
Look, for
instance, into the two most judicious, Calvin and Scott the ob-

posed the words

to

;

vious sense

is,

that the child of

God

addresses his prayer to him,

because he forever possesses kingly authority over the worlds of
and grace, almighty j)ower, and di^dne perfections and

natiu'e

These make him the proper object of worship.
But the classification itself is nearly as bad as the exposition
on which it rests. According to the old division, the estate of
humiliation was divided from that of the exaltation by the resurrection.
And here there was a marked, a decisive transition, by
which our Lord passed from his subjection in the humble form
of humanity, to his glory as divine king in the universe, and head
over all things to the church. From that time forth his exaltation is properly divine, and therefore substantially the same.
A
honors.

partial progress takes place in its manifestations, as his

kingdom

of grace is gradually extended over the earth, and then transferred to his

own presence; but

fi'om the resiuTection

the attitude and state of the mediatorial Person

is

onward

divinely regal.

henceforth no essential change. But according to the
proposed by Dr. Breckinridge the periods of his career
are not marked off in any such decisive way.
The third is but a

There

is

di^'ision

continuation of the second.
7.

The next point upon which we

ridge's enumeration

He

and

begins by sajdng that, as

every perfection in him

shall

touch

is

Dr. Breckin-

classification of the attril)iites of

God

infinite,

is

an

infinite being,

God.

not only is

but the number of them

is

also
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and those mentioned in the Scriptures are almost countwill be prepared, therefore, to expect a cumbrous list. We do not know how we can make intelligible what
we have to say on this complicated exhibition of the attributes
better than by presenting it to the reader in a kind of tabular
view.
We request him to examine it attentively, assuring him

infinite,

The reader

less.

that

it

represents Dr. Breckinridge's distribution

"\\'ith

tolerable

and erring, if at all, only by some slight omission.
There are five main divisions, subdivided as follows
coiTectness,

I.

Primary attributes;
f

Embracin"

e.,

i.

1.

Simplicity.

2.

Infinitude.

3.

Independence.

4.

Self-existence.

5.

Necessary existence.

6.

Eternity.

J

7.

Incorporeity.

8.

Immaterialitj-.

9.

Immensity.

10.

Incomprehensibility.

11.

Life in Hmself.

And

[

the like.

II. Essential attributes;

Spirit

qualifpng God's very being—

/.

—

f

1.

Intellect,

e.,

qualifying

under which are

God

as an infinite

self-intuition,

omniscience and

infaUibility.

Embracmc^

-|

Will, inchiding

3.

Power, or omnipotence.

III. Natural attributes

and

;

i.

e.,

actuosity.

relating to the distinction of true

false

Embracing

(

1.

Wisdom.

(

2.

Knowledge.

IV. Moral attributes;

and

freedom and

^

/.

e.,

relating to the distinction of

evil
f

1.

Holiness, or rectitude.

2.

Goodness
f

four forms

Grace,

Love,
J

Embracing

1

[

1.

Mercy,
Long-suffering.

3.

Justice.

4.

Truth.

:

good
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V. Consummate attributes;

completeness of
f

-,

,

.

i.

e.,

resulting from

1.

Life and infinite activity.

2.

Majesty, or infinite dominion.

1

3.

Omnipresence.

I

4.

All-sufficiency.

5.

Uniqueness, or oneness.

6.

Blessedness.

Embracme. ..J

tlie

union and

all

Now, if there is any kind of writing in whicli accuracy, care
and discrimination are necessary, and tlie lack of tliem unpardonable, it is in drawing up a scientific classification, and most of
all on a subject so vast, mysterious and sacred as the nature of
our God. Incorrectness in classification wiU insure the same
If the former is
fault in all the discussion proceeding upon it.
bungling and illogical, confusion, repetition and error must reign
But we have no wish to state the responsibilities
in the latter.
of an author in this matter more strongly than Dr. Breckinridge
has done himself on p. 314: "In concluding a subject so immense and so difficult, I may be allowed to refer distinctly to the
classification of the attributes of God proposed and discussed in
the seventeenth chapter. If what has been advanced in the five
chapters which succeed that one can be considered a just and
true outhne of the most difficult j)art of

all

knowledge, then the

upon which that classification rests must be allowed
far
comprehensive and exhaustive of the vast subject as
be so
analysis

to
to

furnish the diligent student ol the Scriptures with important
suggestions in his endeavors to reduce to a clear and simple

method
God."

.

its
.

this a just

.

sublime revelations touching the nature of the true
There can be no doubt that upon such a subject as
*

method

revealed truth,

Now, we

if

is

next in importance to a

strict

adherence to

indeed either is possible without the other."

find Dr. Breckinridge, in the seventeenth chapter,

merely mentions, in order to set aside,

all

the classifications of

the attributes by former divines, without even discussing their
merits.

We then

feel ourselves entitled to

expect something bet-

main divisions,
whatever
for separating
ground
we assert that there is no proper
the essential and prhnary attrihutes, viewed in Dr. Breckinridge's
own senses. The primary, he says, are those which qualify God
simply conceived as being. The essential are those which are
necessarily implied in his essence as an infinite, personal spirit.

ter

from him.

Let us

see.

First, as to his five
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except as
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God's being caunot be conceived nor proved
spirit.
We cannot prove tliat God is, ex-

being of

wo prove tliat his essence is spirit. When we predicate
we must have in the mind a previous conception of the
essence of which we predicate it.
See now if Dr. Breckinridge's
own Hst does not contain a ^drtual admission of this. Thus,
among his primary attributes (those quahfj-ing God simplj as
leing) we find hiimaterlallty !
On page 263 he says his primary
cept as

existence,

attributes

may be regarded

" as conditions,

if

I

may

so express

myself, Avithout which God, considered simply as God, cannot be

said to have a being or any other perfection."
then, according to his

own

admissions*, can only

God's being,
be conceived of

as that of spirit ; so that, according to his own definitions, all his
" essential attributes " are as truly primary as his " primary."

among the so-called " primary attributes " there are sevwhich cannot be proved except by assuming God's spirituahty beforehand. How, for instance, can God be simple in his
essence or immense unless he is spiritual ? Let the reader also
note here, that these two cases not only prove the above point,
but present two glaring instances of false arrangement. For if
there is any propriety at all in Dr. Breckinridge's divisions of
"primary" and "essential attributes," then simpUcity and immensity undoubtedly belong to the latter class, as he defines
them. It is only as God is a spirit that he is either simple or
immense.
But to return. Dr. Breckinridge's eighteenth and nineteenth
chapters dwell much on a metaphysical distinction between
essence and existence {pi which we shall have more to say in due
Again,
eral

time).

The essence

of a thing, he teaches, consists in

hension as possible by the divine

intellect

;

its

its

appre-

existence arises

Now surely, since
from the di\4ne will willing it into being.
ones, if this is
all
lower
God's supreme intellect is the pattern of
the order of cognition in the divine mind, it ought to be in ours.
But in this order the essence must be apprehended first, and in
Hence, if there were any
order to apprehending the existence.
reason for the division of "primary" and "essential" attributes
the essential should come first. But in truth, there is none.
GocTs heing

In a

is the

heing

of his

essence.

scientific classification

mere plu-aseology

everv word should be intelligently selected.

is

important;

Why

does Dr.
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Breckinridge clioose the word "natural" to name liis third class
of attributes, " "wdsdom and knowledge " ?
Iq any sense in which
the word can be understood of divine attributes, are not those

which he marks as " essential" as much natural as are msdom and
knowledge ? The word is not discriminative. And in the foui^th
class, which Dr. Breckinridge describes as " moral," he tells that
he means by them attributes which hpcve relation to " good and
e^al."
Now these words have two senses. Does he mean right
and wrong? Or does he mean the beneficial and the mischievous, the pleasant and the painfiil?
Ambiguities should have no
place in a classification.

When we coms
ranked under these

we

to

examine the

five chief

list

iind the strangest confusion.

of particular attributes

we

are compelled to say that

Two

cases have already been

heads,

The second attribute on the list
Dr. Breckinridge means by this the infinitude

indicated.

then

it is

is

"infinitude."

If

of God's substance,

and one or the other
he means the infinitude of his

indentical ^nth his immensit}-,

should have been erased.

If

quahties, then, according to Dr. Breckinridge's definitions,

it

should have been put among the "consummate" attributes.
Next we have "independence" placed before necessary existence and self-existence, but

and
should have been placed after them. A little after we have incornoreity and immateriahty distinguished.
Can any one tell
what is the difference ? Dr. Breckinridge, as we have seen, admits but two sorts of substance matter and spiiit.
That which
is not Ijodily must be spiritual.
Why say the same thing tA\ice
over? So far as we can imagine, the only conceivable ground
on which a distinction could be drawn would be something hke
it

is

a deduction from them,

—

that of the old P;)i:hagoreans,

who

described spiritual beings as

which was not spirit, nor yet
mere matter. There might be some sense in a Pythagorean's
adding, after he had called a thing immaterial, that it was also
incorporeal (although he would never have called his o'/r^iia
proper go)u(j). But Dr. Breckinridge cannot avail himself of
this, because, in his j^roof of the being of God, he assumes that
there can be but two substances matter and sj)irit.
Proceeding to the second main division, we find fii-st under it
"intellect," manifesting itself in omniscience and infallibility.
Now, would not any thinking man suppose that the attributes of
invested with a sort of

ayy^u/i,

—
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wisdom and knowledge would be introduced here ? Surely tlie
distinction of tlie true and false comes under tlie jurisdiction
of tlie divine intellect ?
Does God know, is God wise, by some
other attribute than his intellect ? Wisdom and knowledge then
should have been by all means ranked here. But no, they are
divorced from their connection by the interposition of other distinct heads, and made into a grand division separate and indeAgain why should God's knowledge be distinguished
from his omniscience ? Is not his omniscience just his infinite
knowledge? and is not the knowledge which Dr. Breckinridge
attributes to God under the head of his natural attributes infinite ?
He says, God's natural attributes are those which are concerned
about the "the true and the false," and then places omniscience
and infallibility outside of the head of natural attributes. We
are to understand, then, that God's omniscience and infallibility
are not concerned about the true and the false.
The last class of attributes is the consummate. We suppose
there is no intelhgent Christian who did not expect, when he
read Dr. Breckinridge's definition of these, to see God's holiness
placed at their head as a thing of course. If there is any attribute at all which has claims to this place, holiness is the one.
Did Dr. Breckinridge exclude it because it was a moral attribute,
and must therefore go into the fourth class? Others ranked as
consummate are essential or natural, and should therefore, for
equal reason, have been detained in the second or third class.
But this class of consummate attributes is as singular in what it
contains as in what it omits. First we find mentioned Hfe and
That God has Hfe in liimself was asserted as
infinite activity.
an attribute of the first class, and his acttwsity was ranked in the
pendent.

:

second.
Now we would be -nailing to ofier a small premium for
the discovery of the distinction between acti^dty and the newly
coined v/ord actuosity. Third among the consummate attributes
we find omnipresence. But God's immensity was placed in the

Should they not have been placed one immediately
If there is any intelligible distinction, it is in
after the other?
viewing God's immensity as relative to infinite space vacant,
and his omnipresence as relative to all being other than his own,
So that in any view God's
coexisting vnih. him in infinite space.
immensity,
and should have
his
of
phase
a
is
but
omnipresence
difference,
it is less a
any
is
there
if
Cei-tainly,
come next to it.

first class.
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''consummate attribute" than his immensity. Again: what is
meant bj God's "all-sufficiency?" If it means that he is equal
to all the actual and possible emergencies of his universe, it is
nothing but his omniscience and omnipotence, and no separate
attribute at all.
If it means his complete sufficiency to his own
is not this the same as his infinite blessedness ?
Once
more, we opine that imique-ness is not exactly defined by one-'

weU-being,
ness.

Such are some of the obvious confusions and absurdities of
and yet defective classification. "We vnH weary the
reader no longer with it. We feel that the intelligent student
will arise from his examination with httle less than a feehng of

this tedious

outrage that an author shoidd thus coolly pass in review the classifications of great predecessors only to reject them summarily
with no other notice than to infer from their diversity the com-

plexity of the subject, and then obtrude as preferable such a
jumble of inconsequential and repetitious statements. He mil
feel with us that we have here a curious evidence, either of incompetency or of supercilious carelessness. It is time men had
learned that the forms of a science matured by so many master
minds are not to be so lightly recast.
8. We have now andved at the eighteenth and nineteenth
chapters, those which the "North Carolina Pastor" has sho\\Ti to
be bori'owed from Stapfer's Polemic Theology, to the no small

excitement of our Presbyterian public.
little

We

zeal in the estimating of this charge

profess that

we

feel

compared with other

We speak thus, not because the wholesale
been demonstrated, nor because we think it
justifiable.
Those who will examine Stapfer, Yol. I., Chap, iii., as
we have done, will perceive unmistakably that the bulk of two
whole chapters is a translation of that aiithor, sometimes Hteral,
eiTors of the book.

borro^\'ing has not

more

often slightly paraphrastic, but always tolerably faithful;
with a feio paragraphs and sentences interspersed here and there,
seemingly of the author's own composition. The same passages

many places are quoted in the same order, and to
prove the same points. In some cases even the matter of collateral remarks in the notes of Stapfer is quoted in the same conof scripture in

But we have never been keenly given to the watching
and detecting of plagiarisms, nor prone to suspect their commission. Almost nothing can now be original in theological discus-

nection.
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feel far

more concerned
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witli tlie correctness of

the

principles advanced, wlietlier invented or boiTowed, than -with
their source.
trial of this

Yet, as the

pubHc has been

accusation, our literary verdict

called to -fitness the

would seem incomit.
Let us express

plete without the expression of an opinion on
ifa

deliberately

To

and moderately.

estimate this matter fairly for both sides, the general pe-

author and his book must be kept in mind.
has usually borne the character of a thinker, adventurous,
independent and original. The treatise seems to be very novel
in its method, and breathes to an unusual degree independence of
The author seems boldly to strike out and attempt
other men.
a reconstruction of the science from its primary materials. He
tells us in the beginning of his second paragraph in his "Preliminary Words:" "I have not aimed to produce a compend of
Theology; I aim to teach Theology itself." The public have
seen it remarked in laudatory UQWspaper notices that the work
does not contain a single reference to any other book but the
It
Bible, and this as a triumphant evidence of its originality.
culiarities of this

He

may be

Dr

that in this boasting

misrepresented him, so that he

worthy

is

Breckinridge's admirers have

rather unfortunate than blame-

for their perversion of the circumstance.

things very naturally account for the fact, that

But

all

these

when a thorough

scholar met Avith the footmarks of his old Latin friends, Stapfer

and

others,

where he and

all

the public had been unwittingly led

to expect such decided originality,

he should consider the thing

luiaccountablc and unpardonable.

But on the other hand,

let

us grant aU fair allowances in Dr.

Breckinridge's favor, such as these: That there can be

little

new, and at the same time valuable, on such a subject
as Christian Theology in our late day; that the chiu'cli ob^-iously should not be forbidden to enjoy the reproduction of the
great thoughts of her fathers, merely because they would not

which

is

and that he who makes these borrowed
thoughts his own by passing them through the alemlnc of his
own mind, melting them into unity with his own thinking, and
clothing them in his own language, is not to be charged as a
plagiarist, because no scholar can do much more in a science so
matured. Let us also particularly direct the reader's attention
to some sentences of general acknowledgment contained in the
then be original;
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most
been WTonglxt out by learned,
ages, of many creeds, and in many

"Preliminary Words," p. 10, of
explicit:

"The

wliicli tlie following is tlie

details wliicli liave

godly and able men in all
tongues, have been freely •\\Tought into the staple of this Avork
when they suited the place and piirpose, and turned precisely to

my thought."
is

For, anxious as

A\Tong in this matter,

we

we

are not to overestimate

what

really fear lest the general spirit of

high egotism and claim of originality which characterize the
book at large may have led the reader to overlook the extent of
these acknowledgments, as has evidently been the case with
many of the pubHc. And let us be distinctly understood as alloA^dng that these general acknowledgments of help fi'om previous
writers do much modify the case. We can well conceive that Dr.
Breckinridge

own

may

feel that

conscience he

may

they fairly justify

it,

and that in his

stand clear to himself of the charge of

But still there remains a painful en'or, and
the fact that it is committed by one high in fame and office
only makes it the more imperative that the voice of just disapproval should be uttered firmly and loudly, lest such an example should sanctify in the ejes of younger and smaller men
disingenuousness.

these forms of literary Hcense so painfully prevalent already.
First, then, it must be said, that acknowledgments such as
those Dr. Breckinridge makes in his preliminary words have

meaning in the repubhc of letters and
which his friends have to impute to
that meaning
him in order to his acquittal. Dr. Breckinridge was bound, if
he intended these phrases of acknowledgment to mean more
than the public understands by them to apprise them distinctly.
When an author says, in such phrase, that he has used the labors of predecessors, the public understand fi*om him that he has
studied them to inform his own mind, and thus prepare himself
for writing, that he has embodied the facts and ideas derived
from them in the structiu'e which his own reflection rears not
that he has incontinently transferred nearly whole chapters in
the very phrase and form of another mind. Let the reader here
recall the judicious and wise terms in which the venerable Dr.
Alexander defined this privilege, illustrating it by the case of
Symington's treatise on the atonement. And now, that this is
what the public expects, when an author uses such language of
their well-established

;

is not ike one

;

general acknowledgment,

is

perfectly clear fi'om the impressioa
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which the first revelation of these extracts made. That impression was one of profound surprise.
Editors friendly to Dr.
Breckinridge said so in no measured terms. And we know perfectly well that those ardent friends of Dr. Breckinridge

are

now engaged

in defending

him on the plea

who

of these acknow-

ledgments are not satisfied in their hearts they feel that their
estimate of the book is not precisely what it was before.
But, second, the comparison of Dr. Breckinridge's chapters
eighteenth and nineteenth with Stapfer reveals, by conclusive
;

circumstantial evidence, that he has not in this case used Stapfer
in

any such legitimate mode as

literary

usage allows.

He

has

not employed him to inform his o^vn mind, and then thoroughly
digested the material and assimilated it by his own reflection.

On

the contrary,

it is

a plain case of bodily transference

;

of the

mode of bookmaking; of almost mechanical
translating.
For how else can we account for it that the blunders in translating should have been made by Dr. Breckinridge
scissors-and-paste

which the "North Carolina Pastor" has revealed; such, for instance, as the confusion of casus with causa.
These blunders
utterly confuse Stapfer's sense and scope.
If as clear a mind
as Dr. Breckinridge's had been truly redigesting that author's
thinking by its own reflections, the blunders would have been
impossible.

when those blunmind was performing
mechanical transference. But a mo-

It is therefore perfectly plain, that

ders were committed Dr. Breckinridge's

only the servile process of

ment's reflection should have convinced Dr. Breckinridge that

was not what any man would reasonably exacknowledgments. How easy would
prehminary
pect from his
it have been to add four inverted commas, or an asterisk pointing to one word at the bottom of the page. He should have rethis sort of thing

membered

that a multitude of his readers are not so familiar as
-svriters " of all ages, of many creeds,

he professes to be with the

and in many tongues," so that, notwithstanding his general reference to them at the beginning, his silence has left them liable,
yea subject, to the mistake that this thinking of the eighteenth
and nineteenth chapters was done by him. The fact that there
is a literary usage of the force of common law in the kingdom of
letters requiring a more specific acknowledgment must tend to
confirm this mistake.
veri f

Is there not here, therefore, a suppressio
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Third,

it

is

most unfortunate

very part of his treatise
naturally be mistaken

by

for Dr. Breckinridge that this

sprinkled with expressions which must

is

his reader for tacit assumptions or im-

pHcations of originality as to that part.
the top):

"The

Thus, on page 261, (near

chief classifications of the attributes of

God

which have been heretofore suggested, as far as I have discovered, are these which follow."
After giving the list, and assigning reasons for using none of them, he says (page 262) " / Tiave,
therefore, ventured to attenvpt such a classification^
He gives it
briefly in the seventeenth chapter, and then occupies chapters
eighteenth to twenty-second inclusive in expanding it, among
which are the two chapters substantially taken from Stapfer. At
the close, on j)age 314, he says: "7/i concluding cc suhject so im~
:

inense

and

difficult,

I may

he alloioed to refer distinctly to the

of God proposed and discussed in
what has been advanced in the five
chapters succeeding that one can be considered a just and true
outhue of the most intricate part of all knowledge, then the
analysis upon which that classification rests must be allowed to
be so far comprehensive and exhaustive," etc. Dr. Breckinridge

classification

of

the attributes

the seventeenth c7taj>ter.

If

here distinctly claims the classification of chapter seventeenth as
his ovm.

At the

refers distinctly to

which follows

close of his
it,

and

expanded discussion

j^uts in

a claim that,

if

thereof,

he

the expansion

then the credit of it helongs to his
Let us distinctly acknowledge that this does not
amount to a direct claim of the whole expansion as his own exclusive work, as well as the seventeenth chapter but is it not
far better calculated to susfgest such a belief than to hint the
opposite fact, that whole chapters of it are the work of another
man ? "Would not a thoroughly candid man have felt compelled,
when coming so very near a seeming claim of originahty in the
whole, to except carefully what was not his o'^vti ? Again, at the
top of page 269, he says " What I am noio to prove and illustrate,
therefore, is the perfections of God," etc
M?he proof, for page
after page, is almost exclusively Stapfer!
On page 273 he says:
"That infinite understanding vjhich I have shoion in a former
chapter was an attribute," etc. The former chapter is Stapfer's
"
in substance. On page 281 he speaks of the " precise definition
(of miracles) "u-?tirh I have just given."
That definition is
Stapfer's verhathn, allowing for the difference of Latin and Engis successful,

classification.

;

:

,
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(The italics are not Dr. Breckinridge's, but our own.) Is
ingenuous ? Is it not worse than a suppressio veri f Dr.
Breckinridge may say (or his friends may say for him) that he

lisli!

this

did not intend

all this ego-isvi

to be construed as

imphdng a

claim to originahty in these places, and did not suppose

it

would

be so construed after his general acknowledgment of help from
others, and that it is only a malignant ingenuity which forces
such a sense on his words.
nate, for the

common

We can

only say he

is

very unfortu-

reader will be very apt to think that sense

But we have no disposition to charge
was necessarily his sense. Only, his language is very

the most natural one.
that

it

unlucky.

Fourth, Dr. Breckinridge's pre\dous attitude has been such as
almost to insure and compel an unfavorable judgment fi'om the

pubHc on

His tone has usually been

this j)oint.

depreciatory of the labors of other divines.

boastful,

and

Is he, of all other

men, to be allowed to use the thoughts of others as his own ?
In the annual catalogue of Danville Seminary for 1855-'6, for
instance, page 11, are the following words, which it is well known
came from Dr. Breckinridge's pen. He is commending the
method of study without text-book, and exclusively by oral lecture, pursued at Dan\dlle
it need not be denied that teaching in this way
than in the ordinary way, nor need it be concealed
that professors who are not willing to make themselves comjjetent had better avoid
attempting anything of the sort.
It is not very difficult to hear recitations out of
'

'

is

To tbe

professors themselves

incomparably more

a text-book, and, if

difficult

need

be,

add a few desultory observations by way of commen-

tary two or three times a week.

The labor

is

not jjarticularly severe to sui^erin-

tend, in a general way, the studies of a class groping along

befsre them.

But

to

make

where we have gro^jed

one's self master of a great subject; to be the text-book

to teach thoroughly and systematically from day to
day that which must cohere always and perpetiially illustrate itself to quicken, to

yoTirself in a certain sense

;

;

guide, to develop the faculties of

men

in their attempts to acquire a profession,

which you have loved ardently and practiced intensely yourself this is altogether
a different kind of work different in the enormously increased labor it enacts (exacts ?) different in the siim of the immense results.
;

;

;

Now we do not cite this paragi-aph chiefly in order to remark
on the cool arrogance exhibited in it, that one of the youngest
professors of the church, and in the youngest divinity school, one
who had never enjoyed the benefits of oiu' other schools enough
nor acquainted himself with them sufficiently to know whether
they taught well or ill, should thus depreciate and taimt re-
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spectable associates in his

own employment.

Nor need we

tarry

long to contrast with this the dignified, Christian forbearance of
those who have for so many years presided in the other schools

which has retrained up to this day fi"om all pubhc notice of these
nnwoiihy flings. Our main prurpose is to call the reader's attention to the fact that this book of theology originated, as is well
known, in the course of lectiu'es whose method is explained in
the above paragraph. So that it is perfectly reasonable the pubhc should expect, as it did expect, in the book those thorough
cpiaUties claimed in the catalogue for the lectures.

Now,

let

the

reader re-peruse the long and inflated sentence at the close of
the above paragraph, and ask whether it would lead him to expect such a use of the labors of other minds as

found in the
He can
draw the contrast for himself. It requires few words to show
how easy and just Dr. Breckinridge has made the administration
of a scathing retort, should any of his long-suffering associates
They have but to
in the work of instruction desu-e to inflict it.
borrow his strain, modified a Httle more than he has modified
" It is not very difficult to
his borrowings, after this fashion
manufacture j)rofound lectures by simple translating, ^\dth author
and dictionary on knee and pen in hand, out of profound old
theologians, now generally unread, adding, if need be, a few deThe labor is not
sultory observations by way of commentary.
particularly severe to bring before a class a series of lectui'es
is

eighteenth and nineteenth chapters of the Theology.

:

some great one,
old
authors,
good
*of all ages, of
when
draw
tongues,'
to
upon,
while the
many creeds, and in many
class are not groping along where the j)rofessor has groped before
them, because they are told that they need not have any other
which

shall cause

there

is

them

a shelf

to think the lecturer

full of

Dr. Breckinridge said
text -book except the professor himself."
in his " Prehminary Words " that the fruits of his attainments

would manifest themselves to the learned reader. Kow, his
"When he deUvered
divinity students were not learned hearers.
these eighteenth and nineteenth chapters as lectures eighteenth
and nineteenth to his class, did he regard the same sort of general acknowledgment of his obhgations to other authors which
he has made to us as sufficient for them also ?

And

this suggests the gravest aspect of this matter.

high in station, an admired preceptor

is

bound

A man

to consider the
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example; and instead of absurdly arguing tliat a
must not have a fault exposed, lest the high inwith which the chiu'ch has entrusted him should suffer

force of

man

S

liis

of station

terests

when

his reputation suffers, justice sajs that his faults

must be
because his station will make
them so extensively mischievous. The moral sense of the comrebuked

all

the

more

munity does, and

faithfully,

Avill

who
man is

ever, justly reprobate the minister

shines in the pulpit in borrowed plumes.

When

detected, his reputation is justly impaired.

The outraged

of his hearers persist in regarding

him

such a

as a pretender.

feelings

The de-

is that of Falstaff bearing the dead body of Hotspur
from the battlefield, aware that the spectators would infer therefrom tliat the exploit of sla^dng the hero was his. The confidence of the people in that minister's integrity is at an end.
Now let us put a case A young pastor of seeming gifts begins
his pulpit labors Avith an opening sermon in which he distinctly
informs his j)eople that he expects, as a well-instructed scribe,

linquency

:

him by able men of
after
a
But
season
'other days.
it is discovered that he has
preached sermons nearly the whole of which were borrowed
from old preachers in their own words from time to time, without one farther word of acknowledgment. Is that what the people expected from his opening sermon ?
Is not that man justly
" sent to Coventry " by his charge ? Now it is not necessary to
assert the exact parallehsm of the two cases.
But we assert
to use freely the_ matter Avrought out for

with confidence, that

if

the master

is justified

in doing the one,

the pupils will not be slow to take the liberty of doing the other.

In conclusion, such sun-eptitious use of borrowed materials
degrades the intellectual faculties no less than the moral.
great benefit of study

is

gestion of acquired thoughts.

made our own,

the

The

not in the mere knowing, but in the diIt is

thus only that knowledge

mind improved, and

its

is

fecundity preserved.

borrowing fosters indolence and dwarfs the
mind, at the same time that it undermines integi'ity and seK-respect.
It is peculiarly to be regretted that anyt,hing which even
approaches an example of such practices should be done by one
whom the General Assembly has placed at the head of a school
for young ministers, and whose genius and vivacity have given
him so much prestige over the minds of J^oung men.
9. But we have no disposition to press the charge of plagiarism

But

this habit of
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in the above case

;

while we must judge Dr. Breckinridge's course

therein mistaken and unfortunate,
to grant that he

felt justified to

we repeat that we are willing
own conscience. There is

his

e\ddence, however, in the discussions adopted from Stapfer far

The reader
pages 274-276, the following
speculations taken from Stapfer, Vol. I., § 321 to 354, which we
will briefly state in substance.
God's intellect is infinite; he
more

decisive as to his correctness

and scholarship.

will find in the nineteenth chapter,

therefore must know,

mth

the scientia sim/pUcls intelllgentice every-

is possible.
The possibility of anything consists in
God's seeing that the existence of it would not imply a natural
contradiction.
God's true and perfect intellect therefore cannot

thing which

but see as possibilities

all

things (whether created or uncreated

or never to be created) which are naturally 230ssible.
ideas of

there

possible entities are in the di%ine intellect, and are

all

by a

Hence the

necessity, as the result of God's perfection.

Now

the

essence {essentia) of these possible things con f< Ids in their possi-

Mlity ;

i. e.,

God's eternal seeing

'that

they are naturally possi-

what constitutes their essence. Hence the essences of all
possible entities are from eternity in God's intellect.
They are
there of course immutably and necessarily and essentially, because otherwise his intellect and knowledge would be mutable
and finite. Therefore (and this is the desired deduction) the
essences of all possible entities arise by a metaphysical necessity from the intellect of God, and not from his will or choice.
It is the existence (the esse) of these entities which j)i'oceeds
from the divine will. The possibility, in other words the essence
ble is

of things, is necessary (in the metaphysical sense), because essential to

thing

God

is

as a being of infinite intellect.

necessarily possible

is

But

to say that a

not the same as to say that

it

will

necessarily exist.

Having stated these things

in Stapfer's

words translated. Dr.

Breckinridge concludes his paragraph by saying (as though drawing along breath after the labors of the discussion), "These dis-

though they may appear intricate, are not only true,
but important as bearing upon questions connected with the

tinctions,

origin of evil

and

^vith

the Manichean heresy, which was so long

Will not the reader be amused
compare with this the following words from the note which
Stapfer appends to this place?
Ratio autem cur Pfiilosopld in

the pest of the church of God."
to

^'
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est,

mum

hoc inodo opthne debellare queant,

vere,

quae circa Originern inali mover i Solent^

et

omnes

id Maniclieh-

dijjieultates sol-

How,

tlien,

do

these spectilatibns solve the difficulty of accounting for the origin

and to overthrow the Manichean tlieorj about it?
would see, let him turn over the leaves of this same
Stapfer to Chapter III., § 438, etc., and he will conclude with us
that this is as unlucky a case of borrowing as has ever occurred
in other words, that this argument is one of the few in that
usually excellent and orthodox writer which no educated minister in America, except Dr. Breckinridge, will be willing io fatJier.
of moral evil

If the reader

It is a pity that Dr. Breckinridge did not notice

how

Stapfer

all

along credits these speculations (with a candor more worthy of

being bori'owed than his discussion) to the celebrated Dr. Christian Wolf

and his follower Bulfinger.

Now, those who are famihar

know

that Wolf, the exponent of

with the history of theology
Leibnitz, matured a

method

for

moral and metaphysical reason-

ing of a formahstic and modernized scholastic type which was
excessively fashionable in Europe about the time Stapfer wrote.

(Wolf flourished from about 1715 to 1750.) This method was
vehemently assailed, as well as advocated, by many divines, and
with such success that the orthodox king of Prussia for a time
deposed Wolf from his professorship in the University of Halle,
and banished him from his kingdom for the dangerous and
And among the
atheistic tendency of some of his reasonings.
speculations for which he was thus deposed and banished were
these very notions about the source of essences and the solution
of the origin of evil. Now, the Wolfian philosophy has been as
utterly exploded and is as utterly relinquished at our day by all
educated men as the science of alchemy or judicial astrology.

was short, and its principles are now universally held to
have been exceedingly aAvkward and sophistical. These places
of Stapfer are just the ones which well-informed theologians
skip over as blemishes in an other Avise excellent author, while
they excuse them as being accordant with the reigning methods
of the day.
But they are just those which Dr. Breckinridge has
Its reign

selected to borrow.

From the
us see their application to Mauicheism.
above view of essences as consisting in God's intellection of posfollows
sibilities, Stapfer reasons substantially thus: Hence it
But

let

Vol. I.— 5.
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that God's

them

toill

them out

in calling

of jjoiise into esse^ or giving

existence, chcmges nothing in them.

found, the nature, or

When

the essence

is

So that

of entity, is determined.

soi't

whatever of imperfection, metaphysical, physical or moral, attaches to the imiverse or the things in it, is due, not to God's
will, but to the ideas in God's intellect.
But they are necessary,
essential in God, and it is no fault nor choice in God that they
are what they are for, to repeat, the essence is but God's in;

tellection of the possibihty,

and must be according

what

to

it is,

we would have God's intellect see things as they are not,
i. e. see them falsely.
Now it is the ^\dll, the voUtions of an inteUigent free agent, to which we attach all praise or blame.
But God's mU, in creating or disposing, changed nothing in the
essences; it only superadded to them existence.
So that God
must not be blamed for any evil in his universe. Thus that
awful mystery is solved, why a God who is almighty, and could
do exactly what he pleased, should have made a world in which
unless

there will always be sin,

Thus the Manichean

if

indeed he

is truly

holy and hates

solution of that mystery,

sin.

by supposing two

and kind, the other cruel and e^dl,
shown to be superfluous.
Now, is this the Theodlcea which Dr. Breckinridge considers
so valuable ? We wonder if he is willing seriously to father it,
eternal

first

causes, one holy

is

yea, with a great wonder.
to suspect that

when he

Will not the reader be tempted
so naively repeated his reasons for

troubhng us with these "intricate yet important distinctions,"
he knew not what he was talking about? The well informed
reader Avill see at once that nothing but a. phase of recdism ever
made this argument appear anything else than absurd to those
who constructed it, and that nobody can consistently advance it
except a Wolfian or a reahst. Is Dr. Breckinridge either?

Does Dr. Breckinridge hold that universal ideas are entities,
having essences before they exist any where except in God's
thought, and separate from the existence of those things of
which they are ideas ? Kemove this old scholastic theory, and
the whole argument is a shadow. No educated man of this century that ever we have heard of goe3 farther than the conceptuahsts

no

;

all

entity,

agree that the idea of a thing separate from the thing

and has no essence of

but the conceiving act

of the

its o-^ti.

mind

itself

The idea
\dewing

is

it.

is

nothing

In

this
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practical question of the origin of evil, the difference

the idea in 2)osse and the thing in esse

is all

between

the difference be-

tween nothing and something. There is no essence where there
is no existence, other than the essence of the mind that conceives the possible something; for the essence can be nothing
Hence, the distinction
but the essence of the thing existing.
which, is insinuated when it is urged that the divine will changes
nothing in the essence of the thing willed into existence,

is

and worthless to every conceptualist, much more
It is the divine will which makes the whole
to every nominalist.
change from the thing's not being at all to its being and this is
utterly illusory

;

everything.

Even the unlearned reader may

clearly see the vanity of this

wretched, antiquated piece of scholasticism as a solution of the
For, in the

origin of evil.

that

God

is

first

place, if it^Droves anything, it proves

absolutely controlled

he

by a metaphysical

necessity as

he is not truly independent and almighty. There has been from eternity a metaphysical necessity that the essence of everything should be what
to the kind of universe

it is,

so that

God

honorable to him

himself

shall create, so that

is

subject to a

as that of the Stoic.

smacks of Pantheism,

new kind

oifate, as dis-

In the second place,

for if the essences of all things are in

eternally, essentially, necessarily

and immutably, and

essences are, before creation, no other than God's

own

if

it

God

those

intellect

must be equally in God since
For that which is in God eternally,

(see Stapfer, § 356, note), they

they came into existence.

and necessarily, in consequence of his very perfection,
no way and at no time be taken out of him. So that the

essentially

can in

essence of Dr. Breckinridge, of us, of our readers, of Satan, are
all still

tion

in

God

would be

!

Third, on the Wolfian premises even the solusophistical; for, according to him, the essence,

which possibly could be, are in
the supposing of which
God's
God's infinite intelcontradiction.
is not opposed by a natural
i. e.,

the possibility of
intellect.

lect, therefore,

all entities

Everything

is possible,

contained not only the essence of the universe

which he actually brought into existence, but of an infinite number of different universes and that some one of these possible
universes might have been better than the actual one, or even
sinless, is not impossible, for it implies no natural contradiction
Hence, among the numberless possibilities in the
to conceive it.
;
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divine intellect, there must have been

tlie possibility^ cr,

words, essence, of a better tmiverse than

Why,

this.

in other

then, did

not his will bring that one into actuality instead of the one we
have? And last, the same explanation should hold as well to

mth man's

explain any e\dl connected

We also might "do

acts.

evil that good may come," and the same metaphysical process
might be appHed, step by step, to prove just as validly to our
poor neighbor groaning under the injury that it did not originate in our will, but in the necessary essence of a 2)0.'<sihility.
Here, for instance, is one who, to secure some end lawful in itSays he
self, has voluntarily wounded his brother's body.

wound are attributes of its essence
They are necessary attributes, and I had
no choice about making them so for if my mind conceives truly,
" The pain and danger of a

of a

wound

in posse.

;

must conceive a possible
wound as both painful and dangerous. Of course I did not
choose to wound for the sake directly of its pain and danger to
you, but for the sake of the ulterior good with which the wounding was tied by a nexus of metaphysical necessity. So that my
free will should not be blamed for the pain and danger of your
wound. Those bad qualities were of its necessary essence my
as

it

must

if it

acts normally at

all, it

;

A sorry
moral act only brought that essence into actuahty."
And a sorry salve are these wornsalve this for a smarting sore.
out philosophizings for that profound trouble which has tortured
every reflecting soul, the
at first

oi*igin of evil.

It

were better to come

to that solution to which every mind this side of heaven

must come

at last:

"Even

so.

Father, for so

it

seemed good in

"It is as high as heaven; what canst thou do?
thy sight."
"
deeper than hell what canst thou know ?
10. The attentive reader wiU j^erceive in Dr. Breckinridge's
;

book an obvious hinting

of the

modern millenarian

doctrine.

one of the subjects he intends in these words
from his preface (page xi.) " Upon some points which have always agitated the Christian mind, I have spoken with a certain
This perhaps

is

:

reserve, dictated alike

by the appreciation I had

ture of those questions, and of

my

official

of the true na-

position as teacher of

by a church whose standards were framed
by men holding almost opposite views on those points, and
wisely avoiding defining them as of faith." If our surmise is
correct, we can by no means say with him that the Confession of
theology, appointed
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Faitli has avoided defining this doctrine as (not) of faith.

(See

XXXII., § II. Larger Catechism, Ques. 87, 88.)
The varied phases and degrees in which modern miUenarians
hold their creed, the brevity and vagueness of the hints of it in
this book, and lack of space, forbid extended discussion.
Some
of those hints may be seen by the reader, pages 85, 86, 133 bottom,
To those who consider the theory as we do, as involving
185.
no trivial errors, even these hints of approbation constitute a
for one of the surest ways to secure
subject of some regret
Confession, Ch.

;

;

the adoption of a doubtful doctrine

is this frequent reproduction
without express assertion or argument, but in seeminglv
logical connection with other admitted truths.
To those who
believe in millenarianism these hints of it will, of course, seem

of

it

an additional merit. Our purpose is fulfilled by merely putting
the reader on his guard on this topic. And in doing this we
cheerfully accord to Dr. Breckinridge the credit of refraining

from the obtrusion of his peculiar views as carefully as can be
expected of one who is so zealouslycommitted to them as he is
said to be.
11.

Perhaps other subjects of

criticism

might be profitably

handled, but the reader has been detained long enough.

We

avow that we expend more space in pointing out defects
than excellences, not because the book has not many things
which we would praise with sincerity, but because too much
plainly

praise has already been given in the newspapers.

that the excessive, unqualified, and in

We

well

know

some cases fulsome lauda-

which have been uttered do not express the sober judgment of well-informed Presb}i;erians. Some of them could hardly
be true of any book, unless its author were more than human.
That the Presbyterian press shoidd have spoken as it has of a
book marked by such blemishes as we have pointed out has been
tions

mortifying to

many

of the wisest.

press has run miserably low in
theological learning, or that

its

it is

It indicates either that this

stock of sound, discriminating,

infected with a servility towards

with the parity
and brilliant reputation
of the ministry and the manly independence of our people.
Those things which have seemed to us the chief merits of this
work we shall enumerate more briefly indeed than we have reAnd the
cited defects, but with no less emphasis and sincerity.
fij-st of these merits, it seems to us, is the uniform tone of high
station

iitterly inconsistent

TO
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and sustained reverence
discussed.

An

breathe from

in wliich tlie great tilings of

God

are

exalted conception of his majesty and sanctity

many

passages, which are in pleasing contrast "nith

the flippant dr^Tiess and coldness

we sometimes see in the disThe second point of

cussions of the pulpit as well as of books.

high merit

is

the manliness and "s^isdom

mth

w^hich the great

truths which determine decisively between orthodoxy and heter-

odoxy are stated. The trumpet is one which gives no uncertain
sound and these great truths are frequently so put as to e^4nce
;

that not only a true interpretation of Scripture, but a time

\'ie"W

by

their

of man's nature

and rehgious wants, are best

most unflinching adoption.

A third

satisfied

class of excellences will pre-

sent itself to the reader in frequent passages of true animation

and eloquence.

The

style

is,

indeed, not entitled to the praise

of simpHcity or perspicuity, but
elevated.

The power and

it is

skill of

always animated, and often

the successful declaimer are

often seen in the dramatic and ascending grouping of concep-

and sometimes the effect rises even to grandeur. As a
specimen of this excellence we would indicate especially the passage ill which the humihation and exaltation of Christ are portrayed.
(Pages 127 to 133.)
If something like a general estimate 'of the work must be given,
we would say that it is such a book as those who know Dr. Breckinridge would expect of him.
And in sapng this, we cheerfully
allow to him many high and some splendid endowments.
Nor
shall we deny the valuable services which his courage, general orthodoxy and zeal have rendered the church. That he has genius,
none who have heard his forensic efforis will dispute, nor that
his understanding is active, strong, adventurous.
But this work
shows him rather the man of genius than of science. It is well

tions,

known

was abridged and irregular,
and that his middle Hfe was spent amidst exciting and diversified
that his theological education

labors, not favorable to the systematic digestion of knowledge,

however intensely they may have stimulated special and fragmentary studies. This training, and the temper of his mind,
self-rehant, depreciatory of antagonists, and eager for independence of method and thought, were no safe preparation for walking steadily the narrow and dizzy paths of moral speculation.
Patience of mind, to perfect, review and mature, was lacking. Indeed, the brightest displays of Dr. Breckinridge's abihty, as well
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have always been deHe requires such
excitement to steady and brace his powers, to clarify and nerve
his otherwise obscure language.
His muse is Bellona, his inspiration the guadiiim certaminis', his successful logic is that of
as

tlie

style,

livered in the excitement of forensic collision.

the concrete.

Dr. Breckinridge's friends have committed a grave

him that he is a dialectician. When he sits
down in contemplative calmness to write on abstract subjects,
his mind wavers for want of a stronger resistance, and strikes
To -^Tjite a book on systematic divinity, and especially
vaguely.
error in persuading

to write

it

so hurriedly, was the very thing he should not have

The department

in which his labors would have been
most truly useful to the church, and creditable to himself, is that
of church poHty; for here his habits of concrete and forensic
thought, the legal training of his early life, and his experience of
ecclesiastical pohtics, would have qualified him for success.

done.

When we come

to the structure of the discussion,

we

find in

addition to the traits indicated in our remarks on Dr. Breckin-

he seems to desire conmost elevated and expanded. There is a constant attempt to assume jjoints of -view
so high as to look down ujDon those conclusions to which the
rest of us mortals have to toil uj). The consequence is, that the exj)ansion of \dew not seldom destroys distinctness of outlme we are
raised so high that our heads are in the clouds, and we see nothing.
Thoughts are enunciated which seem as though they might be
very comprehensive and fine, which are certainly extensive enough
to contain everything, but so undefined that we feel no assurance
they will hold anything. There is a " dim magnificence " which
cannot be better characterized than in the language of Aristophanes, which Mr. Macaulay apphes, for a similar purpose, to
Mr. Gladstone.
ridge's classification, this characteristic

:

tinually to deal only in views of truth the

;

&

yrj

Ton

(fOiYij.azo<i^ ux;

Ispw, xai

rre/zyov,

xat zsnarwSsi}.

But it is VOX et 2)t'<it&'i"&^(- nilul. There is also in many parts
an indistinctness of scope and purpose, which leaves the reader
in doubt whether he has apprehended the intended drift of
the author, or the whole of it. He often seems to intend that
we shall see pregnant and far-reaching conclusions fi-om the
mere juxtaposition of statements, and as we read we are a Vitle
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we ought to see them, and find them
and yet, read over as often and attenIt is e%ddent
tively as we may, we do not, and cannot see them.
vaguely,
and only
together
thrown
have
been
thoughts
that the
half -evolved from the mist of their conception they need to be
wrought out into distinctness of outline and connection. This
book is one which will never, by any possibihty, be used for the
inclined to feel as though

as valuable as indicated

;

;

practical purposes of theological instruction.

work had come from a man not previously knoAVTi it would have been justly regarded as one striking,
It will add nothing to Dr.
and, in some respects, remarkable.

On

the whole,

if

this

Breckinridge's fame.
genius, but in a

It

manner

shows, indeed, the characteristics of his
than his

less favorable to his reputation

pre\dous productions, because he has unfortunately selected in
this case unsuitable

ground for their display.
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WE

learn from the Epistle to the

no sooner declared

fied

bj

Romans, that Paul had

his conclusion, "that a

man

is justi-

faith without the deeds of the law," than the cavil Avas

thrown back, "Shall we, then, continue in sin that grace may
abound ?" From that day to this the enemies and maligners of
the gospel theology on the one hand, and its perverters on the
On the one hand, the
other, have echoed the same deduction.
tendency to antinomianlsm has adopted and justified it as a
correct inference, sometimes openl}', and more often covertly.
In the Lutheran Church, Agricola of Eisleben, a contemporary
of Luther,

and among the English Puritans

of the seventeenth

century, Dr. Crisp, were charged with this monstrous error ; the
" Since Christ
first mth justice, the second, probably, unjustly.

has vicariously paid the whole legal debt due from sinners to
God," the autinomian argues, " and the title to acceptance and
life thus accruing is bestowed on every believer through his

has no further claim, either of penalty
upon us who beheve. God cannot justly demand
payment of the same obligation twice over. If Christ's work
was vicarious, we who embrace it are free in every sense. Disfaith alone, the precept

or obedience,

obedience to the moral law cannot bring us into condemnation.
Or, in other words, transgression ceases to be guilty when comThere may be a certain seemmitted by the justified believer.

hearkening of the behever to the wishes of
There may be motives draAvn from
his divine benefactor.
secular order and temporal advantage in favor of a moral life
liness in the grateful

but the justified believer

is

under no obligation.
But it

If his faith is

seldom such
of Christian
history
in
the
uttered
openly
speculations have been

clear,

no

sin vitiates his title to heaven."

is

1
This discussion appeared in The Southern Review for April, 1873, being a review of, 1. Short Studies on Great Subjects, and History of England : By James
Anthony Fronde. 2. Works of William Ellery CJumninrj, D. D. 3. Symbolism of
4. Journal and Works of the
Catholics and ProtestatiU : By J. A. Mohler, D. D.
PMadelphia. Vols. III., IV.
Eev. John Wesley, D. D.
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doctrine.

Lutlier

and some

otlier Protestants, in tlie lieat of

have perhaps uttered rhetorical

their zeal against Pharisaism,

assertions of the believer's emancipation from the penalty of the

moral law too bold to be safe when torn fi-om their designed
connection.
It was not seldom the complaint of the best Protestant divines, in the Lutheran, the Reformed, and even the
Moravian communions, that sluggish and lustful minds perverted
their precious gospel of free justification to excuse their idle or

But what truth peculiar

profligate living.

been wrested ?
is

We

enslaved to his

to revelation has not

man whose soul
and wholly unenUghtened by the purify-

freely admit, that should a

lusts,

ing principles of the gospel, be so unlucky as to adopt a false
hoj)e of heaven (on

any scheme

emboldening of his

evil desires.

of doctrine), the result will be the

But

this evil effect will

be as

sure upon a sacramentarian or a Pharisaic theory in the case

supposed as upon ours and such is the testimony of experience.
There have always been a thousand Kcentious professors of the
self-righteous schemes to one of the evangelical.
In the latter
class we have to enumerate those frequent and shocking instances
where an unholy life is startlingly illustrated by the contrast of
the gracious creed which is so loudly and so falsely professed.
But in the former class are found the millions who live in shameless sin under the altars of the Greek, Roman, and other ritual;

istic

churches.

But the conclusion, that a free justification must encourage
licentious living, is advanced by opposite parties.
The Romish,
the Socinian, and many worldly writers, argue thus " The consequence is unavoidable, and therefore the principle cannot be true.
Por God is a holy God, and Christ's was a holy mission.
There:

fore the Scriptures cannot have intended to teach so odious a doctrine.

If

men

are told that no merit of a virtuous

tribute one whit to their acceptance with

they are believers, no sin can jeopardize
ent to obedience.

more wickedness

Yea the
;

We
by

is

can con-

God, and that, provided
they must be indiffer-

it,

inference is at least jDlausible

:

The

more his grace is glorified
the doctrine of justification by faith with-

in God's children the

It cannot be, then, that

out works

life

of God."

must expect that so long as there are minds unenlightened
Dr. Thomas Chalmers
l)e such cavilings.

grace, there will

informs us that in the days of his skeptical worldliness (which
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extended bejoud his ordiuation), he regarded the doctrine with
abhoiTence on this ground. But after he had learned to preach
Christ crucified in Paul's method, he bore wholly another testi-

mony.

i^L'ife,

by Hanna,

Vol.

I,,

which I made
while I was inattentive to tlie way in which this
dissolved even by the free offer, on the one hand, and

of that period, in

the

mind

enmity

is

pp. 434-5.) " During.the whole
no attempt against the enmity of

God

to

;

—

the believing acceptance of the gospel salvation

—

even at this
time I certainly did press the reformation of honor and truth

and integrity among my people, but I never once heard of any
such reformations having been effected among them.
It

was not

till

I took the scriptural

reconciliation before

way

of la^dng the

them that I ever heard

of

method of

any of those sub-

ordinate reformations."
It is well known to theologians that Romanists uniformly charge
a licentious result upon the Protestant doctrine of justification.
"We need do no more than cite the most bitter and adroit of their
modern polemics. Mohler, in his Symholism (Cli. 3, § 25), labors
through dreary pages of fraud to evince this. He charges that
the antinomianism of Agrieola of Eisleben, or of Nicholas Amsdorf, was the legitimate corollary of Luther's teachings.
He represents Luther as teaching " an inward and essential opposition
between religion and morality." He says that had Luther been
sufficiently well informed of the history of opinion, he must have
avowed as his own that conclusion of Marcion, so denounced by
the Fathers That the preceptive God of the Old Testament was
a different being from the gracious God of the New.
Passing to a very different school of legalists, we quote from
the great New England Unitarian, Dr. Channing, a representation of the manner in which the Socinians adopt the same cavil.
In his sermon, "Unitarian Christianity more Favorable to Piety,"
:

(

Works, Vol. III., p. 190), he says

:

"Trinitarians also exhibit the

work, as well as the character, of Christ, in Hglits less favorable
to piety.
It does not make the promotion of piety its chief end.
It teaches that the highest purpose of his mission was to reconcile

God

to

man, not man to God.

formidable obstacle to

threatenings of divine justice.

more

Hence

it

lies in

leads

most

the claims and

men

to prize Christ

and averting these threatenings,
the soul human sentiments of love toward

for answering these claims

than for awakening in

It teaches that the

human happiness
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Accordingly, multitndes appear to prize
pardon more than piety, and think it a greater boon to escape,
through Chiist's sufferings, the fii'e of hell, than to receive, through
Is such
his influence, the spirit of heaven, the spiiit of devotion.

the Fatlier in heaven.

to a generous, ever-growing piety?"

a system propitious

Froude, in both the worlis cited

at

discloses very plainly his Socinian

He

and latitudinarian

affinities.

fond of pointing to the Protestant doctrine of justification

is

as the corrupter of the

most

the beginning of this aiiicle,

EngHsh people, and

advocates in church

and

takes care not to mention that staunch

Knox, whose

of identifpng its fore-

He
Hugh Latimer and John

state A^ith corrupt scoundrels.

spotless integrity he cannot but applaud, were the

firmest advocates

and best exemplars,

at once, of that doctrine.

he writes: "Such was the state
before
lay
the
successors
of things "which
of Somerset (Protector
They were called upon to fight
to the child-king, Edward.)
against corruption, whiqli had infected the whole communit}', and,
In the History (Vol.

Y., p. 259,)

among the rest, had infected themselves.
santer to earn the

who

titles of

It

was

and pleaby patronizing
good Avorks, and
easier

'Ministers of God,'

on the worthlessness of
could distinguish correctly between imputed and infused

teachers

insisted

right-

eousness."

"Moral Results of the Eeformation"
peojole had exchanged a superstition
grossest abuses, prescribed some shadow of respect

Under the heading
(p. 405),

he

svT.ites

vrhich, in its

:

"

of

The

for obedience, for a superstition vjhich merged ohedience

i?i

specu-

lathe helief: and under that baneful influence, not only the higher
\di-tues of self-sacrifice,

but the commonest duties of probity and

morality were disappearing."
"

In his Short Studies on Great Suhjects, rmder the title of
The Condition and Prospects of Protestantism," he tells us that

he attended in the West of England (cAidently among either the
Welsh or the Wesleyan Methodists), a devotional meeting of
evangehcal Protestants. Here is a j)art of his malignant travesty
" We were told that the business
each
individual
man
and
Avoman
of
in the world was to save his
or her soul that Ave are all sinners together all equally guilty,

of the truths there inculcated

:

;

;

helpless, lost, accursed children, unable to stir a finger, or

do a
were not required to stir a
rather, we were forbidden to attempt it.
An antidote had

thing to help ourselves.
finger

;

Happily,

Ave
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been provided for our sins, and a substitute for our obedience.
Everything had been done for us. We had but to lay hold of the
perfect righteousness which had been fulfilled in our behalf. We
had but to put on the vesture provided for our wearing, and our
safety was assured.
The reproaches of conscience were silenced.

We

happy

in this world, and certain to be blessed
on the other hand, we neglected the offered
grace if, through carelessness, or intellectual perverseness, or
any other cause, we did not apprehend it in the proper manner,
if we tried to please God ourselves by
works of righteousness,'
the sacrifice would then cease to avail for us. It mattered nothing whether, in the common acceptation of the word, we were
good or bad, we were lost all the same, condemned by perfect

are perfectly

in the next.

If,

;

'

justice to everlasting torture."

"It is, of course, impossible for human creatures to act toward
one another on these principles. The man of business, on weekdays, deals with those whom he employs on week-day rules. He
He knows
gives them work to do, and he expec+s them to do it.
the meaning of good desert, as well as of ill desert. He promises
and he threatens. He praises and he blames. He will not hear
of \acarious labor.

He

rewards the honest and industrious.

punishes the lazy and the vicious.
structed that he cannot exist unless

Ha
men

He

finds society so con-

treat

one another as re-

sponsible for their actions, and as able to do right as well as

wrong,"

etc., etc.

That

is

surd that we do not think

Mr. Fronde thinks it very abransoms and saves a world of lost,

to say,

God

on the same principles on which "the man of business" governs some of his fellow-creatures and natural equals!
Perhaps he might be undeceived if he would listen to such words
as the following, from a book of which he manifestly knows little
" Thou thoughtest," says God, " that I was altogether such an
guilty sinners

one as thyself; but I will reprove thee." (Ps. 1. 21.)
We propose, however, as the most effectual way to expose the
errors and misconceptions of all these objectors, to present a
connected view of the teachings of a number of Protestant ConIf there is any
fessions upon the doctrine of our justification.
representation of its doctrines for which a church may properly

be held responsible, and to which it may appeal, to show what
it does and does not teach, it is the creed or confession deliberWe wish to evince, first, the glorious
ately adopted for itself.
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harmony (amidst

all less

tant communities

upon

important diversities) of

all

the Protes-

this " Articulus Ecclesice stant'is ant ca-

and, second, the unanimity mth which they disclaim
and denounce the antinomian corollary sought to be fixed upon

deiitis'''' ;

them.

Let us begin "wdth the most noted of these documents, the
Augsburg Confession, \\T:itten by Malancthon, sanctioned by Luther, and presented by the German Protestants to Charles V., in
1540.

"When the gospel accuseth us of sin, our convicted hearts
ought to conclude that the remission of sins and justification are
bestowed on us, gratis, for Christ's sake, by faith
It is
given gratis, that is, it doth not depend on the condition of our
worth, nor is it given for the sake of any works precedent, or the
They then add
etc.
(Sec. 4.)
They teach that when we are reconciled by faith, the
righteousness of our good works must necessarily foUoio, which
God hath commanded us, as also Christ hath enjoined If thou
worthiness of [works] following,"
section 6

:

"

:

va\t enter into life,

'

keep the commandments.'

The Helvetic Confession, composed by BulHnger, Myconius,
and Grynffius, A. D. 1536, says, after defining justification as
God's " remitting our sins, absolving us from their guilt and penalty, receiving us into grace, and pronouncing us just" (§ 15):
"But since we receive this justification, not through any works,
but through faith on the mercy of God and on Christ, so we
teach and beheve with the apostle, that sinful man is justified

by

on Christ, not by the law or any works." But, in
add "The same apostle called faith 'efficacious,' and
working by love,' Gal. v
This same faith retaineth us
in our duty, which we owe to God and our neighbor, and confirmeth patience in adversity, and formeth and maketh a true
confession, and, to say all in one word, propagateth good fruits
of every kind, and good works."
"For we teach that works
really good are born of a living faith, through the Holy Ghost,
and are done by behevers according to the will of God and the
faith alone

§ 16, they

:

'

rule of his word," etc.

"Although, therefore, we teach with the apostle, that man is
through faith in Christ, and not through any good
works, still we do not therein -vdhpend or disapprove of good works.

justified gratis,

For we know that man was neither

created, nor is

he born again,
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but rather in order that he may do
which are good and useful," etc.
The Confession of the French Protestant Church, 1561, saj^s
"We believe that we are reconciled to God by that sole
(§ 17)
sacrifice which Christ offered on the cross, so that we are accounted before him as righteous since we cannot be pleasing to
him, nor possess the fruit of our adoption, save as he pardoneth
tlirougli faith, in order to idle

;

ceaselessly the things

:

;

our

and

Accordingly,

sins.

we

God, and,

all

Jesus Christ

is

our whole

full satisfac-

"Accordingly, we clearly repudiate all
by which men deem they may be justified before
estimate of our virtues and merits discarded, we

tion for guilt," etc. (§ 18)

other grounds

testify that

whose death we obtain a

perfect cleansing, in
:

rest in the sole obedience of Jesus Christ," etc.

Compare, now, the following from

who

are

by nature

servants of sin,

§ 22

:

when

"

We

this

believe that we,

same

faith inter-

But by this faith we receive the grace of living hohly, while Ave embrace that gospel
promise, that the Lord mil give us the Holy Spirit. Faith is,
then, so far from extinguishing the zeal for living well and hoHly,
that it rather wakens and inflames that zeal in us whence good
works do necessarily proceed."
The well-known Confession of the Westminster divines, adopted
by the Presbyterians of Great Britain and America, may sufficiently
venes, are regenerated into a

new

life.

;

represent the views of

all

the Protestants

known

as Cahinistic

from it may fairly stand for the Belgic, the
Heidelberg, the Augsburg, and other symbols of that school. In
the eleventh chapter the Westminster Confession says
"§ 1. Those whom God effectually calleth, he also freely justifieth
not by infusing righteousness into them, but by pardon-

and a

brief citation

;

by accounting and accepting their persons as
not for anything wrought in them, or done by them,

ing their sins, and
righteous

;

but for Christ's sake alone,"

etc.

2. Faith, thus receiving and resting on Christ and his righteousness, is the alone instrument of justification ; jet is not alone

"§

accompanied with all other
saving graces, and is no dead faith, but worketh by love."
As a representative of the Anabaptist communions, we insert
in the person justified, but is ever

They show that,
an extract from the Mennonite standards.
from other Protestants, they were
all at one touching justification and good works

Avidely as these sects differed
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"Catechism: Ques.

3.

—Do you

tlien

hope

saved by your good works in keeping

tlie

to

be

and

justified

commandments of

Clirist?'

"Aois.

—No;

by

oui-

good works we cannot gain

merit eternal blessedness; but

through
(Eph.

faith,

ii.

and that not

4.

of ourselves

—Whereunto, then, do

commandments

"A71S.

by grace
;

we

that

it is

the

lieaven, or

are saved,

gift of

good works and the keeping

of Christ serve

?

— By good works we show forth and manifest our

in Jesus Christ; for obedience to the

commandments

wrought by

faith,

love, is the light

faith is dead.

The

God."

8.)

"Ques.
of the

it is

(Jas.

Articles of

ii.

and hfe of

faith

God,
and without which
of

20.)"

ReHgion adopted by the Episcopal Churches

of Great Britain and America (the churches which love the parental relation to the great

Wesleyan communion,

parents), state the matter thus

"Art. XI.

if

often step-

:

— Of the Justification

of

Man.

We

are accounted

righteous before God, only for the merit of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ by

faith,

we

and not

for our

by

own works

or deservings.

most wholeand very full of comfort, as more largely is expressed in the homily of justification.
" Art. XII.
Of Good Works. Albeit that good works, which
are the fruits of faith, and follow after justification, cannot piit
away our sins, and endure the severity of God's judgment; yet
are they pleasing and acceptable to God in Christ, and do spring
out necessarily of a true and lively faith, insomuch that by them
a lively faith may be as evidently known as a tree discerned by
"Wherefore, that

some

are justified

faith only, is a

doctrine,

—

the fruit."

The

Articles as held

by our Methodist Episcopal Church are

identical, save that in the

former of them, the reference to the

the word "necessarily," are omitted,
and the idiom is a httle modernized.
The most venerable of all these Confessions v/e have, for a par-

homily, and in the

latter,

ticular reason, reserved for the last of our witnesses.

It is

the

Confession of the Bohemian and Moravian ministers and nobles,
the leaders of that Reformed Church before the Reformation,

whose character was illustrated by the labors and martyrdom of
John Huss. This body, at the da^vn of the Reformation, joyfully
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Protestants as their brethren in the faith.

by Liither and

discussions of the movement, begun

Z^vinghns, caused the church of "the Picards," as they were
styled, to present their formal Confession to their prince,

Austrian king of the Romans, A. D. 1535.

At the end

the

of Article

VI. they say

men

"Thej^ further teach, that

are justified before

God by

on Jesus Christ, alone, without any strivings, merits, and works of their own.
As Paul teacheth But to him that
worketh not, but belie veth on him that justifieth the ungodly, his
faith is counted for righteousness.'
Again
But now the righteousness of God without the law is manifested, bein<jc mtnessecl
by the law and the propli^ts.' And this righteousness is by the
Elsewhere: 'Through him, whosoever
faith of Jesus Christ.'
faith, or trust

'

:

:

'

'

believeth

is justified.'

And

the most fundamental of

and

all,

this sixth Article is

as being the

sum

among us held

of all Christianity

Accordingly, our people teach and discuss

piety.

diUgence and
Art. YII.

zeal,

and

strive to inculcate it

— " To this they add

'
:

on

with

all

justified

by

it

all."

Let those who are

the sole grace of God, and faith on Christ, do the good works

which God commands, and

let

each one walk worthily in them,

life, state and
For thus the Lord, with Matthew: 'Teach
'to observe all things which I command you.*

according to his vocation, in whatsoever grade of

age he

may

be.

them,' saith he,

But, since

many

forbear to treat

things are extant in Scripture touching this,
it

.... 'But they teach
that faith may be by them

farther.'

that

we

good

approved.
works must thus be done,
For good works are the sure witnessings, seals, and indices of the
living faith within, and fruits thereof, by which the tree is distinguished (Matthew vii.) as good or evil,'" etc.
The point of present interest to us in this witness is, that the
great founder of the Wesleyan communion was so largely indebted,
under God, to the descendants of this Moravian communion for
A
his final and joyful establishment in the peace of the gospel.
shattered remnant of these Christians, fleeing out of fiery persecutions in the eighteenth century, found refuge under Count Zinzendorf, at Herrnhut, in Priissian Lusatia,

and spreading thence,

planted themselves in several spots of Europe and America. It
was during Wesley's voyage to Georgia that he first saAv these

humble

Christians,
Vol. I.—€.

and was struck with

their possession of

an

82
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assured spiritual peace
his ardent strivings.

wliicli

he then lacked, not^\dthstanding

After his return he entered into more inti-

mate

relations with their ministers in England
and, finally,
seeking the rest his soul craved, he visited their parent seat at
;

Hermhut. There he met Christian Da\'id, a Moravian minister,
whose simple and sincere wisdom he learned to esteem above
that of the others, and of Count Zinzendorf himself, from whose
mouth he received this testimony
"The word of reconciliation which the apostles preached, as
the foundation of all they taught, was That we are reconciled to
God, not by our own works, nor by our own righteousness, but
wholly and solely by the blood of Christ."
" The right foundation is not your contrition, not your righteousness, nothing of your oicn, nothing that is wrought in you by the
Holy Ghost, but it is something without you, \dz., the righteousness and blood of Christ."
And when they have re:

..."

ceived this

gift

from God, then their hearts

Anil

melt for sorrow

that they have offended him," etc.

Wesley

the grace of

God I resolved to

absolutely renouncing

own works
hope
2.

By

journal (May 24tli, 1738), the issue of
"I was now thoroughly convinced, and by

tells us, in his

his doubts and fears.

all

seek it [faith] unto the end. 1.
dependence, in whole or in part, on

or righteousness, on which I

of salvation,

though I knew

it

adding to the constant use of

continual prayer for this very thing
full

had

other

all

—

really

from

not,

By

my
my

grounded
youth up.

my

means

of grace

justif^dng, saving faith, a

rehance on the blood of Christ shed for me, a trust in him as

as my sole justification, sanctification, and redempThenceforward he was able, with a triumphant hand, to
sweep his hallowed l}T-'e, as he took up that strain which was
silenced no more, and which to-day he is singing in glory

'iny Christ,

tion."

"Jesus, thy blood and righteousness,

My

beauty are, my glorious dress
Midst flaming worlds, in these arrayed,

With joy

;

shall I lift

up my head.
"

AVe shall close our appeal to this " great cloud of witnesses
with two emphatic sentences from those "Sermons" of Wesley
which are recognized by Methodists as carrjdng almost the force
In Sermon V., on Justifiof a doctrinal covenant among them.
cation, he says:
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the necessary condition of justifica-

Faitli, therefore, is

and the

JUSTIFICATION.

necessary condition thereof.

This is the
second point carefully to be observed, that the very moment God
giveth faith (for it is the gift of God) to the 'ungodly,' that
'worketh not,' that faith is counted to him for righteousness."
These mtnesses evince at least two things the universal agreement of the evangelical churches in excluding the merits of man's
works from his justification, and their equally hearty belief that
tiou

;

yea,

onli/

:

this justification

by the

ducive to holy living.

sole righteousness of Christ is only con-

It is the latter proposition

Our purposes

pose farther to consider.

which we pro-

are to clear

away the

slanders and misconceptions of the opposers of the great Protes-

and to admonish ourselves and our brethren against
should it lurk in any of us, toward perverting the grace of the Redeemer to the excusing of our sluggishThe theme which we argue is, in truth, just the one asness.
" Do we, then, make void the law through
serted by Paul

tant doctrine,

•the secret tendency,

:

faith?

God

forbid; yea,

we

establish the law."

So

far is

The "war

is

to

from being true that a fi"ee
justification disparages the claims of holiness, it enhances them
far above any force which they could derive from a plan of justification by works, even were such a plan permitted to sinners.
Let us, in advancing to this issue, sweep away a preliminary
The few nominal Christians who have been audacious
obstacle.

be carried into Africa."

enough
saw,

it

it, as we
" Since Christ has paid our debt vicari-

to assert a theoretical antinomianism, sustain

by this

false logic

:

God

put in any claim of positive obhgation
would be the intrinThis
sic injustice of requiring payment tT\dce for one claim."
proceeds on the double error of regarding God's claim of right
upon man as one of commutative justice only, instead of rectoral
ously, if the law of

on

believers, either preceptive or penal, this

justice,

and of degrading

Christ's satisfaction for sinners to a

mere pecuniary equivalent.

Let us explain:

God

is

not our

equal, trading with us, but our creator, sovereign, proprietor,

and chief end.

Christ's vicarious righteousness is not a

commercial equivalent, but a gloriously suitable, yet

free,

mere
moral

and wi'ought by divine grace at its own opman
is in debt to his fellow, under the rules of
"When
a
tion.
justice,
if his security oflfer to the creditor the precommutative
cise amount of money due, in legal coin of the realm, it is "a
equivalent, devised
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legal tender."

and

lias

Tlie creditor is obliged to accept

no option

debtor himself."

to say,

"I prefer

tlie

money

it

as payment,

of tlie j)i'incipal

If lie says this, lie loses liis "wbole claim thence-

forward, and the debtor goes free.

But

it is

a miserable degra-

God, the credThe debt is moral, and
itor, is sovereign owner of the debtor.
not commercial. There is no law superior to God, restraining
his holy and righteous discretion as to the shape in which his
Hence, when
justice shall demand and receive its satisfaction.
dation of Christ's satisfaction to conceive

it

thus.

mercy proposed a vicarious satisfaction, the free, optional
acceptance of the Sovereign was as essential to its validity as
the divine worthiness of the Substitute. Now, the greater inIf the divine creditor
cludes the less, and the whole its parts.
has discretionary right to devise and accept a substitution, of
course he has the included right, when he accepts it, to reserve
any terms or conditions with the released debtor which he
chooses. "What terms he has seen fit, in his mercy, holiness
and wisdom, to reserve and stipulate with us sinners, is therefore
simply a question of fact. "What saith he in his gospel of this ?
The substance of the answer is this: That he graciously accepts
divine

end of the law for righteousness to every one that
beheveth," reserving to himself these two points both entirely
" Christ as the

consistent with a blessed reconciliation
shall

still

—that

—

the beneficiary

observe the law as his rule of holy living (though no
and that the Father shall have

longer as his covenant of works),

the option of chastening the reconciled child during his mihtant
" These things I
state, for his good, in love and not in wrath.

thou affirm constantly, that they which have believed
" Whom the
careful to maintain good works."
Lord loveth he chasteneth." Now, such being the transactions,
and God having expressly stipulated these reservations in the
very offer of his mercy, it is a simple impertinence to say that he
can no longer require obedience of us without claiming the same

will that

in

God might be

debt twice.

can fully admit the truth of one part of the Eomanist and
Socinian objection no doctrine can be true which abrogates the
force of God's commandments over his reasonable creatures. If
the doctrine of a gracious justification did this, it could not be

We

:

But such is not its
consummate attribute.

true.

his

effect.

Our God claims

holiness as

"Evil shall not dwell with him."
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Our obligation to imitate and obey him is more original even
than any published precept, for it is founded on our natural relation to him, as moral creatures of a righteous and beneficent
Sovereign.
Christ came not to destroy the law, but to fulfil; it
was impossible that he should come on the former errand.
Hence, whatever change of dispensation man's sin and fall and
God's mercy may have prompted, it is simply impossible that
there can be anywhere or for any object a dispensation of disobedience.

To rebut

the charge that the teaching of a gracious justifica-

we might appeal first to experience. It
was the testimony of Dr. Chalmers, who at first believed the
charge, that he found those who boasted in the merit of their
obedience to commend them to God less zealous to obey, while
those who claimed no merit of reward for their works were most
tion encourages license,

This seeming paradox, Avhen honest

punctilious in their works.

on his

attention, appeared unaccountGrace afterward taught him the beautiful solution. The fact
which we claim in our favor can justly be put in a very pungent
form against our accusers that the most current charge the
world has had to bring against the advocates of the evangelical
doctrine is that of over-strictness. Wlio were the Protestants
stigmatized in the seventeenth century as "Puritans" (purists in

observation

first

forced

it

able.

:

their conduct)?

The

especial advocates,

clergy and people, of

among the Anglican

this doctrine of a gracious justification.

We

have seen the doctrine of "Wesley what was the name of
reproach hurled at his adherents? They were "Methodists;"
they were so strict in their obedience as to live by a tnetliodus,
;

forsooth

!

But a century

of the fruits of Christian charity, zeal

borne among Methodists by this hope of free justification, has transmuted the term of obloquy into a title of honor.

and

virtue,

Such

is

doctrine

is

presented in theory, the world

license of conduct;

away with

sented in the actual conduct of
virtue

which

it

prompts

is

so jealous of relaxation of

such a

When the gospel
exclaims, " O it breeds

the inconsistency of the indictment.

it."

its

"too
life,

But when

!

it is

fairly pre-

representative advocates, the

This world, just now
cannot endure the restraints of
strict."

life.

But to proceed.

It is

men cannot be longer
righteous li-sdng when you have

argued that

induced to exert themselves in
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assured tliem that their righteousness can earn nothing, and that
it forfeits nothing.
Such reasoning evidently proceeds upon the assumption that self-interest is the only, or at

the lack of

motive to a Christian hfe.
miss the whole debate bj saying that such

We

least the chief,

the

life

morals.

is

might, then, dis-

not our estimate of

we can descend to no such grovelling scheme of
The behever has better motives to spur him to a cease-

of faith

less career of

his self-love.

;

duty than a mercenary calculation of advantage to
Hence, even if all motives of self-interest were ex-

tinguished, other and nobler ones would remain.
gelical doctrine does not

neglect, the desire of

But the evanpropose to extinguish, neither does it

good

to one's self.

So

gard for our own welfare here and hereafter

far as a rational reis

a legitimate affec-

This desire is enUghtened,
God's will and glory. But we assert
that all the force which it can have, or ought to have, as motive
to stimulate effort, is left unbroken hy the promise of justification without the merit of our own works.
This we evince in
tion,

it

leaves

it

in full operation.

purified, subordinated to

three ways
First, The gospel teaches us that while beHevers are not rewarded on account of their works, they are rewarded according
to their works.
This is a plain distinction which the Romanists
(as Mohler, in his Sj/ynJjolism,) labor most deceitfully to confound.
They represent us as teaching that works done by the aid of
Christ's grace are not morally good in God's sight; that they
must be classed as in themselves sins at least venial, if not mortal sins; that in God's sight the sins of the unrenewed are as
rewardable as the obedience of the regenerate. Now, what we
teach is, that an act done in sincerity and affection for God,
agreeable to his precepts and by the aids of his grace, is the
object of moral approbation with God; he is pleased by it.
It
does stand in moral contrast, in his view, with the sin which "sdolates his precept.
But we hold that this act, if its good motives
be mixed with any remains of indwelling sin, must still be estimated by the heai-t-searching God as what it is, short of the
perfection required by the divine law.
We hold that even a per-

fect act of

to-day could not atone for the delinquency of yester-

we had "done all those
we must say we are unprofitable

day, because, even though
are

commanded

us,

have done that which was our duty

to do. "

things which
servants

;

we

We beheve, with Paul,
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" that by the deeds of the law shall no
condemned by that law] be justified in
is

the knowledge of sin."

who had

This
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and
by the law

flesh [already sinful

his sight; for

but sa\dng, that a criminal

is

confessed, or been convicted of murder, could not ap-

peal to the /statute against murder for acquittal, because the sole
legal function of that statute as to that man was to affix his doom.

Hence, while we ascribe to all gracious works a right moral
quality, approvable by God so far as they are morally right, we
refuse to ascribe to them the " condign merit " of the Romish
divine we do not believe that they create a claim of debt against
God to bestow a reward. This were in every point of \dew preposterous both because we had before forfeited all such claim,
and incurred the opposite title, the title to punishment l^ecause
;

;

;

the credit of the works, in the highest sense, returns to God,

whose grace enabled us
ereign proprietor, to

belonged.

(See

Luke

to

do them

and because he

;

whom we and
xvii. 9.)

is

our sov-

our services originally
The slave did not deem that he
all

had brought his owner in debt by rendering a service which the
owner rightfully claimed as property. Hence we have no " condig7i merit " on which to claim even a restoration to favor.
But when our divine Substitute has effected that restoration
to favor gratuitously, then our holy
all

truly

Father can be pleased with
of our gratitude to his

good works, as thank-offerings

He

declares that with such sacrifices "he is
has taught us, moreover, that in order to
manifest his benevolence and holiness to the world, he will ap-

undeserved grace.
well pleased."

He

portion the riches of the inheritance Avhich Christ purchased for

and bestowed "without money and without price," to the
amount of our sacrifices for him. And this is not a transaction

us,

of commutative or even of distributive justice, but a bestowal of
" While
fatherly love.
Christ bought this pri^dlege, also, for us.

wages of death, eternal life is the gift of God through
Jesus Christ our Lord." That the gift is proportioned by this
sin is the

rule is plain from the parable of the talents.

The servant who

gained for his lord an increase of ten jjoimds from one, is made
ruler over ten cities while the servant who gained five pounds,
while commended in like manner, is made ruler over five cities.
;

The

apostle (in 2 Cor.

ix.),

while inculcating alms-giA-ing purely

He which soweth sparand he which soweth bountifully

as a thank-offering to God, yet adds
ingly shall reap also sparingly,

:

*
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Hence

shall reap also bountifully."

unholy

even

life,

would

inheritance,

The

if it

it

follows that a sluggish or

did not suggest any doubt of the whole

at least

rob

it

of a large part of its riches.

sordid pleasure of the self-indulgent

is short-lived

;

the sub-

and glory from the future prize will be everlastHere is a motive appealing to enhghtened self-interest, to
ing.
which a Hving faith cannot be insensible. Does any one say,
" No any seat, the lowest within the gate of heaven, will fully
The answer is, that such an ambition can
sate my ambition."
a faith which is worthless to place the
attest only a dead faith
soul within the gate for the soul that loves God and heaven

traction of joy

;

—

;

must crave

all of

heaven that

it

can

attain.

But, second, sluggishness in duty cannot be indulged without
bringing our title to the inheritance into doubt. All know our

Saviour's maxim, " By their fruits ye shall

know them."

He

has

given us this rule, not only for judging the vaUdity of our neighIndeed, while the
bors' titles, but of our own titles, to his favor.

make our works naught, as meritorious
grounds of justification, they make much of them as evidences
or indices of our justification. They plainly assume that all other
Scriptures everywhere

evidences w^ould become invaUd if they remained without this
These simple remarks give
-vital sign
the fruits of holy living.
reconcile two large groups
and
understand
to
lis at once the key

—

of texts which some suppose contradictory. The one class runs
thus " If I wash myself with snow w^ater, and make my hands
:

me in the ditch, and mine
have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear, but now mine eye seeth thee wherefore I abhor
myself, and repent in dust and ashes." (Job ix. 30, 31 xlii. 5, 6.)
" I will make mention of thy righteousness, even of thine only."
"Enter not into judgment with thy servant, for
(Ps. Ixxi. 16.)
never so clean

own

;

yet shalt thou plunge

clothes shall abhor me."

"I

;

;

in thy sight shall no

"We

man

living

be

(Ps. cxliii. 2.)

justified."

we have done that which was
"But that no man is justixvii.
10.)
our duty to do." (Luke
fied by the law in the sight of God, it is evident for, The just
" Not by works of righteous(Gal. iii. 11.)
shall Uve by faith."
are unprofitable servants;

;

ness w^hich w^e have done, but according to his mercy he saved
(Titus iii. 5.)
The other class reads thus " Who shall
us," etc.
Lord? or who shaU stand in his holy
into
hill
of
the
ascend
the
:

place ?

He

that hath clean hands and a pure heart

;

who hath
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liis

"Ye

xxiv. 3, 4.)

you."

soul unto vanity, nor sworn deceitfully."

my friends

are

"

(Jolin XV. 14.)

Of a

if

and Avorketh righteousness

"Ye

how

see then

not by faith only."
deceive 30U

he

is

:

is

that

(Jas.

ii.

trutli I

accepted

perceive that

(1

John

iii.

command
God is no

that fearetli

him."

(Acts

is

him

x. 34,

is justified,

"Little children, let no

he that doetli righteousness

righteous."

lie

A\'ith

by works a man
24.)

(Ps.

ye do whatsoever I

respecter of persons: but in every nation

35.)

89

and

man

righteous, even as

7.)

Such are the texts of the second class. Several of them are
claimed by the Council of Trent and the Romish Catechism in
support of their dogma of justification by their works of inA\TOught righteousness.
To the inconsiderate there may seem
to be a contrariety but the easy and obvious solution is in the
truth that, while our works are naught as a ground of merit for
our justification, they are all -important as evidences that we are
The man who hath clean hands and a pure heart is
justified.
;

the one

who

shall ascend into the hill of the Lord.

characterizes one as a fiiend of Christ.

The

Obedience
God and

fear of

works of righteousness distinguish the man who is accepted of
The faith which e"sdnces its living power by no works has
no power to justify. The justified person is the one that doetli
But this is far short of saying that
All this is true.
just works.
the merit of the clean hands and pure heart is what entitled the
him.

first-mentioned to his place in the hill of the Lord, that a sinner's obedience deserved the bestowal of Christ's friendship, that

the fear of

ceptance

God and

Vfith

him.

good works to him

righteous works purchased Cornelius's acIn a word, the personal value of the believer's

in the transaction of his justification

their purchasing, but their indicative, power.

is

not in

In the eyes of an

may be as truly precious as the
Let us suppose that there were a penniless young man,
wdio had received from some generous friend the free gift of a
The benefactor purchased
beautiful landed estate in fee simple.
Upon
it for him, we A\ill say, for ten thousand pounds sterling.
installing the beneficiary (who is a pauper in his own resources)
in the possession of it, he hands him a "title deed," or written
"instrument of conveyance," which he recommends him to preenlightened self-interest the latter

former.

Now, why should the beneficiary lock it xip in
box as though it were a set of diamonds ? Is it worth

serve jealously.
his strong
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In one sense, no. As merchantable "stationery" it
simply a sheet of spoiled parchment or "legal cap," worthy of
nobody's desire but the rag-picker's
It conld purchase nothing,
anything?

is

!

not a

loaf,

much

As evidence

less a

whole

But, in another sense, yes.

estate.

worth aE
thousand pounds. For, witliout it, the possessor of the
land would be liable to be ousted at any time l)y the heirs of the
vendor. He will do well, therefore, to guard it as carefully as
though it were ten thousand pounds in coin. So the humble believer, who claims no merit from his obedience, yet has a reason
Self-love is not, indeed, his ruhng spring of acfor valuing it.
tion "the love of Christ constraineth him."
But so far as a
of

title, if

no other proof

is available, it is

of ten

;

regard for his owti welfare

is consistent

with grateful love and

devotion, he feels the preciousness of his sincere obedience as

the only adequate evidence that his faith

make a

Let us

is justifying.

practical comparison of the stimulus of self-interest in

his case with the case of the legalist.

by temptation

The latter, when betrayed

into unchristian conduct, says to himself,

"«-ith

sel-

I must amend my ways, or the purchase money
of my inheritance "will be lacking." The former, in similar backsliding, says, "My gracious redeemer offers me the inheritance
mthout money and without price, but, ah! I must amend my
fish alarm, "

Ah

!

ways, or the evidence that I
^\nierein is this stimulus less

am

his beneficiary is lacking.'*

pungent than the other?

This view implies, of course, that the believer, in examining

and salvation, always regards the
holy living in himself as one essential ground thereof.
They "spring out of a true and lively faith, insomuch that by

his assurance of personal grace
fruits of

them a

may be

known as a tree is disits fruits."
(Art. X.)
Show me thy faith without
thy works, and I wiU show thee my faith by my works." (James.)
" Know ye not your ov.n selves how that Jesus Christ is in you
except ye be reprobates?" (Paul.) The relation of this confilively faith

as evidently

cerned by

"

dence of hope to faith has been much and needlessly confused
amidst the dust of this controversy. Some Protestants, in their
over-zeal for defending the believer's right to confidence, have
virtually

impugned these words

of the apostle, asserting that

if

a Christian permits anything in himself, in any form, to enter as
a part of the ground of his confidence, he has forsaken a
justification,

and

is

building again upon his

own

works.

fi'ee

They
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have our confidence grounded on nothing but our own immediate consciousness of faith embracing the Saviour. The

"VN'ould

Romanist who denies his trembling follower

this blessed confi-

dence altogether, yet echoes the argument, charging that the view
of the Protestant churches, thus understood, really returns
to a rehance

On

on works for our hope.

not very consistently, urges that

if

the other hand,

the believer

is

back

Rome,

allowed to

ground a confidence of hope upon any consciousness of sincere
faith, or witnessing of the Spirit
that if he is encouraged to
argue any degree of hope whatsoever from anything else than an
inT\TOuglit sanctification attested hv good works, he is betrayed
into sheer antinomianism.
[And here Rome persistently proceeds since those good works are so imperfect in all Christians,
except the martyrs, as to require penance and purgatory to atone
for their defects, so the hope inferred from them must be always
Now, it appears to us,
imperfect also, and dashed by doubts.]
;

:

that all this dust is cleared

away by addressing the

believer thus

True, to conclude that you have hitherto been justified in Christ,

while entirely lacking the fruits of holiness which result from

union to him,

is

antinomianism.

But

to

make

this past absence

of fruits a reason for projecting this 'mistrust into the future, this

would be legalism and unbelief. You, weak Christian, would
say to an unbeliever, paralyzed by his mistrust from taking
Christ's yoke, that his lack of love, peace, and strength for duty,
might be very good proof that he had hithei-to been an unrenewed sinner; but it is sheer unbelief to make this miserable
past experience a ground for doubting and rejecting Christ's fidl
and free salvation offered to faith. You, our doubting brother,

would require that sinner to believe hi order to experience the
You would not, indeed, encourage him to
believe that he was already reconciled while disobedient, but you
would tell him that he might be assuredly reconciled and obedipeace and strength.

So the gospel replies to the doubting Chrisnot afraid, only believe," and his joys and grace shall
In other
follow as the fruits, and not as the roots, of his trust.
ent in believing.

tian,

"Be

words, an experience of the power of grace, working through,
holy living, is not the a priori source or cause of an in-

faith all

terest in Christ [that

would be legalism]; but

it is

the a 2^osterioi'i

because the sure result of our interest in Christ. To refuse
Thus we find the two great
that sign would be antinomianism.
sign,
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triitlis,

"Christ our only righteousness," and,

know them," perfectly consistent.
The third point remains to show that

"by

their fruits

ye

shall

a free justification does

not diminish the believer's legitimate self-interest in his good
works.
The gospel assigns a certain relation between faith and

which it embraces, on the one hand,
and holy character and living on the other. The relation is that
of means to end.
It is true, indeed, that we are not reconciled
to God by merits of our own works, for we have none that are
worthy. But Ave are reconciled to him by the merits of another's
work, in order to become capable of good works. God "justifieth the ungodly," in order that, being justified, he may become
godly by the inworking of the purchased grace. It is not necesthat righteousness of Christ

sary to multiply
cardinal truth.

many references to the Scriptures to sustain this
"Thou shalt call his name Jesus, for he shall

save his people from their sins."
"

gospel.
self for

Such

is

the key-note of the

as Clnist also loved the church, and gave him-

and cleanse

that he might sanctify

it,

of Avater

Even

by the word,

that he might present

it

it

with the Avashing
to himself a glori-

ous church, not having spot or Avrinkle, or any such thing but
that it should be holy and Avithout blemish." "Who gave himself
;

he might redeem us from

and purify unto
Redemption
from the curse, and ^""atuitous restoration to favor, are the means
restoration to holiness the end.
Now, when we deny the place
of means to our OAvn righteousness, and assign it to the place
of end, surely Ave have not depreciated its importance.
The
end is higher than the means. It may be true that the practical
for us that

all iniquity,

himself a peculiar 'oeople, zealous of good Avorks."

utility of the essential

instrument

is virtually

that of the end.

If

there Avere a treasure in a vault, and there Avere no other possible

means

to reach

it

besides a certain lost key, then the dis-

covery of that key would, in one sense, be worth the treasure.
But, yet, the value of the key

the treasure.
useless.

So

is

derived solely from the A^alue of

After the vault was rifled of
that

it

remains, the end

is

all,

the key Avould be

practically higher than

The man AA^ho understands that Christ has justified
him, not by, but in order to, good Avorks, cannot possibly slight
their importance.
This is so plain that it is hard to see why the
the means.

self-constituted advocate of

the interest

AA'hich

good

Avorks

is

not satisfied.

It leaves

he professes to patronize in the place of
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of his dissatisfaction

because by

enough?

Is not that

The

that this arrangement

is,

"boasting

is
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true solution

unsatisfactory

and this alone, is
the offense. Good works are provided for, and that in the most
efficacious possible way but it is a way which permits " no flesh
it

is

excluded."

This,

;

.jto

Hence alone the

glory in his sight."

This

may be

set in

this, that it is

But what

is

heaven ?

The

The Bible never

represents mere impunity

only an incident of that
heaven is holiness. A God
bhss, and moral likeness to him
it is

essential trait of

of holiness is the source of its

the

presen-

a plan to raise the heirs of hell to heaven.

as the inheritance of the believer ;
inheritance.

No

more popular or concrete

tation of the plan of salvation can be

than

discontent.

another light equally strong.

way in which he makes us partakers of that bliss. Purity
is essentially the harmony of a rational nature, and is

heart

peace.

itself

Sin

is spiritual

disease and death

;

to

be sinful

of
in
is

These are the truths which lie at the very basis
of both law and gospel.
Hence, if God had no perfections of
justice and holiness concerned in the work of redemption, and
his sole aim were to gratify the attribute of benevolence by bestowing enjoyment uj)on sinners, this aim would still require their
sanctification.
For if sin is misery, sinners can only be made
happy indeed by being made holy. The process of redempBut a
tion, then, is one whose design throughout is holiness.
justification encouraging sin would be a preposterous path to
lead to such an end.
The man who designs to reach the south
does not travel toward the frozen north! That pretender to
Christianity must be demented, truly, who would pursue a life
of sin as the means of entering, through Christ, the way, into a
to be wretched.

state of perfect holiness.

Indeed, such a debate as Nicholas Amsdorf

is

held, concerning the relative importance of faith

the Christian
tance

;

life, is

Both are

preposterous.

said to have
and works in

of essential impor-

the one as necessary means, the other as end.

though one should debate which

And when

is

It is as

the more essential to a vine,

generous vine displayed its
luxuriant foliage to the sun, with the luscious clusters blushing
through the leaves as they bent toward the earth, let us suppose
roots or grapes?

that

we heard some one

do not sustain the

\ine.

the.

argiie thus

:

"

Those beautiful

It is the unsightly roots,

clusters

groveUing
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unseen amidst the mould vmderneatli, whicli perform that funcFrom these roots comes the ^ital sap which causes all this
tion.
Therefore, grapes are of no
luxuriant beauty and fruitfulness.
account in the vine." Such is the antinomian inference. We

"Thou

should answer:
the fruit

is

True, the grapes do not sustain

fool!

the vine, but the root sustains

it

for the sake of the grapes.

the result and not the cause of the

True,

But it is
Without
more than anv tree, or
gro-^-th.

for the sake of this fruit alone that the \'ine is grown.
its

generous

fruit,

'what

than a branch which

wood be taken

is

is

the vine tree

among

the trees of the forest?

thereof to do any work, or will

men

Shall

take a pin of

hang any vessel thereon ? Behold, it is cast into the fire
for fuel.'
As a fruit tree, which is valueless for its timber, unfit
even for the cheapest uses of the mechanic, and prized only for

it

to

its fi'uit, if it

be

fruitless, is

is

'rejected,

and

but rubbish, fit only for fuel, so the
not bear the fi'uits of holiness

who does

pretended believer
is

nigh unto cursing; whose end

is

be

to

burned.'

But these are merely the preludes

of our argument.

We now

We

claim that

leave the defensive position for the aggressive.

not " make void the law through faith ;" and we also claim
by this doctrine " we estabhsh the law." The gospel scheme

we do
that

of a gratuitous justification is the best, yea, the only scheme, for

To introduce this positive
we request the reader to study the simple,
yet comprehensive, view by which the apostle (in the sixth chapter of Romans) refutes the abhorred inference that "we shall
evoking works that are really good.
part of our argument,

cortinue in sin that grace

may abound."

gospel can be simpler than these
Christ, the second
did.

But the

fall left

man both

ideas of the

Redemption repairs the

?

Adam, imdoes

What

fall.

for behevers all that the fall

guilty

and condemned, and

in-

we were the "servants of sin"
All of this made up or
(vs. 17) as well as under condemnation.
constituted that curse, that ruin, from which Christ came to lift

wardly depraved.

As

it left

us,

prompting of redeeming love. He undertook for us,
" He was made a curse for us," and in this way
"hath redeemed us from the curse of the law." Now, can it be
that it is but a partial redemption that in the remedy the curse
is.di^dded, which in the ruin was one and indivisible, and a part
Surely not. If we
is lifted from us, and a part left upon us?
us, at the

died for us.

;

THE
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are redeemed, we are redeemed from the whole curse, from tlie
inward corruption as well as the outward wrath. And this is the
more certain because the corruption, the spiritual death of soul
into which the fall plunged iis, is so inseparably connected, by
action and reaction, with the condemning sentence.
Sinners
dread and hate God because his justice condemns them, and his
justice condemns them because they are so mcked as to dread
and hate him, the infinitely holy. Then, for the stronger reason,
it cannot be that our Saviour has healed a part of this indivisible curse in his saved people, and left a part unhealed. Again,
how does Christ interpose for man? He ofiers himself sl^ "the
end of the l.iw for righteousness to every one that believeth."
Hence, the believer "is not under the law, but under grace."
He does not live under the covenant of works as a plant of salvation, but under the covenant of grace for Christ has fulfilled
that broken covenant for us, under which we had fallen and
could only perish. But see how, from this blessed fact, the
apostle draws precisely the opposite inference from that of the
legalist and antinomian (vs. 14).
"For sin shall not have do;

vximoii over you, for (or hecause) ye are not under the law, l3ut

under grace."
ference.

a state of

And

this is the consistent, the unavoidable in-

Under the covenant of works we fell, with Adam, into
condemnation and corruj)tton. Because our gracious

Redeemer has taken us out from under that covenant, therefore
we must come out from under both the j^enalty and the dominion
of sin, which make up the ruined state.
If we have come out
from the one, then from the other also.
But how? By our own strength ? No. Christ, in redeeming
us, bought for us grace also
grace to quicken and convert our
souls, to deliver us from the bondage of sin, and .make us servants of righteousness. And as the curse was one, inseparalily
one, so the gift is one glorious gift.
United to Christ l^y faith,

—

believers share his spiritual

life

as surely as they share the merit

of his justifying righteousness.

Just as surely as the body of

the Redeemer was emancipated from the grave, so surely are
their souls, by that death of the Lord, emancipated from the
corruption and bondage of

sin, if

they cleave to him by

is as impossible that the glorified

faith.

It

Saviour can suffer and die

again, after he proclaimed " It is finished," as that the believer,

who

is in

Christ

by

faithj

can

still

live in Satan's

bondage.

And
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what our baptism means. That water, emblem
of the sprinkling blood of Calvary, is a "water of separation;"
it separates us fi-om our old, sinful life to a new, penitent and
holy life it marks a transition from the old to the new as clear
and distinct as the tomb of Joseph made between the mortal,
suffering life of Jesus and his glorified existence after his resurrection.
He becomes to us not only Priest, but King, not only
Yictim, but Captain of our salvation and no believer who has
true faith ever dreams of or desires the separation of the offices.
A simple faith embraces a whole Christ. Thus this ministration
of free grace is also the most efficacious ministry of holiness.
this is precisely

;

;

In farther illustrating this inspired argument, we shall pursue two lines of thought, each of which is conclusive. First,
then, while the gospel requires us to discriminate justification

from

sanctification,

"that boasting

bids us to separate them.

we

Is

it

may be

excluded,"

by the instrumentality

it

for-

of faith

any of
But this same faith, if vital enough to emalso vital enough to " work by love," "to purify our

receive Christ as our jiistification, without the merit of

our works?

Well.

brace Christ, is

This, then,

hearts."

is

the virtue of the free gospel, as a minis-

try of sanctification, that the very faith which embraces the gift

becomes an inevitable and a divinely powerful principle

of obesystem of legalism, devised for a sinftd nature, can
Dead faith is an intellectual notion, a mere opinion of
do that.
the head, which, if it is attended liy any conative action of the
heart, is only accompanied by the feeble and fickle desires of selfBiit this faith does not justify (as it does not
love and remorse.

dience.

No

Living faith

sanctify).

is

a hearty, decisive determination of

the intelligence and the will together, of the whole, free soul.
" With the heart man believeth unto righteoiisness."
This is the
faith

which

To

attains a gratuitous justification.

Now,

tvhat is its

answer and a special answer.
The first Its object is the whole word of God so far as known
But the two answers find
the second: The gospel promises.
truth,
that faith embraces botli
further
their consistency in this
objects on the authority of God, the same God speaking in them.

object f

this there is a general

:

The God who promises and invites is the same God who inWhy is faith willing to risk
structs, commands, and threatens.
Because she relies on his
its everlasting all upon his promises ?
in
Then the
is
the precepts
the
same
truth
them.
But
in
truth
!
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same faitla vdYl recognize its power and authority there also.
Does faith respect God's authority ? respect it enough to venture
its immortahty upon that authority ?
Then surely it must respect
Hence the same faith " acteth differently upon
it in both places.
that which each particular passage of the word containeth, Yielding obedience to the commands, trembling at the threatenings,
and embracing the promises, of God."
Now, we ask, when God gives this faith to a man, is there any
danger of its embracing the last object, the promises, and being
obli"saous of the others ?
Can it be vitally alive to the in^dtation,
and dead to the precepts and threats ? That vitahty would be
monstrous. As well might the surgeon tell us that he had so re-

—

stored

life

to a paralyzed limb that

it

pleasure at a soothing touch of the gentle

could

hand

now

thrill

with

and
was insensible when pierced "srith his steel to the bone
that it was fully sensitive to the genial warmth, but still callous
Faith has been called the vital breath of
to the devouring fire.
The analogy is good. Then it will breathe
a Christian soul.
toward both precepts and promises if it is a li\dng soul. It is as
preposterous to deny this as it would be to tell us of a living infant breathing in only one lung, and yet normal and healthy. If
its organs are neither monstrous nor diseased, it must breathe in
both lungs in order to breathe in either, else in a few moments it
will be a dead child.
But it will breaihe in both to this every instinct of its vitality impels it and it will endeavor to do so with
an energy w'hich can be repressed by no -violence except one
which destroys life.
Thus faith must perform its vital action in lioth the spheres of
obedience and of trust, or it cannot Hve. This becomes more
manifest when we observe how intimately the precepts and promises are intermingled in the gospel. The requirement of duty
and the promise of free grace are entwined together Hke two
melodies minghng in one harmony the ear of faith cannot separate either from the heavenly strain, nor would it mar the concord
Not only do both parts of the teaching alternate, as
if it could.
we pass from page to page of God's word they are offered to
Would David (in the thirtyoiTr faith in the very same breath.
second Psalm) sing the blessedness of him " whose transgi'ession
is forgiven, whose sin is covered, to whom the Lord imputeth not
iniquity"? He cannot conclude without adding, "and in whose
yet that

of affection,

it

;

;

;

;
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spirit there is

no

guile."

Does

tlie

apostle reassure us

-witli

the

now, therefore, no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus?" He cannot
even close his sentence without ]3ausing to define those who are
entitled to that blessed assurance, as those "who walk not after
the flesh, but after the spirit." The faith, then, which is the instrument of a gratuitous justification can never neglect the predelightful declaration that

"there

is

cepts of its Saviour, for it is as much its nature to quicken
the soul to the heeding of them as to the embracing of the

promises.

The second

line of

argument by which we prove that the doc-

trine of a free justification is the best instrument for inciting to

holy living, is suggested by the adaptation of the gospel, as a
system of truth, to this end. It is the beautiful peculiarity of
the system that God has so constructed it as to be the most efiicient possible for the inculcation of hoHness, as it is the most
gracious possible for the encouragement of hope in a sinner's
bosom. Is it not just the assertion of the apostle, when he says
(Titus

11, 12),

ii.

hath appeared to

and worldly

lusts,

"For the grace
all

we should

in this present world? " etc.
struct his

works by chance.

for both these ends.

of

God

We

that bringeth salvation

denying ungodliness
and godly
Now, a wise Jehovah does not conHe, doubtless, designed this gospel

men, teaching us

that,

live soberly, righteously,

safely infer, hence, that

it

was no part

of his purpose that the gospel of his grace should be a ministry

of licentiousness; but he designed to redeem us unto holiness.

be examined which disting-uishes the gospel from
God made in- the works of nature to the natural
reason it will be found that that trait is a moving appeal to the
We might dwell upon the greater attracsoul for holy living.
tiveness which the gospel throws around the di-^dne character,
We might
alluring us toward it in reconciling complacency.
dwell upon the power of the example of Jesus, when he "suffered for us, lea^dng us an example that we shoidd follow in his

Let any

trait

the revelation of
;

steps."
We might display the all-important influences of hope,
sweetly encouraged by promised grace, replacing stubborn fear,
desperation and self-accusation. It would indeed be profitable

to unfold in contrast the chilling and depressing effects of a legal-

scheme operating upon the infirm, tottering efforts of fallen
man. We could easily show how truly " Hagar with her children

istic
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bondage until this day." The serious effort of duty cannot
but bring the sins of our hearts into comparison with the exalted
is in

standard of a spirit aal law. And as this disclosm'e is made to
the self-righteous, but convicted, man, that the "law is spiritual,

but he
tion

sold under sin," the task of winning a justifica-

is carnal,

by

rendering, in his

own

strength,

an adequate obedience to

holy law, at once recognized and dreaded, presses upon the
galled neck, until the fainting wretch is crushed to desperation.
Many is the sinner whose remorseful struggles for reformation
have been ended by this very causey who has thrown off the futhis

and who now goes on with a stoHd
hopelessness in those paths of sin which he is too weak to forNow, how
sake, and which yet lead, as he knows, to perdition.
inestimable is the boon of well-grounded hope to such a soul ?
Teach it that there is a way out of this slough of desj)air, that
there is a gratuitous reconciliation, which enlists him under a
tile

and

slavish endeavor,

gracious Captain
ness," that the

dwelleth
fare

who

will "

make

beheving soul

the fulness of the

all

may be

is

strength perfect in his weak-

"complete in him in

Godhead

whom

bodily," so that the war-

hopefully renewed and the \dctory won, and the

news is as life from the dead.
But our design is to explain these points that this plan of
gratuitous justification is the most efficient ministry of holiness,
because it sets in the strongest possible Ught the demands of
;

the

di-v-ine

holiness, the inflexibility of the law, the absolute

necessity of conformity thereto,
it

and the

evil of sin

;

and because

supplies the generous incentive of devotion as our motive to

duty.
We may illustrate these positions most faii-ly, and also
most forcibly, by showing the parallel applications of the gospel
scheme and that of the opposers.
The legalist proposes, for instance, to pay a certain homage
to the righteousness of

a reform of his

life,

God by signalizing

and the assumption

his reconciliation with
of a certain

round of

outward morality or rituahsm. He expects the
merit of these performances to satisfy the divine rectitude and to
earn a favorable reward. Such is his theory. But unless he is
duties, either of

besotted with sin, does he not see that his reformation is partial
and unstable ; that his duties are prompted by mixed motives, a
part of his desire therein being morally indifferent, and a part
positively selfish and deceitful that his rituahsm is often formal
;
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and apathetic, and that the whole service is tainted by a mercenary aim ? This righteousness cannot even satisfy himself in his
honest moments, yet he rehes upon it to satisfy God's holiness
Then, indeed, is his holiness
Then, indeed, is he easUy pleased
Why should man give himself much
no very exacting thing
1

!

!

concern about the favor of so facile a ruler as this ?
But the gospel
so easily won is as easily despised.
different story.

It

thing perfect which
perfection.

is

So pure

conni\dng at defect

;

prize

a very

and

in-

it will call

no-

shows us a divine holiness so

flexible that it is incapable of

The
tells

lofty

not perfect, and yet can accept no less than
is this holiness that the slightest stain of

appear before his judgment-seat.
Nothing can be displayed there with acceptance except the spotNot even the infinite pity
less robe of Christ's righteousness.
which commends itself to us by sending his own Son to die for
us when we were enemies, can sway that rectitude to reward anySuch is the God with whom we
thing less than perfection.
aspire to dwell in heaven the God whose holy eyes must judge
sin renders our raiment unfit to

;

the imperfect deeds which

our

title

show which
holy

we present

of these creeds ^ill

to

him

as the e\ddences of

No

words ara needed to
most incite to watchfulness and

to the righteousness of faith

!

fear.

But

to hate

and

fear sin is to seek hohness.

Let us contrast

the lessons taught by the two creeds touching the evil of sin and
Tlie legal schemes recognize the exand they propose their satisfaction for

the inflexibihty of the law.
istence of sin

them.

and

guilt,

Saith the Socinian, they are remitted, out of the general

kindliness of God, at the price of our repentance and reforma-

by the "sacrifice of the altar," and by our penances, and alms, and contrition,
and holy works. But what are these atonements ? These reformations, are they not shallow and partial ? These few penitential tears are drawn more by selfish fear than by generous grief
and love. These penances are but the mercenary traffickings of
remorse.
These masses are but the vain mumblings of superstition; and the alms and works are ^^Tought in vain glory and
selfishness.
Can sin and guilt be covered by so cheap an atoneGod
ment as these ? Then, indeed, are they no great things
what
and
need
is
easily
satisfied,
justice
easily
appeased
his
is
is
only
which
awe
of
a
law
in
there that any sinner should stand
tion.

Saith the ritual morahst, they are atoned for

!
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proclaimed in order to be set aside when the moment of its apphcation arrives ? Why regard sin as so dread a thing if it can
be so shghtly washed awaj? But now what saith the gospel
scheme ? That this law, which so sternly prohibits every sin, is
inexorable and eternal in every line, so that heaven and ecirth

away sooner than one

shall pass

God descended
destroy

it,

into

but to

upon a

human

fulfil

;

that

jot or tittle shall fail

;

that

and died on the

cross, not to

when once the deadly

stain of guilt

flesh,

deep and

no
though the head were
waters, and the eyes a fountain of tears no alms nor penances can
hide it no human priest juggle it away with his spiritual magic
nothing can purge it save the blood of the Divine Son, or else
the endless burning of penal fires. True, that blood flows freely,
unbought, for every polluted soul, and wherever faith touches
falls

soul, so

penitential tears can avail to

dire is that taint in God's eyes

wash

it

out,
;

;

is cleansed
but yet the inGod's throne must be given to purge it. Thus,
while the legahst learns in his pride to depreciate his sin and
despise the divine justice, the rescued believer stands with holy

the priceless stream the deadly spot

;

finite riches of

aAve

and adoring

gratitude, ever learning a deeper,

more solemn

lesson of the dreadfulness of sin, as he looks from the blackness

amazing price which was needed
for his ransom, and the amazing love that paid it.
Socinian books, and many others which lean toward their
of the pit of retribution to the

errors,

teem with assertions of the mischievous

Bible doctrine of essential justice in God.

paints the heavenly Father in a repulsive aspect

him with dread
They flout the idea

the penitent sinner recoil from
substitute fear for affection.

efiects of

They say
;

;

that

that

it

the

that

it

it

makes

seeks to

that sin carries

and necessary obligation to penalty. They tell us
demands it is but barbarian revenge
cloaked under the veil of principle, and the creed which sjanbolized this necessity of just retribution by the perpetual stream of
an

intrinsic

the pretended justice which

but " the theology of the shambles." Instead
of that account which the holy Scriptures give of the ground
of Christ's suffering, that they were because " the Lord hath laid
on him the iniquity of us all," these gentlemen propose various
sacrificial

blood

is

subordinate results as the solution of the events of Gethsemane
and Calvary. Saith one, *' It was designed solelj^ as an example
for us."
Another " It was merely a touching attestation of the
:
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di\-ine pity."

Another

" It

:

prodigal children to himself

was the Father's expedient to draw
hy a beautiful manifestation of out-

gushing love." Now, all this is true in its place but they thrust
the incidental design into the place of the essential, thus destroying the consistency and the moral effect of the whole plan. These
;

statements express subordinate truths, but they are true, because,
and only hecause, CJirlst's sacrifice satisfied the divine j^erfectioiis

outraged hy our

sins.

justice is eternal

;

God and

conscience both declare that
cannot properly give place to any expediency, however amiable ; that the 7nan who " does evil that

good may come

that

it

" is woi-thy of a just damnation.

Therefore,

if

and human innocency impersonated in Jesus, suffering the direst inflictions which providence has ever poured out on guilty men, is to be left unexplained
by essential justice, then it is effectually emptied of all its enthis awful instance of di^dne holiness

couraging lessons of divine pity and penitent hope. It rather
stands out as a terrible anomaly, confounding justice T\itli gratuitous cruelty, principle

with expediency, innocence

^^dth

the

and converting the foundations of the divine rectitude into a chaos, the contemplation of which freezes love into
horror, and hope into despair.
There is no longer a source left
in Gethsemane or Calvary for a single influence which may allure
foulest guilt,

the penitent soul to better things.

and

"We retort the charge, then,

assert (what experience bears out) that this humanitarian

is as corrupting to man as it is dishonoring to God.
one of these professed advocates of " advanced thought
heard babbling this shallow creed, if he be not simply babbling

theology

When
is

in the idleness of his conceit,

any

rights of other people, for

tuseness to moral obligation.

penalty

He who

is

he had best not be trusted with
he is but confessing his o^vn ob-

The obKgation

of ill-desert to

as original as the obligation of weU-desert to reAvard.

boasts his influence to the one will not be slow to betray

the other.

One who

is

ready so flippantly to strip his

God

of

his judicial rights, is not likely to stickle at plundering his fellow-

man of his rights. In this theory of sin, punishment, and atonement, he has adopted the creed of expediency. Will lie not act
on a similar one in his own affairs ? Worst of all, he has fashioned to himself a God of expediency. Nothing can be so corrupting to the soul as to have an imperfect or sinful model
exalted upon its throne as the object of its adoration, the stan-
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They

that
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make idols are like unto them
them." As the aiTow is ever

so is every one that tnisteth in
prone to sink below its aim, so men Tvill ever allow themselves to
be worse than the divinities they reverence. Nor can any preIn his precepts
ceptive stringency repair this corrupting effect.

God

enjoins

upon us a

rigid standard.

God

He

that justifieth the

condemneth the
righteous.
If ice presume to do evil that good may come, we
are justly damned.
If expediency prompts us to deny tnitli or
In
right, v:e are forbidden to yield, on the peril of our souls.
Thousands
this case, he that loveth his own Hfe shall lose it.
wicked

is

as abominable to

as he that

of God's dear children have been required to be martp's rather

than deny the
ality is

right.

Now, God has

also told us that our

to consist in the imitation of him.

A

mor-

father prohibits

his sons, under the severest penalties, ever to postpone principle

do the very thing
Such a family government
may make them skulking hj^ocrites; it can never make them

to expediency.

But the sons see

their father

as often as plausible occasion arises.

honest men.

Our crowning plea

is,

that the gospel plan of gratuitous justi-

most promotive of good fruits, because it furnishes us
with a supreme motive for obedience, which is at once the most
permanent and energetic, and the most worthy. " We love him,
because he first loved us," Very little reflection is needed to see
that when once human nature became godless, all plans of future
fication is

blessedness,

hj

wliat divines call a " covenant of works," that

engaging to dispense future reward

for present service

is,

on the

ground of merit, became ineffectual. Such was the dispensation
For him it was then
of promise made to Adam " Do and live."
His nature was then pure, and in harmony with
appropriate.
the rectitude of his Maker and Lawgiver. The keeping of God's
commands, all of which his heart both approved and loved, was
intrinsically pleasant to him it was sweet to him to obey for the
sake of the honor thus done to the Father whom he adored.
:

;

"When the additional appeal was made to his legitimate desire
for his own welfare and for that of his expected offspring, by the
promise and threat, this supplied a subordinate motive for the
same obedience, consistent watli the higher motives. Thus man's
free agency was placed under the most potent and beneficent
influences conceivable by us before the gospel was revealed to
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and happy destiny. But, since the
God by wicked works," all this
Some one
is changed, and that plan has become inappropriate.
may reply " But does not the Bible still say to sinners, If thou

work out

for himself a holy

race has become "alienated from

'

:

wilt enter into life keep the commandments?'"
Yes Christ said this to the young ruler, but it was
;

We

answer:

said in reply

"What good thing shall I do, that
(Matt. xix. 16.)
He demanded to

to his self-righteous question,

I may have eternal life?"
know the plan for saving himself by works

Christ could give

;

him no other answer than the one given by
works.

But the

the covenant of

real design of the Saviour was, after

all,

to lead

knowledge that this plan was now impracticable for sinners.
And there can be no better exposition of
the reason why, than that which is contained in this instance, viz.,
that from a sinner Uke him a covenant of works could only procure an obedience which was partial and mercenary. Men, since
the fall, are aHenated from God, opposed to godliness, supremely
Now, a hireling
self-willed, and toward God supremely selfish.
may, for wages, serve a master whom he dislikes. That is to say,

him

to the experimental

the loose verbal usage of
bis employer.
is

men speaks

But, in strictness of speech, the un's\dlling hireling

ser\dng himself instead of his employer.

employer, but for his wages; that
transaction

is

purely mercenary.

is,

He labors,

for himself.

And such

is

not for the

The

Avhole

the best result

scheme can produce from our fallen nature. But
such a pretended righteousness worthy of approbation before

which a
is

of his labor as the service of

that

legal

God who

" requireth truth in the inward parts ? "

To an

would be an insult. How much more must it
not be a dishonor to the Father of our spirits ?
The gospel proposes, therefore, no such sorry scheme as this.
In devising a religion for sinners, God, acting with a "wisdom
worthy of his nature, has omitted the whole notion of purchase
and merit as irrelevant to both the legal and moral state of creaHe has provided a gratuitous
tures condemned and corrupted.
salvation, in which satisfaction to the rights of the law is wonearthly parent

it

drously combined with the most persuasive love to the culprits, in
which " mercy and truth are met together righteousness and peace
;

have kissed each

other."

Providing in the unspeakable love and

pity of redemption the sweetest conceivable instrument for allur-

ing the hostile heart to himself, and turning
grateful love,

it

its

mistrust into

bestows "remission of sins," and " mheritancp
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"by
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faith

which

is

in Christ," as a free gift, the gift of the Father's infinite mercy,
Christ's dying love,

and the Holy

Spirit's condescension, in ad-

vance of all workings and earnings of the sinner's own. And, in
the bestowing of it, Christ says to the grateful, melting beneficiary,
" If thou lovest me, keep my commandments."
Let it be supposed that any service is ehcited by this tender appeal, then how
superior, in its disinterestedness, to that mercenary traffickiag for
future advantage which the self-righteous heart had offered to
God. But to compare them would be a disparagement to this

evangelical obedience.

Evidently,

this gospel plan, its fruits,

and

if

there

its fruits

is

practical

power

in

alone, are suitable (while

no claim of debt against our Proprietor and Redeemer)
They are the work of his
own grace, the residts of Christ's blood and the Spirit's cleansing,
the first flush of the returning image of God's holiness.
But moralists sometimes reply, that while this theory may be
creating

to receive the smile of his approbation.

very beautiful,

it is

impracticable.

They say they know human

and they know how Utopian is the hope of governing
mankind by disinterested devotion. " Self-interest," they exclaim, "is the main lever of human action, and if the divines
wash to produce practical effects, they must place the plea of
nature,

This we

self-interest in the forefront of their appeal."

deny.

human
heavenly goodness, we

Believing, as

alienated from

all

we

do, that

nature

is

flatly

godless and

yet assert that

it

con-

enough to refute this miserable philosophy.
There are men so degraded as to be supremely selfish, even toward their fellows. But when we look at the better instances of
social virtue found among the ungodly, we find tliafe self-interest
is not the most abiding nor the most energetic principle of action.
Disinterested social affections endure more, and do more,
than fear or avarice. That reader must be unblessed, indeed,
tains amidst its ruins

with those affections

own

history.

who has

not experienced this truth in his

Let him ask himself, whence

the service which is most grateful to his

most prompt and punctual ?

who

it is

own

that he receives
soul, as well as

Not from the mercenary

hirelings

from friends or
In the hours
children, who find their happiness in pleasing him.
him
with
most unministered
to
who
danger,
and
anguish
3f his

who

covet his gold, or

flagging

and

fear his fi-own, but

self-sacrificing zeaa ?

It

was a

sister,

a wife, or a

daughter, who, exposed to no wTath or penalty from him, and
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utterly forgetful of the thought of all other

reward than his rescue and his happiness, lavished their strength and care at his

a perseverance which all his gold could not have
from
a hireUng nurse.
purchased
But we find our best argument in witnessing the sacrifices of that affection which is the
purest and most generous of all the remnants of Eden left in
human hearts. In every virtuous household we see a ruler, who
is served with an obedience more tireless and uncomplaining than
fear ever exacted from the subjects of a despot.
No slave of an
eastern sultan, with the bow-string or the scimitar suspended

bedside

vrith.

over his neck, ever toiled for his monarch as the servant of this
At his shghtest call, ease and fatigue are alike

ruler for him.

disregarded
is

;

and life itself
That king is the infant

his voice silences every other wish,

not held too dear a sacrifice for him.

in his cradle,

and the servant

is

the virtuous mother!

He

is

powerless, dependent, impotent to bestow reward or penalty;

but that very helplessness is his sceptre, and by it he rules as
autocrat, dominating every other motive in the mother's heart.

Love

"For

gi'ave

human

the mightiest lever of

is

ness.

the coals thereof are coals of

;

hement

action, not fear nor selfish-

love is strong as death; jealousy is cruel as the

flame.

Many

the floods drown

it

his house for love,

;

it

fire,

which hath a most ve-

waters cannot quench love, neither can

if a man would give all the substance of
would utterly be contemned."

Now, then, if grace does beget evangelical love in the believer's
heart, we have in it a principle of new obedience as much more
permanent and powerful as it is purer than the mercenary selfishness of the legalist.
But this is just what the gospel promises
and effects. "When the penitent beholds the divine compassion
flowing in the redeeming blood of his Saviour, and comprehends
the freeness and vastness of the love of redemption, he learns
that most potent of all motives, " The love of Christ constraineth
us."

We may righteously join
"Talk

tliey of

morals

?

in the indignant reply:

O

tlioii

bleeding Lamb,

Tlie great morality is love to theo

It

!"

thus appears that the charges of immoral results against

the Bible doctrine of gratuitous justification are the antipodes
of timth.

That doctrine

is

the best, yea, the only adequate en-

forcement of true holiness.
faith,

and

world."

faith

alone,

It is the glory of the gospel, that

"is the victory which overcometh the
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"Let your

light so shiue before

glorify your Father

which

is

men, that they

in heaven."

Matt

v.

may

see your good works,

and

16.

Esq., was a "lawyer of
old school." Born about
FG.,
the year 1785, the son of a large landholder in one of the
tlie

•

he was reared

in the midst of that society, at
once graceful, chivah-ous, cultivated and irreligious, which fol-

Atlantic States,

lowed the Revolutionary

War and

the influence of the French

He

was, like the lawyers of his day, deeply read in the
old English law, and well acquainted with the English classics,
alliance.

scnipulous in his integrity, deliberate, shrewd, perspicacious in
disdaining all personal and professional meanness with

intellect,

infinite scorn,

dignified

scrupulous and gravely ornate in dress, and ever
in manner.
The "flush times" of 1816,

and courteous

following the depression of the second war with Great Britain,

found him in one of the Atlantic cities, in the full tide of his early
success.
He was tempted, like so many others, to venture everything in the purchase of real estate and in a few years, chiefly
by the treachery of some whom he had trusted, he was bankrupt.
This misfortune left him a soured, if not a misanthropic, spirit.
To gain the means for the more speedy payment of debts he departed alone to the extreme southwest and for twenty years his
fi'iends saw him no more, and heard little of him, save that he
was making large professional gains, had paid off his debts to
the last penny, and was living the life of a hon, vivant and man
of society among the French of the gay Southern capital.
;

;

a

At the end of that time he returned to the home of his fathers,
verging on old age. His caustic wit, his ancestral and

man

intellectual pride, his fondness for elegant literature, his misan-

thropy, were in no wise diminished, and his irreligious and epi-

much

Although the surviving kindred
he never accompanied
whom he found were
them to the house of God, spent his Sabbaths in amusements,
and observed the most jealous reserve concerning his religious
views.
It was understood that he had long learned to disdain
curean habits

increased.

decided Christians,
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and was a
As the monotony of a
low-t}^3e Socinian, or rational deist.
celibate life crept on, his habits of free living grew upon him,
both Protestantism and popery as

until

rival delusions,

The account given

they threatened serious consequences.

by a simple
"

truthful.

servant,

who was

My master,"

his valet,

was as graphic as

and yet he condemned

was
some

it

said he, " was very anxious to get

he got as adulterated.
One time he says to me, 'Take my demijohn, and go to old Mr.
J.
he is an honest, old-fashioned merchant tell him to send me
some genuine French brandy.' I brought it but he was as disThen he said, ' Do you go to Mr. H. he deals
satisfied as ever.

good old

spirits,

all

;

;

;

;

West tell him to send me
farm -made, old rye whiskey.' But when this came he

with the honest German farmers of

some honest,

the

;

pronounced it vile stufi".' However, I noticed that, though it
was vile stuff,' wherever it came from, the demijohn always went
down very steadily. Well, so it went on, until one day he was
very sick, and seemed to have a sort of fit, and not to know any
thing.
I was so frightened I went off for Dr. A., and he came;
and he bled him in a great china basin from the washstaud.
However, he got entirely well; and he nibbled at the Sale stuff'
'

*

very skittishly after that."

Mr. G. astonished his friends by deliberately
destropng his stock of drinkables with his o^\-n hands, and adopting the most rigid total abstinence customs. But he declared
that he did this from no temperance principles. He considered
good "v\T.nes and Uquors a legitimate and very pleasant indulgence,
which, he said, he should certainly allow to himself if they could
be procured. But he considered himself a connoisseur ; he now
found that all wines and liquors in America were adulterated. In
good old times they exhilerated, now they stupified then gentlemen could indulge, even freely, in these convi^-iaHties, and Hve
to a ripe old age now he noticed that free Hvers died in a few
years.
He had determined, therefore, never to taste even malt
liquors again, simply because he did not ^\dsh to be poisoned like

Soon

after this,

;

;

a

rat.

Not long after this his sohtude and approaching infirmities
caused him to remove to the house of a -tt-idowed sister, where
he spent the closing years of his Ufe. Among the childi*en of
this Christian family was a son, a young minister of the gospel,
but residing away from his native place in his far distant charge.
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and a jounger sister just budding into lovely womanhood. She
was beloved by all for her sweet and consistent piety, and her
gentle, disinterested charity.

the wearied

man

This change of residence broiight
books and asso-

of the world into contact with

ciates somewhat different fi'om the former.
The son was accustomed to visit his -wddowed mother annually during the vacations
of his pastoral care and on one of these visits he noticed some
;

such hint of an intellectual interest in Christianity in the uncle
as led him to introduce the subject, though with trepidation. He
found that the old man had been reading a number of Christian
books, but only for mental amusement.

He talked of their topics

with the tone with which a naturalist might talk of some cuiious

"Nephew," said Mr. G., "I have
been reading lately Dr. Hanna's Life of Chalmers.
Did you
know that great di\^ne confessed he was a Presb}i;erian minister
many years before he was a converted man? Isn't that considered very singular among you? And Dr. Hanna who, you
know, is his son-in-law relates, that one thing which opened
Dr. Chalmers's eyes was his observing that many evangelical persons, all of whom he had considered fanatical, were more zealous
to live holy and diligent lives of obedience, while claiming ho
merit therefrom for their justification, than he and his friends
researches in entomology.

—

—

were who relied on that sort of merit. I suppose it must have
been true; but it strikes one as very queer, isn't it? Ha! ha!
ha!"
In this strain he chatted on in the most communicative and
amiable tone. He would make no avowal of any personal concern of the heart in these great truths, but admitted that his intellect was interested, and avowed himself willing to reexamine the
system of redemption, more because it would occupy his abundant
leisure in a pleasing

young

manner than for any other reason. The
him to some suitable books, and especi-

minister directed

ally to the careful

study of the Scriptures themselves.

His

visit

terminated ^vdthout other developments.
The next summer he again went, according to his wont, to cheer
his

widowed mother.

of a

moment

Soon

after his arrival, she availed herself

of privacy, to say

:

"

happened here since you went last.
Christ.

He

My

son, strange things have

Youi' Uncle F. has confessed

sent for the session of the church, excusing himself

for his difficulties of locomotion,

and desired them

to

examine
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communion of the church. They held a
room; and the Eev. Mr. T\'., who moderated the proceedings, says that never was such a meeting of
The elders were so astounded by the strangeness
session seen.
of the change, and still so overawed hj his reputation for sense
and cynicism, that they were the questioned rather than the questioners.
And then his rehgious experience was so original and
queer.
They say he seemed only afraid that they should give
him credit for more grace than he thinks he has. He regards
himseK as a mere babe in gi-ace biit says his mind is clearly
made up to Hve and die in faith, and therefore he thinks he ought
He was as methodical and la^^Ter-like
to confess Christ at once.
had
been ^^^-iting somebody else's A\'ill.
he
about it as though
However, he was received, and is noAv a regular member of the
into his fitness for

tlie

sessional meeting in his

;

Q. church."

This narrative the young minister heard with oj^en-eyed won"Do they really think," asked he, " that there is a saving

der.

change in him ? " " Indeed we do," rephed she, " there has been
a progressive change for some time. You know, though he was
always the gentleman, we were always a httle afraid of him but
now he is always gentle his misanthropy and sarcasm are all
;

;

gone, and he appears to be as

Asilling to die as to retire to his

nightly rest,"

The yoimg minister sought the first convenient opportunity to
It must be concongratulate him upon the wondrous change.
fessed there was also a little tendency to congi-atulate himself as
one of the instruments of it and hence, he was curious to know
how far the instructions he had given or the books he had recommended had been useful. But the developments did not seem at
;

all

to gratify that vanity.

Uncle F. read such and such books, which he named

"Had
last

year ?

"

"Yes."
"

Had he been

"No; not

impressed by them ?

"

particularly."

After a httle while the old gentleman seemed to apprehend the
drift of these inquiries,

for the

means

wrought

and said rather

drily,

"If you are asking
any of your books

of this change, I cannot say that

it."

" "What then,"

he was asked,

is

the instrumentality which has
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\\Touglit this great revolution ?

HI

We all know tliat since last

year

your infirmities^ave not permitted you to go to cliurcli."
"Well," lie rej)liecl, "I suppose that, so far as it was any one
(The niece.)
thing, it was Katy."
"T\Tiy," exclaimed the brother, "has she presumed to take on
her the task of reHgious monitor ? Does she preach to you ? "
" Oh no ; she is too modest for that. But you know, nephew,
!

the best person in the world " (and this he uttered

she is
pecuhar

mth

the

nonchalance and sententiousness with which he
asserted his dehberate opinions), "and what I have seen for
myself of her principles and conduct since I have hved here
air of

has changed all my con^dctions."
Being encoiu'aged to explain himself, he proceeded as follows
"You know that I was all my life a sort of Socinian or rational
deist, and regarded the whole system of experimental religion as
a fanatical delusion.

I saw so

h}i30crisy, that I believed in

much

falsehood, pretense, and

no pretensions of superior

holiness.

Of course I did not deny a God or a hereafter but I thought
Christ one of the few sincere and pure men whom the world has
possessed and I flouted the idea that there was any Holy Ghost
or regeneration.
I supposed that, so far as anybody could penetrate the darkness beyond the grave wdth his hopes, those who
were philanthropic, truthful, courteous, and just, had the best
chance and I felt that our chance, who cultivated these social
virtues and made none of these pretenses to superior grace, was
;

;

;

far better than that of the Christians.

sion

was

this

:

In many,

it

was a

My theory about conver-

rascally pretense (as

my

deal-

mankind showed). lu the rest, it was an amiable
delusion.
I saw great numbers find out for themselves this fact.
And they were truthful enough to avow it, and frankly go back
to the world.
I saw a number of others who had e-vidently found
out also that their supposed conversion was a delusion but they
had not the candor to say so, and they therefore continued to
wear the mask some fi'om mere cowardice and false shame,
others from calculated rascality.
The third class was of those
ings with

;

—

who continued sincere, and, evidently, honest devotees. My
theory about them was, that they also were deluded, only they
had not found

it

out yet.

esteem were among this
dearest relatives.

Many

acquaintances

class, and, as

whom

I highly

you know, sbme of

I thouglit I saAv the reason

my

why they remained
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undeceived, in the enthusiasm and romance of their natural temperament, and as they, unhke the second clasa, were perfectly
honest in their amiable fanaticism, I could love them none the
less for this social virtue, nor had I any desire to undeceive

They seemed

them.

they should do

to enjoy the delusion,

and I was glad that

so.

" Such was my theory, and I was thrown close to Katy, and I
have studied her thoroughly. I hiow that my estimate of her
I saw in
principles is correct I have seen her tried too often.
her not only amiabihty, which I have often loved in others, but
an unaffected and supreme disinterestedness and love. I saw in
her one person where selfishness was not. I had seen many
affect unselfishness, but this I saw was real, for I know the signs
She wasn't like anybody else. Now,
of hypocrisy only too well.
;

nephew, I know human nature, unfortunately for myself I know
I know
all about it, and I know that it is a poor, selfish thing.
of what it is capable, in its lovelier phases, and what it is not.
And it was perfectly clear that Katy had something which I with
all my pride of integrity and philanthropy never had, which
nobody has by nature. And it was an admirable thing, too!
Now, you see, I was obliged to ask myself where it came from,
and as I was sure it could not come from nature, it must come
from above nature. Here, then, was a di^ane principle actually
;

at

work.

"Wliat else could I conclude?

of regeneration rmist he true,
fore.

There was no other

WeU,

then, the doctrine

absurd as I had thought

solution.

I saw that there

it

is

was besuch a

thing as the implantation of a superhuman, di^ane principle in a

human being. And I had to beheve that it came by this gospel.
You see, Katy always says that if there is anything good in her,
comes from God, through Christianity that she gets it by beHeviug the gospel and praying through Christ, and I am obHged
Besides, there wasn't any other way to account
to believe her.
But there was the thing,
for it except that, which was not absurd.
it

;

it had to be accounted for.
"Now, you see, when I saw there really was a way in which
God gave a person a new nature, as a man of sense I could not
but know that it was good for me too. So I desired it for myself.

and

How

can a person see perfect disinterestedness, love, purity, and
and not want it ? At least I wanted it I knew I had
needed it all my life, amidst all my pride. Well, of com'se, the

truth,

;
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And

so.

that

jnst

is

the history of the matter."

"And jon believe, Uncle, that yon have received it?"
" Why, yes that is my hope.
Understand me, I don't think I
know much about it I know very little. I have only this on©
point I know there is a redemption in Christ, for I see it wrought
;

;

:

in one person

upon

;

I

know I need

it

;

it is

promised to prayer

I rely

;

that."

After an interval he added, "with the same tone of inimitable

am

nonchalance: "Nephew, I

shouM

not the least afraid to die; I

like very well to die this evening.

firmities that

nobody knows

of,

and, as I

I have pains and in-

am

and

getting of less

should like to be gone. But it is all right I am.
ready when my time comes."
His time did come after some months of increasing sufferings,

less account, I

which

I

:--

few

ness.

bore with Christian resignation and gentleness, and his
of those who received his parting breath.
she followed him, in the prime of her loveli-

Katy was one

darling

A

;

yeiirs after

We

doubt not that they are now together before the

throne ; the old

man

and logic, and earthly -uisdom,
young maiden as spiritual parent.

of learning,

as spiritual child, and the gentle

This remarkable experience of a very singular
sented as a symmetrical type.
as showing

how

But

it is

This

is

is

not pre-

exceedingly instructive

the witness of a true and holy

divine warrant of the gospel.

man

life is

made the

the continuous miracle,

the spiritual resurrection which proves that " Christ

is risen in-

Mr. F. G. had doubtless been conversant with other
genuine instances of holy living before, and he had not been
convinced by them. But the living power of this last holy example, where previous ones had failed, may be partly explained
by the exquisite tact, grace, and genius which embellished tliis
deed."

instance of the divine

life,

cism, and gaining for

it

by the

fact that

arrived.

see here

was
and

spirit of

God's time to set to work by his

The most

how

disarming his

adverse

Sj)irit

valuable lesson of this history

" the logic of a holy

listened to, with a

criti-

a dispassionate judgment; and chiefly

mind

life " wrought,

had now

is this

We

:

when once

it

singularly perspicacious, deHberate,

cautious, trained in all the learning of the law to the apprecia-

tion of valid e^'idence,

When

and the

distingiiishing of false

circumstances at length enabled this
Vol. I. —8.

man

from

true.

to verify

one
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instance of undoubted spiritual mindedness,

recognized

it

it

as the signature of a divine work,

was enougli. He
and by a process

of inference as rigid as legal proof, ascending ('.posteriori horn.
effect to cause, lie ascertained tlie

Ghost, the

di^^.nity of Christ,

duties of faith

The

and prayer.
holy example

light of a

personal agency of the Holy

the doctrine of regeneration, the

is

the gospel's main argument.

THE BIBLE

ITS

OWN

WITNESS.^

"And many more

believed, because of his own word; and said unto the woman,
not because of thy saying, for we have heard him ourselves, and
that this is indeed the Christ, the Saviour of the world. " John iv. 41, 42.

Now we
know

believe,

who
TO him must

the claim with which the gospel presents
appear exceeclinglj remarkable. Wherever it
comes it demands immediate behef, as the first duty, and on pain
of damnation, while it does not pause an instant to consider the
knowledge of him whom it addresses concerning the literary evidences of its authenticity or his opportunity for informing himreflects,

itself

To

self.

the unlettered laborer, as to the laborious antiquary,
alike, " Believe,

be saved," and " He
the other hand, the
gospel demands an intelligent and rational faith it contemns
and sternly rejects the pretended assent of ignorance, prejudice,
and subserviency, requiring us to be " able to give a reason for
the hope that is in us." What is the explanation of this high
and exacting attitude ? What is that common ground of rational
evidence, accessible to every reader and hearer, upon which this
claim can justly rest ?
The solution of the mocking infidel is prompt and simple. The
faith of the unlearned Christian, he decides, is naught but ignorant prejudice, blind imitation, or prescription. What right, he
asks, has such a man to an opinion here ?
What does he know
of the extended and intricate discussions concerning the composition of the canon of Scripture, the history of these documents
she says

and thou

shalt

that believeth not shall be damned."

On

;

called inspired

;

the historical evidence of their genuineness

He does not

even know one sentence of the dead languages in which they are composed. His
pretended faith is, then, but the accident of his birth and rearing,
and is as worthless as that of the Moslem, who believes in Allah
the correct state of their text

'

A sermon

?

preached in the chapel of Union Theological Seminarj'.
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and

Mohammed

or of the pagan,
stupid
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only because he happened to be born in Arabia,

who worships imaginary gods

mind has been drugged from infancy

only because his

"with

the fables of

polytheism.

The papist

also assails the Protestant's rule of faith (which is

the Bible alone, received on rational evidence,) with almost the
same cavils. And this is but one instance of several in which

Rome

is

found leagued with the

infidel

enemies of Christ.

Protestant rule of faith," says the popish

"

The

controversialist, " is ab-

Protestantism professes to scout an im-

surd and impossible.

But how shall the
most
probably unwho
is
trembhng
sinner,
convicted soul of the
furnished T\-ith letters, and prevented by the exactions of secular
labor fi-om investigation (for such are the most of mankind), who
is perhaps, in addition, urged by approaching death and harrassed
with sickness, perform that extensive work of inquiry necessary
Can he master
to an intelligent exercise of private judgment ?
Can he become such an adept in
these learned discussions ?
the languages of Scripture as to verify, by his own comparison,
the correctness of the translation which his minister has placed
Has he time to thread the thorny mazes of the
in his hand ?

phcit faith as unworthy of a rational being.

and ascertain the orthodox interpretation of its lanBut unless he has done all this, he has no right to
guage?
His faith,
assert a behef in the exercise of his private judgment.
after all his boasts of intelligence and pretended scorn of the
expositors,

implicit behef of the docile son of the church, is but blind prescription, for this learned process is plainly impracticable for the

bulk of mankind.

The only

difference

is,

that while the un-

learned Romanist trusts imphcitly to the authority of a holy,
infalhble church, the unlearned Protestant is led blindfolded by
his heretical parson."

Such

is,

in substance, the charge of the

papist.

But we reply unanswerably, that from the very nature

human mind,

belief cannot

of the

possibly arise without evidence,

any
This

more than bodily vision can take place without hght.
humble and teachable son of Rome must, then, have adequate
knowledge that she is the true church, holy and infallible that
;

Christ has
soul,

made her

sovereign declaration the

laile

and promised salvation to him w^ho adopts

one system amidst the

different

ones promulgated

of faith to his
it

;

that

some

in the course

'
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of ages,

church

by

;

different

popes and councils,

is

the true creed of the

that this is consistent Avith the teachings of the apostles,

whom

from
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the popes claim succession.

Is there not here a field

and thorny as that which he has
the Protestant?
But unless it is investigated, the

of inquiry at least as extensive

imagined for

papist has no right to hold his rule of faith
e\"idence is a mockery.

;

for behef without

And what means have common men

to

ascertain the testimony of the church, save the instructions of
their several priests?

What means have

they to verify the

teachings of their spiritual guides, by comparing them for themselves

"svith

doctors?

comes

the voluminous and contradictory y^/Zo-^ of the

practically to this, that to the individual

vidual priest

uninspired
claim

man

;

he

Homan

Manifestly, then, this boasted popish rale of faith

;

is

is

his rule of faith, his gospel !

layman his

And

indi-

this priest is

he works no miracle or sign to guarantee his lofty
perhaps not recognized in other respects as even a

of personal integrity or sanctity.

Thus

terribly

may

their

be retorted.
These instances show us, my brethren, the direction in which
Since
lies the answer to the question -wdth which we set out.
irrespective
Christ demands of us an inteUigent faith, and that
of our possession or lack of literary cultiu-e, it appears plain that
cavil

he regards his gospel as containing

The Hterary evidences

its

own

self-evidencing hght.

of its divine origin, dra-\vn

by the learned

but wherever the Bible is read
•with honesty, it presents, within itself, sufficient proof to evince
that its claims are reasonable.
Only on this supposition can its

from antiquity, have their value

and imperative

;

be justified.
an apt instance of this species of internal
evidence.
Our Kedeemer had come, an utter stranger, to the
Avell of Sychar, and had preached his gospel to the Samaritans
whom he met there. They were unwoi-thy members of a hostile
sect, knew nothing of Jesus of Nazareth, had made no effort, as
lofty

The

attitude

text presents us

they had no means, to verify his antecedents, or test his credentials as the Messiah whom they, in common with the Jews, ex-

But yet reason showed them evidence enough of his
They did not now need
itself.
the preliminary inquiry.
Common sense told them that a being
who could depict the past life without any human means of learning it, and read the sinful heart, and teach such truths of grace
pected.

claim in the matter of his discourse
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and holiness anu power, must be

clotlied witli tlie divine sanc-

woman exclaimed,
me all things that ever I did is
" And many more beUeved, because of his

Witli well-grounded conviction, the

tion.

" Come, see a

man

wliicli told

not this the Christ ?"

:

and said unto the woman. Now we beUeve, not because of thy saying, for we have heard him oui'selves, and know

own word
that this

;

is

indeed the Christ, the Savioui* of the world."

The

you from these words, my brethren,
is this, that the contents of a message mav be such as to demonstrate its authenticity, mthout external inquiry touching the
messenger. The messages dehvered by the ambassador may
So the gospel
themselves constitute his sufficient credentials.
truth which I desire to teach

hriiigs its ovyn self-evidencing liglit.

That I may meet

all

such cavils as those of the

infidel

and

papist in the most thorough and candid way, I shall suppose the
j)lain,

unlettered inquirer, with

and with no means or

no book save

his English Bible,

leisure for investigation, other than such

man by the supreme importance of the
pondering the demand which he sees God there
making upon his immediate and inteUigent faith. I shall not
indeed paint the Christian faith as the easy acquisition of folly
and prejudice, or of an indolent and perfunctory glance at di\*ine
truths; for truths so grand and sacred as those of the gospel
will appear, when demonstrated to the reason, to deserve and reas are

demanded

of every

subject, honestly

quire the most laborious

and impartial

efforts of

our

faculties.

But I shall suppose a case, involving no other learning or

dom

"wis-

than that of the simple Enghsh reader weighing the conand impartiahty

tents of his English Bible with such diligence

as the worth of an immortal soul deserves.
tlmt the

EngUsh which he reads

men

is

He

has been told

not the tongue in which the

aware that the words before him profess to be a translation of the actual words of inspiration, carefully made by capable and honest, but fallible men but he is
unable to verify its fideHty for himself. The chief external proof
of that point, within the reach of his mind, is but this, that he
observes this Enghsh Bible possesses the confidence of all the
inspired

wrote

;

he

is

;

honest, the pure, the wise,
ance.
self,
it

Now let

from

and the learned within

his acquaint-

us suppose this unlettered inquirer setting him-

this posture, to study this book,

and to decide whether

contains within itself sufficiently obvious marks of divine origin.
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shall find that the only difficulty of our task is the univer-

sal diffusion of this light of evidence over the

Our appreciation

Scripture.

whole

of its elements

field of

sacred

the less easy be-

is

caiise of the very fact that, as Bible readers, our minds have
been immersed in and surrounded by it from youth. My effort
to analyze it before you and define its parts is beset ^\ith a dif
ficTilty like that of the physicist who should endeavor to separate
a beam of sunhght into its prismatic colors in an open field
bathed "with the radiance of noonday. Were he and his spectators shut up in a darkened hall to which only one pencil of sunlight was permitted to enter, the exhibition of his theorem would
be easy. But amidst the glare of mid-day, the very profusion
of the light would serve to obscure his result.
So in my proof,

my

difficulty in

arises only
I.

TJie

causing you to see the analysis of the evidence

from the breadth and universal diffusion

of the light.

manifest excellence and truth o/'the contents and peg-

posed END of revelation commend it to our minds.
The most immediate and universal result of human reflection
is

the conviction of a God, supreme

may be regarded
son.

as the

Well, the Bible

ment, in that

it

of the being of

first

of this foundation truth

and loudest requirement of our rea-

is in perfect

does not begin

harmony with

liy setting

God, but assmnes

inspired assertion.

cause, uncreated Crea-

first

The admission

tor of all other things.

it

this require-

about the demonstration

as a

first

trath,

needing no

But, then, while this book nobly confirms

power and
and inpoAver
and
omnisfinite attributes, not only of omnipresence,
cience, by which he ap]3ears competent to his whole gi'and work
and supremacy, but of truth, righteousness, goodness and holiness, by which he is necessarily and intuitively seen to be worthy
Here is
of adoring ap]5roval and delightful moral acquiescence.
a perfect object, concerning which right reason cannot but say
all

that a correct reason could surmise of "his eternal

godhead,"

that

it is

it

proceeds to reveal to us a

precisely thus

God

ought to

circle of perfect

exist

;

a

full

approbation

of his excellence and glory can only be withheld at the cost of
outraging our own undertakings and violating our own conDoes this book paint him mth " clouds and darkness
sciences.

round about him?"
tation of his throne."
dictate than this, that

*' justice and judgment are the habiNor does our reason utter any clearer
since the finite cannot comprehend the in-

Yet,
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wliom there was

to us

no

mystery.

most profound and intimate conclusion to wliicli our
reason impels us, from our belief in the being of God, is his providence, which we recognize as a silent, but supreme superintendence, impressing an order which is both M-ise and righteous
upon all creatures and all their actions. But now we find that
Next,

tlie

this truth is the very key-note of the system of this book.

proposes

itself to

Yidence, which

look into

its

It

us as nothing more than a history of this pro-

When we

perpetually asserts and explains.

it

teachings

truths as to God's

we

see there familiarly asserted the very

ways and

will

which furnish us with the ex-

planation of that course of nature, with

its

profoundest laws,

which we observe around us. Providence and this book set
Yea, more the least
forth jDrecisely the same system of things.
;

learned of the

penmen

of these Scriptures habitually announce,

as their familiar maxims, those principles of the divine rule which
are the conclusions of oiu' wddest experience, the inevitable tie

between character and destiny, the dependence of posterity on
the virtues of their fathers, the superintendence of a secret but
almighty will over the voHtions of free agents. How strong the
proof here that the book is from the same God whose control

we obviously see and feel in our daily lives
When we proceed from the description it gives

of God's nature

we find every precept worthy of his rectiand ways
Whereas ve hwiu that all men are sinners, we read in
tude.
to his law,

book a code of duties absolutely without taint of sin, which
condemns by its spirituality every man under heaven, and yet
commands, by its miraculous purity, the approval of every one
this

whom

it

We find a mviltitude

condemns.

which corrupt man

of points in this code

could never have invented; and yet,

when

taught us here, they aU appear evidently worthy of God, and just
and wholesome for man. Especially when we read the Decalogue, do

we

find

what no human virtue or genius could have
an age and a race

least of all the -wisdom of

and
formed under the debasing influences of Egyptian polytheism,
digest of all human duties towards God and man, into ten propositions, so wondrousiy simple and comprehensive that nothing is
The understanding of a moral
omitted, and nothing confused.
constructed,

—

creature

is ine\'itabiy

impelled to conclude, that

if

the precepts
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come from God, they are certainly worthy of
and can be reasonably accounted for by no other.
For else, this code of perfect holiness must be accounted the offspring of the very sin it condemns.
The marvellous consistency of these books among themselves
is enough to show that they all came from one source, and that
divine.
They profess to have been written by different men, at
intervals during more than a thousand years and the internal
evidence is abundant to show that this is in the main true. These
authors were of different languages, characters and culture, legislators, warriors, scholars, kings, priests, herdsmen, peasants, mechanics, fishermen.
Yet there is such perfect agreement, and
that upon subjects the most profound and mysterious, that the
fiercest criticisms of eager enemies have to this day been unable
to convict them of any substantial discrepancy.
Must they not
have been taught all by one infallible mind ?
But especially when we listen to the Bible delineation of our
owTi moral state, do we find in our own sorrowful and guilty consciousness an echo which confesses the perfect justice and fidelity
of the description.
This wonderful book does what no other, not
the most ancient, history or tradition attempts it gives the explanation of that insoluble mystery how a ruined and polluted
creatxu^e could be found amidst the handiwork of a creator whom
we must believe to be at once omnipotent, benevolent and holy.
It solves the problem by telling us that " God did create man
upright and lie sought out many inventions " that after man
proceeded from his Maker's hand, holy and happy, he fell and
was ruined by the sin of his first father. But this is not the
chief fact.
I point to those clear and decisive statements which
sacred Scripture makes of the most profound and melancholy revelations of our inner consciousness of the emptiness and vanity
of the Bible did uot

that origin,

;

;

:

;

;

;

which our experience so bitterly realizes in all those terrene objects to the pursuit of which we are all, nevertheless, obstinately
impelled by a perverted heart
ful desire within;

;

of the ineradicable spring of sin-

of a will freely,

and yet

certainly, directed

by which will we
which we are ever compelled to reprobate of " a certain fearful looking for of judgment
whicli causes us to recoil from that immortality which should be
against the dkta of our

are ever

prompted

own

better conscience,

to choose that evil

;

our glory and joy.

And

of a sorrowful longing, without hope.
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man is ever too weak and sinful
by what wisdom is it that this book
so much deeper, mere honest, and more

moral renovation, which yet

for

to effectuate.

Xow

I ask,

hath revealed an insight
searching, than any human philosophy, into this abyss of our
miserable consciousness ? "When man's guilty soul avouches its
truth in every groan of his remorse and his anguish, does it not

appear obviously the utterance of him w^hose. eyes behold, whose
men? "What artificer
of imposture hath ever been wont to deal thus with the \dctims
whom he would befool?
eyelids try the hearts of the children of

But among

all

chief end which

manding
us that
ment,
if

the contents of this book,

commends

itself to

it

is its

professed

the reason with most com-

For the most cursory reading of this book shows
burden everywhere, its one great, perpetual annoii:uiee-=
good news {evangel), is the proposal of a work whio^n,

force.

its

its

practicable, cannot but challenge the approval of every right-

mind, with a self-evidencing hght as clear as our consciousness
of our

own

existence; a

work the depreciation

of

whose

escel=

lence would betray at once a disregard of self monstrous

and
and a satanic malignity towards our fellows* a work
whose mere j^roposal should be so full of blessing and glory, that
the refutation or surrender of the hope should be resisted by
man's soul "udth the agony of despair. This proposed T/ork is
that Avhich no other reformer or philanthropist has ever presumed to suggest one which the ceaseless yearning of our misery
even had not emboldened us to ask. This proposal is no less
than the offer of redemption to man for the glory of God, a
complete deliverance from guilt by justification, and from corruption by sanctification. How unique, how satisfying to man's
necessities, how worthy of heaven, is this glorious end!
It is
not like the vain, wicked and impious dreams of philosophy, or
suicidal,

;

of polytheism, or of

Mohammedanism,

the proposal to find the

elements of restoration where, from the nature of the case,
impossible they can

exist, in

to set aside the ob\dous

the nature

doom

itself

that

is

it is

ruined

;

or

of man's ill-desert, leaving God's

and hohness outraged or to endow a corrupt soul with
an immortal blessedness which is incompatible with its sinfulness.
No this gospel offer goes to the foundation of the needed work.
It proposes to engage the omnipotence, Iqve and wisdom of God

justice

;

;

himself, both to satisfy divine justice, and to restore man's ruin
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so that the deliverance shall meet fully every

demand

of

offended heaven, and every necessity of fallen humanity, and

endow us

^dtli a

new blessedness

as righteous as

it is

precious,

and as everlasting as it is righteous. Must not every right soul
exclaim, Oh if this news may but be true never can there descend from the skies a word so dear to man, so worth}' of God
At its announcement must not every most pious and reverent
aspu'ation for his honor concur with every holy and legitimate
longing of the hungry soul for its own good, and every impulse
(^f
benevolence for others, in the ardent wish that the reason
iiuiy find full authority and e"\T.dence the glad news is true f And
why should the most jealous caution resist that joyful conclusion ?
Methinks there is abundant confirmation in the message itself;
a message too grand and strange to be the fiction of man's folly ;
too pure, and noble, and righteous, and benevolent, to be the
!

;.

mahgnant imposter
one were sick and full of anguish with a mortal disease,
and an entire stranger were to come to him and j^i'ofess the purpose of kindly healing, every man must say that the proposal is

invention of a
II. If

every wa}' right and good.

To

test the character of this stranger,

would only remain to see whether his secret intention and his
ability corresponded ^vdth his profession.
So let us now consider that Redeemer whom this book proposes to us as the

it

physician of our sord's malady.

Time

forbids

argue the constitution of his person, as
able for his undertaking

;

God

my

staying to

in man,

and thus

or to unfold the perfect adaptation of the

he assumes to bear, as our prophet, priest, and king, to
our necessities or to dwell upon his miracles and predictions as
di"vane sanctions of his claims.
Moreover, I promised that I
would not go outside of those materials of proof which the plain
offices

;

reader can find in his Enghsh Bible.

above points

is,

that the reader's

All that I claim

common

on the

sense must approve

of the character ami fiunction which Jesus Christ seems
assume for the redeeming v'ork tohich he professes to undertahe.
If there can be a real salvation for sinners, it must be by
atonement and new bii-tli. And these must be wrought by one
who has more than human power, to renew us, and more than
human independence and worth, to pay his life for a world of
sinners. Now, such do we find Christ's claims in this book. He
is here said to be both Son of man and Son of God, in one
the fitness
to
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and take it again
and to exercise
a divine power in baptizing the heai-ts of sinners mtli the Holy
Ghost. The question is, are these wondrous claims true? I
offer you, in proof, the lovely and perfect character of Jesus as
painted by the evangelists. We read these four histories, and
person

;

have

to

aiitliority to

lay doA\'u

liis life

to liave given this life for tlie sins of the world

we find

;

there described a being who, from his cradle to his cross,

was never

guilty of a fault, or even a foible.

He

is

to us as having displayed every ^ai-tue of the perfect

represented

man, along

His love and beneficence
were only equalled by his truth and rectitude. His onl}' occupation on earth was doing good his only ambition was to bear
with the majesty and might of deity.

;

away, or at least to Hghten, the sorrows of others. To the claims
of selfishness, avarice, ambition, he displayed a lofty insensi-

such as no human character has ever approached, yea,
such as the imagination of inan had never dreamed of imputing
With boundless power at his
to its most glowing creations.
bility,

command, he was never once seen to employ it to gratify, )r agit was used only to bless others,
while he remained so poor that he "had not where to lay his
head." When he opened his mouth, it was to speak as never
man spake his discourses breathed only purity, wisdom, and
Heaven and earth alike pronounce this character holy,
love.
harmless, and undefiled the utmost malice could lu'ing no taint
upon it by the foulest ai-ts of subornation; the pagan procurator who condemned him testified that no fault could be
found in him the very traitor who betrayed him was constrained to declare him innocent, as he went, lashed by the furies
of remorse, to his own place.
His sanctity was tested by the
fiery furnace of slander, persecution and murder yet there was
no alloy; equally meek and magnanimous, with a spirit as in(

grandize, or avenge himself;

;

;

;

;

moral courage as divine in its forgiveness, he only
shone with the purer radiance in the furnace. But why do I

flexible in its

attempt to describe that which is indescribable? The moral
beauty of this character so reveals itself to the intuitions of the
humblest mind, as well as to the most cultivated, that your own
all the images
and that a complete portraiture is as needless as it is impossible.
For herein is the
value of this character, that it requires no training, nor logic, nor

conceptions of

of rhetoric.

it

perpetually transcends in glory

I thank

God

that

it is

so

;
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commends itself

as immediately to

the heart of the child or peasant as of the wise or learned.

Did this man, Jesns, truly
and die this death in Judea?
Then, what lie said I must beheve to be true; true by the evidence of this sj)otless integrity, love and faithfulness true by all

Now,

is this

picture anthentic?

speak these words, and live this

life,

;

the irresistible beauty of his character.

To

me

that such
be the inventor of a lie, and that a lie so base,
so unfeehng, so impious as this would have been, outrages both
my reason and my heart; as though one should tell me that
night, mth her blackness of darkness, was the parent of the
light, and death the author of life.
What would you have said
to me if I, in my youth, after witnessing from my infancy the
steady, consistent integrity of my honored father, and after owing
the happiness of so many years to his faithfulness and love, had
refused credit to his word on the pretext that I had no knowledge of the thing he spake ? You would have decided, with disgust, that I showed the head of a fool, in that I could not be
blind to the evidence of such consistency, and the heart of a
tell

virtues as his could

scoundrel, in that I refused the instinctive

homage

of

my

confi-

dence to such excellence. Even so if you now saw such a being as
Jesus is described, performing his ministry of love and sanctity
under your observation, you would be compelled to yield credit
;

I contemplate the personal character of Jesus
Christy I feel that I can trust everything to his veracity.

to his word.

Wlien

But the objection may be imagined that this

life

and character

are not under the inspection of this plain reader of the

Bible as a present reality

;

all

that he

knows

is

that this

Enghsh
book in

which professes to be a correct translation of certain
be eighteen centuries old, describes such a life
and character. I reply, this is enough. For there is a wondrous
description; the question whence it came must be answered.
Only two answers are possible either it is a fiction, or it is not.
Will any one dare to say the former ? Then he must hold that
a company of liars have composed the noblest and most beautiful model of truth ever seen among men that the loveliest image
his hands,

histories, said to

;

;

of virtue which has ever entranced the admu-ation of the M-ise
and good is the invention of the most loathsome vice. For how
foul and cruel and profane must have been the temper which
could deliberately set itself to forge such a cheat, in mockery at
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once of God's majesty and mercy and of man's "vroes and danThat an exploit of genius wliich tlie noblest intellect and
gers ?
lieart of scholar has never equalled, and which the most profound

be an inimitable achievement should have been
men who were ignorant at once and base and
that these hateful imposters expended all this miraculous art in
constructing an imaginary picture of which the only apparent
critics declare to

accomplished by

result is to
is,

;

condemn

their

own

falsehood in inventing

it,

— this

indeed, not only a greater miracle than the miracles of the

gospel, but an impossibility.

He who

can believe this

is

more

credulous than the most insolent skeptic has represented the

humble

Christian.

Here, then,

is

the result of these converging lines of evidence

all else in the Bible is manifestly worthy of God, so
comprehended, this great proposal of the Bible, that
man shall be restored to obedience, holiness and happiness, is
so self-evidently right and good that to reject it is at once a crime
and a folly. And that the Redeemer, sent to do the glorious

that while
far as

it is

work, presents a character so consistent

"with his proj^osed

sion that reason and virtue both imperatively

our

demand

for

mis-

him

full confidence.

III.

We now make a third

appeal to the

common

sense of our

supposed inquirer, the materials of which are presented by every
sane and honest man's intelUgence. We ask him to verify the
authenticity or falsehood of this gospel news by its effects on society around him.
Cast your eye, my friend, upon the people
within your own knowledge. You see a society, embracing a
part of these people, called the Christian Church, which professes to have made this book the rule of its spiritual life.
Now,
the demonstration

is

in this fact, that the 2^<iople in this society

Among some of
them you observe an inconsistency between holy professions and
verify the very results indicated in the hooh.

unholy conduct, expressly foretold .by the book, and presenting
you with an impressive instance of the maUgnity and virus of
that disease of sin which the book imputes to natural men. But
among others of them, you observe, what your Bible has also
expressly predicted, instances of the sincere adoption and efficacious influence of the gospel; and uniformly you see that the
character of these is lovely and deserving, just in proportion to
the degree of fulness with which they embrace and feel the truths
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the book on their character, preits legitimate effect, is to produce

a result of such self-evident excellence that to

condemn

it,

or to

your hearty ajDproval, is a manifest outrage against youi
own reason and conscience. Moreover, you notice that not only
are those the best people who most sincerely embrace and folrefuse

it

good

in society

flows directly or indirectly from the influence of this

book and

low

this book,

these people.

but that nearly

You

all

that is truly

think that you discover here and there a

gentleman who is honorable and benevolent, or a lady who is
pure and amiable, who is not the votary of the Bible ? Yes, but

when yon

you probably
toward their fellowtheir graces from this

investigate the origin of these persons,

find that they derived these lovely qualities

men from

who drew all
Now, I appeal to your common sense: "Doth an
evil tree bear good fruit ?
Do men gather grapes of thorns oi'
?"
figs of thistles
If the Bible is false and infidelity true, how is
it that error here bears the precious fruits of truth ?
If you still
deny that this gospel is from God, then it would appear that, so
Christian parents

holy book.

preposterous are the conditions of man's existence here,
cessary for

him

to believe a lie in order to

make

it is

ne-

the nearest ap-

proach to his true welfare and the true ends of his existence.

But
little

When you

this is only a part of the argument.

the effects of the Bible upon those

who

study a

are most obviously

you perceive that it has been the instrument
making a change in them for which nature cannot account.
You saw that the book promised to its recipients a quickening
of the soul dead in sin by God's own power
a new birth by the
Holy Ghost. Astonishing, amazing promise But here are some
instances in which it is verified.
Here and there, among these
nominal or questionable Christians, are some w^ho present the
undoubted evidence. of a long and consistent life that they are
truly actuated by a heavenly principle.
Now you, my friend,
know enough of human nature, without any Bible, to perceive
that this principle is not naturally in man, and that there is no
power in his nature to generate it. You see all men, you see
its

sincere receivers,

of

—
!

yourself, uniformly, originally, certainly devoted to the world

and

self-will, in

preference to God.

It is manifestly the natural

law of our radical dispositions of heart.

You may sometimes

or often have had religious thoughts and purposes

;

but you are

THE
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perfectly aware that they were not godly or heavenly ; they were
all

but the

efforts

which

self-love, in the

exacted of your unAnlliug souls.

form of awcLkeiied fear

You know that you have always

yielded to or at least harbored the unconquerable desire to return
to sin as soon as the spur of remorse

was a

little

withdrawn. But

these genuine Christians not only refrain from sin, but hate

they not only submit to duty, but dehght in

it.

it

They manifest

a permanent revolution of soul from self and sin to godliness.
Your own understandings also show you very plainly that such
a change as this bespeaks more than earthly power that the
stream of voUtions cannot rise of themselves higher than their
o\nx fountain in the evil heart that the attractions of heavenlymindedness cannot, by their mere native power as inducements,
;

;

reverse that disposition which is naturally dead to them.
These
"
men were obviously born, not of blood, nor of the will of the
flesh,

nor of the will of man, but of God." (John i. 13.)
is proof of the divine origin of the gospel as pracand impressive as a visible miracle. The book promises

Here, then,
tical

such a change to those who embrace it the change is above
the powers of nature but lo in these cases where the truth is
What verification could be
heartily received it actually occurs.
;

;

!

more complete?

And now, will any one attempt to break the force of this evidence by pointing me to the multitude of spurious or doubtful
Christians ? Is it thus insinuated that the reality of this divine
change in any case

is

uncertain ?

I reply

:

What

of the

many

what Jesus Christ
predicted? The question is, whether there has not been at least
one within the range of your own observation whose Christian
For a single case reveals the finger
integrity was undoubted?
And I will not believe that you have been so unblessed
of God.
as never to have possessed at least one such heavenly-minded
friend.
I point you back to the chambers of your OTvm memory
I call up the dear and venerated forms of your dead who dwell
enshrined in your heart's recollections I point you to that revered relative, most probably a sainted woman, your aunt, your
gentle sister, your mother, whose Christian love was at once the
Recall, I
SAveetest blessing and the hohest lesson of your Hfe.
pray you, the light of that pure example, whose benignant beams
Eemember that
filled your home with peace and quiet joy.
counterfeits ?

Is not their existence precisely

;
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generous heart, whose unselfish affection was the
jour sorrows the unwearied Ufe of magnanimous

all

self-forgetfulness

;

;

the generous patience which bore

all

your

in-

and waywardness, and took no revenge, save by blessing; the unquenched fire of devotion burning on with steady
flame in privacy, in prosperity, in sorrow and that calm, radiant
face with which she was wont to come do^vNTi at twihght from the
chamber of her secret communings with God. Esjjecially do I
remind you of the end, which set the seal upon the consistent
testimony of the whole life; w^hen you saw the gentle sufferer
he upon her dying bed, and receive the last blessing of a love
whose unselfish fire death could not quench when you beheld
her awaiting, peaceful, weak, it may be, and prostrate and contrite, yet unappalled, the approach of that last enemy, whose
most distant threat, as you well know, tills your guilty heart with
shuddering, and ^dtnesse<J her triumph over his sting by the
strength of her Redeemer ah you Jcnoio that there was in that
breast a principle which you have not and which the world cannot
bestow.
It was the new nature received through this gospel.
I
testify unto you that God gave you this holy example, and
blessed you with this Christian love, in order to convince you,
by the demonstration of a present, living wonder of his grace,
that his gospel is no cunningly devised fable.
Perhaps you have
yourself
that
had
you
been
said to
an eye-mtness of the reputed
miracles of Jesus, had you stood with those Jews of Bethany
beside the opening grave, and seen Lazarus come forth at the
call of the divine voice, bound ^vith grave-clothes, you too would
have beheved. But you ask, How do I know that these naiTagratitude

;

;

—

tives are authentic

?

How

!

can I verify these professed histories

chasm of eighteen centuries? I reply: Here God
gave you, by the ministry of this same gospel, a moral miracle
as unquestionable, and if you consider it aright, as impressive as
across the

these

— the quickening of a dead soul.

contains, in its own message and effects, evidence which shoidd be sufficient for the common mind, if honest.
This evidence has been represented to you here as aj)pealing, not

Thus the Bible

only to the reason, but to the conscience.

Will any hearer object

for this cause to its strict, demonstrative force ?

Shall

it

be urged

against me, that I have j^resented a sentimental, rather than a
logical,

view of these evidences?

VOL. I.— 9.

I claim that this is

no deroga-
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it is rather the glory and strength of the
For the moral judgments of the soul which I have
addressed are the highest, the most intuitive, and the most imThe student of numbers has a
perative functions of the reason.
rational judgment of the truth of this statement, that in division,
the larger the divisor, the smaller the quotient. So has he a conscientious judgment that Judas Avas criminal for betraying his
Master and it is attended with a lively sentiment of reprobation.
But is the mind any less certain that the latter proposition is true
than that the arithmetical one was true ? Not a whit. When
conscience announces her verdict for the right and the just, it is

tion from its just force

;

argument.

;

as supremely rational as the clearest perceptions of the true.

Moral and spiritual judgments are no less logical than the
scientific.
But there is an all-important difference, my hearers,
between them; a difference in favor of my cause. The moral
truth, when recognized, brings to your soul instantaneous and
imperative obligation.

Your conviction immediately binds you
by a claim which cannot be

to the corresponding right action,

resisted or postponed without criminality.

We

have been ex-

amining the proposition that in every division, the greater the
Suppose jou deny that this
abstract statement is universally true ? I shall say that you must
have a queer sort of mind! Suppose you agree with me that the
What then? Why, nothing!
proposition is universally true:
enter
upon some such arithmetical prounless you choose to
But now I come to jon "svith a different, a moral propocesses.
sition I tell you that in yonder poor-house there is a venerable
divisor, the smaller the quotient.

:

man, sick, naked, friendless and destitute, and I show you evidence which identifies this pitiable sufferer with the generous
benefactor of your youth, long lost to your knowledge. Your
mind must needs admit the logical force of. that evidence. And
now, what ? There immediately emerge to you the obligations of
gratitude, of beneficent action, requiting your suffering friend;
and to refuse, or even delay that action, brands you as criminal.
So, in this gospel argument, the appeal to the rational intuition
is partly moral,

a

duty,

and

and not merely

unhelief a sin.

scientific

Thus the

;

and ther eiove Jiiith is
exploded which

cavil is

objected against the gospel system, for erecting the soul's state of
belief into

a grace or a crime.

It is

because the belief on Christ

involves right judgments of conscience and clioica of heart, as
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This solemn

trait of

Hearer, will yon
yonr duty by "becoming obedient to the faith?"
I

is,

therefore, strictly consistent.

now take you to

the

now do

witness that, in establishing the truth of this

no other materials than that familiar knowledge and common-sense which the humblest reader may brinoto his English Bible, if he is honest.
Here, then, is the mode in
which it becomes a practical rule of faith to common men. And
gospel, I have used

here
is

is

the answer to the sneer, that the faith of such Christians

but senseless prescription or prejudice.

the gospel

From

is its

To

the right heart,

o-wn sufficient witness.

this point of

view you

position, that the best

book

to

be a reasonable probe read by him who is inquiring

will see it to

into the evidence of the Bible is the Bible

This is no
be received as a
trustworthy person.
He offers you certain testimonials from
abroad which, he claims, will prove satisfactory when verified.
But you, as a practical man, thrust them aside, and prefer to
paradox.

There

is

a stranger

who wishes

itself.

to

If you can do so frequently
and intimately enough, to gain a thorough personal acquaintiance
of your own, you prefer to judge him for yourself.
Thus do with
the Bible.
Search the Scriptures honestly and diligently, and
you will find out whether they are from God, or whether they

converse with the stranger himself.

speak of themselves.
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WE

here group together two books which advocate the Ees-

torationist theory of Origen.

The

first

has as

its

nucleus

the five sermons in "Westminster Abbey, in the end of the year
1877, in which the author was understood to preach Universahsm. But as presented in an American di'ess by the Messrs.
Dutton, they are preceded by a long controversial preface, inter-

mingled with

many notes, and

ing to sustain

The

followed

by five Excursus attempt-

its doctrine.

punishment of the impeniand solemn that it is ^^dth painful reluctance
the Christian sees it made a subject of controversy. The odium
theologicum must be malignantly developed indeed, to make one
forget that in proving the truth he may be only seahng his individual doom, and is assuredly doing it, unless he attain some
degree of the Christ-Uke spirit of love. It is presumed that there
is not a right-minded man in any church who would not hail v\ath
delight the assurance that every creatiu'e of God will be finally
holy and happy, provided only it could be given with certainty,
and in a way consistent with the honor of God. If there are men
who are glad to have the fact the other way for the gi-atification
of their own malice or indignation, we have never met them, and
we gladly rehnquish them to Canon Farrar's eloquent invective.
But we submit that he may be doing great injustice by confounding with this harsh temper an honest zeal for the integrity of Scrij)ture exposition, which they fear he is A-iolating and a benevolent apprehension lest souls m*iy be ruined by a cry of "peace,
when there is no peace." "We can conceive that good men may
be actuated by these motives in opposing our author, and yet
feel all the solemn and yearning compassion for lost souls which
dc'Ctrine of the endless future

tent is one so awful

;

'

ing,
2.

This treatise appeared in the Soutliem Presbyterian Bevieip, July, 1879, review1.

Eternal Hope.

The Death of Death.

English.

By Cauon Farrar. New York: E. P. Diatton & Co. 1878.
By an Orthodox Layman. Richmond, Ya. Eandolph &
:

1878.
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professes,

Aud

here

is
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the answer to the charge he hiu'ls

constantly of the malignant harshness of the orthodox, that the
woi-thiest

and most deeply convinced men of that opinion have

ever been the most self-devoted and affectionate laborers for the

rescue of their fellow-men fi'om the horrible fate which they

They have demonstrated their
and blood, much more valuable
such as Canon Farrar.

beheve awaits the disobedient.
philanthropy by

toils, sacrifices,

than the rhetoric of
His professed arguments against the orthodox view are many
One is, that common Christians act so
his real ones are two.
little like men who Hve among a race rapidly perishing Avdth
an everlasting destruction. This argument is, alas, just, not as
against God's truth, but as against us; and it ought to fill us

wholesome shame and to stimulate us to remove the pretext
by the love and faithfulness of our toil for souls. His other
argument is purely sentimental: that his sensibilities reject an
idea so ghastly as the endless perdition of creatures; he cannot
admit a thing so a^\"fuL The awfulness cannot be exaggerated
but it is forgotten that perhaps, if sin appeared to his mind as
abominable as it does to God, and if he appreciated the rights of
God's holiness and majesty as a creature ought, he would see
that the doctrine is as just as awful, and therefore Hkely to be
reaHzed under such a Euier. Thus he might be taught to transfer
"svith

his abhorrence y/'C7/i Calvinism to sin, as the proper object of the

unspeakable awe and revulsion.
If the reader expects from so scholarly a somxe something
new and better than the staple arguments of ordinary Universalists,

he

will

be mistaken.

He

gives us only the old exegesis,

old, erroneous ground-^'iew
God's moral government, as utihtariau. In this brief review
no attempt mU be made to refute his points in detail only the

in the main, so often refuted,

and the

of

;

sahent pecuharities of the book can be briefly noticed. We cannot honestly ^dthhold the judgment that this book is foohsh, un-

argument are weak and
misrepresentations are patent, and its ten-

candid, and mischievous.
self-contradictory, its

Its attempts at

dencies are to luU impenitent

men

into a false security,

delusive prospect of repentance after death.

oi-thodox doctrine

is

by the

instance, the

uniformly painted as including the everlast-

ing damnation of a majority of the
larger than the

For

number

human

of the saved.

If

family,

immensely

Canon Farrar knew
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him

on this subject, he ought to have
beheve just the opposite. Although
at some e\TLl time or place the reprobate may outnumber the
saved, they hold that by virtue of the redemption of the infants
dying in infancy (nearly half the race) and of the teeming millennial generations, the major part of the race mil ultimately be
gathered into heaven, so that mercy shall boast itself against judgenougli to entitle

to preach

kno^\-n that all the orthodox

ment.

He uniformly asserts that we hold all this immensity of penal
woe embraced mthin the immortahty of a lost soul as earned
exclusively by the sins of his short life on earth.
Surely Canon
Fan-ar must know, that while

Ave do not concur in his evident
and while we do not think that man can
commit a httle sin against an infinite God, the orthodox always
assign an everlasting series of sins as the just ground of endless
punishments. If he does not know our express dissent from the
papal dogma, that beyond death the soul cannot merit, his ignorance is mthout excuse. His scarcely veiled preference for the
papal theology over the reformed theology of his own church
suggests that probably he may hold some such error.
But we
do not. Hence, if the sinner persists iu sinning everlastingly,

light estimate of sin,

justice

He

may punish

endlessly.

represents the orthodox as teaching the odious idea that

the saints will find an important element of their bHss in gloating

over the despair and torments of those once their fellow-sinners.

Among

his proofs are citations from

Thomas Aquinas, who says

by the law of
and from Jonathan Edwards, teaching that the know-

that the happiness of the saints will be enhanced

contrast

;

ledge of the nature of the torments from which divine grace

has delivered them will enhance the gratitude of the redeemed.
Ought not an honest mind to have seen the difference of these
statements from his charge? Canon Farrar, let us suppose, has

been saved from a shipwi-eck, in which a part'of his comrades
have perished. But can he not apprehend how adoring gratitude and joy for his own rescue would be increased by comparing himself, reclining safe and warm liefore the genial fire, with
the battered corpses tossing amidst the sea-weed, while yet his

whole soul might be melted with pity for them ?
He preaches a sermon to refute the notion, falsely imputed to
us, that the redeemed will be the small minority.
It is from the
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24 " Lord, are there few that be saved? And
he said unto them, Strive to enter in at the strait gate." Will
the reader believe that he closes his sermon without alluding to
the next vrords of our Lord?
"For many shall seek to enter in,
and shall not he ahle."" Had he permitted the last words to be
heard, they would have refuted his UniversaUsm teaching the
text,

Luke

xiii.

23,

:

;

solemn truth of Pro v. i. 28, that mercy may be defied until at
last the selfish and unholy cry of remorse may be forever too
late.

He labors in two places at least to prove that the Anglican
Church designedly recognizes his doctrine, in that she did, A. D.
1562, remove from her Articles the forty-second, which rejected
restorationism.
Yet he knows that this indirect plea is fatally
refuted by these facts, that the Litany expressly teaches the
people to pray for deliverance from "thy wrath and everlasting
damnation ; " that the Prayer Book, in the Visitation of Prisoners, and also of Those Under Sentence of Death, most expressly
teaches the orthodox view, and that the " Irish Articles of Religion," adopted by the Episcopal Church of L'eland, A. D. 1615,
and approved by the government. Sec. 101, declares " that the
souls of the wicked are cast into hell, there to endure endless tor-

ments"
On page 78 he claims, \\dth a taste at least very questionable,
the right and quaUfication to tell us, ex cathedra, what auovcot;
means: "the word in its first sense simply means age-long."" Yet
every lexicon in our reach concurs in saying that
root is ati

— ever, and gives as the

first

meaning of

its

probable

auovco::,

" time

long past and indefinite," and as the second, "of endless duration."

Canon Farrar

He

feels

much outraged

at l^eiug called a "

Univer-

more than once that he does not deny the
actual endless punishment of some sinners who remain obstisalist."

declares

nately rebellious.

not

he

know what he
is

In other places he acknowledges that he does
believes touching the duration of hell.

Only,

a firm believer in future punishments, to be (possibly or

probably) ended by the repentence of the ofi'enders in the case
of how many, wdio die impenitent, he does not know.
The sum
;

seems to be here, that he ^vill not believe in any
more future punishment than he can help, because he does not
Would not the common good sense of men
like to believe it.
of his theology
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decide that one whose

own

belief

was in

should not attempt to teach others,

this fluctuating state

perchance the future
should turn his doubts into certainty, he might find that he had
misled his fellow-sinners to their ruin ? Many of his violent dog-

matisms are

offensive

lest if

when thus connected vdth his avowed unmany admissions, page 84 "I cannot

Thus, among

certainty.

:

Yet he tells us of "^dcked
men who declared that the doctrine of an endless hell, instead of
restraining their sins, inflamed their indignation and sense of
injustice against (the Calvinist's) God.
With this feeling he
preach the certainty of Universalism."

The language certainly bears the appearance of taking part with these sinners against the representevidently sympathizes.

God given in the doctrine. Now, as he has
there may be men sinful enough to be endlessly

ation of

confessed

that

punished,

would

it

not have been best to refrain from thus taking the cul-

he should even be found to fight
man may be bad enough to receive endless punishment.
Yet in other places he denounces the
horrors of the doctrine as intolerable to the loving mind.
Here,
again, let it be supposed that the all-"\vise may see that all who
die impenitent are bad enough to be justly punished forever.
Can the author safely claim such an acquaintance ^dth the e\dl
of sin as to pronounce that supposition impossible ?
But should
the
true
it tiu'n out
one, where will his argument be ?
He declares that the doctrine of pimishment is wholly hardening and
depraving in this world. Yet his hope of the salvation of multitudes after they go to a (temporary) hell, is founded solely on the
expectation that they mil be so sanctified and softened by the
punishment as to embrace the Christ there whom they wilfully
His main argument is, that he cannot believe God's
reject here
infinite placability can be limited by a few years and a separation of the soul from an animal body so that if the sinner in
hell repents, God mil surely stay his punitive hand.
But he is
careful not to advert to the vital question Will any such repent f
Thus his Pelagian leaning is betrayed. Again, his whole theory
of punishment is utilitarian; he cannot conceive of penalty as
inflicted for any other end than the reformation of the sufferer
and for penalty inflicted to satisfy justice, his softest word is
prit's side against justice, lest

against

God?

He

admits that a

!

;

:

"arbitrary."

It is evident that

he knows too

little

of the "sys-

tematic theology" which he despises, to be aware of the fatal
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contradictions and absvirdities into wliicli

The

fact of tlie evil angels'

too evidently, fatal to

is,

condemnation

liis

evasion.

He

mind not

liis

theory leads

It

is

This needs no

sad to see the

informs us quietly near the close, that he
to complicate the inquiry into

that about the fallen angels.

Had he

liim.

to endless punisliment

wliole argument.

explanation for Presbyterian readers.
his
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done

made up

human

destiny Avith

so, his

whole struc-

ture vs^ould have tumbled into ruins.

The most prominent feature of Canon Farrar's attempted argument is, that he ascribes the belief in endless punishment to the
seeming force of a few texts. But he would have us found doctrines,

not on particular texts, but on "broad,

of Scripture," (page 74).

-aniiy iw^ p/'mcij)leii

On the next page ho cries "I protest
:

at

once and finally against this ignorant tyranny of insulated texts,"
Proof-texts seem to be his especial bane (except such as he
be allowed to interpret for us in his own fashion). The
naughty orthodox prove too many things by them which he does
not like.
They have even refuted by them his darling abohtionism
Now, while we all admit that a proof-text is ojilj valid in the
etc.

shall

!

sense the Holy Spirit meant it to bear, and that in finding that sense

we ought to give much weight to

" the analogy of the faith," yet

we

see in this outcry an injustice to the orthodox, and an absurdity.
It

was the author's duty to

tell

his hearers that the orthodox

never have considered their doctrine of endless punishments as

based only on a few " texts ;" they always claim that they find
themselves constrained, with reluctant awe and fear, to recognize
it

as based on the "unifpng principles" of the whole Bible, as

many forms and implied in many of the other admitted
And again, as the general is made up of particulars
we cannot conceive whence we are to draw those " unifying printaught in

doctrines.

ciples " except

from the collecting and grouping of particular
each stone individually as a " text,"
any arch built of stones, no matter how

If the author rejects

texts.

of course he can reject
firm.

In

fine,

his theology is not only against the texts, but

it

im-

pinges upon God's attributes, the fundamental principles of
theology, and the facts of Bible history.

It overlooks

God's

sovereignty and majesty, the true nature of sin, the true nature

and penalty, the true condition of man as dead
and wholly disabled for any spiritu.d good accompanying
of guilt

in sin
salva-
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tion.

It builds

on

tlie

" benevolence tbeory," and

makes man's

welfare, instead of God's glory, the ultimate end.

named, although anonymous, bears designed
While its
internal niarks of being written by an Episcopalian.
theory differs but little from Canon Farrar's, its author assiu-es

The second

us that

it is

Avork

wholly independent of him.

The exact

j^osition

which the writer wishes to occupy is not clear.
For Avhen
charged by an objector with a denial of " eternal punishments,"
he disclaims this construction, and says that he only held that
"a hopeless piniishment is nowhere taught" in Scripture. This
would seem to give the following position that on the one hand
no sinner's doom condemns him inexorably at death or the judgment day to everlasting woe, and whenever a sinner in hell relents from his impenitence and j)rays for reconciliation, he will
receive it ; yet, on the other hand, it is still always possible, and
even likely, that some "^ill suffer everlastingly because they will
This is the only sense we
in fact for ever postpone repentance.
can attach to punishment everlasting and yet not liopeless. Yet
the author afterwards declares that his "theory embraces in the
harmony of the universe every creature of God, whether lie be a
human being or a fallen angel." He belongs, therefore, to that
class of restorationists to which Origen is generally referred.
While regarding his argument as inconclusive, we must concede
Every trait of his book beto him a pious and reverent spirit.
Christian,
and the gentleman.
speaks the good man, the devout
In every respect save the erroneous logic, in true eloquence,
temper, and vigor of thought, lie stands in favorable contrast
with his clerical comrade in Westminster Abbey. We conclude,
:

.

with the Charleston

News and

ment
to be argument; while

Courier, that, " although the argu-

burns with the fervor of impassioned feeling,
it

it

never ceases

rises at times to lofty eloquence, it

never suggests, as does Dr. Farrar's, the suspicion of Thetorical
display."

Our review must again, for lack of space, omit all detailed examination of particular expositions and arguments. We limit
This is the
ourselves, at this time, to the notice of one feature.
e\ident affinity between the Kestorationist scheme and Semi-Pelagianism.

We

find both these advocates attempting to give

their doctrine respectability

Fathers

by quoting the names of Greek
Prominent among

who advocated or at least tolerated it.
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*

these are Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and

Theodore of Mopsuestia. "Well, these are the very men whose
theology was most infected by the arrogant views of Neo-Platonism touching the powers of human nature, and who were
swayed by that pagan philosophy to deny or depreciate total
depra"vnty; and accurate readers of church history know that
Theodore, the true father of Nestorianism, expressly adopted the
view of Pelagius and Celestius, then becoming current among the
Greeks, and conformed to it his conception of the hypostatic
union.

Our author

reveals the logical tie again in a startling

He

informs us that his scheme is expressly the sequel
and application of Dr. Bledsoe's " Theodicy," which he lauds in

manner.

He dissents from him, in that Dr. Bledsoe
was a firm assertor of everlasting punishments.
Now the readers of this Review remember that this theodicy
of God's permission of sin is, that he cannot necessitate with
absolute certainty the continuance in holiness of any rational
creature, because such necessity would destroy his free-agency.
Hence, he claims for God that he may plead he has done all for
every lost spirit, human or angelic, which even omnipotence
the main to the skies.

could do, compatibly with

its

nature as a rational free agent.

Because free agency consists in the contingency and
mination of the

self-deter-

will.

This theory the author adopts with

all

his soul.

builds his hope of universal restorationism.

On

it

he

"While his lack of

acquaintance with theological science prevents his use of

its

ac-

curate nomenclature, his scheme, stated in that nomenclature, is

No sinner ever loses his ability of vnR to true faith
and repentance, even amidst the obduracy and long-confirmed
habits of hell.
It is a part of his rational and moral essentia.
the following

:

Since death does not change this essentia, the "faculty of repentance," as he sometimes calls

it,

Indeed, no sinner can ever lose
his essential identity,

cannot be terminated by death.
it,

and so his

for in

doing so he would lose

Now, then, reand reprobation," claim

responsibility.

ject the horrible doctrines of "election

be universal in design, dispense with the neand suppose the gospel offer of reconciliation in Christ to be held forth for ever, and our author reaches
his conclusion, that whenever the souls in hell repent, as sooner
or later all will, they "will be pardoned out of it.
Thus, page 87,
Christ's sacrifice to

cessity of

an

effectual call,
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he denies tliat siu is naturallv and certainly self-propagating
hence lie holds there is no ground for sapng that sinners after
death will never repent.
This nnscriptural ^dew of

human

nature

is

evidently the corner-

is true, that man
But
is "dead in trespasses and sins," that "no man can come to
Christ except the Father draw him," then all the author's suppoHe is
sitions may be granted, without reaching his conclusion.
sure, from his con^-iction of God's placability and fatherhood,
which are immutable, that the day can never come, to all eternity, when the worst sinner who repents will be refused pardon
But ^yiR any who die impenitent ever truly repent?
in Christ.

stone of his S}"stem.

if

the Bible doctrine

None truly repent here except they be moved by efficacious grace
The "faculty of repenttheir original sin "udll not be less there.
"
here
man's
essentia
he cannot lose what
to
natural
;
ance is not
he did not possess it is a gift of special grace. Hence the very
hinge of the whole debate is in the question ivhet/ter Christ will
give effectual calling to the condemned in the state of punishment.
;

On

that question the Scriptures say at least nothing affirmative.

Would

it

not then be better for us

all to

be

silent

where we have

no authority to speak, and to avoid the risk of encouraging sinners to procrastinate repentance by a hope of amendment after
death which they will

The

find, illusory.

travesty which is given of the doctrine of predestination

shows that the amiable author only knows it in the caricatures
If he ^^ill study it in the statements of its recogof its enemies.
nized advocates, he will find in it none of the abhorrent features
he imagines.
" Theodicy" of his own teacher, Dr.
most instructive manner. He argues that. if men
can and do abuse their free agency, in spite of God's strongest
moral restraints, so as to make everlasting shipwreck of their

The author overthrows the

Bledsoe, in a

being, then Dr. Bledsoe's defence of

God

is worthless.

For,

although his omnipotence be not able to necessitate their holiness consistently vnth their free-^ill, his omniscience must have
So that the frightful question
foreseen the utter ship^\Teck.
recurs as to the origin of
CT'eating these

e^•il.

Why

did not

God

refrain

from

Thus the author demolishes Dr.
But now, he argues, let his scheme be

reprobate souls ?

Bledsoe's "Theodicy."

added, that God's omniscience foresees no souls finally reprobate.
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make

penal evil

hell itself a

theodicy.

is
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remedial to the sufferers, and that God will
of grace to aU the lost, and he has a true

means

Alas that this also should be demolished as quickly
If God's end in the creation of the universe is

as the other

!

whole argument assumes, then why did not God
also refrain from creating all such souls as he foresaw would rebeatistic, as his

quire these frightful

means

and stock
would follow holiness and hapangels, withovit being driven into them by
for their final restoration,

his worlds with only such souls as
piness, like the elect
this fiery scourge ?

Surely the author will not attack God's
omnipotence by denying that he was able to do the latter. Then
we should have had a universe containing all the good which he
supposed "udll be finally presented by the existing one, mintcs all
the woes of earth and hell. These, including the penal miseries
of those who die impenitent, which the author thinks may continue for multitudes of the

though not

more stubborn, through countless,
make up a frightful aggregate.

literally infinite, years,

Why

did God choose a universe with such an addition of crime
and woe when he had the option of one without it ? The author

is

as far from a theodicy as Dr. Bledsoe.

The speculations

of both these writers are obnoxious to this
assuming an a priori ground of improbabihty
against endless punishments, they go beyond the depth»of the
They tell us that when the everlasting penalty
created reason.
is properly estimated, it is found so enormous that they cannot
Are they
be convinced that God is capable of inflicting it.
certain that they know how enormous an evil sin is in God's
omniscient judgment? Does not the greater crime justify the

just charge, that in

heavier penalty, according to

all

jurisprudence?

Before this

But such
it becomes us to lay our faces in the dust.
would exclaim, if sin is indeed such a thing as to necesthis fearful treatment by a " God of love," and if so many

question,
writers
sitate

of our race are actually exposed to it, then should all men take
wholly another view of this world and of life than that taken by
the most serious believer. Then we ought to regard our smiling
world as Httle less dreadful than a charnel house of souls. Then

ought to be, as to his own rescue, " agonizing to
enter into the strait gate !" Every good man ought to be toiling
to pluck his neighbors as "brands from the burning," like men
every sane

man
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around a burning dwelling which still includes a helpless family.
There should not be one hour in this world for frivolous amusement or occupation and all should be condemned as frivolous
save such as bore, directly or indirectly, on the rescue of souls.
The man not stony-hearted ought to "Say to laughter, it is mad;
and mirth, what doeth it " ? on such a stage as this earth, where
such a tragedy is enacting. Every just and humane mind ought
to feel that it was little short of treason to human misery to expend on the pomps or luxuries of life one dollar of the money
which might send a Bible or an evangelist to ignorant souls.
Well, if it should be even so ? If it be so, the world is insane
(Eccles. ix. 3) and the church is shockingly below its proper
standard of duty. But is this an impossible supposition ? Unless
these writers are justified in sapng so, they are not justified in
leaping to the conclusion that the orthodox doctrine cannot be
One thing appears e\adent there
true because it is so awful.
has been one JSLcui on earth who did appear to frame his whole
life and nerve his energies in accordance with this solemn and
dreadful view of hum-an destiny. He seemed to live, and strive,
and preach, and die, just as a good man should who really beHeved the sinner's ruin to be everlasting. And this was the one
Man who knew the truth by experience, because he came from
the other world and returned to it.
;

:

THE DOCTRINE OF ORIGINAL SIN/

THIS

is a posthumous work of Dr. Landis, Professor of Theology in the Danville Theological Seminary, Kentucky. It
arose out of a discussion between him and the admirers of- Dr.

Charles Hodge, touching the doctrine of the latter about the manner of the imputation of Adam's sin to the race, which Dr. Landis
conducted in Tlte Danville Beview and Tlie Soutliem Preshyterian
lievieio.

He

complained that the supporters of Dr. Hodge in

the Noi-thern Church, to which Dr. Landis belonged, resented
criticism of their leader, in

all

a factious, tp'annical, and popish

spirit, which refused to give a fair hearing to the truth, and even
punished him for daring to assert that truth against their great
man. Hence Dr. Landis felt that no resource was left him, in
defending God's cause and his own good name, except the publi-

cation of his full views

and

their grounds.

He

therefore devoted

and the riches of his own magnificent
theological library to the laborious and careful composition of
this volume, which he re\vrote seven times.
He then bequeathed
the latter years of his

it

life

to the Central University of Kentucky, as his literary executor,

which he also gave his collection of books. It is now pubby the University, in fidehty to his memory and wishes.
The intelhgent reader wiU of course understand that the Univerto

lished

sity considers itself by this act as only performing its engagement as to Dr. Landis's memory as a scholar and divine, and not
as making itself a partisan on either side of the theological issue
debated.
That issue is one of those in which, as is generally
avowed, honest Calvinists may differ without compromising their
orthodoxy. We have, in our own day, seen on one side a Chalmers and a Hodge, and on the other a Landis, a Breckinridge,
and a Baird. The University can therefore claim, indisputably,

'

Api3eared in Tlie Southern Preshyterian Review for October, 1884, reviewing

Tlie Doctrine

of Original Sin, as Revised and Taught by the Churches of the Reforand Defended. By the Rev. Dr. R. W. Landis. "Whittet & Shep-

mation, Stated

person, Richmond, Va.

1884.
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that, in securing for Dr.

Landis a

full

SIN.

hearing,

obligation of courtesy or discretion resting on

it

it

lias

broken no

as a Presbyterian

institution.

Dr. Landis's whole discussion
strict

theory of Dr.

Hodge

is

directed to a single point

—the

asserting the antecedent, immediate,

and gratuitous imputation

of

Adam's

sin to his race as (in the

merely peccatum alieiium.
Readers of church history are aware that since the time of
Placaeus, about the middle of the seventeenth century, debate
has existed among the Reformed whether this imputation was
antecedent to the actual moral corruption of the race, and immediate, or whether it was consequent thereon, and mediate.
The occasion for disclosing this question was an act of the
French National Synod condemning any meaning virtually
Placseus and his followers who should teach that the doctrine
first stage of the judicial transaction)

—

—

of original sin

was limited

solely to the hereditary subjective

corruption of men, and should deny, as a part of the doctrine, the
true imputation to

men

of

Adam's

first sin.

Thereupon Placceus

sought adroitly to evade the point of this condemnation by explaining that he did not deny that imputation, but only denied
that

it

was

" antecedent

and immediate."

He

held that

it

was

only "mediate and consequential" on men's actual, personal, and
subjective corruption.

Synods seem subsequently to have
But sundry of Placieus's brethren remained dissatisfied, and continued the discussion.
In this discussion, antagonism of feeling not 'unnaturally developed and fixed the
ill-starred distinction, which never ought to have been stated or
discussed, between Placaeus's idea of an imputation of Adam's
guilt only mediate and consequent on the actual personal corruption of Adam's posterity derived to 'them merely by hereditary
descent, and the opposite view of an imputation by God of the
guilt of Adam's first sin to men, antecedently, immediately, and
gratuitously, God conceiving them as initially holy in their personal estate at the time of this imputation, and then visiting on
them, as the penalty of this imputed guilt, the initial depravation

Of

this explanation the

taken no notice.

of their subjective characters, at least so far as

i\\e

piivatio jns-

has pleased Dr. Hodge to adopt this
latter extreme view, and to push its consequences in the hardiest
manner, asserting, with his sternest dogmatism, that this, and
titice

could go.

Now,

it
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and that all the great Calvinistic
and those who dissent are virtually not
Dr. Landis undertakes to
Presbyterians at all on this point.
contrary,
that
none
of
the
great leaders or symbols
prove, on the
are with Dr. Hodge in this extreme that he has misrepresented
or misunderstood them all that the church has always rejected
this alone, is the doctrine,

leaders are with him,

;

;

Dr. Hodge's extreme view as distinctly as she has discarded
Placfeus's,

has refused to entertain the mischievous distinction,

and has always held that the imputation,

^^'hile in a certain just
sense " immediate," proceeded with even step with the actual

personal paiiiicipatiou of men in the race sin, and was not " antecedent " and " gratuitous " in Dr. Hodge's sense.

may seem a narrow one upon which to write a large
But it is the hinge question. Its vital importance proceeds from its corollaries and the other vital doctrines involved.
These are such as the following the relations of reason to revelation the sovereignty and moral attributes of God imputation
This issue

book.

:

;

;

satisfaction for

Christ

human

sins

effectual calling

;

justification

;

and

;

;

lielievers'

sanctification

;

union with

God's providence

over the posterity of wicked men.

We

^\'ill

let

Dr. Landis define the question

(p.

Ill, § 13)

Adam -was made common to the race by a
and gratuitous imputation; while, on the contrary, the Calvinistic and
Lutheran communions have from the beginning always taught that sin was imputed because it was common — i. e., the sin alike of Adam and his posterity. This
single point presents, in fact, the nucleus of the whole question.
For if the siii
becomes common only through the forensic or gratuitous imputation of Adam's
" Dr. Hodge teaches that the sin of

forensic

peccatum alienum, or merely personal
therein

then the doctrine of our participation

guilt,

a figment, and Dr. Hodge's theoryis the true doctrine, and no alternative

is

can remain to us but to accept it with all its fatal sequences as regards our theology,
and to acquiesce morsovor in the exegesis by which he claims that it may be supported.

But

if,

on the contrary, the

first sin

was imputed because

it

was common,

such be the unvarj'ing doctrine of the church of God, then, of course. Dr.
Hodge has left his brethren no alternative but to regard and treat his theory as a

and

if

fundamental and

fatal departure (as

he himself has always conceded) from

their

cherished faith."

The

older readers of this Jievieio will recognize in Dr. Landis's

criticisms

and exceptions a close resemblance

to those

advanced

in the review of Hodge's Theology, in the number for April,

1873.

Dr. Landis's extended discussion

may be

virtually

reduced to

three heads, in which he asserts that Dr. Hodge's exaggerated
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unscriptural

;

iincliurcbly. or

(3),

uniform teachings of tlie cliurcli's symbols and leaders, from Augustine to Edwards.
I. Tlie points wherein Dr. Landis asserts this doctrine to be
against

tlie

illogical are chiefly these

:

That Dr. Hodge, like other Cahdnists, argues to the reason-

1.

ableness of the imputation of Adam's sin to the race from that

method

of di%^ne providence

which now

and personally

sinful.

is,

that the posterity are

only visits the parents'

on the generations "that hate him."

sins

Adam and
ings,

it

the sins of the

God

condition of such proyidential dealing
also actually

visits

But, says Dr. Landis, the essential

parents on the posterity.

Were

the case of

the race, then, analogous to these providential deal-

must be

just the opposite of

what Dr. Hodge represents

For,

it.

2.

sin is

The

latter asserts that, initially, the guilt of

imputed to men

Adam's

first

while as yet unfallen, pure, and guiltless,

first fi'om the creative hand
comes upon infants as t?ie' j^^nDr. Hodge must hold, as inalty of that merely imputed guilt.
deed he says, that the newly created soul has at least an instant
of innocent and pure subjective being, not only logically but
chronologically, prior to its condemnation for Adam's sin and to
Now, this
that initial depravation which is the penalty therefor.

as behooves them to be
of

God

;

when

issuing

for the first depravity

view leaves the doctrine of imputation opposite

to,

instead of

analogical to, the other case of children sufi'eriug for parents'
crimes.

So

that, for Dr.

Hodge,

this

argument

contradicts instead of confirming him.

stubbornly inconsistent
Plac?eus's ^-iew,

-^-ith

ing to this, subjective conniption

say that

he

man

is guilty

is

absurd, and

fact (in another direction) as v^as

and equally contradicts

indi\idual case.

is

Next, his view is as

is

Scripture.

For, accord-

absolutely as early in each

There are as many and as strong texts which
corrupt from the beginning of his

from the beginning.

life,

as that

So that, as Placjeus uttered a

when he represented the young soul as depraved before
it was guilty for imputed sin, so Dr. Hodge utters the couuterp»ai-t solecism when he represents it as guilty before it is depraved.
solecism

Scripture says

it is

both guilty and depraved from the very

And, once more. Dr. Hodge

first.

sins against fact. Scripture, and the

invariable teaching of our churches in not only rejecting, but
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doctrme of our actual ])nTticipation in the first sin.
How could a person participate in
an act done before lie had any existence ? He says it is nonsense.
He insists that the only sense in which the individuals
ridiciiiing tlie

Hodge

Dr.

sneeringly asks,

Adam's sin is the formal
and that this was the only participa-

of the race could have participated in

and

forensic putative sense,

church ever held, or could hold, without stultifying
But Dr. Landis asserts, mth equal stoutness, that the
church always did hold to the actual participation of the indi-

tion

tlie

herself.

viduals of the race in
guilt

;

Adam's

sin, in its criminality as well as its

that our divnnes invariably teach this as a fact, and as the

essential condition of the imputation

be a mystery, inespUcable by
as

made

possible

;

human

and while they admit

it

to

philosophy, they assert

it

by the race unity and community

of nature be-

tween the head and the branches. And herein Dr. Hodge opposes scriptures such as John iii. 5, 6, and the Confessions,
which assert that we "sinned in Adam" as well as "fell "vsath
him." Dr. Landis asserts, moreover, that his opponent is perpetually misled and misleads his readers as to what our divines

mean by "Adam's sin'' and the "first sin," by which they always
mean that sin as common to Adam and the race, as actually,
though mysteriously, shared liy the race while Dr. Hodge persists in regarding it as Adam's mere personal sin made common
to men, in the first stage, by nothing but its formal imputation
;

as peccaturn aliemmi.

This Dr. Landis abundantly sustains by

profuse citations.

He

Hodge's doctrine tends to make God
For if the initial subjective corruption is
the penalty merely of the guilt of Adam's personal sin formally
and forensically imputed to us, it is every way natural to conceive of God, the judge, as inflicting tJie j)(inalty he pronounces.
This is the only intelligible view of judgment and penalty while
the criminal brings about the crime judged, the judge hrings
about the penalty righteously affixed, either by inflicting it himself or efficiently procming its infliction.
This is what a judge
is for.
So that Dr. Hodge should consistently teach that the
depraving of every soul since Adam is God's direct doing. Must
he not do it with his own hand ? Does he employ the holy angels
to doit?
Hardly. Or the devils'? or the parents? The latter
3.

asserts that Dr.

"the author of

sin."

:

would be oui doctrine ot original race

sin,

which Dr. Hodge has
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Again if each soul is subjectively pure when it begins
an insufficient explanation to say that each one regularly and invariably, though freely, depraves itself.
This is
rejected.

to exist,

too

:

it is

much

like the

Pelagian theory for accounting for the preva-

lence of actual apostasy.

And how comes

it

that this multitude

Why

of initially holy wills should invariably choose corruption ?

does not the result turn out, if it were simple self action, as it
did among the angels, where some chose to deprave themselves

and some chose to remain pure?

In another place. Dr. Hodge,

floundering in the meshes of his erroneous speculation, seeks to

avoid making

God saw

fit

God

simply

the author of our corruption by saying: If
to

vnthdraio the indw^elling of the Holy Spirit

from the newly created soul, its depravation by the law of defect
would follow. But the hard question for him is. Would God
imjDute a peccatum alienv/in to a soul initially pure, and also
privileged with the indwelling of the Spirit ?
And can any one
believe, with the Bible in his hand, that creatures ever

had

that

indwelling efficiently for one instant wdio were at that instant

under the curse, "by nature children of wrath," "conceived in
sin and shapen in iniquity"?
4. Dr. Hodge concurs often with all the Reformed divines and
the Scripture in teaching that our federal and natural union with
our head results, according to God's ordinance, in his first sin's
affecting us (as being a common sin), both morally and forensically, as it affected himself.
This, sa"s Dr. Landis, is good doctrine.
But now come two questions. Are we actually in race
union with Adam holy, or ya'Oix Adam corrupted ? Certainly the
latter because Adam had no child until after his fall, and then
he begat sinners, "after his image, in his own likeness." And
in Adam's ov»'n person, which preceded, subjective corruption or
judicial condemnation? A just God does not condemn a creature
until after ha sins, and in the overt sin corrupt motive must have
preceded guilty action. Now, then, why do we not represent the
seed, like their head, as condemned, because already actually cor;

rupted ?
5.

he

But

let

us see Dr. Hodge's affirmative

logic,

by whose

stress

compelled to strain his theory of imputation so high. It
unless we hold that the imputation of
is, in substance, this
Adam's guilt was immediate, gratuitous, and precedaneous, we
feels

:

cannot consistently hold the imputation of our guilt to a holy
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For tlie three
liis rigliteousness to us vile sinners.
as
exact
parallels.
This
is implied in
lield
must
be
imputations
apostle
illustrates
justification
in
Romans v. 11-21, where the
Christ's imputed righteousness by our (admitted) condemnation
in Adam, and the honesty and soundness of the apostle's argument require us to suppose an exact parallel between the two
But the imputation of
imputations, both in fact and in mode.
our sins to a holy Christ, and of his righteousness to us, are gratuitous, whence the apostle must have regarded the imputation of
Adam's sin to us as equally gratuitous and immediate. Moreover, let the opposite doctrine as to original sin be held, and the
exact parallelism be borne in mind, and our theory of justificafor as Placaeus held that men's
tion must be the popish one
subjective corruption was prior to, and in order to, the imputation
of Adam's guilt to them, so the Papists teach that the believer's
inherent and sul)jective godliness miist be prior to, and in order
Clirist,

nor of

;

to,

the imputation to

him

of Christ's righteousness.

Thus Dr.

Hodge urges with the utmost tenacity that unless we admit his
extreme view, we cannot consistently be Christians at all.
To this sho"wing Dr. Landis objects, that the assumptions made
in

it

are all absolutely erroneous,

whatever.

and

tlie

inferences of no force

Thus

That the immediate and gratuitous nature of the imputations
in expiation and justification do not at all imply a similar quality
in the imputation of Adam's sin to men, because two grand difThe imputation in the fall
ferences in the two cases intervene.
was one of justice, that in redemption is one of mercy and gixice.
A righteous ruler, in dispensing free gifts and favors, properly
holds himself at liberty to exceed the bounds of strict desert. In
administering justice, never.

To overlook

this difference,

in

is an amazing overAnd, second, an essential difference in the two cases is
found in this that Christ's coming under imputation of guilt
was optional and voluntary on his part. And so his righteousness is imputed to no soul for justification until that soul freely
We must believe in
accepts and chooses it in the act of faith.

order to force on us a favorite speculation,

sight.

:

order to be justified.

True,

and not the merit of the
less is

it

it is

the merit of the divine substitute,

believing,

which

justifies

;

but none the

absolutely true that the sinner must believe in order to

have that divine merit imputed to him.

So that

in both the im-
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putations involved in a sinner's redemption, that of
Clirist

and

Christ's merits to him,

we

liis

sins to

find t}us feature

of free

consent in the party receiving the imputation to be an essential

element, which, in the imputation of Adam's sin to

iis, would be
on our part were Dr. Hodge correct. Dr. Hodge
unwisely insists on an exact parallel between the three imputaT^'ell, let it be settled, for argument's sake, that they are
tions.
Then we must hold that the free assent of each
exactly parallel.
sinning person to Adam's act as his representative is essential in
order to make the imputation of his guilt any parallel at all.

totally lacking

And we

find that assent only in the old Calvinistic doctrine of

actual participation in

which Dr. Hodge so

Our author

Adam's

sin,

as in order to the imputation,

rejects.

in another place carries this point farther v\ith

Does Dr. Hodge urge that both holy and unholy creations begin existence with a subjective disposition certainly regulative of their feehngs and choices that this law of
great acuteness.

;

their character does not, and cannot, originate as the Pelagians

vainly fable in an act of that creature's choice, and that, hence,
as to his just responsibility for acting •udth that disposition,

how

worthless to raise the question

and we only
act

it

out?

ask, Is

Then he

And

dis, just so.

it Jiis

own

disposition,

is justly responsible.

therefore all the cavils of

ness, are silly

new

creation

it

— in
— cannot be a responsible righteous-

Pelagians, that a created righteousness

the beHever's

it is

came to him,
and does he freely
True, says Dr. Lanancient and modern
Adam's creation, or

or whence

and worthless.

But Dr. Hodge should have no-

ticed that the subjective righteousness inwrought in the soid in

regeneration only hecomes a true righteousness as
freely2^'^€f^f">'''-'dJ)y

is

the.sonl horn again.

external to the renewed

a^tlQ,

The

it is

accepted

and

causal source of

almighty and suj)ematiu*al?

it

Yes,

But none the less is the infused hoUness the freely
chosen preference of the soul from the very instant it is accounted
certainly.

by God

The rule of the di^-ine work is exas a true holiness.
"
people shall he vnlUng in the day of
pressed in the text,

My

my

power,"

The very essence

of the

di'S'ine

work within the

renews and quickens the vill, causing the soul
to choose and pursue fi'eely that godliness wliich, in the days of
It apits bondage and spiritual death, it had as freely rejected.
unor
account
hohness
that
in
no
case
does
God
pears, then,

dead soul

is

that

it
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So

creature's ow-n will.

Hodge

is
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a voluntary participation

that, to establish the

symme-

so ardently pursues, and to range the imputations

two covenants in that exact parallelism he demands, he
ought to have retained instead of discarding the good old doctrine that the guilt of Adam's first sin is imputed to us, hecause
of the

ice

sinned in Jiha, and have an actual participation of our free

agency in his crime as well as its guilt.
This train of thought prepares the way for Dr. Landis to wTest
Dr. Hodge's next point from him and turn it against him. Does
he charge a tendency towards poj)ish justification on Dr. Landis?
Dr. Landis charges a more real tendency to Arminian and semiPelagian justification on him.

For he

the guilt of Adam's personal sin

insists that in original sin

as^j>ecca^?/7/i

atienurn is

first

im-

mediately imputed to souls, ^dewedas so far personally pure and

and consequentially the first subjective corruption
comes on them as penalty of that imputed guilt. And the three
imputations must be strictly parallel! Then the application of
redemption must, of course, be on this wdse first, the righteousness of Christ must be imputed to the sinner, he being still in
his state of native spiritual death and sin.
On this imputation
is grounded his acceptance.
And then, as the consequence of
this acceptance, and as the first merited reward to this imputed
guiltless;

:

righteousness, the

and subjective

life

new

birth is bestowed, implanting spiritual

godliness.

ill-starred tenacity of Dr.

despite

its

But

Hodge

bad consequences,

this is

Arminianh'm.

This

in adhering to his speculation,

receives a striking illustration in

Ten years

his last work, his Theology (Vol. II., p. 249).

after

he had been warned by Dr. Landis he prints these sentences as
his description of the application of redemption " It was by the
disobedience of one man that all men are constituted sinners,
not only by imputation (which is true, and most important), but
also by inherent depravity, as it was by the obedience of one that
:

all

by imputation (which is
by the consequent renewing

are constituted righteous, not only

true

and

^-itally

important), but also

of their -ndXwxo., fioidng from their reconciUation to

God." These
words are dangerously incautious. Doubtless Christ has purchased for the elect by his priestly work all the blessings of efi'ectual calling and sanctification from beginning to end.
Doubtless
all

Calvinists hold that increase in sanctification is one of the
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after-fruits of justification.

subsequent growtli in
ner's n&iuYe i^ "

liere

lioliness, l^ut
"

coii.seqiien

on

Dr.

SIN.

Hodge

says, not tLat

the very reneioing of the sin-

.justification,

and

^'flows from'''

their reconciliation to God, apparently as though he would rather
avouch the Arminian theory than recede from his favorite doctrine about imputation.

For
mous,

if

there

it is

any one thing

is

in

which Caivinists are unaniand that faith is the act

that justification follows faith,

only of new-born souls following their renewal. And strong Arminians are equally unanimous in assigning this contrary order to

the redemptive causations.

First,

common sufficient grace, evok-

synergism of the self-determined will, repentance and
Next, justification by faith. Then, as the consequence of

ing, with the
faith.

justification, the regeneration of the soul.

sanctification.

A

of the steps.

And

synergistic system
it is

And

then progi-essive

calls for this

arrangmeut

equally true that this arrangment im-

must believe in order to be
and be justified in order to be regenerated. Of course,
then, faith is an exercise of soul which an unregenerate soul is
competent to put forth. Of course, then, no unconditional election of grace, no almighty quickening is needed to decide the
sinner for the gospel; he may decide himself in the sovereign
exercise of a self-determining will, while grace follows on and
cooperates in the good change which the human -vnll has sovBut Dr. Hodge says
Is that Calvinism?
ereignly instituted!
that such must vii-tually be the adjustment resulting from his
for the sinner

plies synergism;
justified,

theory of imputation.

Then

his is not the theory of the old

Caivinists.

The
popish

difficulty

he obtrudes as to our view and its resultant
by inherent instead of imputed righteousness

justification

is easily solved.

Papists, that

Our

denial

all justified

is,

utterly

persons have an inherent righteousness.

that our inherent righteousness can be, at the

beginning or ever

We

Nc) Protestant ever denied, in opposition to

after,

deny that

the

it is,

'formal cause" of our justification.

or can be, the ground of justification

any merit of condignity or of congruity, not because we doubt
whether the believer really has it at the time he is justified, but

"by

hecanse

it

is

imperfect, because a

condemned creature cannot

and because the inherent righteousness is due
inworMng, not to that of the man's own natural will.

merit,

to

GocT^

"What
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Now,

hast thou, that thou didst not receive ?
ceive

why

it,

dost thou glory in

But saving

received it?"

mentallj depends,

The

is

it

if

thou didst re-

as though thou hadst not

on which

faith,
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justification instru-

the exercise of none but a regenerate soul.

union between the dead soul and
Out of that union
Chronologically,
all our life, reconciliation, and holiness flow.
both the new birth, which is the initiation of the process of sancinstituting of the vital

Christ is absolutely needed in order to faith.

and

tification,

justification

instantly follow

causatively Christ must quicken us

order that

we

that union.

But

through the union, in

first,

we may put forth the true faith which justifies. Were
upon a perfectly symmetrical parallel, then,

inclined to insist

between the steps of our

fall

tion in the second, as Dr.

in the first

Hodge

Adam and

our redemp-

we should be

insists,

led to a

conclusion opposite to his ; that in each case the subjective change
is

in order to the forensic.

But the great Reformers did not think that Paul's argument in
v. proceeded on the idea of such exact parallel.
They
all say, as Calvin, that the one topic illustrates the other
which

Romans

;

supposes

— the

agree in the thing, they obviously differ in

CoiwmeRtary on
,

Romans

strict

supralapsarian Calvinist:

force of nature {yi naturce),
of his natural offspring

ness and

life

says: "Moreover, it is impoiiant
between Adam and Christ," etc.

v. 17,

to note here two differences

Gomarus, the

;

:

"Adam, by

communicates his sin to

all

the

and each

but Christ communicates his righteous-

to each of his renewed."

twofold, to-wit, of a resemblance
of Basle

—

that the two
But that, while they
mode. Thus, Cahan,

apostle being an honest reasoner

imputations have something in common.

and

"But the comparison

of a difference."

is

Pola^dus

" Bellarmine deceives himself in his exposition of the

v.), since Paul does not coiajxire
modes by which we are in ourselves either sinners or righteous,
biit the efiicieut causes whereby we become sinners or righteous
before God." Andrew Rivet, the special opponent of Placseus,
whom Dr. Hodge claims as wholly his own "Yet there is nothing
in this argument which forbids that we acknowledge the necessity
of inherent qualities" (in order to imputation).
"For it can only
be proved" (from Paul's comparison) "that in Christ we ha^e
righteousness, as Ave have in Adam unrighteousness.
But there
is a comparison of the causes and not of the mode in which the

analogy contained therein (Rom.
the

:
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communicated to us. For the sin of Adam is communicated to us by generation; but tlie righteousness of Christ by
Therefore, the apostle does not compare the modes
imputation.
in which righteousness is received, but the causes, effects, and
A. "\\''illets, "Sixfold Commentarie upon Rosubjects of each."
mans," speaking of the illustration of Romans v., mentions "the
disparitie and unlikeness" of the two cases: "The manner how
these things (death by Adam and life by Christ) are conveyed
diverse : Adam's sin is transmitted by natural propagation, but
Theodore Beza,
life and righteousness are conveyed by grace."
the strictest of Calvinists, Commentary on Romans v. 12: "But

tiling is

'is

this distinction plainly

appears"

(in

the analogy) "

pai*tly, in-

deed, from the whole

comparison of the unrighteousness of
to-^rit, of the former
through propagation, of the latter communicated to us (behevers)
through imputation." And (unkindest cut of all to Dr. Hodge)
Francis Turrettin (Loc. 16): "Nor, if we are constituted unjust
and guilty through the sin propagated from Adam, must we im-

Adam

with the righteousness of Christ,

mediately be justified through inherent righteousness communicated to us by Christ through regeneration for the method of
each is most different. And Paul here institutes a comparison
between the first and second Adam in the thing, and not in the
;

mode of the

thing T

And

yet Dr.

Hodge

claims Turrettin wholly!

TTe have seen how Dr. Landis charges him T\dth misconception
what the Reformers meant by "first sin." They, Dr. Landis
holds, uniformly meant by this the breach of the covenant of
of

works in paradise, not merely as Adam's personal act, but also
They have in mind always the
as the common sin of the race.
mysterious fact of our actual participation in that Ijreach.

whereas Dr. Hodge rejects
formers uniformly advance

this idea as "unthinkable," the
it

And
Re-

as a revealed mystery, above the

comprehension of reason indeed, but not contrary to reason, and
sin.
This is well
the
recent
Lutheran
dirine, Dr.
remarks
of
summed up in these
Julius Muller: "This, therefore, is the point at which all tho
threads of the doctrine of the orthodox concerning hereditary
sin meet, in which it must be dogmatically justified, if it is at all
capable of such justification. It first of all appears as something
the very key to the whole doctrine of original

quite incredible that in the fall of
are supposed to have

some

Adam

all

participation.

his natural posterity
If,

now,

it

may be
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paradox which every deeper connection of things has for ordinary thinking, then all further diffi-

shown that

this is only the

become involved of themselves." And Dr.
Can the Trinity be rationally explained to our finite
Have not the apparent paradoxes involved in the " three

culties of the doctrine

Ijandis asks

;

minds ?
in one" been the constant subjects of
Dr.

Hodge holds

rationalistic cavil?

Yet

that this inexplicable mystery of the Trinity

is

whole doctrine of redemption, as
we all do. So, says Dr. Landis, there may be an apparent
paradox in the statement that "the race sinned in Adam;" the
human mind may be incompetent to explicate the whole conception of a race v.n ity, which is a real fact, and yet does not destroy
But it does not necesindividuality and personal responsibility.
sarily contradict che intuitive reason and it is a revealed fact,
and also the clearest of experimental facts, that tlie race became
the essential foundation of the

;

and

actnally

And on

universally sinfal (except Jesus)

in,

this fact the doctrine of impiitation hinges.

Adanis sin.
The philo-

sophic attempts made, from Augustine to S. J. Baird, to explain
this fact

have been failures; they have given us no real light;
shows as did the failure of the scholastics

their failure probably

—

to give the rationcde of the Trinity

— that the conceptions involved

concerning such ultimate facts in ontology
of the

human

intellect.

And

lie

beyond the grasp

the best philosophers see most

clearly that this feature of our oncological beliefs constitutes
oljection

Newton

tchatever to their rational validity.

explicate the notion of gravitation ?

no
Could Sir Isaac
No, not at all. Has

metajDhysics ever explicated the notions of substance, as distin-

guished from essence, of power in cause ? of the unconditioned
notions, eternity, infinity, self-existence, abstract

number?

No;

yet every thinker in the world adopts these notions as essential

elements of his
liere

beliefs.

How

strangely has Dr. Hodge, then,

betrayed himself into that rationalistic position which every-

where else he so clearly and justly condemns ?
For Dr. Landis asserts next that the peculiar features of his
doctrine about imputation, and of his exposition of Romans v.,
are precisely those advanced by the Socinians, Arians, and
Arminians in the Reformation ages, and sternly rejected and refuted by the Reformers. Socinus, Curcellneus, Whitby, Limborch,
and their whole schools, deny the actual participation of manMnd in the sin of Adam's fall define original sin as consisting
;
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in the gratuitous immediate imputation of the formal guilt {reatus

Adam's personal sin, and in that alone describe
God's act in thus imputing Adam's guilt as one of mere sover-

actualis) of

;

and not of real judicial righteousness so that the evils
and natural death which the race incur from this imputation are
not properly penal, but the results of this arbitrary formal imputation.
The same was the doctrine of the papal semi-Pelagians,
Pighius and Coutarinus, so sternly resisted by Calvin. And, accordingly, it is in the commentaries of these rationalists on Romans V. that we currently see those features of exposition on
which Dr. Hodge insists, and in which he departs from the. line
eignty,

;

of interpretation before current

among the Reformed.

and semi -Pelagians had certain
up this theory of original sin,
and they are ends thoroughly obnoxious to Dr. Hodge. Strange
that he did not see whither his unnatural fellowship was leading
him. The vital truths most hated by these Socinians and their
sympathizers are these that the human soul is naturally and
decisively corrupted by a connate ungodliness that hence man
has no longer any self-determination of will to any spiritual good
that distributive justice is an essential and unchangeable attribute

Now, the

Socinians, Arians,

doctrinal ends to pursue in setting

:

;

of

God

;

that hence there

is

a strict moral necessity for real sat-

isfaction to justice for the guilt of sins in order to their remission

that

all

the natural evils

men

suffer are properly penal,

their occurrence proves the criminality before a holy

that suffer

;

and thus

God

of all

that so Christ's sufferings during his humiliation

were properh' penal, sacrificial, and expiatory that the believer's
grounded in the real merit and acceptance of that
vicarious satisfaction, and not merely in the arbitrary compassion of God.
Denials of these are the very lineaments of the Socinian anti-Christ, from the Racovian Catechism to Dr. "William
Channing, as none know better than Dr. Hodge.
Let us now see how these heretics proposed to get rid of these
doctrines by their tampering \Ai\\ the Reformed theory of original
sin.
Thus, if there is no actual criminality in Adam's posterity,
but only the formal imputation of the mere guilt {reatiis actualis)
of B, peccatum alieniun, and God has really made that imputation
and visited all natural evils on such a ground upon creatures
wholly devoid of personal criminality or demerit, then it follows
that natural evils may occur to responsible creatures which are
;

justification is
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Then the famous argument

of sins.

of tlie

Augustinians, that the sufferings of infants prove them sinners,

and then, moreover,

to be worthless;

is sho"u-n

God's dispensing of such sufferings

and not

of a righteous

that distributive justice

is

judicial will.
is

it

follows that

an act of his arbitrary

And

will,

this plainly implies

not his essential attribute.

And

thus

the main argument of the Calvinists for their dogma, the

falls

necessity of penal satisfaction in order to remission.
since Paul, in

Romans

v.,

estabhshes a

strict

the two imputations, and also between the

imputation
to his race

mode

of the two, the

of behevers' sins to Christ is like that of
:

Again,

parallelism between

Adam's

sin

not a true judicial judgment, carrying over to Christ

a righteous penal obligation, but a

ment, dictated by God's arbitrary

mere formal

will,

as

politic arrange-

moved by

his general

were no more penal, in strict
sense, than are the sufferings of sinless infants when they die
under the imputation of Adam's guilt. Then there was no true
sacrifice, expiation, and satisfaction for man's sins made on the
cross and the Reformed doctrine of justification founded theregoodness

;

and

Christ's sufferings

;

on is senseless and false. These, unquestionably, are the logical
ends which the rationalistic divines were pursuing when they
vitiated the orthodox church doctrine of the fall in Adam in the
manner described. So the Reformed divines apprehended their

and for that reason they resisted their expositions utterly.
These are the objects distinctly pursued and claimed by
the Socinians and their sympathizers in these expositions. Yet
objects,

Dr.

Hodge adopts

these perilous expositions, so uniformly ex-

posed and rejected by the Reformers, and that in the professed
defence of strict Calvinism! "What are likely to be the fruits
among his blind admirers? It is not charged that he himself

had any Socinian or semi-Pelagian leanings his
But he is loyal to
truth is here unquestionable.
;

inconsistency

;

and the danger

is

that others

loyalty to the
it

by a happy

may work

out

and introduce Socinian rationalism into the huge church of which he was the

his principles to their mischievous results,

Gamaliel.
II.

We

are

now prepared

to touch briefly

of the classical passage (Rom.

upon the exposition

12-21) on which this doctrine
The reader is requested to place the
v.

cf imputation chiefly rests.
Greek of the following verses before his eye
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man sin entered into the world, and death by sin;
men, for that all have sinned 13. (For until the law sin
in the world but sin is not imputed when there is no law.
14. Nevertheless
death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over them that had not sinned after the
similitude of Adam's transgression, who is the figure of him that was to come.
15. But not as the offence, so also is the free gift.
For if through the offence of
one many be dead, much more the grace of God, and the gift by grace, which is
by one «ian, Jesus Christ, hath abounded unto many. 16. And not as it was by
one that sinned, so is the gift: for the judgment was by one to condemnation, but
the free gift is of many offences unto justification.
17. For if by one man's offence
death reigned by one, much more they which receive abundance of grace and of
"12. Wherefore as by one

and
was

so death passed

upon

all

:

;

life by one, Jesus Christ. )
18. Therefore as
came upon all men to condemnation; even so by
the righteousness of one the free gift came ui^on all men unto justification of life.
19. For as by one man's disobedience many were made sinners, so by the obedience
of one shall many be made righteous.

the gift of righteousness shall reign in

by the

offence of one jiidgment

Now,

as to the general

scheme

of exposition for this passage,

Dr. Landis charges that Dr. Hodge, folio-wing the Socinian ex-

and Dr. Taylor
of Norwich, insists on making the parallel exact between the two
imputations in thing and in mode. But the current of the Reformed divines, from Calvin down to our day, as represented by
Alford, Wordsworth, Schaff and Shedd, hold as does Dr. Landis,
that the apostle compares the two cases, the fall and redemption,
as two processes analogous in their sources and causes, but different in details of mode.
In each case there is a great company
of souls represented in its respective federal head, an imputation,
a justification, and a condemnation of the individuals of the two
companies through their federal heads' respective actions. So
that men all sin and are condemned in Adam as truly as they are
renewed and justified in Christ. But in the details diversities
as that the
appear, some of which the apostle himself specifies
corruption passes from Adam to the race by natural particijjation (and along with it the imputed guilt), but the restoration is
wTought through Christ's righteousness, gratuitously imputed;
that the transaction in Adam was one of strict justice, that in

positions of such writers as Curcellaeus, Whitby,

:

—

Christ of free grace, that in the one case a single criminality

was the source of death to a whole race, in the other a single
Still other
righteousness was the source of life to all the elect.
differences (see Calvin's commentary on verse 12) exist, which
the apostle does not specify, because
as

:

" The

first is,

that in

it

does not suit his purpose,

Adam's sin we are not condemned through

imputation alone, as though the penalty of another man's sin were
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punishment, oecause we

are also guilty of fault (culjjo) so far, to- wit, as our nature, vitiated
in him, is involved in guilt before

eousness of Christ

we

God.

But through the

right-

are restored to salvation in another mode."

..." The other difference is, that the benefit of Christ does not reach
to all men, as

Adam

involved his whole race in condemnation,"

So that the great cuiTent

etc.

of the

Reformed have held the

fact

that the imputation of Christ's righteousness to the beheving sin-

ner

is

gratuitous

tation of

Adam's

was not meant bj Paid

to

show

that the impu-

sin was, in exactly the counterpart sense, gra-

tuitous.

When we come to details
Dr.

Hodge has

of exposition, Dr. Landis claims that

followed the current of the rationalists in the

following points, which he rejects, in company witli the current
In verse 12, " For that all sinned," (i^' cJ
of the Calvinists.
TTapze^ noidml'/.,) Dr. Hodge, with the opponents of Calvinism,
makes the sinning not an actual, but merely a putative and

forensic accounting as guilty, Avith the guilt of Sipeccatum alienum.

While he admits that the usage
construction, yet, as

it

of the verb

makes against this
it must be

gives the only rational sense,

adopted, and the exposition of the remaining verses squared
it.
But the Reformed expositors, with Calvin, say that

to

S-fmrndveiu

cannot bear that sense, that

it is

against all usage, and

that the subjects of the verb must be held to have sinned in
actual sense.

And

the least

that death passed on

all

we can

some

get out of the proposition

from the first

is,

sin, hecause all in that sin in-

curred subjective depravity of nature.

Calvin actually enters into
a specific argument to prove that the verb " to sin " may, accord-

mean "to be subjectively a sinner ;" which
accords with the Reformed theology, by which subjective de-

ing to Scripture usage,

regarded as veritable

and, while not the result of
previous volitions, yet personal and voluntary in the sense of
pra\T.ty is

sin,

being spontaneous.

On

verse 14 the Socinian divines would have us understand

them " who had not sinned after the
Adam's transgression," means the forensic and
formal denouncing of death on human beings personally sinless,
mei'ely for AAaxais peccatum alienum.
But the Reformed think
generally that this means rnfants, who suffer and die, thus showing that they are condemned persons while the difference bethat death's passing over on
similitude of

,
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tween their persona,!

and Adam's is this: that his sin
have only a sinful disthe time the condemnation comes

siruiiug

was overt as well as in

hahltu, while they

position in hahitu, being at

on them not capable of overt

On

the 18th verse, Dr.

sin.

Hodge

reads,

oc

kvu::

-arja-roj/jazo^

by the sin of one man," making Ivoc masculine, and thus getting an impHed support fqr his doctrine of the gratuitous impu"

Dr. Landis, with the best
Adam's personal sin.
Reformed, regards Ivoc as neuter, and reads, "by one transgression" that is, by that one race sin, common by participation to
Adam and his seed. And he claims the exegetical force of the

tation of

—

iu kuc 7iaf)a7TTd)[mzc in the exactly parallel expression of verse 17,

whish cannot
given

it

justly bear the translation,

Once more, when the apostle
parison, verse 19, "

made

"by one man's

offence,"

in the received version.

righteous^''

Dr.

By

summing up

says, in

the obedience of one shall

Hodge

still

his

com-

many be

limits the result here stated

by

Paul to the putative and forensic estimation. He thinks dixacot
be declared righteous."
Dr. Landis, with Wordsworth and Schaff, thinks the words mean
far more, constituting Christ's redeemed both forensically and
/.aTaaradrjnovzat is equivalent to "shall

Thus the concluding declaration is made to
correspond with that of the same apostle in 1 Cor. xv. 22 " As in
Adam all die, so in Christ shall aU be made alive.''' Then the
counterpart result of the first member of verse 10; "As by one
actually righteous.

:

man's disobedience tnany were
their putative, but their actual

The

inad'3 sinners,'' includes

not only

fall.

which Dr. Landis calls our attention is certainly
worthy of note: that the traits which mark Dr. Hodge's cherished exposition of the passage, so far as they differ from the
old current view of the Reformed, are the very ones which the
Socinians advanced and the Reformed divines contested so strenfact to

uously.
ITI. The third position laboriously defended against Dr.
Hodge is, that his doctrine is unchurchly that it is an innovation upon the traditionary Reformed doctrine as taught by the
•

great divines of the Presbyterian churches
sions of Faith.

there

is

Here Dr. Landis's

is,

their Confes-

not only that

way of stating the doctrine, but that
which Dr. Hodge claims to be essential to

a discrepancy in the

the peculiar features

and by

assertion
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the consistency of our Calvinism are expressly stated, and stated
The tenor of his citations
to he rejected by the great Calvinists.

might receive, as a summary and homely paraphrase, the following statement " This view of a gratuitous antecedent imputation
of Adam's sin as peccatuin aliemun we find advanced by Socinians and Socinianizers, or we hear cast up to us as an absurdity but we declare that it is not our view of the doctrine of
:

;

original sin, nor that of our churches.

We

wash our hands of

Dr. Landis, moreover, complains that his opponent aston-

it."

ishingly misleads his readers

by

asserting that such

and such of

the great Reformed divines are expressly with him,

when

in

they are as expressly against him. This part of his work
It is marked by
of course, chiefly a compilation of extracts.

fact
is,

profuse and laborious scholarship, and in most respects by fairness and discernment.

Dr.

Hodge

He

delights especially to quote against

the highest Calvinists, as Beza, those

who

carried

De Moor, and
those who especially entered the lists against Plac?eus and his
theory of mediate consequential imputation. The reader has
the federal theory to the greatest lengths, as

already seen instances of the

first

class in the citations

made

Gomarus and Beza. This may be added, from John Owen's
"Display of Arminianism" (Chap. 8): "Sin imputed by itself,

fi'om

was never punished in any one but
And again: "Now, be the punishment what it will,
Christ."
never so small, yet if we have no demerit of our own, nor interest
in Adam's sin, it is such an act of injustice as we must reject
!"
from the Most Holy with a God forbid
Under the second class, De Moor, although carrying the
federal system to its greatest height, says (De Moor's Marckii
without an inherent

guilt,

Medulla), on the twelfth question of the Heidelberg Catechism:

"Adam was
human

considered as the representative head of the whole

kind, and

we

all,

adorned in him with the

gift of right-

away
way of penalty, from us, on account of the
guilt contracted in Adam, not less than from the first parent, inasmuch as we ourselves spontaneously dilapidated these gifts when
sinning in Adam." As to its being Adam's particular sin, he replies: "The crime, nevertheless, is common."
As specimens of the third class, we may recall the declarations
And we add
of Andrew Rivet, the leading opponent of Placseus.
eousness, sinned in him, so that those gifts were taken

jiidicially,

and

in the

Vol. I.— 11.
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Des Marets, who is writing witli especial reSjnod of Charenton and Placieus "For divine

declarations from

ference to the

:

an act of justice, neither principally nor
instrumentally produces native corruption, inhering in each one
imputation, seeing

it is

" But it only subjects them to
from his mother's womb."
guilt and obligation to punishment on account of the sin of the
And from Wallneus, the
first man, lohich all cormnitted in him.''''
colleague of Kivet, who endorsed his work as excellent: "The
guilt of the first sin to condemnation (Rom. v. 16) cannot be im.

puted to posterity, unless that
seeing that the justice of

.

.

.

vitiosity of inherent sin intervene,

God

will not

permit that the

sin

first

should be imputed for condemnation to a posterity having no sin
in themsejves."

Sundry

of the points of theology involved with the nature of

imputation have been already indicated. Our author dwells esIf Dr. Hodge's view of impupecially upon two, among others.
tation is adopted,

it

must seriously modify our views of the

divine justice and sovereignty.

Instead of ascribing to him a

regulated by infinite reason and holiness,

we

must believe that an absolute physical sovereignty regulates

his

full sovereignty,

We

justice.

ought, in consistency, to lean to the supralapsarian

dogma, that actions are simply right because God

ple.ases to wdll

them, instead of his willing them always because they are right.
That God's mere will, in a word, is the sole source of right and
Certainly the answer which Dr.

T\a'ong.

How

Hodge recommends

God

to

punish an
which
another,
to
he
had not
sin
of
for
the
creature
innocent
God
says
harshness.
he
does
so,
consented? savors of this
therefore it is our business to beheve it just.

the anxious objection,

The

relations of reason

can, it he right for

and

to

faith are also involved in this

debate, and Dr. Landis charges that Dr. Hodge's extreme view

concerning imputation has occasioned his falling into a dangerous inconsistency on this vital point. When dealing mth Eation-

and Socinians, Dr. Hodge is usually firm and sound, repudiating their dogma, that comprehensibility by our reason is the
But Dr. Lantest of revealed truth, and powerfully refuting it.
dis complains that when he advances the great doctrine of our
a truth he regards as being
actual participation in Adam's sin
alists

—

as essential to our anthropology as the Trinity is to oui- theology Dr. Hodge rejects it as "unthinkable" and " nonsensi-

—
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And

cal."

lie justifies

intuitions of the
itself,

mind

no proposition

himself bj saying

since the rational

can contradict those intuitions.
sound Protestant doctrine. But Dr. Lan-

dis replies that the

human mind

are " defiled in

and body;" whence it
deemed intuitive.

soul

tliat

of Scripture

for

who

1C3

are as truly God's handiwork as revelation

And this he claims
to persons

SIN.

operations

is

is

all

now

a fallen mind, belonging

the pai-ts and faculties of the

apparent they

The

may

err even in

history of opinion shows that

such errors have often occui-red, in fact. And when we concede,
as Dr. Hodge seems to claim in this case, that the fallible man
is

to exercise the perogative of deciding

of his,
really

whether the pet opinion
which happens to clash with some proposition of the word,
is intuitive and necessary, we have nothing short of full

fledged rationalism.

So stands the debate. Dr. Hodge has obviously been incauThe reader ^vdll note, however, that Dr. Landis claims a
right of judging some dogmas rationally impossible, similar to
Dr. Hodge's claim. For while the latter pronounces the proposition of our actual participation in Adam's sin to be "unthinkable," the former pronounces, though with a less imperious dogtious.

matism, that the gratuitous antecedent imputation of one person's
guilt to another person wholly innocent conflicts with man's moral
intuitions.
Dr. Hodge's friends have doubtless said that his critic

does the very thing which he condemns.

In

fact, right

reason has

its

proper prerogative, even in the

Did we not grant this, we should not be
but should be bowing -svitli an implicit faith to the

presence of revelation.
Protestants,

impossible absurdities of popish transubstantiation.
infallibly certain that

was

intuitive

right to hold

a given judgment of the

human

Were

it

intellect

and rationally necessary, then we should have a
yea, be obliged to hold it, against all witnesses.

it,

Even when the clashing witness professed

to be revelation, we
be the true meaning
of revelation, because the judgment held was the immediate and
necessary prompting of laws of thought jiist as really established

should be obliged to say no.

by God

as the Bible

It could not

But the

critical question remains
is
immediate and necessary result
of man's constitutive laws of thought ?
Or is it merely a fallible
opinion fondly cherished and unjustly elevated to the rank of an
intuition by the pride and prejudice of the mind?
The question

this

itself.

human judgment

really the

:
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And, as Dr.
of the rights of reason all turns on that hinge.
Landis urges, we cannot grant to the individual fallible mind
To whom then shall we
the right of deciding that question.
reserve that right of decision ?

ing inspiration,

we seem

If

we say,

to the

document claim-

to require, for the initial acceptance of

that document, the mere blind, implicit faith of the Papist.

we

Shall

refer the question, wdth Vincentius of Lerins, to the general

and hold such judgments to be necessary
and valid truths, quce uljvjue, quce semjjer, quce ab om7iihus credita f
This famous platform, which so long satisfied the mind of the
C07isenmis of Christians,

church, has in

it

Could we
members of the
God," we should be

an unquestionable element of

truth.

define the omnes as the living elect, the real
invisible church,

ready to accept
is

—

"who

it

shall

be

all

taught of

as a practical rule.
It is

well, invisible.

But the

invisible

church

not any 7ncms prerogative to separate

the " tares from the wheat," and to distinguish the minds really

taught of the Holy Spirit from those who plausibly profess to be
Tried by the rule of Yincentius, Dr. Landis is more
so taught.

Hodge

has the
There is no
safer or better settlement of the rights of reason than that proposed by Turrettin that the reason has its prerogative, even con-

nearly right than Dr.

;

for the former evidently

consensus of the major part of the Eeformers.

:

when it is not a carnal and inimical
but a humbled and sanctified reason, and when its judgments
cerning the things of faith,
are necessitated

by the

soul's constitutive Liavs of thought.

the individual believer

may know, by

the witness of the Spirit, for himself whether he
bled, sanctified,

Now,

the fruits of the Spirit and
is

truly

hum-

and truth-lo\dng, and may thus know in himself

that he is entitled to his conclusions as necessitated l)y the reason.

But should he attempt

to dictate his thought

grounds to others, they

would be

faith?

Then

on only rational
"Hast thou

entitled to reply:

liave it to thyself heioxe

God."

Dr. Landis also proceeds to discuss the theory in its ethical
relations, and argues that Dr. Hodge furnishes the basis for the
following inferences

:

that a portion of the race

was created

in

order to be damned; that the theory of restorationism is justified; that we should be mlling to be damned for the glory of

introduced sin into the universe as a means
for accomplishing the gi'eatest good; that it obscures God's
love towards his creatures and our true Christian conception of

God

;

that

God has
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subverts our view of God's

and of human accountability, and thus undermines the
These consequences the friends
obligation to repentance for sin.
with heat. No one supposes
would
of
course
deny
of Dr. Hodge
It will be the
that he deliberately intended or approved them.
business of tl>e reader to judge whether his positions are really

justice

responsible for them.

"We have tlms attempted to put the reader in possessijon of the

main thread of Dr. Landis's work, rather than to advance our
OA\Ti judgment of his doctrine.
We only say, in this direction, that he has left an able, acute,
and learned work. He has sho^vn himself in all these respects
The book
fully equal to the contest "vxith his great opponent.
should be in the hand of every Presbyterian minister. It is a
succedaneiirti for many of the works of the Beformers on this
Dr. Lancardinal subject, which are not generally attainable.
snare.
his
respect,
one
were,
in
dis's learning and thoroughness
consequently
His discussion is in some degree repetitious, and
lacking in lucid order. AH his reasonings, and even all his
quotations, could have been compressed, by means of a closer
method, into a smaller bulk.
In one particular he has, unintentionally no doubt, done scant
justice to Dr. Hodge, in that he denies him any countenance for
his extreme doctrine of imputation in the -^vTitings of the church
divines.
This does not appear to us true. Dr. Hodge could
have quoted a number of them who seem to countenance him in
his assertion of an antecedent, immediate, and even gratuitous
imputation of the guilt of Adam's sin, and in the dogma that the

very

first initial

subjective depravity of the infant

human

soul

comes upon it as penalty of that imputed guilt of the j'j>ecc«?^ww?.
alienum. So De Moor. Nearly aU Dr. Hodge's positions may
be found in the ninth chapter of Turrettin's Locus on Original
The true verdict on this history of opinion seems to us
Sin.
this

:

that a few of the

divines were tempted,

more acute and forward of the Calvinistic
by their love of system and symmetry of

statement and over-confidence in their own logic, to excogitate
the iii-starred distinction of the antecedent and gratuitous imputation.

Their error here was exactly hke that of the supralapsarians,
light and symmetry on the doc-

who thought they could throw
trine of the decree

by assigning what they thought was the

logi-
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But they became " wise above
that which was -wTfitteu."
They added no light to the mystery of
the decree, but they misrepresented the moral attrilmtes of God,
and provoked a crowd of naturrd ca\ils and objections. The
distinction of supralapsarians and infralapsarians ought never to
hr.ve been heard of.
EnHghtencd Presbyterians now rejoice that
it is practically obsolete.
So scy we, this distinction of the antecedent imputation ought; never to have been drawn. The eminent men who drew it, constrained liy good sense, piety, and
force of Scripture, usually contradicted it in substance by teaching along with the church that the original corruption and the
imputation were coeval and inseparable, and by agreeing that a
just and good God would not gratuitously impute the guilt of a
yeccatmn aliemim upon an agent personally innocent. And such
was doubtless the conclusion cf the great body of the Eeformed
and of their Confessions, They usually concurred in the statement of Stapfer, refusing to distinguish the mediate from the
But the difference with Dr. Hodge
immediate imputation.
seems to have been this his love of systematizing enticed him
to adopt the extreme points of his great teacher, Turrettin. But
after they were adoj^ted, the boldness and dogmatism of his
temper and the confidence of his logic led him to follow them out
cal order of sequence to its parts.

:

hardily to their repulsive consequences.

He

scorns those ami-

by which the others avoided the harsh consequences. The result was the extreme and exaggerated doctrine
which has provoked several able protests, and last, this posthuable inconsistencies

mous one

of Dr. Landis.

more point this criticism will end, and this is a point
humbly conceived the difficulty Dr. Hodge professed to find in the doctrine of our participation in Adam's sin
may be reheved in some degree. Dr. Landis has asserted several
times that not only do sinners of subsequent generations ]3artako
He also claims
in Adam's sin, but partook in it when lie sinned.
If we imderstand
that this is the teaching of the Eeformers.
"With one

by which

it is

him, his one authority for thus dating the epoch of our participation is the phrase in Bom. v. 12, k(p w -jivxtz -rip-acnov. He urges

and must mark a finished act completed in one
definite past time.
Hence, all the race actuaUy sinned when
Adam sinned, although none of the race except him then had
any personal existence. Now, does he not herein unnecessarily

that this is aorist,
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complicate and damage his doctrine ? Does the apostle say that
the common participation in sinning which he here teaches

occurred as to the children of the nineteenth century, for inNo evidence
stance, on the day Adam ate the forbidden fruit ?

appears of

We

it.

surmise the apostle would be hugely sur-

prised to hear that he

had

The aorist does, indeed,
But when the agents are more

said so.

describe definite past action.

does not describe the definite past actions as all occurring at one time. In the fifth chapter of Matthew, for insta-nce,
we have, again and again, an aorist to express actions done at

than one,

it

See verses

various jxist times hy successive agents.
31st, 33d,

Ipprfi'ri

toIq doyaio:-.

If

we

21st, 27th,

translated these places,

"Your ancients were wont to say," etc., it might be objected that
we confounded with the aorist the more proper sense of the imBut W9 must translate it virtually thus: "Your anperfect.
cients" (succeeding each

So

(successively).

let

other in their generations) "said"

us read in Kom.

v.

12

:

"For

that aU suc-

"When? As soon as tJiey hejan to exist uml
Each human soul became an actual sinner when it began
Then the apostle's reasoning will be, that the one
exist.

cessively sinned."
act.

to

man's sin (Adam's eating of the forbidden tree) brought death
upon mankind, and so death passed upon all, not solely because
the fir.st man sinned, but also because all subsequent men like
him sinned too. How much more simple is this reasoning?
How much more accordant with fact and experience? We have
call to insist u^oon the "unthinkable" assertion that the soul
born in the nineteenth century actually and literally shared the

no

forbidden fruit by eating
before that soul
apostle says

is

:

it

while in Adam's loins sixty centuries
existence at all. What the

had any personal
that the

first

man

introduced death into the race

by sinning in Paradise, and that this penalty judicially passed
upon all men for this reason, among others, because all these
men, like Adam, personally sinned also. Thus they adopted
and endorsed their first father's rebellion. Thus their personal
attitude exactly and invariably conformed itself to their federal
Thus it becomes just in God to assoattitude, and that freely.
If the
ciate them in the common associated guilt of their father.
question be asked. How it came about that they all began exist-wills and Hves ? the answer of t.ie Scriptures
Reformed theology is, because it pleased a holy, wise,,

ence A^th sinful

and

of the
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by the tie
and federal
of the race as to let his action under
head of all
probation equally determine for them the same legal state and
the same moral state as for himself, and both in inseparable conjunction and with coordinate originality. Adam sinned, was
condemned, and died. His natural seed are born equally dead
So God ordained. This is
in sin and condemned ^^-ith him.
judicial
fall
both
and moral; both moral
fall
in
Adam
a
our
and judicial.
just,

make
the members

of generation, to so

—

in creating a race existing

its first

liead the natural
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ATTENTHTE observers

have not failed to note, that for the
twenty years a modified phase of the " Doctrines of

h^st

Grace " has been presented in the Cah-inistic churclies of Great
Britain and America and this movement is easily traced to the
sect (if that may be called a sect which has no recognized bond)
named at the head of this article. The reader will readily grant
;

no great uniformity or consistency is
company of Christians whose fundamental

to be expected in a

that

principles repudiate

any catholic risible church, the existence
of a regular order of ordained ministers, and the use of all auTheir common traits can amount to no more
thoritative creeds.
than a species of prevalent complexion. Nobody among them is
responsible for anything, unless he has been found doing or sayHence there arises an unavoidable difiiculty in
ing it himself.
dealing with their system; and description or conviction can
only approximate a correct application to individuals. There is
the divine authority for

also a large

number

of rehgious teachers in the other evangeHcal

churches, who, without actual separation, have adoj)ted the chief
doctrinal views of the

mth

their spirit.

Plymouth Brethren, and are

Still,

the featui'es of the

in

common

sympathy
family re-

semblance can be drawTi with general accuracy.
To return to the sect itself, it is said "to have 'originated with
the eccentric movements of the Rev. John Darby, an excellent
This
minister of the Anglican Church, about forty years ago.
Appeared in The Soutfiem Presbyterian Review of January, 1872, being a

'

view of
rian

—

1.

Way of

God's

Peace.

Committee of Publication.

land.

Boston: 1870.

Inglis

&

CoUes.

Z.

Tract Society.
vols., 12mo.

Way marks
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6.

T%e

Mi'dler's Life

By

C.

H.

:

re^

Presbyte-

of Trust. Edited by "Wayof Dublin.
New York:

51.

,

Edited by Charles Campbell.

New

A Word to

Young Believers. ByW. DeR. B. DubThe Return of the Lord Jesus. By J. G. Bellet. Dublin

&

Plymouth Brethren?

2.

Kotes on Genesis.

York: James Inglis
lin Tract Society.
8,

1870.

Eichmond

the Rev. H. Bonar.

Scripture Testimony.

4.

7.

By

Co.

5.

in the Wilderness.

New

Newl^'ork: Inglis

York: James Inglis &, Co.
Mrs. H. Grattan Guinness. Philadelphia.
Witness.

9.

&

CoUes.

8

Wlio are the

1861.
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zealous

mau

having been constrained to repudiate the prelatic

figment of an apostohc succession, went to the extreme of disregular ordination and visible church order. ForEngHsh
Establishment, he began to preach as a missaking the
sionary in England, and in time, with the converts and evangelists

carding

all

whom he

gathered around him, spread his opinions from

country to Ireland, France,

name given by the

S's^'itzerland,

and America.

(that

The

outside world to the sect is derived from

Plymouth, England, where their strongest and one of their earHest meetings existed. If they can be said to have any form of
church government, it can only be termed a rudimental independency ; for Darby and his brethren supposed that the
Scriptures recognized no such government, no regular power of
ordination in any human hand, and no authority in any chiu'ch
court.
But it is proper that behevers meet for worship only, in
congi'egations, to prepare for Christ's second advent, which they
supposed to be near at hand. Their usual characteristics are
the preaching of the doctrines of grace mth what they claim to

be unusual faithfulness and freeness, adult baptism, absolutely
unrestricted lay preaching, and lay administration cf sacraments,
weekly communions in the Lord's Supper, the denial of all human
creeds, and a passionate attachment to the doctrine of Christ's
The sagacious reader will hardly need
premillennial advent.
to be told that these principles have, as was to be anticipated,
produced a fraitful harve'^t of di^asions and schisms among the
brethren themselves. The Eev. Mr. Darby himself has ostracised

and been ostracised by the larger

England,

who

this reformer,

pai-t of his

followers in

could not endure the stringent, autocratic rule of

who denied

all ecclesiastical

rule

;

and he has some

time ago shaken off the dust from his feet against his rebeUious
native land, and confined his labors chiefly to the Continent.
of Bristol, famous for the presidency
George MuUer, has separated itself both from Darby
and his adversary-brother, Ne'v\'ton. The Kev. James Inglis, of

The Bethesda congregation
of the pious

New

United
CaMnistic
Immersionist,
a
and
States, who was, we
then a Plymouth Brother, seems to have been discarded by a
The sect has been, perhaps, most
pai"t of the brotherhood.
favorably represented in this country b}^ the amiable and pious
lay-preacher, H. Grattan Guinness, Esq., whose accomplished
York, their

"^.hief

doctrinal representative in the

beheve,

first
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American woiid a friendly xie^w of the
But the periodicals and books by which their
opinions are most known are those which proceed from the press
These have obtained such curof Inglis ct Co., of Xew York.
rency that they are frequently spoken of as " The Inghs Literatin-e," and the ^-iews of doctrine as "the Inglis Theology."
wife has given to the

brotherhood.

The better pari of this sect, among whom we wiUingly include
names mentioned above, may be said to be characterized by
many admirable and by some mischievous qualities. To the
former vre wish to do full justice. They profess to hold forth
the

the doctrines of grace ^rith peculiar simpHcity, scripturalness,

and in many cases we can gladly accord that
and thank them for the clear light in which they
set the sufficiency of Christ, the simplicity of faith, and the pri^s-ileges of the believer's adoption, and for the fidelity u'ith which
and freeness

;

praise to them,

they ex]3ose the covert self-righteousness of a half-gospel.
of

them

Many

also desen'e all praise for the strength of their faith, the

holiness of their lives, their alms-gi^-ings,

ness of their missionary^ zeal.

But, as

and the disinterestedshall aim to evince,

we

these excellent virtues are maiTed by a denunciatory spirit towards

who do not utter their "shibboleth," and hj a one-sidedness
and exaggeration of doctrinal statement, which has resulted in
not a few positive errors. Not seldom are they found condemning the Reformed denominations for forsaking the tnie doctrines
of faith and justification, when they themselves give us, in their
l>etter moments, the ver;) same views of these tniths which we
hold and preach. In many cases they contradict themselves
and the Scriptures by the extravagance with which a favorite
point is pushed.
But we especially desire to caution the reader
those

against their tendencies in the following directions

:

Their

-UTest-

ing of the doctrine of faith and assuj.'ance, and entire depreciation of

aU subjective marks of a

state of grace; their denial of

the imputation of Christ's active obedience; their disavowal fin

some
tion

places) of progi-essive sanctification, confusion of justifica-

and

sanctification,

and assertion of a dual nature in the

regenerate, suggesting to the incautious the worst results of anti-

nomianism; their

partial adoption of a fanatical theory of the

wan'ant for prayer

;

and

upon the pre-advent
and hopes
the dispensation of the Holy Ghost.

their ultraism

theory, resulting in a depreciation of the being, duties,
of the risible church,

and

of
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In the discussion of these charges, the

traits of

and inconsistency which have been imputed

to

exaggeration

them

-^ill

be

abundantly evinced.

As disconnected specimens,
take the following

:

the reader may, by anticipation,

Notes on Genesis, page 39, pervei*t the
e-sil after they tians-

Adam and Eve knew good and

words that

gressed, as teaching that then only they acquired a conscience

The argument

is,

that they could not have

the moral distinction until they

How,

acts.

he

is

God have a

had a judgment

tells

many

us that "

conscience ?

God made man

A

inventions."

of

exjyerhnce of both kinds of

Or,

omniscient, have the elect angels a conscience ?

Scripture

out

then, can

had

upright,

if it

be said

Again, the

and he sought

curious uprightness this, without a

conscience

On

pages 69 and 74, we seem to be taught that Christians
ought not to improve or amehorate the state of this earth, which
God has been pleased to put under his cui'se. Such lives as
those of Jethro Tull, Sir John Sinclair, Jesse Buel of Albany,
etc.,

are then unchristian

On page

271, Jacob

is

greatly condemned, because, having

prayed for deliverance from his angiy brother, he used prudent
The author thinks "prayer
and planning" very inconsistent. Bible Christians expect God
Their maxim is: "Trust in provito answer through means.
dence, and keep your powder dry."
On page 153, the author denies all vicarious Avorth to all
Christ's sufferings and works, save his pangs on the cross.
His
aim seems to be to show a vaHd reason why the sufferings of
believers, in imitation of their Head, are not propitiatory.
To
us this seems a very bungUng way of reaching that conclusion
at the expense of contradicting the Scrij^tures, when reasons so
much more vahd might have been presented, in the fact that a
beHever's nature and person lack all those properties Avhicli
fitted Christ to be a substitute and sacrifice.
I. In the Waymcirks in the Wilderness, Vol. Till., pp. 1-26,
is a narrative of the labors of Dr. Cresar Malan, of Geneva,
founded on his biography by his son. The peculiarities of that
excellent man are defended throughout, and his son is rebuked
for not defending them all.
The well known tracts, in which
Malan's peculiar "sdews of the nature of saving faith were taught.
precautions to protect his family.
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believe that these

and especially the one entitled Little Foxes, have
always been favorites with those who sympathize with the doctrines of the Plymouth Brethren.
The source of this error is no
doubt that doctrine concerning faith which the first Reformers,
as Luther and Calvin, were led to adopt from their opposition
to the hateful and tjTannical teachings of Eome.
This mother
treatises,

of abominations denies to Christians all true assurance of hope,

teaching that

it is

Her purpose

neither edifying nor attainable.

the soul justified by free grace, and assured of

its union
would no longer be a practicable subject for priestcraft and spiritual despotism.
These noble Reformers, seeing
the bondage and misery imposed by this teaching upon sincere
souls, flew to the opposite extreme, and (to use the language of
theology) asserted that the assurance of hope is of the essence of
saving faith.
Thus says Calvin in his Commentary on Romans
" My faith is a divine and spiritual belief that God has pardoned
and accepted vie'' According to these divines, it is not enough
for a penitent soul to embrace with all its powers the gracious
truth, " Whosoever beheveth shall be saved," while yet its consciousness of exercising a full faith is confused, and remaining
anxieties about its own salvation mar its peace.
Such an act of
soul is not admitted by them to be even a true yet weak faith

is clear

:

to Christ,

they hold that until the believer
HIM, there is
is

assured that Christ has saved

is

no exercise of saving

faith at

all.

This old error

evidently the source of Dr. Malan's view of faith, which, as

Geneva twenty years ago remember, he was so sure to
obtrude upon all comers. Now our Plymouth Brethren and
their sympathizers have a contempt and mistrust for great ecclesiastical names and chiirch authorities, which prevents their employing the recognized nomenclature of historical theology on
this and many other subjects.
Hence they prefer to express
visitors to

their peculiarities in terms of their own, less discriminating than

the old.

We

ance of hope
find

them

do not
is of

find

them indeed deciding that

the essence of a true saving faith

;"

but we

in substance reviving this extravagance of the first

Reformers, and pressing

its

corollaries.

nature of the assurance of hope,
inference, but
if

" the assur-

it

it is

Thus,

grounded

if

in

such

is

the

no rational

must be a primitive act of consciousness. Again,
and its every

this assurance is of the essence of faith in its first
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acting, then all
its
is

increment,

means emplovecl by the

all

believer on himself for
self-examination to discover whether " Christ

in US, or whether

true

work

we be

reprobates,"

of grace in us, are woi-thless,

all subjective marks of a
and indeed absurd. We

Malan applauded ( Waymarks in the Wilderness, Vol. VIII., p. 3) when he asked Dr. Ostentag, "Are you one
of the elect?" "and pressed him not to rest his assurance of salvation on the sandy foundation of his own feelings and sentiments, or 071 anything in himselfy Although the Rev. H. Bonar
is a Scotch Presbj-terian, yet his ardent sympathy wdth these
religionists in the matter of pre-adventism, leads even him in
his little work, GcxTs Way of Peace, to some most one-sided and
accordingl}' find Dr.

Thus, pp. 23, 24: "The peace or confidence which comes from summing up the good points of our

ill-judged statements.

and thinking of our good feelings and doings, or about
and repentance, must be made up of pride."
" It does not mend tlie matter to saj- that we look at these good
feelings in us as the Spirit's work, not our own."
"Peace does
not arise from thinking about the change "s\TOught in us, but unconsciously and inimluntar'dy from the change itself."
On p. 34,
the inquirer is rebuked for thinking "that unbelief is some evil

character,

our

faith, love

.

.

.

principle requiring to be uprooted before the gospel will be of

any use

to him."

We then

have these most inadequate and mis-

leading definitions of unbelief and faith

that the former

;

is

"a

and a bad opinion of God;" and the
latter vice versa, a bad opinion of self, and a good opinion of
"not to
God. On p. 39, the object of the Spirit's work is
produce in us certain feelings, the consciousness of which will
make us think better of ourselves, and give us confidence towards God." Here we have first a denial of the truth, and then
In Waymarks, etc., Vol. III., pp. 245-263,
a caricature of it.
is found a treatise on "Assurance of Faith " (by which the writer
means assurance of hope). In this article, Jonathan Edwards'
" Treatise on the Religious Afifections " is scouted as not only
useless, 1 )ut mischievous and the drift of the writer is to ignore
all self-examination and cultivation of spiritual discernment as
means of strengthening faith and hope. On p. 258, we find the
following astonishing travesty of the truth " The ohject and cause
of faith is the testimony of God and demonstration of the Spirit
but if we appropriate the mercy of God in Christ upon evidences

good opinion

of one's

self,

.

;

:

,

.
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and the testimony of God on which it rests
For the marks so used must be such as, we apare made void.
prehend, are peculiar to the favorites of God, and such as hypocrites and self-deceivers cannot possess, other^dse they will not
serve for evidences and if I apprehend that I have such certain
evidences that I am a favorite of God, what has faith to do in
the matter?"
On p. 262, Dr. Bonar is approvingly quoted as
saying: "The consciousness of moving accompanies motion, the
consciousness of seeing accompanies looking, the consciousness
of loving accompanies love; so the consciousness of believing
accompanies the act of believing. If not, there is no certainty
And again: "If I am liable to be mistaken as to
in anything."
my simple act of believing, I am much more Hable to be mistaken
as to my complex act of examination into my own feelings, moThese extracts sufficiently display the
tives and principles."
exaggeration and error of the school.
"We place in opposition to them the sober and scriptural statements of our Confession, Chap. XVIII., not in the hope that
either the Westminster divines, or our Assemlilies, will carry
in ourselves, faith

;

much weight with them, but
terians

for the caution of consistent Presby-

:

Sec. II.

"This certainty

" (that

they are in a state of grace) "is not a bare

upon a fallible hope, but an infalassurance of faith, founded upon the divine truth of the promises of salvation, the inward evidence of those graces unto which these promises are made, the
conjectural and probable persuasion, grounded

lible

testimony of the Spirit of adoption witnessing wdth our spirits that

dren of God; which Spirit
to the

is

we are the chilwe are sealed

the earnest of our inheritance, whereby

day of redemption

This infallible assurance doth not so belong to the essence of faith
but that a true believer may wait long, and conflict with many difficulties before
he be partaker of it yet, being enabled by the Spirit to know the things which
are freely given him of God, he may, without extraordinary revelation, in the
Sec. III.

'

'

;

right use of ordinary means, attain thereunto.

every one to give

all

diligence to

make

his calling

And
and

therefore

it

is

the duty of

election sure, " etc.

Now, in objecting to the ultraism and error of the statements
concerning faith and assurance before us, far be it from us to
depreciate the service which these authors do to truth.
When
they intimate that self-righteousness may, and perhaps often
does, cloak itself under the attempt to find in ourselves the
ot a gracious state,

caution.

we

marks
and admit the value of the
the intricacy and impractical

freely assent

AYhen they object to
much of Edwards' analysis,

character of

for the unlearned Chris-
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tian,

we

assent again, remembering the sagacious remark of old

Dr. Alexander, that the work of Edwards

And

is

"too anatomical."

the same master in Israel remarked, that the influence of

self-examination upon the assurance of hojoe, in a tnily humble

and

mind,

grttcious

is

rather indirect in actual experience than

for the search into one's

direct;

own

motives, affections and

conduct, always reveals to the enhghtened soul so

much

defect

humble than to encoui*age. But
thus the soul is led more thoroughly to renew its acts of faith
and repentance, out of the conscious exercise of which hope and
peace arise by a nearer reflex action. And what is this but the
doctrine of TuiTetin, who makes this assurance of hope consist
of the reflex consciousness of an acted faith, and the comfort
thence arising? (See his Locus XV., Qu. 17.) Neither do we
intend to deny that many an anxious and sincere weak behever
has abused the means ol self-examination, or even been abused
by his pastor, in cultivating the acts of introspection too much
and that the proper remedy for them is to look out of sinful self
All that is scriptural and
to a gracious and complete Saviour.

that the

first

result is rather to

valuable in these protests of the " Wi/jicss Theology,"

Ave

thank-

fully accept.

But

just here begins our quarrel Tvdth it;

first,

in that these

Eeformed churches, as
though we hid these wholesome truths and they alone held them
foi-th.
There is in the books under re^dew much <»f this unjust
denunciation.
It would be easy to find several instances in
writers misrepresent the pastors of our

vrhich they shai^^ly charge the churches with hiding the truth

Ye unfaithful watchmen, Avhy do ye not, Hke
hold forth the doctrine of adoption, of pardon, ol the new

saying in
us,

effect

**

:

And then they proceed
preach them. And lo! their own statements
(in their better moods) are the same "^dth those usually heard in
our Reformed pulpits, and set do\\Ti in our symbols, save that

birth, of perseverance, thus

to tell us

how

and

so ? "

tJiey

have not the symmetry and scriptui*al accuracy of statements which our chui'ch teachers have given to our statements
and save that this " Witness Theology" is continually contradicting itself and the Scriptures by its exaggerations and perversions.
We are told that the ministers who have imbibed these opinions
are much in the habit of sapng that the gospel has not been
preached in its purity in our time, except l)y them and that it

theirs

;
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usually heard in our pulpits.

is

a type of modesty which church history teaches us

is

This

is

a pretty

Another characteristic of the
church teachers and church
W-^tness theology is
authorities who have reputation or influence, and to represent
their human learning, pious writings, and fame, as simply a corrupting bane. These ^^Titers take great pleasure in admonishing us of this fact, and cautioning us, that if we would get at
the real truth, we must roundly discard and contemn all the
writers whom the church has revered (except their set!), and go
sure sign of doctrinal defection.
to disparage

all

Now, all this species of talk is set in a suf"What are thei/ aspiring
ficiently ridiculous light by one word.
to be, when they print these books, save to become human church
direct to the Bible.

teachers, to acquire

authority with

influence

Do

them ?

over believers' minds, to have

they go to

all this

trouble, designing

We

to have everybody neglect or reject their "witness"?

trow

not.
Or will they say they write only to teach believers the
Well, no Reformed divine ever
true meaning of the Bible?

professed anything

else.

And by what

patent of sincerity shall

these late writers claim that they alone are honest in such pro-

The

fessions?
infallible

these

;

fact

is,

that no uninspired church teacher is

but yet they have their use

and the

"ua'iters,

;

which

^viser fathers of the

use, in the case of

Reformation who

proportioned to their honesty, modesty

have preceded them, is
learning, and correspondence vnth the

infallible

is

a

will

symptom

of an unhealthy mind;

and that

not be very forward to adopt the writers

But
we note

word.

there is another fact, that the tone of censoriousness

sensible people

who betray

it

as

their special guides.

As we wish wholly to avoid the exaggerations which we lament
in the "Plymouth theology," we begin our exposition of the true
doctrine of faith and assurance by repeating the admission
already made. The overweening attempt to ground our hope on

may

involve self-righteous illusions and if it does
humble it is likely to bring little comfort. " The
view to be urged upon the weak and doubting believer is, that he
has the same grounds as the strong assured Christian for all his

introspection

;

not, to the truly

glorious hopes,

if

does not groimd

he only exercised that believer's
liis

sanctity, his zeal, his
Vol. I.— 12.

faith.

assurance primarily upon his

abundant labors

for Christ.

He

He

gifts,

his

does

not.
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trust in himself, but in the simj^le

has

fuller

word

of his Saviour ;

and he

comfort than this weak Christian, not because he claims

the credit of more works and

gi'aces, but simply because he
Paul usually makes the abundance
of his labors for Christ not the cause, but the resxdt, of the
assurance of hoj^e. Perhaps some one may object that this is
virtually to urge an Antinomian dependence for he who does
not find the fiTiits of holy li^-ing in himself has no right to an
assurance of his interest in Christ. True. To conclude that you
have hitherto been in Christ, while lacking the fraits of hoHness
w^hich result from union to him, is Antinomianism.
But to make
this past absence of fi'uits a reason for jjrojecting your mistrust
into the future, this is legaUsm and unbeUef.
You weak Christian would say to an uubehever, paralyzed by his mistrust from
taking Christ's yoke, that his lack of comfoi-t and other regenerate experi.ences might be very good proof that he had heen
hitherto an unrenewed sinner but that it was sheer unbeUef and
sin to make his miserable past experience a ground for doubting and rejecting Christ's full and free salvation offered to faith.
You, our weak brother, would require him to beheve hi order to
experience the Christian graces. Y'ou did not indeed encoui-age
him to beheve that he was aheady reconciletl while disobedient
but you told him that he might assuredly be reconciled and obedient in behering.
So we reply to your discouragements, *be
not afraid, only believe,' and your joys and graces shall assuredly, in God's good time, follow as the fniits, and not as the
roots of faith."
The above we read from a practical sermon of
one of our ordinary Presbyterian pastors, penned by him before
he ever read a line of the Plymouth theology
But now, on the other hand, it is sheer exaggeration to say,
as we have seen Dr. Bonar and the WaymarJcs write, that assurance of hope cannot derive any of its comfort fi*om the discovery of gracious principles and acts in ourselves, vsithout forsaking faith and building on self -righteousness. Let the reader
review our citations above.
Tfiey contradict Scripture^ experience, and precepts.
And we take great pleasure in staking our
issue on this test, because these -uTiters cry so loudly, "To the
Bible alone " Thus, then, we find the apostle expressly com-

exercises a stronger faith.

;

;

!

rnanding Christians to seek their assui-ance of being in Christ,
partly in that very

way which

these 'UTiters

condemn

as legal-
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ism and the yery antitliesis of faitli. 1 Cor. xi. 28: "But let a
man examine himself, and so let liim eat of that bread, and drink
^lij? Because "he that eateth and drinketh
of that cnp."
nnwoiihilj, [the very point to be settled by the examination,]
2 Cor. siii. 5: "Exeateth and drinketh judgment to himself."

amine yourselves, whether ye he in the faith ; prove your ovm.
Know ye not your o"«ti selves, how that Jesus Christ
is in you, except ye be reprobates?"
2 Peter i. 10: "Give diUgence to assure yourselves of your calling and election." E-om.
" Tribulation worketh patience and patience, experience
V. 4
and experience, hope and hope maketh not ashamed." Again
we find the Bible saints testing the nature of their faith, and
their title to a union with Christ, by their subjective affection:^;
and principles. Ps. cxix. 6: "Then shaU I not be ashamed,
when I have respect to all thy commandments." 1 John iii. 14
" "We know that we have passed from death unto life, because
we love the brethren." 1 John v. 2 " By this we know that we
love the children of God, when we love God, and keep his commandments." 1 John iii. 19: "And hereby" (viz., by the fact
that we love in deed and in truth i. e., by our works!) "we
know that we are of the truth, and shall assure our hearts before
selves.

:

;

;

:

him."

So, 1

John

ii.

3;

and,

chiefly, 1

John

iii.

22:

"And

whatsoever we ask, we receive of him, because we keep his comOnce more, we find the Scriptures full of
mandments," etc.

marks or

tests of a gracious state

;

such as that of our Saviour

John xv. 14 " Ye are my fi-iends, if ye do whatsoever I command you " or of James ii. 20 " Faith mthout works is dead."
The laying down of these marks evidently implies that behevers
are to apply them to themselves and by that means, rationally,
in

:

;

:

;

scripturally

and

spiritually ascertain the spuriousness or gen-

uineness of their union to Christ.

Now, does it not seem strange that readers of the Bible should
impinge so rashly upon scriptures so familiar and plain as
these? The explanation is to be found in one-sidedness of
temper the overweening desire to push a pet idea (the immediate peace emerging out of the vigorous acting of simple faith)
has made them bhnd to the fact that they had pushed it out of
"the proportion of the faith," and the limits of tnith.
The
truth is, that not onlj faith, but love, filial obedience, true re;

pentance, Christian patience, forgiveness, (see Galatians

v. 22,
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and so marks, of God's sovereign new birth
difflerence as to the mattej in hand is,
only
The
in the soul.
The truth
that faith is related to the rest as a seminal grace.
23,) etc., are fruits,

is,

that the

same God who has

told us that true faith saves us

has also told us that these subjective graces are signs of a saved
Here appears strongly the extravagance of the assertion
state.
that the Christian has forsaken faith when he tries to ascertain
by such criteria that he is a favorite of God. ( Waymarhs, Yol.
How on earth can a modest believer be justly
III., p. 258.)
charged with forsaking the testimony of God, hecause he 'believes

God

testifying that

itual life?
this, " that

such or such a mark

It is as

the

much

life is

in his Son."

But

reply, very true.

endows (by his union

a sure sign of spir-

But the Waymarks object

unless the criteria are infalhble, the

We

is

a part of the divine testimony as

to the

to Christ

whole process

belie\dng soul

and the indwelling

is vicious.

whom God
of the

Holy

Ghost) with spiritual discernment, the scriptural criteria are
And it is a most inconsistent thing in writers who
infallible.
profess to exalt the doctrines of grace, thus to ignore the grace
of spiritual discernment, as though it had no place in the regenerate soul, unless possibly as to the single grace of faith.

It is

objected: self-deceivers self -righteously fancy that they find in
themselves these subjective marks in their frames and works.

"We reply, so they do

;

and

so most notoriously do they often

fancy that they taste the iminediate peace of helieving. Where
The Scriptures reply in
is the genuine believer's safeguard ?
that grace of spiritual discernment which the Holy Ghost gra:

ciously gives to them, enabling

them

to distinguish their faith

and all their other graces and works from the counterfeits. Dr.
Bonar would have the whole matter decided by simple consciousness.

we

"When we

believe,

move, we are conscious of moving.
we must be conscious of believing." And

So when
so, accept-

ing the testimony of God, that he that believeth is safe, that,
according to him, is the end of the matter, and the whole of it.

There is a
spurious as well as a genuine faith. Every man, when he thinks
he .helieves, is conscious of exercising what he thinks is faith.

This short view

Such

is

is

solved by a very simple remark.

the correct statement of these facts of consciousness.

suppose the faith, of which the man is conscious, turns out
a spurious faith, must not his be a spurious consciousness ? And

Now
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he, being without the illumination of the Spirit, will be in the

dark as to its hollowness. But if Dr. Bonar's ideas are to be
judged by his other declarations on the same subject, it is vain
for us to hope that any rational light of scriptural truth applied
by the Holy Ghost can avail here to save anybody from the
cheat for he tells us that the peace " does not arise from the
change \^Tought in us, but -unconsciously and invohmtarily from
the change itself?''
In fact, these writers, after warning us very
properly against muing human philosophy with the theology of
redemption, turn around and give us a philosophy of their own,
to which plain Scriptures must be wrested.
The only difference
between them and other philosophic theologians is, that theirs
..

a false psychology, unscriptural, and so unphilosophical ; for
the psychology of common sense always agrees with the ScripDr, Bonar evidently regards consciousness as a suprature.
is

rational

(if

not a non-rational) faculty.

sciousness, just as
rational faculty.

mary acts

much

The only

of the reason

;

The

truth

is,

that con-

as the logical understanding,

is

a

difference is that its acts are pri-

while the logical deduction

is

a second-

These writers will have the
Christian's peace built, in no degree, upon any derived or deductive rational act of soul from subjective criteria, however scriptural.
They cannot away with it. Why? Their psychology
virtuall}^ replies: Because the peace comes directly from the
consciousness of faith going out of self to Christ and consciousness (like "the animal sense of departed pain and present ease,"
Dr. Bonar's own most vicious and false analogy,) is supra-rational.
Digest their philosophy of the matter, and it comes to this. How
short and plain is this refutation, in which both common sense
and Scripture concur, viz. Our whole salvation is instrumentally
by the truth. But truth only acts on man by acting on his
Hence, the whole process of salvation, however
rationality.
The quickest consciousspiritual, must also be truly rational.
ness which the soul has of its own faith (or other gracious acts)
is yet truly rational, only it is an immediate primary act of reaHence there is no absurdity whatever, but the most perfect
son.
consistency, in the Scriptures representing such consciousness as
cohering with, and strengthened by, the deductions of the reason,
as guided by the Spirit's illumination from subjective marks and
ary or derived act of the reason.

;

:

scriptural premises.
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But let US return to the other branch of the objection that to
draw anj confidence of hope from graces which we perceive
wrought in us, is self-confidence, in other words, self-righteousness.
Now to a plain mind it does seem a most astonishing and
perverse argument, when the whole encouragement of hope
which the believer infers hence is inferred from this premise,
viz., that he could never work those graces in himself; but, if
thej are in him, they were wrought by sovereign and gratuitous
power. The question to be rationally, scripturally, and spiritu:

ally

argued

is this

:

my friend ? The sober believer
my friend," (conclusion,) "because

Is Christ

reasons thus: "Yes, Christ

is

I find in myself changes which he alone can work," (premise,)
" and changes which only his unbought love prompted him to

How

work."

how

it

this is self-confidence, or self-righteousness,

or

leads to boasting, passes the comprehension of a plain

man. But, as Dr. Malan insinuates, to place any of our confidence of hope thus, is building it on a sandy foundation. Why ?
The Papist would answer (very logically for him), " Because
these subjective graces are

"We ask,

Do

saints ?

of the

marks,

if

all

mutable, as well as imperfect."

the Witness theologians believe in the perseverance

They loudly

declare, yes

truly distinguished

by the

!

Then these

subjective

be'liever's spiritual discern-

ment, through the witnessing of the Holy Ghost, are not a
"foundation of sand," but of rOck for they are GocTs peculiar
work, and the believer is arguing precisely as Paul does (Phil. i.
;

6),

"confident of this very thing, that he which hat'i begun a

good work

perform

day of Jesus Christ."
That we cannot oliject
"
to the believer's " examining himself whether he is in the faith
by his subjective marks, on the pretext that many have abused
the process to self-righteousness or despair for God has commanded it and laid down the marks. And it is by this seK-examination, coupled with contrition, confessing and forsaking of
the defects detected, renewed acts of faith (thus strengthening
itself by exercise) and watchfulness and holy living, that the true,
though weak, faith of the beginner grows to the assured hope of
the mature Christian. Yet faith also is a characteristic Christian
grace it is thus itself a mark of a gracious state it is a grace
in us will

The sum

it

^ntil the

of this matter, then, is this

:

;

;

;

of prime importance, bearing a seminal relation to

so that

if it

be present

f"hey

all

cannot be wholly absent.

the others,

Hence we
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are glad to recognise this further truth, that the weakest babe in
Christ, not yet conscious of any decisive action of the other
graces, does derive, through his o-wtq consciousness of faith,

some

peace and hope, preserving him from absohite despair even in
his most anxious moments. (See Confession of Faith, Ch. XVIII.,

But we do not describe this first reflex act of faith as
§ 4.)
Bonar's inconsistent monster, an " unconscious " consciousness,
or a non-rational action of soul

supreme object of

upon revealed

sanctified reason.

truth

— truth, the

And once more we
:

fully

awakens the believer's
anxiety concerning his own state by reveahng to his repentance
his indwelling defects, the proper remedy is to repeat our simple
acts of faith, going out of sinful self to embrace a perfect Saviour
and find rest in him. And this is doubtless one of the results
which our Father designs in commanding self-examination. But,
finally, the Bible also teaches us that in the maturer experience
of God's saints they do find comfort of hope by recognizing in.
themselves the sure marks of God's work of grace, which comfoi*t is neither unbelieving nor legal, but gracious and believing,
and a true fruit of faith and holiness, yielding glory to God and
admit

that, just so far as self-examination

excluding boasting.
It is

very obvious to the attentive reader that these views of

and assm'ance which we have examined ground themselves
the faulty definitions of saving faith which we received from

faith

in

the

first

They, as we saw, defined saving faith as a
has saved r/ie," making the assurance of hope

Keformers.

belief that " Christ

Now, the later Reformers, and those
and modest teachers of the Eefojmed Churches,
whose influence the Plymouth Brethren regard as so unhealthy
for true religion, have subjected this view to searching examination, and rejected it (as does the Westminster Assembly) on
scriptural grounds.
We merely recite the commonplaces of theof its necessary essence.

learned, holy

God's
our faith in its first or direct
" Whosoever beheveth shall be

ology in arraying their unanswerable objections.

word gives

First,

us, as the real object of

acting, only this proposition

:

But this overweening faith would substitute a different
proposition, and one not iu the Bible, as the object of faith, viz.,
" Christ has saved me, A. B."
Second, inasmuch as the name
the
Bible
and
the only proposition there ofnot
in
of A. B. is
"
Whosoever believeth shall be
fered him is the general one,
saved."
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saved," he can only

come

to tlie proposition,

saved," indirectly througli the general one,

minor premise, " I

am

"

I,

A. B.,

by means

a beUever, therefore I

am

am

of this

saved."

On

the \ievf of Calvin and Luther, faith, as a rational act of soul, is
impossible for the soul would be reqmred to accept the propo;

am

saved," in order to become saved. This is not only
a logical contradiction, but is contrary to Scripture and experience for every sinner comes to Christ by faith, as a person lost,
and not saved. Such a faith is as unreasonable as requiring that
sition, " I

;

a person shall bring himself into existence in order to exist
whereas he mu.st be in existence beforehand in order to bring
anything or effect any act. Cahdn would doubtless attempt to
answer this fatal objection by saying that true faith is not a
rational, but a gracious, spiritual, and supernatural act of soul.
The latter we grant, but not the former. It is a supernatural,

—

all the more truly rational
The Bible tells us that God quickens the
The word is the proper object of the rectified
soul by his word.
reason the renewed actings of the soul are all the more rational
because it is now begotten again to a nobler life by the Spirit of
Hence we return to the charge, and
truth and through the truth.

spiritual, a7id rational act of soul

because

it is spiritual.

;

urge that unless there

is

a special, immediate revelation to A. B.

by name, there cannot be a rational
saved
him,
save as inferential fi'om the goshas
behef that God
pel proposition that God cei-tainly saves whosoever beUeves.
Third, the experience of God's people in the Bible ages and since
of God's purpose to save him,

See Ps.lxxiii. 13 xxxi 22; Ixxvii. 2; ix. 10.
Fourth, were assm-ance of hope of the essence of a mere saving
faith, God would not have commanded lelievers (addressed as such)
refute the scheme.

;

by going on to assurance, nor would he have
assigned them the further means for doing so. Last, it does not
appear how God could justly punish the non-elect (as he willj
For they would be still punished for not
for refusing to beheve.
belie^'ing that God had saved them, when their dire experience in
hell was proving that, had they adopted that proposition, they
would have adopted a glaring falsehood. The direct act of sav-

to perfect their faith

ing faith, then, is the embracing of the general gospel proposition, " "Wliosoever believeth shall be saved," and the moment the
soul performs that act truly it is justified. The comforting hope.
" I am in a state of safety," is the reflex consequence of this sav-
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mediated by the rational self-consciousness as enlightened by the Holy Ghost through the word. But, as experience
shows, all our acts of soul are not accompanied at the time by

lug

act,

and remembered act of consciousness. Kapidity
and excitement of mind, may
prevent it. And, more important sti^'l, if the soul knows that
there is a counterfeit faith as weU as a true one, and if any uncertainty of view prevails in it as to what distinguishes them, its
consciousness of its own actings cannot be mora discriminating
than those actings are. Hence the direct act of faith may have
been really performed, and the soul may be by it in a saved
state, and yet a clear consciousness of the act and fuU certainty
an

intelligent

of the mental acts, or confusion

of

its result

may be

wanting.

This

the analysis of the

is just

weak believer. The maturing of his faith
assurance must be the work of self-examination, time

state of the true but

up to a full
and experience,

especially in repeated direct actings of faith

it-

self.

In dismissing this part of our discussion, we wish to utter a
We meet with many attempts in these books at novel
and simpler definitions of faith. Let us assure the authors that
caution.

there

is

no uninspired

definition so safe

that of the Shorter Catechism, Quest. 86
is

a saving grace, whereby

for salvation as

he

we

receive

is ofi'ered to

:

and discriminating as
" Faith in Jesus Christ

and

rest

upon him alone

us in the gospel."

Many

of

these novelties of definition and illustration run a great risk of
suggesting fatal error. Thus, Dr. Bonar says, " Unbelief is sim-

ply our having a good opinion of ourselves and a bad opinion of

God ;" and

faith is the reversed state of opinion.

another place cited, to

make the assurance

of

He

seems, in

hope as merely a

natural consequence of faith, as consciousness of motion

moving, or consciousness of seeing

is

is

of

Now, we supthe spiritual and

of looking.

pose that none will be more prompt to assert
gracious source of both faith and hope, as consequent on the
almighty quickening of the soul and the illumination of the mind,

than he

some

is.

We

forewarn him that he

may

very probably find

of his admirers adopting these novelties of explanation as

authority for that false and soul-destroying Pelagian view of

advanced by the followers of Alexander Campbell. He deand unbeUef as two antithetic states of opinion ; it
be easy for his followers to misquote him as saying they are

faith

scribes faith
will
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States of opinion merely.

He

seems to represent assurance as a

merely natural and unavoidable result of consciousness, thus
appearing to ignore

tlie

necessity for the gift of spiritual discern-

ment, and making the behever's whole joy in Christ a mere matAgain, we find the Wayraarks
ter of natural knowledge.

means of regeneration!'" (Vol.
No^v, in the order of production, the

speaking currently of faith as a
III., p.

331

;

II., p. 73.)

means precede the

^"^

language suggests that
born again. Then, it is a natural exercise of the soul as carnal, and we reach the same Pelagian
conclusion whereas the Scriptures teach us that in the order of
production the new bii'th precedes faith, and that none but the
result, so that this

faith begins before the sinner is

;

quickened soul exercises this gracious act of beheving. Once
more we notice a most dangerous passage where the question
:

is raised,

come

what

shall be said to the soid

his desii'e for pardon is simply carnal

given

who

anxiously desires to

by knowing that
and selfish ? The answer
be encouraged to come to

to Christ for pardon, but is embarrassed

is,

in substance, that he shall

Christ without

Redeemer

is

analyzing his motive for coming, because the

so kind that he will meet the sinner sincerely com-

And then the same false
coming will, through grace, become
the "means of regeneration," and of the implantation of new
evangelical motives.
So that this alarmed transgressor, who
came to Chidst at first (and was accepted !) only to gratify selfish
fear, will remain to embrace him from filial gratitude and desire
All this is inexpressibl}" mischievous and uufor holiness.

ing to him, no matter
"s-iew is

how prompted.

insinuated, that this

scriptural.

Time, "Christ receiveth shmers."

True,

"God

justifi-

It is practically true that
etli the v/)(j()(Uy who beheve in Jesus."
no man is regenerated apart from Christ, and that God's word
(not a dead soul's dead faith,) is "the means of regeneration."
But it is not true that Christ has promised to bless a faith merely
And the right answer to the convicted sinner
carnal and selfish.
whose case is supposed, would be, that the pure selfishness of
his prayer and of his longing for pardon was the croT\'ning j)i"oof
that it
of his utter death in sin, helplessness, and lost estate
behooved him to embrace Christ indeed, and at once, as an
almicchtv Sa^ioui", but to embrace him as much as a deliverer
fi'om this selfish desire and fear as a deliverer from "WTath.
There is a certain go-'^-j^et j^arac/o,/; here that the sinner who is

—

:
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aud yet the hfe which

life;

The

Christ.

in the great truth of sovereign, quickening grace,

true sohitiou

is

"blowing where

Where God designs to save, he gives the precept,
" Come," to the helpless soul, and also gives the secret inward

it listeth."

strength to obey

the elect sinner

and

to come, not carnally, but spiritually

quickened, beUeving, justified,

is

time, yet all out of sovereign grace

;

and yet

all at

justified

he savingly believes, savingly belie\dng because he

is

;

and

the same

because

quickened.

Let not the teacher of anxious souls attempt to solve that paradox by the expedients of Pelagian speciilation, but let him utter
the appointed promise and precept, and then "stand still and
see the salvation of God."
lu one particular the view of faith presented by this " Witness
theology," while professing a high Calvinism, lapses distinctly

The

into Ai'minianism.

Waijmarl's, Vol. VIII., pp. 272, 273,

distinctly denies the imputation of Christ's active obedience to

believers as the meritorious
of

life.

"It

may be

ground of their

to the adoption

title

necessary, however,"

says this writer,

"here to advert to the distinction which har; been made between
pardon and justification, in accordance "with the use of these
words in earthly relations, and to the consequent division of the
work of Christ into his active and passwe obedience; the one for
our pardon, and the other for our jnstification." "We have
ah'eady stated our objections to the notion of a vicarious keepit makes
and the gi'ounds upon which

ing of the law, as well as to the distinction which

between pardon and

justification,

The opponents

may

either of

them

lenge

advocates to give a scriptural statement of

its

rests.

of

it

very well chalit,

or to pro-

duce a single passage which intimates that, while we have forgiveness in his blood, we have justification through his keeping
the law perfectly in our stead," etc.
We can scarcely persuade ourselves that intelligent Presby-

need a detailed discussion to enable them to repel this
stale Arminian -view; or that they vnB. have any difficulty in
answenng the above challenge by "giving a scriptural statement" of our view. Such passages as these are at hand and

terians

too familiar: Zech.
Gal.

iv.

Here we

5;

John

i.

iii.

4, 5;

Acts xx\d. 18; Rom.

12; Matt.

iii.

1.5;

v.

17;

are taught that justification b,y faith

v. 1,

Rom.

2;
\aii.

v.

19;

3, 4.

was not only a
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stripping off of filthy garments, but the putting on of a fair

mitre and clean linen
inheritance

among

;

all

that

them

it is

not only forgiA-eness of

but

be sons of God "that Christ was made
law (not under its penalty only, but
to redeem them that were under the law, that we

results of faith is title to

of

sin,

that are sanctified ; that one of the

a woman, made

;

tinder the

under tlie lav:,)
might receive the adoption of sons " that when jiistified by faith,
we have not only peace with God, but access to a state of hope,
joy, and glory ; that Vve are made " righteous hy the oljedience of
one," (Christ); that Christ does for us that which the law could
not do in us, being weak through the flesh, namely, fulfil a complete obedience for surely the law is very adequate to exact of
man, in spite of his carnality, the due penalty. The souls in hell
;

;

find

it

so to their cost.

But the confusion

of language in the

above scrap of Armin-

ianiziug is such as almost to compel us to believe that the author

has no distinct knowledge of the doctrine which he imputes to
Calvinists.
He represents us as seeking justification one way,

and pardon another way.

Was

did not hold that pardon

an essential element of

is

ever a Cah-inist heard of

who

justification ?

would have been well for this writer to advert to the "Westminster Catechism " Justification is an act of God's free grace,
wherein he pardoneth all our sins, and accepteth us as righteous
Justification includes both pardon
in his sight, only for," etc.
and acceptance these are its two inseparable elements. "Without
the latter element the sinner's salvation would be fragmentary
for to remit penalty is not the same thing as enduing with the
He who
title to the positive blessedness promised to obedience.
has sinned, and (vicariously) paid the penal debt therefor, does
not stand on the same footing of justice A\dth him who, by not
sinning, and, on the contrary, by actually keeping the law, has
It

:

;

earned the franchise of reward. Unless the sinnc3r's Substitute
does the latter for him, as well as the former, he is not saved.
He certainly cannot do it for himself. This Arminian view of

most inadequate conception of the relation
between the covenants of works and grace, and the believer's
connection with the first Adam, and the Second Adam. When
the first Adam entered under the covenant of works, he was
He Avas obnoxious as yet
guiltless but not therefore justified.

justification betrays a

;

to

no penalty

;

but he had no

title

to the adoption of hfe.

This
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The Second Adam promises

he was to earn by ©bedieuce.

place his believing seed, not in the state from which the

Adam
self

fell,

to

first

but in that state to which he should have raised himfulfilled the covenant of works.
To

and his seed had he

both pays the penalty and completes the
obedience due imder the covenant of works.
No intelligent believer, then, speaks of being jMnJoned by
accomplish

and

passive,

Christ's

justified

liy

Christ's

active

obedience.

The whole, complete, inseparchange, from condemnation to sonship, is made by the im-

Pardon
able

this, Christ

is

a part of justification.

piTted merit of a

whole imputed righteousness, which righteous-

by
and preceptive.
II. It is the aim of the "Plymouth theology" to foster a certain type of rehgious experience, from which all doubt and
To this end is pressed their pecuUar
anxiety are eliminated.
view of faith and assurance. Hence also is the anhnus which
has betrayed them into the second group of errors, on which we
are constrained to animadvert as more dangerous than the first.
The Bible theology teaches that there is a dead and fruitless
faith which neither justifies nor sanctifies, and whose uselessness
is to be practically tested by its fruitlessness.
The Bible distinguishes justification, a purely forensic change of legal status,
from sanctification, a subjective or personal change of moral
state.
As the former act passes in the foinun of heaven, a tribunal not now accessible to our view, it must be practically
known, according to the Scriptures, by the fruitful or sanctifying
quaHty of the faith which the believer professes.
Others can
test it only thus
the man himself must test it chiefly thus.
Hence, ob\Tously, his comfort of hope is connected with his
progressive sanctification, through his faith working by love.
Such is the scriptui'al system. But the new system condemns
this as covert legalism and unbehef.
It insists that hope must
exist before " experience worketh " it.
For the anxioiis babe in
ness includes

which he

all Christ's

acts in his estate of humiliation,

"fulfilled the law," penal

;

Christ to say, " I doubt

my own

criminal doubting of Christ.

faith," is, according to

Faith must bear

its fruit

them, a

of assur-

ance directly and immediately. Hence it is obvious some new
^^ew must be presented, modifying the old gospel "vdew of the
relations of faith, acceptance, sanctification,

and hope

old doctrine stands, the old inference from

it is

;

for

if

the

unavoidable.
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Such we are convinced is the motive of the startling innovations
which the Plymouth theology proposes in the doctrine of progressive sanctification.
They shall state it in their o^^-a words.
"
In A Word to Young Behevers," by W. De E. B., p. 52, we
read: "'Ye are complete,' is a di^ine testimony.
To add to
this, to add to completeness, is to make a deformity, and this is
what many are seeking to do. Men seek to persuade us that
there is ' a progressive holiness to fit us for glory," etc.
P. 7-4
" The walk of a beUever in relation to God, is in the same char'

acter as that of a child to his father, whether

it be good or bad.
independent of his standing. A son
ill-behaved or well-behaved is equally a son.
So a Christian
walking right or walking wrong is a Christian still and that is

mean

"Wliat I

is,

that

it is

;

the very reason

it is

The deadly

of such consequence," etc.

eiTor of these views is unfortunately plain, notwithstanding its
style, and the en-or is that of Antinomiancannot be better unmasked than by exposing the false
analogy of the author's illustration. In natural parentage, if a
man has a son, he is equally his son, whether reprobate or docile.
Very time; because in our fallen natm'e depravity descends hy

barbarously bungling

ism.

It

hirth.

that

But

in the spiritual birth, the glorious characteristic

always a hirth unto

What

is,

but simple impiety to imply, as this illustration does, that the Holy Ghost
begets seed .unto depravity ? If he has begotten any soul anew,
he has begotten him to holiness. Hence, if any pretended son
it is

holiness.

is it

shows him a " bastard, and not a son."
But take the following fi-om the N^otes on Genesis, p. 200:
" Regeneration is not a change of the old nature, but the introduction of a new
Nor does the introduction of this new

is

unholy in his walk,

it

nature alter in the sHghtest degree the true, essential character
of the old.
Thia latter continues what it was, and is made in no
respect better

;

yea, rather, there is a fuU display of

acter in opposition of the

see

how

terribly all this

new

element,"

may be

etc.

its evil

It is

char-

not hard to

carried out to a God-defying,

carnal security, as others have virtually done.

The notion

of

and the work not to be expected.
The evil nature ip me is not at all weakened by grace,
;"
but rather inflamed.
If I have faith, I have the "standing
and I am not to doubt my faith because of a supposed deficiency

progressive sanctification

of fruits

;

is false,

because to conclude

it

a tnie faith by any fi*ames in
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What more does any
self, is sheer legalism.
Antinomian negro desire to encourage him in his foulest hypocrisy and most fanatical joys?
But see Waymarks, Vol. I., p. 70 " The impression seems
to be that, after his justification, the behever must undergo a
process of sanctification, and that for this reason he is left for a
time amidst the trials and conflicts of a hostile world." This impression is then argued against. Again, Yol. III., p. 75 "It is
remarkable that those who teach that sanctification is a great
work to be accompUshed subsequent to justification a second
conversion a perfection to be attained in the flesh when they
myself, or works of

:

:

—
—

—

attempt to sustain themselv-es by Scripture, almost invariably lay
hold upon some unhappy rendering or ambiguous expression in
the

Enghsh

version of the Scriptures."

On

p. 332, the "UTiter

complains against those behevers who " speak of regeneration

a-s

—

a change wi'ought in the old nature a mighty change indeed,
which can be effected only by the influence of the Spirit of God.
Perhaj)s it would be more correct to say, that they regard regeneration as the commencement of a change, the progress of which
they style sanctification, by which the old nature is gradually
Pp. 342, 3-13 "We conclude
comprehensive statement of the truth regarding
regeneration itself, with which some of our readers are already
familiar
It is a new birth, the imparting of a new life, the imtransformed into a holy nature."

:

at present with a

plantation of a

new

introduced in
desires, its

all its distinctness,

all its distinctness.

own

habits, its

own

This new nature has
tendencies,

All these are spiritual, heavenly, di^dne.

upward.

It

is

new man. The
and the new nature is

nature, the formation of a

old nature remains in

its

own

its

own

affections.

Its aspirations are all

ever breathing after the heavenly source fi'om

emanated. Kegeneration is to the soul what the birth
was to the household of Abraham. Ishmael remained
the same Ishmael; but Isaac was introduced," etc. Let the
Avhich

it

of Isaac

reader note the last sentences.

ous words:

"Be warned

On

p.

80 we find these danger-

that the old nature

is

unchanged.

The

hope of transforming that into holiness is vain as the dream of a
philosopher's stone, which was to change the dross of earth into
gold .... On the other hand, never be discouraged by any new
proof that that which is born of the flesh is flesh. It is there
but it is condemned and crucified with its affections and lusts.
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Beckon

so,

it

and

therefore

tliat

you are no longer

to serve

it.

It

born of the Spirit is spirit, and
remains iincontaminated by that with which it maintains a cease-

which

is just as true that that

is

Similar assertions are

less conflict."

made

in ^YaytnarlxS, Vol.

and 302. In the last of these we find these
remarkable words " Thus two men there are in the Christian
so hath he evil and so he hath not evil. If therefore he purge
out the evil, it is his new man purging out his old man. Now
these two men, within the control of the personality of the Christian, are real men, having each his own will, his own energy, and
his own enjoyment.
No one can read the seventh chapter of
Romans and not see that this is true," etc. One is strongly reminded here of that which M. Bungener relates of Louis XIV.,
that this licentious and despotic king was wont to console himself for Uving a life of open adultery and cruelty, while devoutly
v., pp. 29, 37, etc.,
:

;

all the popish rites, by singing, mth
Bomish hymn beginning, '^J'aideux Jiommes en

practising

one might ask,

men, and the

at least plausibly,

evil

sure that he will

bitterly

rebuked a

etc.

off safely

gi'eat

And

when God

he very

joroceeds to destroy

story is told of an emperor of

Germany who

episcopal feudatory for his violences, so

inconsistent ^^ith his sacred character.

swered, that he represented two

man and

riioi,''

the Christian contains two

lives in full force until death, is

come

A

man ?

the old

one

if

great unction, a

men

The

lord bishop an-

in one, being

both clergy-

baron, and that the military acts complained of were

done in his secular character as a feudal baron. " Well, then,"
replied the emperor, "bethink thee how the clergyman -will fare
when the devil is roasting the baron f(jr his rapine and murder."

The

aj)phcation

is fair.

But, more seriously,
literalists

we remark

should at least

fact that their favorite

generation

is

That these professed
have been brought to a stand by the
:

1st.

language concerning the nature of re-

nowhere found in the

New

their consistent literalism,
of Scripture.

the

New

Well,

we

^^

is

in

and taunt us -sWtli abusing the words
them to produce a text from

it is

"new nature"

man has two hostile
Paul say, Bomans vii.

much

challenge

Testament where

plantation of a

This

Testament.

especially just against them, because they boast so

said that regeneration is the im-

beside the old

;

or that the renewed

natures" or any such language.

23:

"But

I see another

laiirin.

Does

my mem-
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my

mind "? And in Gal. v. 17
bers, warring against tlie law of
" For the fiesh lustetli against the Spirit, and the Sjnrit against
the Jle^h "

Very

?

He

true.

teaches

the renewed

thait

man

(one

man and one nature still) is imperfect, having two principles of
volition mixed in the motives even of the same acts but he does
not teach that he has become "two men," or has " two natures"
;

in him.

Paul's idea

is,

that man's one nature, originally wholly

by regeneration made imperfectly holy, but progresAnd what is that Spirit which, in Gal. v. 17, lusteth
sively so.
Suppose we say it is the Holy Ghost. So
against the flesh?
interprets Calvin and so reads Paul's context, verses 16 and 18.
sinful, is

;

Where now

is

the argument

And

?

it is

a mischievous perver-

sion to represent the apostle as holding forth the fruits of the

and the works of the flesh (verses 19 to 23) as permanently
combined during life in one Christian, when it is the very purpose of the apostle to point to these contrasted works and fruitsSee verse
as tests to distinguish Christians from reprobates.
Spirit

And

24 for indisputable proof of this scope.

let

us bring to

the test of Scripture the doctrine Avhich the Plymouth theolo-

The old nature is unchanged "
For our part, we have to
regeneration and sanctification.

gians intend by the proposition, "
in

confess, in the simplicity of our minds, that

changed,

know not what it

w^e

We,

can be.

if

this is not

what

is

in all our reading of

the Bible, thought that this was precisely what

God

intended to

teach us; that the very object of these graces was to renew the

When we

old carnal nature.

read, Col.

i.

21, 22,

"You,

thafc

were sometime alienated and enemies in your mind by wicked
works, yet now hath he reconciled ... to present you holy," etc.,
it seems very plain to us that the nature that was alienated, etc.,

But

was the old nature.
iv.

this is

what

is

made

holy.

23, in the midst of the very passage they pervert, "

renewed in the

What

is it

that

quickened

10 and 11

in verses

:

in

See also Eph. ii. 1 or 5.
That which was dead in sins. So

your mind."

spirit of

is

Eph.
And be ye

So

?

" TTd" (like the Gentiles in the flesh) " are

1 Cor. vi. 11
created in Christ Jesus unto good works," etc.
" Such were some of you but ye are washed, but ye are sancti;

fied," etc.

But why multiply

texts so familiar?

Will they re-

turn to the charge with the plea that these texts say, indeed, the
sinful

man

vrenewed

?

is

renewed; but that they do not say the old nature is
for the Bible language is always more

Very true

;
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But note

accurate.

the renewed

:

the Bible is still farther from saving that
" natures^
For then he would be two

man has two

men, unless every conversion is a miracle of hypostatic union,
But the Bible clearly teaches that the
carnal man is renewed as to his inoixd nature, if the word may be
used in the unbiblical sense of the Plymouth s\iiters. But of
this more anon.

like Christ's incarnation.

This theory

2.

•when

it

in the face of the Scriptures, both

flies flatly

when

denies the idea of progressive sanctification, and

it

rebukes the beUever for finding comfort of hope in the e^ddences
of such progress. On both points the Bible speaks exactly the
We will not swell our pages by "UTiting out all these
opposite.
passages, but beg the reader to examine such familiar passages
as Heb.

vi.

Peter

2

iii.

ii.

18;

grace

.

1; Eph.

2 Peter

;

.

2 Thess.

able to htnld you

Shall

\. 5.

18

;

i.

3

;

Phil.

it

be said that

up"); Eph.
all

i.

iii.

i.

11

5-10; 1
;

2 Cor.

("The word

1; 1 Thess. v. 23; Acts xx. 32,

vii.
.

11, 12, 13, 15, 16; 2 Peter

iv.

iii.

13, 14; 2 Cor.

of his
i.

22;

these are misunderstood by us

ordinary Christians, and that the seeming support of progressive

due only to a various reading or a mistransall those images of Scripture by
lation?
which the saint is compared to living and growing things as a
Is
vine, a fruit tree, a plant of corn, a living body, an infant.
not the rhetoric of the Scripture just ? Then we must suppose
that these images are selected as instructive, partly because of
this very trait that growth is their attribute.
3. The best symbols of the Keformed churches expressly conradict this Plymouth theology.
Westrninster Confession, Chap.
XIII. " They who are efiectuaUy called are regenerated, having
a new heart and a new spirit created in them, are fartlier sanctified, really and personally, through the virtue of Christ's resurrection, by his word and Spirit dwelling in them the dominion of the whole body of sin is destroyed, and the several lusts
thereof are more and more weakened and mortified, and they m.ore
sanctification is

Here may be added

—

:

;

and

and

vnore quickened

strengthened, in all saving graces," etc.

Assurance is " founded upon
the invjard evidence of those graces unto which these promises are made," etc.,
And this assurance, section 4, may be " shaken, diminished,
etc.
B.nd intermitted,
hj falling into some special sin," eic
Thirty-nine Articles (Anglican Church), XII.: "Good works

Chap. Xyill.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.
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and do spring out
insomuch that b j them a
"faith may be as evidently known, as a

are pleasing and acceptable to

necessarily of a true and livelj

true and lively" (living)

in Christ,

faitli

;

by the fruit."
This feature of the Plymouth theology

tree discerned
4.

psychology, equally at v/ar
sense,

and as dangerous as

it is

is

founded on a

the Scriptures and

v.'ith

erroneous.

false

common

It discards the idea

of progressive sanctification, teaching that the

"new

nature,"

being the work of a perfect God, is as perfect from conversion
as its author, only its action outv/ards is obscured by the counter

somewhat as a lamp burning
seem dim, because enclosed in a lantern of
or besmeared glass. Now, on this we remark, that a new-

action of the incurable old nature,
perfectly well might

foul

born infant
that, its

the handiwork of a perfect Creator^ but for

is

body

is

not that of a perfect man, but

gi'ow to perfection.

say that

human

Again,

it is

contrary to

holiness does not really

grow

;

is

all

constructed to

common
because

sense to
all

quali-

man, the mutable creature, must grow. Depravity grows
Tim. iii. 13) in sinners. So we must expect holiness to grow

ties of

(2

(Prov. iv. 18.) The laws of human npture, as oi'dained
by the same God who sanctifies us, explain and necessitate the
Faculties strengthen by use.
fact.
Habits grow by exercise.
dominant
by their ov.^n action. Even
Affections become more
" Crescentem sequHur cur a
the pagan Horace understood this
jjectmiam, majornmque failles^ Hence, if sanctification is not
usually progressive, the man in a state of grace must have ceased
in saints.

:

be a reasonable creature, with affections, understanding and
developing according to the law of habit in his rational nature.
But worse than this, the theory we combat is a vicious dualism, as full of danger as the gnosticism of the second century,
from which indeed it Tiight very well have been bon-owed. We
have read this " Witness theology, saying expressly, that "these
two men within the control of the personahty of the Christian,
are real men, having each liis orvn will, his ov;n energy, and hi^
oivn e7ijoyme7it."
Did not this writer indulge too much contempt
for the philosophy accepted among sound divines, to know the
real drift of the language he was using, he wovdd at least be
aware that they must understand him as giving to this old or
fleshly " man
in the Christian f uU personahty.
He makes him
For how is distinct personality
a separate, individual agent.
to

will

'

''
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defined, if not

gross

;

it

by separate

will

and

energy- ?

But

tins is too

contradicts the consciousness of every Christian, even

the most unlearned ; for just so surely as he has one conscious-

he knows that he is one indivisible personality, and that he
one agent and has only one w'dly swayed indeed by mixed and
But even in its mildest form this doctrine is
diverse motives
realistic, and gives actual entity (not to say personaHty) to the
carnal and the renewed natures, as distinguished from each and
Now what is
every person whom these natures may qualify.
Thus we
this but the exploded philosophy of the schoolmen ?
have these most righteous and zealous denouncers of philosophy
reinventing a merely human philosophy, and the falsest of all

ness,
is

purpose of bending Scripture to their theories. What
Common sense answers, with sound philosophy,
that aggi'egate of permanent characteristic attributes (that

for the
is

a " nature" f

it is

Now, in strictest
-^ith which the man was natus.
either
never
changed,
by the fall or by
nature
is
man's
speech,
would
no
longer
were
be a man he
he
redemption; for if it
would become another animal, -udth a different essentia from that
But there is a popular use (not found
which made him a man
in the Bible use of the word <^'''jm::) of the word "nature,'' and
more fi-equently of the phrase "moral nature," which is neither

essentia)

—

But let that pass. Men mean
which permanently qualifies
by it the moral
Now this hahitus
the active powers of the soul for good or e\'il.
is not a personahty, it is not a separate entity, as abstracted from
each person whom it qualifies it is but an abstraction. Except
How far AVTong,
it be a quality of a person, it is a mere idea.
that
in
an
imperfect
and
mixed characassert
who
then, are they
ter the "two natures are two real men"?
Further. While the power which regenerates and sanctifies
must ever be partly incomprehensible to us, the comprehension
a strict nor a philosophical use.

hahitus or disposition

;

of the effect is so far easy, that the

new

birth reverses the moral

hahitus of the believer's will, prevalently, but not at

first

abso-

lutely, and that the work of progressive sanctification carries on
this change, thus omnipotently begun, towards that absolute

completeness which

we must

possess on entering heaven.

In

the carnal state, the Jiahltus of the sinner's will is absolutely and
In the regenerate state it is prevalently but
exclusively godless.
not completely godly.

In the glorified state

it is

absolutely

and
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This statement implies that the believer's

exclusively godly.

motives, in the mihtant state, are complex

;
and that while the
usually
dominant
motives
are godly, yet there is a
subjective
mixture of carnal motives, no longer dominant, but not annihil-

ated, -which carnal motives enter as pai-t cause

even into the
complex of subjective
motives, of which one part may be morally diverse from another,

renewed

may

soul's

this

result in a single act of volition

while the motives prompting

may be

act

And

holy volitions.

(as

it

—the volition
Thus

are mingled.

strictly one,
it is

that an

Calvinism and the Bible teach) formally right in

shape and jjrevalently right in intention, and yet not perfectly
And here is the explanation of that strife
between the "law of the mind and the law in our members," of
which every Christian is conscious, and to which the apostle
holy before God.

Now in this prevalently

points in the 7th of Eomans.
Init

imperfect character, there

a sense in which

is

sanctified,

we may say

the carnality and the godhness are complementary the one to the
other.

Or

As

sanctification eliminates the former, the latter extends.

to speak

godliness

is

more

accurately, the extension of the principles of

the corresponding exclusion of the principles of car-

nahty, just as spreading light
its

opposite

Hence

is

the gradual removal of darkness,

— a safe Bible similitude.
may

(Acts

xx^-i. IS.)

how

false and dangerous, both
view given by this " Witness "
theology of indwelling sin, and of the influence it ought to have
on the Christian's hope and comfort. To us it seems clear that

the reader

practically

and

see

scriptm-ally, is the

this new doctrine virtually represents matters thus
Neither regeneration nor sanctification changes or weakens the carnal " naIt cannot be modified or improved.
ture " at all.
The behever
:

must make his account to have

him to the end with unenhanced in activity by
collision with the " new nature,"
Hence the presence, and even
flagi-ancy, of indwelling sin, need suggest no doubts whatever
whether his faith is a living one. TVTio can fail to see that there
is terrible danger here of carnal secui'ity in sin?
The darker
it

act in

diminished force, or even to have

it

danger, only less probable than this other,

is,

that the professed

behever shall be taught to deny his responsibility wholly for the
sins committed by this " old man," who is "« real 7)ian" vAih. a
"separate •udll and energy" from the "new man." "We know
nothing in the antinomianism of the " Fifth Monarchy

Men "
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more alarming than
" old

this.

The

doctrine is positively false.

The

man "

cannot continue unmodified in the presence of the
"new man," because the one principle is the opposite and is exTo die unto sin is to live unto righteousclusive of the other.

The increment of light is the diminution of darkness. The
"
waxing of the " new man " is the waning of the " old man
Hence (and this is the Bible ^•iew) if any professed believer has

ness.

the " old

man

that the "

he

is

''

as strong and lively as ever,

new man " has never entered

yet in his sins.

(James

ii.

it is

at all

And

22, etc.)

believer finds the old carnal principle revi\ang,

that his spiritual

life is

propoi-tionally going

proof positive

his faith is vain

;

if

any professed

it is

proof positive

backward

at that

time; just to the extent the recession goes has he scriptural
ground to fear that his faith is, and always was, dead.

We

find in the Way?narl-s this sophistical plea against the

necessity of progressive sanctification, that

some

Christians, dying

very soon after conversion, must, according to oiir o^ti showing,
have gone to heaven without this gradual process of preparation.

we

God, by his distinguishing favor,
which in others
he can-ies gi*adiially towards completion by the experiences, trials,
and efforts of years. It is cei*tainly as true of those who die
young as of any, " Without holiness no man shall see the Lord."
But there is another reason why, for those who do not die im-

The

fact

of course grant.

perfects in an hour in their souls that pui'ification

mediately after conversion, progressive sanctification is still imThe principle of holiness, if genuine, is incapable of

perative.

tolerating indwelling sin in peace.

The

struggle is inevitable in

more than he that

a true Christian, and as

"he

is against us," gi-adual

conquests, at least over indwelling sin,

that is Tvith

us

is

are the general imle of every genuine Christian

life.

Among the

which seem to favor this dualistic view, none is claimed
ydth. more confidence than Eph. iv. 22-24, which speaks of
"putting off the old man, and "putting on the new man." "We
note this as a specimen of the manner in which Scriptui-e is overstrained, and an example of the way in which it may be cleared
One can hardly deny that, in this weUof these extravagances.
known passage, it is the most natural interpretation to regard the
putting off of the old as in order to the putting on of the new
then the two are not coexistent, but successive. But more deThe obcisively ; WTio is the old man, and who is the new ?

texts

;
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vious parallel in 1 Cor. xv. 22, 45-49, shows that the " old
man " is Adam, and the " new man " is Christ. The statement

which we have to expound, then,
hevers have " put
is,

they have

oft'"

Adam

is substantially this

in order to

"put ou"

.

that be-

Christ.

That

severed their connection with the first federal head,

in order to enter into a connection

mth

the second federal head.

True, the moral, rather than the forensic, efiects of the two cov-

We

forsake
enants are here in view of the apostle's mind.
Adam's " conversation, corrupt according to the deceitful lusts,"

and adopt

Christ's conversation,

who was

" created after

God

in

righteousness and true hoHness," thus sharing the same new creaBut, says the apostle (1 Cor. xv. 46), " Howbeit, that was
tion.

not

first

ward

which

but that which

is spiritual,

that vjhicJi is spiritual.''^

How

is

natural

very far

teaching us that depravity remains after the

;

and

is all this

new

after-

from

birth a " real

tnan," unchanged, coexistent with a new, holy nature superadded

which is also a '' real man"!
"We may group under this head several errors and conceits
touching the believer's practical life which require exposure. In
the Notes on Genesis, p. 17, etc., a doctrine is taught against the
authority of the Christian Sabbath which seems to be virtually
the same ydih. that which has plagued and blighted the Lutheran
and some of the Reformed communions of Europe. The anonythereto,

mous

on gi'ounds largely allegorical and
ever abohshed by the new dis-

writer there asserts,

fanciful, that the

pensation

;

Sabbath

is for

that the nature of this dispensation is such

it is

im-

possible that a Sabbath could longer be binding on believers;
that therefore the Lord's-day, the

first

day of the week, shoidd

never be termed the Chiistian Sabbath, and that it should be
observed as a Lord's-day, not rrom any preceptive obligation of
the moral law, but on grounds of appropriateness and thankfulness only, as the commemoration of the joyful resurrection.

The

suitable

mode

of observance of the Lord's-day, of course, is

not sabbatical and not
brate worship,

We
up

strict.

and make

it

Christians are only

bound

to cele-

a day of praise and religious joy-

opening
remarking the tendencies of
see not how any Presbji;erian can

direct attention to this error, not for the purpose of
this extensive discussion, but of

this revived heresy.

coLintenance
7, 8,

it,

We

in the face of the twenty-first chapter, sections

of his Confession, the first chapter of his Directory,

and the
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L;liETHEEN.

one liiindred and sixteenth question of his Larger Catechism. In
these places

we

are expressly taught that the sabbatical obliga-

tion of the Decalogue is perpetual under all dispensations ; that
the Lord's-day has become, by divine appointment, " the Christian Sabbath,"

and that

be sanctified as such.
system is, to teach us that believers

it is

to

Another
ought not to pray for the Holy Ghost, because, if they are beand that they ought not to
lievers, he dwells in them ah'eady
pray for the pardon of sins, because, if they are behevers, their
Thus, Waymarks^ Vol. YI., pp. 78,
sins are already pardoned.
*'
for
pentecostal
outpouring of the Spirit may inPrayers
a
79
deed only be a mistaken and unhappy form of words into which
men may have fallen from imitation, while they mean nothing so
unscriptural as their words imply and the same may be said of
But
other forms of expression which are painfully current.
making all allowance for this, it is not conceivable that a man
should plead with God that he would send the Spirit, or entreat
the Spirit to come, or that he should complain of the withdrawal
of the Spirit, if he were consciously worshipping God in the
SjDirit, if he were behevingly praying in the Spirit, and if in all
service and testimony he were actually waiting upon the Spirit
See also Tract, The AViding.
of God for guidance and powe^'."
conceit of this

;

:

;

Comfortei

The

,

firs^

J.

Inglis

&

Co.

suggestion which comes into the mind in reply to

these astonishing sentences

is,

What

will the writer

do with

those texts in which the Bible represents believers as praying

and for forgiveness ? Psalm li. 11, 12 *' Cast me
not away from thy presence, and take not thy Eoly Spirit from
me restore unto me the joy of thy salvation, and uphold me
with thy free Spirit." In Eph. i. 17, Paid prays God to give the
believing Ephesians " the Spirit of wisdom and revelation." 2
Cor. xiii. 11: "The communion of the Holy Ghost be with you
aU." Psalm xxv. 11: "For thy name's sake pardon mine inifor the Spirit

:

;

quity, for

it is

Matt.

great."

vi.

12

:

"Forgive us our debts, as

we

sophism by which these
ant/' -scriptural rules are supported we would ask: Did the TT7^ness theologians never hear of that pv.nciple enunciated by the
Saviour " He that hath, to him shall be given, that he may
have more abundantly ? And can they not understand that tlie

But as

forgive pur debtors."

to the

:

'

new-bom

soul is so actuated

by grace as to I'espond

In its breath-
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Surely they have forgotten that faith not

only begins, but continues the new life, and that the practical
union of the believer with his Head is maintained by continually
reenacting those applications to Christ in which the life began.

do our first works." Nor
do we find in the Scriptures that the assurance that God designed
it rather stimuto bestow a gift repressed the spirit of praj-er
lated it. Thus Daniel tells us (ix. 2, 3) that when he understood
from Jeremiah's books that seventy yeai's were appointed to accompKsh the desolations of Jerusalem, " he set his face unto the
Lord God, to seek by prayer and supplications " the very restoration predicted.
The petitions of God's people are not an
attempt to get wha is contrary to his purpose they are the
responses of faith leaping foi-th to meet that purpose in its
It is Christ himself -uho tells us to "

—

;

upon them.
In conclusion of this head, the reader may see a curious evidence of the extreme to which these teachers are willing to follow
gracious bestowals

theu' crotchets in the Wayrroarks, Vol. Y., p. 37, etc.

Such

is

their zeal to dissociate faith from its scriptural fruits, they there

gravely argue that Simon Magus was a regenerate and saved
man, because it is said he "believed" and "Avas baptized."
What if he immediately betrayed the mercenary nature of his
principles by endeavoring to make merchandise of the Holy
Ghost ? What if the apostle Peter devoted him and his money
to "perish " together?
What if he declared Simon yet "in the
gall of bitterness and the bond of iniquity"?
All this overwhelming evidence must be explained away, and Simon must be
held a redeemed man, rather than accept the obvious explanations of the statement, " Simon also believed," which have satisfied all sober students of the Bible, either that
is

a temj^orary faith

imputed to him, or that the historian only intends to be

understood as stating what he professed. What is the motive
of such an exegetical freak ?
We can imagine none but this a
desire to sustain their exaggerated and one-sided doctrine of
:

assurance by a Bible instance of a true sa^dng faith without

any

fruits.

But

chis is the

very thing which the apostle James

condemns.
III.
ler,

The theory

of prayer advocated

by the Rev. George Mai-

of Bristol, England, connects itself with the theories of the

Plymouth Brethren by

at least a

few points.

This

German min-
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ister was, if Ave

and

mistake not, once in

continues to hold

'inarTcs,

Vol,

I., j)- 3;

most

full

sympathy with them,
In the Way-

of their j^ecnliarities.

we

35, etc.,

find

an unqualified commenda-

and the theory upon which it is built and the
only objection made against the American editions of his Life
of Trust, which is hinted, is, that they suppress the ardent
attachment to the Pre-adventist doctrine, which it is said was

tion of his work,

;

And

the chief stimulus of Muller's zeal in his orphan-work.

the

Word

to

Yonng

67, the

Believers, p.

in.

same overweening

theory of trust seems to be expressly inculcated.

The author

is

commenting on a special revelation which God made to Samuel,
in the course of his peculiar prophetic privilege, by which he
was made to recognize Saul as the intended king. And as though
all Christians might aspire to be literal prophets, he concludes
"Beloved, if we walked in communion AAath God, waiting on him
for guidance, we should always know when to act, and never
would we make mistakes." But it should be said, in justice, that
these waiters in other places dissent from a part of the objectionable theory of our warrant for trust; and especially would

we mention

in the Wayjnarks,

etc..

Vol.

I.,

"The Prayer which God is Pledged
contains many things very praiseworthy.

titled

p. 42,

a paper en-

to Answer,"

which

There have long been Christians who, on the apparent absoMark xi. 24, found
luteness of such promises as Matt. vii. 7
the folloANdng theory of prayer That the only reason any prayer
;

:

of a believer, actuated in the
cifically

and

infallibly

main by pious motives,

answered,

is,

that

it is

is

not spe-

not offered in faith

and that wherever such a one fully helieves that he mil receive
what he asks, he shall literally receive it without fail.
Such
"
prayer it was the fashion to dignify with the title of Prayer of
Faith." Muller's Life of Trust discloses a theory which involves
the seminal error of this.
tive,

He

tells

us in his sui'prising narra-

that he resolved to form an orphan-house,

among

other

enterprises of piety, which he subsequently enlarged, until

it

contains two thousand orphans, and has expended largely over

a million of dollars. According to his express determination,
has never had a penny of endowment; nor has any human
means been employed, according to him, for collecting donations
to it.
He has not even permitted the wants of the institution
to be made known outside of its doors, when thev were mo:'it
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means has been prayer lie has simply asked
money which his projects required. He
tells us that the result has been, that while the enterprise was
often in sore straits, and reduced to its last shiUing, especially
And
in its earher years, it never actually suffered for money.
of
this
great
the motive which he professes was, that the success
urgent.

God

The

sole

;

in secret for the

charity might be to all

men an

ocular evidence that "

God

is

a

God," who does truly watch over his people and sustain
them. He has also refused to employ any human means for
providing a salary for himself as minister, and to lay by any provision whatever for his own wants or his family's yet God has
living

;

always sent him enough for subsistence. Many Christian readers evidently regard the remarkable success of Midler's enterThey argue He
prises as demonstration of his theory of trust.
has used absolutely no agency, invoked no causation whatever
:

any creature or second cause whence it must follow
work is God's direct answer to his prayers.
Now, in dissenting from this theory of trust, we wish to make
If the statecordially all the admissions which are his due.
ments made of this wonderful charity are correct, (and we know
of no testimony to refute them,) then no one can refuse his admiration to the founder's philanthropy, disinterestedness, and

to influence

;

that the whole

'executive talent.

Nor would we intimate

gious character a mere fanatic.

man

We

We

that he is in his rehhave no doubt that he is a

and devotion.
happy thing for
they had more of the

of great Christian excellence, sincerity, faith,

can go farther and say, that

it

would be a

the church, and for individual believers,

if

simple trust in God's faithfulness which seems to inspire him.

hke him, they were readier to "devise liberal things" from
would more often find that " by liberal
God would no doubt often honor
things they should stand."
and
confidence,
for
such zeal
his own glory, and in love to his
Nor do we for a moment suppose that this entei-prise
children.
of Miiller has reached its present state without the permission,
favor and superintendence of a particular providence.
But when it is argued that the result shows God's approval
of the founder's theology in every particular, because no second
cause has been employed by him, nothing but secret prayer to
God for what the project required, we beg leave to demur.
Mtiller did not employ the usual machinery of collecting agents,
If,

truly godly motives, they
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charity sermons, and newspaper appeals

a set of

means most

;

but he has employed

adroitly adapted to the temper of British

Christians, and, whether with intentional cunning or not, better

calculated to influence the natural jyrincijyles of such a people

than

all

did not

knoA^-n to the

lous that, even

pubhc

when without

He

tells us that he
and was so scrupuhe dechned to answer

the machinery above mentioned.

make

his wants,

a shilling,

orphan cause. But he usually
published an annual rejwrt, which was circulated over England,
and even on the Continent, mentioning every donation in such a
w^ay as to satisfy the interest of the anonymous donor at least
detailing wdth great particularity what had been done, and his
purposes for the future as well as pubhshing very carefully the
remarkable and exciting features of his plan. Let the reader
realize how he would be interested by the sight of such an institution, and of a great company of tidy orphans thus provided
for by the appearance of the strange, saintly founder, and the
quesiiions as to the wants of the

;

;

display of rare, of almost miraculous faith; and by the eager

and teachers,
"We may be sure, that if

encomhiiiis of the admiring widows, who, as nurses

had

by Mr.

profited

Miiller's success.

from uttering his own praises, these
trumpet them to the multitudes of good sight-seers,
whom curiosity or philanthropy draws to the Asylum. When
the appearance of self-abnegation and the romance of all this
are considered, it is very plain that it has more worldly Avisdom,
as a means for dramng money, in Muller's unique case, than all
the drummers who could be hired. It must be remembered that
Mr. Muller has this field to himself as yet. Let us suppose that
the reverend

do not

man

refrains

fail to

had become the ordinary plan of all the rehgious agencies in
Great Britain, does any sensible person suppose that it would

it

succeed thus with all?
larity,

Oliviously, with the loss of its singu-

the larger part of the romance would be

the most of

It is doubtless true also (to

cess

may

lost,

and with

it

its efficiency.

Mr.

Miiller's credit), that his suc-

be, to a certain extent, accounted for

by his own execu-

and purity of character. He is evidently, "v\ith all his
enthusiasm, a very shrewd and practical person, a capital economist of time and money, a sharp judge of human nature, an
indomitable worker, and endowed highly with the talent of command. His enthusiasm is itself a power. And many a ten-pound

tive talent
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note has been drawn fi-om the thrifty British Dissenters by the
snng, commercial consideration, that Mr. Miiller was the man to

make

go the farthest in the subsistence of an orphan. His
therefore, not wholly unaccountable on natural principles, however dependent on Providence.
We now proceed to analyze the overweening theory of the
warrant for prayer above described, without imputing to Mr.
Miiller, or to the Plymouth Brethren, all its errors.
We do so
it

success

is,

how

because we shall thus see best
nected

-^dth

We

the truth.

their peculiar error is con-

hold, then, that there

is

of course

an

implied limitation in the seemingly general promise of answer

This limitation

to prayer.
1

John

V.

14

" If

:

To

heareth us."

we ask

stated with perfect accuracy in

is

anjiihing according to his will, he

the question,

How we may

are the things according to his

-wall?

hy the ScripUtres alone.

We

if

at

all,

theory that these things

may

we

determine w'hich

reply:

It is knoiayi,

distinctly repudiate the

also be certainly determined

by

our own frames in praying, or by any anticipative speculations
on providences. (Events actually effected are of course revela-

God's providential

tions of

will,

so far as they themselves or

and necessary effects go.) Now the Scriptures
divide the objects for which a good man may pray into two great
classes temporal good things, ordinarily desirable, but not universally declared to be for man's ultimate, highest good and the
spiritual good things pertaining to redemption.
To the former

their uniform

:

;

such objects as health of body, restoration out of
competent subsistence, fruitfTil seasons, prosperity,
peace, etc. To the later class belong the pardon of sin, adoption, sanctification, strength for duty obHgatory on us, and such
class belong

sickness,

Now,

like.

that

it is

of the latter class the Scriptures speak expressly,

according to God's will always to bestow them on be-

Let the reader

lieving petitioners.

John
James i. 5.

rations as

37

;

1 Thess.

11
channels of the blessings
;

exceptions,

we

3

;

such decla-

;

;

may be

unexpected; but with these

warranted to expect his answer

eral certainty claimed

antee.

iv.

believe that the soul which seeks this class of

gifts in Christ is

of faith."

see, for instance,

Luke xi. 13 Psalm Ixxxiv.
There may be what we suppose delay or the

^A.

But as

God has

to

^vith all

the

lit-

by the strongest advocate of the " prayer
the other class, we have no such guar-

not expressly informed us that

it is

" according
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them in each specific case nor does he inby any other sign, always know it. For while
these secular objects are innocent in themselves, and naturally
desirable, and therefore j^roperly asked and sought, God has
not informed us when they may become, on the whole, practical
e^dls to the soul.
He reserves to his superior wisdom the power
of refusing them in such ca,ses, even to the truest saint.
Does
the opponent reply: "Then there is a class of objects for which
to his will " to give

tend that we

we

;

shall,

are to pray in uncertainty?

which

How can

the soul of true prayer?"

We

this consist

v,'ith.

faith,

In
such prayers. It is only
to these extremists that there appears any solecism in praying in
an uncertainty of a specific answer. For the sober believer knows
that in any event he has this specific promise, that, whether the
is

our view, the Scriptures are

reply: Exactly sO.

full of just

petition be granted or withheld, all shall "

good."

And

this is

To proceed now
theory before us

"prayers of faith
basis for faith.

enough

;"

that

it

calls

a warrant

our

first

objection to the

is

unwarranted petitions
a warrant there is no

set

doian in the Scri2?tures

its

but unless there

Have we

for his

for a submissive faith.

to direct refutation,
is,

work together

for demanding of God explicitly the raising up of a valued ministerial comrade oft' a dying bed, as Luther is said to have done
for expUcitly claiming of God that
in the case of Melancthon ?
he shall make his people put their hands in their pockets and
give us all the money for rescuing two thousand little negroes
from the temporal and eternal ruin to which Yankee philanthropy (?) has consigned them? for curing us of the rheumatism
We trow not. But if we unwarrantably work
or the fever?
ourselves into a persuasion that we have such a pledge, this is

—

—

it is 2)^'esnm2)tion !
It is in its nature not honorable
God, but dishonorable. It is not amiably and humbly pious,
but wilful and arrogant. God is very forbearing ^vith his wayward children. He may even answer such improper petitions,
sometimes passing over their arrogance to bless their zeal and
disinterestedness for the sake of his dear Son.
But this is far
from proving that he sanctions the theory.
2. The actual experience of the best believers in our day refutes the theory, for they often and earnestly deprecate temporal
e\dls, or seek innocent goods, which are not warded off or bestowed according to their prayers.
Shall all the Christian

not faith
to

;
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widows and parents who interceded in agony, yet in submission,
beside tlie bedside of sick husbands and children be told that
those prayers were graceless, because their loved ones died

Away
3.

We have

saints

a sure refutation in the actual experience of Bible

whom we know

Samuel
not

xii.

live

of

;

Paul

(2 Cor. xii. 8-10),

his thorn in the flesh,

Of David (2
which did

to have prayed graciously.

16-19), praying for the

life

of his infant,

praying for the removal of

which was not removed

and, above

;

prayed, "being in an agony," "If

it

be possible,

pass from me," and yet drank it to the dregs.
" enough for the servant to be as his Lord."

The Bible

let

all,

who

the venerable and hallowed instance of our Redeemer,

4.

?

with the cruel arrogance

cup

this

Truly,

it

"

doctrine of affliction refutes this theory.

is

God

whom he receiveth." Surely he does not
always do this by tearing away sinful objects claimed by the

scourgeth every son
saints;

it

not the characteristic of saints to

is

No

demand

sinful

he usually chastises by taking away
legitimate joys.
But unless the privation were felt by the
The rod which does not
victim it would not be chastisement.
smart gives no correction to the child. But in the approach of
The possesthis privation the Christian is an active free agent.
sion being legitimate and dear, he will of course exercise his
Hence, were this
Christian privilege of interceding for it.
theory true, God's hand holding the rod would be uniformly
arrested the true believer could never meet chastisement.
5. We may know, a priori, that God would not commit himself to any such theory of prayer, because the effect of it would

joys of their God.

;

;

be to deprive his children of the benefit of his own omniscience.
Whenever a Christian came to him in a filial and trusting spirit,
asking for a thing not positively illegitimate, God's hand would
be tied. He would be compelled by his engagement to give it,

though he saw it was on the whole injurious. For the reader
must note, the possession of a filial, trusting spirit does not by
any means make all good people infallible in judgment. Witness
Now, do
the vagaries of the good brethren under discussion
prudent human parents make such rash promises to even ami!

able children

But from
evasion.

?

Still less will

our heavenly Father.

this conclusive demonstration our brethren

They

refer us to such Scriptures as

Romans

have an
viii.

26,
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27, teaching us that believing, pious,

filial

petitions are such as

by the Holy Ghost. But this Holy Ghost has the
same omniscience and covenant love with the Father and Son.
So that the contingency supposed can never happen, namely,
that of a desire, filial, believing, and pious, and yet mischievous.
They argue, moreover, that the believer may know infallibly
when he has an object before his heart w^hich the Holy Spirit
prompts him to seek, by the character of his emotions. If, say
they, the desire is very strong and abiding, returning after many
are suggested

postponements

by a

;

if

the conscious motives are godly,

faithful search of the heart

;

if

when

tried

the temper of the soul, while

is amiable and filial towards God, it is supposed
by these signs the saint may know that ^he omniscient
Spirit, whose ^dll is in absolute harmony with the Father's, has
set him upon this petition, and so he is sure to get it.
Now, it is at this place that the theory of prayer prevalent
with the Plymouth Brethren connects itself with the scheme

thus exercised,
that

under discussion. Just such are their speculations. "We shall
not of course deny that accepted prayer is prompted by the infallible Spirit.
Nor shall we deny that such experiences in
praying as are above described give comfoi-table e^'idence of a
gracious state.
(This is just the theory of the grounds of assurance which we assert, and the Wit?iess theology impugns.) Nor
that they even raise some probable grounds of hope as to the
specific answer.
But from these premises the desired result does
not follow. First, because no Christian can certainly discriminate in his consciousness, in advance of the event, those desires
or affections which a nature general?''/ sanctified prompts of itself,
and those which the Holy Spirit himself prompts. That this is
so, every honest Christian must admit from his own experience.
That it must be so, is certain from this law, that the Holy Spirit,
as our Paraclete, does not act across, hwt icith, our normal faculHe does not supersede, but
ties of right feeling and judgment.
rectifies, enlightens, and employs the natural faculties of understanding, vrill, and affection.
Hence the most distinctly gracious
action of soul must wear a perfect naturahiers to the saint's own
consciousness, as to its normal rise and exercise, as his action.
Only "by their fruits shall ye know them." For instance, this
persistency of desire, which is advanced as proof that the Holy
Ghost is suggesting the object, how is the good man to know in-
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it is not the mere result of the natural trait, a determined wiU which grace has not destroyed, but only curbed ? This
conscious disinterededness of motive may not infallibly be fi-om

fallibly that

for carnal men have
done disinterested things. This amiability of frame may be as
much from human love as from divine. And tvhat degree of
these indefinite measures of desire or feeling shall amount to
proof ? But second, it does not follow from such gracious frames

the present, specific acting of the Spirit

that

God

intends to give the specific

;

gift,

his Spirit has several times given the

because in the Bible

frames and withheld

the

"

Paul doubtless prayed for the removal of his " thorn
gifts.
with just such frames; but it was not removed. We have a
more sacred instance in the prayer of Gethsemane. Does one
ask, how can God consistently communicate such frames to the
petitioner

when he does not intend

answer,

may

it

to grant the petition ?

very well be that he communicates them,

his sai?its to profit hj the refusal.

(

Vide 2 Cor.

xii. 10.)

to

We

prepare

And

these

are the grounds which sustain us in saying that, so far as the

beHever can certainly know what petitions are "according to
God's will," he learns it from the written Scriptures alone, and

from no anticipative surmises about the " leadings of providence,"
or the frames of pious feeling observed in himself.
IV. But the Locus Pahnarius of the Plymouth thelogy is the
Pre-adventists, though claiming
pre- millennial advent of Christ.
a

literal

differ

in

scheme

of interpretation for the unfulfilled prophecies,

much among

But the Plymouth theologians
the doctrine of two resuiTections,

themselves.

America appear to agree

in

separated by the millenjiium, the

first

of the elect dead, with the

change of saints then living the second coming of Christ (as in
Acts i. 2) at the former date the destruction at that date also
of all unbelievers, save elect Israel, who mil be converted by the
;

;

advent

;

the personal reign of Christ in Jerusalem, with the risen

saints in glorified bodies

;

the resurrection of the non-elect and

general judgment at the end of that reign

;

and especially the

belief that all the prophecies preliminary to Christ's return are

now

fulfilled,

or nearly so, insomuch that every saint should ex-

pect to see that advent in his day, rather than bodily death.

This present expectation seems to be made by them the test of
a vigorous faith and pious "love for the Lord's appearing."

We

do not design, in the end of a discussion already too long,
Vol. I. —14.
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to go into a full refutation, or to establish an opposite sclieme of

Our remaining purpose

explanation for unfulfilled prophecy.

is

rather to leave a declaration and dissent in the form of a few
statements.

In our

the Pre-adventist

vieAv,

reahty no more

literal

scheme

than ours, and

of exposition is in

solves

it

no

the understanding of unfulfilled prophecies, while
insoluble ones.

experimental

The

effects

faith, are

claimed for

wholly illusory

it,

raises

some

and
involves some

as to edification

and

;

difficulties in
it

it

consequences inconsistent with Scripture, and injurious to God's
cause.
We claim that if the old scheme be completed by this
proposition,

viz.,

that this earth regenerated will be, after the final

consummation, the everlasting

home

siah (according to 2 Peter

13

wall

iii.

;

of the church and her Mes-

Rev.

xxi. 1-3),

then that plan

have every advantage in reconciling the prophecies claimed
But

for Pre-adventism, without its difficulties.
1.

It

reqmres us to do %iolence to many predictions of events

And it cannot be necesyet to be fulfilled before Christ's return.
sary to the highest edification and " love of the Lord's appearing " for us, in our day, to expect the advent rather than our
death, because Paul, Augustine, Calvin, could not have done so.

Had

they cherished that hope, time has

that they would have erred.

means

Was

now

stubbornly proved

delusion, then, a desirable

of Christian edification?

a faithful performance of ecclesiastical
duties, as wdtness the disorganizing tendencies of the Plymouth
Brethren.
If no \dsible church, however orthodox, is to be
Christ's instrument for overthrowing Satan's kingdom here; if
2.

It is unfavorable to

sweep the best of them away as so much rubbish,
along with all " world-powers," at his advent if it is our duty to
expect and desire this catastrophe daily, who does not see that
we shall feel very slight value for ecclesiastical ties and duties ?
And should we differ unpleasantly from our church courts, we
Are we
shall be tempted to feel that it is pious to spurn them.
Christ

is

to

;

not daily praying for an event which vnW. render them useless
lumber ? See how the Waymarks almost argue this conclusion,
and confess the lamentable influences upon the usefulness of

such men as Malan and the Haldanes, (Vol. VIII., pp. 7, 8.) But
has not Christ ordained a visible church with its officers and
How else can it be constituted than bv denominations,
duties ?
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misnamed "sects"? If all of ours are too bad to be retained,
and reformed even, let the Plymouth Brethren organize a better
one and stick to it, as Christ commands.
3. The Pre-advent scheme disparages the present, the dispensation of the Holy Ghost, and the means committed to the
church for the conversion of sinners. It thus tends to discourage
and missionary effort. See how, in the WaymarJcs, Vol.

faith

VI., pp. 252, 253, our hopes of further prosperity of the church
are travestied, as though they were mere carnal expectations.

Whereas Christ represents the presence

him

to

Holy (Grhost, and
was expedient for

of the

this his dispensation, as so desirable, that

it

go away, that the Paraclete might come.

Pre-adventism represents

it

(John

xvi. 7.)

as so undesirable that every saint

ought to pray for its immediate abrogation. IncreduHty as to
the conversion of the world by the " means of grace " is hotly,

and even

from visible results and experiences,
in a temjDer which we confess appears to us the same with that
of unbelievers in 2 Peter iii. 4 " "Where is the promise of his
coming?" etc. They seem to us to "judge the Lord by feeble
scornfully, inferred

:

sense," instead of "trusting
tial

and cherished idea

to be a "little flock "

him

for his grace."

mth them

among men.

that to the

The only

an essen-

It is

end the

for missionary exertions is to gather out this elect seed

mass, so as to clear the

way

for Christ's

elect are

object they profess

coming

from the

to destroy

it.

Such expectations are unfavorable to missionary spirit. No man
can use the means of grace which he habitually disparages as
means for the world's conversion as heartily as he should. In
order to be as zealous where his best expectation is to be to his
feUowmen "a savor of death unto death," the evangehst must
be more or less than a man.
4. This scheme is unfavorable to the promise of Israel's ingathering so clearly stated in prophecy.
Israel

^\'ill

be saved after (immediately

the advent, bvit most inconsistently.

True,

after),

For

it

teaches that

and by means

of

Paul says, they
are to come in "with the fulness of the Gentiles;" but Preadventism expects no such fulness. Second, he says they shall
be regrafted into "their own olive tree," which is the visible
church.
But Pre-adventism holds that Christ's coming will
Third, where shall unbelieving Isbe put during the terrors of the first resurrection and uni-

abolish the visible church.
rael

first,
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versal fires whicli are to destroy all other unbelievers?

the scheme

is

unscriptural in expecting Jews,

whom

Last,

the truth of

the word cannot impress, to be savingly impressed by outward
catastrophes.

" If they hear not

Moses and the prophets,

nei-

ther vnll they be persuaded though one rose from the dead."
Christ's first advent could not convert Israel;

second

his

?

The Pre-advent theory tends

5.

why should

animal happiness in the millennial

to

two

errors, a

sensuous or

and a disparagement
their disembodied state.

state,

of the blessedness of Christian souls in

According to that scheme, the latter state is less desirable or
blessed than the millennial; for Pre-adventists insist that we
should hope and pray for an entrance into the millemiiHni far
rather than into the disembodied state of the blessed dead.
Again, they must admit that the millennial grade is lower than
the heavenly state which follows the final judgment; for then
The
the Bride enters into the marriage supper of the Lamb.

and the disemThis last must then be

millennial state, then, is lower than the heavenly,

bodied state lower than the millennial.
quite low indeed.

Thus

is

explained the tendency seen in

many

miUenarians, as Bickersteth, and the Wayjnarks, Vol. VIII., p.
Some
152, etc., to depreciate the blessedness of the departed.

make

an unconscious, or at most, a semi-conscious
Again, in the heavenly or higher state saints are " equal
state.
unto the angels, neither marrying nor giving in marriage." But
Therefore it may be
the millennial is an inferior state to this.
surmised that, in it, the saints will marry! The reader should

tend to

know

that

it

many

British Pre-adventists, at least, boldly

avow

this and other sensuous features, to a degree worthy only of an

ancient ChiUast.
6.

Pre-adventists usually claim that their expectation of the

Lord's coming

is

peculiarly promotive of spiritual-mindedness,

strong faith, and close walking with God.

not adopted their scheme

is

A

Christian

who had
when it

represented as exclaiming,

was unfolded, "If I believed so, I must live near my Saviour
indeed!" If he did, he exclaimed foolishly. For, first, did not
God give one and the same system of sanctification to us and to
primitive Christians? But these could not have cherished the
expectation of seeing the "personal advent" before death; for
stubborn facts have proved that it was not less than eighteen
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Second, every Christian, even

distant.

must know that

if

he

is

a

more probable his body
will die before the "advent," than that he will live to see it. All
admit that in a few years the body must die. Then the season
Pre-adventist,

of repentance will

it is

be done, the

far

spiritual state of

our souls de-

cided forever, and our spirits reunited to a glorified Redeemer
in a better
ties

world than

this.

Now,

if

there

contain more wholesome stimulus for

is faith,

it

these certain-

than can possibly be

presented in the surmises of any Pre-adventist theory.

The

any persons more exciting is the
romance attaching to it the same reason which enabled the false
prophet, Miller, to drive multitudes into wild alarm by the dream
of approaching judgment, who were unmoved by the sober cerThe hope of us common Christainty of approaching death.
tians is to meet our glorified Lord very certainly and very soon
(when our bodies die) in the other world. It passes our wits to
see how a less certain hope of meeting him in this world (a worse
one) can evince more "love for his appearing."
only reason the latter

is to

;

7.

We

close with the remark, that Pre-adventism is directly

So far as we can now remember, the
word milleiinium does not occur in them and, on the question
against our standards.

;

whether the whole race of man will be converted in the latter
day, they observe a wise silence.
But they distinctly teach one
resurrection, and the only remaining advent of our Lord at the
judgment-day. They utterly ignore the Pre-adventist's "personal reign of Christ" on earth.
See Shorter Catechism, Quest.
28 Confession, Chap. VIII., Sec. 4, (" shall return to judge men
and angels at the end of the world.") Chap. XXXII., Sec. 2;
Larger Catechism, Quest. 53, 56.
We would humbly submit, then, that the Presbyterian who
desires to be a Pre-adventist, is bound in candor to move for a
revision of our standards on these points.
;
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Key. and Dear Brother

:

of March
your correspondent, M. N., makes
IN your issueupon
my review of the Plymouth Theology, which
14tli,

strictures

are unjust to

it

and to the

truth.

It is only in the interests of

that I wish to coiTect some of them.

His article is one
among the increasing evidences that my review was timely, and
that the unscriptural excesses of the writers I exposed needed
The best corrective in my
correction and are doing mischief.
power, perhaps, would be to procure the insertion in your paper
When read as a
of the whole of this passage of my review.
whole it would speak for itself.
the latter

First,

M. N.

things, that
sive,

among other

unjust in his citations, in this,

is

he attaches to some one, and perhaps

least offen-

statement of the error I review, a strong expression of dis-

approval from

me; which

virtually

erroneous statements taken together.

your readers

all

a

refers to

Had M.

number

N. arrayed before

the dangerous propositions which

my

review

arrayed before him, as quoted from these writers (not to say

my

of

all

no sober Bible reader would have
thought my warning too strong. Second, M. N. misrepresented
me, as though I taught that no new-born soul ever has at first a
faith so -vigorous as to entitle him to an assurance of hope that
the strongest, as well as the weakest, must wait for it, and come
gradually to it, through self-examination and experience. I only
Will M. N. deny
assert this of "a true, though weak faith."
that there is " a true, though weak faith," which maybe and long
remains without this assurance of hope ? Hardly if he does, let
him read the Confession of Faith, Chap. XVIII. Sec. 3. Agaiyi,
he misrepresents me, as teaching that self-consciousness, when
guided by the word and Spirit, cannot testify to the presence
that passed under

eye),

;

;

'

This letter was in reply to certain strictures on the foregoing

article,

published in the South- Western Presbyterian, addressed to the editor.

and was
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presence of other, kindred graces,
In the- review, I teach the exact opOnce more, M. N. says I have failed to make or use
posite.
the distinction between "the assurance of faith," and "the assurof faith in ns

;

but only to

tlie

which are signs

of faith.

ance of hope."

In another part of the review the distinction

is

expressly named by me, and my whole discussion is framed in
Nor was it
accordance with it, as will appear in the sequel.
necessary to quote Calvin, to prove against me that the only
object of faith is revealed gospel truth

;

that

it is

of theoretic propositions, but a gracious Person,

All this I of course hold,

faith relies, etc.
it all

and

bears for me, and against Calvin, and

not only a set

on which true

show that
M. N. But

shall

against

more important points, I assert
That Calvin and Dr. Malan, and the Plymouth Brethren,
hold a definition of the nature or essence of saving faith which
is, in one respect, contrary to the Westminster Confession and
to proceed to
1.

to the Scriptvu^es, as well as to the great
of the Presbyterian Churches,

day.

I said, by

way

and

body

of the confessions

of their divines since Calvin's

of apology for the earliest Keformers,

and

most notably, Luther and Calvin, that they were betrayed iuta

by a praiseworthy zeal against the opposite
and mischievous error of Kome, who seeks to hold believers

this partial error

This explanation

always in doubt of their salvation.
Calvin's credit).

and on

is

Eomans, as on

In his Commentary, on

true (to
viii.

16

he places his peculiar definition

1 Cor. ii. 12 2 Cor. xiii. 5,
over against the popish dogma, that the Christian can have only a,
" conjectura moralis " of his safety and this he does elsewhere,
;

;

with a pertinacity that becomes amusing. Dr. Wm. Cunningham of the Free Church gives the same account of the occasion

The Reformers and Theology of the HeSo does Dr. Hodge, Commentary, on 2
formation, p. 119, etc.
So does the great Owen, Justification, p. 98,
Corinthians, xiii. 5.
of this error in his work,

etc.

Now

his credit.

I give this explanation of Calvin's partial error to save
M. N. will not have it so then he will needs have his
;

admired leader discredited, for as sure as truth is in history,
Luther and Cahdn did fall into this error, which the Eeformed
churches, led by the Westminster Confession, have since corrected.

But, not to be misunderstood again,
ance offaith

is

a

let

full practical certainty,

me

define.

The

assur-

that the gospel promise
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in Christ is true

hold, as do
faith

;

and

it is

the work, through the word, of the quickening

The assurance of hojye

Spirit.

This the Reformed churches

and trustworthy.

I, to be necessary to the being or essence of a living

is

the

practical certainty that

full,

am

myself a true believer, and so renewed, and an heir of
This latter form of assurance is not necessary to the
heaven.
I

being or essence of a living faith but is a reflex consequence,
which faith yields when strengthened to its higher grades. Our
;

Confession (Chap.

XIV.

Sec. 2), in its formal definition of what

necessarily belongs to the essence of a saving faith, expressly omits
it and in Chap. XVIII. Sec. 3, it says expressly, that it " doth not
;

so ielong

long"

of faith, hut that a true heliever may wait
The assurance here spoken of is termed in the title of
"The Assurance of Grace and Salvation," is defined

to the essence

etc.

the diaper,

as men's being "certainly assured that they are in a state of
grace,"

and

is

called ^^luhich hope.""

This

is just

as I have dis-

tinguished the "assurance of hope."

Now,

I assert that Calvin, while not employing, so far as I

was incautious enough to fall into
the erroneous statement, that no faith w^as a living faith which
did not include essentially botli the assurance of faith and the
know,

this pair of phrases,

assurance of hope. He is not satisfied that even the weak, new
believer shall say, " I believe, wdth head and heart both, that
Christ saves all v)ho truly come to hira, and I accordingly try to
trust
rest

him alone for my
it on him alone."

salvation,

He

and so

far as I

have any hope,

requires every one to say, in sub-

Amidst all Calmeaning; for he is
What else is the meaning of that definiconsistent in his error.
tion which M. N. himself quotes from the Institutes: "Our
steady and certain knowledge of the divine benevolence toioard
us."
But I will show, beyond all dispute, that the theological
"Homer nodded," not once, but all the time, on this point. See
then Institutes, Book III., Chap. II., Sec. 16. " In short, no man
is truly a believer, unless he be firmly persuaded that God is a
propitious and benevolent father to him, .... and feel an undoubted expectation of salvation." Conmnentary, on Kom. viii.
16 "The opinion consequently stands, that no one can be called
stance, I believe fully that Christ has saved me.

vin's verbal

variations, this is always his

:

a son of

Bomans

God

viii.

3-4

On
v>ho does not know himself to he such."
" Because our faith is naught -unless we cer:
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is proj)itious

to us in him."

On

1 Cor.

ii.
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and

tliat

12

" Let us know,

:

the Father

therefore, that this is the nature of faith, that the conscience has

from the Holy Spirit a certain testimony of the divine benevo-

On

lence towards itself."

2 Cor.

"Paul here

5:

xiii.

testifies,

that whoever douht whether they possess Christ, are reprobated

M. N.

Heidelberg Catechism (not written

satisfied ?

but by two of his pupils):
"

A

certain trust,"

"What

"by which

by

Is

Calvin,

faith?" (Qu. 21)

is

I acquiesce in God, certainly con-

cluding that remission of sins, and- eternal righteousness and

have been bestowed, not on others only, but on
evan Catechism (wTitten by Calvin himself)

:

'hie also,''

It is "

etc.

life,

Gen-

a certain and

stable knowledge of God's paternal benevolence towards tisy

When

I represented Calvin's view of faith, as substantially set
Romans, as amounting to this "

forth in his Cornmentary on
faith is

:

a divine and spiritual belief that

accepted me," M. N. said that

if it

were so (which he disputes),

"Homer must have been nodding when
not showed that

My

God has pardoned and
it

slipped in."

and everywhere

Have

I

and that
"
it did not
slip in," but is his dehberate opinion ?
M. N. has
Why then should there be any
confessed that it is untenable.
more difi^erence between us, except that while I cherish a great,
I do not feel an indiscriminate admiration for this Reformer ?
I will complete this part of my proof as to Luther also, who
shared Calvin's error. The ^-1 ugsburg Confession, written by Melancthon, but under Luther's eye, says. Art. IV., the Lutherans
also teach that men are "justified gratuitously on account of
Christ by faith, when they believe theviselves to be received into
grace, and their sins to be pardoned on account of Christ."
This then, in substance, was the one error of these first Reformers about faith, that they required an assurance of hope as
essential to the being of a living faith whereas the Scriptures
it is

there,

in Calvin,

;

is the happy reflex consequence of a
more vigorous faith. And the former, in substance, is the view
asserted by Dr. Malan and the Plymouth brethren and their
admirers, as their boasted characteristic.
True, these modern
teachers are not usually wise enough to state it in the recognized
theological formulary, most probably because they cherish so

teach that

much

it is

not so, but

disfavor for the current teachers of the great Calvinistic

theology.

But that

it

is

their characteristic is plain to

any
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examine my review with candor, and will be yet
one who will examine their books. They also deduce from this, their pet dogma, certain corollaries, very naturally following, but far more mischievous and which Calviu,
whose sagacity seldom failed him, would have been very sure to
one who

will

clearer to

;

Some of these connected consequences I endeavored to expose in the subsequent parts of my

repudiate with earnestness.
review.

I shall

2.

now prove

that this peculiar Calvinian view of faith

was soon reviewed by the great body of the orthodox Reformed,
was found self-contradictory, unscriptural and mischievous, and
was dropped. And first, as to the history of opinion. In Calvin's own day, all the Reformed theologians did not go with him,
but some saw and refused the erroneous element in his definition
of faith.
Among these I will now mention Musculus and Peter
Martyr. But the first Reformers had to see the lineaments of
truth amidst the heat and dust of the great battle for existence.
"When we come to the seventeenth century, when time had elapsed
for accurate comparison, we find the view which I hold was almost
Andrew Rivet is the only
universally adopted by the Reformed.
really influential name I now remember, who still stickled for
That I may not be suspected
Calvin's peculiarity in this point.
again of misrepresentation or confusion, I will borrow the statement of Witsius (De. (Ec. Fed.) one of the soundest and most revered of Calvinistic writers. (Bk. III., Ch. IV., Sec. 14.) Having defined that which is essential to faith, expressly omitting
the assurance of hope, he adds, " After the believing soul has
thus received Christ, and given himself up to him, he may and
ought thence to conclude that Christ and all his saving benefits
are his, and that he shall certainly be blessed by him, according
to this infallible syllogism, or reasoning of faith: Christ offers

himself as a

full

and complete Saviour

hungry, thirsty, to

who

all

themselves to him.

receive him,

But I am

who

is

nor shall anything ever separate

are weary,

and are ready

weary, hungry,

Christ has offered himself to me,
his,

to all

etc.,

to give

therefore

now become mine, and I
me from his love. This is

the eighth, and the reflex act offaith, arising from consciousness
or reflection."
He had attempted to enumerate seven elements

See also Sec. 27.
you choose, take the great Turretin, Locus, xv., Qu.

in the "precedent

Or

if

and

essential actings."

8,
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guished the one

comes a two-fold

direct,

;

the other
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act of faith, to

reflex.

The

be

distin-

direct is exercised

about the object itself which is offered to it, but the reflex is
occupied about the direct action. By the direct act a man believes on the promises of the gospel ; but by the reflex, a man,
viewing his own faith, knows that he believes," etc. Then having analyzed the direct act (with
(Sec. 10), "

The

its

precedents) into five elements,

sixth is the refiex act arising out of the sense

by which the

soul which thus receives Christ, being
and seeing its direct act of persuasion of
the gospel truth refuge, and embracing, in its own heart, concludes that it believes and because it brieves that Christ certainly died for'^lt, and, with all its benefits belongs to it, and that
through him it is certainly going to be blessed," etc. Then,
(Sec. 12), "And this last act does not propedy enter into the
essence of faith, and constitute, as it were, its form." Such, not
in all the same words, but in substantial meaning, is the doctrine
of Peter Martyr and Musculus, among the first Reformers, of the
celebrated Englishman, William Anies, professor in Franeker of
Zanchius, of Wittichius, professor in Leyden of the English
divine, Perkins of the French Eeformed, Peter Molinaeus, father
and son, Peter Jurieu, Louis Le Blanc, Sieur de Beaulieu, professor at Sedan the famous pastor and divine, Mestrezal, Joshua
Placfieus, and Charnier of Bishop Davenant, and all the Anglican
commissioners to the Synod of Dort of Robert Baronius, the
Scottish professor in Aberdeen of Gill, the great Baptist theologian and expositor {Pnictlcal Divinity Bk. I., Ch. VI., Sees. 6
and 7) of John Owen, qulcunqae indt, (see Treatise on Justification, Chap. I., p. 97)
of Dr. Thomas Scott and Ne"«i;on, Witherspoon, Chalmers, Dick, Dr. Wm. Cunningham of Edwards, Dr.
Charles Hodge, Dr. A. A, Hodge. Must I cite chapter and verse
of faith,

turned back ^^pon

itself,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

of this great " cloud of -udtnesses " ?

If necessary,

provided, Mr. Editor, your columns

Y*ill

I

may add

it

can be done,

hold them.

as further evidence, that the great popish divine,

Bossuet, in his Variations of Protestantism, charged this change
of definition upon the Reformed, and endeavored to twit them

with

it,

that the

as one of the instances of instability in their teachings
first

Reformers made assurance of hope of the essence of

and
But the best evidence of the

faith,

that the later did not.
state of the doctrine is that of the
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As we have seen, the
Genevan and Heidelberg CatecJiisms

Confessions of the Keformecl Churches.

Augsburg Confession

embody Cahdn's

8iU(\.ih.e

error.

But

fi'om the Gallican Confession, the

BeJgic Confession, the Declaration of Thorn (of the Keformed in
Pohmd), the Thirty-Nine Articles of the Anglican Church, and
TJie Articles

of Dort, Cahdn's pecuHar

-sdew is carefully

or ehminated, and by the 'Westminister Confession
repudiated.

So, the Larnhetli Articles modify

all

it is

that

omitted

expressly
is

objec-

tionable in the definition.
3. But none of the theologians or assembhes were infallible.
Let us then try the truth by the Scriptiu'es. I shall show that
Calvin's second chaptA of Book III., if a mighty sword, has a
The intrusion of his ultra and unscriptural view has
flaw in it.
introduced confusion and contradiction into his discussion, just
as it has into the teachings of the Plymouth Brethren and their

admirers, and into the criticisms of

M. N.

First.

The

latter

and Calvin's view, that " it is God in Christ shoicing himself gracious, and maliing ns jyromises, that is the ohjtct of
"Faith has a perpetual relation to the
saving faith.'' Agreed.
word." "Take away the word, then, and there will be no faith
gives this as his

Agreed. And for that very reason the assumption "that
a true believer^'' however properly taken up, cannot be the
object proper of saving faith for it is not a pai-t of the word.
How can any fair mind fail to see that the doctrine of Calvin
changes the object of faith before the behcAing sinner's mind;

left."

I am

;

from the promise of the word, to a subjective consciousness of
Hence, it introduces confusion and inconsistency. M.
his own ?
N. is obviously involved in similar confusion. He urges that the
assiu-ance of faith, which is essential to the being of the grace,
has as its object this proposition. That God in Christ "is propi-

Who are the "us " ?
Whom do the Scriptui-es entitle to beheve assuredly " God is f)roSuch believers as Simon Magus and the stonypitious to -i/s"?
groimd hearers? All who erroneously flatter themselves, but

tious to us."

One

question

is

the touchstone.

confidently, that they have faith
It is impossible for

people.

answer

;

" us''' as

and then,

if

he is

Notoriously there are such

?

M. N.

to give

consistent,

any except a negative

he cannot help defining the

we do, and as Cah-in in his fortunate inconsistency does
those who show their faith by their works.
Second. The Scriptures ascribe living faith to persons who do
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I have cleansed
"

:

the Psalmist,

heart in vain"
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Ixxiii. 13, "

Verily

the believer of Isaiah

;

10,

1.

That feareth the Lord, that obeyeth the voice of his servant,

and hath no light" ; the afflicted father
could only " cry ont -udth tears. Lord, I be-

that vxdketh in darJcness,
of

Mark

lieve,

ix.

24,

who

Can these

help thou mine unbelief."

cases be fairly brought

within Cahdn's postidate, "Paul testifies that ivhoever doubt

whether they possess Christ are reprobate " ?
when reminded of such Bible saints, has to

Hence

this author,*

resoii; (Sec. 18) to

as

sorrowful a piece of evasion and special pleading as any to be

heard from a good man. His unscrijotui-al dogma has involved him
in an inconsistency.
Not only the Bible, but every man's pastoral experience, presents cases

in the

demands

harassed

"with doubts, yea, at

ceptance in Christ, which

Does M. N.

which cannot be brought vnih.humble, distressed saints,

of Cah-in's definition

;

times wdth despair of their

all their

own

ac-

brethren see to be needless.

such saints that they '^ are reprohate'''"^
"We
know not who he is, but we feel sure that he is too good a man

and

tell

jDastor to

be guilty of such

insuperable objection, that

but weak or tempted believers

This, then, is another

cruelty.

it is

cruel to a multitude of good,

whom God

But there

loves.

is

another objection on the other side; the extreme of this definition is equally hazardous of fostering presumption in "stony

ground hearers."
thizers,

may be

M. N. and Dr. Bonar, and

hearers put on the definition
self really to

is

just this

:

" If

you can bring yourWe see, and

fancy you are saved, you are saved"

do know, that where such

\-iews of faith are preached,

the church with crowds of persons

who

live,

feared die, with " a lie in their right hands."

bly,M. N.

sympa-

all their

assured that the popular construction which such

will profess

and

they

fill

to

be

it is

Now, very

j^roba-

astonishment again at the above arguments,

and say " that of course he admits all that." Of coiu'se he does
unless he were blind he could not help it.
But this is my point,
that having admitted
definition of faith.

it

he cannot

fairly reconcile

Third. If the necessary nature of living faith

"whoever doubts whether he possesses Christ
then

it is

with

it

The explanation cannot be made

is

is

CaMn's

satisfactory.

such that

reprobate,"

entirely inconsistent for the Scriptures to propose, for

the use of persons addressed as probably or possibly not reprobates, other criteria^

and processes of

self

examination.

For

if
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Calvin

is right,

the presence of the doubt, or at least

its

persistent

The fact that there was a need for
inquiry about it would settle it by itself.
The fact that the doubt
stuck long enough to make it necessary for the man to go about
presence, settles the case.

applying other criteria deliberately, would of itseK prove that he
need not trouble himself to aj^ply them the case decided itself,
that he had no faith.
But the Scriptures are full of such criteria
for the use of believers, and they command us expressly, " Examine youi'selves," and that upon the very point, " whether ye be
in the faith," whether ye have "knowledge to discern the Lord's
body." Now some of the sympathizers with the Plymouth movement are hardy enough in theii* consistency to fly in the face of
the Scripture, and to teach and intimate that all inquiry on that
point by such criteria, other than the consciousness of faith itself,
is carnal unbelief, pride, and seK-righteousness.
But Cahdn was
not so rash, and hence another happy inconsistency; as when
he says (Sec. 11), "In the meantime the faithful are taught to
examine themselves icith solicitude and hunulity, lest carnal secur;

ity intrude itself instead of the

But

doctrine!

it

assurance of faith."

Excellent

contradicts his other doctrine, in which he

teaches that a " solicitude " on the question whether one's sup-

posed

may

faith

not be carnal

seciu'ity, is

incompatible with true

faith.

M

JFoiirth.

N. thinks the statements of

my

review about the

nature and action of consciousness "the most astonishing thing
in the article."

ment,

let

entered.

To prepare

the

way

for

removing that astonish-

us resume the line of remark in which that subject
I was criticizing the postulate of Dr. Bonar, that where-

ever faith acts upon the gospel promise, the nature and genuineness of

its

acting

is,

in every case, infallibly

and immediately

revealed to the believer himself by an act of self-consiousness,

which he described as not only necessary and immediate, but
suprarational, or rather in'ational, and instinctive.
I showed
that he not only likened this self-consciousness to that which
accompanies muscular motion and coiiDoreal sensation, but declared it to be "unconscious and involuntary," and was even
absurd enough to say that it is " like the animal sense of departed
pain and present ease." (Review, pp. 7, 15.) I objected to these
statements as dangerous and incon-ect. Admitting that the reflex
self-consciousness of one's own faith might, in case the faith were
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and strong

in its acting, rationally

assure a believer

tliat

and
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scripturally at once

he was saved, ^vitliont waiting for other

criteria (as in cases of faitli less clear

and

strong, but genuine),

the self-consciousness of other graces, which are also discrimi-

nating marks of spiritual
gift of spiritual

life,

may be

blessed by means of the

discernment, to build up that weaker faith to an

assurance of hope.

I

for several sound

demurred from Dr. Bonar's extreme

One

reasons.

of these is:

\'iew

(see Ee-siew),

"Experience shows all our acts of soul are not accompanied at
the time hy an intelligent and rememhered act of consciousness
This, we are to infer, made M. N. " gape and stare," for he says
it would make " all the philosophers" do so
they being, we suppose, not well-mannered people.
He says, "co-existing -^ith
every act of mind there is always a self-consciousness." To this,
he says, agree the teachings of McCosh, Sir "Wm. Hamilton, " and
indeed of every philosopher since the days of Des Cartes." On
this I have two or three remarks.
May it not be that when the
current of psychologists say an act of self-consciousness attends
each of our mental modifications, they only mean to be understood of the general rule, and of mental modifications, which
possess ordiuar}' deliberation and clearness ? Every man's common sense would answer, -^dthout examining their pages, surely
this must be what the psychologists mean, because the excepEverybody knows, who reflects on what
tions are so manifest.
passes in his own mind, that there were mental modifications
undoubtedly experienced by him, the consciousness of which, if
he had any, was not distinct nor remembered. These exceptions
occui', notably, when the mental state is mingled Tvith others to a
degree of great complexity; or when the mental states succeed each

—

other Mith great rajndity; or

Has

when the mind is

in intense agitation.

not everybody heard of soldiers in the heat of battle, un-

consciously, as

we

say, putting

two or three cartridges into their

muskets, so that afterwards they were wholly surprised to find

them there?

The

pianist, reading off

rapidly, is not conscious, as

we say

a piece of new music

popularly, of his visual per-

ception of a certain note on the scale.

Yet he must have had

that perception, for what else guided the volition to put his finger

on the corresponding key of the piano, which he did ? Does not
M. K., in the "torrent, tempest, and as I may say whirlwind of
his passion," use most expressive gestures and tones, without
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and lememberecl consciousness of selecting
them? Now then, if all the philosophers in the world contradicted my statement, I should believe it in spite of them all, and
so would M. N.
But none of them contradict me, "While they assert the general power of consciousness, as stated by M. N., they also note
the very exception which I claim.
See Dr. Thomas Brown, Lechaving a

clistiuct

Hamilton's edition of Dugald Stuart on Attention,

svith

his notes; Hamilton's Lectvres on Metcqjliysics, Lecture 14.

"I

ture 31

;

stated that attention is consciousness applied to an act of will or
desire,

under a particular law." ....

the intension of our knowledge

is in

" This law

is

...

the inverse ratio of

sion; in other words, that the fewer objects

we

its

.

that

exten-

consider at once,

the clearer and more distinct will be our knowledge of them."

Dr.

Wayland maintains
accompany

" that consciousness does not necessarily

mental action," and gives such inSo President Mahan. Haven admits the
and explains them {2fental Philos. p. 41) thus: "The men-

invariably

all

stances as I cited above.
facts,

tal activity

exerted in such cases,

if

there be any,

is

so very

and we are unconscious of it, simply
because there was little or nothing to be conscious of." But I
especially commend to M. N. the following testimony from one
whom he seems to believe in (Sir Wm. Hamilton, JVote on Hamslight as to escape attention,

" Stuart has not studied the
Edin. Ed., p. 551)
Leibnitzian doctrine of (what has not been well denominated)
ilton's Iieid,

ohscure perceptions or ideas

:

',

that

is,

acts

and

which, manifesting their existence by their

affections of

mind

effects, cn^e themselves

The fact of such latent
out of consciousness or apperception.
mental modifications is noio estahlishedheyond all rational douht."
This asserts more than is needed for my defence. I, not wishing
encumber my reasoning by raising either of the abstruse queswhich are in debate among philosophers as this, whether
these mental modifications above mentioned by Hamilton are really
not attended by an act of self-consciousness, or whether only the
act is too obscure to be rememl^ered, intentionally Hmited myself
to asserting that some of our acts of soul " are not accompanied by
an intelligent and rememhered act of consciousness." This is all
that was needed for my purpose and I am borne out in it by
universal experience, and more than borne out by Hamilton and
Leibnitz.
M. N. also seems greatly surprised at my asserting
to

tions

;
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is,

while a primi-

Does not he himself adopt the language of

act.

McCosh,

calling consciousness in general, without this limitation,
" intuitive " ?
Surely intuitions are rational. What are they but

the jyr/wi«/'?/j??/c7^wi6';?fe of reason; the logical sources of

all

the

does M. N. know that it is a pet doctrine of his favorite Hamilton that consciousness is not a distinct faculty at all,
but is identical with the cognitive powers themselves ? a ques-

And

rest ?

—

which I do not wish to encumber

tion with

If that is true, then

time.

it is

my

theology at this

inevitable that every conscious-

must be a rational

ness of a rational mental state, such as faith,
act.

Having now,

M.

I trust, consoled

N.'s " astonishment," let

me

endeavor to explain and strengthen n?y objections to Dr. Bonar's
position as detailed above.

One

objection

is,

that the

mind may

be greatly hurried, or vehemently agitated, or confused by complexity of thoughts and emotions, at the time it exercises an act
of faith

on Christ.

ness of

its

memory
hope.

And then it may well be that its consciousbe too indistinct and too quickly lost from

act will

to be the foundation for a safe state of assurance of

Isn't that clear?

reveals to

me

precisely

clear in its revelations.

A

second objection

my own

is

:

Consciousness

subjective mental states,

if it is

But the question

Is not that correct ?

I have to settle, in order to entitle myself to the assurance of

hope,

is this, viz.:

Whether this my

subjective mental state

is

the

temporary faith
simulating the real. That act of self-consciousness does not deit only presents the thing to he compared,
cide this question
namely, my subjective state. The standard of comparison is the
Word. When I think I believe, I am but conscious of exercisThat is all which this immediate act
ing trjiat I think is faith.
Whether I think right, in thinkof self-consciousness contains.
ing that to be true faith of which I am conscious, is a question
of comparison to he settled hy the Word, which describes the true
faith

which saves;

for notoriously there is a

;

exercise.

M. N. has

virtually admitted this, saying

:

"

My

feeling to-

wards God, and belief as to Jesus Christ, are known to me
What the significance of
immediately by my consciousness.
I learn from the teachings
these are in the eyes of Godj
This is excellent
of his word, and can know in no other vxiy.'"

•
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doctrine, oeing precisely that of

simple truth, that

and M. N.

God

is

my

the being

brought precisely to

is

review.

who

my

true and a spurious faith in the w'orld.

me that

I have an exercise, which

But add now

tlie

accepts or rejects us

conclusion.

My

There

consciousness

/ tidnk is true faith.

is a

tells

Whether'

must be settled by comparing my consciousGod
ness with God's word. But this is what Dr. Bonar dislikes.
Let me add as a third reason against Dr. Bonar's position one
which is borrowed from Chalmers' Institutes of Theolofjy, Yol. 2,
Chap. VII., where it is so admirably expounded. The presence
before the mind of the ohjeet of an affection is the essential conthinks so too

Hence,
mental
my
mind from the object thereof, and

dition for the prevalence of that affection in the mind.

as soon as I begin to inspect

consciousness of

my

affection, I withdraw my
thereby unavoidably terminate the present exercise of the affecThe necessary object of faith is a gracious
tion inspected.

Saviour

;

my soul looks at him, faith may be in exercise.
Then
inspect my consciousness of the faith exercise.

while

I wdsh to
the affection of which I was conscious becomes the oliject; the
gracious Sa-\dour ceases to be, for the time, the object of attention,

and the

affection, as

the inspection.

the present exercise, vanishes under

How- clear

is it,

hence, that the thing whose

nature I really judge is the remembrance of
If

then the consciousness was to any degree

my

consciousness?

indistinct or its re-

place.
But
I proved in the pre^dous paragraph the necessity of this inspec-

membrance dim, trustworthy inspectioa cannot take
tion or self-acquaintance in order to the

What

follows

?

uine believers

assurance of hope.

I infer, wdth Chalmers, that imperfect but gen-

may

often have actings of faith of such kind that

them does not gi'ound an assurance of
hope and thence that it is useful and important for their peace to
compare with scripture their remembered consciousness of other
gracious actings, which, the word tells them, are also marks of a
saved state. "In the mouth of two or three witnesses" they

their self-consciousness of
;

gain the solid advantage of concurrent evidences.
Fifth. After M. N. charged me with falling into grave error as
to the distinction between assurance of faith and assurance of
liope, he should have laid cIoami that distinction himself, and then

observed
that

it.

there is

But he does neither. He c^uotes texts to prove
an assurance of faith and an assui-ance of hope, but
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Nor does he separate them
he sajs that " we set out "with the assurance
but we work up to the assurance of hope. Eight! He

he does uot

us what they are.

tell

consistently.

of faith,"
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First

says the latter process

work and labor

is

"

sloio, lahorious,

of love toward the

name

^xtinful, toiling in the

of God," etc.

Here he

goes farther in opposition to the Plymouth theology than I de-

he " out-Herods " this wicked Herod, the reviewer. For I
believe God has blessed manj' of his children by carrying them
rapidly and hai^pily through the assurance of faith to the assurance of hope. But when I teach his ot\ti doctrine in my poor waj-,
he cannot away with it. When I write that " the true, though
weak faith, of the beginner" describing the admitted case of the
beginner who is weak not that of the beginner who is strong, of
whom, blessed be God, there are at least some, "grows to the
assured faith of the matured Christian," meaning, obviously, the
faith crowned with assured hope, "by self-examination, coupled
^\-ith contrition, confessing and forsaking the defects detected, renewed acts of faith and watchfulness and holy living," he exclaims
that it wearies him even to think of it.
But he is not wearied to
sire

;

—

—

think of his

own

The question

w^ay, "slow, laborious, painful"'
is

launched at

us, " AYliat is to attest

my

faith,

bright-eyed, far-seeing, swift-winged, world-conquering, heaven-

scaHng, heaven-born," etc?

But

"Well, if it is all that, it

needs no-

must be attested hy
the loord and Spirit of God.
This is M. N.'s own answer in a
pre\'ious paragraph.
As to the supposed alternative attestation,
that of " our loathed works and ragged righteousnesses," I remark first since the works which are the fi'uits of true faith
are precisely as "heaven-born" as the faith, both are the work
I do not cjuite understand how the work should
of the Spirit.
be " loathsome," and the faith so admirable. The works done in
thing to attest

it.

lohether

it is all

that

:

faith are indeed imperfect; but being the fruits of the

Holy

appears to me, the Christian, instead of loathing them,
should humbly rejoice in the grace which wrought them.
I
Spii'it, it

remark second: that no scriptural behever relies on his works
" to attest " his faith but, on the contrary, he relies on the infallible word and Spirit to attest his works and faith both.
" Was this the way, viz., that described by
It is asked again
me above, in which Old Testament and New Testament saints
reached assurance of hope ? I answer, yes. So those saints say
;

:
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Owen

is quoted as the prince of theologians in M.
"Assurance is based, not on the work of the
Spirit in us, but on the communication of the Spirit to us, etc."
If Owen means what M. N. understands the Bible saints, then in
other places he contradicts himself, as here. These say (Psalm
cxix. 6), "Then shall I not be ashamed, when I have respect
" Preserve
unto all thy commandments." Psalm Ixxxvi. 2
my soul, for I am holy." 1 John iii. 21, 22: "Beloved, if our
heart condemn us not, then have we confidence towards God.
And whatsoever we ask, we receive of him, because we keep his
commandments." James ii. 18: "Show me thy faith without
thy works, and I will show thee my faith by my works." Jesus
Christ, in John xv. 14 " Ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever
I command you." 2 Peter i. 5-10: "Give dihgence to assure
yourselves [Greek] of your calling and election." How? By
"giving all dihgence to add to your faith, virtue," etc. 1 John
"We know that we have passed from death unto life,
iii. 14:
because we love the brethren." See also 1 John ii. 3. See

themselves.

N.'s eyes, saying:

:

:

Review.
This oldest wine

is best J

Eeviewer.

HODGE'S SYSTEMATIC THE0L0G17

WE

have here this long-expected work

somely printed on
are

bound in

at length completed,

They

volumes, royal octavo.

in three portly

firm, white

paper of excellent body

are hand;

but they

flimsy muslin, in the flimsiest style of that despicable

Why will our modern

publishers give the most weighty
and enduring works to the public in a dress appropiate only to
some worthless fiction, to be quickly, almost as quickly as it deserves, worn out and thrown away ? This outrage upon the rights
and the tastes of readers is aggravated by the fact, that the publishers have doubled the prices of their books upon us mthiu the
Is double pay, for shabbier work, to be one of
last ten years.
So it seems.
the signs of modern progress ?
Our general verdict upon the work of Dr. Hodge may be expressed very fairly by saying, that it is such a book as the Presbyterian public expected of him for that pubHc has been long
accustomed to recognize, and, whenever writing upon a subject
in his own proper department, to value very highly Dr. Hodge's
binding.

;

characteristics.

We

find the work, then, learned, perspicuous,

nervous, dogmatic and orthodox.
is distinctly Calvinistic,

The

doctrine which

the most noticeable characteristics of the work

is

it

asserts

One

of

the fulness of

its

without being ultra-Calvinism.

and atheistic infidelity on the one
hand, and of the pantheistic speculations on the other, which
are the banes of the recent movements in science.
It seems

refutations of the materiaUstic

apparent that the book has been enlarged, and the range of discussion widened, for the special purpose of deahng with these
forms of skepticism.
Among the other characteristics of this

which present themselves to a cursive examination
be noted the following

treatise

may

:

1.

Dr.

Hodge

and then argues

asserts that our

knowledge of God is "intuitive,"
God. This

for the proposition that there is a

'This article appeared in tlie Southern Presbyterian Review for April, 1873,
reviewing Systematic Theokxjy, by Charles Hodge, D. D.
Charles Scribner & Co.
3 vols. 8vo.
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argument, ignoring the usual theistic method in a manner rather
marked, relies chiefly upon the ethica' phenomena of the soul,

from which it reasons wdth unusual fulness and force.
2. Those who have had the privilege of Dr. Hodge's conversation are aware that the denunciation of the claims oi philosophy
to be a time science has been rather a favorite topic with him ;
and this opinion is not obscurely indicated in his theology. Yet
we know of no standard Keformed treatise which makes so much
use of philosophy, or contains so large a proportion of philosophical speculation.
3.

The

author, under many heads of divinity, displays the mul-

tifarious forms of eiTor with

what

more

fulness than his oavu ^dews of

is true.

4. If

we might judge by

the author's citations in what direc-

tions his theological reading chiefly lay,

German

heresy, in

its different

forms,

we should conolude

had received more

that

of his

any other department, orthodox or heterodox.
Ne^it would come the works of the continental Protestants,
Lutheran and Reformed. The teachers and leaders of Scotch
and Scotch-Irish Presbji;erianism are very scantily noticed and,
so far as we now remember, there is not a single reference to the
attention than

;

theology of the Anglican Church, or its gi'eat masters, to intimate that the author had ever heard of them. So American
theology appears chiefly in the names of

its

heresiarchs,

and

for

purposes of refutation.
5. Another marked peculiarity of the system is, the authority
which it gives to the evangehcal consensus of the children of God
of all denominations, as presented in theu' hymnology, prayers,

and controan authorThe author seems
versial.
Discarding the folly of an infalhble
itative, Protestant tradition.
tradition in the bishops, through an apostolic succession, he
claims that true beUevers not in virtue of any rituahsm or sacraand devotional

writings, rather than their technical

to elevate this almost into

—

mentflrian superstition, but in virtue of their effectual calling

Hence, so far as we can discriminate the true from the spurious beUevers, and ehminate
the modifications induced on their spiritual consciousness by
accidents of training and prejudice, we have in the consciousness
are aU infaUibly taught of God.

common

to them all a correct representation of revealed truth.
This source of authority, obriously, should be appealed to with
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nate

-vntli

That

it

cannot be

tke sacred Scriptures,

made

is
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a " rule of

faitli,"

very plain from this

coordi-

fact,

that

the parties to any debate would never agree as to the extent to

which the qualifications which are stated above should be applied.

Since

we have commended the general orthodoxy of this work,
upon which we should

the points must of course be very few

from the author's conclusions. We
propose, u'ith this cursory view of the merits of his work, to
confine our remaining remarks to but two points of doctrine.
feel constrained to dissent

The

first,

considered by us in a single aspect,

a point, to our

is

apprehension, both intricate and important, and
dissent from Dr.

Hodge with

we venture

to

diffidence; the more, liecause his

^dews are supported by not a few of the great Reformed divinas.

And

indeed his statement and arguments on the point we design

to bring into debate are, in

some

respects, safer

and more mod-

erate than theirs.

In Vol.

man

is

which

II.,

pp. 254, 255, the specific seat of original sin in
First, the erroneous doctrines are discarded

discussed.

TDlace it primarily in the

appetites.

body, or in our senses and animal

The author then proceeds

:

"A third doctrine is, that

the heart, considered as the seat of the affections, as distinguished

from the understanding, is the seat of natural depravity. This
doctrine is connected with the idea that all sin and holiness
are forms of feeling or states of the affections.
And it is made
the ground on which the nature of regeneration and conversion,
tho relation between repentance and
practical theolog}-, are explained.

on the state of the

feelings.

and other points of
Everything is made to depend

Instead of the affections following

the understanding, the understanding,

A man

tions.

faith,

it is

said, follows the affec-

understands and receives the truth only when he

is simply a change in the skite of the
and the only inability under which sinners labor, as
to the things of God, is disinclination.
In opposition to all these
doctrines, Augustinianism, as held by the Lutheran and Reformed Churches, teaches that the whole man, soul and body, the
higher as well as the lower, the intellectual as well as the emotional faculties of the soul, is affected by the corruption of our

loves

it.

Regeneration

affections,

nature derived from our

first

parents."

This extract not only presents the point we wish to debate,
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but gives us also a very characteristic specimen of Dr. Hodge's
method as a debater. Under an appearance of simple Saxon
straightforwardness, he most adroitly modifies,

and by modifyhe designs to assault, and gains credit
for his own by associating it with unquestioned truth, and claiming for it, with a quiet dogmatism, the uniform adhesion of the
orthodox learned. He seems to suggest that his answer to the
ing, disparages the view

question, "Wliere

is

gustiniauism, that
Teally argues

is,

the specific seat of depravity?
it

is

is

that of

Au-

the soul; whereas, the view which he

and source of depravity

that the ultimate seat

the intellect, as distinguished from the

will.
This is clear
from the tenor of his arguments, as will appear. It is clear
from his subsequent teaching on regeneration.
Manifestly,
wherever we place the ultimate seat or source of depravity, there
also we must place the primary, quickening touch of regene-

is in

Now,

ration.

saying, "It

in Yol. III., p. 17, while

the soul which

is

the soul that a

new

whether of the
will, is

principle of

intellect,

imparted, "

is

we

life,

we see him add these words

causatively related to

Hodge

the sensibility, the conscience, or the

of nature, knowledge or spiritual discernment

afiectious."

find Dr.

dead; and it is to
controlHng all its exercises,

spiritually

all

:

Is

" In the order

antecedent

holy exercises of the feelings

These words disclose his

real theory;

and

this is

the theory which he really holds and argues in the place
cited;

there coolh' assuming that

it is

and
and
first

the theory of the Re-

formed Confessions and divines. These do indeed teach that
"the whole man" is depraved, and that the soul, more specifically, is

the seat of depravity

;

but

"^ve

are yet to learn that they

unanimously, or even generally, countenance this peculiar theory

Hodge, Alexander and Dick, which makes the intellect,
as distinguished from the will, the ultimate source of depravity
Take, by the way, this from a doctrinal declaration of
in man.
the Reformed Church of France, at the National Synod of Alen9on "Nor doth he only powerfully illuminate the understandBut by the effectual power of the same
ing by the Holy Ghost.
lie
pierceth even into the inward recesses
regeneration,
spirit of
of their souls, openeth the heart, and infuseth new qualities into
of Drs.

:

their xoill^

This plainly teaches that the evil hahitus of the
from the blindness of his under-

sinner's will is not only distinct

standing, but

is

a more interior

evil.

So the

familiar

words

of
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our own Confession, on effectual calling, tell us that God not
only "enlightens our minds in the knowledge of Christ," but
also

"renews our

wills."

The

latter

work, surely,

is

not a mere

natural consequence of the former ?

So when Dr. Hodge would describe the doctrine he seeks

to

advocates believe the soul

is

overthrow, he suggests that

its

depraved or regenerated, not as a monad, but by
They hold no such thing they only dissent from his order
parts or facul-

ties.

;

of causation between the soul's respective faculties in their de-

He represents them as
praved or their sanctified actings.
reducing all sin and holiness to " forms of feeling or states of
the affections."

What

they really teach

is,

that sin or holiness,

wrong or a right haJntas (not consuetudo
merely) of the will; which habitus is the rudimental cavise, or
He charges
regulative principle of all the "forms of feeling."
upon them that the " only inability" they can consistently hold
" to the things of God. They hold that the root
is " disinclination
of inability is in this hostile hahitus of the will, out of which as
a source all "disinclinations" to duty arise; and that blindness
of mind is also a consequent part of the sinner's inability, so
Is not this the
real as to require divine grace to remove it.
analysis of the best and greatest of the Keformed divines, as

in its last analysis, is a

Turretin?

But we beg leave
of Dr. Hodge's.

to re-state our view in our

The

soul

is

own way,

instead

a unit, a monad, not constituted,

as material things are, of parts or members, but

endowed with

These,
which are distinct modes
according to the psychology of the Bible and of common sense,
fall into the three divisions of intelligence, will and sensibility
By the word "will," in
the latter class being passive powers.
this discussion, we mean, not the specific power of volition, but
that which the Keformed divines and our Confession mean by
active powers of man's spontaneity; what Sir
it, the whole
William Hamilton terms "the conative powers"; i. e., the whole
While the soul is simply
faculty of active desire and purpose.
passive only in its sensibilities, and its functions of intelligence

of its indivisihle activity.

faculties

are its

own

self-directed functions, yet

it is

by

its will,

or cona-

an agent, or puts forth its spontaneity.
Now, the soul is depraved as a soul, and is regenerated as a
But we
soul not hy patches or parts, seeing it has no parts.

tive

powers, that

;

it

is
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conceive that this obvious fact

faculties

aflfects

more primarily than the

here once for

all,

that

it is

consistent with the

is entirely

proposition, that sin (or hoHness)

the soul as to one of

And

others.

entirely inconsistent in Dr.

object the simplicity of the soul to those

its

us remark

let

Hodge,

who think, with

to

us, that

and conthose of understanding and sensibility, when he

sin affects the soul rudimentally in the faculty of will,

sequentially in

himself teaches, vice versa, that sin aifects
For,

sensibility.

if

it

rudimentally in the

and consequentially in those of

faculty of intelligence,

the fact that the soul

is

and

will

a unit refutes us,

Both opinions would in that case be out
Again Dr.
of the question equally, and the debate impossible.
Hodge, and those who think with him, dwell much on the complexity of the soul's acts, as invohang at once two or more of its
They tell us that an act of unfaculties or modes of function.
it

equally refutes him.

:

derstanding accompanies every act of desire or choice. True.
But they themselves go on to assert a relation of causation

between the

intellective

element and the conative element, as to

the production or rise of the concrete act of soul.

may

not

we

Why,

then,

assign a causative relation to the one or the other of

these two elements, as to the moral quality of that concrete act
of sold

We

?

shall find the divines

we

indicate (as Chalmers,

A. Alexander and Hodge), wdien hardly bestead to sustain their
peculiar \dews on this point, resorting very freely to the state-

depraved or regenerated
as a unit that it acts As a unit that it performs one concrete
function often through two or more faculties, which act, not sepaments, that the soid

is

a unit

;

that
;

;

rately as
tion.

it is

members, but only distiuguishably as modes of funcFor
repeat, all this is granted but it is irrelevant.

We

;

proved anything in the case, as much preclude the
it would,
one causative order as the other. It would be as unreasonable
to say "the understanding guides the wdll," as to say "the will
sways the understanding." Let this be remembered.
if it

We

have thus disencumbered the issue wdiich we wish to
It is this In defining depravity, are we to place the

examine.

:

rudimentary element of the sinfid nature in the blinded understanding misleading the spontaneity, and thus qualifying the
Such is the view of the divines
soul as a whole morally evil?

named.

Or, are

habitus of the

we

will,

to find

it

causatively

rudimentally in the perverted
corrupting

and blinding the
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understanding, and thus qualifying the soul as a whole morally
evil ?
Such is our understanding of the Scriptures and of the
Reformed theology. The question is, as we shall see, not a mere

psychological curiosity, but has important consequences.

Hodge

opinion of Dr.
illumination,
If

will.

is correct,

then regeneration

is

If the

primarily

and secondarily and consequentially, revolution of

our opinion

is right,

then regeneration

is

rudimentally

and causatively revolution of will, and consequentially illumination.
And, moreover, if Dr. Hodge's opinion is the true one,
it would be more consistent for him to teach with Dr. A. Alexander {TJioughts on Religious Experience, Chap. VI.), and with
Dr. Dick (Lecture 66), or even with Claude Pajon of the French
Church, that the Holy Ghost operates only mediately, through
the truth, in revolutionizing the

If our opinion is the true

will.

French Reformed,
and the whole current of the great Reformed divines, that the
Holy Ghost operates not only mediately, but also immediately
and supernaturally, in revolutionizing the will.
On this point
Dr, Hodge is in one place (Vol. III., p. 17), consistently erroneous, as it appears to us; but in Vol. II., under the head of
Efficacious Grace," he emphatically and largely teaches what
is inconsistently correct.
For he there asserts a regeneration
by immediate grace in the strongest and most satisfactory form,
and even declares himself almost ready to say with Owen, against
Dr, Alexander and the Reformed European divines, that it is a
one, then

consistent to teach, with the

it is

''

"johysical'^ effect of supernatural grace.

But that we may do no
those

who

injustice, let

us distinguish.

explain depravity and regeneration

the understanding universally leads the will,
four grades of opinion.

denies

all eyil

The lowest

is

Among

by the theory that
there appear to be

that of the Pelagian,

who

habitus of will, regards regeneration as a mere self-

determination to a

new purpose

of living,

and holds that

it is

wrought simply by the moral suasion of the truth. This virHoly Ghost. The second is that of the
semi-Pelagian, who holds that the -will is not indeed dead in sin,

tually leaves out the

but that
world,

it

is

greatly corrupted

bad example, and

Hence gospel

by

evil desires, cares of this

evil habits, \_consuetudines,

not habitus'].

truth never engages the soul's attention strongly

enough to exert an efficacious moral suasion, until the Holy
Ghost calms and fixes the mind upon it by his gracious, suasive
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The truth, thus gaining access to the soul, regeneThe third class, disclaiming all semi-Pelagianismj hold
that the truth ought to, and would control the will, if clearly
and fully seen; but that, in \drtue of the natural bUndness of
influence.

rates

it.

the understanding, which they regard as the source of depravity,

the truth cannot be thus seen until the

nated;

and

this illumination,

a true,

efficacious work, is regeneration.

mind

is di-sinely illumi-

gracious, spiritual

As soon

and

as that is done, the

by its natural power
always
follow
must
the
prevalent dictate of the
for the
understanding. Such was most i^robably the scheme of Claude
Pajon.
The fourth class is that of Dr. Alexander, Dr. Dick, and
we presume, of Dr. Hodge. Holding that the rudiments of our
depravity are in the blinded understanding primarily, and in the
perverted wiR derivatively, they also hold that illumination is
regeneration but they add that, in order for this illumination,
a supernatural operation on the mind itself is necessary. And

truth spiritually seen reyolutionizes the wiW
^\"ill

;

that operation

the causative' source of conversion.

is

tinguishes their scheme from that of Pajon.
their orthodoxy

orthodoxy

in

;

yet,

we

repeat,

We

one particular.

This dis-

This also saves

seems to us an inconsistent
ask them Is that immediate

it

:

—

Holy Ghost that prerequisite of illumination
the sovereign and immediate revolution in the hahltus of the
And they answer. No; for that would imply the \dew
will?
which we hold, and they disclaim it, as to the radical source of
moral quality in the soul. What then is the operation ? They
reply We do not know it is inscrutable, being back of conBut to us it appears, that ir illumination of the unsciousness.
derstanding is the whole direct efficiency of the Holy Ghost in
regeneration, it is more natural and consistent to stop where
operation of the

;

:

Pajon stops, with a mediate conversion through the truth.
The second doctrinal application must be to determine the
nature of

faith.

If intellectual blindness is the ultimate trait of

and supernatural illumination is the essential work of
regeneration, then faith, which is the charactei'istic action of
the soul as regenerated and instrumental organ of its redempBut if our view is held,
tion, must be a simple belief of the truth.
depravity,

then regeneration

is

primarily a sovereign, immediate revolution

of the will (having illumination as its divine attendant),
faith is a receiving

and resting upon Christ

for salvation.

and
Dr.
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Alexander

is

He

thoroughly consistent.

ing faith, separated from

its

:

Yes, sav-

not in the nature of the

It differs fi'om historical faith, saith he,

of the

says boldly

adjuncts, is simple behef of truth.

function of mind, but in the degree

mind
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of

strength with

renewed man grasps the gospel

of dead faith accepts intellectually the

same

truth.

which the

The man

truths which sanc-

and save the believer, but "uath too unsteady a grasp. When
reminded that man "beUeveth toitJi the heart unto righteousness," and that the gospel's essential proposal is rather of
spiritual good to the choice than of speculative truth to the
assent, he resorts again to his plea that the soul is a monad.
Intelligence and choice, he argues, are but two modes of funcMay not the two functions be differention of this unit soul.
There is no moral appetency or choice
tiated only objectively?
May not all the difference between the
without intelligence.
soul seeing and the soul choosing be the objective difference?
May not the function of inteUigence be as essentially a moral
one, as that of appetency and choice be, in fact, the same
function ?
This strikes us as exceedingly subtile and ingenious.
Indeed, he stands, to our apprehension, unrivalled in such acumen. But it is erroneous. The soul is one yet its modes of
function are truly more than one and they are differentiated
tify

he

is

;

;

;

subjectively, as well as objectively

An

apparatiis to

measure

;

truly, as well as seemingly.

An

caloric is a thermometer.

ratus to measure moisture is a hygrometer.

The

latter

appacould

not become a thermometer merely by being applied to the meacaloric.
The difference of the two objects is great
enough to require an essential difference of mode in measiu'ing
the two.
So it is obvious to common sense and to consciousness, that while moral desire and choice are intelligent, choice
and desu'G are not intellection, and intellection is not choice.
The evasion is vain and Dr. Alexander's definition of faith as
simply behef of truth, while consistent with his and Dr. Hodge's
Here we might appeal
premises, is defective and unscriptural.
to the arguments usually advanced by theological text-books, to
show that, according to the Scriptures, faith is an act of the
soul performed both by the ^vill and the intelligence but to the
well-informed reader it would be supei^fluous
Dr. Hodge, on this point, departs from the teaching of his

surement of

;

;

venerable predecessor with a fortunate inconsistency.

In defin-
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ing faith, he

tells us, first,

that the rudimental idea of the word,

in both the sacred languages, is trust; secondly, that rehgious

generic aspect,

faith, in its

testimony

is con"vdction

of the

and, thirdly, that sa-sdng faith

;

is,

tmth on

divine

specifically,

both

assenting to and embracing the gospel promise on the authority

We

of that testimony.

give, not his precise words,

but his ab-

bre%'iated thouciht.

The

third point of doctrine involved in this debate

relation of faith

depravity

is

and repentance.

the

is

If the rudimental element of

blindness of mind, and regeneration

is

primarily

illumination, then faith should be defined as assent to gospel

truth simply, and repentance should be defined as the consequence of sa^dng faith, and invariably subsequent to it.
To
this last point Dr. Hodge would assent.
But if our scheme is

the true one, that depra\'ity

is

rudimentally a perverted Jiahitus

accompanied by a consequent blinding of the mind, and
regeneration is primarily an almighty revolution of the -wdll
resulting in illumination, then faith is a " recei\dng and resting
upon Christ for salvation," ("with the heart man believeth unto
righteousness,") and /isTcv^oia, or a turning of the heart from sin
to God, is implicitly involved in the specific act of saving faith.
And this we beheve to be the teaching of the Scriptures. Let
us not be misunderstood we know that every moral emotion
of will

;

implies, as its condition, a corresponding act of intelligence

;

that there can be no godly son'ow in the heart where there is

so

no

We suppose that what Dr. Hodge calls
"generic faith," conviction of timth on divine testimony, is im-

light in the head.

plied as a priori in evangeUcal repentance.

hand, some affection of godly sorrow

is

But, on the other

implied in the specific

action of saving faith embracing Christ for salvation.

For

sav-

ing faith receives his salvation, not as a speculative truth to be

assented

to,

embrace

it,

but a spiritual good to be embraced.
except as

Will the soul

values and desires it?

Surely not.
appetency of the wiU for salvation prompts the faith.
And what is this appetency but fizravota ? For, as om* Confession hath it, faith embraceth Christ "as he is offered to us in
the gospel." But he is offered to us as a Saviour from sin. He
who embraces him must do it, therefore, because, feeling sin to
be an exilper se, he desires deliverance fi-om it, and not from its

Hence

it

this

penalty merely.

But that

feeling,

we

repeat, is fiszdi^oca, at least
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It thus appears that the essential difference between saving faith on the one hand, and historical or temporary faith on the other, is, that the first has repentance implicit

iu rudiment.

When we say this, we do not at
as its a 2'>'rwri condition.
deny that faith also reciprocally stimiilates repentance. Nor
do we deny that from the moment faith begins to work, hope,
gratitude and love, in view of the cross, become new and powerful incentives to repentance, and thenceforward characterize it
Such seems to us to be the representation
with new tenderness.
See those numerous places in the Old Tesof the Scriptures.
tament, where "to turn" (^1^) is the instrumental condition
in

it

all

of salvation (as "believe" is in the

New

Testament), as Ezek.

See also those like Acts ii. 38, where
the apostles seem to be as wilhng to answer the question, What
must be done in order to be saved? A\dtli "Repent," as wath
" Believe."
How are these answers to be explained? Are there
two different ways for sinners to be saved? Surely not. Then,
repentance and faith must be much nearer the same thing than
32

xviii.

;

Jer. xxsi. 19.

who make repentance an

those represent them

emotion, and

We

can only explain them by saying, that both involve a function of the regenerate -nill, and that
faith a

mental conviction.

repentance

is

Again,

implicit of faith.

is it

not significant that,

many places where the two are mentioned, repentance is
named first? Mark i. 15; Acts ii. 38 ("baptism for remission"
in so

expressing faith); Acts

v.

The Scriptures
by repentance, or as con32 "And j-e, when ye had seen it, reye raigJit helieve him" So iu 2 Tim. ii.
31; xx. 21.

Lastly-:

expressly speak of faith as prompted
ditioned on

Matt. xxi.

it.

2)ente(l not afterivard, that

:

25 " In meekness instructing those that oppose themselves, if peradventure God will give them repentance to the achioidedging of
:

the truth." So, again,

the hatred of the good as

its cause.
2 Thes. ii. 10That hatred is the opposite of repentance.
AVe may be reminded that it is a peculiarity of the Arminian

site of faith, to

12

God traces the unbelief, which is the oppo-

;

and Rom.

i.

28.

theology, that they
of production.

and

make repentance precede faith in the order
is true; but they make both repentance

This

and therein is the dangerous
Let us say, with the Scriptures, that repentance and
faith are both the exercises of a regenerate soul, and of none
other this danger will then be gone.
faith precede regeneration

feature.

;

;
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Having thus shown the theological
under debate, we return to

it

of the question

results

more imme-

in order to present the

arguments, logical and scriptural, for our view of that
question.
The sketch which we ha?e presented, of its bearings
diate

upon the four doctrines of

original sin, regeneration, faith

and

repentance, contained, unavoidably, several anticipations of these
cation of

The careful reader will be able to make the applithem for himself and we "unll avoid repetition of them

as far as

is practicable.

arguments.

;

When we

powers of the soul under their three
and sensibility, it seems obvious to mature
reflection, that depra^dty and hoUness have their primary seat in
the will, as related to the intellect and sensibiUty, rather than in
the intellect as related to the w^ill.
It is the soul, and not a
faculty separate from the soul, Avhich is depraved or sanctified
heads of

distribute the

intellect, wdll

yet this diseased or healthy state of soul qualifies

as to

it

its

function of spontaneity primarily, and of intellect and sensi-

bihty consequentially.

simple argument: by

by

its will it acts.

In support of

this,

we advance

this

its

function of intelligence the ^ovXsees;

Some

philosophers have disputed the justice

making the conative powers the active powers of the soul
and they say that the soul as truly acts in conceiving, or judgof our

This

ing, as in desiring or choosing.
soul, in conceiving

oicn

;

but

it is

The sophism
is

and judging,

is

ambiguous.

is 2^6^forming

not therein intrinsically exerting

is

here:

an exercise of

its

When

a function of
its

the soul conceives or judges, there

spontaneity, oftentimes, in directing

its atten-

judgment.

of the attention is not strictly cognition

;

a function of the conative powers accompanying cognition.
aside this, and

own

it "u-ill

it»

spontaneity.

tion hy loill to a particular object of conception or

But that directing

True, the

be e^-ident to any

consciousness, that cognition

is

man who examines

it is

Set
his

not an act of tho soul intho

sense in which the conative functions are

and that is the senso
Now, does not common sense teach us, that
moral responsibility attaches to those acts and states of soul
Avhicli it puts forth from itself, by its spontaneity, moro primarily
than to those with which it is affected by causes out of itself ?
Dr. Hodge, in ono place, attempts to show that moral respon;

of this argument.

sibility

does not primarily

qualify'

our acts of spontaneity, but

rather our acts oi intelligence, by this view

:

Brutes and maniacs
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have spontaneity, but

tliev liave

no moral

quality.
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Why ?

Be-

cause their spontaneity is irrational. It is only when you have
intelligence guiding spontaneity that you find moral quality.

We
is

reply

:

the fact

is

The presence of intelligence
moral action. But that this is short

as alleged.

a condition requisite to

of proving the intelligence to be the

primary seat of the moral

quality appears very simply thus:

The presence

of conative

power is also a condition requisite to moral action. Dr. Hodge
would doubtless admit that a mere power of concei\Ting notions,
without dispositions, preference or choice, could not be a person
Yet Dr. Hodge would not admit
at all, nor have character.
that the conative function was the seat of the moral character.
Now, we ask AVhat is it that completes our idea of personality ?
Cognition, merely as such, abstracted from acts of
It is ^viU.
voluntary attention which may, or may not attend it is an
:

—

—

Witness the fact that multitudes of percepts and concepts affect oiu* minds without any movement of
desire or volition whatever, the former from objective sources,
involuntary function.

the latter from the instinctive law of suggestion.
decisive feature which, according to

common

Tills is

the

sense, forbids our

regarding the cognitive acts of the soul as those by which

it is

primarily qualified "udth moral character.

This naturally introduces to our notice another attempt which

from the fact that men are
morally responsible for their opinions and beliefs. He says,
that to make the will the primary seat of moral character inour author makes to argue his

A-iew,

volves the \icious conclusion, that intellectual belief

is

irrespon-

sible—a proposition contrary to all Scripture and sound ethics.
This instance, when examined, will be found against him. The
truth
ferent

is,
;

that
for

some

many

of our opinions

of

them we

last are precisely the

and

beliefs are morally indif-

are strictly responsible.

And these

opinions vjhich involve a moral element.

No man becomes more

virtuous

by

ascertaining that the two

But a man
by persuading himself that trust,
obedience and gratitude towards Christ are not his duty. Now,
when the skeptic comes and argues that he is not responsible
for any opinion heartily adopted, because intellectual conviction
is the involuntary consequence of evidence seen, how do we
refute him?
By showing that no morally erroneous conviction
angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal.

does become more

vicio^is
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could
cause.

he

Tieart'dy

This

is

toithout

established,

an immoral, volurdary

the true, analytic answer to his licentious infer-

—

So that these very cases confirm our view, that the
ence!
moral character of our intellectual convictions, of which many do
have such character, has its source in the voluntary states and
acts of the soul.

The view we

on the other hand, seems to endanger
by making sin an involunFor such are man's moral
tary result of intellectual conditions.
intuitions, that if he is taught that a ceiiain action was the
regular, certain and involuntary result of a mental view with
which neither disposition nor choice could have anything to do,
in such a sense that, the mental view being what it was, the
action must still have inevitably been what it was, no matter how
right the feelings, disposition and choice may have been, he
will certainly answer, "Then the agent cannot be blamable."
Dr. Alexander criticizes those who argue our conclusion from
the assertion that the action of the will is moral, and that of the
intellect is not, and who call the "svill the "moral faculty" in
man. He remarks very correctly, that this is erroneous, that
neither intellect nor mil is the "moral faculty" in man; for
not one in a hundred of the acts of either have properly any
The ratio is probably stated too strongly.
moral character.
He then adds that there is a third faculty, which alone deserves
to be called " the moral faculty " and that is conscience. We conceive that Dr. Alexander might have increased the plausibility of
this part of his argument very much, by j)roceeding to argue, as
he does in his Moved Science, that conscience, so far as it is a
judging faculty, and distinguished from its emotional element,
contest,

the destruction of our responsibility,

;

which

is

secondary,

is

itself

a function of the intelligence

—

He might then have put his conclusion thus
rational function.
" Conscience is the true and only moral facult}^ in man.
But
:

the judgments of conscience

— are rational

;

— the rudimental part of

its

function

therefore the reason is the true seat of sin or holi-

Yet it would have
which is also implicitly in his
own statement that therefore the moral goodness of a good
man is primarily in this, that he has a true conscience ; and the
moral badness of a bad man primarily in this, that he has di false
That is it would follow from Dr. Alexander's \iew,
conscience.
ness."
laid

This would have been consistent.

him open

to this refutation,
:

:
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that the opposite moral states of the two

men were

primarily in

moral judgments. But now, it is not true that
good and bad men always, or even generally, have opposite moral
judgments. Tlie two men probably have the same judgments of
conscience in the main and the difference mainly is, that the
their opposite

;

good man
ments.

and the bad man disobeys those common judgtrue that conscience is the faculty which is our
but then our moral quality as persons is in our

obeys,

It is

moral guide
conformity or enmity to that guidance. What is it, in us, that
Primarily, the vyill.
is conformed or opposed to that guidance ?
And this brings our debate, it appears to us, up to that scrip;

tural test

which

is

the decisive one.

It so

happens that the

Holy Ghost has given us an exact definition of the idea of sin.
'^H b-fxapzia iaziv
dvoiiia^ (1 John iii. 4), which our catechism
imitates.
The vbixoz, the standard, is, first, the law of our moral
nature written on our hearts by our Creator; and, secondly, his
revealed precepts taught to our intellects.
The sin consists,
-q

conformity to that standard.

according to John, in lack of

We

repeat the question

:

What

is it

conformed to that standard?

in sinful

Every

man which

sinner's

is

not

consciousness

answers: partially the reason, but cMefiy and 2y^'i'^'>^(-ii'ily the roill,
and thence consequentially, the animal appetites and bodily members.

The

soul has three classes of 230wers

the conative and the passive sensibilities.
sive

powers

susceptibilities,

The

moral judgments,

fiirnish

first,

the intellectual,
last are pas-

rather than faculties;

root of sin cannot be primarily in

rather than act.

:

These

them

;

hence the

for they are acted on,

the intellectual powers, by their

us the standard of reference; and our

rational intuitions are, that so far as conscience, the rational
faculty applied to moral objects,

accompanied with

sentiment of approbation and disapprobation,

is

its

peculiar

correctly in-

formed by God's precepts, and is not misinformed by the will,
and the imperative standard of
right and wrong.
There remains, then, the second class of
powers, the conative, the will; in which must be found the
spring of personal, moral character; of good character, if the
will is conformed, of bad character, if it is opposed to the rational
standard.
This scriptural view is confirmed by one remark:
Let any one collect as many as he can of those acts of men to
which the Scriptiu'es and theologians appeal as a posteriori
this conscience is the correct
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proofs of natiye clepravitT, and

under this

common

obstinately to the soul's

itself

lie

find tliat tliey all fall

'U'ill

them the

predication, that in

vri\l

own moral judgments.

opposes
This, in

the anah'tic statement of that universal fact in which the

fine, is

moral disorder and ruin of man's soul manifests itself.
The reasonings which we have attempted to answer seem to
us to involve this illusion that because man is a reasonable
:

But

agent, his spontaneity is but a modification of his reason.

so ?

is this

Hodge

cites against us, that other creatures

which have no reason?

human
much so as

fact of

as

fact

which Dr.

have a spontaneity

In truth, spontaneity

is

an ultimate

consciousness, and an ultimate power of the soul,
reason.

It is coordinate in primariness

with the power of reason.

plicity

by the

Is not this sufficiently refuted

It

has

its

own

and sim-

original luihitus,

" disposition," which re-acts on the reason as truly as

its

acted on.

may

Against this view some

cry out:

"Then

it is

the

action of a man's spontaneity might be no more
than the pulsation of his heart " We reply The instance is
unfair, because the will is not a separate member, like that mus-

a rational action

!

:

caUed " heart " in the body

cle

unit

;

so that

all

;

but

it is

mode

a

of function of

And that soul which ^^dUs is

the soul, a spiritual unit.
action of

T^*ill

a rational

the action of a rational agent.

is

But we concede that spontaneity is sometimes unconsciously irraOftentimes it is contra-rational and
tional and that is lunacy.
;

;

that is

Sometimes, by God's grace,

sillfulness.

conformed to reason

But the
it is

;

and

vve find it truly

that is holiness.

favorite plea of the fathers

the recognized doctrine of

all

who

differ

will follows the prevalent

judgment of the

"Man

sees; the view of the

his

feels as

mind

from us

is,

that

sound philosophers, that the

They say
mind therefore

intellect.

must direct or govern the feehng and the prevalent last judgment must decide the will." It is from this statement Dr. Hodge
infers that depravity and holiness must be ultimately traced
to the intellect Dr. Dick infers that the revolution of the veill,
;

;

in effectual calling, is the natui-al effect of true illumination;

and Dr. Alexander
•N-iction

infers that a faith

of the truth is all

vation and duty.

what defines man

we need

to

which

make

is

simply fuU con-

the soul embrace sal-

This psychological law we fuUy admit it is
That is, granted that
as a reasonable agent.
:

the prevalent judgment of the intellect be of a given nature on
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a specific subject, then tlie feeling and choice of the soul on that
vn.]l of course correspond.
But the analysis stops one

subject

step too short.

the intellect

is

Whence the kind of \iew and judgment which
found to have on that given subject ? Is it always

of a purely intellectual origin?

This

is tacitly

assumed, but

Let the suljject be one of a moral nature, involv-

erroneously.

ing an object of choice or desire, and

will

it

be found that ihe7'e
is the echo of the

the heai-t has taught the head ; the opinion
disposition

;

intelligence,

explain

:

A

the power of spontaneity, coordinate ^ith that of

has announced
child

honey, sugar.

tastes

its

o^^ti

original Jmhitas.

In each case his palate

power

Let us

experimentally, candies, SAveetmeats,
is gratified.

On

this

mind constructs a
generahzation, forms the class of "sweet things," and concludes
the general judgment "Sweet things are good." Now, this general judgment may be as truly and pui'ely accounted an intellectsimilarity of

to gratify the palate his

:

ual process as the arithmetical one that a larger subtrahend

must make a smaller remainder. And it may be said that in
every subsequent desire and purpose to seek the "sweet things,"
the child's \riSS. follows this intellectual judgment. Very true.
And yet it is none the less true, that the judgment is itself a
generalization of a series of acts of appetency the mere echo
of the instinctive verdict of an animal appetite.
So that in its

—

last analysis, the causation of

the choice

is

traced up, through

the intellect, to a law of the spontaneity.

We shall be reminded that the instance we have chosen gives
us only an animal appetite, a phenomenon of animal spontaneity
whereas the thing in debate is moral emotion and choice, which
is

always rational emotion and choice.

This we

admit, and
Perhaps it is
and as original,

we advance the

instance only for an illustration.

a clumsy one.

But has not the

appetencies as the palate ?

"\\Tien

"udll

we

as real,
call

full}'

the former rational,

moral desires, what do we mean? That disposition is nothing
but a modification of thought ? We apprehend that our meaning
is this
the intellect is thefaculty hy which we conceive the object
of the moral appetency as in the case of the animal appetite,
the nerves of sensation are the inedhim by which we perceive the
sweet object. Yet in the moral phenomenon there is an original
disposition of will, which is as truly a spiritual appetency as
the bodily appetite is an animal appetency.
If we are correct
:

;
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we

in this,

judgments generahzed in the mind,
e\Tl, however purely
when abstracted from their source, are yet but the

shall find that the

as to the desirableness of moral good or
intellectual,

echoes of the original, or regenerated appetencies of the
Let us now apply this anah'sis to the sinner's conversion.

will.

Why

does the renewed sinner embrace Christ as a Saviour from sin,
by his faith and new obedience instead of sin, by his repent;

ance? Because his understanding, illuminated by grace, now
judges clearly that salvation and new obedience are not only
Such is our breththe obligatory, but the preferable good.
assent.
and
we
fully
Were
ren's answer
it not so, the new
But now,
choice would not be rational, and so not spiritual.
one question more How came this illuminated intellect to judge
the salvation from sin, and the new obedience, the preferable
good, when the original, native disposition of the vnM was to
It was only because
prefer the sin and dislike the obedience ?
the Holy Ghost sovereignly revolutionized the disposition of
illumination the immediate
will.
S7iis was the primary cause
consequence and faith and repentance the practical result. Thus
" God
the profound Pascal, [Peiisees, Ire Partie., Sec. III.)
alone can put di"\ane tniths into the soul, and by the mode
which pleases him. I know he hath willed them to enter from
the heart into the mind, and not from the mind into the heart,
in order to humble the proud power of reasoning, which pre;

.

:

;

;

:

be judge of the things the will chooses, and in order
%\'ill, which has wholly corrupted itself by
And hence it results, that while, in
its unworthy attachments.
speaking of human affairs, men say One must know in order to
love, which hath passed into a proverb the saints on the contrary say, in speaking of divine things One must love in order to

sumes

to

to heal this infii*m

:

;

:

know."

But the decisive appeal should be, not to philosophy, but to
the Scriptures. These would seem to sustain our \aew in a multitude of places, where sin and depra"vaty are traced to an " e^dl
heart," a "hardened heart"; and holiness to a "pure heart";
or where regeneration is a cleansing of the heart, a giving of a
fleshly heart.
But we are reminded that the Hebrews, and after
them the New Testament writers, used the word "heart" in a
comprehensive sense, equivalent to that of " soul," or " inner man."
We are pointed to the munerous places in which the functions
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of intellect are referred to the " heart," as in the phrases, " an

understanding heart "
heart"

"laying up

;

;

" blindness of heart "

(scil.,

;

"thoughts of the

a remembrance) in the heart."

Thus

it

the declarations of the Scriptures

sought to prove that
about "a good or an evil heart," may mean no more than a
good or an evil mind, or soul. Now, upon this cl^ss of passages
we remark, that the word "heart" is used with great frequency
all

is

meaning is, the corporeal
meaning is, the feelorgan and
Thence
it means, secondly,
ings, desires, and volitions of the soul.
"
the inner man," regarded from the point of view of that which
in the Scriptures.

its first

;

Its first literal

tropical or immaterial

enclosed within, as the bodily organ

is.
Thus, in
Let the adorning [of the Christian woman] be
the hidden man of the heart." Thirdly, "heart" hence comes
and it has this meaning
to mean soul, the spirit which feels

is invisible,

1 Peter

4

iii.

:

"

;

often

But

when

it

the soul's cognitive function

is

the thing predicated.

should be noted, that this occurs usucdly

of thought is vioral;

as in the classical text,

loheii the suljject

God saw that "every

imagination of the thought of man's heart was eviir Now, the
extensive use of the word "heart" for "soul," the agent which

must certainly be explained by admitting an
these two faculties; and a relation
between
intimate relation
especially intimate when the objects of thought and feeling are
moral.
But does this fact authorize our brethren to say that
the Scriptures intend to assign right thought as the source of
Hardly. "Were we to
right feeling, instead of the reverse?
seize upon this phrase, " a feeling mind," in their writings, to
prove that they meant to teach that feeling is the source of intellect, they would demur.
Then, the counterpart phrase, " a thinking heart," does not imply that thought is the source of feehng.
It only implies an intimate relation of the powers of thought and

and

feels

thinks,

feeling.

But there are Scriptures which not only do
assign an order; and

mth

this,

but do also

reference to moral objects, the order

of relation \s,frorin the heart to the head.

Here we claim

all

the

texts already cited touching the relation of repentance to faith.

We

claim also

Mark

iii.

5,

where Jesus disapproved the Phari-

theory of sabbath observance; and this because he was
So, in Eph. iv. 18:
"gi-ieved at the hardness of their heart."

sees'

Gentiles

"have the understanding

{oc6.i>oca)

darkened, being
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alienated from the

life

of

God

througli the ignorance that is in

them, because of the blindness (or hardness,

of their

7:o'j[jojacz)

Here the apostle distinctly traces sinful ignorance to
heart."
Nor can this be evaded by saying that
the heart for its source.
heai*t here means "soul," "mind"; for this would be flagrantly
viclent exegesis.

When

the apostle has designedly introduced a

by his own
and then evidently designs to
refer to the conative faculties of the soul by the recognized word
for them, xapoia, -wdll any one say he shall not teach what he aims
Had he still meant "understanding," we presume he
to teach?
distinct reference to the state of the cognitive faculty

most discriminative word,

ocdvoca,

would have still said " dcfv^o'.a' in the last member of the verse.
Permit such interpretation, and next loe shall meet this fate, viz.
that when we are trving our best to say that, in spiritual things,
" the heart leads the head," we shall be told "Xo, you do not
mean that you use the word heart in the comprehensive sense
of soul '; you mean that the head leads the head!"
We are also referred to many passages where, as our brethren
understand them, regeneration is described as illumination, and
:

'

'

;

'

"To

them from darkness to light."
"God," says Paul, "was pleased to reveal his Son in me."
" Sanctify
" The eyes of the understanding being enhghtened."
them through thy truth." "Renewed in knowledge after the
depravity as blindness.

image,"

etc.

"

God hath

turn

shined in our

of the knowledge of the glory of
Christ."

We

heai-ts, to

God

reply that regeneration doubtless includes illumi-

nation, as an essential

and glorious part

different thing to say that regeneration

thereof.
is

make

the Bible contradict

itself,

when

it

We
is at

and

it is

a

latter,

we should

describes a quick-

ening or revolutionizing work of divine grace, which
to illumination,

But

only illumination.

Should we force these Scriptures to assert the
only

give the light

in the face of Jesus

is in

order

therefore prior in causation.

are thus led back to that application of our theory which

once

its

best illustration and most important use;

its

bear-

Hoh' Ghost in regeneration operates, not only mediately through the Word, but also immediThis Drs. Hodge and Alexander
ately and supernaturally.
stoutly and sincerely asseii;, along with all sound Calvinists.
What we claim is, that we can assert it more consistently than
For, to rethey, \di]i their pecuhar theory of sin and holiness.

ing

upon the doctrine

that the
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if sin lias its ruclimental seat in the intellect, then the
quickening which begins the conversion from sin must operate
If blindness of mind is the radical source of
in the same place.

peat,

proper remedy and that light is revealed
That blindness too is spiritual blindness, for the sinner
is not a lunatic he is in possession of his natural faculties, and
can perceive secular and scientific, and even some moral truths.

moral

error, light is the

;

truth.

;

From

this point of view, it appears to us, the theory of Claude
Pajon that the Holy Ghost needs to operate only through the
truth, in producing spiritual vision, is more consistent than the
orthodox one of Drs. Alexander and Hodge. Dr. Alexander, referring to Ps. cxix. 18 " Open thou mine eyes that I may behold
wondrous things out of thj law," justly remarks, that two things
are needed to effectuate actual vision in a blinded eye first, the
surgeon's agency restoring the faculty of -sdsion and, secondly,
:

:

;

Now

the presence of light, the proper medium.

him because he cannot explain
remove from the
admission of the light. For he does

thing for us to say, but not for

what

it is

this is a just

;

that the spii'itual sui'gery needs to

intellect in order to the

not hold to a corruption of wdll as cause of the darkening of the

mind.

The theory

by the Reformed divines,
are so instructive in this connection that we beg leave to state it
more fully. Chaufepie [Historical and Critical Dictionary) gives
full and authentic explanations, often in the words of that distinguished

of Pajon,

and

its

rejection

Pajon repudiated

divine.

the phrase,

" mediate

operation," which his adversaries applied to his doctrine,

and

one sole and the
same act, which should be referred to the Holy Ghost as principal cause, and to the Word, and other means of grace, as organs,
of which he serves himself to act on us."
In a private conference with the distinguished J. Claude, Messrs. Lenfant and de
La Bastide, in Paris, Pajon explained himself in the foUo^dng

preferred to state

propositions

:

1.

strengthened by

them.

3.

thus: "Regeneration

it

Men
all

are born sinners.

4.

This corruption

The

is

5.

This original sin

God

is

converts

too deep for any sinner to be con-

working in him to will and to
dependent on the self-

efficacy of this grace is not

determination of the man, but
cible,

2.

actual transgressions, until

verted, v/ithout efficacious grace
do.

is

This grace

is

is

in the grace

itself,

and is invin-

not merely an exterior, but an interior
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understanding, necessarily

j)enetratirig tlie

liglit,

knowledge of

world

toillfrorn the

God.

to

yet the conversion which
free-will

because the mil

;

filling

it

with

true good, which knowledge necessarily leads the

tlie

6.
it

Althougli this grace

works

is dra-svn

a

is

movement

is

invincible,

of the man's

or necessitated to follow the

gospel precepts only hy this gracious knowledge of our true good.
So that it is possible the man might resist it if he chose but it
;

is

when

impossible that

resist.

7.

apphed he

this grace is

shall choose to

In giving us this knowledge of our true good, which

Holy Ghost usually emwhich
is for that reason called
ploys the ministry of the word
the "seed of our regeneration" and "ministration of the Holy
Ghost." 8. Besides the word, God also employs providential
means (as e. g., good examples, chastisements, removals of tempnecessarily works our conversion, the
;

tation, etc.), all of which, along with the

as to

make them

efficacious organs, in

word,

God so

dispenses

each given case, of con-

version.
'

It

was

this statement of

mature

friends, after

Pajon from which M. Claude and his

reflection, dissented, as virtually involving

the Pelagian errors of moral suasion, mediate foreknowledge, and
universal call ; and as contrary to those Scriptures which, like
14; Ps. cxix. 18; Eph. i. 17, 18, teach that God performs on the heart an immediate sovereign work, which is i7i order
Two or three Provincial S^mods,
to the entrance of saving truth.

Acts

x^d.

the government not allo-udng any National

We

in this condemnation.

these other testimonies

:

add

Synod

to meet, joined

to this point, so justly taken,

Jer. xxxi. 33

;

Ezek. xxx\d. 26, 27

;

Luke

xxiv. 45.

We

argue, secondly, against this conception of depravity and
and in favor of the immediate agency of the Holy

regeneration,

Ghost, that wxre the former scheme true, even as set forth by
Dr. Dick, faith would be in order to the regeneration of the will.

However he might

eliminate any sequence of time,

if

" this gra-

cious knowledge necessarily leads the will from the world to

God,"

it

remains

renewal of the

cause must precede this fii'st
But the Scriptures make faith the fruit of

clear, that faith as

will.

renewal.

exposure of the absurdity of the
Pelagian scheme, regeneration by moral suasion, results ultimately in this, namely that the state of disposition determines
Thirdly.

The

analytical

:
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a priori whether auj given object presented to the soul shall be
Moral suasion is
of the natiu'e of objective inducement or not.
that influence over the will which objects of natural or moral
excellence, presented from without, are supposed to have as
inducements to right feehng and choice. Now, any object what-^
One cannot
soever is not inducement to any being whatsoever.
attract a hungry horse with bacon, nor a hungiy man with hay.j
Whether the object shall be ind\icement depends upon its relation
to the existing

appetency of the being to be influenced.

that state of appetency

is

And

obviously related, as cause, to the

Hence,

influence of the inducement as occasion.

if

the sinner's

naturally indisposed and disabled to all spiritual good,
that good cannot exert moral suasion over that avlQ, for the simSuch
ple reason that the effect cannot reverse its ovn\ cause.
Avill is

is

the argument, and

it is

has

its

own

But now, who does noti
upon our theory: that the wiU

exhaustive.

see that this anal}' sis proceeds

If the Jiahitus

disposition, original, characteristic ?

of the mil is nothing else than a modification of the intelligence,
and the sinner's intellect is adequate to the mere intellectual apprehension of moral truth, as it is, we see no reason why moral
suasion might not be expected to " lead the will necessarily from
the world to God."
Fourthly. Dr. Hodge expoimds, with peculiar force and fid-

solemn fact that there is a "common grace" of the
Holy Ghost (which is not " common sufficient grace") convincing
men of sin and misery up to a certain grade, but not renewing
them. Now this partial, spiritual Hght in unrenewed minds must
be correct hght as far as it goes, for it is the Spirit's. Yet it does
ness, the

not even partially subdue the enmity of those minds to
duty.

The usual

appears, then, that light,

God and

See Eom. vii. 8, 9. It
without immediate grace revolutionizing

effect is to

inflame

the wiU, does not effect the work.

it.

Nor

is

the evasion just, that

duty inflames the carnal enmity, only because
depravity has made it a distorted and erroneous view of duij.
We assert that convicted but imrenewed souls fight against God
and duty, not because he is misconceived, but because he begins

this conviction of

be rightly conceived. There is of course distortion of menAiew concerning him as long as sin reigns but he is now
feared and hated, not only because of that error of view rather
is he the more feared and hated because the sinful soul now

to

tal

;

;
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begins to see him "vnth less eiTor, as a sovereign, holy, just, piu'e
Being.
Fifthly.

We

infer the

same view of sin and new birth from
They cannot be renewed by illumi-

the regeneration of infants.

Yet they are

nation, because theii' intellects are undeveloped.

renewed.

Now we

grant that there is a wide difference in the

circumstances and means of their redemption and that of adults.

Yet are they delivered from a state of original sin generically
the same with ours, and deHvered by the same Redeemer and
Must not the method of the renewing power be the
Sanctifier.

same

intrinsically?

Lastly.

This view gives us a consistent rationale of that impoman to receive the things of the Spirit of

tency of the natural

•God, which are foolishness unto him, described in 1 Cor.

ii.

li,

This impotency too plainly exists. Dr. Dick
cannot define wherein it consists. See his sixty-sixth Lecture.
Does it consist in the absence of any substantive revelation
which the behever gains? No; this would be perilous fanati-

and elsewhere.

Does it consist in the hiding of any esoteric sense of the
which the behever has the key ? No this would be
Origenism. Does it consist in the loss of a cognitive faculty by
Whence
the fall ? No that would suspend his responsibihty.
They have no answer.
this impotency ?
But we have one. The will has its own Jutbitus, regulative of
all its fundamental acts, which is not a mere modification of the
cism.

Word,

to

;

;

intelligence, but its

own

coordinate, original character

;

a simple,

Hence an inter-action
ultimate fact of the moral constitution.
On moral and spiritual subjects the pracof will and intellect.
tical generalizations of the intellect are founded on the dictates
But now, these practical judgprompted by the carnal
disposition, contradict certain propositions which are premises to
the most important gospel conclusions and precepts. No wonder,
then, that such a mind cannot apprehend them as reasonable.
For example: The sinner's real opinion, taught by a carnal
heai-t, is, that sin in itself, apart from its penalty, which self-love
apprehends as an e^dl, would be the prefeiTed good. A gospel
is now explained to him, proposing deliverance from this sin,
through the instrumentahty of faith. But the plan postulates
the behef that the sin is jjer se so gi-eat an e^il that deliverance
of the disposition of the will.

ments

of the sinner's understanding,

fi'om

it is
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No

wonder, then, that

a good greatly to be desired

!

upon the understanding
obfuscated, stumbled, dumb-founded
He

as this postulate breaks

he

is

of the sinner,
is

!

required to

on a belief which his carnal heart will not let him believe.
His action, to be reasonable, must assume sin to be hateful. But
he loves it. He feels that he naturally loves it, and only hates
"He cannot know the truth, for it is spirituits consequences.
ally discerned."
Were a sprightly child allured to approach the
reader by the promise of " something good," and told that he
should have it upon holding out his hand for it and were he
act

;

you held out was a nauseous medicine, of whose utiHty to himself he was ignorant, he
would be struck with a similar "inability." There would be a
sense in which he would become unable to hold out his hand
even he would not know how to do it. He would stand conNow this child is not becoming idiotic, but his native apfused.
petencies repel that which you propose as an attraction; and
to perceiv

just then, that the thing

;

hence his obstinate apprehension of the unreasonablenes of your
proposal.

Thus, as

it

appears to us, the simple psychology which

is as-

sumed in the Bible is found to be the truest philosophy, and
throws a flood of hght upon the doctrines held in common by
and by the respected fathers whom we review.
The only other point we discuss is at least as intricate as the
one just attempted, and even more abstract, technical, and
limited.
But for other principles which have been connected
with its discussion, chiefly through exaggerations and confusions
us,

it would indeed lie within very narrow bounds, both
and importance, in so far as it is debated among Calvinists.
It is Dr. Hodge's doctrine of immediate imputation of
Adam's sin to us. (Vol. II., Chapter YIII.) The questions
drawn into the discussion are the relations of the divine sovereignty and righteousness the rudimental idea of sin and criminality, imputation, justification, our union to Christ, God's
providence in visiting the sins of parents upon posterity, and
the rights of man's reason in problems where the divine right-

of thought,

of extent

;

is a party.
Dr. Hodge strongly advocates the theory
adopted by Turretin. It is, that in the order of causation, the
imputation of the guilt of Adam's first sin on men precedes,

eousness

transferring that guilt

upon them conceived

as at

first

otherv^ise
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innocent and guiltless
soul is

by God

wherebj a pri\ ative moral corruption of
on Adam's children as tlie penalty of that

;

visited

imputed guilt, and, in the first instance, of it alone. From this
view we to a certain extent dissent. The reader of Dr. Hodge's
present work ^ill find it stated more moderately than in his previous ones. There is a pleasing absence of that imperious dogmatism which characterized his earlier polemics on this favorite
point, such as his re^'iew of Dr. Baii'd's Eloldm Revealed.
But
his theory is the same.

"We

are, of course, not oblivious of the difficulty of getting a

considerate hearing against a speculation adopted by Turretin
and Hodge, and sustained though, as we shall show, to a very
limited extent
by Dr. Thomwell. The last is himself "VNitness,
(See Review of Breckinridge), that our Confession of Faith does
not speak in favor of that speculation. Nor has it any direct
Scripture support, being but a human inference from a peculiar

—

—

interpretation of a much-contested passage in

Bomans

v.

"We

presume that an humble minister in the Presbyterian Chiu'ch, who recognizes no infallible standard but the
Bible, and has bound himself by no doctrinal covenant but our
Confession, may credit his brethren with enough independence
not to permit TuiTetin or Hodge to do their thinking for them.
shall therefore

We

shall certainly claim this liberty, especially

some specimens

of eiToneous thinking

v,-hicli

when

Ave recall

they have given us

:

as Turretin's labored opposition to the Copernican system, and

Pantheism of the Dominican theory
touching God's pro-sddential concursus ; or Dr. Hodge's views of
popish baptism, the "Idea of the Church," and subscription to
his adoption of the latent

our creed, which were such as to compel the dissent of almost
his ovro. denomination.

all

As

we shall find the history
The French National Synod of

in the previous discussion, so here

of the question instinctive.

1645, at Charenton, found

it

necessary to adopt the following

enactment against Joshua

De La

cal professor in Saumui".

Quick's Synodicum:

'

Place, or Placoeus, a theologi-

There was a report made in the Synod of a certain writing, both printed and
manuscript, holding forth this doctrine
That the whole nature of original sin
'

:

which is hereditary to all Adam's posterity, and
and denying the imputation of his first sin. This

consisteth only in that corruption
resides originally in all

men

Synod condemneth the

said doctrine, so far as

;

sin to the sole hereditary corruption of

Adam's

it

restraineth the nature of original

posterity, to the excluding of the im-
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by which he fell. And it interdicteth, on pain of all church
and others, who shall treat of this question, to
depart from the common, received opinion of the Protestant Churches, who (over
and besides that corruption) have all acknowledged the imputation of Adam's first
putation of that

first

sin

censures, all pastors, professors,

sin to his posterity, " etc.

Placseus, to evade the implied condemnation of this decree,
afterwards said, that he only disputed " an antecedent and im-

mediate imputation" of Adam's guilt; but admitted "a mediate
and subsequent imputation," through the criminality of each
man's o-svti inherent corruption. This many of the Reformed
conceiyed as a ^drtual denial of that imputation, inasmuch as
they supposed Placseus to mean, that men are A'irtually made

obnoxious to penalty only on account of their own corruption.
But on this history several very instructive remarks are to bo

made. One is, that no National SjTiod of the French Chiu'ch
pursued Placoeus, either with discipline or any further legislation.
This would seem to imply that his explanation was held sufficient by the supreme church coui^t, though very unsatisfactory to
his antagonists,

and especially

The second remark

is,

to

Andrew

pair of ambiguous terms for expressing
Placceas ;

So

Rivet, their leader.

that this ill-starred distinction,

and

this

were the invention of
part
the
theology
of the Reformers.
were
no
of
they
it,

we know, they were never heard of before. So says
The distinction was e\da ruse, adopted by him to shelter himself and entrap his

far as

the Princeton Review, (October, 1839).
dently

accusers.

Had

they been discreet they would not have been

misled by controversial heat to step into the trap thus prepared

them by one whom they themselves charged with tnala fides.
They should have refused the ensnaring distinction in both its
branches, and should have asserted, "with the Synod of Charenfor

all the previous Confessions, neither an "antecedent
immediate" nor "mediate consequent" imputation, but simply
The distinction is
a true and proper imputation of Adam's sin.
like that of supralapsarian and iufralapsarian, an attempted
over-refinement, which should never have been made, which
really explained nothing in the decree, and which only led to
We state briefly the grounds
corollaries dishonorable to God.

ton and

of this assertion, as a foreshado"\Adng of

The

alternative adopted

by Placaeus

our train of discu.ssion.

is incorrect,

because, Hke

the Arminian scheme, it offers the fact that God should have
extended the law, " Like begets like," to man's moral natui'e and
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ns an explanatiou of the fact.

and sustentatiou

Xatural laws are of Gocl's

what they enact, he ordains. The
question therefore recurs On what judicial has'is did this ordination, to propagate hereditary depravity in men, rest ? Secondly
Placfeus's scheme is false to the facts of the case, in that it represents God as though he conceived of Adam's posterity as having
an antecedent depraved existence, at least for a moment, before
they passed under condemnation whereas the Scriptures tell
us they are horn condemned. See Eph. ii. 3. The opposite alternative is untenable, not only because it encumbers the doctrine of original sin M'ith unnecessary difficulties, when the unavoidable ones are in all conscience, serious enough, but because
institutiou

;

:

:

;

with erroneous views of justification, and the
mystical union to the second Adam, and esiDecially that it also

it

connects

itself

to the facts of the case.

is false

man

It reprresents

as having a

separate, undepraved, personal existence, for

an instant at least,
until, ywrn. innocent, it is turned into depraved by God's act, as
a i^enal consequence of Adam's guilt imputed whereas, in fact,
man now never has any personal existence at all, save a depraved
existence.
As he enters being condemned, so he enters it de;

praved.

This over-refinement therefore leads to an inaccuracy,

which

the counterpart of that resulting fi'om the opposite

is

Now, when both

scheme.

of the alternatives in this attempted

distinction lead thus to error, the

well be conceived to

show that the

argument

as strong as can

is

distinction should never

have

been made.

WiU

the stringency of this argument drive any advocate of

immediate imputation, so

called, to

deny that

this

scheme

volves the conception of Adam's posterity as penally

in-

made

depraved from undepraved, on the exclusive ground of imputed
guilt ?
If that denial could be substantiated, we should have,
But it cannot. If
so far, no ground of difference with him.
his "immediate precedaneous imputation" only meant a true
and proper imputation, we should be agreed, so far. But it does
This is obvious from the logical order of thought. In
not.
that order, though perhaps not always in the order of a temporal
succession appreciable
its

effect.

the penal

If

imputed

effect,

by our

senses, every cause goes before

guilt is the sole cause,

and dej)ravation
must have tlio
does " immediate

then, in that sense, the recipient

imputation before the depravity.

What

else
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tation

mean ?

went along

^'itli

The

Again.
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friends of immediate

counterpart as a result of Plac?eus's theory, that
the soul must be

Hodge's

make

Thirdly

theory.

it

would

the same objection against Dr.

and Dr.

Turretin fully asserts,

:

favors, " Creationism."

follow,

become

personally depraved in order to

Impartiality must

guilty.

Hodge

first

impu-

us very sociably in charging the exact

God creates the soul, it
God cannot create deprav-

Now,

if

must be created innocent for a holy
Hence, there must he a conceivable instant, as this soul
passes from its Maker's pure hand into the putatively guilty
human person, in which instant it undergoes the penal transition
from innocent to depraved. And lastly The advocates of the
scheme consistently make an express admission of what we
;

ity.

:

charge.
Chalmers's Theological Institutes, Vol. I., page 485
" "We have been all dealt with as sinners, and tJiis anterior to any
:

"We

have heen made corruiA"
(he means, turned into corrupt persons), " because we had sinned

personal or actual sin of ours."

in

Adam, and

so are held guilty as he was, and treated accord-

(Page 486.) So on page 497: "Or rather, if we speak
according to the order of cause and effect, or the natural prece-

ingly."

punishment, we have been held so anterior to
So Thorn well. Vol. I., page 346 " Hence, in the
order of thought, his sin must always be conceived as imputed
before they can be conceived as depraved."
Page 347 "Hence

dency of

guilt to

infancy r

:

:

the Scriptures teach explicitly, that

we

charged with the
guilt of Adam's sin, and then, as the legal consequence, are born
with natures totally corrupt." Page 349
They " are still jjerare

first

:

sonally innocent, while putatively guilty^
Hodge on Eom. v.
13 " It " (the penalty) " comes on men before the transgi-ession
:

of the law of nature, or even the existence

Theology, Yol.

II.,

page 210

:

"The

of inherent dejyravity"

guilt, in the

order of nature

and fact, precedes the sp>iritual death, which is its penal consequent."
Page 203 " Penal e^'ils .... come upon all mankind
:

prior

Can

to

anything in their state or conduct to merit such infliction."

an}i;hing be plainer?

also say,

taneous in

That

is

Shall

and imply, that putative
first

action, as

we be

guilt

told that these "^Titers

and

to say, they contradict themselves

when good men

corrujDtion are simul-

the Scriptures say?
;

Very

likely.

a very natural result,

are betrayed into a position contrary to Scripture.
Let us repeat, that it is only against the peculiarity of Dr.
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Hodge's doctrine as thus evolved that we have any debate.
it is

in this sense that

we

firmly assert

it is

And

not the peculiarity of

the Reformed theology, but an exaggeration into which a few of
distinguished

its

mind examining

names have been betrayed.

Any

impartial

Eivet's Coiiseyisus sees that, as supports for the

pecuharity above depicted, his array

is

a failure.

The Reformed

an imputation of Adam's guilt as does
the decree of Charentou but as to the point to which we except,
not one speaks in favor of Dr Hodge's position.
A few theologians, Hke the supralapsarian Beza, sustain him explicitly the
great current, Hke Calvin, stop short of or even repudiate his
pectiharity.
Passing to more recent times, we find Stapfer, the
The two
great Edwards, and Breckinridge, against Dr. Hodge.
fii'st of these may show how mucli more of assertion than of research we meet upon this subject.
Dr. Hodge has said that
Stapfer and Edwards adopt the A'icious theory of Placseus and
Confessions

all

assert

;

;

;

;

many

others, echoing Dr.

neously !

Hodge, say the same, but

Let us hear the

men

themselves,

all errone-

Stapfer's Polemic

Theology, Vol. IV., Chapter XVTI., §78, Note:

"The whole

of

the controversy they" (the adversaries of the doctrine of original
sin) "

have

"vs'ith

us about this matter evidently arises from

this,

that they suppose the 'mediate and the irninediate imputation

are distinguished one from the other, not only in the manner of
conception, but in reahty.
tion only as ininiediate,

yet

ow

And

so indeed they consider imputa-

and abstractedly from the mediate

;

when

divines suppose that neither ought to he considered sepa-

I choose not to use any such
any such thing, in what I have said on
the subject but have only endeavored to explain the thing itself
and to reconcile it T\ith the divine attributes. And therefore /
rately

from

the other.

Therefore

DISTINCTION, or to suppose
;

have everywhere conjoined hoth these conceptions concerning the imputation of the first sin, as inseparahle, and judged that one ought

never to be considered ^^dthout the other. While I have been
wi'iting this note, / have consulted all the systems of divinity

which I have by me, that I might see what was the true and
afi'air
and I found
Part IV.,
Edwards,
they were of the same mind with me," etc.
Chapter III., Original Sin, says: These things "said by Stap-

igenuine opinion of our cliief di^dnes in this

;

ferus are in several respects to the present purpose."

Another weighty protest against the exaggeration of Dr. Hodge
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appears iu a large body of Calvinists, represented by Dr. Samuel
Dr. W. G. T. Shedd, and the venerable father, Augus-

J. Baird,

whom Dr. Thorn well finally gave in his virtual adhesion,
whose views Dr. Hodge repudiates as reahsm. These hold, as
we do, a true and proper imputation but they are so un"v\T.lling
to accept the pecuharit}' of the theory of Rivet, Turretin, and
Hodge, that to avoid it they resort to the theory of "generic
tine, to

;

The race sinned in Adam, because the whole nature
him when he sinned and we each have that same nature,
each one truly and Hterally sinned in that first sin. The

identity."

was

in

and. so

;

nature they define as an entity, but not a suhstance, being, namely,
all the moral and intellectual forces transmitted
and qualifying each person of the race as a moral
agent.
"We have no mission to defend this theory, not holding
But it cannot be called realism. It exits peculiar feature.

the aggregate of

by

generation,

pressly says that the nature, as separated from each indi\'idual,
is

neither substance nor person, yet not a

may be

unintelligible, but

it is

abstraction.

It

not realism ; for the corner stone

of that theory was, that generic ideas are
terested in the

mere

We

7'es.

are only in-

scheme of generic identity as a protest against

Dr. Hodge's peculiarity.

As another witness

to the true complexion of the doctrine in

we quote D. G. Sohn, Professor in
Heidelberg, 1590, commended by Dr. Archibald Alexander, as
a representative of orthodoxy. Commenting on Rom. v. 12
"B}' one man sin entered into the world, and death by sin," he
says The apostle " does not mean merely that Adam had become a sinner, but that it had come upon all his descendants,
that is, upon all the men in the world for he does not say in
this place that guilt had entered, but that sin had entered into
the Protestant theology,

:

:

;

the world.

And

asserted in the

this is not left to

same

verse,

'

in

be inferred, but is expressly
all have sinned,' or, for

whom

'

all,' etc.
Moreover, when he declares that all are subject to
death and condemnation by the sin of one, it is a just inference
that they are all partakers of his sin, and are born in a state of

that

By the disobemoral pollution. In the 19th verse it is said
sinners.'
Now
to be constidience of one many are constituted
tuted sinners includes the idea, not only of being made subject
:

'

to the penalty, but partaking of the nature of sin

;

for they

who

are entirely free from the stain of sin cannot with proprifety be
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Infants are depraved,

called sinners

'

cliildren of wratli/

on account of tlieir own personal depravity."
and
Vogelsang, quoted by De Moor, Cominentarias, Vol. III.,
guilty

275, says

" Certe

:

neminem sempiterna subire

i^age

supplicia, propter

inobedientiam protoplasti, nisi mediante cognafca perversitate."
Marckius, in De Moor, says If Placfeus meant nothing more
:

by mediate imputation

''hominum natorum actualem
nudo intuitu Adamicre transgres-

tlian tliat,

punitionem ulteriorem non

fieri

absque interveniente etiam propria corruptione, et fluenneminem orthodoxorum possent
habere obloquentem." But that is just what Calvin, Stapfer,
and their company, do mean, and nothing more.
Let us add a testimony from among the Westminster divines.
sionis,

tibus liinc sceleribus variis,

Samuel Rutherford, in his Trial and TriuvipJi of Faith, says
" And truly it is bad divinity for Dr. Crispe to say, 'As we are
real, actual sinners in

Adam,

on Christ for we sinned

so here,

God passeth really sin over
Adam, as parts, as mem-

intrinsically in

;

and we are thence hy nature chil(Eph.
dren of lurath
3.) But it is blasphemy to say that our
blessed Saviour sinned intrinsically in us, or that he is a Son of
God's wi'ath, for sin intrinsically inherent in him as it is in us,"
bers, as being in his loins

'

;

.''

ii.

the latter being Rutherford's conception of our sinning in

But our most
Dr. Thornwell

explicit witness is the greatest

first

gives

him

Adam,
Calvin.

up, and then, on grounds of infer-

ence, claims him.

We

meant, but

express words.

cite his

—^John

indulge in no inferences as to what is
Dr.

Hodge

apologizes that

some of the Papists pushed the putative element

of original sin

so exclusively that the Reformers of Calvin's day were constrained to exaggerate the hereditary element to restore the bal-

and that thorough discussion and analysis had not then
taught them the bearings of the question between mediate and
immediate imputation. Je me moque de toat cela ! Calvin did
Let us see
not exactly know what he was about, quoth 'a
whether he does not look the matter fully in the face, and give
an intentional and intelligent decision. In his Commentary on
Romans v. 12, ^^ Sin entered into the world," we read: "Observe
what order he places here for he says that sin preceded, death
followed from it. For there are persons who contend that we
are ruined by Adam's sin in such a way as though we perished
by no fault of our own thus, as though he only had sinned
ance

;

!

,

;

;

m
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US.

pay

its

affirms distinctly that sin is propagated in all wlio

penalty.

little after,
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And

lie tlien

urges

he assigns the reason why

more
Adam's

when, a

tliat

closely,

all

posterity is sub-

To wit, saith he, because we all have
That 'peccare,' moreover, signifies to be corrupted and
For that natural depravity whioh we bring from our

ject to death's empire.

sinned.
vitiated.

mother's womb, although

it

yield not

nevei-theless siu before the Lord,

And

this is

what

is called original

creation received the

its

so quickly,

fruit

is

and deserves his vengeance.
For as Adam at his first
sin.

endowments of divine favor as well for himthus, upon apostatizing from the Lord,

self as for his posterity

;

he corrupted our nature in himself, defiled, depraved, ruined it
for when fallen from God's likeness, he could only beget a seed

We therefore all sinned, in that we are
imbued with natural corruption, and so unrighteouii and

similar to himself.
all

perverse."
So, on verse 15, Calvin says
'

:

"

What

the apostle dehvers,

perished through the offence of one,' understand thus

ruption

is

transfused from

is

that cor-

For neither do we thus

him into us.
we were

perish by his fault as though

but because his sin

:

ourselves without fault

the cause of our

sin,

Paul ascribes our

Our sin I call what is inborn in us," etc. On
"For if by the offence of one," he says "Moreover, it

death to him.
verse 17,
is

:

important to note here two differences between

Christ,

which the apostle did not thus omit because he deemed

they should be neglected, but because

it

did not at

the present argument to enumerate them.

Adam's

Adam and

sin Ave are not

The

concern

all

first is,

condemned through imputation

that in

alone, as

though the penalty of another man's sin were exacted of us but
we thus sustain its punishment, because we are also guilty of
;

fault,

so far, to wit, as our nature vitiated in

guilt before

God.

are restored to

him

is

involved in

But, through the righteousness of Christ,
salvation

we

For it [Christ's
be accepted by us, as though

in another mode.

is not thus held to
were within us, but because we possess Christ himself, bestowed upon us by the Father's generosity, with all his benefits.
Accordingly, the 'gift of righteousness' signifies not a quahty
with which God imbues us, as some erroneously interpret, but a

righteousness]
it

gratuitous imputation of righteousness

;

pounding what he understood by the word

for the apostle is

ex-

The other

dif-

grace.
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ference

is,

that the benefit of Christ does not reach to

Adam involved his whole race in condemnation.
is at

hand

;

for since that curse

derived into us by nature,

it is

all

And

which we draw from
not surprising that

it

men, as

the reason

Adam

is

embraces

But in order to come to a participation of the
we must needs be inserted into him bv faith."
Calvin repeats the same view under verse 19.
The grounds upon which Dr. Hodge rests his peculiar theory,

the whole mass.

grace of Christ,

against Calvin

and the cuiTent

included in two.

of the

Keformed

di^'ines,

may be

He assumes, first, that the imputation of Adam's

must be not only a true imputation, which we fully admit,
it must be exactly identical, in all its circumstances, with
the imputation of our sins to Christ, and of his righteousness to
sin to us

but that
us.

He

assumes, secondly, that the correct interj)retation of

V.

12-21, demands his peculiar xiew, the exact identity of

Rom.

And he argues his interpretation
from the premise of that identity thus reasoning in a

the two imputations granted.
chiefly
circle.

;

Now, as

to this

much belabored

passage,

we

are free to

say that Calvin's exposition seems, on the whole, founded on
the truest insight into the apostle's scope, and the fairest and

most scholarly. But we have no theoretic motive to reject Dr.
Hodge's exposition for his exegetical conclusions contain nothing inconsistent with oiu' doctrine. But we shall show that the
doctrinal use which is attempted to be made of the passage is
;

not only unnecessary to the analogy of the faith, but untenable

and

self-contradictory.

Dr.

Hodge would

ask.

Whether the covenants

of

works and of

grace are not both grounded in the principle of imputation?

We

reply,

I'^es.

And whether we

overthro^-ing the other?

can deny it in the one without
Again we answer, JVo. But stay; we

do not concede his postulate above. It is a principle fundamentally involved in both covenants, that under the government
of a sovereign and righteous God, guilt may be justly transferable from one moral agent to another under certain conditions
but not therefore under any conditions whatsoever. We have
never seen a system which denied the latter. Dr. Hodge conTurreiin, Loc. IX., Ques. 9.)
cedes it. (Vol. II., page 196.
Let us suppose that when Satan fell, Gabriel had been far distant, in the holy and perfect performance of the mission of love
entrusted to him by his di^dne Master, and that when he re-

•
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he must be cast into hell for the
sin of Satan, because it was imputed to him, while there was no
tie of race nor dependency between them, and he was not conDoes any one hold that
senting to, or even cognizant of the sin.

had been

tiirned lie

told that

the righteousness or benevolence of our

God

could justify this

We

can only say, that were we to meet with a
held
thus,
we should certainly not attempt to reason
man who
with him. That is a case in which the conditions of a just impudispensation?

tation are certainly lacking..

Let us suppose again, that Achan's children had been personholy in nature and conduct as Adam was before he fell
does any rational man suppose that they would have perished
under the law of Exodus xx. 5 ? These instances, ordinary and
extraordinary, where God visits the iniquity of fathers upon the
children, are cited by Dr. Hodge as though they implied this,
ally as

and were

And

identical wdth the

yet Dr.

Hodge knows

case of

Adam and

his posterity.

that all Calvinistic doctors teach that

the two cases present only an analogy, and not a perfect par-

A

allel.

works.

parent

Our

relation to

now

Adam;

precisely as

is

not a federal head under a covenant of

relation to our fathers is not identical with

the guilt of their sins

Adam's

first sin

is.

Yea,

is

we

our

not imputed to us
are taught that the

even of Adam's sins after the first, is thus imputed
to us.
In this visiting of parents' sins on posterity, we have
a different case, of just imputation, yet requiring different conguilt of none,

ditions.

The

children must be already sinners

— already person-

ally obnoxious, at least for inherent depravity, to

Moses

tells

us,

Exod.

x.x.

5,

Deut.

v, 9,

God's holiness.

that this visiting of

upon the third and fourth generations of them
that hate God.
Our Saviour (Matt, xxiii. 32-35), teaches the
same; telling the Pharisees that their "filling up the measure of
their fathers " was the condition of their inheriting the jDenalty
parents' sins is

shed from Abel to Zacharias. The
prohibition in Deut. xxiv. 16 proves the same thing; human
magistrates might not put the children to death for the fathers*
sins.
Is it said that God still did it, as in the case of Achan's
and Saul's posterity? True, and the explanation exactly conof all the righteous l)lood

firms our argument.

A

magistrate

may

not slay a criminal's

children, because, to him, in the limited sphere of his jurisdiction,

they are not offenders.

But God may, because

in his
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God never does
wider sphere of judgment they are sinners.
good may come;" but when the righteous ends

injustice "that

justl}' makes sinful children
While the penal infliction is
occasioned by the progenitors' crimes, yet a community of sinful
character between the children and them is the condition requiThe latter point
site for a righteous im]Dutation in these cases.

of his providential rule dictate

suffer with

sinful

he

it,

progenitors.

sive class of providences cases of

own
Thus we find in this extenwhat Dr. Hodge deems, and

con-ectly deems, true imputation

but the conditions are not

Turretin reluctantly teaches, against the interests of his

erroneous

logic.

(Loc. IX. Ques.

identical with the imputation of

We

9.)

;

Adam's

the imputation of our guilt to Christ.

make

sin to us.

approach the issue more nearly in our third
his strong point, urging that

if

This Dr.

case, that of

Hodge would

we do not admit

gerated view of immediate imputation, we cannot

imputation of our guilt to Christ.

And, since there

his exag-

admit the
is

W'ay of justification for sinners, he intimates that the

no other

man who

go all lengths ^nth him, cuts himself off from all hope
Does not this appear to be the very wantonness of
of heaven
dogmatism, when we remember that the Scriptures expressly
make two cardinrd differences between the conditions of the imputation in Christ's case and Adam's? In the case of the impuwill not

!

tation of our sins to Christ, Dr.

Hodge

lU'ges that the guilt of that

which was purely and ^c^fti\ jpeccatam alienum is transferred to
Christ on the ground of a community of nature, without his having a paiiicle of personal depra-sdty or sin common between him
and the sinful race. True but the Scriptures teU us the propriety of it was grounded in two other conditions also, totally
Christ volunteered to assume the lyenalty ; he having,
peculiar.
what no creature could have, autocracy of his own being and
powers, authorizing him to make the voluntary offer. Will any
one be rash enough to say that a community of nature alone
would have ever prompted the sovereign holiness and justice of
the Father to lay the load of imputed guilt on the God-man, his
co-equal Son, if lie had dissented from the sacrifice? Again we
say, that -w-ith such a man we should not dream of reasoning.
Every system of theology we ever read treats Christ's voluntaryconsent as an essential condition. He says so himself in John x.
Dr. Thomwell, in his admirable missionary sermon on that
18.
;
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text,

says
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" It [Christ's coYenaut of redemptionj binds, not

virtue of a riglit to

command, but by

by

virtue of a consent to obey."

See also Butler's Analogy, Part II., Chap. Y., Sec. 7: "Nay, if
there were any force at all in the objection [that vicarious sufferings cannot be just], it would be stronger in one respect against
natural providence than against Christianity because under the
former we are in many cases commanded, and even necessitated,
whether we will or not, to suffer for the faults of others, whereas
The world being under
the sufferings of Christ were voluntary.
the righteous goA'ernment of God does indeed imply that finally and
;

upon the whole every one shall receive according to his personal
deserts and the general doctrine of the whole Scripture is, that
So conthis shall be the completion of the di"v^ne government."
;

—

—

against the interests of his own
honest man
See Institutes of Theology, Vol. I., p. 498: "For
there is an element in the latter [Christ's] which does not belong
Christ was willing^'' etc.
See also
to the former imputation.
Owen on Justljicatlun, p. 194: "And this voluntary sponsion was,
one gi'ound of the imputation of our sin to Christ. He took on

cludes Chalmers

!

false logic.

him the person of the whole church that had sinned, to answer
Hence that
for what they had done against God and the law.
imputation was funcUmentaliter ex compacto, ex voluntaria, sponsione; it had its foundation in his voluntary undertaking," etc.
The other essential difference between the two cases of imputation is that pointed out by the apostle in Rom. v., 16-19,
and Rom. vi. 23. The one was a transaction of strict judicial
'^^\x& judgment
righteousness; the other of glorious free grace.
was by one to condemnation but the free gift is of many
;

offences unto justification."

God

displayed liberahty in pro-

Adam and

his race from the condition of servants
on the easy terms of a temporary obedience.
So the covenant of grace involves a vicarious obedience
and sacrifice, by which the law is satisfied, while its captives are
ransomed. But the Scriptm-es stiU correctly say, that the first
covenant was a transaction of law, the second of grace. " For
Moses describeth the righteousness which is of the law : that the
man which doeth those things shall live by them." (Eom. x. 5.)
"And if by grace, then it is no more of works otherwise grace
But if it be of works, then is it no more
is no more grace.
grace." (Eom. xi. 6.) Now can any righteous judge be imagined

posing to

lift

to that of sons forever,

;
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who would

allow himself equal latitude in his judicial convic-

tions with that he allows himself in his acts of beneficence?

Would
himself

not every such judge answer, that in condemning he

bound by

justice within the strict merits of

felt

each case

but that, in his benefactions, he was accustomed to give

way

to

the generous impulses of his heart, provided no principle of
righteousness inhibited him, and to bestow
ents could claim of right ?

It

may be

more than the

recipi-

praiseworthy to dispense

blessings above the deserts of the beneficiaries;

cannot be

it

other than injustice to dispense penalties beyond the deserts of
the culprits.

the two

Here then is a second essential difference between
While there is a true and
in the two covenants.

Adams

proper imputation in each case, this prepares us to expect a difference in the circumstances conditioning them.
There is still another difference in the two cases not mentioned

In the case of the first Adam, the representative's
head preceded the sin. In the case of the
second Adam, the sin preceded not only the action of Christ as
substitute, but preceded even the constitution of his person.
We may find that this circumstance will have to be regarded in

by

Calvin.

action as federal

our adjustment.
Calvin:
all

who

The

Lastly, there

impvitation of

is

the difference pointed out

Adam's

are naturally descended from

guilt

goes

A\dth

him share

it.

connection with Christ does not go with the blood
believers,
ligent,

and

its

benefits applied through faith,

voluntary act of the beneficiaries' souls

this circumstance will

To

have

to

;

by

the blood;

The
it is

federal

limited to

which is an

intel-

We may find that

be regarded in our adjustment.

Dr. Hodge's second line of argument, then, for immediate

it, we have several answers.
That we must make an exact parallel in all
particulars between Adam and Christ that if we do not represent God as -s-isiting the penalty of corruption on Adam's j)osterity solely at first for his imputed guilt, they being conceived
as otherwise initially guiltless and sinless, we must be consistent,
and represent justification as first, in order of thought, an infusion of inherent sanctification, and thereupon, secondarily, an
imputation of the righteousness of Christ's satisfaction. But
Now, the first
this i% precisely the popish theory of j astification.
answer is, that the apostle did not mean to institute an exact
Both
parallel in every circumstance between Adam and Christ.

imputation in his peculiar sense of

The argument

is

:

;
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From both, there is au iiupiitation, and a
But the imputations are inevitably differentiated,
some conditions, by the differences of the two cases. Of

are federal heads.

proper one.
in

these the apostle mentions some.

among
Hodge

And

Calvin suggests others.

these he expressly asserts that very difference which Dr.

between imputation of sin and imputation of
righteousness, and expressly repudiates that popish theory on
the latter point, which. Dr. Hodge says, any one in Calvin's
We differ from the Princeton
position is bound to accept.
divine in remarkably good company,
But oiir second answer is that an assertion of the exact parallel which Dr. Hodge wishes to establish will inevitably lead to
erroneous results, which he and every other Reformed divine
must anxiously repudiate. If this is the order of thought in
immediate imputation: that we, conceived as other\vise personally sinless and guiltless initially, receive Adam's guilt by imputation, and then inherent depravity as the penalt}^ at first, of
that alone, then the theory of justification which must result
from a rigid parallelism must be this: That we are personally
depraved and dead in trespasses and sins at the epoch of our
justification, and afterwards, in the order of causation, we receive
quickening grace, as the first fruit and effect of justifying righteousness imputed. But as justification is instrumentally by
faith, faith must be in order to justification, and of course in
order to qidckenmg ! That is, the sinner has true faith first, and
is regenerated afterwards
Every one who has a modicutn of
theological knowledge knows that this is precisely Arminianism.
A moment's reflection shows that it is inevitable synergism.
Every Calvinist distinguishes between inherent and legal righteousness as does Dr. Hodge excellently well. Vol. II., page 195.
As to the merit of a personal inherent righteousness worthy to
l^rocxire our acceptance he/ore God. we have none at all at the time
of our justification, nor ever after.
But as to subjective condidition, the believer is not spiritually dead at the instant of justidenies,

!

;

fication.

All the

Reformed

divines, so far as

Dr. Hodge, fix the following order of sequence.
^Crdvin's Institutes,

pages 236-'7.

Book III., Chap. XL,

15, §4.

Ridgeley, Vol. III., pages io, i7.

sentence; Chap. XIV.,

§ 1;

Larger

1.

Quickening

Owen on JustiJlcatioH, Chap.

Boston's Fourfold State, pages 195-'6.

XL,

first

§ 10.

we know,^ with

IX.,

Turretin, Loc. XV., Ques.

Confession of Faith, Chap. X.
Catecliism, Ques. G6, 67, 69.

;

Chap.
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of the dead soul, or regeneration iu
Christ's spiritual life

its strict

and holiness are

which

sense, Ijt

initially

implanted.

2.

Saving faith is exercised. 3. The union to Christ is thereby
constituted, which di^ades into legal union and spiritual union.

As we

are legally united to him, we are justified; as
spmtually united, we " convert" (Isaiah vi. 10), and the

we are
work of
sanctification proceeds in us.
We thus see that Dr. Hodge must
relinquish the theory of an exact parallelism, or he finds himself
in a dilemma, whose two horns are Arminianism and the scheme
of Placffius, both abhorred by him and by us.
"We ad%*ise liim
to retreat from his exaggeration, and find the safe position alongside of John Calvin and the great current of Reformed divines,
with his humble reviewer. It is too late for him to escape the
dilemma, by pleading that the only thing discussed in Rom. v.
12, etc., is the legal relation of the two Adams to tlieu' federated
bodies, and that the spiritual relations should be left out of the
debate.
Leave them, out then, and nothing can be proved from
view or for Dr. Hodge's.

this passage, against our
if

We

repeat:

the spiritual and subjective relations of the represented to the

representatives are out of the debate, this whole argument is as

Hodge

But he will not leave those
relations out he cannot thev must come into the arcjument, and

irrelevant for Dr.

;

:

then

it is

as for us.

in our favor.

For, thirdly,

if

there is in every particular an exact parallelism

it must hold in this
a j^'f^fallel union between the represented and the representatives. In this particular we claim the
parallel.
Dr. Hodge cannot demur because he says there must
be a parallel in every particular. Here then, for once, shall we

between the two cases of imputation, then

:

that hoth are conditioned on

;

travel together sociably?
II.,

page 196

the reason

:

why

Let us

"The ground

Dr.

see.

Hodge

says. Vol.

of the imputation of Adani's sin, or

the penalty of his sin has come upon

all

his pos-

according to the doctrine above stated, is the union between us and Adam." Also on page 211 "These consequences
come on his posterity in the same order," (as on Adam) " first,
the loss, or rather destitution, of original righteousness and secondly, corruption of nature; and thirdly, exposure to eternal
death."
So also Thornwell, Vol. I., page 316: "If there were
not a real unity between Adam and the race, the covenant of
works could not, by an arbitrary constitution, treat them as one."

terity,

:

:

;
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One

we make

application which

of this excellent doctrine is to

explain the valuable and instructive remark of Jonathan

wards

that

:

we should

so conceive of our sin and

federal head, according to our close natural
\\dth

fall

Ed-

in our

and federal union

him, as to place the two elements of inherent depravity and

guilt in the

Hodge
sense

same

we have thus

when a holy

that

tells us,

and

relation, in ourselves

expressly admits, as

This Dr.

in him.

Now common

seen.

creature committed his

first sin,

the depravation of his heart and the falling under guilt were,

temporally speaking, synchronous; but that, causatively speak-

must precede, and
which
decided by their inten-

ing, the depravation, or subjective corruption,

the guilt follow.

is

But the character

incur guilt.
tion, to

The reason

speak popularly

;

so.

Any

;

Adam's

act in

the evil emotion that

of causation, motive precedes

but to say that a holy being cannot perform
he must begin to become unholy in order to do

is

other view

Adam became

qualified

evil, Avas

But in the order

it.

This

an unholy act

of acts is

The thing which

speak philosophically.

volition.

It is sinful acts

:

decided by their subjective motive, to

plucking the forbidden fruit as

prompted

plain

is

simply absurd.

It is

very true that, after

a customary sinner, the series of sinful acts fos-

tered the sinful disposition

gave an impulse to

;

the wrong

the other truth remains

motive as a priori to

:

it

yea, that his very
affection

first

wi'ong act

which prompted it.
must imply a

that a sinful act

in the orde;" of production.

But
sinful

We

can

scarcely imagine that any one wdll be so thoughtless as to object

would represent God as bringing the penal evil of sulion Adam before he found Adam guilty. The
answer is too plain That it was not God who did it biTt Adam
brought it on himself. That is to say, God did not coiTupt
Adam he cornipted himself. Having found this order of relation
between Adam's first corruption and his first guilt, we have the
that this

jective corruption

;

:

;

authority of both the rival parties to this discussion for saying

we should find the same order in the case of his posterity. That
is, we should describe them as temporally guilty when cornipted, and corrupted when guilty; and causatively, in the initial
determination of matters, guilty because corrupted, rather than

corrupted because guilty.

We

proceed

Adam and

now

to apply the 'concession of a

his posterity in another point of view.

union between
All are agreed
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that the imputation of Adaiir's

giiilt is

conditioned on

oiu"

natural

Adam. Now we raise the very
In what nature are we united to Adam? his

as well as our federal union with

simple question:
holy or his fallen nature

we must have had
For,

let

union
to

—

Will any one say, In both ?

?

a literal preexistence for six thousand years

the reader notice, the question

-odth

Then,

is

about our natural

Adam, not our federal. IFg are naturally united only
for he had already fallen before he had jdos-

Adam fallen;

All divines agree that,

terity.

if

Adam

is

redeemed, his regen-

erated holiness does not federally concern us; that

is

not his

There is, then, no moral
which
we
to
can be naturally united,

natural, but his supernatural quality.

nature of the

Adam

first

save his fallen nature.

Gen.

tures.

V.

3

"

:

To

this emphatically agree the Scrip-

And Adam ....

Kkeness, after his image, and called his
48, 49

And

begat a son in his

name

Seth."

"As is the earthy, such are they also that are
we have borne the image of the earthy, we

:

as

"

own

1 Cor. xv.

earthy.

.

.

shall also

Put oft'
the old man,
which is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts, .... and put
on the new man, which after God is created in righteousness
and time hohness." (Eph, iv. 22-24.) These words, in requiring
conversion, allude to the two unions the first, coiTupt the sec(Compare Col. iii. 9, 10.) Our oj)]3onents have exond, holy.
pressly conceded not bethinking themselves what they were
conceding that the imputation of Adam's guilt to us is conditioned on a natural and a federal union. Now it turns out that
bear the image of the heavenly."

.

.

.

;

;

—

—

the one of these conditions

is

a union in a depraved nature.

It

We forewarned them that there
was a difference of fact between the first Adam's covenant and
the second Adam's ; that the first representative was before the
sin but that the sin was before the second representative.
We
now see that a difterence of adjustment, in this particular, is inis too late for

them

to recoil.

;

e-sdtable

from that

fact.

It is vain for Dr.

sion,

by sajdng

Thornwell to seek escape from this conclu-

had a fedwe were conceived; that we bore a covrelation before we existed.
If this lanscuage
more than a reference to the di^dne foreordi-

that each indi\ddual sinner of us has

eral existence before

enanted or legal

means

an}i;hing

nation and foreknowledge about us,

sense mil decide

mth

it

is incorrect.

us, that nothinoj can

Common

be trulv related im-
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exists

a nonentity cannot be party to a leiacion.

til

it

we

individually began to exist, each of ns

;

in the foreordination of

we began

Before

was nonentity, save
God viewing us as im posse ; and before

to exist, the only true relation connecting each of us

individually with

Adam,

or with anything else, was the one sub-

God's prescience and purpose.

sisting in

Let the

clear,

con-

vincing language of the Confession of Faith, touching the coun-

Chap.
terpart subject of justification, illustrate this statement.
XI., Sec. 4: " God did, from all eternity, decree to justify all the
elect

and

;

and Christ

did, iu the fulness of time, die for their sins,

rise again for their justification

justified until

the Holy

By

;

nevertheless they are not

Spirit doth, iu

due time, actually apply

we hold that God
condemn all men descended from
Adam by ordinary generation and that Adam did, some time
after his creation in holiness, sin and fall for them, as well as
Christ unto them."

did,

from

all eternitj^

parity of reasoning,

decree to

;

for himself; nevertheless, individual fallen

him until such time as
demned
And then it
unite them to Adam.
in

men

are not con-

their existence doth actually
is

a corrupted

Adam to whom

they are united.

Can any escape from this be gained by saying that the whole
covenant of works ceased and was revoked as soon as Adam
broke it once and that the legal union of subsequent men must
;

The premise is expressly
common sense. The statement is

therefore have been before that date ?
untrue, tried

by Scripture or

precisely as preposterous as this
statute of

murder

at a given time

A given murderer broke the
and consequently that statute

"

:

;

was thenceforward abrogated and wholly revoked as to him, as
a legal covenant."
We presume that when hanging-day came,
the murderer would be very much mystified to know under what
law he was to be hung on that theory. How could that statute
hang him, if it was abrogated as to him? No; the simple tnith
is, it has not been abrogated by his breach of it
but abides in
full force over him in its condemning power, only, it has ceased
to be a possible rule of justification for him.
See Bom. iii. 20.
So the broken covenant of works is still in force over Adam's
race as a rule of condemnation. It is for that reason that " v:)e
are all by nature children of wrath, even as others."
God's elect
are born under the force of that covenant as a rule of condemnation, "even as others."
It passes human ^\it to see how, if the
;
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covenant of works were wholly revoked as soon as broken by
Adam, sin is still imputed under it in "this year of grace" 1873
how in the "year of grace" 1, our Lord Christ was placed under
;

both

its

preceptive and penal terms as a surety

;

and how, in

thirty-three years thereafter, he so repaired and fulfilled it as
thereby to purchase for the elect the very " adoption of sons"

which that covenant had first proposed to Adam. See Gal. iv. 5
"These be the two covenants, the one from Mount Sinai, which
gendereth to bondage, which is Agar. For this Agar is Mount
Sinai in Arabia, and answereth to Jerusalem which now is^ and
Does not every Reformed exis hi hondage with her children.^''
:

positor explain that the Sinai covenant, as perverted, broken,

9nd misapplied by legalists, reverts into the covenant of works?
We never heard of any other way of explaining the Epistles to
They uniformly represent that
the Romans and the Galatians.
+here are two covenants, and only two of works, of grace that
all men are born under the first, and horn condemned^ hecause
;

:

they are horn under

it, its

Adam

breach in

ministry of condemnation; that

we

having rendered

under

all live

it,

it

until,

a

by

union to the second Adam, we pass under the other, the covenant of grace. The epoch of transition is when we are effectually called

and

from the law,"

believe.

Rom.

When?

etc.

vii.

6

:

"

But now we are delivered
are "married" to Christ.

When we

truth remains, then, that our natural union to

The

Adam

is-

a

union to a corrupted nature; and it is confessed on all hands
that such union is one of the essential grounds of the imputation
We return, then, to that view of this imputaof his giiilt to us.
tion presented

by Calvin

in the citations given above, as the con-

sistent one.

But Dr. Hodge, following Turretin,

urges, that unless

we

ac-

cept their strained view of immediate imputation, we really get
no imputation at all. The whole residuum is, that men are pun-

ished in no sense for Adam's sin, but exclusively for their

concurrence of will
this

:

First,

clearest,

it is

and conduct in that

strange that so large a

and most orthodox minds,

sin.

Now we

number

like

own

rej^ly to

of the greatest,

Calvin's,

Yitringa's,

have deceived themselves mth so sheer a cheat, and should have supposed that
they had a true imputation, when there was none. They teach
Stapfer's, Rutherford's, Edwards', should

that a

community

of evil nature is the concurrent condition of
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Dr. Hodge's charge

this imputation.

Let us

imputation.

is,

that

We reply, secondly

see.

it

excludes

All the

:

all

real

Reformed

divines agree that the mystical union with Christ, establishing

community

of spiritual

life

with him,

is

Here

condition for the imputation of his righteousness.

Do

parallel case.

there

is

is

tho

they, does Dr. Hodge, therefore concede that

no proper imputation of

therefore

a,

the essential concurrent

Christ's merits

;

and

that believers are justified after all on account of the infused

Not one

spiritual life?

of

tion of our sins to Christ,

them

it is

In the other case, the imputa-

conditioned on his natural unioa

But no theologian ever
was obscured
or lost, and that Christ was really punished on account of his
The view of the React in consenting to assume humanity.
formed churches is plain enough as to original sin it makes the
with the race, and his optionary assent.

argued thence, that the real transference of guilt

;

elements one coetaneous complex.
"

The

The Shorter Catechism says

sinfulness of that estate whereinto

man

fell

consists in the

and
word
guilt
here
The
the corruption of his whole nature," etc.
must be intended by the Westminster Assembly in the sense of
guilt of

Adarn's

first sin,

the want of original righteousness,

"potential guilt," including the idea of criminality; for

it is

a part

Actual guilt alone, mere obligation to pen-

of a '^sinful estate^

no "sinfulness of estate."
acknowledged by all divines to
be difficult, mysterious and awful. It is liable to cavils which
are hard to explode, at least with such a full solution as will
alty for " peccaUini alienum^'' is

The doctrine

of original sin is

unrenewed mind.

satisfy the

The objections to the righteouswe suppose, may virtually be

ness of such a dispensation, as
resolved into two

:

one aimed against the justice of God's provi-

dentially placing us in our subjective condition

;

the other, against

Under the first
the justice of his imputing to us Adam's guilt.
head, it is argued that it cannot be just to hold us guilty for a
state

which

choice, but
this cavil

nor for any actions necessarily flowing
was not selected for us at first by our own

is natural,

therefrom, seeing

it

wills. To
now advert further than to approve the
and Hodge That this corrupt estate, while

imposed from a source above or before our

we

shall not

positions of Turretin

:

not the result of an act of personal choice by us, is yet voluntary
in us, in the sense of boing spontaneous ; and that this being so,

our reason always holds a moral agent meritorious for what ha
Vol. I.— 18.
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is, without asking how he came to be such
as
our judgments touching God, eternally and necessarily

spontaneously
"Nvitness

;

holy ; angels created holy and Satan fallen, we know not how.
Under the second head, it is argued that it is intrinsically anjust
to punish one creature, ^"itlioiit his consent freely given, for
;

And

another's act.
at our doctrine

papists,

now

by

this is the great
rationalists,

ca^'il,

hurled pei'petually

modern

Socinians, Pelagians,

usually semi-Pelagian

;

and, in a word, by every

Here are specimens of the way they put the
Suppose a murder done by a man over whom you could
have no control, in your absence, without your approval; suppose that the magistrate was about to hang you along with the
murderer, on this fiction of imputed guilt and against your earnest protest
Could any sophistical refinement make you regard
Such appears the
it as anvthing else than a monstrous iniquity?
unbelie"ving mind.
cavil

:

"

!

orthodox theory of original

sin."

We

give the cavil, not as our

own, but as the unbeUever's.

Now, the

last objection

we urge

tation of immediate imputation

is,

against Dr. Hodge's presenthat

it is

uyivnse causelessly to

We

exasperate a difficulty, even seemingly besetting the truth.

have shown that

this exaggeration of the angles of the doctrine

causeless.
The logical and exegetical necessities by which Dr.
Hodge supposed himself constrained are imaginary. The fifth
The imputation of our sins to
of Romans does not demand it.

•2.9

Christ and his righteousness to us, the gi"eat
salvation, does not require

it.

Then why

comer stone

of our

increase the ground of

ca^dl causelessly ?

We

remark that

all

the

"svTiters

who

incline to the extreme

theory of imputation betray a profound sense of the difficulty
involved,

by

their anxious resort to expedients to evade

their expedients,

if

it.

But

they satisfy themselves, do not satisfy each

That adopted by Turretin, (Loc. IX., Ques.
by Dr. Hodge, Vol. II., page 211, is as follows
other.

9, §

14)

and

"The punishment which Adam's sin brought on us is either privative or positive.
The former is the lack and privation of original righteousness the latter is death,
both temporal and eternal, and in general all the evils which are sent upon sin;

Although the second, from the nature of the thing, always follows the first,
God intervene, nevertheless it should not be confounded with
it.
As to the first, we say that Adam's sin is imputed to us immediately for the
privative punishment, because it is the cause of the privation of original righteousness, and so ought to precede the corruption, at least in the order of nature
ners.

except the mercy of
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but, as to the latter,

it

may be

said to be

positive penalty, because to that penalty

imputed mediately

we
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irith reference to

the

we

are

are not obnoxious, except after

born and corrupted."

Thomwell shall answer this evasion for us.
Worhs, Vol.
page 333: "This theory .... takes it for gi-anted that
there is no contradiction to God's holiness in treating a being as
a sinner who has never sinned, bnt there is a contradiction to
But where is the differhis holiness in making him a sinner.
being
coming
as
fi'om the hands of God is
ence ? Suppose the
in fact spotless, how can he be treated as a sinner?
If not
treated as a sinner, then there is no guilt and if no guilt, then
Dr.

I.,

;

no need of withholding original righteousness."
"In the next place, to be destitute of original righteousness is
sin.
That a moral, rational and accountable being should exist
without a disposition to love God and to reverence his holy law
unholy state. Want of conformity
moral law is as truly sin as open and flagi-ant transWlien these very men are arguing against the docgression.
trine of the papists, they insist upon the impossibihty of an
is itself

to be in a positively

"with the

intermediate condition bet\vixt sin and holiness; and yet

when

they wdsh to explain the mode of the propagation of sin, they
distinguish between simple nature and the moral quahties which
jDerfect and adorn it.
I do not see, therefore, that this theory
obviates any difficulty at

all."

So

far,

Dr.

ThomweU.

shows that Turretiu, under the
stress of the difficulty which his exaggeration had raised for him,
resorted to one of those very Pelagian principles which he himIn addition, we object, that if,
self explodes so completely.
" from the nature of the thing," the positive depravation " always
This

is

unanswerable.

It

follows" the privative or negative, then in immediately visiting
the latter on the exclusive ground of peccatum alienuin, God has
A-irtually visited the latter also.
If, " from the nature of the
thing," the

man who

is

pushed over the edge of a precij^ice always
it seems to us that he who pushed him

goes to the bottom, then

over also broke his bones.

The expedient adopted by Dr. Baird in his Elohhn Revealed,
Hodge classes, mth others, as substantially realistic.
As stated by Dr. Thorn well (Vol. I., page 561), it is," that
we had a being in our substance, but not in our persons, which
has determined the attitude of that substance." Of this he reis

that which Dr.
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marks, "

tliat it

remoyes the

difficulty,

but

it

substitutes a greater

one."

page 334 " I confess that to
me the whole difficulty lies in what to these di\-iues presents no
It is after he looks
in the imputation of guilt."
difficulty at all
he
feels
in
face
that
himself
constrained
the
steadily
this doctrine

Of

"himself,

Dr.

Thomwell

says,

:

—

to seek a solution of this difficulty, in substantially the

same

theory which a few years before he had condemned in Dr.
On pages 3-i9, 350 we find these words " On these
Baird.
groimds I am free to confess that I cannot escape from the doc:

trine,

however mysterious,

basis of the representative

of a generic unity in

economy

man

as the true

in the covenant of works.

The human race

is not an aggi'egate of independent atoms, but
an organic whole, vrith a common life springing from
" There is in man what we may call
a common ground."
a common nature. That common nature is not a mere generalization of logic, but a suljstautive reaUty." .... "As, then, descent from Adam is the exponent of a potential existence in him,
as it is a revelation of a fact in relation to the nature which is

constitutes

individualized in a given case,

it

constitutes lawful

Here, after

for federal representation."

ground

the difficulty on Dr.

theory even more

all,

and

just

the stress of

Thomwell

realistic

is so great that he adopts a
than the one he had refuted. Dr.

Baird never said that human nature was '' a substantive reality."
He said that it was an entity, but not a substance, and defined
it as the aggregate of all the constitutive moral forces of man's

which are transmitted by generation from our first
Thus, in this case. Dr. Thornwell answers Dr. Thorn-

essentia^

parent.

He

convinced us, in his earHer publication, that the notion
of a substantive, generic unity is deceptive and we have the
True, Adam was "the root of
misfortrme- to remain convinced.

well.

;

all

mankind."

community

There is between us and him an all-important
and nature, which is one of the essential con-

of race

ditions of imputation, as our Confession states.

But that the

nature, apart from each person who has it, is a moral entity, we
see not still less that it is a personal entity and does not reIf this
sponsibility for guilt require personaHty in its subject?
;

;

generic unity
Christ

;

is

so

substantive,

it

connects us equally with

and why do we not obey and atone

in

him

as essentially
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as

we

siunecl

and

fell

in

Adam ?

And why

is

not tlie imputation

of Clirist's righteousness also as universal as the nature

The

?

by our adversaries recurs,
consider the question, Whether

rational difficulty presented

We

then.

are compelled to

such an imputation, without our comphcity or consent, is not
It has been Dr. Hodge's wont to override
inevitably unjust.
Is this right ? Is it wise ? The answer is " God
that question.
:

does

therefore

it,

it

must be

right."

To

this "short

there are two objections: 1. It is not so certain that
it,

seeing that Dr.

Hodge can quote no

method"

God

does

express Scripture, nor

even any human creed, to prove it, but only his own inferences.
2. If a thing is impossible to he right, then any man's saying
that God did it would be a demonstration that that man misrep-

Let us state a few of those propositions in which
aU the Reformed divines agree. Eevelation is to be accepted,
though it teach mysteries entirely above reason. But it could
not be accepted, if it taught ine^-itable contradictions, which are
For no man could believe, were he to try,
against reason.
against those intuitive laws of thought which constitute him a
But in applying this criterion
thinking and belie\dng creature.
to revelation these caveats must be observed The Scripture
proposition which is accused of outraging reason must exist in
express terms if it is only a human inference, it may be that the
faUible expositor, and not the Scripture itself, is responsible for
the outrage. Secondly, the rational conviction outraged must be
a primitive, necessary, and universal judgment of the reason
because, if it is only an inferential conclusion, the source of collision may be in the fallible reason, and not in the infallible
book. Thirdly, the mind which presumes to charge such inevitable contradiction on the Bible should be a sanctified mind, not
arrogant and hostile to God and his truth, but holy, humble, and
enlightened by God's Spirit. The carnal man receiveth not the
things of the Spirit they are foolishness unto him. But we reresented God.

:

;

:

provided these conditions are observed, the occurrence,
not of a mystery above reason, but of an inevitable self-contrapeat

:

diction against reason, necessarily releases the

obligation to believe.

(See Turretin, Loe.

I.,

mind from the
One

Ques. 10.)

would suppose that a moderate tincture of theological knowledge
would secure the admission of these familiar rudiments of the
science
but we cite authority, lest some may suppose us to
;
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litter, even in
ous novelty.

Now

this alphabet of admitted principles,

some danger-

the advocates of the greatest theological absurdities

never, in fact, assail these principles.

Their plea

favorite propositions are only mysteries,

Thus the Papist seeks

is

that their

and not contradictions.

to excuse trausubstantiation, the old-school

Lutheran consubstantiation, the Mercersburg school, the spiritual, yet literal communion in Christ's corporeal body, which yet
is not ubiquitous.
Along this Hne, whether the dogma is only a
mystery above reason or a contradiction outraging reason, have
been fought all the battles of superstition. The discrimination
should always be made \vdth caution and deliberation.
But may not that which it would be ^\Tong for man the creature to do be right in God the infinite Sovereign ?
The equally
plain answer of the alphabet of theology is Sometimes, but not
always.
God's infinite wisdom, proprietorship and sovereignty
often render it right and holy for him to exercise a breadth of
discretion in applying righteous principles of action which we
could not presume on without crime. But his 0"mi glorious perfections ensure that, however sovereign, he will never act on a
:

And

principle intrinsically wrong.

most an

we admit a wide, alGod's perfections and

while

infinite difference arising out of

sovereignty, between the boundaries of his righteous discretion

and ours

in details

;

yet

we must hold

joined on us in his precepts, and

our consciences,
righteousness.

is identical

This

is

that the righteousness en-

\vi'itten

by

his creative

hand in

in its intrinsic principles with his

manifest, because otherwise

God and we

could never understand each other as ruler and subject

;

because

man was made
towards

it

in his rational and moral image, and is restored
by sanctifying gi'ace and because he tells us that our
;

Let us, then, suppose a case
where a given action would be intrinsically %vi-ong in principle,
MO matter how the details of its circumstances might vary, where
such was the unavoidable, intuitive primary judgment of the unbiassed human conscience then, in that case, we pronounce that
God's perfections make it as impossible that he should do that
act, however sovereign, as that it should be right for us to do it.
And that is so plain that it is almost a truism. If any man, professing to be a doctor or a prophet, told us that it was our duty
to believe God had done that act and made it rio-ht for himself to
holiness is to he in imitating him.

;
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do it, our consistent answer would be " Then you, Mr. Prophet,
have rendered me absolutely incompetent to have intelligent
knowledge of moral perfections in God, and of moral obligations
on me you have derationalized me I am now on your basis
:

;

;

a subject of religious relations as the horse I
can be plainer than this, that if the very ground
For
what
ride."
principles which are the constitutive norms of our moral judgments are contradicted, an intelligent, moral judgment becomes

just as suitable

for us impossible ?

Now the unbelieving rationalist says,
of imputation were true,

such a case.

He

that

if

Dr. Hodge's theory

we should unquestionably have

just

claims that the injustice would be as inevitable

as though a peaceable, righteous citizen of a commonwealth were
hung under its laws for the putative guilt of another man, over
whom he had no control, of whom he had even no knowledge,
who had murdered a person without any consent or complicity
whatsoever on his part. The rationalist claims accordingly, that
it is

impossible

reader

may

God

should have made such an imputation.

ask whether on this point

We reply explicitly that we do

we hold with the

The

ration-

That is to say, while
we regard it as unnecessary, rash and incorrect to dogmatize
with Dr. Hodge upon it, we regard it more rash and incorrect to
dogmatize with the rationalists upon it.
But such appears to
be the jealousy of some of the advocates of the exaggeration
which they call immediate imputation, that they will hardly venture to admit an intrinsic uurighteousniess in the case of secular
imputation which the rationalist cites above, lest they should
compromise their favorite speculation. And yet God does not
hesitate to denounce the intrinsic unrighteouness of such an act
(See Deut. xxiv. 16.)
of secular government.
So far we have
good countenance.
alist ?

Xow, to

return, while

we

will

not.

not dogmatize

of the unbelieving caviller u^Don this point,
lieve that his difficulty is needlessly

dogma which we

criticize.

view of the matter

— in

The

^vith the

rashness

we cannot but be-

and rashly enhanced by the
gi-eat

advantage of Calvin's

—

other words, of the scriptural view is
this, that it takes the imputation of Adam's sin manifestly out
of that category in which the rationalist's illustration puts it,

and in which, if it really helonged there, its unrighteousness
would be inevitably self-evident. Calvin's view shows that the
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Illustration

does not contain a true parallel, and
Calvin's view

conclusive.

lifts

is

therefore in-

the case of imputation of x4.dam's

where it stands by

itself, and is wholly unique
has no illustration whatever among the usages of secular governments, whether just or unjust.
Surely that is a soUd

sin into a category

where

it

For while

view leaves original sin enveloped in
a mystery, which, as Dr. Thornwell declares, no man will ever

advantage.

solve in this world,

man

can convict

it

it

this

places the doctrine in a status where

of intrinsic, self-evident injustice.

And

no

tJieti

conies in the legitimate apphcation of the devout principle, ac-

quiescing in our unavoidable ignorance, and saying, " Even so.

seemeth good in thy sight." This advantage
attending Calvin's \dew appears in two ways: First, man reasons chiefly by parallel instances. His reasoning is comparison.
Consequently, where there is no parallel, while he may not comprehend, he cannot oon\dct. The case is above his grasp he
lias no scales in which to weigh it.
Secondly, the case of origiFather, for so

it

;

nal

as stated by Calvin, diflers as to the essential trait

sin,

wherein the caviller finds, in the case of his pretended parallel,
the self-e\ddent injustice and Dr. Hodge's view seems to concede the presence of that trait and the correctness of the parallel.
Suppose the peaceful citizen charged, under human laws, with a
putative guilt of a murder to which he had not consented. Every
thoughtful mind sees the line of argument on which wise counsel
would defend him. The argument would be " May it please the
court, our statute of murder, under which my client has lived
and is now tried, has its alternative sanctions To him who mur;

:

:

ders,

it

threatens death

lowmen,

it

;

to

him who

promises immunity.

respects the

That statute

is

life

of his fel-

of the nature

Now here, may it i:)lease your
ground My client has personally

of a covenant with the citizens.

is our impregnable
KEPT THAT COVENANT. He hcis thereby earned and is in j?ossession
erf an existing title to immunity, with which he was invested, by
virtue of his innocency, hefore this murder was oornmitted, and
therefore he can only be divested o.f it by his own personal,

honor,

:

criminal act or his

own

consent."

Now

this is impregnable.

us represent the imputation of Adam's guilt as the Scriptures do, and the sinner condemned in Adam has no such argu-

But

let

ment

He

does not approach the judicial issue clothed
with the existing, personal title to immunity, derived from a
to use.
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previous innocency of personal existence under the covenant of
For, previous to his condemnation in Adam, he has no

works.

innocent existence personally, not for one moment, not even in
the metaphysical order of thought, for he has no actual existence
at all.

He

enters existence corrupted, as he enters

it

guilty.

he enters it corrupted. This is the characHe
union
between him and Adam that Adam's
ter of the federal
conduct should determine for his posterity precisely this result,
namely, that their personal existence should absolutely hegln in
that moral estate and under that legal relation which Adam j^rocured for himself that the two elements of this result should be
mutually involved and coetaneous, as they were personally in
enters

it

guilty, as

:

;

Adam.

This statement

is strictly

correspondent to the revealed

And now, this is its advantage, that it leaves the sinner
and condemned in Adam no pretext to complain that he
has been stripped of a personal title to immunity by thus bringing him under putative guilt and inherited depravity for he had
no such personal title to be stripped of, seeing he has had no perThis dispensasonal existence prior to the depravity and guilt.
remains
unique,
without
any
exact parallel in
tion of God then
human events, solemn, mysterious but it is placed where it is
impossible to convict it of any injustice.
Why God should
ordain such a federal union in his righteous sovereignty, which
he foresaw would result in the determination of a depraved and
condemned indi\4dual existence for a whole race of creatures,
none should presume to speculate. We see that he has done so.
We can only perceive this ground of propriety for it in the Hght
of natural reason tlia-t it appears to be the most natural constitution for a company of creatures united to a first parent by that
tie of race and propagation which is so fundamental a feature of
humanity, and, comparing us with God's other rational creatures,
facts.

fallen

;

;

:

so peculiar a feature of our existence.

GOD'S INBISCRIinATE PROPOSALS OF MERCY,
AS KELATED TO HIS POWER, WISDOM, AND SINCERITY.

God makes proposals of mercy to men, who he foresees
IFcertainly
reject them and perish, and whom he immutably

will

purposes to leave without effectual calhng, how can his power
and -wisdom be cleared, save at the expense of his sincerity? or
his sincerity at the expense of his

wisdom or power?

This

is

obviously the point in the Keformed or Augustinian theology

scheme
French
discussions between them and the

difficult of adjustment.
The excogitation of the
of the " Hypothetic Universalists " among a part of the

most

Reformed, and the intricate
Genevans, evince the fact. It is also disclosed in the proposal
of this problem by Sir Eobert Boyle to John Howe, as a proper
subject for the exercise of his sanctified acumen.
The result
was his famous treatise, The Reconcileableness of God's Prescience of the Sins of Men with the Wisdom, and Sincerity of his
Counsels, etc.
It is against this point that the most persistent
made. " It is at this point," says
Dr. A. A. Hodge's Atonement, "very wisely, as we think, the
Arminian erects his main citadel. We freely admit that just
attacks of Arminians are

still

here the advocates of that system are able to j^resent a greater

number and

variety of texts which appear to favor the distin-

guishing principles of their system than they are able to gather

any other of their main positions." ..." Then
gathering together their scriptural evidence for the general and

in vindication of

proceed with great appearance of force to argue inferentially against the outflanked

indefinite design of the atonement, they

Calrinistic positions of unconditional election

grace.

In this manner Eichard Watson,
upon this one position."

and

in effect,

efficacious

puts the strain

of his entire argument

The occasion for calling in question either God's sincerity,
or his wisdom, or power, upon the supposition of an uncon-
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ditioned decree, arises from three classes of scriptures.

One

is

Another is the ascription
sacrifice to love for "the world" as its motive, and
of him the "Lamb of God which taketh away the sin

the indiscriminate offer of salvation.
of Christ's

the calling

The third
composed of those which represent God as pitying all sinners,
and even those who are never saved. Every reader's mind will
suggest texts of each class. Now, it is notorious that these furnish the armory fi-om which the Ai'miniaus equip their most pertinacious attacks on Calvinism; that it is on these texts the
Calvinistic exegesis labors most and displays the most uncertainty
and that the usual Calvinistic solutions of them are
scornfully denounced by their opponents as inadequate.
These
facts, of course, do not prove that the Arminians are right
but
they evince the occasion for, and utility of, more satisfactory
of the world," "giveth himself for the world," etc.

is

;

;

discussion.

The attempt

"Hypothetic Universahsts " was to reby ascribing to God two acts of will
concerning human salvation one general and conditional volition to send Christ to provide expiation for all men, and to receive them all to heaven, provided they would believe on him
the other, a special and unconditioned volition to call the elect
effectually, and thus insure that they should beUeve and be
saved.
Then they supposed that all the texts in question could
be explained as expressions of the general and conditioned volition. But TuiTetin's refutation (for instance, Loc. IV., Qu. 17) is
of the

concile all the scriptures

—

He

fatal.

urges that the only merciful vohtion of

that towards the elect;

and "the

God

in Scrip-

he hardeneth;"
and omnipotent Agent as having any kind of volition towards a result,
when, foreseeing that the sinner will certainly not present the
essential condition thereof
faith—he himself distinctly purposes not to bestow it that the hearing of the gospel (Eom. x.
14) is as means equally essential, and God providentially leaves
all the heathen without this
and that it is derogatory to God's
power and sovereignty to represent any volition of his, that is a
tiu'e

that

is

it is

rest

inevitably delusive to represent an omniscient

—

;

;

volition, as failing in a multitude of cases.

It is significant that

the Reformed di\dnes of TuiTetin's school seem usually to con-

duct this debate on the assumption, sometimes
times expressed, that as

God had no

volition

tacit,

some-

towards the salva-
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tion of

tlie

non-elect, so he could not liave

affection at all towards

any propension or

it.

The perspicacious eye of Howe saw this assumption, and he
made a tentative effort to expose it. To him also belongs the
honor of rejecting and exploding that dogma of God's prevenient,
efl&cient

concursus in sinful actions, which the great Protestant

scholastics

had borrowed from the Dominican school and de-

And now

fended with a zeal so perverse.

Ave find

a Thornwell

and a Hodge discarding this dogma as an unhappy excrescence
on the Bible doctrines of the decree and providence. Howe
(§ xxii.) is answering a supposed objector, who, like Turretin,
urges the inconsistency of "an ineffectual and imperfect will"
(in the Almighty) "which doth not bring to pass the thing
wdlled."
His answer is, "That imperfection were with no pretence imputable to the di-vdne

will,

merely for

its

not effecting

it may have a real propension^
He then
proceeds to describe this propension towards an end which is

every thing whereto

"mere

short of an effective volition as a
that he

is

more ready

to assert of

the thing willed," than

which

ascribe to

God

fly in

God

velleity," and declares
" a will not effective of

the face of the

many

a pitifulness towards the

God from

lost.

Scriptures

He

tlien

seeming paradox by sayi^,per se, an object proportionable to a proper propension of God's will "by only simple
complacency," other "more valuable reasons" may w^eigh with
God not to purpose the salvation of all, ""with the higher complacency of a determinative will." "Since the public declarations of his good-"wilI towards all men import no more than the
former," his sincerity is thus reconciled with his immutable preendeavors to vindicate

ing that, while the salvation of

this

all

men

science.

The candid mind

should be a truth somewhere
which the "Hypothetic Universalist " was
Has not Howe here caught a glimpse of that
vainly gi'oping.
truth? And why have the eyes of Reformed theologians been
so often "holden" from seeing it distinctly? These questions
feels that there

in that direction in

deserve inquiry.

The

Ke may
by an analjogical instance. A human ruler
power and authority over the punishment of a

direction in which the answers are conceived to

be best indicated

may have full
culprit, may declare

consistently his sincere compassion for him,
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and may yet freely elect to destroy him. A concrete case will
make the point more distinct. Chief-Justice Marshall, in his
Life of Washington (Vol. IV., Chap,

vi.),

says with reference to

the death-warrant of the rash and unfortunate Major Andre:
" Perhaps on no occasion of his life did the commander-in-chief
obey with more reluctance the stern mandates of duty and of
policy."
In this historical instance we have these facts Washington had plenary power to kill or to save alive.
His compassion for the criminal was real and profound.
Yet he signed his
death-warrant ^^ith spontaneous decision. The solution is not
the least difficult either for philosophy or common sense. Every
deliberate rational volition is regulated by the agent's dominant
subjective disposition, and prompted by his own subjective motive.
But that motive is a complex, not a simple modification
The simplest motive of man's rational volition is a
of spirit.
complex of two elements a desire or propension of some subjective optative power, and a judgment of the intelligence as to
the true and preferable. The motive of a single decision may
be far more complex than this, involving many intellectual considerations of prudence, or righteous policy, and several distinct
and even competing propensions of the optative powers. The
resultant volition aris*s out of a deliberation, in which the prevalent judgment and appetency counterpoise the inferior ones.
To return to our instance Washington's volition to sign the
death-warrant of Andre did not arise from the fact that his compassion was slight or feigned, but from the fact that it was rationally counterpoised by a complex of superior judgments and
propensions of wisdom, duty, patriotism, and moral indignation.
Let us suppose that one of Andre's intercessors (and he had
them even among the Americans) standing by, and hearing the
commanding general say, as he took up the pen to sign the fatal
paper, "I do this with the deepest reluctance and pity," should
have retorted, " Since you are supreme in this matter, and have
full bodily ability to throw do^vn that pen, we shall know by
your signing this warrant that your pity is hypocritical." The
petulance of this charge would have been equal to its folly. The
pity was real, but was restrained by superior elements of motive.
Washington had official and bodily power to discharge the criminal, but he had not the sanction of his own wisdom and justice.
:

:

:
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Thus his pity was genuine, and yet his voHtion not to indulge it
free and sovereign.
The attempt to illustrate the ways of God by such analogies
What, then, are the objections on
is too ob"sdous to be novel.
which Calvinists have usually set them aside as unsatisfactory ?
In approaching this question it is instructive to notice the manner in which the extreme parties deal with the parallel case in
God's government. Says the strong Arminian "Since God is
:

and

sovereign,

when he
exerted

on

also true

and

declares his compassion for 'him that

all

know

dietli,'

that,

he has

the power that even omnipotence can properly exert

free-will' to tui'u that sinner to life."

'

Thus

this party sus-

God's sincerity at the expense of his omnipotence. The
" Because God is sovereign and

tain

party of the other extreme says

omnipotent, therefore we
for

sincere, therefore I

'

know

:

that,

were there any pity in him

the sinner that dieth,' that affection would inevitably have

applied almighty grace, which would have turned

him without

to life so that we must explain the merciful declaration as
meaning something else than it seems." They thus save God's
omnipotence and sovereignty at the expense of his sincerity.
The two pai-ties, while in extreme opposition, fall into the same
error the sophism of the imagined aocuser of Washington.
Their common mistake would, in the case of a wise and good
man, be exploded by explaining the nature of motive and free
rational volition.
The correct answer to the Arminian is to show
him that the existence of a real and unfeigned pity in God for
"him that dieth," does not imply that God has exhausted his
divine power in vain to renew the creature's " free-will " in a way
consistent with its nature, because the pity may have been truly
in God, and yet countervailed by superior motives, so that he
fail

;

—

did not will to exert his omnipotence for that sinner's renewal.

The other extreme receives the same reply the absence of an
omnipotent, and inevitably efficient, volition to renew that soul
does not prove the absence of a true compassion in God for him
and for the same reason the propension may have been in God,
but restrained from rising into a volition by superior rational
;

motives.
Evidently, then,

if

this parallel could

relieve the difficulty of the problem,

the scriptural truth involved.

be used

and

safely, it

would

conciliate extremes to

The supposed

obstacles

seem to
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under three heads. 1. The difference between
and an infinite almighty governor makes the parallel
2. Such a theory of motive and free agency may not
worthless.
class themselves

a

finite

be applied to the divine

will,

because of God's absolute simpli-

and the unity of his attributes with his essence, the
total lack of "passive powers" in his glorious nature, and the
unity and eternity of his whole will as to all events. It is feared
that the parallel would misrepresent God's activities of will by
city of being,

No such balancing of sulijecinward strivings, which would
be inconsistent with God's immutabihty and blessedness.
None will deny that the discussion of God's nature and activities should be approached with profound reverence and diffidence.
a vicious anthropomorphism.

3.

tive motives takes place without

One
is,

of the clearest declarations concerning

that

we may not expect

him

to "find out the

in the Scriptures

Almighty unto per-

Should a theologian assume, then, that his 7'atwnale

fection."

of God's actings furnished an exhaustive or complete explanation

of

them

all,

this alone

would convict him of

error.

It

must be

admitted, also, that no analogy can be perfect between the actions of a finite

ogies

may be

and the

and will. But analand valuable which are not perfect if

infinite inteUigence

instructive

;

may guide us In the particulars wherein
correspondence. And the Scriptures, which do

they are just in part they
there

is a true
undertake to unfold " parts of his ways," will be safe guides to
those who study them with humihty.

Turretin, entering into discussion with the " H3'pothetic Uni-

remarks that the foundations of the faith remain safe,
firmly held on all hands, 1st, That the corruption
of men's souls is universal, and every man's inability for delivering himself from it universal and in\ancible without the efficacious grace of God 2nd, That there is a sovereign and particular
election of the saved, unconditioned on their foreseen graces, and
a preterition of the rest of mankind 3rd, That there is an efficacious grace, the gift of this election, working saving faith, without which in action no one truly chooses godliness; 4th, That
gospel revelation is the necessary and only sufficient means of
working saving grace. These, saitli he, are the capital dogmas
of the faith, on this subject, which all the Reformed defend
amidst their minor diversities against all forms of Pelagianism
versalists,"

so long as

it is

;

,

an€l semi-Pelagianism.

"^88
1.

god's INDISCRIMmATE PROrOSALS' OF MERCY,
It is objected against all

that, wliile

it

applies to a

use of the explanation snggestecl,

Imman

rnler, wlio is

not omnipotent,

it

Washington was restrained from indulging his compassion towards Andr^ by remembering the dangers and mischiefs which would result from
the impunity of a spy. But if he had possessed an omnipotent
control over all hearts and all events, by which he could with
perfect facility obviate all those mischiefs, then his compassion
must have gratified itself, if truly felt, in Andre's release. God,
If he feels any propension
it is urged, has that omnipotence.
of mercy towards the sinner "that dietli," and bethinks himself
of the dangers to his moral government which would arise from
a sinner's impunity in guilt, he also knows that it is infinitely
does not apply to God, wlio

is

almighty.

such possible dangers by sanctifying
all others who might be tempted to
sin by the example of his impunity, just as he actually does
easy for him to obviate

all

the sinner himself, and also

sanctify his justified elect.

Now,

it is

assumption

:

obvious that this reply proceeds on the following
that if the obstacle of physical inability be removed

God, by his consciousness of .omnipotence, there cannot be
any other rational ground, in the view of God's omniscience,
that may properly counterpoise or hold back the propension of
in

But the statement of this is its sufficient exposure. It
must always be exceedingly probable that an all-^vise mind may
see, among the multifarious concerns of his vast kingdom, good
reasons for his action of which we cannot have the least concepLet us select a specific case, that, for instance, of Judas
tion.
mercy.

Iscariot.

Would not he be a

the infinite

God

rash

could not see, in his

ground for his volition not
one of these two, either an

man who

should assert that

own omniscience, any

other

to attempt his effectual calling than
entire indifference to his misery, or a

conscious inabihty to renovate his soul

?

The

logic of the ob-

It proceeds on the assumption
jector is, moreover, optimistic.
that we are entitled to hold that God's ultimate end in the gov-

ernment of the universe is the greatest aggregate well-being
But we are not entitled to hold thus. We know
of creatures.
But we do not know all
that his ultimate end is his own glory.
AH
glory
is promoted.
his
deem
the ways in which God may
the
of
state
that
procure
that we can say is, not that God must
universe which is on the whole the 'best, i. e., the most benevolent,
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which most comwhich have commended themBut
selves to his perfections as most proper for him to pursue.
we are not qualified to say what all those ends are. It may be
tha-t it is j^roper they should not include the happiness of the
but that he

of course have that universe

^^all

pletely satisfies the set of ends

largest possible

number

admitted that

of sinners, but sometliing else

When we

worthy of God.

God may

have admitted

see, in his

own

this,

still

we have

more

virtually

omniscience, a rational

ground other than inal)ility for restraining his actual propension
The first objection, then, howof pity towards a given sinner.
ever plausible in appearance, is found to be empty. And it is
especially to be noted that, while it professes a zeal for God's infinitude,

really disparages

it

it.

Our

position

is,

after

all,

the

modest and reverential one.
Let us interpose here this
standing
use, is

:

meant not

but in the
ers, so
2.

definition to preclude misunderthat the phrase " divine will," which we are about to
in its narrow sense of the faculty of choice ;
sense of the active powers, or " conative " pow-

mder

well established

The attempt

among

Calvinists.

to illustrate the action of the divine will

from

the rise of rational volition in man, has doubtless been prejudiced
scholastic explanations of God's absolute simplicity. They
would have us believe, not only that this excludes all composition and aggregation of quantitative parts, but all true distinction
of essence and attributes.
They would have the idea of God as

by the

absolutely devoid of construction in thought as his substance is of

construction in reality.
attributes.

We must

in his case identify essence

and

God is actus purwi. Any attribute is God, and hence

from another only by our apprehim
it.
With
cognition and effectuation are identical.
does not satisfy them to say that God is an infinite monad, as

one attribute

is

differentiated

hension of
It

the rational
like

human

soul is a finite

monad and that
;

man's essential powers of intelligence,

his attributes,

sensibility,

and

are not limbs or parts attached to the Spirit, but essential
of functions with

which he

is

endued.

They require us

"wall,

modes

to iden-

tify God's attributes "^dth his essence in a waj^ inconceivably closer

than

we do man's

essential

powers with his essence.

Now,

if

be correct, the attempt to apprehend the action
of the divine will by the human must be Avholly erroneous.

this speculation

There could be no such
Vol.

I.— 19.

distinction, as is true of

man, between
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motive and volition, or between the optative powers and the
power of choice. Nor could there be auv sense whatsoever in
which God's subjective motive could be complex.
But we deny that the specrdation is correct, susceptible of
possible to be valid to the

jjroof, or

cognition of such a being

The only way he has

of

is

human mind.

Evidently the

inaccessible to man's intelligence.

knowing substance is through
we have of it is as the

butes; and the only cognition

its attri-

intuitive

notion, which the reason necessarily supplies, of the sahjectum
to which the attributes perceived

must be

Hence, to

referred.

require us to think substance as literally identical with each attribute rationally referred to

it,

is to

forbid us to think

it

at

all.

Again, reason forbids us to think different attributes as identical.

We

conation

intuitively
is

know

not sensibility;

actually identical in

God

that thought is not conation, and
it

is

as impossible to think these

as in ourselves.

Last, this speculation

brings us too near the awful verge of pantheism.

Were

it ti'ue,

then it would be the shortest and most natural of steps to conclude that God has no other being than the series of activities
of the several attributes with which they seek to identify the
being.
Thus Ave have the form of pantheism next to the gulf
If the attributes are identical with the being of

of nihilism.

God and

with each other, and

if it

be thus shown that God's

thought makes the object thereof, then, since

God

is eternally,

must rigidly
follow: that all objective being known to God must be also as
eternal and necessary as God, and that it must be as infinite as
he is. What more would Spinoza have desired to found his
mathematical proof of pantheism ? The speculation is not true
any more than it is scriptural. The Bible always speaks of
God's attributes as distinct, and yet not dividing his unity; of
his intelligence and will a3 different of his A\Tath, love, pity, wisdom, as not the same activities of the Infinite Spirit. We are
necessarily,

and

infinitely intelligent, these results

;

taught that each of these
ciple in

man

Scriptures do not

mean

in God, as truly as in

being an

is

inconceivably higher than the prin-

which bears the corresponding

infinite

name

;

but

if

the

to teach us that they are distinguishable

man, and that

monad

this is as consistent with his

as with our souls being finite monads,

then they are unmeaning.

In the rational creature, notwithstanding the simphcity of the
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not identical

the preferable and conative propensions are

jective motive is complex,

truly present,

In him submay be

the volition in which they result.
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and a given element

of motive

and yet not separately expressed

in the volition,

because over-preponderating motives prompt the agent freely to
Then, the absolute simplicity of God does
restrain that element.
not forbid our ascribing to him an inconceivably higher
action of will, which is

mode

of

yet truly analogous.

We may be reminded that the Confessioji declares God to be
"without passions."
So the theologians tell us that we must
ascribe to

him no "passive powers";

immutable.

He

is

He

acts

for then

on everything; but

the source, but not the recipient of

is

he would not be

acted on

effects.

by none.

This

is indis-

putable.
But we should not so overstrain the truth as to reject
two other truths. One is, that while God has no passions, while
he has no mere susceptibility such that his creature can cause
an effect upon it irrespective to God's own will and freedom, yet
he has active principles. These are not passions, in the sense
of fluctuations or agitations, but none the less are they affections
of his will, actively distinguished from the cognitions in his

They are true optative functions of the divine
However anthropopathic may be the statements made

intelUgence.
Spirit.

concerning God's repentings, TVTath, pity, pleasui*e, love, jeal-

we should do violence to them
we denied that he here meant to ascribe to himself active
affections in some mode suitable to his nature.
And it is imousy, hatred, in the Scriptures,

if

possible for us to suppose an agent without active principles, as
well as

could
truth
sions,

cognitive, as

move the
is,

we could not beUeve

and events are the

that objective beings

though not

divine affections

that the compass

ship without any motive power.

efficient

and

afraid of ascribing to

^^dll.

The other
real occa-

causes, of the action both of the

not many diAdnes so much
" passive powers," or any phase

Ai'e

God any

dependence on the creatm-e, that they hesitate even to admit
But why should they recoil from the simple statements of his Word on this point, unless they were confused or misled by the old sensualistic view, which regarded the
of

that scriptui-al fact ?

objective impression as

somehow the

mere occasion, of the following

"God

is

angry

xoith the- loicked

efficient,

instead of the

activities of the percipient soul

every day" (Ps.

vii.

11);

"But
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tlie tiling that

light is

David

her"

ill

liad

(Is. Ixii.

the Lord" (Jer.

ix.

done displeased the Lord
-i)

"In

;

;

"

"

My

de-

these things I delight, saith

Is all this so anthropopathic as not

2-4).

even to mean that God's active principles here have an objecWhy not let the Scriptures mean what they so plainly

tive?

But some seem so

strive to declare?

God any

afraid of recognizing in

susceptibility of a passive nature that they virtually

and paint a God whose whole acti^dties of
from himself that even
objective occasion to him is made unreal, and no

set Scripture aside,

and

intelligence

the relation of
other

is

will are so exclusively

allowed than a species of coincidence or preestablished

They are chary

harmony.

God

so plainly to say) that

seems
and would

of conceding (what the Bible
is

angry

hecaxise

men

sin

;

go no farther than to admit that somehow he is angry vjhen men
sin, yet, because absolutely independent, angry only of himself.
Now, our rational nature compels us to think these active
principles relevant only when they act towards their proper obIf the wise and righteous reason does not perceive
jectives.
something that has, or is to have, actuality that is wicked, it does
not have indignation the legitimate condition for the action of
;

this affection is wholly absent.

approvable,

Why

it

does not

feel

If

it

does not see some being

the love of moral complacency.

should not this be most true of the perfect reason,

all

of

most absolutely true to the actual ? Nor is
there any danger of sacrificing God's independence or immutability, or of imputing to him "passive power," or of tarnishing
For,
his nature with the fluctuations and agitations of passion.
first, since his will was eternally sovereign, there can be nothing

whose

activities are

holy or unholy, in

all

Thus, while

it is

true

unfailing occasion in
tion

him

;

it

is

time, in the actual objective universe,

by his effective or permissive wiU.
that what God looks at objectively is the
him of the appropriate subjective affec-

which was not decreed

freely

be any thing actual for
he freely chooses to permit
no truth in this point of the

also true that there cannot

to look at save such things as

to occur or exist.

Second, there

sensualistic creed, either for

God

is

or

man

;

the object

is

not

effi-

upon it, but the mere occasion.
from the inward spontaneity. And, third, God's
omniscience is declared in the Scriptures to be infinite and eternal; so that no amiable or repulsive object can be a novelty to

cient of the affection directed

The

affection is
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treason of JncTas was as clearly seen and com-

all its

hateful features, in God's infinite intelli-

gence, before the foundation of the world as the

moment

it

was

perpetrated ; nor has there been one instant since in the divine

consciousness when the mental comprehension of that crime
has wavered, or been forgotten or displaced, or even obscured
by other objects of thought. Thus, the object being stable in

the divine inteUigence, the appropriate affection has been equally
changeless in the divine
then, ie

The

will.

truth

this— we cannot comprehend it
some

active principles directed towards

bine

all

we must apprehend,

—-that God eternally has
objective,

which com-

the activity of rational affections with the passionless

stabihty of his rational judgments, and which, while not emotions^ in

the sense of change, or ebb or flow, are yet related to

his volitions in a

way analogous

to that

which obtains between

the holy creature's optative powers and his volitions.
picture an adequate conception of

cannot attain unto

But this

it."

is

them?

No;

Can we
we

"it is high;

the consistent understanding

God which does not
both transcend and violate man's reason.
God's absolute unity and simplicity may be supposed by some
to furnish another objection to the hypothesis that his propenof revelation, and the only apprehension of

sions

and

his volition are distinguishable in his consciousness

It may be urged that this
would imply an actual sequence in the part§ of the di^dne will,
and the acquisition by him of additional acts of will. Let this
be considered. In a finite rational spirit there is unquestionably a partial par^dlel between volition and deduction, in this
that as this finite mind, in its logical process, advances from
premises to conclusion, making a literal (though possibly rapid)

as truly as in a holy creature's.

sequence of mental acts

conscious,

it

;

so, in its acts of choice wjien rationally

proceeds from motive to volition, making a sequence

of voluntary activities equally

literal.

Now,

all

are agreed that

the infinite intelligence cannot have logical processes of the deIts whole cognition must be intuition.
For else
would follow that omniscience was not complete at first, and

ductive order.
it

receives subsequent accessions of deductive knowledge.
is

one

So,

it

fatal objection to the Moliuist

may be

lute unity

;

if

scheme

(This

of scientia media.)

urged, the activity of the divine will must be abso-

we

represent volition as arising out of motive, and
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from tlie
which

the divine consciousness as discriminating the one
other,
is

"v^-e

have the eternal

shall

will acting in succession,

untenable.
Tliis

comparison of the intellectual and active powers will

must undoubtedly be admitted that
and that he can
neither have nor need any deductive process by which to reach
But does it follow therefrom that he has no intuitions
truth.
Let the reader reflect that many of our surest inof relations ?
tuitions are of truths of relation, as of the equaUty cf two magnitudes of which each is equal to a third and the same that a
multitude of things which exist do exist in relation; and that
it is the very glory and perfection of God's intelligence that it
lead us to a solution.

It

all of God's cognition is immediate intuition,

;

thinks every thing
kno^\^l

by

fact that

an absolute faithfulness to the reahty
be rash enough to Cjuestion the

-^-ith

He

liim.

will not

among God's

infinite cognitions are a

multitude of in-

Again, since all God's knowledge

tuitions of truths in relation.

absolutely true to the actual reahties known, wherever he
knows one thing as destined to depend on another thing, there
must be a case in which God th inks a sequence. Let the distincThe things are known to God as in
tion be clearly grasped.
is

sequence; but his oami subjective act of thought concerning
them is not a sequence. How can this be ? Our limited intel-

Hgence cannot reahze
infinite.

We

hand or the

in thought;

it

niust, then, to

God

can, because

avoid wronging

God on

he

is

the one

other, in our apprehension of his omniscience, ac-

quiesce in this statement: that while the infinite capacity of

the divine mind enables

to see coL-taneously

it

by one

all-includ-

ing intuition every particular truth of his omniscience, his absolute infaUibihty also insures the mental arrangement of
in their logical

and causal

relations, as

actualized in successive time.
y^coatu)- 6zd'j\

Thus

all

rational order of thinking,

Now,

Q

^dd^o::

must admit,

them

all

they are destined to be
tz/.o'jzo-j

xai aoeta:: xal

for instance, that in the

we think cause

as in order to

effect.

an infirmity or a correct trait in
Surely it is a connect trait. Will God's infinite
the finite mind?
mental superiority, then, prevent his doing this correct thinking,
It is

an

intuition.

concei'^'ing

is this

cause as in order

both cause and

effect

to efi'ect?

Surely not.

by one coetaneous

need, like us, to learn the cause

by

intuition,

Yet he sees
and does not

inference from the effect, or
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thought

by inference from the

is,

that the object

is

cause.
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•

rational order of

in order to the vohtion.

The
Does
and act in the same

hunter must see the animal in order to aim his weapon.

God

not the infaUible

mind

rational order ?

Doubtless

see the object,
but he has no need, like us, of a
chronological succession.
God's cognitions, then, while devoid
of sequence in time, doubtless preserve the appropriate logical
of

;

order.

Now

the same considerations will lead us to the proper con-

clusion touching the order of motive
finite will.

This

is

and

volition in God's in-

not irrational, because

infinite.

point of view, subjective motive is in order to volition
related as cause

and

From our

they are
cannot think them otherwise.
conceive a spirit's spontaneity to act,

effect.

;

We

However rapidly we may
we cannot help thinking that when

formed a rational volition
There is no
ascertainable sequence of time ; but none the less does our reason insist on putting the motive and volition in a causative sequence. Again, I ask, is this an infirmity or a correct action of
it

it

did so because a rational motive went before.

our reason?

If

our reason acts correctly in insisting on this

causative order, does God's infallible reason signalize

its infinite

by refusing to think the order aright ?
Surelv not.
Here, then, we are shut up to the same apprehension, that while
the action of the divine mind in rational volition is not successuperiority

sive, yet its infinite capacity

preserves the proper causal subor-

dination and distinction of rational motive and resultant vohtion.
It thus

appears that the unity and eternity of

all

the acts of the

divine will do not preclude the proper discrimination and rela-

and

volition, affection

We see that, if we insisted on that

dogma, we should

tion in the divine conscioitsness of motive

and

action.

sacrifice the rationahty of the divine will in the needless

attempt

to preserve its unity.

The

justice

of this conclusion may be illustrated by
throws on the supralapsarian scheme of pre-

and value

the light which

it

Because a rational mind determines first the ultimate end, and then the intermediate means, and because that
which is last in effectuation is first in thought, therefore these
divines insist on this sequence in the parts of the decree 1st,
destination.

;

God

selects, out of

demption he

men

number
As a means

hi posse, a certain

will glorify himself; 2d,

in

whose

re-

to this ulti-

god's indiscriminate proposals of mercy.
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mate end

lie

He

determiues to create mankind; 3d,

to permit their

fall

;

4tli,

He

determines

decrees to send his Sou in

human

nature for the redemption of his elect. Sublapsarians, perceiving the harshness aad unreasonableness of this, propose the opposite order of sequence (but
1st, to create

man

still

mankind his chosen people

of fallen

their redemption.

God

a sequence).

holy; 2d, to permit his
;

4tli,

fall; 3d,

decreed,

to elect out

to send his

Son

for

Supralapsarians retort that this scheme makes

God's decree as truly conditioned on the creature's action as the
Arminian, though on a different condition. So the debate proceeds.

But he who apprehends the action of the infinite mind reasonably and scriptui'ally at once, sees that, while the sublapsarian
is right in his spirit and aim, both parties are wrong in their
method, and the issue is one which should never have been
raised.
As God's thought and will do not exist in his consciousness in parts, so they involve no sequence, neither the one nor
the other. The decree which determines so vast a multitude of
The whole all-comprehending thought is
parts is itself a unit.
one coiitaneous intuition the whole decree one act of will. But
in ^^rtue of the very consistency and accuracy of the divine plan,
and infinity of the divine knowledge, facts destined to emerge
;

out of one part of the plan, being present in thought to God,
enter into logical relation to other parts of the

same

plan.

As

God's thought, no part precedes any other. But
none the less those parts which are destined to be, in execution,

the plan

is

prior and posterior, stand in their just causal relations in his
thinkinsr.

creed.

One

depend on another result deGod's consciousness, all is equally
be neither supra nor infra-l3,psarian,

result decreed is to

But as the decree

is

Thus there will
and no room for their debate.

primary.

To

this

whole view of God's active principles,

it

may be

re-

by some that it is too anthropomorphic. We may be reminded of the rebuke of the 50th Psalm "Thou thoughtest that
I was altogether such an one as thyself; liut I "s^ill reprove thee."

plied

:

It

has been pungently

said, that

"whereas the Scriptures say

man was made in fhe image of God, some would have a God
made in the image of man." This should justly remind us of
the need of much humility and care, lest we sheuld ascribe to
him any

\dcious anthropomorphism.

Is there

no

safe gui le

?

god's indiscriminate proposals of mercy
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we snan on no

pretext

God any defect of the creature, or any self-contradicand that we bow implicitly to the declaration he makes of

ascribe to
tion

;

himself in the word, as honestly interpreted by the " analogy of

And

the faith"?

so

much may be justly claimed

for the views

above defended, and whether speculative, or abstruse, or not,
whole apphcation is, not to wrest God's declarations of

their

them to a more natural and unforced exmake them mean more simply what they seem to

himself, but to restore

position

;

to

mean to the plain
Now, there is a

reader.

sense in which

all

our apprehensions of God,

as well as of everything else, must be anthropomorphic. It must
be that cognitions be according to the forms of man's reason. If
we are forbidden to think after human norms, we cannot think
at

all.

Again, the Scriptures assure us that our spirits were

created after the rational, and moral, image of God.
fallen

was a correct miniature of the

far as

we can be

is

infinite Father.

Man unAnd so

certain that a specific law of thought or action
fall, we have in that law a
law of thought or action. If Ave

unperverted by the ruins of our

finite pattern of

would not

fall

we must hold
earth.

So

far,

God's

infinite

into the bottomless gulf of universal skepticism,

that truth
then, as

ing to pure truth,

we

is

we

eternal

and uniform

heaven and
mind as leadprocess we are akin
in

are sure of a process of

are sure that in that

to all other minds, created

and uncreated.

It thus

appears

manifest that a certain degree of anthropomorphism, so far from

being suspicious,
concerning

all

is

the necessary signature of true conceptions

other rational beings.

scious in order to

The mind must
So

have cognitions about any thing.

he conit

must

construe its oivn consciousness in order to formulate its objective

Psychology must underlie logic. Sir William Hamhas shown that it must at least implicitly underlie our na-

knowledge.
ilton

tural theology.

Especially

when

stating

may

it

be urged that every intelhgent Calvinist,

and estabUshing the

natui'e of the

human

will

and

has appealed to God's freedom for illustration. Is
we use against the Arminian
dogma, "contingency of will essential to freedom"; that God's
will never was contingent, but eternally determined to holiness,
and yet is he the truest and noblest of all free agents? And
free agency,

not this one of the main arguments
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what
tral

is effectual calling, wliicli

restores tlie lost image, in its cen-

work, save a rectification of man's free agency after the pat-

tern of God's ?

And

does not every sound

in degree as the activities of the

di-snne

human \nH

teach that just

are rational, in that

degree they approach the pattern of the divine ?
ticed, then, that in seeking the analogy

God's

will in its actions

touching the disputed cases,

the most rational and righteous
the more completely

it

Let it be noby which to illustrate

human

will

became such, the

;

we

selected

and we found that

better

it fulfilled

our

pui'pose of aiding us to apprehend God's will.
3.

The remaining

difficulty to

be noticed

is,

that the conception

presented of the divine affections and volitions would involve the
idea of a strife in the divine bosom.
sult of

breast.

Such

is

doubtless the re-

dehberation between competing motives in the

The reaching

human

of the final choice is attended with agita-

and pain. And such strife must not be ascribed to God.
But let it be considered whether this inward struggle arises from
the fact that motives are complex, or from the fact that the afThe latter
fections which enter into our motives are passionate ?
is evidently the true statement.
We cannot picture in our minds
active principles which shall have, on the one hand, all the impulsive energy of affections, and on the other, all the immutable
equanimity of deity yet we must ascribe just these principles to
God. But we can conceive that, just in degree as a man's affections approximate that steadiness and purity, the adjustment of
them into the rational and righteous volition involves less in
ward struggle. This is sustained by observation. We have
seen how wisdom, justice, and patriotism in Washington's breast
strove -udth and mastered the pity which pleaded for the life o£
the spy who had nearly ruined America. But the majestic calmness of that great man did not desert him. Had a weaker nature
been called to perform the painful duty of signing that deathwarrant the gallant but frivolous Gates, for instance he would
have sho-uTi far more agitation he would perhaps have thro-uTi
do-s^Ti the pen and snatched it again, and trembled and wept.
But this would not have proved a deeper compassion than Washington's.
His shallow nature was not capable of such depths of
sentiment in any ^ii-tuous direction as filled the profounder soul.
The cause of the difference would have been in this, that Washington's was a grander and wiser as well as a more feehng soul.^
tion

;

—

—

;
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have sometimes declared that their love for their
families was never before so profound and tender and yet they
were enabled by dying grace to bid them a final farewell with
If, then, the ennobling of the affections enables
joyful calmness.

Dying

saints

;

'

the will to adjust the balance between them ^vith less agitation,

what

will

be the

result

when the wisdom

the virtue is that of infinite holiness,

is

that of omniscience,

and the self-command that

omnipotence ?
Another line of argument will lead us to the same conclusion, that the absence of a volition in God to save does not neThis may be made
cessarily imply the absence of compassion.
perspicuous thus. When we teach that God's election to life is
imconditioned, Arminians often leap to the conclusion that it
must be therefore capricious and partial. When we point them
to God (Rom. ix. 11) determining that the elder, Esau, should
serve the younger, Jacob, "before the children were yet born,
or had done any good or evil, that the purpose of God according
;"
to election might stand, not of works, but of him that calleth
and when we take this as teaching that God's selection of Jacob
was not conditioned on his foreseen penitence or faith, Arminians reject our construction, and exclaim that this would be mere
omnipotent caprice and injustice. But no intelhgent Calvinist
admits this. He declares that by an unconditioned act of divine
will he does not mean a motiveless act.
To ascribe any motiveless volition to God would contradict the Scriptures, which declare that all his actions are done in wisdom and the Catechism, which teaches ns that his decree is a purpose " according
of

4.

;

tc the counsel of his wall."

most wise, holy, and
sinful Jacob, rather

of faith

God

We

sufficient

donbt not but that God had his
ground and reason for selecting

than sinful Esau, to receive the inworking
All we know about that reason is, that

and repentance.

did not find

it

in

any foreseen piety that was to

exist in

Jacob, because the only piety there would ever be in Jacob to
foresee

was that which was

God found

his motive

unimaginable by

to result

we know not

from his election. Where
there was room enough,
;

us, in the view's of his infinite

mind ranging

over the affairs of his vast kingdom.

This truth should be familiar to the Calvinist, but

be amiss to make

it

clearer.

in the presence of the invader.

A wise

it

commander has

He has been

may

his

not

army

regularly guarding
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approaches by keeping one regiment from each five out as
The duty is full of hardship and
The morning has come for the fifth regiment of a pardanger.
ticular brigade to take its turn but there appears an unexplained
liis

pickets for twenty-four hours.

;

commander to spare this regiment, and send back
At once all is surprise
another, which has already had its turn.
and discontent among these men. They demand to know the
reason of this injustice. Is it because the commander has a
pique against them, and takes this way to jjunish them? The
messenger assures them that this is not the commander's motive.
order fi-om the

Is

it,

then, because he confides in their vigilance

much more than

in the fifth, so that the

and bravery so

new order

is

mark

a

of

Again the messenger answers. No it is certain that
the commander's motive is not connected in any way with the
respective merits or faults of the men in the two regiments.
"Then tell us," they exclaim, "his real ground." The messenger replies: "I am not able all I know is that I was told to deThe next morning
liver this positive order it is yours to obey."
the mystery is solved thus at daybreak messengers fly from the
commander to every brigade, ordering all to get under arms, and
confidence ?

;

;

;

:

to prepare to deliver battle at sunrise.

brigade is ordered to select the fifth
of his other four as skirmishers,

The general

of this

regiment to cover the front

and receive the

first

the onset, hecause they alone, in that hrigade, have

shock of

rifles

@f long

Now it is seen

whether tha strange
After a day and
order of the previous morning was capricious
night of sleepless watching, these men would have been unfit for
Yet
their arduous and perilous duty on the all-important day.
this wise ground had nothing to do TN-ith the respective merits of
the men all were good soldiers. Why, then, did not the commander publish his reason along AAdtli his order, when it would
have saved so much angry surmise? It was not only his right,
but his sacred duty to conceal the purpose out of which that
reason grew, else its premature publication would have enabled
the vilest deserter to advertise the invader, who would adopt
measures which would cost the blood of hundreds of brave men.
range s^dtahle for the

service.

!

;

Such an instance is worthless for revealing to us the specific
nature of the grounds on which he acts whose "glory it is to
conceal;" but it may teach us how certainly he has adequate
grounds for everv voUtion, and how

it

befits the

honor of his

god's indiscriminate peoposals of mercy.
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account of his matters to any

man."

We

are not to suppose, then, that because God's predestina-

tion is unconditioned,

it is

motiveless, unreasoning, or capricious.

Ketuming now to the case of Bom. ix. 11, and interj^retiug it
scripturallj, we learn that God's rational ground for selecting
Jacob was not the foresight of his piety, but some ground unknown to us Avhich commended itself properly to the Lord's
wisdom and holiness. The question which we ^\dsh to press just
here is this: Did not God feel, notwithstanding this properly
overruling rational motive, the abhorrence for Jacob's foreseen

and actual meanness, suitable
nature to feel, and naturally tending, had
original sin

xxxii. 31,

37

1 Peter

;

(See Ezek. xvi.

it

5,

holy

infinitely

not been counter-

The

poised, to Jacob's righteous rejection?
this question for us.

an

for

fScriptures

6; Neh.

answer

27; Jer.

ix.

Indeed, neither our good sense nor

iv. 17.)

the admitted principles of theology allow us to answer in the

For the former decides that moral principles must

negative.

act impartially, raising similar sentiments

are presented

when

and we cannot conceive how a

;

cal natm^e could

similar objects

rational

be sensible to the demerit of A's

sensible to the very

same demerit

God

tinguishes that while

of B's act.

and ethiand in-

act,

The latter dissome of those

acts all things freely,

he acts "necessarily," that

by the moral necessity
he acts optionally.
In
neither class of activities can there be any " coaction," because
he is always absolute sovereign and first cause. But to some
acti\aties he is determined with eternal certainty by his own
free things

of his

own

perfections, while to

(by which

is

is,

perfections, while others

some he determines himself

meant, of course, not tp-annically, but

arhitr'd).

Thus, "

arhitnl to

make

piter, or four to

God

four

cannot

moons

lie,"

but

"arbitrarily"

to the planet

Jupiter and one to Earth.

merl

libertate

God had the

liberty merl

Earth and one to JuNow, having grasped

we must say that, while God has this liberty of
mere option whether or not to execute his affection of pity or reprehension towards any of his own creatm^es, he has not this
this distinction,

hberiy of option about having the appropriate affections of his
moral nature towards any of them. Is this because an exterior

him to feel them ? By no means but
because the regulative control of his own immutable perfections

superior agent compels

;
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absolutely insures the cousistent action of

liis

own

principles

always.

God

doubtless

felt

a similar moral reprehension for

tlieu

Jacob's foreseen supplanting falsehood to that which he

felt for

Yet he elected Jacob and passed over
Esau. How was that ? We are now prepared to answer. Because that moral reprehension, whose natural propension in
Esau's headj seK-will.

either case

was

to righteous rejection, was, in Jacob's case, over-

ruled bj a good and sufficient motive; and because that motive,

no appHcation, left the moral reprehension
and righteously in his rejection. An absolute
but benevolent monarch has to pass on the fate of two murderers.
in Esau's case having
to issue naturally

A

is

B

a skillful physician;

ignorant of that

is

The law-

art.

abiding people are grievously scourged by pestilence, and suffer-

The king finds both A and B
he reprieves A that his medical
skill may be used for the suffering sick.
For what is B hanged ?
For murder only. But was not A, who escapes, also equally
guilty of murder, and does it not follow that B was really hanged

ing sore dearth of medical aid.

odiously and equally guilty

;

3^et

for his ignorance of medicine ?

A

child can see the sophism,

and can give the obvious solution that B was hung for the
murder solely, and that the medical consideration,
which weighed against A's equal guilt, had simply no application to B's case. Thus we resolve that supralapsarian perversion,
which so much prejudiced the doctrine of predestination with
" that Esau's guilt or evil desert
so many moderate minds
could not have furnished the motive of God's pretei'ition of him,
because, since all fallen men have evil desert, that motive, if
operative, must have prompted the rejection of all."
Now, the
:

guilt of his

:

plain reader of his Bible naturally supposes that e^il desert
the very thing for which a holy

a sinner

;

men have

God would be prompted

and we see that the plain reader is right.
But the hinge of the doctrine
e^il desert.

the case of the elect,

God has

is

to reject

All fallen
is

here

a secret rational motive,

:

in

which

has no appHcation to the non-elect, overweighing the motive to
reject presented in their evil desert

;

in the case of the non-elect,

this latter motive, finding nothing to counterpoise

it,

prompts

its

natural and righteous voHtion, deserved rejection.

This being made
question

:

clear,

we reach

oiu'

next step by raising this

Is not compassion for the miserves of his

own

lost
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creature as natural to a

dignation against

And when two

all

God

of infinite beneVoleuce as

sin is to a

God

moral

in-

of infinite riorliteousness

?

guilty creatui-es are suffering similar miseries,

equally deserved in both cases, can the di\'ine immutabilitj-, con-

and goodness be reconciled with the behef that the
compassion which exists in the one case has not even the slightIf this particular position be
est existence in the other case ?
assumed, then the charge of unaccountable partiality, which the
sistency

Arminian unjustly casts against predestination, -^dll have some
Not that either sufferer has a personal right to
But the anomaly
either compassion or succor as against God.
will be this
how comes it that an essential principle of God's
nature should act normally towards one object, and refuse the
This is
similar exercise towards the precisely parallel object?
God's absolute sovereignty, answers the supralapsarian. But a
sound theology answers again, no while God is perfectly free
in every exercise of his essential principles, yet he freely does
some things necessarily, and other things optionally and God's
optional liberty is not whether he shall haoe the propensions of
his essential principles, but whether he shall execute them by his
volitions.
The counterpart truth, then, must be asserted of Jacob
and Esau. As God had the natural and appropriate affection
of disapprobation against Jacob's ill desert, and still elected him,
which he had against Esau's so, doubtless, he had the same affection, appropriate to his infinite goodness, of compassion for
Esau's misery, and yet rejected him, which he had for Jacob's
deserved misery. If any compassion for Esau existed in the
fair application.

:

;

;

;

sovereign mind,

why

did

it

not effectuate

answer with a parallel question

"VVe

reprehension against Jacob's

ill

God

did not the righteous

any of it existed in the
All of us
in his damnation ?

desert,

sovereign mind, effectuate itself
have agreed to the answer to this

say that

itself in his salvation ?

why

:

if

latter question

could distinctly foresee

all

near to blasphemy.
wise, gracious,
let

Ave

dare not

it would come
Because this disapprobawhile existing in the holy mind, was counterpoised by a

falsehood and feel no disapprobation whatever
tion,

;

Jacob's supplanting

We

must reply

;

:

and sovereign motive unrevealed

to us.

Well,

the parallel answer be given to the parallel question: the

di\Tjie compassion existing towards Esau's misery was counterpoised by some holy, wise, and sovereign motive unrevealed to
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so that righteous clisajjprobation for his siu remained the

prevalent motive of righteous pretention.

When we

say that God's prevalent rational motives in his pre-

destinations are unrevealed,

One

particular nature.

we mean

general fact

as to their specific or

it

is

revealed as to

these,

all

motives, that thev tend to God's ultimate hiphest glory.'

The

truths which

we have attempted

the nature of the divine vn\\

may be

to illustrate concerning

recapitulated thus

:

man,

when holy, was formed in God's rational and moral image.**
Holy man's subjective motive for each rational volition is complex, because God's is also complex.

This fact must follow from

The op-

the very infinitude and constancy of God's attributes.
tative

and

intellectual elements of motive co-exist in

in an ineffable maaner, to the

consciousness

is

God's unity

comprehension of which our

finite

not competent, but which his infinitude renders

consistent for him.

God

"Wliile

is

absolutely free in

all

the ex-

ercises of his essence, his optional freedom, or llhertas meri arhitrii, is

concerned not iu his having, but in his executing any

given element of his natural propension
essential perfection to

have

all

;

for

it

of them, vdih. an

belongs to his

immutable con-

stancy and impartial uniformity, the appropriate objects thereot

being before his omniscience.

While the

active elements of his

subjective motive are absolutely passionless, yet are they related
to his volitions in a

di-v'iue

and

inefiable

tions are to his holy volitions.

manner, as man's

And we have

affec-

sliOAvn that this

does not clash with his absolute simplicity of essence, or his omnipotence, or his blessedness and divine peace.

The

best support to this ^dew

themselves give, in that

it

is

that Avhich the Scriptures

furnishes an exposition of

all

the pas-

sages declaring God's sentiments towards sinners which
sistent with their plain, obAaous

a touch
texts.

all

For

that dieth

is conmeaning, and which relieves at

the exegetical throes and writhings inflicted on those
if

God

actually has a state of pity towards the sinner

— although does not to the executive grade of a
him — why should he not say in his word that he
it

rise

volition to save

has it?

It is the exact expression of the

state

of the case.

Washington had a sincere sentiment of compassion for Andre,
which patriotism, msdom, justice, restrained from the release of
the criminal. Wlw should he not express it ? Why should he
not permit it to prompt him to send the condemned man com-
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from his own table, and to protect liim from every
He would be an impertinent caviller, indeed, wlio slionld ask, Cxi hon-of or should argue that these
fortable food

needless indignity?

magnanimous tenderness were

manifestations of

futile or decepthey permitted the destruction of their object.
Cuihono? Who does not percei^^e these good ends: that the
virtue and philanthropy of him who was to be the great pattern

because

tive,

still

American manhood might have their appropriate manifestathat the claims of the divine attribute of pity might be
illustrated for us all in our provocations by the homage of a
Washington that the unavoidable rigors of war might be mitigated so far as justice allowed. Now, our God is as high above
the noblest human ruler as the heavens above the earth.
But
of

tion

;

;

we
his

why this fact destroys the propriety of his glorifying
own infinite goodness in the parallel way. Being omniscient,

see not

he is able to hold all the multifarious ends of his vast kingdom,
from its foundation to its everlasting futm-e, together in his mind.
His government is, therefore, just so much the more a connected
whole than that of any wise creature. Must it not follow that
there

is far

Among
own
is

all

more

own views and aims ?

of inter-adjustment in his

those countless subordinated aims, the honor of his

character, as infinitely holy, equitable, true,

properly the ultimate convergent end.

and benevolent,
it is worthy of

Hence

him, not only that he should so reveal himself as to secure the
salvation of the particular objects of his mercy, but that he

should so

fulfil

his legislative functions, irrespective of men's

choosing to hear or to forbear, as to clear

all

his attributes of

and goodness at once. Just as it is most right and worth
that he should tell men their duty correctly, whether he foresees
their obedience or disobedience, so it is most worthy of his truth
and benevolence that he shall acquit himself by exhorting men
purity

from their own self-destruction, whether they reject or accept
his mercy.

But

it

may be

that

some

still

have the idea of

ing this representation of God's providence.
question, Supposing

God

futility

When we

actually feels, according to his infinite

benevolence, natural propensions of pity towards persons
his

wisdom

restrains

haunt-

urge the

him from ever purposing

he not give tnithful expression thereto

to save,

in either

whom

why may

words or acts

exactly expressive of the state of those propensions ? they recoil
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God

as thougli

we ascribed

then,

a given optative element of motive may, by an agent's

tliat

to

Let

iuefficacy.

it

be considered,

from what would be its natural
find an end in another effecWashington was actutual volition not opposed to that wisdom.
for
Andre.
Had
compassion
he been innocent,
real
a
by
ated
of
that
pity
would
outworking
have
been his delivthe natural
erance from destruction. But from this Washington was selfMust pity remain, then,
restrained by his justice and wisdom.

own wisdom, be
end but

self-restrained

for that restraint,

and yet

any appropriate volition? No; there was another
wisdom nor justice pleaded, which

fruitless of

end, against which neither

gave a true expression to pity, the mitigation of the criminal's
Propensions thus self-regulated, while actually felt, are
fate.
then not futile and their direction to a subordinated end (when
;

were there no superior restrain-

what would be

their natural end,

ing motive,

not willed) displays neither vacillation, change,

is

nor weakness, but the most consistent wisdom.

And

lest

it

should be again objected that this picture, however consistent
for a ruler of limited powers, is inapplicable to one absolute

almighty, let

it

l)e

remembered that God

and

not absolute from

is

the regulative influence of his own attributes and that, however
he may have absolute physical ability to indulge every propen;

sion of his nature in execution, he
his

own wisdom and

holiness.

And

may

not have the license of

that concurrences

may arise

prompt him freely to judge so, has
such exceeding probability that it would be a rashness almosii

in his vast

commonwealth

insane to dispute

to

it.

Let us now re-present to ourselves the large number of texts
in which God entreats sinners to turn from the ways of destrucThey are addressed by him to all men, without distinction
tion.
of elect and non-elect.

When,

for instance, the

Redeemer com-

"preach the gosj3el to every creature," it is impossible by any exegetical pressure to make the words mean,
"every elect creature," because he adds in the next verse (Mark
This possixvi. 16), "He that believeth not shall be damned."

mands us

to

body to whom the
But no " elect creature
can be damned. Now, no straightforward mind can ever be
satisfied that the utterance of entreaties to shun destruction is
not the expression of compassion, if they come from a sincere

ble subject

is

among

the " every-creature "

overtures of mercy are to be made.
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of the gospel calls to the non-elect

which do not candidly recognize this truth must ever carry a
The- Reformed
fatal weight with the great body of Christians.
confessions do indeed usually teach, with Dort, " Quotquot per
Evangelium vocantur. serlo vocantury Some of the theologians,

however neutralize that concession, by applying here the distinction of God's will of ebapearia, and of eudoxca, in a manner
which betrays a bondage to the scholasticism we have attempted
That there is a just distinction between God's deto expose.
cretive and preceptive will no thoughtful person can deny.
But
Do all the solemn and tender
let the question be stated thus
entreaties of God to sinners express no more, as to the non-elect,
than a purpose in God, uncompassionate and merely rectoral, to
acquit himself of his legislative function towards them?
To
speak after the manner of men, have all these apparently touching appeals after all no heart in them ? We cannot but deem it
an unfortunate logic which constrains a man to this view of
them. How much more simple and satisfactory to take them
for just what they express?
evidences of a true compassion,
which yet is restrained, in the case of the unknown class, the
non-elect, by consistent and holy reasons, from taking the form
:

—

of a volition to regenerate.

There

are, again,

sented by Ezekiel

passages which are yet more express, repre32; xxxiii. 11; Psalm Ixxxi. 13.

Here
whose
contumacy and ruin under gospel-privileges are demonstrated by
their actual experience.
The Calvinist is the last man who can
doubt whether the lost sinner of Ezekiel xviii. 32, or Psalm Ixxxi.,
11, was non-elect at the time the divine lament was uttered; for
our creed is, that election is invariably efficacious and immuta-

God seems

ble.

xviii.

to express a yearning compassion for sinners

What mode

of reconciliation remains, then, after the over-

weening logic has been appHed that, since God is sovereign and
almighty, had there been any compassion for this sinner, it must
have eventuated in his redemption ? Can one resort to the plea
that God willed that man's rescue with the will of ebapearca, but
willed his damnation with the mil of eudoxia?
The plain Christian mind will ever stumble on this fatal question, how can a
truthful and consistent God have two opposite wills about the
same object? It is far more scriptural, and, as we trust has
been shown, far more logical to say, that an immutable and sov-
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ereign

God

never had but one

man;

to this lost

as a faithful

will,

one purpose, or

God would

volition, as

never publish any

other volition than the one he entertained

it was
where he never
purposed nor promised to save, because this sincere compassion was restrained within the limits God announced by his own
wisdom.
The yet more explicit passage in Luke xix. 41, 42, has given
our extremists still more trouble. "We are there told that Christ
wept over the very men whose doom of reprobation he then
pronounced. Again, the question is raised by them. If Christ
felt this tender compassion for them, why did he not exert his
omnipotence for their effectual calling? And their best answer
seems to be, that here it was not the divine nature in Jesus
Now, it will readily be conthat wept, but the humanity only.
ceded that the divine nature was incapable of the pain of sympathetic passion and of the agitation of grief; but we are loath
to believe that this precious incident is no manifestation of the

entirely consistent for

God

;

but that

to compassionate

passionless, unchangeable, yet infinitely benevolent pity of the

would impress the common Christian mind "vvith a most painful feeling to be thus seemingly taught
that holy humanity is more generous and tender than God.
The humble and simple reader of the gospels had been taught
by them that there was no excellence in the humanity which
For,

divine nature.

was not the

effect

first, it

and

effluence of the corresponding ineffable

di^dnity.
Second, when we hear our Lord
speaking of gathering Jerusalem's children as a hen gathereth her

perfection in the

chickens under her wings, and then announcing the final doom
we seem to hear the divine nature in him, at

of the rejected,
least as

much

as the

human.

And

third,

such interpretations,

between the two natures, are
perilous, in that they obscure that vital truth, Christ the mani" He is the image of the infestation to us of the divine nature.
visible God " " He is the brightness of his glory, and the express
image of his person;" "He that hath seen me hath seen the
(Col.
Father, and how sayest thou then. Shew us the Father? "
believe
It is our happiness to
i. 15; Heb. i. 3; John xiv. 9.)

imphdng some degree

of dissent

;

that

when we

see Jesus weeping over lost Jerusalem,

seen the Father,"

we have received an

benevolence and pity.

And

we "have

insight into the divine

therefore this

wondrous incident
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been so clear to the hearts of God's people in all ages. The
church has justly condemned Monothelism more than a thousand
years ago. Yet, while we are none of us Monothelites, we cannot admib any defect of concert and symphony between the will
lias

of the perfect

in this

humanity and that of the

harmony

divinity.

It

is,

indeed,

of will that the hypostatic union most essentially

effectuates itself, "yet ^vithout conversion, composition or con-

For it is in the will of a rational essence that its unity
consummates itself, as the combination and resultant of its prevalent states of intelligence and of activity.
The divine and
human will was, so to speak, the very meeting-place at which the
personal unity of the two complete natures was effected in the
God-man.
Some better solution must be found, then, of this wondrous
and blessed paradox, of omnipotent love lamenting those whom
fusion."

yet

it

did not save.

and so

God

Shall

we

resort to the Pelagian solution,

exalt the prerogatives of a fancied "free-will" as to strip

omnipotence over sinful free agents ? That resort is
absolutely shut; for knowing assuredly that man is originally
of his

depraved and in bondage to
that theory undermines the

we

sin,

hope

see that the adoption of

of every sinner in the world for

redemption, and spreads a pall of uncertainty and fear over heaven
itself.

The

plain

the best solution

;

and

ol^vious

that

God does have compassion

meaning

of the history gives us
for the repro-

bate, but not express volition to save them, because his infinite

wisdom regulates
suppresses)

all its

his

whole

will

and guides and harmonizes

(not

active principles.

This view of the divine nature also aids us in the many diffiwhere the relation of Christ's design in his own

cult passages

sacrifice to the destiny of all

outset
"the

we saw an eminent

men

is

taught or implied.

At the

divine virtually confessing that this is

crux of the Reformed theology.

of the Hypothetic Uni\ ersalists

The persistent movements
among the French Keformed,

the laborious tomes written on this subject, and the unceasing
attacks of Arminians disclose that fact.

man

indeed

who should

flatter his

He would

be a rash

readers that he was about to

furnish an exhaustive explanation of this mystery of the divine
will.

But any man who can contribute his mite

to a

more

satis-

fying and consistent exposition of the Scriptures bearing on

doing a good service to truth.

it is
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Let us iDegin by laying down a simple basis, which all Calvinand must accept. The sacrifice of Christ vms designed

ists will

hy the Trinity

no more.

If

to effect

God

precisely iiohat

regulates

all

it

does effect

his works

sovereign and omnipotent in them

all,

by

—

and
and if

all this,

his decree,

then the historical unfold-

ing of his providence must be the exact exposition of his pur-

What, then, are the results which Scripture shows to be
by Christ's sacrifice? 1. The manifestation of God's
supreme glory, and especially that of his love (Luke ii. 14 Eph.
2. To ransom, effectually call, and glorify an elect
ii. 10, 11).
pose.

effected

;

people infallibly given to Christ (John

6-11).

xvii.

3.

To

pro-

cure for the whole race a temporal suspension of doom, with
earthly mercies, so as to manifest the placability

compassion of God towards

all sinners,

leave those

and

who

infinite

are finally

impenitent iinder the gospel without excuse, and establish an
everlasting concrete proof of the deadly malignity of sin in that

duty and obligation, but the most
tender and sincere mercy, wherever it is not conquered by effiit

infallibly rejects not only

cacious grace (Rom.

ii.

4; 2 Pet.

iii.

15).

way must be prepared by pointing out another
truth, by which many minds are confused from lack

Again, the
scriptural

of due consideration

:

that

it

is

God's prerogative to propose

to himself two alternative results of the

same

ing, in his permissive decree, a certain free
to effectuate hoth the restdts in turn.

set of means, leavagency to man, and

The wise

physician, for in-

stance, gives his patient a medicine, designing,

only a palliative of pain

or,

;

second, to use

it

first,

to

make

it

as a part of a

treatment for radical cure, in a certain probable turn of the
disease.
Either end is benevolent. But this supposes a contingency in the physician's prescience whether the disease may
take the other turn ? Yes he is a finite agent. But if his prescience were perfect in this case, there might be a condition of
things in which it would be reasonable for him to ordain so.
The objector may exclaim here but suppose him omnipotent in
Must not whatever motive
the case as well as omniscient!
prompted action to palliate pain necessarily prompt a radical
immediate cure so that he would pursue only the latter alternative ?
We reply, if we were certain that it was impossible this
omniscient physician could have any kind of motive except phil'anthropy for this patient, yes. That is to say, to the thorough;

:

;
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But, as has been

And as soon as
made, that God will
his whole manifold providence to that set of ends which,

distinctly stated, Calvinists are not optimists.

the scriptural and reasonable statement
direct

as a total,

commends

which we know but

is

itself to his perfections, of

and which

little,

the parts of

certainly includes

else besides the creatures' selfish well-being, we see that
itely possible the

Divine Physician

may see a sufficient

it is

much
infin-

reason for

mitigating a pain he does not radically cure, other than conscious
inability

and

;

to

insane rashness.

deny
It

this would be, for a creature, an almost
cannot be denied that God does effectuate

both, in turn, of two alternative results, and this without implj^-

ing in his prescience any contingency or in his power any limit,

because he virtually does so whenever he " brings good out of

This a moment's consideration will show. Does he not
by punishing the evil, after he has overruled

evil."

glorify his justice
it

good?

for

It is, then,

when God makes the
Judas

when

but the application of this method

sincere offer of

first glorify his infinite love
it is

slighted, as

mercy through Christ to a
and placability, and then,

was permissively decreed,

illustrate

the

stubbornness of Judas's sin as a deadly voluntary evil, and also
God's clear jiistice in destroying him. This is just what God
iii. 17-19).
But does not
God's effectuating the second of the alternative results imply
This is the shape in
that he could not be sincere in the first ?
which this obstinate cavil will return on us. Now here the theory of the divine will which we have unfolded gives the answer.

says he does, under the gospel (John

No

;

it

does not.

It is

not necessary to repeat the explanation.

how
God may be sincere in the first alternative, and, omniscient of
its result, may permissively ordain to let Judas reject the mercy,
It enables

and

also

take

all

mean

us not indeed to comprehend, but to apprehend,

be righteous in the

latter alternative.

Thus, we can

the gospel declarations concerning Christ's sacrifice to
what they express, and we are relieved from the neces-

just

sity of all tortuous exegesis.
It has been a favorite argument with extremists to urge that,
because the greater includes the less, therefore a compassion for

Judas, which was strong enough to make the sacrifice of Calvary for him, could not possibly stop short of the easier gifts of
effectual calling

and preservation.

Therefore, since

God

did not
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tlie latter, he never felt any of the compassion
and when he seems to say so, his words must be ex-

actually bestow
for

Judas

;

plained away.

We

reply, the greater does include the less;

and therefore the loving volition to satisfy for Judas's guilt must,
a fortio7'i, have included the volition to the easier work of his
When this argument is nsed to prove
calling and preservation.
the perseverance of the saints, from the love of the
is perfectly conclusive.

But

if

sacrifice, it

the divine nature, like a holy

creature, has in some ineffable way propensions of benevolence
which are not beneficent volitions, and yet are sincere, then, as
to them, the argument is invalid.
We may best exemplify the manner in which the correct view
applies by that most important and decisive passage, John iii.
16-19. Here is the most plausible exposition of it which can
be presented on the supralapsarian side. When "God so loved
tJie world that he gave his only begotten Son," "the world" must
mean only the "body of the elect": 1, Because there is no
greater gift that could evince any greater love to the elect; 2,
Because this chief gift must include all the rest, according to
Hom. Adii. 32; 3; Because "the world" of the whole jjassage is
that which God sent his Sou (verse 17) not to condemn, but to

save

;

4,

is offered

The foreseen

preterition of maiiy to

whom

the gospel

expresses nothing but divine hatred, such as

patible with any love at

is

incom-

all.

But now, ^67' contra, if "the world" in verse 16 means "the
body of the elect," then, 1, We have a clear implication that
some of that body may fail to believe and perish; 2, We are
required to carry the same sense throughout the passage, for
the phrase, "the world," which

is

correct; but in verse 19, "the

world," into which the light has come, working with some the

must be taken in the
wdder sense 3, A fair logical connection between verse 17 and
verse 18 shows that "the world" of verse 17 is inclusive of "him
alternative result of deeper condemnation,
;

that believeth " and "
It is

hard to see how,

him
if

that believeth not " of verse 18

the tender of Christ's sacrifice

;

is in

4,

no

sense a true manifestation of divine benevolence to that part of

"the world" which "believeth not," their choosing to slight
the just ground of a deeper condemnation, as
in verse 19.

Ai'e gospel-rejecters finally

is

it is

expressly stated

condemned

for this,

that they were so unfortunately perspicacious as not to be af-
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fected bj a fictitious or unreal manifestation

that Calvin

is

It is noticeable

?

too sagacioiis an expositor to commit himself to

the extreme exegesis.
How shall we escape from this d'devD/ui f
iirst
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and second points

Looking

of the stricter exposition,

we

at the

see that,

if

were a question of that efficient degree of salvation from which
every logical mind is compelled to draw the doctrine of particular redemption, the argument would be impregnable.
Yet it
"would make the Saviour contradict liis own exposition of his
it

statement.
The solution, then, must be in this direction, that
the words, " so loved the world," were not designed to mean the

gracious decree of election, though other scriptures abundantly

teach there

is

such a decree, but a propension of benevolence

not matured into the volition to redeem, of which Christ's mission

is

a sincere manifestation to

all sinners.

But our Saviour

adverts to the implication which is contained even in the very

statement of this delightful truth, that those
lieve will perish notwithstanding.

He

who

will not be-

foresees the cavil

:

"

if

be as much a curse as a blessing how is
it, then, a manifestation of infinite pity?"
And the remaining
verses give the solution of that cavil. It is not the tendency or
primary design of that mission to curse, but to bless; not to
condemn, but to save.
When it becomes the occasion, not
cause, of deeper condemnation to some, it is only because these
so, this mission will

;

(verse 19) voluntarily pervert, against themselves,

and acting

(verse 20) from a wicked motive, the beneficent provision.

God

has a permissive decree to allow some thus to wrest the gospel
provision.
But inasmuch as this result is of their own free and
wicked choice, it does not contravene the blessed truth that
Christ's mission is in its own nature only beneficent, and a true
disclosure of God's benevolence to every sinner on earth to whom
it is

published.

In conclusion, the reader is entreated to take note again, that
this theory of the nature of God's active powers is advanced in
the interests of the integrity of Scripture

;

and that

its result is

not to complicate, but to relieve the exposition, and to enable the
Christian to hold the Bible declarations concerning God's providence towards our sinful race in their most natural sense.

THE SYSTEM OF ALEXANDER CAMPBELL:
AN EXAMINATION OF

ITS

LEADING POINTS.'

CAMPBELL
MR.move

proposed, as his main enterprise, to rethe evils of " sects," by gathering a Christian com-

munion without any creed of human construction, "with no other
bonds save faith on Jesus Ciirist as Saviour, and obedience to
his laws; that is, every one must be admitted, were this basis
laid down consistently, not only as a member, but teacher, who
says that he believes and obeys the Scriptures.
Mr. Campbell,
words
misapplying the
of John xvii. 20, 21, says that only two
Truth
conditions are necessary for the conversion of the world
and Union. He deeras that the reason why truth has not done
its work is to be found in the divisions of professed Christians.
Of these he regards human creeds as causes, instead of results.
He strictly requires us to show a divine command or authority
for their composition, and for the exaction of subscription to
them and he charges that, failing in this, if we exact such subscription, we are guilty of most criminal usurpation and will-worship.
He urges that, to add a human creed to God's word, as a
test of correct doctrinal opinion, is virtually to make the impudent assertion that the uninspired creed-makers can be more
perspicuous than the Holy Ghost. But on the contrary, since

—

;

men

uninspired are

all fallible, their

creeds will inevitably differ

and in these diflterby their several partisans, is the grand
source of the divisions which have so weakened Christianity.
Moreover, these human compositions being the work of men and
parties, are fondled by their authors with the selfish pride of
paternity, and they become the shibboleths of religious factions
and bones of contention. The simple remedy for this brood of
mischiefs, he deems, would be a retiirn to what he supposes was

from each other, in

differing

from the truth

;

ences, factiously supported

'

This

article

3H

appeared in tte Southern Presbyterian Retiew for July, 1880.
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God

of

and the requirement of nothing but
beHef on Christ as Saviour and obedi-

creed,

the fundamental points of

ence to his commands.

The mission

of Campbellism, then,

is to

one apostolic communion, and thus to
The usual charges are
-prepare the way for the imllenmum.
absorb

all sects into this

also freely

made by him and

his followers, that subscription is

an infringement of spiritual liberty, a remnant of popery, etc.
The most obvious method will be to define, first, the proper use
of human creeds for thus the most of these views will be obvi;

and the objections will fall away of themselves. It is true
that the Roman and Greek churches always, and some Protestant
ated,

churches sometimes, have used creeds in connection with

religi-

ous tyranny and persecution. To all such uses we are as strongly
opposed as Mi% Campbell. We accept and are responsible for
only the follomng \^ew of their use. As man's mind is notoriously faUilile, and professed Christians who claim to hold the
Scriptiu'es, as they understand them, differ from each other notoriously, some platform for union and cooperation must b©
adopted, by which those who believe they are truly agreed may
stand and work together. It is the only possible expedient, in
the absence of an inspired living umpire, such as the pope claims
falsely to be, by which fidelity to truth can be reconciled with
cooperation.
A creed, then, is such a means for enabling Christians to understand each other.
It is a human exposition of
what is supposed to be the exact meaning of the Scriptures and
differs from those usually delivered from the pulpit only in being
more carefully and accurately made by the assistance of many
minds. Its setting forth is an exercise of the church's ordinary
didactic function.
It must advance nothing which its compilers
do not honestly suppose to be fully sustained by the Scriptures
and no authority is claimed for it, in any respect, save that which
they believe is communicated by the word of God. It is set
;

•

forth,

not as Mr. Campbell rashly asserts, to anathematize dissen-

tients,

a thing which our church never does, but to give a rally-

ing point for those

who

are in accord, without which they could

neither efficiently cooperate in spreading the gospel nor enjoy

communion. And further, as the apostle
has commanded us to receive into the school of Christ "those
who are weak in ths faith," for pxirposes of instruction, even this
profitable Christian
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modest application of
teaebers of the

tlie

cliurcli,

creed

is

made only

to

tlie

rulers

and

except as to those fundamentals which

Mr. Campbell himself would exact.
1.

We

argue, then, in the

first

place, that the Presbvteri.'in

Church now offers to the whole world precisely that basis of
union which Mr. Campliell professes to desiro. We ask of lay
members no profession save of faith on Christ and obedience to
his laws. That more should be asked of those who aspire to the
responsibihty of teachers and rulers among us, we shall show.
In truth, we carry out Mr. Campbell's plan more sincerely than
he does himself. For it is notorious that, whatever profession
one might make of agreement in faith and obedience, if he only
asked to receive baptism by affusion, he should be strictly refused.

If,

after submitting to

same sacrament

immersion, he should ask the

for his infant children,

Mr. Camjibell would reply to the

first

he should be expelled.
point, that according to

the Scriptures afl'asion was not baptism, and
that

way was not "obedience

to Christ."

its

He

performance in
would say that

was not Christianity, because
they cannot beUeve that Christ is the Savioiu- of the world. But
one may believe that affusion is, according to ScrijDtiu'e, baptism
one's baptizing his infant children

and that the

j^arent's faitli,

according to Scripture, entitles the

and he may claim that he has examined the
Scriptures as honestly as Mr. Campbell.
Now, Mr. Campbell
cannot maintain on his own principles that he is entitled to construe the Bible and another man is not.
This would be popery.
Yet his construction of the Bible, which is nothing but a human

infants to baptism

creed,

is

;

applied as a test of church

communion

to exclude an-

other, notwithstanding his profession that

he accepts the terms
of salvation requii'ed by Mr. Campbell, as he honestly understands them.
Here, then, Mr. Campbell does the very thing
which he condemns. According to liis own confession he does
it in the most objectionable form, for he has admitted that an
unwritten creed, iised for creed purposes, would be worse than a
wiitten one.
And this is obvious, for the written one is more
fair, stable, and intelligible than the unAviitten.
The latter gives
room for endless misunderstandings, wi'anghngs and inequalities.

The appHcation
the Campbellite

is

of this simple touchstone, then,

shows that

utterly inconsistent; that he as truly has a
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htiman creed as we. And this inconsistency is indeed inevitable.
Christian union in the same denomination is impossible

between men divided by certain
are inevitable while

human

Such

differences.

reason remains fallibk.

human

The only conceiv-

admit no pope, no

infallible

able alternative

the distribution of Christians

is

into denominations

upon the basis

of

umpu*e.

human

differences

Protestants

who

creeds.

are agreed

Campbell's

self-contradiction was, then, fated.
2. Mr. Campbell himself remarks in his Christian System,
page 103, that if the result of his reform should be only to add
another to the number of the sects, it would be every way to be
This was the predestined result, and it has notoiideplored.
ously been accomplished. The body he has formed possesses
every sectarian feature in its most exasperated form. The CampTheir
bellite is usually known as an ecclesiastical Ishmaelite.
leader was more divisive, more denunciatory, more exclusive,
than any of the sects he reviled. Hie excluded more Christians
from Christ's church than are excluded by all the avowed creedholding churches in America, Christians who, according to their
professions, were already upon his platform of faith, baptism and

—

obedience.

And

the societies founded

by him, while indepen-

dent in church government, hardened at once into a reUgioris

denomination of rigid bigotry.

That Mr. Campbell's

virtually a creed-holding church, is

is

confirmed by several e\ddences.

For instance, he

himself, in the

very introduction to his Christian System (page 10), says that,
" admonished from the extremes into which some of our friends

and brethren have carried some points, I undertake this work
vdih. a deep sense of its necessity, and with much anticipation of
its utility in exliibiting a concentrated view of the whole gi'ound
we occupy," etc. Here we have the very purposes of a creed
avowed. He then tells us that his work will be divided into
three parts, of which the second is, " The principles on ichich all
Christians

may form

of these but a

human

one

communion^

creed

?

What

is

the statement

For, of coiirse, these "principles"

Mr. Camphell supposes " all Christians
may form one communion." It is equally obvious that in putting
forth his Christian System he designed and expected it to have
more force than an expression of his personal opinion he hoped
it would be a doctrinal basis of agreement to his sect for the
are simply those on which

;
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heterogeneous complexion of wliicli lie felt so mucli concern.
He designed it, in other words, for a creed.

Another incident exhibits the same fact, that his societies are,
A Dr. Thomas, an Englishman,
all, based upon a creed.
of his sect, began to teach
preacher
and
member
professed
a
after

materiahsm, the sleep of believers' souls until the resm-rection,
and the annihilation of infants and unbeUevers. Mr. Campbell
very properly travelled

him

called

all

the

way to Amelia county, Virginia,
him a written agreement to

to account, exacted of

preach these doctrines no longer and, on his breaking over this,
published to the world his exclusion from Mr. Campbell's communion. These measures naturally and necessarily resulted in
the formation of a separate sect of " Thomasites," or " Disciples,"
;

who

not only hold a distinct communion, but actually re-immerse

Campbellites

!

Now Thomas

and his party

the while pro-

all

fessed the platform which Mr. Campbell exacts of men, held believers'

immersion with

all

the strictness he could desire, and

declared that they believed just what was in the Bible.

Yet Mr.
Campbell had some standard of measurement other than that
What was it ? Evideclaration by which he extruded them.
dently nothing else than his nuncupative creed a thing which
he himself confessed is worse than a written one. These instances show, in the most conclusive manner, how impossible it
is, practically, for a Christian communion to be really formed on
The inevitable force of necessity has at
the no-creed basis.
once driven from it the very ** comprehension " which was to
:

make
3.

it its

But

chief glory.

let

us

now resume

the facts noted

Christians are ready to declare,

teaches

them

;"

that yet they differ so

to cooperate in the

"We

much

:

that all nominal

beheve what the Bible

that

same communion

it is
;

preposterous for

and that each man,

in ascertaining the concord or disagreement of others with himself,

resorts to

Ms

This construction

is

what the Scriptures mean.
obviously Ms Miman creed. Mr, Campbell

construction of

makes a weak attempt {CTirlstian 8ystein, pages 18, 109,) to escape
this, by saying that the testimony of the apostles gives us, as fun" But all
damentals, only a set of " facts" [facta, things done).
these modes of faith and worship are based upon a mistake of
the true character of revelation, which it has long been our effort
to correct.
With us, revelation has nothing to do with opinions
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ot abstract reasonings; for it is founded wholly and entirely
There is not one abstract opinion, not one speculaupon, jfacls.

communicated in Old Testament or New."
Mr. Campbell immediately refutes this preposterous statement
himself for, after making a similar one on page 18, he adds
" These facts reveal God and man, and contain within them the
" The meaning of
reasons of all piety and righteousness." ....
tive yiew, asserted or

;

Now what are
those "reasons of piety anri righteousness contained in the facts?"
the Bible facts

this

is

the true biblical doctrine."

"meaning" of them, which

is

the true- biblical doctrine ?

They

are precisely those principles which he had just before stigmatized as " abstract opinions," or " speculative views."
To pass

from the

whose

facts to

them requires that very work of construction

inevitable result

of expression, though

is

a "

human

creed,"

^. e.,

human

in terms

and divine in substance, if
we construe faithfully. So, on page 111, " The power of any
fact is the meaning
All moral facts have a moral meaning,"
Then, to make men experience the power, we must construe
etc.
So that we are again led to the same dethe meaning to tliem.
spised " speculative " truths. But it is not true that the Scriptures state only " facts."
What is 1 John iii. 4, for instance, but
still

scriptural

a general abstract definition of sin

?

What

we make of the
and the apostles,
processes, and definitions ?
shall

doctrinal epistles, or of the sermons of Christ

with their numerous principles, logical

We

conclude, then, that, were

it

true the Scriptures contained

Mr. Campbell's inference against doctrinal systems
would, by his OAvn confession and practice, be false but, secondly, tliat the assumption is glaringly untrue.

only

facts,

;

4. To all our pleas for the utility of creeds, for bearing our
testimony to truth, as we conscientiously understand it, or for
ascertaining our harmony Avith those with whom we propose to

coopeiate in the gospel, or for guiding the instruction of gospel
pupils in sound doctrine, Mr. Campbell's cavil

is,

that these pleas

arrogantly assume that our creed-makers are able to be

perspicuous or correct than inspiration
as false.

If,

argues he,

as the work of the

we revered

;

which

is

the Scriptures as

Holy Ghost, we should wish

more

profane as well

we should,
more

for nothing

these would be to us the ne plus ultra of correctness, perspicnity

and

certainty.

One answer

to this

is,

that

it

proves too much.

By

the

same
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reason, Mr. Campbell should never have found occasion to

up

his Christian System; he should never have

exposition of the sacred Scriptures or a sermon

mony and work as
men to the words

;

draw
composed any

his whole testi-

a chiu'ch teacher should have been in citing

of sacred Scripture and simply reading it to
might retort the same cavil, with the same bitterness
" Mr. Campbell, why do you presume to expound Paul or the
Saviour ? It implies the arrogant assumption that jovl can be
more perspicuous or correct than they!" A second answer is
this: Mr. Campbell says his belief is precisely what the Bible

We

them.

We declare that our belief is precisely what the Bible
Yet he and we are notoriously disagreeing
We now
present a second statement of our doctrinal beliefs, which is, to
US, an equivalent one " We believe just what the Westminster
Shorter Catechism teaches."
Thereupon Mr. Campbell parts
company with us. He knows so well, and everybody else knows
so well, that he does not beHeve with our catechism, that he
does not pretend it. His resort is, on the contrary, to fight it.
Our catechism has, therefore, demonstrably some fitness to detect
and unmask the doctrinal differences between these two professed Bible behevers which the Bible has not.
And one reason
Did Mr. Campof this fitness is, that our catechism is human.
bell recognize it as inspired, he would mask his real disagreement
from it, as he does his real disagreements from God's word, under
his expositions he would say of the catechism, as he does of the
Bible " Oh, I believe just what it teaches, provided it be expounded aright ;" ^. e., expounded as he Avishes it to mean. But
now that our catechism claims to be only a human and fallible
work, he is bold to reject it and thus his disagreement with the
truth, as we understand it, is disclosed.
This evident fitness of the creed for this work does not at all
imply a superior skill or perspicuity of its authors over the sacred
writers.
Scripture was designed by God for a different end to
be the ground of all creeds, and the rule of faith for all ages. It
is no derogation to the supreme excellence of Scripture to say,
that something else better answers a particular end for which
teaches.
teaches.

!

:

;

:

;

—

Scripture was, in
it

its

very nature, not designed nor adapted.

If

were, then no preacher or teacher could ever consistently give

his exposition of Scripture

;

he should rather read to the people

the words of Scripture themselves, as being better adapted than
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may be found in that ascertainwhich is made by the adjudi-

tnent of the coustriiction of statutes

All civilized people vahie such judicial expo-

cations of courts.

sitions of the statute,
is

and attach some authority

to them.

This

not because judges are better masters of law language than

but because in

legislators,

all

language general enough for

a,

statute of general application, a possibility of ambiguity is inevi-

But when an issue is raised, in a concrete case, as to the
meaning of the statute, and settled by some agreed umpire, that

table.

ambiguity

is

excluded.

In a word, erroneous interpretation, or

competing interpretations,
any intelligent person can
ment which shall settle the
and flux of current usage
words of older date or of a
temporary words can give.

having actually 'presented themselves,
then select terms and frame a state-

Further lapse of time

point raised.

;

cause a need of

new

definition for

dead language. This definition conThus, "atonement," in the Englisli
of Sir Thomas More and Henry VIII., was at-one-ment. Among
modern Calvinists it has come to mean " penal satisfaction for
guilt."
This ability to define by more recent terms arises not
from their superior intrinsic accuracy, but fi'om the circumstance that their meaning is at the time technically settled.
These remarks explain the utility of human expositions and comments, and they equally justify human creeds. Thus, Mr. Campbell believes "immerse" is more unambiguous than "baptize."
Hence he gives us his human (Latin) word for the inspired one.
That is, he gives us here his human creed as a substitute for the

word

of Scripture.

of Scripture upon

we have shown,

a concerted erpos'dion

this species of exposition is also lawful, unless

can be proved that
5.

is

more important points, made for certain
edification.
Now, if those purposes are lawful, as

purposes of
it

In a word, a creed
its

all

exposition

by man

is

unlawful.

This leads us to notice the plea, on which Mr. Campbell

lays so

much

stress, that Christ

has not authorized the rulers of

by any revealed precept, to make human creeds and
demand subscription of them. But God has expressly enjoined
church rulers to guard the doctrinal purity of the church, and
especially of its teachers.
(Gal. i. 8, 9 1 John iv. 1 Eev. ii. 2
Titus i. 9-11 2 Tim. ii. 1 i. 13 Heb. xiii. 9; 2 John 10.)
If
it be practically found that this cannot be done without drawing
up a human declaration of what is the piu'e doctrine as was the

the church,

;

;

;

;

;

—

Vol.

I.— 2L
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case with Ai'ius

— then the obligation involves the right to employ
So, the church

this expedient.

is

commanded

to teach.

If ex-

perience shows that this involves the building of houses to teach

then the church rulers properly apply a part of the people's

in,

The charge of
usurpation of power to the detriment of the spiritual rights of
Christ's people is further completely dissolved, when we observe
oblation of their substance to brick and moi-tar.

that the proper use of creeds, for which alone

we contend, does

who differ from our creed, howunchurch any who differ from it in

not authorize us to persecute any
ever extensively, nor even to
things not fundamental.

Of

all

these latter, Methodists, Lu-

therans, Immersionists, Episcopalians,

by the

We

nation in the church.
Christ's church catholic

ciphne

etc.,

we only determine,

application of our creed, that they are not of our denomi-

;

we

join

love consistent

them

-^dtli

liberty in serving

we

cordially recognize their places in

recognize their ordinances and dis-

and

in every act of Christian fellowship

the testimony which our consciences con-

We

strain us to bear.

;

God

neither desire nor attempt to estop their
after their preferred way.

And

against

and Unitarians, deny the vitals
of the faith, we hurl no anathema ; we aim no persecutions we
only bear our testimony, and leave them to their Master in
heaven. Thus, the employment of this human expedient does
not assail or infringe any man's Uberty, but only protects our
even those who,

like Pelagians

;

own.
Here, again, Mr.

Camp cell

is fated to illustrate

the falsehood

most crushing way. He will scarcely
assume that the Bible, written by the Holy Ghost in Greek, contains any precept to translate the word haptize by the Latin word
ini7ne7'se, and to exact of all Christians an agreement in this definition as the strict term of their admission to the church of
But this is precisely what Mr. Campbell does, with a
Christ.
For
ruthless severity and tyranny unknown outside of Rome.
he not only repels the Christian who demurs fi-om this appHcation of his human creed from his CampbeUite communion, but excommunicates him from the church of Christ
6. Mr. Campbell's chief objection against creeds is that they
His favorite weapon is an exposition of our Saare divisive.
viour's prayer, John xvii. 20 " That they also may be one in
us that the world may believe," etc. He says that we are here
of his

own

cavil in the

:

;
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the apostles is the only

and

Christians ;^^ and, 2, That

all-

"Me

union of Christiaiis

ivith the apostles' testimony is all-sufficient

and alone sufficient to
Such is his formal

the convei'sion

of the

world'''

creed on this point.

It is unscriptural

and

both its members. Christ expressly defines the union or
oneness which was desii'ed as conducive to the world's believins
false in

Mr. Campbell blindly degi'ades it into
and formal union. Christ does not say that the
"apostles' word^'' was to be "the only and all-sufficient means of
uniting all Christians " in any sense least of all in Mr. CamjDbell's sense.
He prays for the spiritual oneness of all who were
to believe through the apostles' word, by his very prayer she"wdng
as a spiritual oneness.

an

ecclesiastical

;

that the oneness viould r-equire something else than their "^wr^Z"

and preserve it. Moreover, when Christ refers to
word as a means of their believing, has he authorized Mr„
Campbell to say that it can only be such means when not presented in the form of one species of exposition called by Mr.
Campbell "hu7)ian creed"? We trow not. Had Christ been
speaking of organic union at all, he would never have said that
the apostles' testimony was all-sufficient for it, so long as human
For the apostles' testimony did not
creeds were kept away.
finite all professed lyelievers in their own day f
Nor in the two
hundred years following, when Mr. CampbeU is very certain
Christendom was innocent of creeds. Again, it is false that a
to constitute
their

universal union, conjoined with the
for the world's conversion.

New

One proof

Testament,

is,

is sufficient

that multitudes have

where the population was homoNew Testament teachings
they were utterly unconscious of any adverse influences arising
from denominational divisions, because they were conversant
with none. Yet those people were not converted
Mr. Campbell
would exclaim that one of his conditions was lacking the New
Testament was i^ot faithfully taught them. Ah, sure enough, it
was put into their hands unaccompanied with Mr. Campbell's
"human creed" of "immerse." Again, there are neighborhoods
in this country, where Mr. Campbell's teachings are so triumphant that "the sects" are as thoroughly exploded and contemned
as though they were annihilated.
Does everybody get converted there
This absurd proposition is Pelagian. It ignores the
lived in such lands as Scotland,

geneous, so that while they had the

!

:

"^
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deacluess of sinner's souls,

and

tlie

necessity of sovereign grace

above all means, however good.
In proceeding -witli the question whether creeds are divisive
and retard the world's conversion, let iis expressly concede that
all persecutions and uncharitableness, all unchristian dogmatism
and bigotry, all angry abuse, all arrogant exclusiveness and
unchurching of those whom God receives, have this tendency.
This is not because they imply denominational distinctions, but
because they belie the Christian spirit, and so dishonor Christ

and grieve the Holy Ghost. And we know of no one man who
has done as much of this mischief in our day as A. Campbell.
He has displayed more arrogant dogmatism, more uncharitableness towards dissentients, more raihng and harsh judgments
towards sincere followers of Christ; he has divided more congregations, peaceful before his incursions he has aimed totally
to unchurch larger multitudes of creditable Christians, only for
dissenting from his human shibboleth of immersion, than any
one this side of Eome. Here, again, he gives himself the most
pungent refutation. He is the "no-creed" reformer; and he
has created more division in American Christianity than any
;

man on

the continent

But that the orthodox creeds of Christendom have not produced the divisions is demonstrated by this fact: there were
Mr. Campbell says the
divisions before there were creeds.
Nicene w^as the first. Epiphanius, in the fourth century, enumerated eighty heresies, the most of them before Arius. Mr.
Human
Campbell evidently mistakes an effect for a cause.
of reinevitable
results,
form
the
in
some
results,
creeds are the
The causes of those differences miist be
ligious differences.
sought far deeper in the infirmities and blindness of man's head

and

heart.

And

the remedy for these differences must accord-

ingly be found in a deeper cause than the mere removal of creeds.

enmity against God, his method of
redemption will be misunderstood and differently understood.
The prompting to formulate these competing views in creeds is

As long

as the carnal

mind

is

the result, not the cause, of the mental disease. Men differ in a
similar manner about an}i;hing which concerns their passions

and

interests.

It

is,

for instance, notoriously thus

about

j)olitics.

Mr. Campbell should hold, that instead of parties making platforms, platforms make parties and that the only and all-suffi;
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concord and power is for all politibe sunk, and for virtuous citizens to vote promiscuously for any and every candidate of safe or of mischievous
opinions, wlio says that he reveres the constitution.
cient

means

of secviriiig civil

cal principles to

Mr. Campbell argues, with some show of plausibility, that
creeds stimulate the spirit of dogmatism and faction, in that they
give points around which pride of opinion crystallizes

itself.

The

creed-makers are touchy and sensitive about their work, because
The adherents acquire a factious spirit
of the pride of paternity.
associating their symbol

by

We reply,

mth the selfish feelings of party.
human nature have doubtless

that the infirmities of

abused a lawful expedient here, as they abuse more or less everyman employs. No ordinary mortal can draw up an

thing which

exposition of sacred Scriptures without feeling the
paternity and jealousy.

same pride

of

No man

can be a vigorous and successful leader in the church without having Ms j^erson become such a
rallying point of faction, far more than any abstract creed.
Certainly Mr.

Campbell has not done

creed in place of a personal leader

man

is

so.

The

substitution of a

the wisest expedient

known

wholesome and righteous position of
"principles, not men," which is the very watchword of enlightened hberty. Since Mr. Campbell's no-creed part}' has exhibited
the very results of division, dogmatism, faction and strife, in the
most deplorable degree, we think that the most feasible way to
lessen them is to have a carefully prepared creed, and present
to

for attaining the

that as our view of the Scripture meaning, instead of a personal

party leader.
7.

We

object, in order to take the aggressive, that a

commu-

nion of Christians collected on the "no-creed" j^rinciple must be
is popularly known as a "broad church."
This Mr. Campboth confesses and boasts as to his communion. He deplores in one place that in his connection " almost all kinds of
doctrine are preached by all sorts of men."
Not very consist-

what

bell

he often justifies and glories in the fact that his is a "liberal" church in tolerating great diversity of opinion under a union
in a few fundamentals.
Barton W. Stone, one of his most powerful coadjutors in Kentucky, was an Arian, if not Sociuiau, to his
end.
Others of his preachers were Pelagians. A few were professed Unitarians and Universalists.
A few were and are evangehcal and orthodox. Thus every legitimate objection against
ently
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the broad-church theory

is

applicable here

:

(1), It is

impossible

broad or no-creed church to be a faithful "^dtnessing body
But this is a prime function of the church. (Ps.
for the truth.
1 Tim. iii. 15 Eev. xii. 17 and espeIxxviii. 5, 6
Is. lix. 21
cially John xviii. 37.) The church is a " candlestick " (Rev. i. 20).
If any further evidence is needed, it is found in a very short
deduction.
"What is the church for? The end of its corporate
existence is " the gathering and perfecting of the elect." This is
efifected through the instrumentality of the truth.
It would
seem, then, as clear as any deduction that the church should
bear a corporate testimony for the truth. Hence, as the ministry and rulers of the church are her only corporate agency, the
official testimony of each minister is a part of that corporate
testimony, and each one is officially responsible for the tolerated
official testimony of the others.
Now, if the church or an officer
thereof performs the witnessing duty merely by saying, ""We
testify whatever the Bible means," it is naught.
For notoriously
for a

;

all errorists

;

save

;

;

infidels, all Papists, Socinians,

Universahsts,

and Campbellites, concur in saying so. It amounts to absolutely
nothing.
To give any edge to our testimony, we must be provided vdth an answer to the question, " ^Tiat do you regard the
Bible as meaning?" What can that answer be but a virtual
creed ? Mr. Campbell might admit the necessity of meeting the
question, and attempt still to say, "Let the answer be each minThis will not do. So
ister's faithful exposition of Scripture."
the broad-churchman says, " Let each minister have liberty, in
the same tolerant community, to utter his o^\-n full and honest testimony to what he deems the truth. So truth will have as fuU
opportunity to correct error as though they were separated into
hostile camps."
We reply, this scheme is impracticable and
For, on this plan, where is the corjwrate testiself-destructive.
moyiy of the church as a whole ?

On

this plan one's official re-

sponsibility for the official testimony of the

comrade

whom he

helped to clothe with this office-power, is preposterously and
wickedly betrayed. On this plan the collisions of truth and error would assuredly become more bitter, provided there were any

when occurring in the bosom of the same
The only condition which would make the real ap-

sincerity of conviction,

communion.

plication of a broad-church theory possible is a faithless indiffer-

entism.

And

in fact there is

no communion on earth consistently
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could tolerate Arian-

and conld thus betray the very
foundations of God's honor; yet he was not "Inroad" enough to
tolerate baptism by affusion.
Thus the pretended broad-churchism only results in betraying fundamental truths to stickle for
some formalistic error and in expelling for some unimportant
point those whom God accepts, while embracing those whom
ism, Pelagianism, Universalism,

God abhors
(2). It is

for their denial of essential truth.

"a

impossible for a broad church to be

ground of the

truth,"

which

is

The ene-

the logical interdependence of the Christian system.

mies of orthodoxy suppose
they say that

it is

and

pillar

the church's function, because of

tliat

they are uttering a sneer when

" remorselessly logical."

This quality,

Any system which

taken

if

must
Hence, when one truth is surrendered, however minor, some risk is incurred of the underminThe dropping out of one stone fi'om the
ing of all the others.
abutment may loosen the key-stone of the arch itself. While we
heartily admit the distinction between essential and non-essential
truths, we can only concede, as to the non-essential error which
impiigns the latter, that, though it does not, like fundamental
in its true sense, is its glory.

have

its

is

true

parts interdependent.

error, subject its victim to the necessity of destruction,

some

it

cer-

on to the fundamental error,
and so to perdition. Hence, no sound Christian can be -willing
to give it ecclesiastical rights, as broad-churchism does.
In conclusion, the "no-creed" position of Mr. Campbell prejudices most mischievously the investigation of truth.
By stigmatizing the orthodox propositions as "human creeds" he has
steeled the minds of his followers against the scriptural arguments
on which the truth rests. This outcry, with most of his people,
has been sufficient to condemn in advance all that is distinctive
tainly creates

Uability to pass

of PresbyteTianism.
II.

liie

Rule of Faith.

Campbellism, like

all

other types of Anabaptism, betrays

its

dishonest interest in denying the existence of a gospel and

church in the old dispensation.

This denial

is

unavoidable

to rid themselves of infant inemhership in the church.

Campbellite

is

The

bolder and more consistent in his error than the

evangelical immersionist.

The former admits the

the Old Testament, and yet roundly denies that

inspiration of
it is

a rule of
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Their authors use such languagce as this: "The
is abrogated."
"The authority of the Old
Testament has ceased." "It is no book of authority to teach us
faith for us.

former Testament

what to do." "The gospel is not found in it except in type and
promise precisely the forms in which it cannot have authority."
The purposes of God in inspiring the Old Testament A\Titers are
represented as these as the development of tlie true religion
was necessarily gradual, the Old Testament was designed to give
a delineation of the imperfect or partial religion given to earlier
ages.
It contains historical preliminaries which assist us in understanding the completed religion, the gospel, now that it has

—

:

come.

It presents

a record of God's moral government of the

It contains types

race.

and promises

designed for the instruction
veals

permanent and useful moral

The arguments by which
these

oi the

:

coming salvation,
Testament asre. It re-

of the

New

principles.

this error is sustained are

such as

that the two Testaments contain not two dispensations of

the same religion, but two different religions ; for thus they un-

derstand the two
13

;

that a

oca&r^xa'.,

new testament

misquoting such passages as Heb.

viii.

supersedes the old ; that a "will is not

of force until after the death of the testator

;"

that

when the

three

on the mount of transliguration, proposed to set up
three tabernacles, one for Moses, one for Elijah, and one for
disciples,

Jesus, the divine voice answered, " This

is

my

beloved Son, hear

him," meaning thereby to prohibit their attending to the teach-

Moses and EHjah,
and to recall them exclusively to Christ.
These positions, when coupled with the fact that the ancients
were sinful and guilty in the same sense as we, obviously conAnd here is a
sign them all to perdition, if consistently urged.
sufficient and damning evidence of their falsehood. For we know
that there are Old Testament saints redeemed (see, for instance,
Heb. xi.) by divine testimony more certainly than we know New
Testament saints are. The motive of these representations is,
not only to get rid of infant membership, but of all distinction
between the visible and invisible church, of salvation A^ithout
immersion, of all recognition of Old Testament sacraments, in
ings of the law and the j^rophets, represented in

order to escape those decisive condemnations of the ojyus opera^
turn in baptism, which are contained in such passages as
ii.

26-29

;

1 Cor. x. 1-5.

Rom.
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us present briefly a few plain

The same God would not have two religions for
The depravity and guilt to be prosinners of the same race.
vided for are the same. The obstacles are the same. The divine perfections to be reconciled are the same.
Hence we con-

points.

First,

clude, a jyriori, that there is but one religion for sinners published

To

to this world.
iii.

8

7,

(Heb.

;

Rom.

xi.) is

this agree the Scriptures.

iv. 5,

6 and 11

;

iii.

30.)

The

the model of our gospel faith,

"two covenants,"

(Acts

iv.

12; Gal.

faith of the ancients

etc.

Now,

then, what-

must be
For the adoption of the phrase, "two covenants," "new covenant," and "old
covenant," the Campbellite has no authority above an uninspired
version; and it is perfectly manifest that our translators used
the word in the sense of two phases of the one covenant.
Secondly, The notable argument from the idea of a "testament " or "v\-ill is exploded in the same way. It is the same word,
and there is no good critical authority for translating
o'.(jMf/:r^
in
places
where it is written, "new testament." The single
it,
the
passage (Gal. iii. 17) is by itself abundantly sufficient to explode
this notion, where the apostle argues precisely the contrary, that
the dia&rf/:rj which was first confirmed "svith Abraham could not
be disannulled by a subsequent one. Again, suppose a sidjseever

is said of

the

o'jo dca^ry/.o.:, etc.,

understood of two dispensations of one promise.

;

quent testament repeats the larger
previous one,
Thirdly,

how

The

^jart of

the provisions of the

then ?

asseveration that the Old Testament contained

the gospel only in type and promise
that in those forms

it

is false,

and the inference

could not have authority

is silly.

Is the

"Kiss the Sou," only a type or a promise? Or this of
Isa. xlv. 22, "Look unto me, and be ye saved"? And a promise,
we assert, is precisely the form in which the gospel does have
authority.
Al)raham's faith, the model of the gospel faith by
which we are saved, exhibits its virtue precisely in this, that " he
staggered not at the promise of God through unbelief." Promises are precisely the things which the New Testament holds
forth to our faith now.
Types, explained by such promises as
we quoted from the Old Testament, are admirably adapted to
authorize and confirm faith.
Lastly, Our Saviour and his apostles sufficiently refute this
wretched error by commanding us to search the Old Testament
precept,
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(John

for our salvation.

1 Pet.

ii.

v.

39

;

Acts

the hated tnitlis of infant membership,
fly into

the face of God's "word.

Old Testament
pel,

who

x\di.

They must be hardly

6, etc.)

is

11

;

2 Tim.

iii.

16

bestead, indeed, to shun
etc.,

when thus

Then* evasion

is

driven to

to say that the

useful for the historical illustration of the gos-

when once that gospel is revealed
is less

in the Kew. Mr. Campl)eH,
rash and candid than his followers, says, " The old

was so full of the doctrine of the new institution " that the apostles "apply everything they quote from the law, the prophets,
and the Psalms, to the Messiah, etc.
Every one, then, who
would accurately understand the Christian institution miist ap.

.

.

proach it through the Mosaic," etc. Now siu'ely, common sense
would say that illustrations so full of the gospel as these must
For whom did these Old Testament instituteach the gospel
tions and promises first illustrate the gospel?
The CampbeUite
would answer, with the Eemonstrant of the seventeenth century,
!

New

Testament age. But this is exHis word declares that by means
of those Old Testament teachings the fathers exercised the same
faith and grasped the same salvation as ours.
.The New Testament is admitted to be more valuable than the

only for the readers of the
pressly contradicted

Old, in that

it

by God.

gives a history of the fulfilment of a part of that

which the Old had promised, and in that it goes into more perspicuous details. For this we should be thankful but we must
by no means make it a pretext for thro-^dng away any part of the
;

revealed nile of faith.
77/6' Cainjjhell'de doctrine of the Trinity.
Mr. Campbell, while illustrating his contempt for the learning
and opinions of the church, by the repudiation of the terms

III.

" consubstantial," "eternal generation," "procession," and even

word "Trinproposes to be orthodox as to the proper divinity of the
persons.
He signahzes the insincerity of his professions,

in one place {Christian System, pages 124-'5) of the
ity," yet
thi'ee

as to the distrust of

human

speculation,

by making a lame

revi-

val of the scholastic rationale of the personal relations, saying that

the

Word

the

Holy Ghost

person.

is in

God
is

as speech

related to

is

involved in thought, and that

God

as man's spirit or soul is to his

And he seems

Holy Ghost

as the

to speak many honorable things of the
"immediate author and agent of the new

creation and of the holiness of Christians."

The

characteristic
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sonal relation between the Father and the Sou, he denies that

it

The second Person, according to
him, is Son only as incarnate. His previous name should be
only that of "Word." "Before the Christian system, before the
relation of Father, Son and Holy Ghost began to be, his rank in
is

one of eternal generation.

the di^due nature was that of the

In refutation of this en-or

Word

of God."

here to the
general argument for the eternal generation of the Son in the
simple fact that Scriptiu'e should have chosen this pair- of words,
the

Father and

tlie

it is

sufficient to refer

Son, to express the relation between two per-

There must have been a reason
must be something corresponding to the well known meaning of this pair of names, else
eternal truth had not employed them.
Of course that meaning
must be compatible with God's immateriality and eternity. It
must be stripped of all elements arising out of man's corporeal
finite nature and temporal existence.
In the baptismal formula,
in the apostolic benediction, and in all such passages as Matt. xi.
27 Luke x. 22 John v. 22 x. 33-37 ; Kom. viii. 32, the name
Son is so used in immediate connection "^ath the name Father as
that it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that the one is reciprocal to the other.
The Son is evidently Son in a sense answerable to that in which the Father is Father. The two first
passages enumerate the three Divine Persons as making up the
Godhead in its most distinctively divine attitude of recei\ang the
sons of the adorable Trinity.

for the choice of these terms

;

;

;

— there

highest acts of our worship.

The other passages bring

to view

and the Son mutuaEy share honors
di\'ine.
If 'Chq ixdermty is something char-

acts wherein the Father

which are

esse-ntially

and permanent, so is the filiation. If the Father
eternally Father, the Son must be eternally Son.
acteristic

lY, TJte Carnphellite theory of the
tionr

This

is

is

Ajyplication

of

Bedernjp-

so stated as to disparage the forms and nomencla-

ture of theology as

theoiy

''

much

as possible.

This

di'ess of

the

stated, in brief, that the result ol

Pelagianism with an
tion

new

due, perhaps, partly to ignorance and partly to the

desire of contemning the existing learning of the church.

may be

is

o^^us operatutn

aU

is

It

a combination ot

theory of baptismal redemp-

It is virtuallj contained in the following propositions
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All the terms

1.

bj which other Christians suppose the

appli-

cation of redemption to be denoted, Mr. Campbell declares, mean
a "change of state," or a "change of relation," and not a change

of character or moral

This, he holds, is as true of the

quality.

terms, neio hirth, regeneration, adoption, sanctification, redemj)-

And, like
as it is of the term justification or remission.
other Pelagians, he hmits justification to remission. The grounds
on which he holds this definition seem to be these (1), That all
tioji,

:

these terms are predicated interchangeably of the saved whence
he seems to infer, -^-ith e^^dent sophism, that they are synony;

mous and as justification and adoption
;

of relation, so must be the rest
{7iah'fjtvzal(i)

xix.

28

;

;

(2),

That the word regeneration

occurs but twice in the sacred Scriptures

Titus,

iii.

5

;

in the former place

state," or dispensation of the church,

fined

are indicative of a change

by baptism;

(3),

and

— Matt,

meaning " a cliange

of

in the latter, being de-

That personal regeneration

is

described

by "new birth"; but birth does not change the nature of the
foetus which existed before as a human embryo (not equine,
canine, etc.), and is at birth only introduced into a new state.
Of the second ground, we remark, that this is a mere verbal
modern Christians have happened to adopt the English word " regeneration " as the equivalent, not of TiaXiYYEvzaia, but of what sacred Scripture calls
How obvious this is, appears when we reyEMi'O.adat dvcodev.
mind Mr. Campbell that the Westminster Confession, which he so
hates, does not use the Enghsh word with this ambiguity, but
calls the spiritual change " effectual calling." Where, now, is his
argument? But in Titus iii. 5, the regeneration, or TraXcyjevsa'ta,
For the " washing of regeneration," or,
is the spiritual change.
as Mr. Campbell ^-iU have it, hath [Xooroov), is explained by the
"renewal of the Holy Ghost" {(vjojiahtoa:z), which is unquestionably a spiritual change. As to the last gi'ouud, that also is a
wretched quibble for, unfortunately for Mr. Campbell, the word
in the Greek is -fv^^yuaftac, which expresses begetting rather than
parturition, the origination of existence, and not a change of
quibble, grounded in the fact that

;

state.
]Mi*. Campbell argues, speculatively, that all these terms must
express change of state merely, because a change of character or

moral quahty must be the result of the motives which the change
That is, the privileges and blessings of the

of state presents.
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tlie

Christian

glance the

wall see at a

affinities of this view with Arminianism.
It is essenti-ally a
Pelagian theory of regeneration by the power of motive pri-

marily.

No

well-informed student needs to look far for the proofs of

all this definition.
Nothing is more
by the Word than that, while justification changes
the legal relation, quickening and sanctification revolutionize the
character, or introduce and propagate a new moral character.
Man's ruin includes two main parts, depravity and guilt his
remedy in the gospel includes the two corresponding pai*ts, justification and moral renovation.
Again, the latter is also described
as a quickening of souls dead in sin, afti illumination, a "begetting
from above," a "new creation unto good works." The result in
which it everywhere issues is holy character. But we feel that
we almost insult the reader by seeming to judge argument needful. against this absurdity.
Such texts as these may be advanced

the utter unscripturalness of
clearly settled

;

against
Ps. H.

Eom.
2.

pecuHar force: Ezek. xxxvi. 26; Deut. xxx. 6;
10; Eph. V. 26; Matt. v. 8; Eph. iv. 24; Col. iii. 10;
it

M-itli

vi. 5,

6

;

1 Thess. v. 23.

All Campbellites teach that this change of state,

man

order

to

is

of

the

Reformation,

may be

that the Spirit

call it

Holy Ghost.

the reception of the

Princijjles

by which

—
forgiveness, re— must be instituted in

brought into the saved state
pentance, conversion, or what you please
the

pages

74,

Thus Eichardson,
" The notion
75
:

received before faith is vague and un-

scriptural.

It is

not until the heart

Holy

may

enter to dwell therein."

is

purified

by

faith that the

"Peter taught, 'Reform and be baptized {Christian System, page 64] for the remission of sins, and you shall (then) receive the gift of the Holy
Ghost.' "
Their main reliance is upon the words of John xiv.
17 ''whom the loorld cannot receive'''' which they understand
to teach that a man must be converted from the world before he
can be subjected to spiritual influence. Says Richardson, with
astonishing effrontery, "It is nowhere stated that the Holy
Ghost was given to any one to make him a believer or a child of
God." The reader will be reminded at once of such passages as
Eph. i. 19 (to us-ward who believe) ii. 8-10 John vi. 63, 44,
and 45 xvi. 8 1 Cor. ii. 4, 5 Rom. viii. 7, 8, 14, 2 2 Cor. iii.
Spirit

—

;

;

;

;

;

;
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14; Heb.

29; 1 John

1; and
12,
most expressly, 1 Cor.
9
But, if the Holy Ghost is not the agent who first in works faith,
who or what is ? Their answer is, the gospel. Here they misapply all such passages as the parable of the sower 1 Cor. iv. 15
That is, saving faith is, according to them, the
1 Peter i. 23.
inducement
alone, operating upon the will and
of
gospel
effect
thus all their seeming concessions that the Holy Spirit is the
agent of the new creation are reduced to this miserable evasion,
that he inspired the apostles and evangeUsts, who thus give us an
authentic gospel offer, to be the sufficient and sole cause of faith.
But, before we pursue this branch of their error, let us look
further into the absurd idea, that the sinner must be converted
without the agency of the Holy Ghost, in order that he may be
sanctified by that agency.
The whole scheme is a crude mass of
self-contradictions.
The heart must be made pure by conversion,
in order, forsooth, that this pure Agent may come to dwell in it.
Bvit a little before we were taught that conversion was only a
change of state, and not of character or quality! Again, conversion and sanctification are generically the same kind of work,
related as are germination and growth.
Conversion, in the sense

17; 2 Thess.

ii.

13; 1 Cor.

ii.

xii. 3,

;

x.

v.

ii.

;

;

of regeneration, introduces the spiritual

ishes

it.

Now,

if

a divine agent

is

life,

sanctification nour-

needed to nourish and enlarge

a fortiori is he needed to introduce it. (See, here, Campbell's
My instrumentalities, e. g., can do a great deal to nurture a plant which has life tl>ey can do nothing at all to originate that life where it was not. Again, these authors recognize

it,

follies.)

;

the fact that

God

"purifies the heart

a function of spiritual

vitality,

by

faith."

how comes it in

Now,

if

faith is

a dead soul -without

an adequate external agent f Again, according to this wonderagency of the Holy Ghost, which in conver-

ful invention, the

sion

only indirect and instrumental, like that of the preacher,

is

should in sanctification become immediate.

But they do not, in
any immediate agency of the Holy Ghost anywhere and the only spiritual influence which their system recognizes is moral suasio7i.
Common sense will pronounce on the
preposterousness of this whole scheme by raising a simple question If a converted man needs the Holy Ghost to grovj in grace^
how much more must an unconverted man, dead in trespasses
and sins, need him to get into grace ?
fact, believe in
;

:
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The next proposition settles the nature and genesis of faith
the simple and natural result of the moral suasion of the gos-

3.

as

Here, again, their teachings are a jumble of contradictions
but the practical result is Pelagian. Campbell begins by distinguishing between JeZ/e/and trud, and teaching very correctly that
pel.

latter.
But he ends by flouting the disbetween historical and heart-faith, though he himself had
illustrated {Christian System, pages 62, 53) that diflerence cor-

saving faith includes the
tinction

Richardson says that faith must embrace Christ for

rectly.

vation,

and that

King (page
his

31).

own scheme.

in his threefold offices of Prophet, Priest,

He

sal-

and

thus teaches a truth utterly destructive of

For, to embrace a Saviour from sin to holiness

must imply a true appetency of will for holiness and against sin.
But in order for this, the native appetency for sin, which is the
regular law of the sinful will, must have been revolutionized.
These writers usually claim great credit for teaching that, according to them, "the object of faith is not a doctrine, but a
person;" and they falsely charge us with the contrary. But
when they come to expound what is involved in this trust on the
person of Christ, they necessarily introduce the doctrines concerning him, which characterize him as a saving person, just as
far as

we

do, only not correctly.

Mr. Campbell deems authentic testhnony the sole efficient of
faith.
Let us remark, in passing, his inconsistency in exalting
the value of what he calls " fact " over truth, and direct testimony
over doctrinal deduction, with his own Pelagian and rationalistic
scheme. If testimony is the sole efficient of faith, by virtue of
its

why might

rational inducement, as he teaches, then

deduction also produce

But

not doc-

Mr. Camjjbell's delight to flout doctrinal truth as worthless in comparison of testified "fact."
Now deduction may, when logical, establish as firm
an intellectual conviction as testimony can. If Mr. Campbell
supposes that testimony produces conviction by a non-logical
trinal

process, he

ignorant of

is

its

it?

nature.

it is

Thus,

Mohammed testifies,

on certain terms.
Campbell believe Jesus and discredit Mohammed ?
Thia question is the touchstone. The answer is, in order to give
credit to testimony the creclibility of the witness has to be w^eighed.
as positively as Jesus, that he will give heaven

Why does Mr.

And

that is

credibility is

a logical process.

a doctrine, a

tr'iith

The ascertainment of Christ's
reached by logical process, and
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it

in order

-/6"

to all

mfluence of the facts

testified.

Thus,

if

testi-

generate faith, so can doctrinal dogma; so can logical

mony can

speculation,

if it is

correct speculation

for

;

it

may

present

i/i'

ducement as conrincingly as testimony. Now, Mr. Campbell
ui'ges very correctly, that doctrine does not prove adequate to
generate saving faith. This proves that neither testimony no.'
doctrinal deduction is the efficient of faith

;

the cognition of them,

a rational process in both cases, is only the condition
the

Holy

by which

Ghost generates faith.

Mr. Campbell's philosophy about faith, then, is the following
He beheves that in every case of sense-perception the ohject perceived

is

the efficient of the affections of soul evoked, instead of

the mere occasion.

The same
{Christian System, j)age 114.)
"
universally
in all the
holds
115),
(p.

law, he proceeds to teach

"All our
and moral powers of man."
pleasm-es and pains, all our joys and sorrows, are the effects of
the ohjects of sensation, reflection, faith, etc., apprehended or received, and not of the nature of the exercise of any poiver or caThis astounding piece of
-pacity with which ive are efidonjed."
of
whole
theology
He procomer-stone
his
psychology is the
sensitive, intellectual,

!

ceeds to illustrate his false principle thiis When the eye looks
on a pleasing or repulsive scene when the ear listens to melody
:

;

or discord

;

when

the nostrils smell a rose or carrion

palate tastes the sweet or bitter
fire

;

;

when

;

when the

the fingers touch ice or

the pleasure or pain of sense is due exclusively to the nature

and not to the manner or nature of the sensational
So,
perception, which in each pau' of objects was the same.
says he, when we pass to the inner man, it is not the nature of
of the

o7jJect,

of the recollection, reflection, belief, but the ohject represented,

A father hears
sheep is found, that a lost son is restored.
The assent to the testimony is of the same kind. Why does the
The cause is solely " in the
latter news produce more emotion ?

which

is

the exclusive efficient of mental action.

(credibly) that a lost

natm-e of the facts believed."
universally true of the will

He

asserts that the

—that the

objects

same law

on which the

is

affec-

tions exercise themselves are the sole causes inducing us to
action.

The

consistent conclusion of all

ducement presented
deed,

that objective in-

in the gospel is the sole, the sufficient, in-

/y possible effcient of faith and spiritual affections
Mr. Campbell, after making it the business and malig-

t/ie 0)7

Thus

is,

!
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liis life to libel and reddle tlie clnircli as foundon liuman speculation instead of God's testimony, as
lie charged, returns and founds his whole system of religion upon
a miserable, exploded, and stupid speculation of a purely human
and anti- Christian psychology! To this "UTetched philosophy,
falsely so called, and which he does not even presume to sustain
by a single proof-text, he must then proceed to wrest and force
the sacred Scriptures by such license and dishonest violence of
exposition as we have seen.
Every scholar sees here, at a glance, the psychology of the

nant pleasure of

ing

its faith

The occasional cause

sensualistic schools.

Object and

efficient.

that the subject

is

effect

wholly omitted.

Campbell some pause, in
it is

is

mistaken for the

so exclusively occupy his attention

this

It

should have given Mr.

absurd analysis, that one result of

utterly to overthrow, not only that self-determination of will

which he holds, but free-agency itself. The deduction is very
shoi't.
For, if the objective is the whole efficient of desire and
volition, then, supposing the object presented, the voHtion is
mechanically necessitated.
Appetency and vohtion are the
to

physical results of the perception of the object, just as pain

is

Mr. Campbell has shown himself ignorant of the
cardinal distinction between subjective Tuotlve and inducement.
"When Mr. Campbell's instances are inspected, we see that, where
of a blow.

contrasted objects are presented to any sense, as the beautiful

and ugly,
or pain

;

etc., etc.,

the ohjects are the occasions of the pleasure

but a suhjective sensibility

is

The

beautiful landscape pleases the

•^atli

indifference

there

is

by another.

the true cause or

man

Why? As

efficient.

it is

viewed

Mr. Campbell

asserts,

of taste,

no difference in the method or perfectness of the visual
Why do not like causes produce

peiception in the two men.

The perception is not the cause but the occaThe true cause is in a subjective
sensibility possessed by the man of taste.
So, when the father
hears of a restored son and a recovered sheep, the cause of the
greater joy at the former is 2)<^'^'>"^ntal affection
the news is the
occasion.
And, in like manner, when the gospel was preached
by inspired men, " and as many as were ordained to eternal life
beheved," while others did not, it was because the former had a
subjective appetency, inwrought by the Holy Ghost, which caused
like effects

here

?

sion of the festhetic pleasure.

—

their wills to

embrace

Vol. I.— 22.

Christ.

When

Mr. Campbell says

Me
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to " tlie

manner or nature of the faith," he states
it to the a prion subjective characthe issue falsely. We
And as these we know are
ter of the heart or moral appetency.
by nature for sin and against holiness, it is morally cei"tain that
the soul uuquickened by the Holy Ghost will not believe with
the heart. The well-informed reader will scarcely need a demonBut, we restration of the falsehood of this whole philosophy.
the
scheme
is inconpeat, such a proof is seen in the fact that
trace

tlie effect

trace

sistent with the

that " like causes produce like effects."

maxim

"Were the objective the true

ejficient

objects should always produce the

same
But note that

of the mental state, the

same

states.

this is not true, either in the case of senses or aesthetic or
affections.

The same

moral

objects educe different effects, or none,

from different men, according as their characters vary. This
shows that the true efficient is the character, and not the object.
It is obvious that, upon the Campbellite scheme, saving faith
can be conceived of as no other than temporary faith. Take
notice, it arises, say they, in advance of any work of the Holy
Spirit.
It is the effect purely of gospel inducement, as acting
upon the aatural heart. No better description of temporary faith
^•auld be given.
It is equally obvious that no consistent Campbelhte

is

a believer in the doctrine of total depravity or inabihty

of will in the natural man to spiritual good. For surely faith,
by which a man " passes from death unto life," is a spiritual ex-

and a choice of spiritual good. The argument is conclusive, that if faith is an embracing of Christ for salvation as he is
offered to us in the gospel, and if the carnal mind is enmity
against God, faith can only be put forth by that heai-t in which
the Holy Spirit has wrought his rene^^dng work. Accordingly,
"we find Mr. Campbell saying many seemingly scriptural things
about the fall and universal sinfulness but he does not beheve
that man's will is totally ahenated from God.
And many of his
comrades preach on this point the most unblushing Pelagianism.
Another result of this view of faith is to make man decide his
ercise

;

owTi rehgious destiny solely

ereign grace is exploded.

by his own

Man

self-determination.

Sov-

believes solely from the efficiency

of gospel inducement, without any work of the Holy Ghost.
So
the " obedience of faith," which is immersion, is the choice of the

natural man.

To

this remission is pledged,

state with all its privileges is

now

and the

fully inaugurated.

Chi'istian

There

is
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no election, save the general purpose to bestow reconciliation
and grace on the immersed believer.
4. The fourth and last proposition defines Mr. Campbell's idea
of the nature of the Holy Spirit's operation in grace.
The reader
will recall the deceptive and inconsistent statement, that the
Holy Ghost is given only after conversion. It will appear that
Campbellism really holds to a spiritual work as little after as before.
The statement sometimes made by its exponents is the
semi-Pelagian one. Sometimes they speak in terms which might
have been used by Claude Pajon and his school but in other
places they speak out more candidly as simple Pelagians. Thus
Mr. Campbell {Christianity Restored, pages 350, 351) "As the
spirit of man puts forth all its moral power in the words which
;

:

it fills

with

its

ideas, so the Spirit of

God

puts forth

all its

con-

and sanctifying power in the words which it fills with its
ideas."
Again " When we think of the power of the Spirit of
God exerted upon minds or human spirits, it is impossible for us
to imagine that that power can consist in anything but words
and arguments." There is no uncertainty here. That this is
the real view of Campbellism, is shown by its thorough consistency with their doctrine of faith and rei^entance. It is precisely
the scheme of Pelagius and Socinus. In technical language it is
the theory of conversion hy moral suasion alone.
Mr. Campbell,
verting

:

in his debate with Dr. Rice, defends

it,

1st,

By

the shallow phil-

osophy already exposed, inferring hence that ohjective inducement
is the only moral jpov^er which can operate consistently with man's
rational constitution.
2d, By the fact that no converting or
sanctifying power is ever seen apart from Bible truth.
3d, By
the fact that all the exercises and views of converted people reproduce the conceptions of gospel and spiritual things found in
the Scriptures, and no others.
4th, That as every case of spiritual life is generically the same, whatever is essential to one ease is
essential to all.
From this very just premise Mr. Campbell attempts to draw the illogical conclusion that, if God regenerates
one case, say an infant, without the understanding of the truth,
he must renew all cases loithout it ! He infers hence that on any
other scheme than his of mere moral suasion, all ministrations of
the word are wholly useless.
5tli, By the fact that God, Christ,
the Holy Ghost, and the apostles, always ply men's souls "with
gospel inducement and by the numerous passages in which truth
;
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is

spoken of as

thy truth,"

tlie

instrument, like this

:

" Sanctify tliem through

etc.

The reader

will see at a glance that all this is a

very good

aroTiment to prove that the trath is the ordinary histrurnent, and
ordinarily an essential instrument of conversion but as an argu;

ment to prove that moral suasion
poicer in the case, the real issue,

the whole

To produce

word

in one

is

is the

it is

of the

form of

only

The

naught.

Holy Scriptures

sprritual

refutation of

(Ps. cxix. 18).

must be first the
So to produce spiritual

actual vision in a blind eye there

and then the light.
must be supplied with
but access must also be made

curative agency

meKinded soul

vision, the 'soul

truth, the intelligible

dium
by direct

for

;

It

it

to the

spiritual power.

may be

profitable also to note the points

He

made by Dr. Rice

and fundamentally from total deand showing that an almighty operation, other than moral suasion, is needed in such a
heart to open it to such suasion. He then shows that this direct

in his reply.

argues

first

pravity, proving the fact irrefi'agably,

operation, though mysterious, is possille, first, By the fact that
God at first created maji xipright; second, That God influences

the minds of

men

in other

and secular actions by his

vidence, as in Ex. xxxiv. 24; Prov. xx. 1, etc.

aro-ument
infants

is that, if

and

idiots

bell felt himself

conversion

only by moral suasion, then aU

is

By

must be damned.

much

pressed.

secret pro-

Dr. Eice's third

He at

this point

Mr. Camp-

length resorts to the sup-

position that, as he gloried in asserting the salvation of

all

in-

moral suasion alone
compelled him to admit they left this world unrenewed, they
must, therefore, be purified by some immediate operation in the
fants dying in infancy, while his theory of

next world.

This he

death"; and he says
"

change

" will

calls their
it

is

"physical regeneration after

effected

by

divine power, as

be wrought on those who are ahve

the

at the resur-

Dr. Rice should have pressed Mr. Campbell here T\ath
this obvious surrender of his fundamental ground, that any other
moral power than suasion is hnposs'djle, consistently -R-ith the

rection.

rational constitution of mind.

"What difference does

it

make, in

theory, whether this almighty change, over and above moral suaThis is enhanced by remarksion, is in this world or the next ?

ing that as " grace

The system

is

glory begun, so glory

of grace in the mihtant

is

but gi'ace perfected."

and triumphant church

differs
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liim so that lie

driven to assume the ground that infant depravity
real
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was

only corpo-

is

removed by the bodily resurrection

is

if regeneration were
there
would
no
thing in gospel
moral
suasion
alone,
be
such
by
lands as intelHgent and wilful rejection of the gospel but all unbehef would be accounted for by ignorance or misconception.
In the fifth place, he refers to that class of passages which

Dr. Rice argues, in the foui*th place, that

;

teach a gracious operation in order

to

the saving apprehension of

such as Jer. xxxii. 39 Ezek. xxxvi. 26, 27 Ps. cxix.
18; Luke xxiv. 45; Acts xvi. 14. In the next place, he argues
from the fact that repentance and faith are GocVs gifts (1 John

the gospel

;

;

;

1 Cor. iii. 6 Acts v. 31 2 Tim. ii. 25).
Mr. Rice's seventh point was that, on the theory of moral
suasion, it is unreasonable to pray for new birth, either our own
V. 1

;

;

;

God has no power save that deposited in the gosand the only rational thing to do is to ply the soul with its
inducements. This point is sustained by two facts that it actually presents itself in the teachings and corollaries of some of
Mr. Campbell's followers; and that many of them do, in fact,
or another's.

pel

;

:

pretermit

all

such prayers.

Dr. Rice's eighth argument

is from the jylienomena of genuine
where we see the gospel, known before, but inoperative,
suddenly assume an unwonted efficiency, as means, to revive
Christians and quicken sinners.
This new effect imphes a new
power. He then closes his argument by claiming that at least
nine-tenths of the reverent and thou2;htful readers of the Bible,
in all ages, have beheved that it teaches the doctrine of a special
divine influence above moral suasion.
V. TJie CainphdlHe doctrine toxiclihuj the effect ofhapthm.
With Campbell's theory of the application of redemption is

revivals,

closely connected his doctrine touching the effect of baptism.

None need

to

be told

that, as to the

mode

of baptism,

he

is

an

immersionist of the straitest sect; and as to the subjects, he denies infant baptism with violence.

But there

is

nothing in his

treatment of these points not already famihar in our controversy
"v\dth

other immersionists.

We therefore
upon one

simply refer

now to

the

Mr. Campbell
pays an unwitting tribute to the force of our argument for infant
membership fi'om the Abrahamic covenant He does this by his
usual discussions, except

particular.
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endeavor to evade it whicli is, by teaching tliat God made two
compacts witli liim one secnlar, tlie otlier spiritual {Christian
System, p. 134). Mr. Campbell labors to separate these paiis of
the Abrahamic covenant. To the one he refers temporal and
;

—

He then

pohtical blessings, and to the other religions blessings.

intimates that circumcision was the badge of the secular coveIt is easy to retort this piece of dishonesty to the

nant only.

overthrow of his own cause; for

if

there were two covenants

with Abraham, then circumcision was undoubtedly the sign and
seal of the spiritual.

And

See Deut.

16; xxx. 6;

x.

Rom.

iv.

11, 12;

was not a sign expressive of or coincident with God's secular favor and the possession of the land of
Gal.

iii.

7.

that

Canaan, see Deut.

As

xx^dii.

to the design

is substantially

it

the

and
ojy^'s

64;

Rom.

effect of

ix. 6, 7.

Imptism, the Campbellite theory

ojMraturii one.

"baptismal regeneration," because

It

-^dth

cannot be said to be

them the new

not a change of spiritual character, but only of state
fi'om

condemnation to pardon.

They say

them, in baptism.

This

is

effected,

according to

that the immersion of an unbehever

would, indeed, procure no remission, but that sins

through faith and haptism.

birth is

a passing

;

A

2c^q,

favorite formula with

imrdoned
them is

" Sins are remitted to believers in the act of baptism."

Errett,

page 73: "It is the appointed means through which the assurance of pardon is actually bestowed." Campbell, in his debate
with Dr. Rice, was allowed to state his proposition, " Baptism is
for the remission of sins," ambiguously.
He uses the preposition "for" in the sense of "^^^. order to."
His true doctrine may
be defined from his Christian Bajptist, pages 416, 417: "At the
very instant oiu" bodies are put under the water, our former or
old sins are all washed away, pro\dded only that we are true believers."

CampbeUite writers usually

man may be
trust,

ments

ment

illustrate their doctrine thus:

elected or appointed to an office of authority

but he does not exercise

its

functions or enjoy

until the oath of inaugiu'ation is taken.
official acts

by him would be

illegal.

Up

its

emolu-

to that

After that

a

and

mo-

moment

they are legal
Again the sentiments of an immigrant may be
thoroughly attracted to the United States, and his residence
:

fixed there for life

but until he takes the oath of naturalization
he does not possess any right of citizenship. Two people may
;

343
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but until the man-iage ceremony is j^erformed, their cohabitation would be illicit. Thus,
says Campbell, this side of baptism, the believer is in one state,
that of condemnation; on the other, he is pardoned, adopted

be thoroughly united by

and saved.

It

may be

present a false analogy.

affection

;

perceived at a glance that these instances
"Were they only applied to explain why

and how the outward or formal privileges of the visil)le church
connection are suspended on bapti^a they would be relevant
but when the thing in question is our spiritual state, and that
before an omniscient God, where all is of grace, and the gospel
term

an inward principle,

is

faith,

the case

is

very different.

Such loose analogies are worthless against the express promises
of God.
It should, however, be said, in justice, that Hke the
Komanists, they make baptism only the formal cause of remission, and teach that the meritorious cause is Christ's sacrifice.

They

claim, with

clamor, that the Eeformed divines and

much

and especially the Westminster and the Thirty-Nina
and that we have really forsaken
our own standards on these points. Their supposed proof is

symliols,
Ai'ticles,

teach their doctrine

;

that the Confessions say baptism

is

not only a sign, but a seal of

It seems
idea to
one
hard to make them see that they have leaped from
another wholly different, in thus confounding the attestation by
a sacrament, of a hlessing already conferred on terms entirely

the remission of sins, our engrafting into Christ,

non-formal and
tial

ence

spiritual,

etc.

with making the sacrament the essenTo our minds the differ-

term for confen-ing the blessing.
is

cision

clearly

enough expressed in the words of Paul

was to Abraham

which he had

:

circum-

a seal of the righteousness of the faith

yet hehig tcnc'ircuincised.

Every one sees that the

by assigning
For visibly to effect a work is one
performance by an invisible agent is a dif-

sphragistic nature of the sacrament is destroyed
it

an opus ojyeratam power.

thing, to attest its
ferent thing.

sedes the

As

fruition excludes hope, so the former super-

latter.

The Campbellite

writers also speak great things of the superi-

ority of their system, as giving to the convert a palpable and express assurance of his forgiveness, conditioned on a definite act,

instead of a mystical state of feeling called " supernatui'al faith."
Thus Errett: "The sects, upon this subject, believe neither the
Scriptures nor their

own

creeds.

-This seems to be owing chiefly
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to the fact that a particular theory of spiritual operations,

which

has gracTuallj almost monoiDolized the minds of the Protestant
community, makes the assurance of pardon to rest on certain
feelings, or upon what are thought to be supernatural visions, or
The attempt is thus made to
special spiritual communications.
reinitting
ordinance, to vague
transfer the office ofhapthm, as the
emotional or mental impressions ; and to effect this purpose the

connection of baptism with remission of sins

The reader

sees

how unscrupulous

is

is totally

denied."

this misrepresentation,
is promised
most carefully defined

stigmatizing the scriptural faith to which forgiveness

by God, the simplest

of acts of soul, the

and distinguished in the case of the true
by definite fruits and the witness of an infallible Spirit,
as "vague emotional impressions."
But, farther, these men
admit fully that the immersion of an unbeliever would not effect

in the sacred Scriptures

believer

the remission of his sins

.

Faith, then, as well as immersion, is

the essential term of pardon.

And

without the faith the immer-

So that they, as much as we, must " make
the assurance of pardon rest on certain feelings." Thus, Simon
Magus "believed and was baptized," yet, according to Peter, he
was "in the gall of bitterness and bond of iniquity." To settle
that matter, everything turned upon the nature of Simon's pretended faith. So absurd is this pretence in their mouths. We
should like to kuow whether it is not more comfortaljie to infer
our assurance of pardon from a scriptural faith, wrought by the
Spirit and answering in nature and fruits to his revealed marks,
than from the shadowy dividing line between a temporary faith
wrought by moral suasion on the natural mind, and the miserable
sham called believing with which so many thousands have gone
sion would be naught

'

through Campbellite immersion to return immediately like the
sow to her mire.
Mr. Campbell argues that his ritual scheme of forgiveness is in
strict

conformity to the Protestant

save the faith that works.

(James

mitting to immersion, says he,

is

belief, that
ii.

that

faith culminates, it actually justifies.

22, etc.)
test

no

faith justifies

The

act of sub-

icork in which, w^hen

This act of dipping

is that
" obedience of faith " (Rom. xvi. 26) made known to all nations
by the gospel. Those expositors are most probably correct who
make the faith a genitive appositive, so that faith itself is the

obedience.

But

let

us adopt

tlie

other construction; and the
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sacred Scriptures everywhere else will teacli us that the obedience which proceeds from faith is that whole career of holy living which flows from a "faith working

Campbell would substitute

by

love."

When

Mr.
meaning

for this life-long fruit, in the

of such passages as that of James ii., one easy, cheap, ritual act,
he most wretchedly degrades the plan of salvation and the sanctifying energy of true faith.

His scriptural argument for his water

justification consists in

part in an attempt to identify immersion and conversion, and the

New TesThis absurd license of interpretation he supposes will
enable him to press into service all the texts where conversion
and regeneration are connected with remission. Its refutation
is easily effected by showdng that the ideas of conversion and
new

birth, as different

terms for the same thing in the

tament.

new

birth are as well

known

in the Old Testament, where, ac-

cording to Mr. Campbell, there

is

no Christian baptism, as

in the

New

Testament; that in both they are notoriously spiritual
works (Matt. xiii. 15) as opposed to ritual; that Christ rebukes
Nicodemus because, being an Old Testament scribe, he was not
familiar with the idea of the new birth but he could not be expected to know anything of water baptism as a gospel sacrament
;

that in Acts

iii.

19, conversion is the sequel

and

fruit of fitxdvota

and that according to the Apostle John (1 John v. 1), all inho
helieve are already born of God, while Mr. Campbell himself

makes believing the necessary prerequisite of baptism
follows that the new birth precedes baptism
is not

—

it

with

;

whence

identical

it.

Mr. Campbell has, of course, his proof-texts. They are such
as John iii. 5 Acts ii. 38 xxii. 16 Mark xvi. 16 Gal. iii. 27
1 Peter iii. 20; Titus iii. 5; Luke iii. 7; Acts x. 14; Eph. v. 25,
26.
These are the texts which he regards as strongest. He
uses them precisely after the same perverse fashion in which
Romanists and ritualisms employ them to prove the opus operatutn.
The solution is oasj-. The sacramental union between the ele;

;

;

ment and the grace naturally leads

name

,

to the

employment

of the syml)ol to describe the grace symbolized.

John

of the

Take, for

the context proves that Christ was not
intending the sacrament of haptisvi by the words, " born of water
instance,

iii.

5,

6

;

and the Spirit," because that sacrament was not yet appointed,
and Nicodemus could not have been rebuked for not understand-
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ing

it.

Tlie force of the

words

"Born of that which the waHolj Spirit." So, when Peter

is,

ter of purification represents, the

speaks of "repenting and being baptized in the name, etc., for
the remission of sins," he cannot mean to make baptism as important as repentance, for he mentions it no more in any subseit been so essential, he could not have
Mr. Campbell tacitly assumes that "for"
means here "in order to," whereas this preposition of most extensive use (sic) may mean " for commemoration of." When Paul

But had

quent address.

honestly omitted

says,

it,

"TVe are saved by the washing,"

or, if

you please, "bath,"
and renewing of

as Mr. Campbell says, Xouzf>6v, of regeneration

the

Holy Ghost, he does not mean

that water baptism is that

regeneration, but on the contrary, in strict accordance with the

sacramental language of the

Bil)le,

we

cu^e

saved hy that spirit-

which washing with water represents. "When the
Apostle Peter says " baptism saves us," he immediately guards
himself against Mr. Campbell's idea by disclaiming it " Not the

iial cleanshig

:

putting off of the

filth

of the flesh, but the l-zpajzY^iia of a

But

conscience towards God."

it is

good

unnecessary for us to go

farther in detail.
Tlie con-ect statement of the Scripture ^aew of baptism
itself

a reply to

much

of the

positive ordinance enjoined

One

above pretended argument.

by God

is

of

It is

a

for his glory in the church's

of those edifpng uses is to

be a badge of prochurch from the world of the ungodly.
Here the illustrations of the marriage ceremony and
naturahzation oath are germane. To the oaitward, formal privileges of the visible church baptism doos immediately introduce
edification.

fession, separating the visible

us.

Secondly,

tral truths of

it is

a didactic ordinance, teaching several cen-

the gospel by admirably expressive symbol, in the

most pungent and impressive manner, as our separation from the
world and engagement to be the Lord's, the cleansing of our guilt
by Christ's blood and of our corruption by his Spirit. Thirdly, it
is a sphragistic ordinance, not only seaHng our vow to God, but,
if our hearts are faithful, seahng his gracious promises to us;
and thus, through the Holy Ghost, gi'eatly strengthening both
our devotion and our faith and assurance. In this way baptism
is very useful and necessary to the church and edifying to the
It is a plainly enjoined and important duty.
person.
Therefore
This sin, if unrepented, will be.
its wilful neglect must be a sin.
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any other -wilful sin, a sure index and occasion of the
But we deny tliat water baptism is the essential
term of salvation in any such sense as is faith. In the words of

just like

soul's ruin.
Tiu'retin, "

As

Nonprivatlo, sed contemjytus damnaty

the Campbellite doctrine is not identical with the

Bomish

opus operatum theory, but has its own phase, we submit an outline of an argument, partly new, in refutation of it.
1. Mr. Campbell is inconsistent in not extending the opus
operatum dogma to both sacraments. He makes the supper

But his own principles of exposition, applied to the sixth chapter of John, for instance, would
prove sacramental grace far more clearly of the supper than of
merely a commemoration.

baptism.
2.

That God should have made saving grace

essentially

depen-

dent on a "positive" form, or indeed on any act for which the
soul is dependent on a fellow-creature, in the case of those who
are already spiritually docile, belie\ing and penitent,

is

incredibly

Mr. Campcontrary to the tone and spirit of both Testaments.
bell endeavors to evade this by saying " Why are not Pagan souls
:

dependent on either preachers or Bibles for salvation ? And in
the latter case dependent, in a true sense, on the use of paper or
parchment (of rags or skins) and coloring matter ? What means
more thoroughly external or formal?" The answers are two:
1, These materials are simply ministerial to a didactic use. Is Mr.
Campbell willing to make baptism such? 2, These souls are
contumacious, unbelieving, and corrupt as to the truth and God's
pro^idence merely ordains that their privation of these material
means shall be the occasion of their condemnation already deserved.
The soul who desires to embrace Christ and duty, never
under either Testament, depends for redemption essentially upon
any act where another creature must intervene between him and
his God.
He who cometh unto God through Christ shall in no
wise be cast out. Again, a place in the favor of God always depends instrumentally on the spiritual state, and on nothing else.
;

Sam.

See, for example, 1

3.

To
iii.

;

Ps. xxiv. 4

;

Matt.

xii.

7

;

Ps.

the irrefragable argument that the Scriptures every-

where say, he that

John

xv. 22

This leads—

Ixri. 18.

10;

remission

is

i.

12;

lelif.v.:

is justified.

30;

24; Pvom.

iii.

v.

See Bomans
v. 1, et passim.

iv.

11;

Now if

given only in baptism, during any interval of time
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between tlie believing and the baptism the believing soul is still
This is contrary to the sacred Scriptures.
in an unjustified state.
Mr. Campbell makes an impotent endeavor to evade by distinguishing between title and possession, between an inheritance in
prospect and in actual enjoyment. Thus saith he The father of
the prodigal says to his home-staying son, " Son, all that I have
Yet that sou had not a kid to make merry with his
is thine.'
:

Christ during his humiliation could say, " All that the

friends.

Father hath
*'he

is

mine," yet he was in the other sense so poor that

had not where

to lay his head."

Does Mr. Campbell mean

to say that true faith, before baptism, only secures a title in prosWhy, that the elect sinpect, like that of the expectant heir?

How
ner has, in God's apprehension, even before he repents
can this idea square with the declaration, "he that believeth
!

hath," "is passed from death unto life"?

See also Eom.

v. 1.

4. Many souls have obtained remission without baptism or
any corresponding sacrament. As Abraham Cornelius, Acts x.
;

17; the dying thief, etc. Mr. Campbell endeavors vainly to escape the proof that Cornelius was a reconciled sinner before he was baptized, by pointing to cli. xi. 14
" Shall tell thee words whereby thou and all thy house s/iall he
4, 34, 35,

44;

xi.

mean, not the application,
as in Matt.
5.

ried

word "saved" here must
but the consummation of redemption,

It is perfectly evident that the

saved."

x. 22.

The harshness and uncharitableness of this doctrine, if carIt
out consistently, must condemn it in every fair mind.

throw the destiny of the sincere penitent who died
But
after his regeneration and before baptism into great doubt.
what of the myriads of intelligent, consistent Paedobaptists who
They present every mark and
live and die vdthout immersion ?
every fruit of true piety except immersion, and yet are damned?
Mr. Campbell has great difficulty in meeting
Incred'idus odi.
much. Sometimes he seems to sugvacillates
this charge, and
gest that such nnimmersed persons maybe accepted on the ground
Sometimes he is more exof their misconception of their duty.
clusive but he can never be made exactly to meet the issue.
6. A scriptural argument may be framed from the numerous
passages which teach that every believer is born (ysuur/dsc;) of

would

at least

;

God, as 1 John

v.

1.

the children of God.

But

obviousl}' the begotten of

God

are

See the clear implication of this in the
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But the children are AeZ/vv. How prepos2.
sound to represent the soul which is begotten of
God, adopted, and co-heir with Christ, as still under condemnation for his sins ?
To avoid this, Mr. Campbell weakly attempts
to reduce the new birth to a change of state, instead of change of
moral character, and to identify it with immersion. How unscriptural this is has been alread}^ shown.
See in addition such
same

i:)lace,

terous does

verse

it

passages as 1 Cor.

iv. 15
Jas. i. 18.
In conclusior of this point, we may say of this doctrine as of
all forms of sacramental grace, it is the prompting of that tendency to formalism and to a sensuous religion which exhibits

itself in

;

To

popery and paganism.

salvation

by human

sanctifying faith

secure a grace pertaining to

manipvilation, instead of embracing

it

by a

— this suits at once the pride and the obtuseness

of the carnal mind.

But it

is

" another gospel."

It is a

concep-

tion utterly heterogeneous with the nature of the Bible system.

work of God's Spirit through the truth into a
system of religious jugglery.
It converts the

The other striking peculiarities of Campbellism are the permission of lay-baptism and lay-administration of the supper;
the thorough independent church government
repetition of the supper.

They

and the weekly
much on these. But they
the system, and we pass them
;

insist

are not the germinant points of
over.

Our church has committed

itself definitely to

recognition as to the Campbellite societies.

a policy of non-

Our grounds may

be found stated in the Minutes of the General Assembly, 1871.
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may

magnificent work whose

name stands

last in this list

be said to complete a marked stage in the progress, or

at least in the rotation, of the art of biblical criticism.

It very

properly suggests, not only some inquiry into the value and authority of the Sinai manuscript introduced to the learned world

by Dr. Constantine Tischendorf, but a review and comparison
the present and fashionable opinions of biblical
these the opinions

now

fashionable; for those

course of this art are aware that there
in

is

of

Ve

call

who watch

the

critics.

as truly a fashion

infecting its votaries, as in ladies' bonnets, medicines or

it,

cravats.

"We

premise by stating a few conclusions, in which all
critics may be said to agree with the enlight-

will

schools of learned

ened friends of the Bible. First No one claims for the Textus
.Recephis, or common Greek text of the New Testament, any
sacred right, as though it represented the ipsissima verba, writIt is admitted on all
ten by the inspired men in every case.
hands that it is but a reprint, substantially, of Erasmus's Fifth
Basle Edition of the New Testament, which that eminent scholar
edited from a few manuscripts, for none of which an eminent
antiquity was claimed, and belonging, in the main, to the Kocvij
:

or Constantinopolitan family;

^Exdoat<;^

and that

it is

just as

it

has been transmitted from his day, through the presses of Eobert
'

This

viewing

:

article

1.

1832, 1842.

appeared in the Southern PresbyUrian Review for April, 1871, reBerlin
Testarnentu,m Ormce et Latine.
Carolus Lachmannus.

Novum
2.

don: Bagster.

:

on the Printed Text of the Greek Neio Testament. LonNovum Testamentum Grmce. Edited by Constantine
3.

Tregelles

1854.

1862.
4. Authorized English Version of the New Testament, with Introduction and Various Readings from the three most celebrated Manu-

Tischendorf.

scripts
sic:

Leipsic:

Tauchnitz Edition. Leipof the Original Greek Text. By C. Tischendorf.
Petropolitanus, Fac Simile.
By Con5.
Bibliortim Codex Sinait.

1869.

stantine Tischendorf.

35°

(Imperial Edition, Folio. )

St.

Petersburg.

A, D. 1862.
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not asserted to be above emendation.
ceived text contains undoubtedly
trines intended to

be
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all

down by
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It is therefore

But, second

This re-

:

the essential facts and doc-

the inspired writers

;

for if

it

were corrected with the severest hand, by the light of the most
divergent various readings found in any ancient MS. or version,
not a single doctrine of Christianity, nor a single cardinal fact,
Third As more numerous colla•would be thereby expunged.
tions of ancient documents are made the number of various
:

readings

is,

but yet the

of course, greatly increased;

effect of

on the whole, to confirm the substantial
correctness of the received text more and more.
This is because
these various readings, which are now counted by the hundred
thousand, are nearly all exceedingly minute and trivial; and
chiefly because, while they diverge, on the one side and the other,
from the received text, the divergence is always within these
minute bounds; which proves that text to be always within a
very sHght distance, if at all removed, from the infallible autographs.
It is as though an engineer were attempting to fix the
these comparisons

exact line of

is,

some ancient

road.

The common tradition points
Some attempts to verifj-

to an existing road as being the same.
its site,

by the data given by ancient mathematicians and geoshow that the ancient track probably varied a foot or

graphers,

two here and

there.

neer's curiosity;

great

many

This discovery greatly excites the engi-

he ransacks the ancient

other data.

show a multitude

writers, and finds a
These, upon the severest apphcation,

of other points

where the modern road probaBut they all concur

bly varied a minute space from the original.

iy greatly increasing the evidence that the ancient track was, with

these minute exceptions, just where

now

and even if aU the
would stiU he upon
The wayfarer may then be fully
it

is

;

variations of site were introduced, the road

the same bed substantially.

reassured; and leaving the antiquaries to fatigue themselves

with their squabbles, whether at this valley or that rivulet the

more to the right or a foot to
he would joyfully proceed, confident that the existing
one was stiU the "King's ancient highway of holiness," and
that it would lead him to the city of the apostles and martyi's.
Such is the resultant total of this criticism, with all its variations; and this is gladly admitted by all right-minded critics,
ancient thoroughfare lay a foot

the

left,
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from the pious Bengel to this day. Fourth. Tlie admitted result of more extensive and thorough collations cf the received

documents

text with ancient

is jO retrieve its credit,

the sUght degree in which earher cri!;icism seemod to

Xo
as

respectable critic would

many emendations

now

t.aza:d his credit

as Griesbach

dorf, in his latest edition, restores a

ings which he

had himself

may also be

even as to

impugn

it.

by proposing

and it is said that Tischennumcer of the received read-

;

criticized

:.n

his earher ones.

have
reached the results admitted above, and since the most laborious
research seems to give so small a promise of a definite end of
It

premised, that since

critical investigations

debate on the remaining and unessential variations, one
sui'prised to find that this

branch of study has

is

not

lost its interest

Such men feel
do with their time and ener-

with the more practical and ^dgorous judgments.
that they have something better to

The minds

gies.

for

which criticism retains

its

fascination are

usually of that peculiar and "crotchety" type found
quarians.

The

along wdth

find,

intelligent reader

much

sober and convincing

among

anti-

therefore, not surprised to

labor and learning, a " plentiful lack " of

common

In confirmation of this,
judicial canons which the

We

is,

let

sense.

us review the different codes of

critics of

the text have constructed.

them continually varying, each one obnoxious to
We find, then,
gi'ave objections, and the question still unsettled.
that Bentley, the great Enghsh critic, proposed to discard the
use of " conjecture," and to reform the text by the supposed
agreement of :he oldest Greek and the oldest Latin MS. The
shall find

celebrated Bengel proposed to consider the recensions or families

extant MSS,, as di"sdded into the Egyptian and

of

tjie

and to give to the former, as represented by the Alexandrine MS., the decided preference. His critical canon for
deciding between competing readings was: " I^roclivi scriptioni

Asiatic

;

prcBstat ai'clua''

the easy one.
edition of the

ancient
cally

MSS.

—the

difl&cult

reading has the preference over

The learned Arminian, Wetstein,

New

Testament, discarded

into famihes or recensions.

all

in his

critica!^

distribution of the

He

differed diametri-

from Bentley, in using "conjecture" freely to determine

the true reading, and in condemning the oldest Greek codices,
Avhich

showed the nearest resemblance

to the

oldest

MS.

of

Jerome's Latin version, the ones which both Bentley and Bengel
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been interpolated from the Latin, and
determined the weight of competing

He

authority.

by
The celebrated

codices as witnesses for or against a given reading chiefly

their

The majority ruled with him.

number.

Griesbach,

who may be

said to have

first

constructed a critical

New Testament, departed again from these doctrines
He distributed the ancient codices into three famiof Wetstein,

text of the

lies

or recensions, (not absolutely, but generally distinguished

by the character of their variations) a western family, originally
used by the churches of West Africa, Italy, Spain, and Gaul;
an Alexandrine recension, and a Byzantine. The first he considered the oldest; the last the most recent and mixed, and
therefore of least authority.
This family he found nearest to
the received text, and the individual MSS. in it strictly resembling each other. Such was also substantially the view of
:

Griesbach's fundamental canon was, that each of

Michaelis.

these families or recensions constituted an independent witness

That reading was entitled usually to
for or against a reading.
stand w^hich was supported by two out of the three families. He

made use

of "conjecture," but did not claim for

introduce a reading, unless

MS.

evidence, either of

it

was supported

also

or patristic citation.

it

the right to

by some ancient
When it seemed

which of two readings the ancient witnesses bore
strongest testimony, he gave the preference to that which was
unusual, over that which was usual; to the shorter over the
longer to the unintelligible one over the clear and to the harsh
doubtful for

;

;

over the smooth.

The next

critic

was Hug, who overthrew Griesbach's system

of recensions utterly.

threo recensions
in Alexandria

;

:

He

distributes the ancient codices into

that of Origen, in Palestine

and

of Luciau, in Antioch

;

of Hesychius,

and Byzantium.

The

acute and learned Irish divine, Nolan, in his Inquiry into the
Integrity

of the Greek

Y^tdgate, a

text with matchless ingenuity

work which defends the received
and j)rofound learning, also de-

Nolan's object is to prove the
molished Griesbach's system.
Byzantine family of codices, which approaches most nearly to the

commonly received

text, the oldest and purest.
This recension
he considers to be represented in the Moscow MS., whose authority had been so ably advocated by Matthire, on grounds similar to Dr. Nolan's.
He also shows that Griesbach's preference
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and

for Origen their supposed editor,
no evidence that Origen's authority ever affected the text of the codices used in Alexandria, and
that father being moreover utterly untrustworthy as a witness to
the state of the text. Dr. Nolan substantiates his valuation of
the three recensions, which he recognizes, chiefly by a compari-

for the Alexandrine codices^

was

utterly \\Tong, there being

son with the Latin version.

He

regards Jerome's version as

representative of the codices current in Palestine in the fourth

and the old Italic as representing that text originally
Minor and Byzantium. To this fact his chief
Brescia MS. of the Latin version, which
splendid
witness is the
he beheves to be unquestionably the uncorrupted old ItaHc, and
which corresponds remarkably with the Moscow and other Bycentury

;

current in Asia

zantine codices.

The system afterwards adopted (1836) in Scholz' New Testament was substantially similar. He found two prevalent recensions or families of manuscripts, the Alexandrine and the Byzantine. The latter contains many MSS., the former few. He gives

many
and

strong arguments to show, from the- scenes of the apostles'

evangelists' labors,

from the ascendency of the Patriarch of

Constantinople, and from the early conquest of Palestine and

Egypt by the Saracens, that the most numerous and the most
correct MSS. would be preserved in the Constantinopolitan
churches and monasteries. He also argues from internal marks,
that the few codices of the Alexandrine family were not copied
for the purposes of

when they were

church use, and did not,

at the early date

transcribed, represent the xorA^

ixooai^.

Dr.

Scholtz devoted the best years of his hfe exclusively to travels,

MSS., and similar critical labors, in the course of
which he examined and compared six hundi-ed and thirty MSS
The result of this immense labor was to reinstate the credit of
the received text in a multitude of places where Griesbach had
assailed it, and to show that it presents the most trustworthy
collation of

text extant.

We now reach what may be called the
critics,

recent school of bibhcal

represented by Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tregelles, and

Their common traits may be said to be an almost contemptuous dismissal of the received text, as unworthy not only

Alford.

of confidence, but almost of notice

mass

of the codices of the

xocy/j

;

the rejection of the great

exdoae^ as recent

and devoid

of

OF THE
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authority and the settlement of the text by the testia very few MSS. for which they claim a superior antiquity, with the support of a few fathers and versions, whom
they are pleased to regard as judicious and trustworthy.
Lachmann, whose critical edition of the Greek New Testament was published in Berlin in 1832 and 1850, professes to
reject conjecture utterly, as a basis for the introduction of a
reading, and boasts that there is not an emendation in his whole
edition which rests on that foundation.
His system of judicial
canons may be said to be summed up in this maxim: that those
are the true readings of the inspired writers which are supported
by the testet vetiistismni et longinqui. That is, if he finds a
given reading sustained by very old MSS., versions, and fathers,
from very remote quarters of Christendom, this is the reading
which was originally written. And there are, in his eyes, very
few of either which are safe witnesses. Among the fathers, he
relies chiefly upon the quotations of Irenoeus, Origen, and Cyprian; among the versions, upon the pure codices (as he supposes them) of Jerome, and among the Greek MSS., upon the
Vatican, Alexandrine, Codex Epliremi, and a few others.
The
Latin Brescia Codex, which Nolan regarded as so evidently a
precious and iincorrupted exemplar of the Old Italic, he deems
worthless, as being interpolated from the Greek of the xocvrj

nearly

mony

all

;

of

ixdoacq.

The system of Tischendorf is very simple, consisting in the
adoption of what he supposes to be the oldest Greek codices as
his guides, the Sinaitic, discovered and edited by himself, the
Vatican, the Alexandrine; with the assistance of a few of the

more ancient fragments, and

of the Latin, Syriac,

and Sahidic

versions.

Tregelles proposes, as an unfailing

means

for discriminating

the authoritative codices from the incorrect, the following, which

he vaunts as his canon of " comparative criticism." Select a
father of the second or third century who is trustworthy, and
who appears to quote verbatim. If he quotes such readings, in
a number of cases, as are characteristic of a given codex or version now existing, we are authorized to conclude that this codex
is, in general, a correct example of the actual Bible
which that father used; that is, of the recognized text of the
second or third century. Tregelles especially lauds Lachmann,

or version
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because he

introduced

first

fashion distinctively of ignoring

tlie

the Greek vulgate or received text as simply naught, and of
constructing his supposed original text wholly from other testi-

This method, substantially adopted by Tischendorf and

monies.

no longer retains the received text as a common basis
or standard of comparison, or even as a mere
emendation,
for
cord upon which to string the proposed corrections, but proceeds
to construct a text just as though it never existed.

by

Alford,

and mischievous feature of the later
which, as we beheve, especially demands the notice of

It is this objectionable

criticism

Its natural result will be, that the

bibHcal scholars at this time.

church of God will finally have no New Testament at all. It
should be remembered that the received text is that which is
now actually in the hands of the laity, in the popular versions of

King James, of Luther, the Douay, the Genevan Diodati's, and
those of the other European languages. Does any one suppose
that the labors of any learned critic will persuade any of these
nations to surrender

its

version for a

new one ?

It is

very clear

that, practically, the people must either trust the Bibles they
have, or believe in none. For there is no practicable substitute.

This appears from the fact that no two of the critics are agreed
no one of them is willing to adopt the text as settled by any
other their art has not found, and probably never will find, an
Tregelles has
authoritative umpire, to end their differences.
;

published a vast

list,

covering ninety-four octavo pages, of the de-

partures of the four leading editors whom he admires, Griesbach,
Scholz, Lachmann, and Tischendorf, from the received text.

more than nine thousand. That is, there are
which one or more of these critics differs from
text.
But the same tables evince that the critics
received
the
Their number
so

is

many places
among

differ

in

each other in inore than nine thousand places !

A

notable proof this, that the work of any one of them is still
further from being supported by the common consent than the

much-abused received
if

the latter

is

the latter will practically be

But

it

may be

printed from a few

age

;

so in

it

appears manifestly, that

asked,

if

left

with no

New

Testament.

the received text was confessedly

MSS. and

versions, of inferior authority

and

confessedly erroneous in some places, and probably

if it is

many

Hence

text.

expelled from the use and confidence of the church,

;

if

the absurd ground

is

relinquished on which its
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advocates once presumed to sanctify its very errors why sliall
claim tlie retention of its place? We replj^ hejatise it is the
:

it

received

Some

text.

possible rival text

may be

better entitled to

awl cannot win

it.
There
common
tribunal
Christendom
any
of
criticism
by
cannot be in
Avhich the most meritorious text can now be installed in that
place.
Lat it be that the received text has usurped the position
by accident, or been assigned to it by providence, the all-impor-

that place, hut it does not hold

tant fact

is,

that

it

holds

it,

It is far better for the interests of

it.

Christendom should recognize, as a commonly received
Bible, a less accurate text, than that it should recognize none.
Are then the fruits of biblical criticism to remain unemployed,

truth, that

and admitted

errors in the received text uncorrected?

We

emendations be made, but in the
more modest method of our fathers. The received text should
still be retained by all, not as a standard of absolute accuracy,
but as a common standard of reference and the proposed changes
of the reading should be appended, and left each to stand upon
its own evidences.
The received text would then be expounded
to the church according to the convictions of the teachers in

reply, not at

all.

Let

all real

;

each instance. Such only would be the result upon the more
audacious plan of our recent critics for of course each teacher
;

and discretion in amending or retrenching their emendations which they have exercised uj)on the
received text.
The practical difference, then, which would result
from the method which we resist, would be only this, that the
church would no longer have a JSihle in common ; and would
have nothing whatever to compensate for this immense loss.
And inasmuch as the most dissatisfied of these critics confesses
that the received text still presents every fact and doctrine of the
Christian system uncorrupted, we cannot but regard it as a most
will exercise the

same

liberty

unwarrantable exaggeration of their own results, to aim, for the
sake of them, at the suppression of our common edition.

We proceed next to substantiate the assertion that the judicial
canons by which these critics attempt to discriminate the true
readings are not only

still

unsettled,

and

The

in part contradictory,

summary which
we have given above of the statement of those supposed principles by different critics is sufficient proof of the first part.
Let

but obnoxious to grave objections.

us

now

brief

bring those canons in which the recent school are most
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In attempting tlais, we asalthough altogether inferior to these professional ex-

nearly agreed to the test of reason.

sume

that,

and antiquarian facts, we are
employ our humble common sense upon th^se deductions from their details, which they themselves offer to the common sense of Christians. Their labor with musty old parchments,
and their familiarity with them, we do not propose to contest.
In these particulars we are to them, of course, as children to
Anakim. But they propound to us, in their owti way, the data
which they say are collected from these their eminent researches.
perts in the knowledge of details
entitled to

They

invite us to consider the reasonableness of the conclusions

they wish to draw therefrom. Then, say we, those conclusions
must be considered by us in the light of our own reason. We

presume that the antiquaries have no such monopoly of common
sense as that which we have conceded them of their critical lore.

We

shall therefore venture to

own showing
any terror

of their data

apply that

and

facts,

common

sense to their

not having before our eyes

of the odious charge of intrusion into things too high

for us.

Let us, as a preliminary task, test the soundnes^i of that boast
which the recent critics usually echo from Lachmann that they
discard conjecture as a guide to correct readings, and rely in preDo
ference upon the testimoyiy of competent ancient witnesses.
they really discard conjectiire ? And is it proper to do so ? By
a conjectural reading they mean one which is supported chiefly
by its internal evidences. Now the earlier German critics used
inferences from internal evidences with such preposterous license,
and with such results, as might well give pause to any cautious
But to discard internal evidence from criticism is
or fair mind.
the other extreme, and it may be equally reckless. Who would
dispute that an undeniable anachronism, for instance, in a work
to which infaUibility was conceded, must be the result of a spurious reading? But the ground of the conclusion is internal
;

evidence;

^.

e.,

conjecture, a laying together of contradictories,

demonstrating the inferential, but indisputable, truth, that the
of the infallible writer did not write that statement, impos-

pen

which we now read in the distant copy of his
rule on this point, then, is that internal
be used, but with caution. Again, Lachmann

sible to

be

book.

The obvious

evidence

true,

is to

plumes himself that there

is

not a single reading in his critical
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by the testiBut when we come

are supported

vetastissimi et longlnqu'i.

he gives us nothing but " conjecture."
No particular reading rests upon conjecture; but the
grand foundation of the whole is a bundle of conjectures that
is, upon Lachmann's inferences from internal marks about the
writings which he selects as ancient and competent.
Why does
he choose to believe that among the fathers of the third century,
to his selection of the witnesses,

;

Origen

ment

cites

(and cites

literally)

the codices of the

of best authority in that age

;

New

Testa-

while Julius Africanus and

Dionysius the Great may not be trusted as doing so ? "Why does
he rely on Cyprian rather than Minutius Felix or Arnobius?

Why

does

he-

conclude that the Vatican, the Alexandrine, the

Cambridge, the Codex Ejjhreiii'}, are ancient MSS., while none of
the Byzantine are ? Why, that the splendid and venerable Latin
codex of Brescia vf?i^ interpolated from the (worthless) Byzantine
Greek, while the codex of Yercelli

is

more trusworthy ?

None of
known history. He
It is not now to our pur-

these codices have a continuous, authentic,

proceeds only upon internal evidence.

pose to inquire whether

ground of selection

Lachmann

conjectures right or wrong;

This charge is emiconcerning
nently true
the age which they are pleased to assign
his

is

but conjecture.

Greek MSS. which they recommend to us as most
the Vatican, the Alexandrine, and now the Sinai. It
is expressly admitted that neither of these has an extant history.
No documentary external evidence exists as to the names of the
to those

venerable

:

who transcribed them, the date, or the place of their
Nobody knows whence the Vatican MS. came to the
library, or how long it has been there.
Nobody ventures

copjasts
writing.

pope's

to affirm

drine

MS.

whether
to

Cja'il

Lucaris brought the so-called Alexan-

London from Alexandria,

of Mt. Athos.

or from the monasteries

Tischendorf himself was unable to trace the pre-

sence of his favorite codex, in the monastery of

St.

Catherine on

Mt. Horeb, by external witnesses higher than the twelfth centur}'.

Their early date

is

confessedly assigned

them by conjec-

It may
: a casting together) of internal marks.
be rightly assigned, yet by conjecture. Why, then, may not the
antiquity of some single readings be correctly assigned by simi-

ture [conjectura

lar

evidence?

We

shall next attempt to

show

that several of the critical
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canons retained by our recent editors

are, in their

appKcation,

and unsafe conjecture at that. Let the
that rule which is in full force from Bengel

of a conjectural nature,

reader take

first

to Tischendorf

:

^^

we demur

ardua."

Script'/ oiii jyi^od't ci jprcestat

"difficulty" or "facility" of the reading

Is not the

an internal mark?

to the justice of the rule as a general one.

But
It is

grounded on the supposition that a copyist is far more likely to
take the liberty of changing a phrase, in order to make it easier,
or more intelligible, or more euphonious, or more credible, than
to change it into something more difficult, or harsh, or unpopuBut we reply: Is it at all certain that the majority of
lar.
copyists were competent to judge what reading would be more
grammatical, more easy, more credible?

Is

it

certain that,

if

they did exercise a license of changing the readings for the purpose of gaining these advantages, their standard of taste and

judgment was identical with that of these European gentlemen
We have but to remember who and
of the nineteenth century ?
what were the probable copyists of our oldest codices ; that the
most of them were drowsy and ignoran-t monks, or the merest
mechanical drudges just as in classic MSS. we know the most
of this work was done by slaves; that the process of transcription was, while intended to be servilely faithful, most unintelligent and humdrum that a copyist, who supposed himself more
intelligent, and more capable of useful emendation, was very
likely to choose precisely that reading as most consonant to his
ideas of propriety which seems to our modern notions most a
solecism and we must admit that it is extremely likely, the very
readings which our critics prefer, because they think them too
difficult to be introduced as emendations, were thus introduced
because they were supposed to be easier; and that the very
readings which they suppose to be easy, and therefore suspicious,
would have struck those coppsts, from their point of view, as
;

;

;

very great solecisms.

For, the least acquaintance with the loose

grammar, the superstitious exegesis, the strange prescrif)tive notions of the Christians of the fourth and fifth centuries, now exploded, will convince a fair mind how much more probable our
hypothesis is than the other. Doubtless, where our modern critics
find a reading so difficult or ungrammatical that they conclude it
never could have gotten into the text had not the original author

put

it

there, the

more natural solution

is this

:

if

the codices

show
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any ground to suspect a various reading, it was the difficult one
which arose from the mere mechanical inattention of the copyist,
or from his ignorance of the idiom of his own language, or from
the prompting of some queer theory of his day, which is now
exploded and forgotten. Surely a mere hypothesis, when so
fairly counterpoised by another, cannot be accepted as a general
rule of internal evidence.

A second critical canon much employed is this Where any
ground exists for suspecting a various reading in any passage
which has a parallel in another gospel, that reading shall be
condemned as spurious which would harmonize the two parallel
places most; and that reading shall be held the original one
The
Avhich most tends to make them contradict each other.
argument for this astonishing canon is that, since the change
was made by somebody, in one way or the other, it is presum:

was made by the over-zeal of the copyists, in order to hide
the supposed evidence of contradiction between two inspired
men. Again we ask: How much evidence have we that these
Do we know that
copyists were either over-zealous or knavish ?
the pair of sleepy monks who were droning over a given place
in Mark, knew anything, or remembered anything, or cared anyBut the
thing, at the time, for the parallel place in Matthew ?
chief objection to this canon is that, like some others which
evangelical critics have adopted from the mint of infidel rationalism, its sole probability is grounded in the assumption that the
Let us
evangelists and apostles were not guided by inspiration.
adopt the Christian hypothesis, that the scenes of our Saviour's
life were enacted, and his words spoken, in a given way, and that
the several evangelists were inspired of God to record them infallibly
and the most harmonizing readings will obviously appear to us the most probable readings.
We next consider that method of "comparative criticism"
stated on our 355th page, in which Tregelles confides so much.
able

it

;

A

given

MS.

is

characterized, in the main,

variations from the received text.

We

by a given school

of

consult an ancient father,

who, we have reason to believe, quotes his Greek or Latin Testament literally say Irenieus. We find that, in perhaps a score
of places or more, his quotations from Scripture are verhathn,
according to the varioiis readings in the old MS. in hand. Ting

—

authorizes him, Tregelles thinks, to conclude that this

MS.

cor-
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responded verhathn tlirougliout with the very Testament
lay on the study-table of old Irenreus, at the beginning
third century that we have in it an exact representation
Now,
text which that father used as the authentic one.
;

which
of the
of the

a

mo-

ment's reflection will convince the reader that, unless we believe
that the existing MSS. at that date were very strictly conformed

some distinct " recensions,'' or families, the inference is worthFor else, it is not safe to conclude on the old premise of
less.
it is not safe to assume that the occurrence
'^ex pede Herculevx
of a few of the same readings in Irenseus's Testament proves that
to

;'''

pecuHar readings
Let us explain by a supposed case Let it be supposed that, among editions of Shakspeare printed in the nineteenth centuiy, there were clearly ob-

it

contained the whole

contained in the old

list

MS.

of the thousands of

before us.

:

servable two schools of typographical errors, counting some
thousands that the literary quidnuncs had ascertained that this
;

curious fact arose thus,

viz.,

that in the seventeenth century

there existed two (and only two current) printed editions of

Shakspeare, and these two sets of typographical errors existed
in the two old editions, respectively, distinguishing

them from

each other; and that all the very numerous recent editions,
whether printed by a Murray, a Harper, or a Putnam, Avere but
faithful reprints of the one or the other of»the two old editions.
Now let us suppose further, that in
All that is very intelligible.
turning over the poet Waller, we found, in some twenty or fifty

from Shakspeare regularly contained the
found at the places
errors they were
cited, in the one school of our printed editions.
Then we might
very safely conclude, that the copy of Shakspeare wdiich Waller
cases, that his citations

typographical errors

—

if

—

used was of that old edition of which this schooMs the progeny.
This seems to be precisely Tregelles's inference. And one might
possibly go further, and assume that possibly the poet Waller
believed the copy of Shakspeare he used the more authentic of
the two editions current in his day. But now, to illustrate the
fatal vice of Tregelles's argument, let us suppose that he himself
denied the whole explanation of the two schools of modern editions that he disbeheved the whole theory of a family relationship between the two schools, and two current old editions distinguished from each other in the seventeenth century; it is
exceedingly plain that he has uprooted the basis of his own
;
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argument. Now tliis is just what Tregelles and his friends do
they discard the whole theory of distinct ancient ^' 7'ece)islons,'^
whether distributed into two or three; they recognize no distinguishing character by which the
in families, save the old

MSS. and versions are

and the new.

classed

The old they beheve

to

be correct, and the new incorrect. If this is true, then obviously
their " comparative criticism " is baseless.
It may be correctly
inferred that the Greek Testament which lay on Iren^eus's studytable corresponded in its readings with the various readings of
the old MS. we are examining, in twenty or fifty cases and yet
;

it

may be

just as likely as not, that these

were

all

the pecuhar

readings that corresponded, and that this amount of correspond-

ence was accidental.

Let us now look a
of our recent critics

little

more

closely at the fundamental

maxim

— that the oldest are most trustworthy, and

the more recent comparatively worthless.

In their eyes the
more than
whole
family of agreeing MSS. of the ninth centmy,
that of a
though counted by the hundred. The reason assigned for this
maxim is popular and plausible that the older must of course
be more accurate, because separated by fewest transcriptions
from the original autographs of the inspired men. Let us search
and see whether this is so clear. First, It might very well be
that a copy transcribed in the ninth century might be separated
by fewer transcriptions from the original inspired autographs
than another copy written in the fourth century. How ? Thus
testimony of one

MS.

of the fourth century is worth

:

may have copied direct
from an old copy of the second century, separated by only two
removes from the autograph left by John at Ephesus whereas
the fouiih century copyist may have borrowed for transcription
the MS. of a friend written a few months before from a MS. of
that this copyist of the ninth century

;

the latter part of the third century, which, in turn, was copied
from a MS. of the middle of that century, which, in turn, was
copied from one of the beginning of that centurj-, Avhich again
was separated by three or four transcriptions from the old second century MS. so nearly related to John's. Dr. Tischendorf
claims that he has effected the exact parallel of what we have
supposed. He has published in A. D. 1862 a fac simile edition
of the Sinai codex.
Let it be supposed that we have in our library a copy of Kobeii Stephens's great edition of the (despised)
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"We, proceeding ii-^on the
of the year 1550 A. D.
argument of Tischendorf and the recent critics, that the oldest
are nearest the autographs, claim that the folio of Stephens is
as much more correct than the Imperial Folio of Tischendorf, as
From this Dr. TischenA. D. 1550 is earher than A. D. 1862.
But on what grounds ? He
dorf would demur energetically.
would claim that, although his edition is three hundred years
later, it is separated from the apostles by far fewer transcriptions.
He would affirm that his St. Petersburg folio is a fac simile of the
that this is of the fourth century that it is most
Sinai MS.
probably one of the veritable fifty of Eusebius Coesariensis, transcribed b}^ order of the Emperor Constantine
that the copy
which was immediate parent to that was most probably of Origen's
editing and that this was separated by very few transcriptions
from the apostles. Whereas he objects, Stephens's folio, though
printed in. 1550, was copied from the Erasmian and Aldine edixoivTj ixdocnz,

;

;

;

;

tions,

but a

little

older than itself

they in turn fi'om recent MSS.

;

and these separated by many transcriptions from the

we

Just so,

number

of

reply, the date is XDortJi hut

removes

at

which a given copy

little

apostles.

to determine the

related to the apos-

is

autographs.

tolic

Second, If the

maxim were

true that the

most ancient

codices

are the most trustworthy, then the most ancient ought to differ
least intei'

As we approach

se.

so nearly to the

common

foun-

more and more to unity.
the showing of the critics them-

tain-head, the streams ought to approach

Now, according

Is this so ?

the Sinaitic,

be a very

common

:

significant, not to

say suspicious, resemblance, in

theii'

omission of a few readings, to which a peculiar interest

attaches.

mate

to

seems to be thus that the three oldest codices^
Vatican and Alexandrine, have what we shall find to

selves, the case

But

in other respects they

do not seem

to ajoproxi-

Tischendorf has himself given us a very striking
proof of this in his Tauchnitz edition of the authorized English
version.
He has given us there, at the bottom of the page, a
identitj-.

many various readings, as between his three favorites, and
not merely as between them on the one side and the received

great

text

on the

run the eye over these
from the received
text are \qx\ numerous, the instances in which the Sinaitic, Vatican, and Alexandrine MSS. agree among themselves are comother.

It is only necessary to

foot-notes to see that, while the variations
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among themmagnitude to be represented in
the Enghsh language, are, upon an approximate estimate, not
fewer than five thousand and this, of course, excludes the minuter variations of spelling and arrangement, which disappear in
translation. This is a larger number of various readings than Augustus Halm has collected, as worthy of notice, from all the critical labors of Griesbach's, Knapp's, Scholz's, and Lachmann's NewTestaments. Thus it appears that the plan of our critics, wdien
executed by their own hands, seems to yield very poor results.
The three "faithful witnesses" harmonize less with each other
than the digests made from the diversified testimony of the deparatively rare.

Tlie disagreements of the three,

which are of

selves,

sufficient

;

spised

!

Third,

The

oldest existing

MS.

is

not claimed to possess an

antiquity earlier than the fourth century.

The

interval

between

abundantly -wide to make corruptions of the text in that oldest MS., both by accident and design,
that date

and the apostles

is

that is to say, no MS. is ancient
enough to lead us above the first source of the stream of errors.
Now, then, what is the state of the facts ? On one side there are
a very few MSS. for which very great age is claimed on the

both possible and probable

;

;

other side (the Byzantine or Constantinopolitan) there

is

a nu-

merous family of MSS., of which nearly seven hundred have
been collated in whole or in part, which have a great uniformity
in their readings, but they are admitted to be, mostly, subsequent

to the ninth century.

claimed do not, in
small

number

The few

fact,

which extreme antiquity is
agree closely, but they do agree in a
for

of very significant differences, chiefly omissions,

by which they are veiy

distinctly characterized as against the

Constantinopolitan school ot

MSS.

are claimed to be old, discredit the
ply,

No.

And

Now,

shall these few,

many more

recent?

which

We re-

in addition to the reasons disclosed already

we

must have had a parentage from some MS. older than themselves. Although this
urge this: this Constantinopolitan family
their ancient parent is
it

now

lost,

yet their existence proves that

once existed, and had the features which they

common.

now

possess in

So that the actual (former) existence and character

of that original is as perfectly demonstrated to the reason as the

and character of the Sinaitic MS. is to the senses.
Now, whence that original? From authentic or from corrupt
existence
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no reasoning to say, on grounds of conjecture,
was from a corruj)t source for it is equally possible to

sourees?
tliat it

It is

;

conjecture

Has

sources.

Vatican MS. arose out of corrupt
not been shown tliat the fourtli century is not

tliat tlie
it

Sinai or

tlie

enough to ascend above the sources of possible corruptions ?
If, then, we and our rivals proceed to reasons, in order to substantiate our conjectures, we urge that one codex is much more
One dishonest hand
liable to corruption than a whole family.
is enough to do the former there must be a concert of many to
do the latter. The one was a codex made and preserved for
There were
private uses, the others were for public church uses.
therefore a thousand jealous guardians, bishops, clergy, intelligent laymen, to watch against the corruption of the many but
there was only one mind, or at most a few, interested in the
early

;

;

purity of the single codex.

Fourth^ This leads us to consider the

critical

value of Scrip-

MSS. made for liturgical purposes, as compared with those
made for scholastic private use. The Constantino23olitan family of existing MSS. evidently belong to the former sort, be-

ture

cause this appears from their general conformity with existing
lectionaries,

from their so often containing the calendar of the

.Greek Church, and from their careful and ornamental execution.

But the few old MSS.

supposed antiquity were
and private preseradmit, yea, claim, both these
and assert that the liturgical MSS. are least to be relied
of the greatest

made for liturgical use, but for
Now, our modern critics
vation.

not

facts,

upon.

We

ask,

why?

scholastic

Is not this conclusion exactly against

Are not our pulpit Bibles now most carefully
printed of all? Does not church history teach us that both the
pride and the principle of the bishops and other clergy led them
to use great care in the accuracy of their church MSS., and
especially under the patriarchate of Constantinople?
But, say
our opponents, the liturgical use of a MS. would compel it to be

common

sense?

conformed, at

all

hazards, to the

xoturi exooac::,

because the ear of

the people accustomed to this would require such agi'eement.

We

was not that very necessity wholly
favorable to the perpetuation of accuracy? To deny it, is to
assume that the xocvrj ixooat^ vjcis at first inaccurate. Such indeed
is the vicious circle in which the argument of these critics moves.
The amount of it is the Constantinopolitan family of existing
reply: very well; and

:
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corrupt, because they agree with the

xotvrj

must be very faulty, because it
ixuoai^
and the xoivtj
But now grant what is not an assumption,
agrees with them
but history that the church teachers were at first very scrupuexouac;

;

—

!

—

lous, especially in that part of

Christendom, to give their churches

a correct Bible, and that thus there was at

first a received text
which was correct; then the necessity of conforming the new
liturgical copies to the estabhshed habitudes of the people was
a safeguard for accuracy, not a source of corruption. In this
connection let us notice the reproach, that no old MS. of the

Constantinopohtan family survives to warrant the fidelity of its
The probable reason is, that those codices were worn
out by the popular use for which they were designed or, being
progeny.

;

iu

weekly use in the churches,

fell

fury of Diocletian and his successors

victims to the persecuting

more

easily than the scho-

lastic copies hidden away in the monasteries and hermitages.
Fifth, Everything in the historical position of those churches,

which afterwards formed the patriarchate of* Constantinople,
marks them as the most likely places in which to look for corThere was the native home
rect copies of the New Testament.
of the Greek language, with the truest Grecian culture. To them
nearly aU the New Testament was at first addressed. There
were the churches for whose use Luke, with Paul's guidance,
and Mark, with Peter's guidance, and John the beloved apostle,
prepared three out of the four Gospels. It was at EpJiesus that
the Apostle John, in his last days, recognized and codified the
four Gospels, including Matthew's. There chiefly labored nearly
To
all the apostles who have wielded the pen of inspiration.
those churches, or among them, nearly all the Epistles were

Romans, and John

written; the

1st,

2d and

3d,

among

them,'

the Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians,
Thessalonians, Philemon, Timothy, and Titus, to them.

was the canon
in the

home

closed,

by the Apocalypse

of his old age, Ephesus.

There

of John, first published

In a word, the

soil of

the

New

Testament
canon. Facts are also much obscured by representing Alexandria as the metropohs of Greek learning after the Christian era,
and directing us to look thither for the most intelligent and

Greek Church

is

the native birthplace of the

earliest sources of Christian Greek.

ages, a large,

Alexandria was, in those

an assuming, a busthng, a heterogeneous commer-
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But it is very erroneous to rej^resent it as the acknowledged queen of the Greek civilization. Antioch was still it3
equal. Iconium was for Asia Minor a far more influential centre.
Above all, the
Ephesus was still the queen of the JEgean.
old ascendency of Athens, with her younger rival, Corinth, was
cial city.

supreme, even down to the days of Constantine; and, beside her acknowledged classic culture, the pretensions of Alexandria were but semi-barbaric. It is not a historical fact that
Greek Christianity drew its knowledge prevalently from Alex-

still

andria.

The

last great persecution

the whole eastern empire

;

seems to have raged equally over

and,

if

we may

credit the Christian

was everywhere attended with a great destruction of the
sacred books. But those writers tell us also of the many pious
expedients by which the faithful preserved a part of them. It is
reasonable to think that as large a portion of them were saved
by the numerous churches of Asia Minor, and Greece, as elsewhere; and that, when the days of peace returned, these were
again multiplied, with the pristine care and accuracy, for the
supply of the churches. But in the seventh and eighth centuries,
a great historic change occurred, which established a grand differ^vriters,

—

ence in favor of the Constantinopolitan churches the Saracen
Syria, Palestine, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Africa,
conquests.

were then utterly subdued by the Moslems and in these countries Christianity was everywhere suppressed, and almost exterminated. But, until the middle of the fifteenth century, Constantinople still stood, sorely pressed indeed by the Moslems, but yet
independent; a Christian Greek kingdom, retaining the ecclesiastical literature, the language, and the church usages of the third
;

and fourth centuries, with a singular and stereotyped tenacity.
Then came the final overthrow and dispersion of 1453. The
Greek scholars and ecclesiastics, who then filled Europe with the
news of their calamity, became the channels for transmitting to
all the west the precious remains of early Christianity ; and providence prepared the church with the new art of printing to preserve and diffuse them.
It was thus that the Constantinopolitan
MSS., the representatives of the xoc'urj exoom^ of former ages, be-

came the parents

of our received text.
"We have hitherto seemed to admit the full claims of the Sinaitic,
But let
Vatican, and Alexandrine MSS. to a great antiquity.
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advert to the grounds on which the experts rest those

we

shall find them, according to their

own showing,

far

from conclusive. As we remarked, none
an authentic external history their antiquity is
from internal marks. Those marks are so nearly common to
them all, that we may, with sufficient correctness, take that statehave
inferred wholly

of these codices

;

of them made by Tischendorf for his Sinai MSS. in his
Prolegomena to the imperial edition, as an example of all.
The monastery of St. Catharine, on Mt. Horeb, is supposed to
have been founded by the Emperor Justinian, A. D. 530 and
Tischendorf would fain persuade himself that this venerable MS.
was a part of the endowment originally bestowed upon it by its

ment

;

and that it was one of the fifty MSS. provided
by Eusebius of Cresarea for the Emperor Constantine. There
is no external mark of its age save that it was there, and was
handled by some of the monks in the twelfth century. Its internal marks of age are the following It is written, not only in uncial
Greek characters, but in that species of uncials found in the
Vatican MS., and in some classical MSS. on papyrus found in
royal founder

;

:

Herculaneum. It has scarcely any marks of punctuation. It
has four columns on each page (the largest folios, next to it, having but three,) and Tischendorf thinks, with Hyig, that this marks
such MSS. as belonging to the age when the old rolled parchments were just going out of fashion; because it is supposed
the copyists who were adopting the new fashion would seek
to propitiate the reader's eye, by making as many columns as
possible present themselves ad aperturain on the two faces of
the two contiguous leaves. It resembles the oldest biblical MSS.
in their antiquated spelling, inflection of words, and order of
several books.
It has the Ammonian clia])tejL'S, and the Eusebian canons yet it is conceded they may have been added by
another hand than the copyist's. It contains the Epistle of
Barnabas (so-called), and the Pastor Ilennce, from which it is
inferred that the copyist regarded these two spurious pieces as
belonging to the canon of Scripture. Now it is supposed that
their claim to that place was exploded before the end of the
fourth century, because the Council of Laodicea in A. D. 364,
and of Carthage in 397, condemned them as spurious. Yet Euse;

bius, says Tischendorf, expressly places these pieces, with the
" Acts of Paul," among the di/vchyofxtva a sufficiently clear proof,
:

Vol. I.— 24.

j
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one wovild think, that this copy was not one of his fifty. Tischinasmuch as the two pieces were not universally rejected, the pohtic Eusebius w^ould be more Hkely to retain
them, than to make the general suspicion of them a ground for
encTorf thinks that,

Another sign of antiquity for the Sinai MS. is,
that the numerous marginal corrections, which are supposed to
be later than the writing itself, are also in uncials. Last, its
omissions (such as those in Mark xvi. 8 to end Matt. xiii. 35,)
are such as to associate it with the Vatican, and the very oldest

their exchision.

;

Such is the editor's argument.
These marks we cannot but regard as very far short of a demonstration that the MS. was the work of either the fourth or
fifth century.
We have no disposition to contest its possession
of an equal antiquity to that of the Vatican and Alexandrine
MSS. But one obvious remark is, that several of these arguments depend whoUy upon the assumed antiquity of the latter
fragments.

whereas the evidences of their age are not different from these.
Such arguing amounts to no more than this, that the Sinaitic
MS. is as old as the Vatican and how old is the Vatican ? "Why,
;

Second; all the internal marks of great
antiquity, as the character in which it is written, the spelling, the
inflections, the arrangement, are made invalid by this consideraas old as the Sinaitic.

tion: that so

many

reasons existed to prompt the copyist to
from the older copy before him.

A

retain those pecuHarities

temper of monkish conservatism, superstitious veneration for the
forms of the past, the wish to perpetuate a pious fraud, or incompetency to change the antiquated features intelligently, may
have caused, and doubtless often did cause, copyist after copyist

still

to reproduce these pecuHarities,

had become generally antiquated.

Let

even ages after they
it

be remembered, on

the last point, that multitudes of codices were transcribed in the

monasteries by

men whose grammatical knowledge was wholly

what they were ^\Titing. They employed
the hours of a superfluous leisure, which had no value, in imitating mechanically, letter by letter, the copy before them, much
as a Chinaman paints the name of his EngHsh customer on a
sign-board, while he knows not a letter of the English alphabet.
It is obvious that such transcribers could not venture to change
anything intentionally, however liable to change many things unconsciously they could not change uncials into ciu'sive letters,
insufficient to construe

j
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or old inflections into contemporary ones
cisely

what was before

tliem, or else not

Moreover, in the third place,

it is

tliej

;

copy
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must imitate pre-

at

all.

exceedingly erroneous to

suppose that the uncial and the cursive writing succeeded each
other at a given date; they were contemporary for centuries.
cursives ar-e known to have been in use as early as Trajan,
and the uncials are known to have remained in use until the
eighth century. The one set of characters were used for certain
species of writing the other for more serious kinds.
A maker
of grave-stones in our day carves the inscription on his marble
in uncials, and then goes to his ledger and enters his bill in cursives, for- the cost of the carving.
It would be very unsafe reasoning, which should afterwards conclude that the marble must
have been inscribed many ages before the ledger. To the practical mind it will appear very obvious, however provoking to the
romantic temper of the antiquary, that the transcription of copies
in large unicals may be accounted for by the very prosaic fact,

The

;

The only expedient

for as-

aged was to enlarge the

size of

that spectacles were not yet invented.
sisting the failing eyesight of the

the

letters.

Fourth ; the presence of the iwo apocryphal pieces is very far
from a demonstration that the whole Avriting was older than the
councils of Laodicea and Carthage.
When the piety of the
monkish ages inscribed works of human, but revered, origin on
the same parchment with the Bible, this was very far from showing that
is this,

it

assigned

it

a formal place in the canon.

when we remember

How

obvious

that the Anglican Church, in imita-

now! She
same volume the Apocrypha and the

tion of the patristic ages, is doing the very thing

prints

and binds up

into the

Scriptures, while she declares that the former are not canonical.

Again, Tischendorf places the Alexandrine

century

;

but

it

MS. only

contains the Epistle of Clement.

in the fifth

Again, Euse-

bius places the Acts of Paul, the Epistle of Barnabas, and the

Pastor of Hermas, not
supposes, but

among

B. III., Ch. 25.)

among

the Noda:.

the

d.vziliybp.z\jat^

as Tischendorf

(See his Ecclesiastical History,

Let the reader accept this as one among sev-

eral proofs that the affectation of superior accuracy of research

over those grand and honest old English scholars, whose
opinions they would supersede, has but

more

:

Athanasius gave (A. D. 315) a

list

little

of the

ground.

New

critical

Once

Testament
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books esteemed genuine, whicli agrees exactly with ours in omitting these spurious pieces.

And

the earlier fathers,

up

to Iren-

seus and Tertullian, while not gi"vang, like Eusebius, professed
lists of the canon, yet quote just the same books as genuine as

We

now compose our New Testament.

have, then, the hsts of

Caius the Presb}i;er, A. D. 200, and of Origen, as preserved in
the Ecclesiastical JJistory of Eusebius, B. YI., Ch. 25. These also
exclude the two pieces fi-om

among

Now

the genuine.

then,

if

Tischendorf's inference were valid, the presence of this spurious
Epistle of Barnabas, and of the Pastor of Hermas, in his Sinai
MS. must elevate its antiquity, not to the fourth century, but to
The argument is therefore worthless. This
the second century.
feature of his MS., on the contrary, in the eyes of every sober

must depreciate its value, and make it probable that it was
the work of monkish superstition, rather than of sound biblical
scholarship, and the production of a place and an age which give
critic,

but a feeble guarantee of honesty or accin-acy.

This inquiry into the credit of these so-called oldest codices is
is of more practical interest to the

preliminary to another, which

While the various readings are, as we have seen, almost numberless, there are but a few which implicate in any deThe singular
gree any fact, usage or doctrine of our religion.
thing is, that the modern critics claim the three codices on almost
Christian.

every one of these important variations as against the received
The following list of them is not presented as complete,
text.

but as containing the most notable of these points.
As affecting facts and usages, the Sinai and the Vatican

MSS.

concur in omitting, in Matt. vi. 13, the closing doxology of our
Lord's prayer. In John viii. 1-11, they and the Alexandrine
omit the whole narrative of Christ's interview with the woman
taken in adultery and her accusers. The first two also omit the

whole of Mark x\d., from the ninth verse to the end. Acts ^aii.
37, in which P hili p is represented as propounding to the eunuch

by

faith as the quahfication for baptism, is omitted

As

tance are the folloT\dng, in which there

ment between the (supposed) old
received text reads, that Paul,
light

all

three.

affecting doctrine, the only omissions of practical

from heaven,

said, I

am

Jesus,

said,

whom

"Who

is also

In Acts

codices.

when

ix. 5, 6,

struck to the earth

art thou,

thou persecutest

Lord?
;

it is

impor-

a general agree-

And

the

by the

the Lord

hard for thee to
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said,
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and astonished,
the Lord said
Vatican and Alexandrine

he, trembling

Lord, what wilt thou have

me

to

do

?

And

unto him, Arise," etc. Now the Sinai,
MSS. all concur in making such omissions as to leave the passage thus "I am Jesus [of Naz., Alexandrine]^ whom thou persecutest biit arise, and go into," etc.
:

;

In Acts XX. 28, the received text makes Paul saj to the Ephesine elders " To feed the church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood." The Alexandrine codex here makes
him sav, "To feed the church of the Lord, which he hath purchased with his own blood ;" and so read the Codices Ejphrmai
and Bezm.
In 1 Tim. iii. 16, the received text represents Paul as sajing
" Great is the mystery of godliness God Avas manifest in the
The Vatican here supports the received text but
flesh," etc.
the Sinai, Codex Ephremi, and probably the Alexandrine, read
"Great is the mystery of godliness, who Avas manifest in the
:

;

;

It is true that the editors

flesh," etc.

say the reading of the

Alexandrine MS.

Certain pen-marks have
is here uncertain.
been either changed or revmtten (it cannot be ascertained which)
by a later hand, which, if genuine, would make it read, with the
received text, 0£oc, instead of

6^.

In 1 John V. 7, the received text represents John as saying
" There are three that bear record in heaven the Father, the
Word, and the Holy Ghost and these three are one.
All the
old MSS. concur in omitting the heavenly witnesses, so that it
shall read, " For there are three that bear record the Spirit, the
water, and the blood; and these three agree in one."
In Jude 4, the received text represents the heresiarchs whom
Jude rebukes as " denying the only Master, the God and Lord
:

;

:

of us, Jesus Christ."
f^jpLcov ''Ir^ao'bv

i.

rou jibvov

Xpcazbv apuou/uevoi.

mistranslates.)

In Eev.

{xal

The MSS. omit

debu xai K'jocov

dzOTtorrji)

The authorized English version
debu.

11, the received text represents the glorified

siah as declaring to

in Patmos, " Saying, I

Omega, the

last;

book,"

etc.

first

John
and the

All the three

and what thou

seest write in a

MSS. under remark concur

ting the Messiah's eternal titles, so as to read thus:

behind

me

write," etc.

a great voice as of a trumpet, saying,

Mes-

am Alpha and
in omit-

"heard

What thou

seest
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If

now

the reader

he

ations,

^vdll

glance back

will find that in

upon

this latter list of vari-

every case, the doctrinal effect of the

.departure from, the received text is to obscure or suppress

some

testimony for the divinity of the "Saviour. In the first (Acts ix.
that Saul's resistance to the
.5, 6) the received text teaches us
cause of Jesus was an impracticable resistance to divine moniThis the so-called older MSS. suppress. In Acts xx.

tions.

28, if the church which is bought with blood, is GocTs, and
bought with "A25 own hloocl" then Christ, who confessedly
bought it, is very God. This striking proof is adroitly suppressed by the suppression or change of a word. In 1 Tim. iii.
16, the only

God

Jesus Christ.

ever manifest in the flesh

If,

is

obviously our Lord

then, the received text stands, he is categori-

God Here, again, the adroit change of a letter, and
a dash of the pen, expunges the testimony, ty reading 0^ for 0c
"who" for "God." In 1 John v. 7, 8, the received text presents
cally called

'

us two
eai-th,

sets,

and

or triads, of -wdtnesses, one in heaven, the other on

asserts the unity of the first triad in one.

omitted, and thus

Jude, verse

4,

all

reference to a trinity

All this is

obhterated.

is

In

a correct rendering of the received text calls

our Lord Jesus Christ the only Master and God, thus asserting

The MSS., by

his proper divinity in exclusive terms.

leaving

out the word God, greatly weaken, though, even then, they do

not destroy this testimony for Christ's di^anity.

Kev.

i.

And

last, in

11, they all concur in omitting those assertions of di"\dne

eternity

which the received

text ascribes to the Messiah,

which

in the 8th verse are ascribed to "the Almighty."

Now

it

should be remarked that, were

the received text expunged as spurious,

all

many

these readings of

other clear testi-

monies for Christ's di\'inity would remain unquestioned by any
critical authority, and abundantly sufficient to establish the docBut the significant fact to which
trine on an impregnable basis.

we wish

especially to call attention is this

:

that all the variations

proposed on the faith of these MSS. which have any doctrinal
importance, should attack the one doctrine of the Trinity; nay,
we may say even more specifically, the one dcctrine of Christ

The various readings taken from the \arious MSS. and
by the hundred thousands; but the vast
majority of them are utterly insignificant; and among the few
which remain, after deducting these, all which bear on doctrine
deity.

versions are counted
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bear on one doctrine; and that, a doctrine whicli was keenlydebated jnst before the times when, it is claimed, these three old
Their admirers claim for them an origin

were copied.

codices

The Sabellian and Arian conand fourth. Is there no coincidence
here ? Things do not happen again and again regularly without
a cause. Why is it that some other doctrines of Christianity do
not happen to be assailed by these variations, if indeed their oc-

in the fourth or fifth centnry.
troversies raged in the third

The curious

currence

is

only one

vital doctrine

fortuitous

?

coincidence,

we

should be touched in any of

repeat, that

its

supposed

by all the mp-iads of variations, almost irresistibly
impels the mind to the conclusion, that not the chance errors of
transcribers, but some deliberate hand, has been at work in these
instances.
And when we remember the date of the great Trinitarian contest, and compare it with the supposed date of these
exemplars ®f the sacred text, the ground of suspicion becomes
Now, did the party of Athanasius introduce spurious
violent.

testimonies,

testimonies into the sacred text in support of the hfxoouaiov

;

or

did the party of Arius expunge authentic testimonies from the
sacred text in order to obscure that doctrine?

The question

seems to lie most probably between these limits. It may never
admit of sohition but a moment's reflection will convince the
reader that the credit and value of these so-called oldest codices
This stands out as one of
are complicated with that question.
their most prominent characteristics, viz., that they agree with
;

each other in omitting these striking testimonies to the di^dnity of
Christ

;

and that they

also agree, in the main, in all the other ex-

and practice.
Now, without deciding whether the Athanasians or the Arians
were in fact the corrupters, we must decide that the three ancient
tensive omissions, implicating matters of gospel fact

codices represent the views of persons

who regarded

the Athana^

If this latter charge

sians as in these passages the corrupters.

can be proved, then the credit of the three old codices
greatly strengthened

;

if

is

thereby

the opposite charge can be estabhshed,

that the Arian party sought fi-audulently to expiuige these valu-

able testimonies against them, then the credit of the three old
codices, as against

the rival

xoivri Ixooatz, is

weakened.

Can any evidence be found in our day substantiating the one
charge and refuting the other? It appears to an impartial view
that such evidence

must

be,

if it

exists at

all,

of the following
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kinds

:

Fii'st, tlie

MSS. and

internal evidence for or against tlie

genuineness of tlie first class of passages omitted, namely, the

such as Mark x^-i. 9 to end; John viii. 1-11. It is
true that the Arian strife is not implicated in these places, but
their extent and historical importance is so marked that if their
genuineness be demonstrated, then their absence from the three
old codices characterizes them very strongly as mutilated copies.
historical,

For

it is

slight thing for copies ob%'iously professing so

no

much

completeness to omit -whole blocks of ten or twelve verses, containing substantive and important incidents in our Saviour's Hfe

and teachings. But if the character of mutilated copies is fixed
on them, then the reader is prepared, by probable e\-idence, to
suspect them of error in the other, the very marked doctrinal
omissions.
Second, the evidence in the case must consist of the
MSS. and internal evidences against or for the readings which
If these readings can be sustained
sustain the divinity of Christ.
on

critical

grounds purely, to that extent the three old

crxlices

are

convicted of complicity with Ai'ian mutilations of the genuine

And,

text.

third, the ciuestion

may be

decided in part by exter-

nal testimony and inference as to the existence and the justice of

such charges against the Athanasians of interpolating, or against
the Aiians of expunging, readings favorable or adverse to their
For, in fine, we return to the proposition
distinctive dogmas.
with which we set out, that the existing variations in these doctrinal readings raise a violent probability of the fact that sorae-

have been at work on the ancient text, ^'ith malice
prepense, to do the one or the other thing.
Under the first head it is not our purpose to oppress our readhocly's Jiands

MSS.

versions and edi-

class of passages.

"We shall satisfy

ers with a long detail of the sufi'rages of
tors, for or against the

ourselves vnih.

first,

presenting the probability which appears fi'om the

conclusions of the

the " old codices."

modern

critics,

All of them, then, are against the genuine-

ness of the doxology in Matt.

mann
Even

its

vi.

13.

All of

are in favor of the genuineness of

them except Lach-

Mark

xvi.

9 to end.

that most unsparing amputator of the receivted text, Tre-

gelles,
viii.

including the "votaries" of

dares not insert his knife here.

1-11,

we

"\\^heu

we come

to

John

find Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Tregelles against

genuineness, but

cot, substantially.

all

the others admit

it,

as does Bishoj) Elli-

Against the genuineness of Acts

viii.

37 they
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We thus see tliat these critics are compelled themadmit
the genuineness of a large part of these omissions
selves to

all

concur.

Whatever

against the authority of the old codices.

of proba-

bility this carries is therefore rather against their credit

favor of

than in

it.

When we come to the second class of e^'idences, that from the
MSS. and internal proofs for or against the doctrinal various
readings, we find a very similar showing of the critics, save as to
the most expHcit one of

all,

(1

John

This

v. 7.)

all

concur in

As to the rest, they differ more or less, while the
maj'ority of them admit such a show of ancient and of internal
authority for them as would satisfy most minds, even from their
condemning.

point of \aew, that they have a fair claim to stand as authentic.

Dismissing them with this remark, we proceed to consider 1 John
7 a

V.

little

more

in detail.

This reading Tregelles considers so

ob^dously spurious that he disdains to discuss
vote against

it.

they would have
stood that

But
it.

let

When we

is

raise this inquiry, let

we do not undertake

the bibhcal critics of

All the critics

it.

us see whether the case

as clear as

it

be under-

the hopeless task of satisfying

its certain

Neither do we

genuineness.

absolutely assert its genuineness, but

we present

in favor of its claim for the purpose of

the arguments

showing that they do

carry a good degree of probability, and that even in this extreme
case, the recent critics are not so infallible as they pretend to

Our object is to keep it an open question, and to preserve
amount of probability which appears fairly to attach to the
common reading. The reader ^\dll then, by a plain a fortiori
be.

that

argument, conclude as to the other doctrinal readings, which
these scholars attack with so

much

less

probabilities are altogether in their favor.
text in 1

John

v.

7 also furnishes us a

of that internal evidence

confidence, that the

The

often-contested

good instance

which the recent

of the value

critics profess to dis-

card.

The

critics all

the words which
(>'.

aaoT'joo'ji'Te^

Hi^z'jaa
iv

•

zfi y/j.^

agree in exscinding from the

we

include within parenthesis.

reading

" dzt TjJtl^

dacv

[iv zai ohnavoi^ b Uazr^o, 6 Aoj-o^, xai zb ayiou

xal oliza ol zfJzT^ eu tcac.

zo

common

ITiyz~jua, xac

Kac

Tfjs7^ ectriv ot fiaftzopoibuzt:;

zb vocon, xal zb uliia' xal of zptl:; erV '6

ev ecar^.
The internal evidence against this excision, then, is in
the following strong points: Firat^ if it be made, the masculino
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article,

numeral, and

to agree directly

j^articiple, ol Tf>s7^ fxapvopooi^zt:;, are

-oitli

three neuters

— an

made

insuperable and very

bald grammatical difficulty. But if the disputed "u'ords are allowed to stand, they agi'ee directly \ni\\ two masculines and one
neuter noun,

6 Ua-r^rt, b Aoyoc, xai zb dycou ITi^s~jua;

known

cording to a well

where, ac-

among

rale of syntax, the masculines

the gi'oup control the gender over a neuter connected "udth them.

Then the occurrence

of the masculines

TptT:: /larjTopouuTs::

in the

and al/jay
by the power of attraction, so well known
in Greek syntax, and by the fact that the Ui^toua, the leading
noun of this second group, and next to the adjectives, has just
had a species of masculineness superinduced upon it by its preeighth verse agreeing

may be accounted

^a-ous position in

•u'ith

the neuters, TTvvjua,

'Joojo

for

the masculine group.

Second^

if

the excision

made, the eighth verse coming next to the sixth, gives us a
very bald and awkward, and apparently meaningless, repetition of
the Spirit's -^^-itness t^N'ice in immediate succession.
Third, if the
excision is made, then the proposition at the end of the eighth
verse, xai o\ tfttic eiz rb iu ecacv, contains an unintelligible reference.
The insuperable awkwardness of this chasm in the meaning is obscured in the authorized English version, " and these
three agree in one." Let a version be given which shall do fair
is

jiTstice to

by
and

the force of the definite article here, as established

the Greek idiom and of the whole construction, thus

:

"

these three agree to that (aforesaid) One," the argument appears.

TThat

is

that aforesaid unity to which these three agree ?

If the

none the to iv so clearly
designated by the definite article, as an object to which the
reader has already been introduced, has no antecedent presence
in the passage.
Let the seventh verse stand, and all is clear:
seventh verse

is

exscinded, there

the three earthly -sWtnesses

testif}-

is

:

to that aforementioned unity

which the Father, Word, and Spirit

constitute.

But, fourtJi, the internal e^-idence from the apostle's scope
if

possible,

still

more

conclusive.

He had

is,

just asserted (verses

1 to 6) the essential importance of faith as the instrumental

bond

spmtual Kfe and the only victory over the •world.
must have a solid warrant. And the
thing of which faith must be assured is the true sonship and
proper divinity of Christ. See emphatically verse 5 with verses
The only faith that quickens the soul and overcomes
11, 12, 20.

To

of our

exert such energy, faith
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the world

God has
26),

is the belief (verse 5) that Jesus is God's Son, that
appointed him our Life (compare John's Gospel, v. 21,

and that

Now,

this Life is true or veritahle God.

then, the

answer this question On what icarvant shall
our faith accept these wondrous propositions about Jesus ? The
ninth verse gives us the key-note of his answer On GocTs tearThis divine warrant (nothing less would answer) comes to
rant.
apostle's scope is to

:

:

ue,Ji/'si (y^rse 6), in

inspired men.

second (verse

the words of the Holy Ghost speaking by his

(See John's Gospel, xvi. 8,
7), in

Spirit, asserting

V.

37

;

comes

to us,

and confirming by miracles the sonship and

unity of Jesus Christ

John

It

etc.^

the words of the Father, the "Word, and the

Matt.

xii.

-svith

28

;

the Father (as in Matt.

John

viii.

18

;

iii.

16, 17

;

and such like
the work of the Holy

xv. 26

;

It comes to us, third (verse 8), in
Ghost applying the blood and water from Christ's pierced side for
our cleansing, in accordance with ancient types and modern sacraments, which concur in the doctrine of Christ's divinity. It
comes to uii, fourth (verse 10), in the spiritual consciousness of
the believer himself, certifying to him that he feels wdthin a

places).

How

divine

change.

modes

of teaching,

consistent, how accordant with John's
how harmonious is all this, if we accept the

seventh verse as genuine

?

But,

stone of the arch of evidence

is

if

we exscind

wanting

;

it,

the very key-

the crowning proof

of our faith is divine (verse 9) is struck out.
The probability in favor of the reading which thus arises is
confirmed when we remember the circumstances in view of which
the apostle John undoubtedly wrote this passage.
AiTthentic
tradition teaches us that John spent his latest years at and near
Ephesus. Internal marks evince what that tradition testifies,
that this epistle was written in those latter years, and for his
own spiritual children in those regions. He tells them that the
purpose of his ^vTiting was to warn them against seducers (ii.
26), whose heresy, long predicted, was now developed, and was
characterized by a denial of the proper sonship (ii. 26) and inNow we know that these
carnation (iv. 2) of Jesus Christ.
heretics were Ebionites, and chiefly Cerinthians and Nicolaithat the vxirrant

tanes.

Irenreus, Epiphanius,

all vitiated

and other

the doctrine of the Trinity.

fathers, tell us that

they

Cerinthus taught that

"
Jesus was not miractdously born of a virgin, and that the " Word

Christ

was not

truly

and eternally

divine, but a sort of angelic
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Aiofi, associated witli the natural

The

sect of Nicolaitanes is

Gnostic DocetfB,

man Jesus up

most probably

who denied

that the

to his crucifixion.

identified with the

Aion Christ had a

real

body, ascribing to him only a seeming or phantasmal body and
It can scarcely be doubted that these are the errors
blood.
against which

John

is

here fortifying the faith of his "children."

Then, the very point of the seventh verse in the disputed passage
was obtruded upon the apostle's attention when he was writing
Is it not hard to believe that he should, under the circumit.
stances, wTite anything but what the received text ascribes to
him ? If we let the seventh verse stand, then the whole passage
is framed, with apostolic wisdom, to exclude at once both heresies.

In verse seventh he refutes the Cerinthian, declaring the unity of
the Father, Word, and Spirit, and with the strictest accuracy,
employing the 7ieute?\ ev elacv, to fix the very point which Cerinthus denied, the unity of the three persons in one common substance.
He then refutes the Nicolaitanes, declaring the proper

humanity

of Jesus,

and the actual shedding and application by

the Spirit of that water and blood of whose effusion he was himself eye-witness, and to which he testifies in his gospel so emphatically, in chapter xix. 34, 35.

We

agree here with Calvin,

" as

in regarding " the water

not a direct reference
and the blood
and the supper, but to that blood
and water which came from the Redeemer's side, of which our
two sacraments are emblems. The shedding of that water and
blood, witnessed by the apostle himself, evinced that Jesus was
the true antitype to the Hebrew laver and altar, and to all the ritual
of both in all ages that water and blood, applied by the Holy
Ghost, cleansing believers from depravity and guilt, mark Christ
to the sacraments of baptism

;

"Lamb slain from the foundation of the world," the promised Jehovah-Christ, Immanuel, of both dispensations. Now,
when we hear the apostle tell his " children," in the chapter above
cited from his own Epistle, that the two heresies against whose seductions he designed by this wnriting to guard them were these, the
denial of Christ's sonship to God and the denial of his incarnaas the

tion,

and when we see him in his closing testimony exclude pretwo errors, there is a coherency in the whole which

cisely these

presents a very strong internal evidence for the genuineness of

the received text.

common

It is,

moreover, very interesting to notice the

cu'cumstances connecting this with the two other great
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MSS.

(so-called) concur iu
Paul uttered the discourse of Acts XX. to the elders of this same Ephesian church, in
The former
which John almost certainly wrote this epistle.
there forewarns the elders of the coming Cerinthians and Nicolaitanes under the name of "grievous wolves."
Paul wrote the
First Epistle to Timothy when he placed him as evangeUst in
this same Ephesian church, and he advertises him in it of the presence of this " Gnosis^ We are thus led to see how Paul and
John make common cause against these hated errors. We see
with what object they shaped their declarations, so as to leave
the most distinct testimony on the disputed points. Paul takes
occasion to say that the church was ransomed with divine blood,
and to tell Timothy that the very God was manifest in the flesh.

excluding, Acts xx. 28

;

1

Tim.

16.

iii.

John testifies that the Father, the Word, and the Spirit are one,
and that the humanity was as real as the divinity.
But it is clearly admitted that, for the genuineness of the seventh
verse, there is very little authority from Greek MSS
It has,
thus far, been found in only two of the many hundreds which

—

have been collated the Montfort MS. in the University Library
of Dublin, which is supposed by some to be of little authority,
because suspected of having been conformed to the Latin and
in the Codex Wizanbiirgensis, which Lachmann reckons of the
;

But a more

eighth century.
fort

MS. shows

examination of the Mont-

faithful

that the suspicion of

its

being a modern forgery

unfounded and that, on the contrary, this codex, so
much spoken against has several peculiar marks of antiquity and

is certainly

;

interest besides this disputed verse.

The

chief

MS.

authority

which can be cited for it is that of the Latin versions. It is
found in all the codices of these, with a few exceptions and not
only in those representing the Latin Vulgate, but those which
;

preserve to us

^QYetus

Itala.

So, likewise, the patristic au-

but among
among whom

thority for this reading is confined to Latin fathers
these,

it is

cited as genuine scripture

may be mentioned

Tertullian

by

several,

;

and Cyprian, as both early and

well-

informed, and the Council of Carthage, and a multitude of others

In a word, it seems that this reading, omitted
almost unanimously by the Greek MSS*., is asserted as genuine
scripture with almost equal unanimity by Latin Christendom;
and that from the earliest ages. In favor of this testimony of

in the later ages.
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was conGreek Scriptures at a very early age,
certainly within a centxiry from the death of the apostles that in
the great persecutions, the Western, and especially the African
churches, in which we find the earliest citations of the passage,
did not lose their sacred books to so great an extent as the Greek
churches; that the ancient Latin churches were comparatively
the West are

tliese

considerations

:

that the Yetus ItaJa

fessedly translated from the

;

untainted ^\dth Arianism, the suspected source of corruptions;

and that in the contest with the Arians, the Council
as well as

many

of Carthage,

other fathers, appeal with unquestioning confi-

dence to this very verse as a decisive testimony against them.
This, then, seems to be the sum of the matter.
As to 1 John
Church
stands
opposed
to
the
Greek. As to
V. 7, the Latin
the other various readings afi'ecting the doctrine of Christ's di-

Greek MSS., representing the xocvj ixooai^,
opposed to the three so-called oldest codices.
These variations are too numerous, and too significant in their
effect upon the one doctrine, to be ascribed to chance. We seem,
then, to be reduced, by a strong probability, to the adoption of
one of these conclusions either that the received readings are
vinity, the

body

of the

stands, in the main,

:

corrupt interpolations of the Trinitarians, or that the omissions
of

them were dishonest mutilations of the Arians, and other AntiWhich of these conclusions shall we adopt ? The

trinitarians.

answer seems to be in substance this the date is so remote,
and so many of the records of that age have perished, that no
:

decisive settlement of the question
probabilities strongly tend to fix the

is

now

possible

blame upon the

;

yet the

Anti-trini-

tarians.

In support of this conclusion^ we remark,

first,

that there are

strong probable grounds to conclude, that the text of the Scriptures current in the East received a mischievous modification at

the hands of the famous Origen, which has not been usually

The learned reader needs only

be reminded of
and expositor, especially over Pamphilus, Evisebius Pamphili, and the
monkish theologians of the fourth and fifth centuries. The chief
critical labor of Origen, which is usually mentioned, is his JTe.rapla of the Old Testament Scriptures. But it is known that he
was an indefatigable collector of New Testament MSS., and a
voluminous expositor; and that while no edition of the New
appreciated.

his transcendent reputation

and influence as a

to

critic
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traced directly to his editorial labors,

readings which he adopted in his scholia

and commentaries were, unquestionably, much followed by
admirers iu transcribing the

New Testament.

his

In a word, Origan

was, during the times of the Sabellian and Arian controversies,

the

Magnus

Aj^ollo of oriental biblical scholars,

and his

criti-

Now,
cal opinions were regarded by them as almost infaUible.
what manner of man was Origen ? He is described by Mosheim
(in his Com. de Rehus Christ, Vol. II., p. 144) as " a compound of
contraries, wise and unwise, acute and stupid, judicious and injudicious the enemy of superstition, and its patron a strenuous
defender of Christianity, and its corrupter energetic and irresolute one to whom the Bible owes much, and from whom it has
While he gained, amidst the superstitious consuffered mtich."
;

;

;

;

temporaries

who then gave

character to Eastern Christianity, a

splendid reputation for sanctity, as well as learning, his character

was evidently dishonest and

erratic.

The

disgraceful

tricky,

and his judgment most
by his

story that his condemnation

bishop, Demetrius, and his flight from Alexandria, were caused

by

his apostasy to

Paganism under the impulse of

fear, is

not

only detailed by Epiphanius, the great enemy of Origenism, but

by Cedremus and Suidas.

As a controversialist, he was wholly
His reputation as the great introducer of mysticism, allegory, and Neo-Platonism into the Christian church, is
too well known to need recital.
Those who are best acquainted
with the history of Christian opinion know best, that Origen was
the great corrupter, and the source, or at least earliest channel,
of nearly all the speculative errors which plagued the chiirch in
unscrupulous.

after ages.

This general character, coupled with his influence

among

the biblical critics, is enough to excite wellgrounded suspicion.
But these suspicions are confirmed when we examine the particular traits of his system.
He was strictly a nationalist. No
wonder that modern Bationalistic critics should manifest an
instinctive sympathy with him, which gives weight to his critical
testimony
He disbelieved the fuU inspiration and infaUibihty
of the Scriptures, holding that the inspired men apprehended
and stated many things obscurely. His philosophy was that of
Ammonius, who asserted a common religion in all the schemes
of philosophy, includimj the Bible, which only needed the exas autocrat

!
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and misconceptions added by poets
harmony appear and the
key-note of all Origen's labors was the effort to reconcile Christianity and this eclectic Pagan philosophy into a substantial
cision of the excrescences

and

priests, to

unity.

He

make

their universal

;

held, as his theory of exposition, that there are three

senses of Scripture

— the grammatical or

literal,

the spiritual, and

the anagogical; that the- first sense does not exist at
places, but only the second or third

;

all in

many

that the attempt to impose

grammatical sense on those places would lead us to aband that the mere words are,
solute falsehood and nonsense
a

literal

;

no importance. His opinions on the Trinity
veered between Sabellianism and Arianism. He expressly denied the consubstantial unity of the Persons and the proper
incarnation of the Godhead the very propositions most clearly
asserted in the doctrinal various readings we have under review.
His theory was, that the objections of the philosophers, and of
the Marcionites and Valentinians, to many supposed facts and
dogmas which seem to be' contained in the grammatical sense of
the Bible, would be unanswerable if that sense is asserted and
that the only solution was to discard that sense, and advance
allegorical meanings instead.
Nolan charges that his method of
citing the Scriptures is inconsistent and vacillating; that he
often cites from heretical codices and readings; that he often
proposes to correct the text of the New Testament by the supposed indications of the Septuagint, and even of heretical comments, upon the most reckless and licentious critical principles.
"As he had labored to supersede the authorized version of the
Old Testament, he contributed to weaken the authority of the
received text of the New.
In the course of his commentaries
he cited the versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion,
on the former part of the canon he appealed to the authority
of Valentinus and Heracleon on the latter.
While he thus
raised the credit of these revisals which had been made by the
heretics, he detracted from the authority of that text which had
been received by the orthodox. Some difficulties which he found
himself unable to solve in the evangelists he undertook to remove, by expressing his doubts of the integrity of the text. In
some instances he ventured to impeach the reading of the New
Testament on the testimony of the Old, and to convict the copies
accordingly, of

—

;

;

of one Gospel on the evidence of another."

{Nolan, pp. 432,
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Sucli are the charges

which

this learned writer founds

a laborious review of Origen's critical
also charges that a

number
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efforts.

This acute

on

critic

of the most characteristic discre-

pancies between the Greek Vulgate or Constantinopolitan text,

from Origen's day in Palestine and Egypt,
are distinctly traceahle to a Marcionite or Yalentinlan source; and
that Origei^s was demonstrahly the mediating hand for introducing
those corruptions into the lacter texts. See his work, pp. 470 to
509, where he traces the readings from the Apocryphal Gospels
of those Gnostics, through Origen's comments.
We especially
commend to the admirers of the Oriental and Egyptian codices
these concluding words of Nolan: "Through various channels
those readings might have crept into the edition of Eusebius.
The Scripture text of Tatian, which most probably conformed
in many respects to the Gospel and Apostolicum of Marcion,
the text of Hesychius," (the Alexandrian,) " which was compiled
from various apocryphal works, and the commentaries of Origen,
which abounded in quotations drawTi from heretical revisals of
Scripture, opened a prolific source, whence they directly passed

and the

texts current

into the Palestine edition.

The

facilities of

correcting this text

from Origen's writings, and the blind reverence in which that
ancient father was held in the school of Csesarea, seem to have
rendered the corruption of this text unavoidable short annotations, or scholia, had been inserted by Origen in the margin of
his copies of Scripture; and the number of these had been con;

siderably augmented

by Eusebius, most probably by

taken from Origen's commentaries.

A

extracts

comparison between the

and comment constantly pointed out variations in the readand Origen's authority being definitive on subjects of sacred
criticism, the inspired text was amended by the comments.
Had
we no other proof of this assertion than the feasibility of the
matter, and the internal evidence of the Greek MSS., we might
thence assume the truth of the fact, vsdthout much danger of
erring.
But this point is placed beyond conjecture by the most
unquestionable documents. In some MSS. containing the Palestine text, it is recorded that they were transcribed from copies
the originals of which had been 'corrected by Eusebius.' In
the celebrated Codex Marchalianus the whole process observed
text

ing

;

in correcting the text is openly avowed.

The

reviser there can-

didly states that, 'havings procured the explanatory tomes of
Vol. I.— 26.
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Origen, he accurately investigated the sense in which he ex-

phiiued every word, as far as was possible, and corrected everything ambiguous according to his notion.'

acknowledgment,

it

After this exphcit

seems unnecessary further

to prolong this

discussion."

Thus

far

Now

Nolans Inquiry.

it is

worthy of notice that

these Trinitarian proof-texts, which appear in the Greek and

Latin Vidgate, but are wanting in the old codices of the Palestine

and Egyptian, were aimed by the apostles who wrote them preHow natural that
cisely against Ebionite and Gnostic heresies.
when, through the ill-starred manipulation of Origen, the text
was infected from those heretical sources, these very readings
There appears a strong probabihty, then,
should disappear?
that "the learned Origen" is least of all entitled to that authority which the recent critics claim for him as a witness to the
state of the genuine readings but that, if the whole truth could
be recovered, he would be found the original corrupter of the
We would particularly invoke the reader's attention to
text.
This overweening confidence in the litthese admitted facts.
erary autocrat of Cffisarea did not much extend to the Latin
churches or to Byzantium and Greece. It chiefly affected the
The "Western churches were never infected with the
East.
Origenist controversies, which convulsed the churches of the
East during the fourth and fifth centuries. Again the admiration of Origen's learning and opinions was chiefly hmited to
the monasteries. The fanatical monks generally swore by him
;

:

almost as their God, because his self-emasculation, asceticism,
mysticism, self-righteousness, and superstition, exactly favored

The secular clergy usually condemned his sentimonkery.
ments and influence ; and it was by a Byzantine council of such
clergy that his name was finally fixed (where it belongs) in the
Couple now with this the fact asserted by our
list of heretics.
recent critics in favor of their preferred codices, that they were
obviously copied for monastic libraries, and not for liturgical use
in churches.
We conclude that there is so much the more probability they embody the Origenist corruptions.
And the judgment which depreciates the liturgical codices as compared with
the monastic will be reversed we shall conclude that the church
MSS. were originally the truest. Once more. We shall be prepared to believe that the Western early version, where Origen:
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ism had then no currency, reflects the original purity of the test,
even more tnily than the Greek MSS. prevalent after Origen's
day in Palestine and Egjnpt. The testimony of the old Italic in
favor of 1 John v. 7 is therefore more weighty than at first appeared.

Let us descend now to the epoch of the Arian heresy, and we
Eusebius of Caesarea another probable source of

shall find in

His also was a clarum et venerabile nomen^ with the corrupt and fantastical religionism of the
day.
He was a bhnd admirer of Origen, and constantly made
mutilation of the original text.

tacit pretensions of being,

to his

fame and

church

through Pamphilus, the lineal successor

He was in theology a semi- Arian in
and time-serving to the pretentious tyrant,

influence.

politics, tricky

;

;

Constantino the Great, a truckling sycophant.
exists that

"Whatever proof
Origen and his school deteriorated the correctness of

it is to the same extent clear that Eusebius accepted
and perpetuated that injury. His employment by the Emperor

the text,

Constantine to edit

fifty

complete codices of the Scriptures, as
may be received as being as

detailed in his life of that prince,

authentic as any part of the history.

Theodoret

[Eccles. Hist.,

Ch. 16) professes to give the very words of this command.
The emperor does not assign the destruction of the sacred books

Bk.

I.,

in the last persecution, or

any resulting

scarcity, as the cause of

the want, but only the prosperity and rapid advancement of

more ample appliances. This transaction,
no support to the statement which some have insinuated, that the original exooac<; current in the Greek regions
had been obliterated by persecution. And it is certain that the
recension which finally prevailed in the patriarchate of Constinople (the xocv-rj Ixooacz) is very far from being this Eusebian edition.
Yet the reputation of the editor and the force of royal
favor must have given it some currency and some influence over
the received text. Tischendorf, as we have seen, surmises that
the Sinaitic Codex is one of these veritable Eusebian MSS. presented to the monastery of St. Catharine by Justinian, the sucChristianity, requiring

therefore, gives

cessor of Constantine.

Now we

whoUy in the dark
The Eusebian Canons, as

are not left

as to the character of this edition.

they are called, a species of table by which the parallel passages
might be found in the four gospels, have come down to us and
they disclose the fact that this father excluded Mark xvi. 9 to
;
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end, and

John

vii.

53 to

viii.

11,

from the

contain a complete enumeration of

all

text.

For the canons

the chapters and sections,

which he recognized, not only arranging those which
he considered as parallel against each other, but those places
which he considered as unique, but genuine, by themselves.
These canons for finding the parallel passages seem to have had
or

(TTcj^oi,

a wide currency after Eusebius's day, as they are attached to
many Greek MSS., and even to some MSS. of versions. Now,
the amount of the evidence from them is the following If it is
proved that the two important passages omitted were genuine
:

parts of the gospels before his day, then

it is

clear that

he en-

deavored to exscind them, and their absence from so many MSS.
and versions is very naturally accounted for by his dishonest example. But the evidences of their claim to a place in the Gospels are conclusive, especially the internal.

Nor

are Eusebius's

works lacking in intimations, at least as to the history of the
woman taken in adultery, that he was disposed to exscind it upon
the ground of a misunderstanding of its true scope. So, the supposed contradiction between Mark's account of our Saviour's
acts after his resurrection and that of the other evangelists was,
as we know, regarded as a great difficulty in the way of its adBut if there is any case where Bengel's rule, that the
mission.
harder reading is to be preferred over the easier, is applicable,
it is here, where the apparent collision lies so on the surface, that
it must almost necessarily have deterred the copyists of that day
from interpolating it had it not been already a part of the text.
We conclude, then, on the whole, that the connection of Eusebius
with the text is suspicious, and that there is a strong probability
it suffered again from his hands.
To estimate the probability that the Arian party also -injured
the integrity of the Trinitarian readings in some places, we must
remember their temporary triumph in the East under Constantheir reckless and unprincipled persecuting
tine's successors
spirit; the villainous means to which they are known to have
;-

resorted to gain their ends, fraud, lying, subornation (as in the

Anand the charges of mutilating the sacred

case of the venerable Bishop Athanasius and Eustathius of
tioch),

and

violence,

books made against them by the orthodox. Athanasius, for instance, in his first Encychcal Letter against the Arians to the
bishops of Egypt and Lybia, charges it upon them, as one of
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their customary tricks to deceive the unwary, that they advanced
deceitful readings of the Scriptures.
fact

which Nolan

(Yol.

p. 287, A.)

cites is also full of significance, that

stantinopolitan exooac^ is found to contain

we know from

I.,

all

The

the Con-

the readings which

their extant writings the Arians

were wont to

urge against the proper divinity of Christ. It appears also that
there is no evidence the Arians ever had to complain of their
orthodox opponents for tampering with the integrity of the text
in order to refute them.

Here, then, were the

were notoriously unscrupulous.

facts.

The Arians

They were openly charged w^th
They could not
the orthodox. The codices which

corrupting the text for polemical purposes.

bring any such charge against

their orthodox adversaries used honestly retained all the read-

ings which the Arians supposed damaging to orthodoxy.

here

is

a class of codices

But

which present a very singular and sus-

picious resemblance in omitting certain readings particularly

damaging

to Arianism.

This dogma

is,

as

it

happens, the only

important one involved in the various readings.

The

coinci-

dences are too regular to be accounted for by fortuitous influences somebody has played the knave with the text, either the

—

so-called orthodox

by

by corruptly

interpolating, or

The

some

Anti-trini-

between
the two hypotheses. Let the candid reader choose between them
in the hght of these facts.
We think that he will conclude with
tarians

dishonestly mutilating.

us that the w^eight of probability
theory,

viz.,

is

alternative is

greatly in favor of this

that the Anti-triniiarians, finding certain codices

had heen already lost through
and his school, industriously
did' what they dared to add to the

in which these doctrinal readings
the licentious criticism

of Origen

diffused them, while they also

omissions

of similar

readings.

Let us, then, briefly sum up the results attempted in this discussion.
If all the debated readings were surrendered by us, no
fact or doctrine of Christianity would thereby be invalidated, and
least of all would the doctrine of Christ's proper divinity be deprived of adequate scriptural support. Hence the interests of
orthodoxy are entirely secure from and above the reach of aU
movements of modern criticism of the text, whether made in a
correct or incorrect method, and all such discussions in future
are to the church of subordinate importance. Yet they have
their interest, and should receive the inteUigent watch of the
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Absolute historical certainty of results
is not to be expected, since so many of the documents of the
primitive church are gone forever ; but probable conclusions are
teachers of the church.

all

which are to be expected.

But, after

all,

the weight of that

probability brings back the critical conclusions to the theory of

Nolan and Scholz, restoring the claims of the Kotvrj ^ Exdoaa;, or
received text, to be a faithful one, and invalidating the claims of
exclusive accuracy made by our recent critics in favor of the bocalled oldest codices.

THE REYISED VERSION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT/

ON

the 20tli of

May

last,

the curiosity of the English-speak-

ing people as to the final result of the revision of the

New

Testament, raised to a high tension by delay, received its gratification.
Thomas Nelson & Sons, on behalf of the Enghsh University presses,

began

at

one o'clock

a.

m. the

promised

sale.

four days, amidst scenes of unwonted excitement, sale was
of four

hundred thousand

copies.

that one milHon copies were sold
time.

This enormous

revision in the

dence of the

sale,

In

made

The ocean telegraph states
in London in about the same

with the universal discussion of the

newspaper press,

a splendid evi-

is referred to as

vitality of the Christian religion in

our day, and of

Of course the revision of no other book
But the popular furor is rather an
evidence of that Athenian trait, fostered by the prurient civihzation of Britain and America, the craving " either to tell or to hear
some new thing." It remains to be seen whether, after curiosity
is sated, the Scriptures will be more read or more obeyed than
To make this result permanent, something more is rebefore.
quired than a literary enterprise the power of the Holy Ghost.
the power of the Bible.

could excite such attention.

—

Seemliness requires us to take note of

Our purpose
lies give

is

not detailed criticism

specimens.

We

;

it

as a literary event.

of this even village week-

only aim to signalize some facts con-

cerning the revision for the guidance of intelligent readers.
1. The work originated eleven years ago, in an action of the
" Convocation of Canterbury" (the Episcopal Convention of that

Province of the Anghcan Church.)

This raised an Old TestaTestament committee of revision. The latter
It contained
is the one with which alone we now have to do.
twenty-five members, with EUicott, Bishop of Gloucester, as
chairman, of whom nineteen were Episcopal dignitaries and six

ment and a

'

New

This article appeared in

tlie

viewing the Revised Version of the
Sons.
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Southern Presbyterian Review for July, 1881, re-

New

Testament.

New York Thomas
:

Nelson

&
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was judged proper

AmerUnion
(Presbyterian) Seminary in New York city, was invited to London and, on conference with the British committee, was authorized to select an American committee to examine the work of
the British, and report and exchange criticism. Dr. Schaff selected some nineteen or twenty divines in his corner of the
"Dissenters."

Afterwards

ican cooperation.

To

it

tliis

to secure

end, Dr. Pliilip Schaff, of

tlie

;

country, representing the Congregational, Northern Methodist,

Immersionist, Northern Presbj^terian, Episcopal, Unitarian, and

Quaker sects. These continued the species of cooperation allowed them until the completion of the work.
It is obvious from this statement that, effectively, the revision
is not an American, but exclusively a. British work.
Only a part
of the American churches, and a very small section of the country, were represented in the work, even in this nominal manner.
Second, these local representatives seem to have been selected
by Dr. Schaff doubtless on conference with other gentlemen, but
by no ecclesiastical authority, and by ho standard but that of
convenience and his estimate of their scholarship. And third,
these so-called American revisers were not allowed coordinate
authority with the British committee. I': appears that they were
allowed to suggest criticisms, which- the British committee rejected or adopted as to them seemed good, while the American
committee had no power to reject the British decisions. Consequently, a large part perhaps the most, if secrets w^ere divulged of the suggestions of the Americans appear only in the
form of an appendix.
2. A revision naturally falls into two parts
the more correct
ascertainment of the text to be translated, and an amendment of
the translation itself. The committees have taken in hand the
They give us a text which boldly
fkst of these tasks with vigor.
departs from the textus recej^tus. The salient trait of their work

—

—

:

here

is,

that, as to nearly all the

rious readings,"

important and contested " va-

whose genuineness has been and

debate among competent biblical

critics,

is subject of

the committees have

arrogated to themselves the prerogative of deciding, and deciding

on the side

of innovation.

Two

indeed, been allowed to stand

of these contested passages have,

the history of the

woman

taken

John viii. 2-11 and the closing words of Mark's Gos9-20.
But of the other readings which the scholar re-

in adultery,
pel, xvi.

:

;
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cognizes as classical and -undecided topics of debate

the most

critics,

ai-e

decided for the innovators

the doxology from the Lord's Prayer, Matt.
of Philip's answer to the Ethiopian, Acts

sion of the

word "God," Acts

xx. 28,

vi.

viii.

among

the omission of

:

13
37

;

;

the excision
the suppres-

where the received text

teaches us that the church was purchased with divine blood ; the

suppression of "God," in 1 Tim.

iii.

16,

"God

manifested in the

;

John v. 7
the suppression of the angel's agency at the pool of Bethesda.
flesh " the excision of the three witnesses in heaven, 1

John

V. 4, etc.

This journal, foreseeing the danger of too rash an innovation
in our received text, foreshadowed by the spirit of the revisers,

endeavored to sound a note of caution in its number for April,
1871, in a discussion of Tlschendorf s Sinai Codex. It was there
shown that the canons of excision, on which the school of critics
now in fashion proceed with unquestioning confidence, are neither
demonstrated nor safe that the ages assigned to the leading uncial manuscripts were rather surmises than proofs that the general maxim, an uncial is more ancient than a cursive, was not cer;

;

tain

;

that the rule for valuing the internal evidence in favor of

or against a reading, "the
is

difficult

unfounded and deceptive

;

reading has the preference,"

that the clear internal marks of

sectarian tamperings, in the case of the important doctrinal

various readings, were not duly pondered.

pressed have been verified.

The

fears there ex-

Decisions have been

the received text, in cases where the critical debate

cided

and

;

that, in cases of cardinal importance.

made

against

is still

Nor

unde-

are the

grounds of these innovations always stated with candor in their
justificatory publications. For instance, in 1 Tim. iii. 16, the 0^6^
is changed iuio" 0^, thus suppressing the name of God in the text,
" Great is the mystery of godliness, God inanifest in the Jlesh,^^
etc.,

and making

the flesh,"

etc.

it "mystery of godliness w^ho Avas manifest in
But our revisers, after changing the Greek, do

not translate as we have just written, as their own change should
have required; they paraphrase, " mystery of godliness: he who
was manifest," etc. This is but an expedient, unwarranted by
their own preferred text, to cover from the readers' eyes the insuperable internal evidence against reading the relative oq instead
of 6-6'
sage.

;

that for the relative there

is

So they intrude an antecedent

no antecedent in the pasYet this does not give
!
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them,

still,

a tenable sense; for Christ

is

never called by Paul

the mystery, or blessed secret, of godliness.

It is the doctrine

about Christ which he always so calls. Nor are the defenders of
this innovation even candid in their statement as to the testimony of the MSS., when they say, no old uncial has ^eoc. The

now. True, the bar in the circle,
which differentiates the theta from the oinicroh, is said to have
the appearance of fresher ink ; yet it is confessedly an open quesAlexandrine indisputably has

it

whether the fresher ink may not be the mere replacement of the original ink of the bar, which was found to have

tion, at least,

scaled

oflf

MSS).

This

From

this

which

every

is

facie evidence of

pede

is known to happen to old parchment
way most probable; so that the prima
the Alexandrine MS. is for Qtbz.

(a thing

specimen the reader

HerculeTYh^

how

the text

is

may judge on

handled.

the principle, ex

But there

is

a graver

general objection against the authority arrogated to decide what
is

the true text, against that hitherto accepted by the church

;

it

is an authority concerning the correctness or incorrectness of

whose exercise the Revised Testament provides no data for the
But the biblical critics who guided the re-

reader's judgment.
visers to

make these innovations

rest of us Bible readers

have not

in the text are not popes.

The

lost the right of private judg-

Greek Testament, which
changed,
we are entitled to
be
to use, is to
the church has seen
have the supposed (critical) grounds for that change spread before
us for our judgment. The Revised Testament condescends to
Is it said, such critical matter would be a
give no such gi'ounds.
wholly unsuitable annex to a popular Bible ? Just so and therefore the power arrogated in this matter is wholly unsuitable for
There is an essential difference between this exerthe revisers.
that, in the
cise of power and that of amending a translation
latter case, the data of comparison and judgment go along with
the amendment, at least to every educated man in the church
who has in his hand a received Greek text. That text is the umpire, and the reader can compare with it the old translation and
the new, and judge for himself which is the more faithful. But
upon the plan piu'sued by these revisers the church will have no
textus receptus of the Greek ; i. e., unless she be willing to accept
This is in substance the obit on the ipse dixit of the revisers.
jection made by the most learned and conservative critics of our

ment as to this or any other point.

If the

fit

;

;
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Southern Church against the plan of Lachmanris text, a plan
thoroughly revolutionary in its tendency, however executed in
his particular hands, a plan of which these revisers seem especially

enamored.

Once more

This over-innovating

:

spirit as to the textus recep-

by the unduly depreciating strain in which the
now represent its merits. The members of the last As-

tus is manifested

revisers

notable instance of this tone in the remarks
commendation of the revisers' work. We were
told that the textus i^eceptus was virtually the text settled in Erasmus's latest edition, and that it was now known that he had collated but five or six cursive MSS. of no antiquity and of small
And
authority.
Such was the whole showing made for it
popular
can
bear
witness
that
the
every member of the Assembly
impression made and apparently designed was, that our received
text had all along been almost worthless as authority, and only

sembly

made

will recall a

before

in

it

!

Now here we charge a s^qjjjresslo
by chance
was not stated that the subsequent editors, as
Stephens, who matured the textus receptus, had the advantage of

right, as it were,
veri.

!

First, it

collating the

great Compluterisian Polyglot, edited at royal ex-

pense, under the auspices of the

first

scholar of his age. Cardinal

Ximenes, from the collation of Spanish and Vatican MSS., and
therefore checking or confirming the Erasmian text by indepenNext, there
dent witnesses from a different part of Christendom.

was a suppression of this all-important fact, that since the development of the vast critical apparatus of our century, the textus
receptus, whether by good fortune or by the critical sagacity of
Erasmus or by the superintendence of a good providence, has
heea found to stand the ordeal amazhigly loell, has been accredited
So sHght were the
instead of discredited by the critical texts.
modifications in its readings clearly determined by the vast collations made by the critics of the immediately preceding generation (collations embracing every

one of the boasted uncials, except
the Sinai MS.), that of all the important various readings only one
(1 John V. 7,) has been given up to excision by a unanimous consent of competent critics.

question

is,

Now, the

state of facts is this

of the correctness of the textus receptus.

dard of comparison
sive collations.

is

The

:

the

stan-

the result of the most prudent and exten-

The evidence

of correctness is simply in the

agreement of that result with the received

text.

If there is that
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general ^gi-eement, as there

is,

the question of time, wlietlier the

was printed before the result of the collation, does not touch
the evidence. Now, our charge is, that this history of the results of the critical work of the age is suppressed in order to distext

parage the received

It is well

text.

known

that after Griesbach.

a critic of a revolutionary temper, had issued his text, departing
widely from the received one. the steady tendency of later critics,
as Halin, Scholz, etc., guided by wider collations and better critical evidence,

has been to return towards the textus recephis on

many of the readings where Griesbach had departed from it.
And now it is credibly stated that Tischendorf's latest edition,
as

compared

first

Avith his earliest, exhibits

impidse, while excited

adverse

the same tendency.

by his discovery

of the Sinai MS.,

His
was

but the leaning of his riper experience was more favor-

;

He also found "the old wine was better."
have left ourselves little time or space for the second
branch of the revision improvements in the translation itself.
That a number of the changes are improvements, is undisputed.
Under all the heads promised by the re\asers, removal of obsolete
archaisms, observance of uniformity in rendering the same words
and locutions whenever they occur in the same way, conforming
Hebrew names to the Old Testament spelling, correcting positive
errors, and supplying omissions of King James's Yersion, and removing ambiguities therein, praiseworthy improvements have
been made. Two only "vvill be mentioned Acts xx. 28, i-ia/.o-o'jz,
able.

We

—

:

indisputably identified with

~()trTo>jTepoo^, is

ops," instead of " overseers."

(margin); Titus

In John

viii.

translated

34

;

Luke

"bishx\ai.

7

word "servant," which
modern English no more

1 (margin), etc., the

i.

had become ambiguous, meaning in
than employe, i^ re^\ai,ced. by "bond-servant."

This brings out

the true logic of the passages.

But there are other places where greater accuracy or clearness
is needed, in which the errors of the old version are perpetuated.
Thus Luke and the apostles always use the two words o2xo^ and
:

olxla in precise

ally

and

conformity with their classical meanings.

materially,

or/.o^ is

Liter-

the particular dwelling or apartment

occupied by the head of the family and his wife and children
tropically,
offspring.

it is

the family proper, the parents and their

Literally, the olxia is the

of the proprietor

;

tropically, it is the

own

whole curtilage or premises
whole household, including
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See this accurate distinction beautifully
(Acts xvi. 31-34).
senses
But in Acts x\'i. 15
both
followed in
distinction
s-vi.
this
is
wholly lost in the
32,
(Lydia's case), Acts
new version. In 1 Cor i. 16, and 1 Cor. xvi. 15, the new version
exactly reverses the tnie meaning, making the apostle do preWhat Paul says is, that he
cisely what he says he did not do.
baptized the olxo^ house family proper, of Stephanas; and
that his ocxta household, slaves and dependents, " addicted themslaves

and dependents.

—

—

selves to the ministry of the saints."

In Acts

me

xx-sn.

28, 29, the old version

to be a Christian," is emasculated

not really a translation

:

" With but

"

:

Almost thou persuadest

by a paraphrase which

little

is

persuasion thou wouldst

make me a

Christian."
If this has any meaning, it repreAgrippa as either ironically or resentfully charging on Paul
the insolence of desiring and attempting to make him, the king,
fain

i3ents

by sHght and

a follow^er of the Nazarene,

Now, we submit

trivial persuasions.

that this is not the idiomatic force of iy d?Jyaj

that there is not in the tense or construction of the verb,
trace or hint of a conditional proposition,
is

;

TTsc&ti::,

and that the meaning

absolutely out of joint with the following verse.

xvi. 26, the famous text on the woiiih of the soul is
by reading, "What shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his ow^n hfe?" The advocates of this
often unquestionably means "soul."
change admit that
But they appeal to that canon of interpretation that two meanings must never be ascribed to the same word in one context
and then they appeal to the twenty-fifth verse, where </>o'/ij is

In Matt.

spoiled

</"->-)(^^

(in

the old version as

"Whosoever

"life."

"we

reply

the canon

:

weU

iii.

17,

shaU lose

it." etc.

But

not of universal force, as witness 1

is

where f&eiptc
stroy" in the same verse.
Cor.

as the new) rendered, necessarily,

will save his life

rendered both "defile" and "de-

is

True, the

new

version, even here,

"If any man destroy the
temple of God, him shall God destroy ;" but it is done by outraging the context and sacrificing the apostle's true meaning.
endeavors to carry out

its

rule

:

We

reply again, that the rendering of

x\'i.

25, is

not necessary.

the passage.

This

^y/57'

Calvin renders

is entirely

tenable,

(p'r/^

by

by " hfe," in Matt.
by soul all through

and indeed gives a

shade of meaning to our Saviour's words.
ing of

it

And

"life," in the twenty-sixth verse,

last,

finer

the render-

does not express
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our
is

Sa^-ioiir's

Since the

meaning.

full

TESTAIVIENT.

woiidlj prosperitv, which

contrasted vnih. redemption, implies continued

man who

not have represented the
"gained the whole world."

lost

life,

Jiis life

he would
having

as

But perhaps the most lamentable change is that of 2 Tim. iii.
There the old version correctly renders Ilaaa ypacfrj d^eoTZ-

16.

VBUoToc:, xal coifihfJLO^ Tzpb^ ocoaaxal'iav:

inspiration of

God, and

"All Scripture

is profitable," etc.

is

given

The enemies

by

of the

Bible have long sought to defraud us of this e"sddence of full inspiration by making it read "Every scripture inspired of God
:

The poisonous suggestion intended is
the parts of the " scripture " some are inspired and

is also profitable," etc.

that,

among

some are

not.

Our Bible contains

trine of the Socinian

and

fallible parts

Rationalist.

!

the very doc-

This treacherous ver-

sion the revisers have gratuitously sanctioned

!

They have done

so against the recorded testimony of their chairman, Bishop
They have done so against
Ellicott {Commentary on 2 Tim.).

the clear force of the context and the Greek idiom. For there
is no doubt, with the careful reader, that the -aoa ypo-i^r^ are

meant by Paul to be the Uf)0. joamxaza of verse fifteen, which
unquestionably mean the whole Old Testament Scriptures. SeBut it
cond, Paul leaves us, confessedly, to supply the copula.

must be supplied between Tpo.(fi^ and d^torzi^euazo::. " Every scripture ?5 inspired of God," and not between ^to-t^vjozoz and oupihixo';
for this latter construction would make the first adjective quahfy
the subject, "every scripture;" and the second adjective would
be the predicate of the proposition. Now, it is at least more
;

natural, that the conjunction

y.(u

should connect adjectives in a

Put the copula, as our old version does,
and both the adjectives are predicates, and
thus suitably conjoined by the conjunction. Here, again, "the
similar construction.
after

old

"scripture,"

is better."

In conclusion, the revisers have evidently yielded too much to
the desire for change. There is a multitude of needless emendations, of which the least that can be said is, that they are no
improvements. The changes have been calculated to average
two for each verse of the Gospels and Acts, and three for each
Is this a re^^sion or a
verse of the Epistles and Apocalypse.

new

version ?

KEFUTATION OF PROF. W. ROBERTSON SMITH.^

the author, an Assembly's professor
rOUE years agoTheological
Aberdeen,
College

Free Church

in the

startled us

at

by contributing to the Encyclopcedia Britannica an article on
" The Bible," which attacked the yalidity of the Old Testament
canon, as held by the standards of his own church. DiscipHne
was attempted, but legal quibbles delayed it for three years, until, in May, 1880, the charges against him came to be issued by
his General Assembly, through reference from his Presbytery
and Synod. Instead of trying the charges judicially, the Assembly, in its forbearance, patched up a compromise with him and
his numerous supporters, in which it condoned his past offience,
continuing him in his professorship over its candidates for the
ministry and in its honors and emoluments and he accepted a
public admonition, and gave a pledge not again to disturb the
It is true
faith and peace of the church by such speculations.
that his pledge was given in very diplomatic terms, and was
But it was accepted.
meant in a very "Pickwickian" sense.
hardly reached
however,
had,
Assembly
of
the
members
The
appeared
EncydojKeclia
the
their homes when another volume of
It
first.
the
with a critical article from Prof. Smith worse than
had been in the printer's hands at the very time he was giving
his pledge of good behavior and receiving the generous forgive;

ness of his judges.
allusion to

all

it

Yet his conscience permitted his suppressing

at that juncture

!

The

best excuse stated was,

that he bethought himself that it would then be too late to recall
the article vidthout inconvenience to the pubHsher. Of course
this

new

assault roused the

amazement,

grief,

and

mind

of the fi'iends of truth "with

just indignation.

The Assembly's com-

This article appeared in the Southern Presbyterian Review for Janiaary, 1882,
Twelve Lectures on Biblical
tlie Jewish Church.
Criticism.
By W. Robertson Smith, M. A. New York: D. Appleton & Co. 1
'

reviewing The Old Testament in
Vol.,

l2mo, pp. 300.
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mission was called together, the spontaneous attendance of members making it almost as numerous as the body itself, and after another session in the autumn, Prof. Smith was deprived of his right

on a new charge framed against
or defend the regularity
discuss
purpose
to
him. It is not our
It should be noted,
of the Assembly's process against him.
however, that it did not attempt to usurp his Presbytery's powers of original jurisdiction, by passing any sentence of suspento teach the Assembly's students,

sion from the ministry

teaching functions in

;

its

it

only claimed the power to control his

own theological

school,

which functions

he had derived immediately from the Assembly.
Far more gravity is to be attached to the following which he
gained from numerous ministers of the Free Church and more
These
numerous divinity students than to the case itself.
favorers sustained his errors with heat, and during the discussions of the Assembly, by methods which we should regard as
flagrant

and indecent outrages on parliamentry

order.

They

chose to adopt Mr. Smith's assumption, that the sacred cause of
free thought, scholarship, and free conscience was assailed in
It is the currency of this unsavory delusion which
most ominous. The distinction between the sacred cause of
freedom of mind and the impudent claim to hold a given association's pay and appointment, while attacking the very doctrines
that association was formed to uphold, is so broad that only a
very deep and inflamed hatred of sound doctrine would seem
adequate to blind Presbyterians to so clear a thought. But the
charges were hotly hmied at those who were simply unwilling
that Mr. Smith should use the Assembly's own place and money
to pull down the Assembly's own principles, that they were mid-

his person.
is

dle age reactionists, enemies of scholarly progress, repressers of
fi-ee

thought, persecutors.

Now,

to the honest, plain mind, all

appears as though, when Mr. Jefferson Davis was indicted
for treason and Mr. Charles O'Connor had voluntarily assumed
the place of his counsel, the latter should have chosen to adopt

this

the newly-found heresy of the victor's sycophants making his
cHent a traitor, in the teeth of the constitutional and historical

and which Mr. O'Conner perfectly
engaged to defend, he still holding fast to Mr.
Da\ds's promised fees and the name and place of his counsel.
And it is as though, when Mr. Davis and his friends demnrred,

doctrine which justified him,

knew he

Avas
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and as the enemy
*Now, in the fictitious case supposed, any mind above idiocy would be competent to answer
that, if Mr. O'Connor supposed it due to his liberty of thought
and to the advancement of legal science to support the heresy
newly invented by the courtiers of the triumphant brute-force,
his plain course would be first to surrender his place and his fee
the lawj-er had charged

him

as a persecutor

of the progress of legal science.

Our parable is just. No fair man
doubts but that the Confession of the Free CJmrch, Chap. I., § 2,
means to assert what Mr. Smith distinctly impugned touching
the Old Testament canon.
It is no new thing, indeed, in church
as Mr. Da\d8's defender.

history, to find the advocates of latitudinarian views raising this

None the less is it an ominous symptom that Free
Church Presbyterians in such numbers should adopt a strategy
so perverse in logic and so marked by moral obliquity.
The author tells us that, after his removal from his chair, " six
hundred prominent Free Churchmen " in Edinburgh and Glasgow
requested him to defend his views. This he did in the twelve
lectures, delivered in both cities, to audiences averaging, he says,
eighteen hundred hearers. These lectures, afterwards prepared
It is now
for printing, with notes, compose the present volume.
at least
circulation
by
popular
repiibUshed in this country for
two publishers, and its adroit poisons are dished up for " consumption by the million," in a " Seaside Library " edition, at the
false issue.

price of twenty cents.

The

object of the Lectures

to disparage as

is

much

as possible

the genuineness, antiquity, and authority of extensive parts of

our Old Testament.

To do

this,

the loose and rash methods of

the most skeptical school of criticism are freely employed.

a worse

trait is, that

the sounder criticism

is

But

usually disregarded

and treated as non-existent. In the language of Mr. Smith, to
oppose his perverse and groundless methods is to condemn
Reluctance to follow
"biblical science" and biblical criticism.
the rash leadership of his virtually infidel guides
lence or ignorance.

As a specimen

reader take his last paragraph

:

is either

indo-

of this arrogance, let the

" To the indolent theologian, the

necessity of distinguishing .... is unwelcome."

The

failure to

adopt Mr. Smith's groundless distinctions condemns as "indolent" a Calvin, a Bengel, a Michaelis, a Lowth, a J. A. Alexander.
Well!
All the mental activity and scholarship are tacitly asVol.

I.— 26.
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ou liis side on the side of those who dissent are
only stolid and lazy reliance on 'prescription, and obstinate prejudice.
The reader will find this quiet but intensified insolence
pervading the whole. Of course every scholar knows that this
saucy strain is not the trait of true learning. Nor is the mode
Unless Mr. Smith is a very shallow young
of tactics ingenuous.
man indeed, he knows that there is more than one school of
criticism, and that those schools which disallow his critical conclusions on the most thorough and learned grounds have able
and well-informed supporters. He knows that the divines in
his own church who condemn him are not opposed to " biblical
science" or to the "historical study" of the canon, and do not
hold its authority on mere tradition. He knows that they fully
hold that man is not bound to accept a book as a rule of faith with

snmed

to be

;

the papist's implicit faith

;

that the valid claims of the canonical

books are to be established by an honest critical process that
they employ and value this criticism. Only they will not foUow
his criticism, because it is uncritical.
His trick of attack is no
more respectable than that of the quack who declaims against
;

sensible people declining to poison their families with his nos-

trums, that they oppose the science of medicine.
liis

empiricism because

A

it is

They oppose

not science.

second general criticism which we urge

is,

that Mr. Smith,

turning his back on a sounder and more learned school of

critics,

gives his almost exclusive allegiance to that European school

whose foundation maxim

is,

that the true critic

must admit

neither the possibility of the supernatural nor of inspiration

taken in the church's sense. The names ofteuest in his mouth
are of such men as Graf, and- Wellhausen, of Germany, and
Kuenen, of Holland, these recent and extreme advocates of this

But any one can see that if God has indeed
given his church a true inspiration and supernatural helps, and
has meant his Bible to record such gifts, then the expositor who
sets out to explain the Bible from the prime assumption that
«uch gifts cannot possibily exist, must infallibly go amiss. Now
if Mr. Smith will announce himself openly an unbeliever, he can
consistently adopt the system of these unbelievers.
But he tries
infidel theory.

to use their system while

and the

supernatural.

are inevitable.

still

professing to recognize inspiration

With such a method confusion and

error
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A third

general objection to his work is, that the author utters
an "uncertain sound" as to the nature of inspiration itself.
He sajs many handsome things about it. But in many
places he seems to hold that conception of what inspiration is
known in Scotland and America as " the Morell theory," that
at least

inspiration is only such views of truth as the soul attains
exaltation of

its

between the declarations of an Isaiah and a Whitefield
generic, but only a difference of degree.

when speaking

ture X.,

inspiration correctly.

by saying

by the

religious consciovisness, so that the difference

not

Lec-

prophets, he defines their

But he then betrays the sound doctrine

that under the "

tion is extended to

Hebrew

of the

is

It is true that in

new covenant

all Israel,

the prophetic consecra-

and the function

of the teacher

ceases, because all Israel shall stand in the circle of Jehovah's in-

He had just

described the prophets, as imder the old,
"
constituting that
circle."
That is to say, the reason why the

timates."

church has no prophets or apostles now is that all regenerate
people are inspired generically as Isaiah and Paul were. So, in
Lecture

near the end, the same extreme and vicious system

I.,

of exposition

is

asserted,

which we

briefly

showed, at the close of

Article lY. of our April No., 1881, to be virtually exclusive of real

This theory claims, not only that the Holy Ghost,
moving holy men of old to speak, employed their human
faculties and knowledge as instruments, not only that we should
inspiration.

in

throw all the light archaeology can derive from the human use of
language in their days on the exegesis of their words, but also
that the inspired man's propositions ^are to be construed in accordance with the uninspired code of opinions which, archaeology
tells us, he presumably found in, and imbibed from, his contemporaries.

fixed

Says Mr. Smith

:

We

are " always to keep our eye

on his historical position, realizing the fact that he wrote
own life and from the standpoint of

out of the experience of his
his

own

time."

Now we

object,

first,

that this travesty of the enlightened

theory of archseologic exegesis is false to the facts.

It is usually

the grand characteristic of prophets and apostles that they did
not teach divine truth " from the standpoint of their own times,"

Paul was a Pharisee by rearing,
and wrote among and for Pharisees. But his whole doctrine of
the law and justification is precisely contra-Pharisaic. We ob-

but exactly opposite thereto.
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secondly, that this theory might, at any stage in the function, make it impossible for the man to be the channel of divine
Only let the " standpoint " of him and his contemporaries
truth.
be contradictory to that of the Holy Ghost, as all human " stand-

ject,

points" have usually been, on vital subjects, then on this scheme
he could not write the mind of the Spirit. It could not bo transmitted to his readers through such a medium without fatal dis-

And

coloration.

lastly,

a system of doctrines thus transmitted

could never enable us to discriminate the fallible human coloring
the very result which Mr. Smith's

fi'om the infallible divine light

—

rationalistic friends are seeking.

This book may be justly described as thorouglily untrustworthy.
Tlie careful reader can hardly trust the author in a single paraCitations are warped, history misrepresented, other the^
graph.
ologians' views adroitly travestied, half truths advanced for whole

In the construing of Scripture
he were the critical pope, discards expositions which do not suit his purpose, however wgII supported
by critical learning and the greatest names, without giving reasons
His readers have not a hint that the soundest
for his decrees.
biblical learning has rejected his views, and that on conclusive
grounds. Everything which does not please him is absolutely
imcritical so much so as, in the majority of cases, to deserve no

ones.

All is dogmatic assertion.

statements, the author, as

if

;

even mention. Must the well-informed reader explain this as a disingenuous and wilful suppressio veri, or as ignorance? It is more charitable to him to surmise that, with all
his affectation of mastery of modern critical science, his knowledge is really shallow and one-sided, and that he has fallen

refutation, nor

The charitable
under the blinding influence of his leaders.
If
think
this
judgment
severe.
he
afflicts
himself,
reader may
as we have done, with a careful study of his book, he Avill conHe will
clude that the verdict is just, and even forbearing.
reach the same conclusion if he will ponder our specific criticisms.
The erroneous points made by the book are so multitudinous
that, if all were thoroughly handled, a still larger book must be
Our aim will be to give a general outline of the main
written.
theses advanced, so as to put our readers in possession of the
drift of the work; and to test these theses in some of the points
supporting them, so as to give fair specimens of the author's
method.
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The positions taken seem to aim at three leading ends:
1. To disparage the antiquity and accuracy of that established
text of the Hebrew Scriptures known as the Masoretic Text, froni
which
2.

our Bibles are printed.

all

To throw

as

much

uncertainty as possible over the author-

ship of the Psalms, to assign a recent date to as
as possible, and to bring

down

their compilation

many

of

them

below the ages

of Old Testament inspiration.
3.

To

convict the Pentateitch of manifold

many

polations,

centuries after

its

and extensive

inter-

professed date, and to deny

the Mosaic authorship of nearly the whole law.
1.

Mr. Smith concedes to the great Reformers a correct con-

ception of the task of biblical criticism, taking good care to travesty their view, in part, as he delineates

it;

but he thinks that

their almost exclusive dependence, unavoidable in their case,

Hebrew

Rabbinical scholars for a
tirely too

much

text, led

in the Masoretic recension.

them

He

on

to confide en-

does not believe

that the valuable series of critics and editors, beginning with

Ezra, called by the Rabbins the "Great Synagogue," ever
a particle of existence as such.

Nor does he seem

had

to be certain

whether Ezra himself ever did anything important for the corNoting the fact
rection and preservation of the Hebrew text.
that the oldest

known MSS.

of the Masoretic text date several

centuries after the Christian era,

accurate correspondence of nearly
suspicion.

he regards the admirable and
all their readings as ground of

Dr. Kennicott, for instance, after

many

collations,

found the variations very trifling and few. Mr. Smith wishes to
know why they are not as numerous as between Greek MSS. of
the New Testament.
He concludes from this very sign of accuracy that there has been foul play, that the Masorites, when

and acfrom among many varying ones,
which suited their own ritualistic views, published that, and
burned up all the others
And for this marvellous liypothesis
he thinks he has historical evidence that of the Septuagint
translation
for it varies very much, in some places, from the
Masoretic text. When he examines a number of these variations, he is convinced that there are internal critical marks that
the copy followed by the Seventy was the correct one.
Their
omissions, he thinks, make the narrative much more coherent.

making

their recension

and

affixing their points (vowel

cent), arbitrarily selected a codex

!

—

—
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Their transpositions,

wliicli are in

some places

extensive, leave

the contents of the prophet in a far more natural order.
•cite

We

the instance which Mr. Smith seems to regard as most con-

clusive,

from 1 Samuel

xvii. to xviii. 5.

to place the passage before him.

He

The reader
will see that

is

requested

the narrative

represents David as a favored resident of Saul's court, and his

honorary armor-bearer; that still, when the war with Philistia
comes on, David is not a soldier; that when he comes to the
camp as a shepherd-youth, his eldier brother, Eliab, treats him
notwithstanding David's favorable

with disdainful petulance,

when he appears before Saul as Goliath's
Saul nor Abner recognize his parentage. This

standing at court
victor, neither

;

that

Mr. Smith, " presents inextricable difficulties." " Every
one has been puzzled by these apparent contradictions." But
when we turn to the Septuagint, we find that it omits verses 12
This omission leaves the narrato 31, and verses 55 to xviii. 5.
story, says

It is therefore the true original text

tive clear of the difficulties.

and the Hebrew

text is largely corrupted.

So would Mr. Smith

conchide.

Now, we begin our reply by
been puzzled, or "found an

Hebrew

saying, that " every one " has not

inextricalile difficulty" in the narra-

Not

mention such sound old exno contradiction whatever,
the following, including learned Germans, concur: Chandler,
Wordsworth, Houbigant, Keil, Hiivernick, Saurin, Toy, Broadus.
And the great mass of intelligent readers doubtless have contive of the

text.

positors as Gill, Henry, Scott,

to

who

see

curred with them in thinking that the narrative

is

perfectly au-

and all its parts consistent with the facts and with each
other, whether they had the exact clue to their explanation or
not.
Next, the reader must be advertised that other old codices
tJie
Septuagint do not omit the parts which Mr. Smith dislikes.
of
The Vatican Codex does which, it seems, he chooses to follow.
The Alexandrine Codex corresponds exactly with the Hebrew
throughout the passage. The Tischendorf and the other uncial
MSS. bear no witness in the case, because they lack the books
of Samuel.
The Complutensian edition, printed from Spanish
MSS., also contains all that the Hebrew contains. So that Mr.
Smith has the authority of only one MS. even of the Septuagint
thentic,

;

for omitting the verses.

Is

presses this material fact ? ^

it

not a

Nor do

little

all

singular that he

good

critics

S2(_p-

concur with
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as the most accm-ate.

Yos-

as the worst of all; Prideaux, with

manj

others, preferred the Alexandrine

MS.

Thirdly, Mr. Smith,

with his preferred "higher"

critics, forgets a very ol^vious reflecwere there glaring discrepancies, the sacred writer
would have been fully as able to see and appreciate them as the
rationalists are.
Hence, on the theory that the difficulties are
there, the most reasonable supposition is that the writer, being

tion, that

strictly honest, felt

constrained to

because such were the facts

and trim

liis

that Saul

;

his story as he has, not-

tell

withstanding the foresight of readers'

difficulties

about

it,

why he did

that the reason

simply

not pare

narrative, as one codex of the Septuagint does,

and Abner

was

really did express, or else feign,

an ignorance of David's parentage, whether we can explain why they did
Fourtldy^ Josephus, a Greek-speaking and Sepso, or cannot.
tuagint-reading Jew, still gives the narrative as the Hebrew text
Fifthly, The fact that David was not recognized by Saul,
when he presented himself — verses 32 to 39 to ask leave
take up Goliath's challenge (where the narrative does not de-

does.

—

either
to

cide whether

he was recognized), or when, verses

58, etc.,

he re-

turned with the giant's head in his hand, would involve no serious difficulty, when compared with xvi. 19, etc. For either one

and reasonable hypotheses removes the difficulty.
It may have been that Saul's ignorance of David was
wholly affected; because the king's capricious and insanely jealous temper makes it wholly probable that David's triumph had
already roused the envy, of which we read a few hours later and
that it took, at first, the disdainful form of this ironical affectation.
" What obscure stripling is this, who presumes thus to outshine us
all?"
This irony, Abner, courtier-like, would be prone to imitate
of several natural

;

with a shrug equally disdainful.

Or,

it is

Saul honestly did not recognize David.
court,

we may be

easy to believe that

When

sure that the proud mother

he ministered at

had arrayed her

now he appeared traveland unkempt, in his coarse shepherd's coat. His ministry
had been very irregular and short at court and his enrolment
among Saul's numerous honorary or titular armor-bearers implied by no means any intimate or long service for the relations
of his forces to the king were those of a mere militia.
It must
be remembered that, for all the history teaches us, many months.
darling in his best "Sunday-clothes";

soiled

;

;
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or even two or more years,

and

return from court

\V.

ROBERTSON SMITH.

may have elapsed between David's
When, in addition, we remem-

this war.

ber that, during the time of David's residence with Saul, he was
of unsound mind, there appears nothing difficult in the fact that

Saul failed to recognize the young volunteer. Another hypothesis
that David was recognized, but that his parentage was
is tenable
forgotten.
What more natural than that Saul, after he saw that
:

he stood pledged
victor,

to

marry his daughter

should desire to

know

all

(verse 25) to the

about his lineage ?

But

young
must

it

be noticed that Saul's language does not imply forgetfulness or
ignorance of David, but only of his parentage
this youth

:

"Whose

son

is

"
?

Mr. Smith also deems that Eliab's irritable taunts of David are
very inconsistent with his previous court-favor! What is this
species of guessing-criticism worth? It may raise a difficulty.in

any

series of facts.

What more

natural and probable, than that

the court-preference for David occasioned this very irritation in
the stalwart elder brother, handsome, but vain and selfish ?
thentic histories present

ing of Eliab

In
that,

is

many

Au-

surprising features, but this feel-

not even surprising.

fine, one is strongly impelled to ask Mr. Smith why it is
supposing the narrative of the Hebrew text so difficult of

compared with that of his edition of the Sephe does not here apply the pet canon of the critics,
''
"The more difficult reading is to be
Praestat (irclua lectio f'
preferred."
The surmise, that the Seventy, influenced by these
imaginary difficulties, tampered with the original in order to
smooth the narrative, is precisely such as Mr. Smith's school of
critics is wont to apply for rejecting the easier reading, when it
This specimen case has been fully considsuits their purpose.
ered, in order that the reader may have a fair sample of the way
in which our author endeavors to exalt the Septuagint over its original, by inventing imaginary objections, and advancing ground-

reconciliation, as

tuagint,

less assertions.

But now

let

us address ourselves to the general merits of the

assertion, that the Septuagint is to

be preferred to the Masoretio

text for giving us the original state of the autographs of the pro-

The author

what Keil asserts correctly, that
have usually been against him. And here
the reader's attention be called to that way which Mr. Smith

phets.

the Protestant
let

confesses,

critics
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practices, of intimating that only the recent criticism is " scien-

One would

tific."

think,

from the coolness with which he

sets

aside the established conclusions of earlier biblical scholars, that

somehow, he and his party have found a whole world of new
critical data, and that thej alone know how to use them scientifically. But we beg their pardon.
There are no neio arcJioeolog'ical
data to be found in this particular

field.

The

rationalistic school

have, at this point, no other materials of which to construct a

new

theory than those possessed by scholars for the last hundred and
The only difference is, that while the old critics made
fifty years.

a sober, honest, logical use of this

common

stock of data, the " de-

them over and rearranges them capriillogically, to strain them into correspondence

structive" school shuffles
ciously,

-VNalfully,

with a foregone, skeptical resolve that the Bible shall speak their
philosophy. Let us take, for instance, the learning embodied in
the Prolegomena of Bishop Walton's great Polyglot, of Prideaux,
and of that illustrious school of biblical scholars in England.

They surveyed the whole field of testimony as to the Septuagint.
They reason from the facts gathered, in the spirit of the soundest
To them, the theory that an original is to yield to a
criticism.
version, in the sense claimed by Mr. Smith, appeared, as it does
to us, just as absurd as that the quality of a stream should de-

termine that of

Our

its

author, as

spring.

we have

seen, thinks the very accuracy with

which all known codices of the Masoretic text agree is ground of
the condemnation of all. He actually complains because they do
not vary as much as our New Testament codices in Greek. Now,

when

a

number

of witnesses, testifying separately, concur with

great exactness in the

sonably taken

same

story,

one of two hypotheses

is

rea-

they are truly well-informed and honest
witnesses, and their testimony is valuable according to its har-

mony

;

:

either,

or they are dishonest witnesses, whose too close

betrays previous collusion.

harmony
mind adopts the harsher
confirmation.
Now, we have

But no

fair

judgment without some gi'ound of
this undisputed fact that the Jewish copyists and critics of their
text, since the Christian era, have a great reverence for the accuracy of their holy Book; that they have adopted an exact system
for insuring accuracy of transcription and that the faithful use
of this system has actually given us, for the last thousand years,
a set of codices almost without various readings.
TF//?/ may not
:

;
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the same reverence, and the same method of copying, have pro^
duced the same happy result in the iwevio^is thousand years f
History assures us that the same reverence for Scripture, and the
same exact system of transcribing, prevailed before Christ. Surely modern Jews are not more trustworthy than the Jews of the

Oh it
ages of Malachi, Judas Maccabee, and Simon the Just.
insinuated, the intense fondness of the scribes for their tradi!

is

tionary Halacha must have tempted them to take liberties in
transcribing, and to foist some of their traditions into the text.

But the Eabbins of the post-Masoretic ages have been still fonder
of their ritual and tradition, and yet they have not touched a letter of the text they received from the Masorites
Again whether the Septuagint codices, taken together, present
a more accurate view of the autographs of the inspired men than
the Masoretic codices, the plain reader may judge from these indisputable facts that the Septuagint was the work of a series of
Alexandrine Jews, some more than one hundred years before the
;

:

others; that the origin of the versions is involved in a fog of

ridiculous

mj^hs

;

that the versions of different books are of ex-

ceedingly various quality, some, as that of the Pentateuch, the

made, being very good, and others wretchedly bad that
the critics have clearly detected purposed corruptions of the text
in some places as Isaiah xix. 18, 19, was evidently twisted to
support the enterprise of Onias (one hundred and forty-nine
years befere Christ) in building his temple at Heliopolis in
Egypt, which fixes the late date of the translation of this prophet that parts of the translations are so bad that such critics
as Home have concluded that the translators were not acquainted
with the Hebrew language and others, as Tyschen, that the
codices used by the translators must have been the Hebrew
The last two
Scriptures approximately spelled in Greek letters.
conclusions are not mentioned for the purpose of endorsing
them, but to show how sorry the credibility of this Septuagint
earliest

;

:

;

;

version appears in the eyes of
tions.

It is still

more

men

skilled in critical investiga-

to the purpose to

remind the reader that

the state of the text of the Septuagint copies

and

is itself

corrupt, granting that the original version

on any edition we now have for correcting the
glaring example of the uncertainty of the Sepwe now have the reader has seen oh^jv^. Every

perfect, to rely

Hebrew

text.

tuagint text

too variant

may have been

A
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knows that tlie scrupulous care wliich tlie
employed in their transcriptions was not employed by the copyists of the Greek. Hence, by the end of the
second century of our era, tlie state of the Septuagint text was
so intolerably bad that Origen undertook to correct it by collaHis amended text he published in his Ile.mpla. He was
tions.
None of his
a learned but a fanciful and untrustworthy critic.
copy has been extant for one thousand two hundred years, exstudent of

Hebrew

its liistory

scribes

cept a few fragments copied

copy was destroyed

;

edition were prepared

Origen's emendations.

may be

Septuagint

recensions, or

some

by

by these three

And

of

facts.

editors, with the aid of

our (very clashing) codices of the

them may be the progeny

which our new school of

The

that Origen's

the descendants of one or another of these

And

copies which Origen condemned.

our Hebrew

They tell us

others.

a Pamphylian, a Lucian, and a Hesychian

critics

text.

sect

had

by

propose to carve and expunge

critical licentiousness of this

The Samaritan

of the worthless

this is the standard
.

_
proposal appears from other

their

characters older than the Masoretic.

own Pentateuch,
Between

written in

this old text

and

ours there are few various readings, and almost the only important one is the substitution of Gerizim for Ebal in Deut. xxvii. 4

Josh.

viii.

30.

;

But the Samaritan Pentateuch dates probably

from 2 Kings xvii. 28, and, at latest, from the times of Ezi-a. This
witness to our Hebrew Pentateuch makes it probable that the
rest of our Hebrew text is equally ancient and trustworthy. The

by the Peschito Syriac version is unquestionably
But the Syriac, if not
translated in the first century, as some foremost scholars judge,
was unquestionably made early in the second. This was he/ore
the Mdsorites had done that work of collation which is so suspected by Mr. Smith. The accuracy of the old Syriac version
text followed

the Masoretic, and not the Septuagint.

is

impregnable;

all

who have examined it testify to it. It is
Hebrew word for word, which

also nearly literal, rendering the

the close idiomatic likeness of the language, the "West Aramaic,

enabled the writers to do, as the heterogeneous idiom of the
Greek did not permit. Again, we have every reason to believe
that the Yetus liala, the Latin version

made

before the Masor-

followed our Hebrew text, and not the Septuagint, as
does also Jerome's Latin version, the Yulgate. Once more the

etic revisal,

:
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Tersion of Aquila, also

made

before the completion of the Mas-

oretic re%'isal, is almost perfectly literal,

Hebrew, as against the Septuagint

and

text.

this also follows our

The reader

will find a

specimen of the logic of the " higher criticism " in
the modes by which Mr. Smith tries to break the fatal force of
First, he assumes, ^yithout proof, that the literary
this witness.
demand among learned Jews of the second century for another
Greek version than that of the Seventy arose, not out of the
characteristic

great corruptions of their Septuagint copies,

but that

it

its

obvious cause,

arose out of a purpose to change and shape an Old

Testament test to suit the new and growing Rabbinical traditions.
Hence, he suggests, Aquila was put forth to publish his pretended
Hteral version.
Our answer is, to challenge Mr. Smith to adduce
one single clear histance in which Aquila has changed a Septuagint translation in the interests of Rabbinism.
Apparently mistrusting this plea,

he then intimates another, which

is,

that the

resemblance of the names Onhelos^ Aquilas, betrays that this
pretended work of Aquila

Greek presentation
tateuch goes.

of the

And

is

but a pious fraud, being really a
of Onkelos so far as the Pen-

Targum

yet the birth, history,

work

of Aquila of

Pontus are expressly given in our most authentic church history.
" The force of nature can no farther go."
Let this trait of the Septuagint be added, which Mr. Smith
himself adduces (Lecture V.) for a sinister purpose that it makes
no distinction between the canonical and apocr^qihal books,
mingling them together on its pages.
But the Hebrew text
always kept this distinction between the divine and the human
as clear as a sunbeam.
This difference may teach us how low
and poor the authority of any Septuagint codex ought to be
:

for deciding particular readings, as against our

One

Hebrew

text.

on which he attempts to
ground a preference for the Seventy (1 Sam. xvii.), has been examined, that the reader ex uno discat omnes. His other cases,
of Mr. Smith's particular cases,

when strictly tested, are equally invaUd.
The last point we make for the correctness

of the Masoretic
Mr. Smith and his
has vaunted the authority of the Septua-

copies of the Pentateuch,
critical

comrades.

gint, as containing

He

is

pecuHarly

fatal to

the most accurate extant representation of the

Old Testament text. He -u-ishes us to correct the projDhets by
But now, it turns out that this Septuagint /bZZoz^s our Hebrev

it.
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Pentateuch, with peculiar, and almost entire, exactness.

We pointedly ask, Why this Greek witness, so credible elsewhere,
is

Is the " new criticism " wilfully inAnd how came our learned critic to over-

not equally credible here ?

consistent with itself?

look this fact?

And now, after this review of the authentic facts of antiquity,
which demonstrate the inferior value of the Septuagint, it may
be seen what ground the new critics have for reversing the impregnable verdict of all the great Protestant scholars, from the
Seformation to the nineteenth century.
2. The second topic of Mr. Smith's criticism which we menIn his seventh lecture he crowds
tion is the Book of Ps;:ims.
together the largest mass possible of assumptions and rash assertions touching the date and authorship of the Psalms, derived
from the ^\'ilful, frivolous, and reckless speculations of his favorite
(which means infidel) scholars of Germany. There, as is well-known, is a class of scholars who, although holding the seats and dra-vving the salaries of theological
professors, avowedly disbelieve all inspiration and all supernatural agencies who regard all the Psalms as on the same level with
a Vedic hymn or a saga who discuss them merely as antique
who use them thus only to occupy their litliterary curiosities
erary leisure and whet their inventive ingenuity, ventilaang any
plavisible guess about them which may be made a string to connect specimens of their learning, and probably laughing in their
sleeves at the British and Americans who are simple enough to
take them seriously or who only trouble themselves about the
Scriptures because tJiey get their salaries by lecturing on them,
and therefore must say something where otherwise they would
concern themselves ^\ith these books no more than with Uncle
Remus's fables. Such is the attitude of the guides whom our
author selects, while teaching biblical criticism in the orthodox
Free Presbyterian Church of Scotland; a church whose very
corner-stone is belief in the genuineness and inspiration of these
books
Mr. Smith's object is to unsettle our behef in the authorship of as many of the Psalms as possible, to make it appear an
immethodical bundle of several earlier Temple-Psalm books, put
together by nobody knows whom. Especially does he labor to
show that several Psalms must have been written after the days of
Malachi, and even as late as the Maccabees and that, therefore,
teachei's, the rationalistic

;

;

;

;

;

!

;
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the compilation dates long after the ceasing of the Old Testa-

ment

inspiration.

The obvious

inference

is

not stated, but

and may
he recommends, and then
amends, the fanciful division into^/?i'i3 collections, for which his
pleas are three that some are Jehovistic and some Elohistic
that in the Hebrew text each book "has a separate heading not
translated in our English Bible;" that each book ends with a
significant doxology.
The first ends with Ps. xli. the second
hinted, that the collection is therefore not of authority,

contain

much uninspired matter.

First

:

;

with Ps.

Ixxii.

the

with Ps.

fifth

;

the third \^ith Ps. Ixxxix.
cl.

;

the fourth with Ps.

This imaginary partition Dr.

cvi.

J. A. Alexan-

Commentary on the Psalms, rightly discards. How flimsy its
ground is may be seen from the fact, which Mr. Smith admits,
that both the names Elohim and Jehovah appear in all the five
parts, only the one is more frequent than the other in certain
parts.
Now, who can say what impulse of faith and piety may
have moved a psalmist, at any given time, to address his God by
the one title or the other? The inference is baseless.
Of the
second point, it is enough to say, that our closest search of the
Hebrew text utterly fails to detect any "separate heading" not
der,

first

translated in our

As

EngHsh Bible

for the imaginary "five books."

to the grounding of a partition

ology at the end of certain Psalms,

from the

on the recvirrence of a doxhow worthless this is appears

a large number of
body of them, as in Psalm
xx^dii. 6, and xxxi. 21, and Ixvi. 8 and 20, and Ixviii. 19, and
xcv. 2, etc., and ciii. 1, and cxxiv. 6, and cxxxv. 19, and cxliv.
and Psalm cxvii. is nothing but a doxology.
1, and cxlv. 21
Why do not the critics make a "book" end with Psalm cxvii.?
fact that distinct doxologies occur in

other Psalms, at their end, and in the

;

Why

not with each of these doxologies, or at least with each terminal one? Tlie feebleness of this fancy is also betrayed by
that Mr. Smith and his guides themselves say that the sequence of the several Psalms in each "book" was not made sys-

this

:

tematic

by the unknown

the Psalms

collectors,

but

is

immethodical.

Then

the terminal doxologies might just as likely have

-svdth

and their place, being accidental, gives no basis
any partition. Epiphanius and Jerome mention that in their
days some Jews maintained this fancy about five books. Their
object was to make the Psalms resemble the Pentateuch in its

fallen elsewhere

for

;
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symmetry

is

a motive

just suitable for a cabalistic rabbi.

Now,

of course, every Bible reader

knows

that

were not written by David, nor in David's age

;

the Psalms

all

that several, es-

pecially of the Asaph-Psalms, were written during the seventy
years' captivity, as, for instance, the 137th.

But the

faith of the

church has always embraced these two points that all were composed by inspired poets that the authorized compilation was settled by inspired authority, and therefore not later than Malachi.
:

;

There is no difficulty about the question of authorship ; for after
Nathan and David, there were twenty-four prophets and prophetAs to the compilesses at least and every prophet was a poet.
ation, the church doctrine is that this was attended to continu;

:

ously by the authorized prophets, as piece after piece was given

by the Holy Ghost and that the whole compilaand the latest poems added, by Ezra and his
inspired successors.
So say the authentic uninspired Je-uish
to the church

was

tion

writers.
II. 475.)

;

verified,

(2

Mace.

ii.

13

;

Josephus against Apion,

So teach the inspired

Old Testament.

(2

Chron. xxix. 30

xxxvi. 4] 1 Chron. xvi. 7 to

Ezra.

iii.

10.)

I.

8

;

Philo,

writers of the later ages of the
;

Zech.

vii.

end [with Psalms

10 ; [quoting Ps.
cv., xcvi., evi.]

But, especially, so teaches Christ in

Luke

xx. 42,

and Peter in Acts i. 20. In the first and last of
Lord and his apostle speak expressly of " the
Book of Psalms," while quoting it as infallible scripture. There
was, then, in the church of that day a book one hook received
by all as " the hook^^ of lyrical worship. There are also thirty-one
quotations from the Psalms in the New Testament, all treating
them, either expressly or by clear implication, as God's word.
And these quotations are from nearly all parts of the book of
Psalms, from the 2nd to the 140th and eleven of them are from
Psalms which have no author named, which shows that the inspired apostles had just the same confidence in these as in the
others.
When we coviple the allusions from Chronicles and
Ezra, the testimony of Josephus and Philo, the fact that the Septuagint presented just the one book of one hundred and fifty
pieces, that Heb. iv. 7 quotes the same book as David's ("saying in Da\dd "), yet ascribing it to God it is impossible to doubt
and

xxiv. 44,

these places the

—

;

;

the conclusion that our present Psalter, as one collection, v/as of
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divine 'Authority to the church from the days of Old Testament
inspiration.

'We

may add

also, that oiir

Saviour bears his testimony, in

Luke xxiv. 44, with equal decisiveness to the whole Old Testament canon. He cites it as an infallible rule of faith under
the well-known divisions of the Law, Prophets, and Psalms
the very classification under which Josephus has been cited as
including

all

the books in our Old Testament, and no others

we know, from the testimony of the
writers
nearest our Saviour, was generally
and
Christian
Hebrew
Smith
does, indeed (Lecture VI.), with
Mr.
adopted by all.
equal weakness and bad faith, attempt to break the force of this
the very classification which

fatal testimony,

by the sneer

that

take the terms in our Saviour's

And

it is

but " rationalism " in us to

mouth

in the historical sense.

in Lecture VI. he attempts to sustain this charge, against

the whole current of Christian and Jewish learning of

by intimating that Josephus' evidence
to our Saviour to define his meaning.

Now, Josephus ended

his

man

A. D. 70, soon after which he wrste his
Several years before he had been wholly engrossed by

career as a public

books.

is

all ages,

not near enough in time

the civil and

Roman

wars.
Hence, as it is out of the question
pursuing
any
new biblical studies while in the
to suppose him
very vortex of these convulsions, we must conclude that his state-

ments touching the Old Testament canon reflect what he was
Bat the words cited from Christ
above were uttered A. D. 33 or 34. Hence Josephus was vir-

taught in his earlier years.

tually his contemporary, as a witness to this point of belief.

upon the
genuineness of the Hebrew superscriptions of the Psalms, by impugning as many of those which named David as their author as
he can, and to date as many of them as possible after the cessation of inspiration.
A few average specimens must suffice to
possess the reader with his spirit.
Psalms xx. and xxi., ascribed
Mr. Smith's method

is

to support the

modern

assault

to David, " are not spoken

}>y a king, but addressed to the king
Mr. Smith cannot believe "that David wrote
for the people the words in which they should express their feelings for his throne," etc.
But was not David a prophet ? and is
it not the very husiness of a prophet to teach the people the sen-

by

his people."

timents God wishes them to cherish ? It was as the defence of
the church that the believers then prized David's throne. Again,
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but that

wished them to vahie and uphold

He

it

was
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2fessia7i's throne

PavicI

?

pronounces, with disdainful

xsxiv.

must be

false,

because

it

levity, that the title of Psalm
" speaks of Abimelech as king of

Gath in the time of David. In reality, Abimelech was a contemporary of Abraham, and the king in David's time was named
Now, is it possible Mr. Smith does not know that
Achish."
every previous expositor has noted and explained this by the
simple remark, that Achish was this ruler's imUvidual name, and

Abi-melech (my father-king) his 7'egal title, as Pharaoh was of
So not only do all the wise, learned, and
the Egyptian kings?
sober British expositors say (of whom our author seems to have
no opinion at all), but also a plenty of learned Germans, as
Gesenius, Lange,

et al.

solution, supported

But he

by so many

treats this obvious

and

sufficient

unworthy
His papal word must

of the best scholars, as

of mention to his readers or of refutation

!

STiffice.

Psalm
because

he thinks, cannot have been written by David,
speaks of inquiring in " his temple" (viz., God's). But

xxvii.,
it

was " not a temple, but a tent." "Will not
shocked
with the disingenuousness of this, when
the reader be
he turns to the Hebrew with us and finds that the word for " his
in David's time there

temple"

is

l/-'^n?

This, Gesenius

us,

tells

means, when,

spoken in connection with God, simply his sanctuary, and is applied to the sanctuary when it was a tent.
Again, he argues
"
verse,
tenth
When
my
father
and
that the
mother forsake me,
then the Lord will take me up," are quite inappropriate to David.

Why ? He

attempts to invent a reason by prefacing his cavils

with the suggestion that the Psalm must have been written after

David's triumphs, because he would only speak of " Zion as
God's holy mountain," and of the " house of God at Zion,"
" after he had brought the ark to Jerusalem."
Again will the

all

when he

reader be shocked by the author's disingenuousness

reads the Psalm and finds that there
in

it

is

neither

word nor

allusion

ahout Zion, nor a single trait to prevent our dating the

Psalm from the days when David was a young man, deprived
for the first time of a father's counsels and a mother's love by
Saul's persecutions,
" Psalm lii. is said to refer to Doeg."

ence to the slander of that
Vol. I.— 27.

(See in the

Edomite herdsman

title

the refer-

of Saul against the
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priests

nvtldng
at

to

Nob.

word

" Now David had
at Nob.)
fear from Doeg." " The danger loas all for the priests
How could the Psalmist" ..." not express in a single

who had succoured David

his s^'mpathy with
,

the

unhappy

for the aid they gave liim?"

priests

who

perished

Therefore, he concludes, David

But if the reader will examine 1 Samuel
he will see for himself whether the lies of Doeg
The case meant just this: that
portended danger to David.
Saul, wholly deluded by the vile delator, was now with Doeg
pursuing David's life with all the fviry which was expressed in
And we presume that no one
his ferocious murders at Nob.
except Prof. Smith ever failed to see in verses 1-5 the most
ardent sympathetic indignation for the wrongs done the priests.
Our author does not even believe that David wrote the 51st
Psalm, or that it ever had any reference to his sin towards Bath"The
sheba and Uriah. On what argument does he rest?
prayer (verse 18) that God will 'build the walls of Jerusalem'
He assumes
refer so manifestly to the period of the captivity."
that at this prosperous stage of David's reign, Jerusalem needed
no more wall-building. (Borrowed from the ultra-rationalist,
De "Wette.) How wretched does this trifling appear, when we
remember simply that David was winting 2>oetry, and hence,
uses an appropriate and natural image ? The parallelism of the
verse is enough to guide every reader: "Do good unto Zion."
This shows that the figure of the defending walls up-built expresses the same thought edification to the church, so exposed
to reproach and attack by David's own crimes (see 2 Sam. xii. 14).
did not write
xxii.

and

it.

xxiii.,

—

David, as a military captain, had literally fortified his city with
But his shocking sins had now laid the church of
stone walls.

God open and defenceless against the reproaches of infidels.
God alone, by his grace, could repair this ruin. Hence David
prays,

"Do

thou build up what

my

sin prostrated."

This gives

a perfectly logical connection with verse 19. For God's acceptance of holocausts does result from such spiritual restoration of
professed worshippers but no success in fortifying a town with
literal ramparts has any relevancy whatever to making animal
sacrifices more pleasing to a spiritual God.
One more of these far-fetched difficulties must suffice. Mr.
Smith does not believe the title of the famous 139th Psalm, when
it says .David wrote it, because he thinks he finds four Aramaic
;
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must have been written during or
Now, there are but three words
one
recurs
twice,
as
debate:
^^ thought, in verses 2 and 17;

words in

wliicli

it,

proves

it

after the captivity in Chaldea.

to
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Vy^ — ^y^^^^ doiV)i,

in verse 3

—

and

;

"H t?

energy, in verse 20.

He

Hebrew must have spelt them with the rougher
But
it turns out that the softer forms in each case
t^.
y\,
derivable
from
appropriate
are
Ayin-roots and that the spelling appears with the ^ in the earlier books of the Bible.
So
that the one is as much -old classic Hebrew as the other
But
how slender a basis would this matter of Aramaisms not be, on
which to deny David's authorship, when we remember that
Chaldea and Syria with their closely cognate dialects bounded
his kingdom on the north and east, and had constant intercourse
thinks the classic
instead of

;

!

with

it ?

When the attack on the genuineness of the titles is made on
grounds as flimsy and uncandid as these, the sound biblical
scholar can well aiford to rest in the old conclusion which accepts

them as

body

of the older critics.

valid,

along with the modern Keil and the great

The titles are now, and so far as we
can decide, always were, a part of the Hebrew text. There is
no valid canon of textual criticism authorizing their excision that
would not equally expunge any verse from the body of the
Psalms.
cognizes

Even the Septuagint, Mr. Smith's
all

the

titles

great authority, re-

of David's Psalms, except a very few.

One other point remains

to be briefly mentioned aftecting the
Mr. Smith's attempt to bring the date of as
many Psalms as possible down to a time subsequent to the cessation of Old Testament inspiration.
The critic's motive is obvious.
Malachi is beiieved to be the last of the inspired Old
Testament prophets. If the Book of Psalms can be proved to

Psalms.

This

is

contain pieces later than him, the point so dear to the skeptics
is

made

out

:

that the Scriptures contain spurious materials.

But the groiinds presented

for this late date of

are as wretchedly flimsy as the

aim

is

some Psalms

mischievous.

One

argu-

ment is, that the " musical titles are discontinued " (Lect. VII.) in
the Psalms of the fourth and fifth " books."
The proposed inference is, that the prevalence of the Greek art, after the Macedonian conquests, had caused the ancient Hebrew melodies to be so
forgotten by the people that the old musical terms were useless and meaningless.
Therefore many of these Psalms, after

420
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Psalm xc, were written

after tlie

Macedonian

era.

But we

object,

first, the distribution of the Psalms into five "books" is imaginary ; secondly, the musical titles are lacking in Psalms which

are unquestionably David's, as in Ps.

cviii.

and

ex.

Hence

their

absence proves nothing as to date ; thirdly, if Mr. Smith's surmise were worth anything whatever, it would be better satisfied
by supposing that it was the Babylonian captivity, and the total
interruption of temple-worship for seventy years, which made the
not pagan Greek

which
never could have influenced Jews abhorring all pagan worship
and speaking the Aramaic tongue. Hence, the argument, were
it not wholly worthless, would only suggest a possibility that
some of these Psalms were written after the captivity began.
"
The other pretended argument is, that the " Pilgrimage-Psalms
("Songs of Degrees") "are plainly, in part, later than the exile;
Ps. cxxii. is later
for they speak of captivity and deliverance."
than Ezra and Nehemiah, for it speaks of "Jerusalem the reSuch is Mr. Smith's translation but it is not that of
built."
other Hebraists fully as good as he. Again Jerusalem might
just as well have been spoken of as "rebuilt," after David's storm
and sack of Jebus (2 Sam. v. 9), and his restoration and enlargement, as after Nehemiah's work and the tone of pride and conold temple-tunes to be forgotten

;

art,

;

:

;

fidence the spectator is

made

to express in view of the royal city

and bulwarks, suits far better to the prosperous city of David
than to the poor, half-populated, scrambling town as restored by
Nehemiah. As to the allusions to captivity and deliverance in
the " Songs of Degrees," these contain nothing more than was
applicable to previous disasters before the Babylonish captivity.
The proof is, that Hosea vi. 11, and Joel iii. 1, both celebrate a

and both are indisputably prior to the great carrythese Psalms are examined, they clearly describe national dangers which threatened, but did not destroy,
Ps. cxxiv.,
the state and city as the invasion of Senna'cherib.
" The Lord liatli not given us as a prey to their teeth."
Ps. cxxv.,
" The rod of the wicked sJiall not rest upon the lot of the righteous," etc.
These Psalms point much more probably to the
times from David to Hezekiah, and to the approaching dangers
and deliverances of those reigns. Lastly, the utmost that could
be inferred, granting the validity of the points made, would be,
that sundry of these Psalms were composed by inspired men of
similar joy;

ing away.

When

;
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them were

written during or after the

So much

not a particle of proof.

That any of

Maccabeaa

for the attack
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era, there is

on the divine

authority of the Psahns.
3.

But Mr. Smith's main and

five lectures, is

The

geries.

final effort,

pursued through

to prove the larger parts of the Pentateuch for-

position he has adopted, from his infidel teachers,

Graf, Wellhausen,

et at., is,

that the Levitical details of sacrifice

were never legislated until in or after the days of
Ezekiel that throughout all the ages from his day up to Samuel
and the Judges, these laws, now written in the Pentateuch, were
never observed, and had never been heard of that especially was
this true of the statute now found in Deut. xii. 11 to 14, enjoining the maintenance of only one altar of sacrifice, at only one

and

ritual
;

;

and prohibiting all others that the priestly caste at the
end of the Babylonian captivity devised this restriction as a

place,

means

;

to restrain the disastrous tendency of the people to idola-

trous worship
serted

it

;

and to give more authority

in their

new

Mosaic authority for
gave the key-note for
divine authority for

to their device, in-

recensions of the Pentateuch, and claimed
that Ezekiel's last chapters,

it;

xl.,

etc.,

new legislation, and indeed sufiicient
whence he does not regard this ritual,

this

it

;

after its late introduction, as lacking in inspired sanction, ac-

He

thinks he
Exod. xxi.
to xxiii., inclusive, and Deut. i. to xi.
Deut. xii. to xxxvi. forms
a later code, ascribed indeed to Moses by the Jews, but in reality
first enacted and published liy some prophet, or prophets, of the
times of Josiah. The largest code is what he calls the Levitical.
It embraces Exod. xxiv. to end, and most of the legislative parts
of Leviticus and Numbers.
This code, with its multiplied and

cording to his low conception of inspiration.

knows

just

how much Moses

exact details, was utterly

actually legislated, viz.

:

unknown until the days of Ezekiel and
by the priests subsequent to the for-

Ezra, and was introduced

mer, and probably upon the hints he gives in his picture of the

new sanctuary (chaps, xl.-xlviii).
The pretended evidences for this
bracing a multitude of points,
of

all

division are numerous,

em-

either frivolous or sophistical

hardy assertions having no other ground than wild dogmatism

of ingenious wrestings of history
of misinterpreted texts.

The

;

text

of exaggerations of facts

most relied on

;

and

is Jer. vii. 22,
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For I spake not unto your fathers, nor commanded them
day that I brought them out of the land of Egypt, conBut this thing commanded
cerning burnt-oiferings or sacrifices.
Avill be your God," etc.
voice,
and
I
Obey
my
saying,
I them,
On the evidence of these verses Mr. Smith roundly asserts, again
and again, that Jeremiah knew nothing of a Levitical code of
Similar passacrifices, and that none such existed in his day.
sages from Isaiah, Hosea, etc., are quoted, in which God rebukes
the Jews for insincere offerings followed by impenitence and all
these are wrested to teach that the Levitical offerings had never
Especially is the argument pressed that the
yet been enjoined.
Levitical code could not have had existence during all the ages
from Joshua to Zedekiah, because the history in Samuel and
Kings does not exhibit Israel as living up to that code. And to
exaggerate this argument the history is in many cases falsified
to make the contradictions between the code and the conduct
more salient. But the chief plea of all is, that whereas the
" second or Deuteronomic code," chap. xii. 3-14, expressly enjoined that there must be but one altar for the twelve tribes, to
which every bloody sacrifice must be brought, at a single place
of divine selection, the historic Israel down to Josiah always had
many altars of sacrifice and high places, which even an orthodox
Asa or Hezekiah did not abolish, and, worse yet, inspired prophets, as Samuel and Elijah, ofiered on them.
See, e. g., 1 Sam.
xvi. 5
ix. 12, etc.
1 Kings xviii. 32, etc.
It would be unmerciful to the reader, as unnecessary, to detaia
him for an exposure of the multitude of points sophistically made.
A few of them will be mentioned and refuted, in order to sustain
our assertion as to the uncandid spirit of the reasoning, and the
worthlessness of the conclusion.
This reprehensible temper is
well instanced in the text cited from Jeremiah.
The author, of
course, knows perfectly well that the great current of learned ex23

:

"

in the

;

;

;

positors explain

it

as a rhetorical hyperbole.

The prophet wishes

to emphasize the truth that in Jehovah's eyes sincere heart religion is far

more important than

ritual

;

so

much more

essential

compared with
the requirement of sincere obedience. He knows that all this
class of passages receives the same obvious explanation. But all
this he disdains either to mention, or look at, or reply to.
For
all he tells his readers, they would remain ignorant that anybody
that the precepts about the ritual are as nothing
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this explanation is

and these very prophets themselves shut
us up to it by other clear declarations, which Mr. Smith takes
especial pains not to mention.
Says Lange, on Jer. vii. 22
" But to find in this passage a proof that Jeremiah was ignorant
of any legal enactment with respect to sacrifices at the time of
the exodus, as Graf does, following Hitzig and others, is a proclear

and

satisfactory,

:

ceeding

there is no grotmd, either in the historical

/?//• ivJucfb

books cr in the writings of the pre-exilic prophets generally."
(See Amos iv. 5, compared with Levit. vii. 13 Hos. iv. 10, witli
;

Amos

25 compare Hosea vi. 6 1 Sam. xv.
22 Ps. li. 16.) These passages make unquestionable allusions
to the Levitical code which Mr. Smith would have nou-extanfc
Levit. xxvi. 26

;

v.

;

;

;

when these prophets wrote. " So also," adds Lange, " in this
passage the negation has a rhetorical, not a logical significance."
So, in substance. Gill

One fact is fatal to Mr.
The exodus from Egypt was

and Calvin.

Smith's exposition of Jeremiah.

indisputably attended by the divine appointment of the Pass-

But

lamh was a sacrifice. Mr. Smith's version
and uncandid. It is therefore impossible that
Jeremiah could have meant that the exodus was literally unattended by any ordinance of sacrifice. But let the reader consult
the folloAving places in the pre-exilic prophets, and especially in
Jeremiah himself, and he will feel how amazing is the audacity
which can assert (as Lecture X.) that these prophets " say Jehovah has not enjoined sacrifice;" and "it is simple matter of
fact that the prophets do not refer to a ^vl•itten Torah as the
basis of their teaching,"
and "absolutely deny the existence
over.

'ikx.Qi^ascJial

as to this is puerile

.

.

.

of a binding ritual law": Jer.

15;
23

xix.

4;

ii.

11, 18; Isaiah

xxxiii.
Ixvi. 3

Ps. xix. 8

8;

vi.

xxvi. 6

19, 20; xvii.

20; xxxiv. 16;

viii.

26;

xviii.

xliii.

22,

4 1. 8 li. 19 Ixvi.
13 Hosea viii. 12 ix. 4 Ezek. xx. 28 2 Kings xxii. 8, etc.
The coolness with which the book of Joshua is excluded from
witnessing to these facts is as refi'eshing as our author's hardihood of assertion is astounding. Lecture VIII. says "I exclude the book of Joshua because it in all its parts hangs closely
together with the Pentateuch." The logic of this exclusion is
the following We assitmo without proof that A is a false witness.
Then, since B agrees with him, he must be a false witness.
;

Ivi. 3,

7

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

xliii.

;

;

;

;

:

:

And

hence, again,

sinc(3

A

agrees vdih. B, he must be a false wit-
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A

ness.

But the

pretty circle, truly!

real reason

why Joshua

appear in the following fatal pasthe whole congregation of the chil-

is not permitted to testify will

sages

:

chap,

1

xviii.

:

"And

dren of Israel assembled at Sliiloh, and set up the tabernacle oi
the congregation there ;" thus explicitedly carrying out the law
of Deuteronomy xii., which Mr. Smith saj's Avas never heard of
Chap. xx. 2 " Appoint out for you cities
until Josiah's days.
:

of refuge, whereof I spake unto you by the hand of Moses."
Deut. xix. 3. But this part of Deuteronohiy, says Mr. Smith,
Chap. xxi. 2, the Lew^as never pubhshed until Josiah's day
!

" The Lord commanded by the hand of
vites at Shiloh say
Moses " (see Num. xxxv. 2) " to give us cities to dwell in, with
:

the suburbs,"

etc.

'

But the most

twenty-second chapter.

significant place of

The two-and-a-half

tribes,

all-

is

the

whose can-

tons Avere east of Jordan, in returning to their homes after the
war of conquest, build an altar at the river. They meant it not
for

an altar of

their

and

sacrifice,

but of witness, designed merely to attest

their children's rights in the national altar at Shiloh.

But the remaining Hebrews, supposing that these are preparing
to break the law of Dueteronomy xii. against a plurality of altars
of sacrifice, are so determined to enforce that Mosaic statute
that they prepare for war against their own brethren. Yet Mr.
See verses 10,
Smith says no such statute existed until Josiali
verses
that such an
decides,
22-29.
high
priest
The
32,
33,
16,
Now, the genuinealtar of witness is no breach of that statute.
ness of this book is indispiitable for every souiid critic. Not
only does every codex and every version, including Mr. Smith's
!

special favorite, the Septuagint, sustain its integrity, but the internal evidences of

it

The lines of the canwhen tested by the
and by modern explorations, prove

are peculiarly clear.

tons, and the references to topography alone,

subsequent Hebrew history
the perfect accuracy of Joshua.
So, in the book of Judges, while we have frequent relapses

from the laws, and while we see the roots of all the subsequent
abuses planted, yet the worship at Shiloh goes on with an approximate regularity in the better days, which constitutes a
constant reference to the existence of the whole Le\dtical law.
Before proceeding to the remaining arguments let us notice,
as specimens of the bad faith with which the criticism is conducted,

some

of the attempts to exaggerate differences,

and to
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the historical Hebrew usage and
Mr. Smith says (Lecture VIII.) that the statute about the daily sacrifice found, for one place, in Numbers
xxviii. 3-5, is of later date than the return from Babylon.
His
proof is, that whereas that statute required two lambs, one for
the evening as well as one for the morning, the usage was only
to present a "meat-o£fering" in the evening, without any living
victim, because in several places, as 1 Kings xviii. 36, it is called
But this noun, while we admit that it came frethe nnjtr.

make imaginary ones between
the Levitical law.

quently to

name

for

mean the unbloody

any

Thus say the best

ing offering.

meaning generically a
nius says

it

" meat-olfering,"

offering, as its root signifies.

means,

An

1,

lexicons.

sacrifice, specifically

A gift

(its

is also

It

the generic

may mean

a

Buxtorf defines

an

oblation.

liv-

it

as

Gese-

etymologic primary sense);

2,

spoken especially of
Furst renders it, Domiin, munus, sacrifichim,
one unbloody.
Tcpoacfoiid ip'jaia.
In Gen. iv. 4, it is used especially for a bloody
offering The Lord had respect unto Abel and his (Hn^p. Thus
Tribute

;

3,

offering to

God, a

sacrifice,

:

the argument

is

exploded.

Mr. Smith says (Lecture VIII.), that the Levitical ritual always
represents itself as "the necessary forms in which alone the inner
side of religion, love to God and man, can find acceptable expression."
Again: "Accordingly, sacrifice, atonement, and forgiveness of sin, are absolutely dependent on the hierarchy and its service."
"Its aim is io provide everything that man requires to
live acceptably with God," etc.
The argument he suggests is
that as

we

see in the history of the

Hebrews a good deal

of reli-

gion which was not hierarchical, this proves the Levitical code

was invented after the exile. But his assertion is simply false.
Israel had its moral, sabbatical, domestic, and social worship, inherited from of old, which quietly held its way alongside of the
sacrificial worship of the tabernacle.
This was so exactly provided for at the one chosen place as the standing type of Christ's

That the moral worship should go on in every town
and family, as it always had done, is taken for granted as a matter of course.
The main object of the Levitical code is to provide for the typical observances, which were largely new. Hence,
had the Levitical books said not one word about the general
moral worship, Mr. Smith's assertions would remain groundless.
But those books expressly contradict him. In Deut. vi. 7, etc..
expiation.
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the daily duty of religious instruction in tlie family is enjoined.
The Hebrew's religion was connected with every event of his
daily

(verses 9

life

So

13).

No

in chap. xi. 18, 19.

priest

and serve his
and not in the form only, and to regulate his

Israel is repeatedly urged to love

intervenes here.

God

and

in the heart,

by

(Lev. xis. 18 Deut. xiii. 4
this principle of piety.
Solomon, in the very act of reiistablishing this ritual
in his temple, in his dedicatory prayer again and again refutes
Mr. Smith's assertion, by expressly prapng that God would open
communion between himself and his beheving people, not only
through the priest and at the altar, but wdthout any priest and
daily Ufe

;

XXX. 16.)

away from the

homes, in foreign lands, in captivity,
and in tlio sick-room, in the battlefield,

altar, in their

in drought, in pestilence

on the journey. Even the foreigner turning to God is to enjoy
This daily access to God from every heart and
like communion.
from every place is grounded on God's omnipresence, which no
temple can hmit. See 1 Kings viii. 27-52. The Psalms, which
describe the very

same

state of religion depicted in the Levitical

man as meditating in God's law day
God when far away from priest and

code, represent the godly

and night
temple

;

;

Iv.

to

as performing his individual devotions thrice or seven

Psalm

times daily.
1;

prapng

as

i.

2;

iv.

4;

v.

3; xxxiv. 1;

See also Zech.

17; cxix. 164.

xii.

liv.

12.

1;

Ivi.

1

;

Ivii.

Thus do the

Scriptures themselves utterly deny that view of the Levitical religion

which

is

reasserted through pages of this Lecture

VIIL

with a wearisome monotony of false assertion.

In the same Lecture

is

it

makes

roundly asserted that the Levitical

"a

perpetual statute that no animal
can be slain for food unless it be. presented as a peace-offering
before the central sanctuary and its blood sprinkled on the altar."
Again, he makes Hosea teach that " all animal food not presented
code, Lev.

at

the altar

xvii.,

is

unclean."

it

His

object, of course, is to argue

that, in so large a country as Palestine, containing so
ple,

many altars must have been made

hence

many peo-

by this law; and
been enLev. xvii. 3-6, shows
false.
It had only a

essential

that hence the restriction to one altar could not have

acted or known.

The

least examination of

that to call this a "perpetual statute"

is

temporary force so long as the people w^ere gathered conveniently around the tabernacle in one encampment.
The thing
which was made a perpetual statute was, that when flesh was
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eaten the blood must not be eaten with it, but must be poured
out and covered with dust. Even while the encampment continued, the

Hebrews

Avere allowed to dispose thus of the

blood

of the clean beast taken in hunting (vs. 13) without bringing

the

altar.

And

in Deut.

xii.

it

to

15, 16, in immediate connection

with the absolute restriction of all sacrifice to one altar, express
permission is given to butcher any clean animal for food any-

where at any man's home, provided only the blood is not eaten.
This shows that the restriction of Lev. xvii. was meant to be
temporary, and was now removed, in view of the approaching
separation of the people to their

homes

in Palestine.

argued that in the days of Eli and Samuel the supposed
law for keeping the ark in a holy tahernacle was not observed,
(and therefore had not been yet heard of,) because (1 Sam. iii.
Tt is

15) the sanctuary at Shiloh

had doors

to

it,

have been a timber or stone house, and not a
ful point is imluckily

ruined by

and therefore must
tent.

This beauti-

observing that the word

HlH /"I

by its very etymology a curtain-door, for it means, says
Gesenius, something " hanging and swinging," and that in David's

suggests

time (2 Sam. vii. 2) the ark of God still "dwelt within curtains."
Mr. Smith argues that the Levitical code was not observed by

good Eli, and therefore had never been heard of as yet, because
he let the child Samuel, who was not of the Aaronic family, sleep
in the holy of holies, a place which the high priest himself only
entered once a year, according to that code, and then " not with-

The shocking dishonesty of this statement is exout blood."
posed when we note that all the passage says is, that Samuel lay

down

to sleep in the

stands for the holy

7ir'''n.

This word, says Gesenius,

^^

never

of holies."

Mr. Smith says that both David and Solomon "officiated in
person " before the altar, the latter frequently. Hence he would
infer that the Levitical code restricting this privilege exclusively
But his only
to the sons of Aaron had never yet been legislated.
proof that David and Solomon ever intruded into the priest's
office is the places where it is said that they " offered" so many

The same soi*t of argument would prove that
own hands all his palace and bulwarks at
Jerusalem, and that the temple was all erected by Solomon's
personal labor. "Who does not see that, as they builded by the
or such sacrifices.

David

built with his
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liands of the professional meclianics, so they sacrificed through

Let the reader compare

the agency of the appointed priests?

2 Chron.

He

xx^-i.

16-18.

Jewish kings habitually carried their pagan
body-guards with them Into the sanctuary, which shows that the
Levitical code forbidding all but Hebrews to enter even its
He finds these pagan retainers
couii had not yet been enacted.
in the Cherethites and Pelethites of David, and the " guards,"
''*]!D

asserts that the

of Jehoiada's day,

who guarded

the child-king, Jehoash, in

were Cretans, Philistines, and
the orthodox kings had any
such retainers of pagan blood, we may be very sure they had become Jews by proselytism and circumcision, as the history shows
so many of David's had, before they ever entered the sanctuary.
But, in the second place, Mr. Smith ought to know that the best

the temple.
Carians

!

These, he

Now,

is certain,

in the first place,

if

Hebraists regard the terms, not as names of nationality at

but as names of calling.

and executioners, so

The

called from

all,

Cherethites were armed guards

H'^^

— to

cut.

The

Pelethites

swiftly.
The ^^3
and were unquestion-

were couriers, from a root signifying to run
of Jehoiada were executioners, " cutters,"

ably the armed Levites mentioned in 2 Chron.

xxiii. 2, 7.

How

preposterous the dream that Jehoiada, hitherto a purely rehgious
officer,

holding his place by sufferance under the pagan Athaliah,

little dwarfed inland kingdom of Judea, either could or
would get pagan Cretans and Carians into his temple guard
Such dreams are the chief staples of our critic's arguments. But
the reader will cry, Ohe ja/n satis ; the recital of these points
has become wearisome.
Let these, then, and their exposure

in the

.'

suffice as

specimens of the multitude of such quibbles, industri-

ously heaped together to travest}- the actual state of the
religion

Hebrew

under the orthodox judges and kings.

But while we object

to these unjust exaggerations of the de-

partures of Israel from the Levitical code,

we

expressly admit

that there were, during a large part of his chequered history,

wide departures.

Barely, after Joshua, did even the best judges

and Idngs return exactly to the perfect pattern

of the law.
Let
us see now how far we should, in candor, carry this admission.
JFtrst, The history of the "altar of Ed," under Joshua's rule,
while it perfectly demonstrates the existence and currency at that
day of the very law of a single altar of sacrifice, which Mr. Smith
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SO strives to date after the exile, also proves that memorial strucsimply, in the form of altar or pillar, for the exclusive purpose of witness, were not against that statute. The prohibitions
of them were designed to prevent their building under circumtiu'es

stances which tended to corrupt worship and idolatry.

Secondly^

It is expressly admitted that other altars for sacrifice were from

time to time erected and used by inspired prophets, besides the

Samuel sacrificed once and again at EaBethlehem once. Da\dd, while the sanctuary and
altar were still at Gibeon, sacrificed on the threshing-floor of
Oman once, and statedly on an altar before the temporary tent
on Mt. Zion, where he had ensconced the recovered ark. Elijah
built an altar and sacrificed on Mt. Carmel, in 1 Kings xviii., and
there can be no question of God's allowance of this act at least,
for he sanctioned it by miracle.
On this class of facts Mr. Smith
glories over us exceedingly.
He would conclude from them that
the statute of the single altar could not have been iu existence
in all these ages, because here it is not a fickle backsHding
one

at the sanctuary.

mah, and

at

populace that breaks

it,

but apparently inspired

men

directed

by God.
The obvious reply is, that Mr. Smith wholly misconceives the
It must be construed in the spirit of its design.
This
statute.
design w^as to secure accuracy of typical teaching and pmity of
worship, by keeping the sacrificial ritual under the immediate
eye and control of the responsible officers. The only ground
for not having a plurality of altars of sacrifice was that it would
open the door for religious schism, for departures from the

au-;

thorized ritual, and for will-worship, and thus ultimately for

"Where the church was sufficiently guarded against
such abuse by the presence of an infallible, because inspired,
officer, these grounds ceased to exist.
Hence, it is ob^•ious that
the force of the statutes was to inhibit the erection and use of a
second altar hy mere liuraan authority. God never designed to
intimate that he, by this command, inhibited himself from gi^ang
lie might and would do it on suitable
his people several altars.
occasion they must never presume to do so. When Joshua and
Phinehas supposed the eastern tribes had raised an altar for
sacrifice on their own motion, they correctly adjudged it a breach
idolatry.

;

of the well

kno-\ATii

statute.

On

learning that

it

was only a me-

morial monument, these orthodox rulers approved

it

as entirely
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consistent with the law.

When Micah

(Judges

xvii. 18) set

a local worship, and the corrupted Danites removed

and

all

by mere human

authority

of separation at Bethel and

;

when Jeroboam

it

set

up

to Laish,

up

Dan for a mere political motive,

altars

these

were breaches of the statute, and they were clearly denounced as
such by the inspired teachers. So was the erection of every
"high place," if made by human authority. But when Samuel,
David, or Elijah, acting by inspired warrant, reared an altar for
sacrifice, the explanation is, that they were as truly prophets as
Moses. Their act was as much God's act as the passing of
Moses' statute was. How thoroughly thoughtless is this criticism which mistakes a rule God imposed on his creatures as
It is to be
though he had thereby forever tied his own hands
altar
of sacnoted also, that at each season when this additional
rifice was authorized by God, there was a special reason for its
In all Samuel's day the arrangeutility, and even necessity.
ments at Shiloli were disorganized by the loss of the ark and its
stay at Kirjath-jearim. Many districts were also in Philistine
!

hands, and

many

Israelites could not safely

make journeys

to

Shiloh across those districts occupied by the enemy. "When
David made the additional altar, the ark was still out of place,
Shiloh was in ruins, the tabernacle and brazen altar were at

Gibeon; and the project to which David was, by divine direcbending his energies, was the transfer of all to Jerusalem,
and their rearrangement there under strict Levitical law, which
Solomon completed. David's day was one of transition. Once
more: when Elijah built his altar on Carmel for a special purpose, Jerusalem was practically inaccessible to most of Ahab's
Hence, rather than let pious people worship at the
subjects.
unlawful altars of Jeroboam, God authorized Elijah, and perhaps
several other inspired men, to rear an altar for temporary use,
under safe, orthodox, and inspired regulations, at another point
than Jerusalem.
But again, we admit that during most of the ages between
Joshua and Ezra there was a large difference between the Levitical code and the usages actually prevailing in Israel.
Mr. Smith
urges that the difference is so wide as to imply that the stricter
points of that code must have been all unknown during all these
ages, and must have been introduced into the Pentateuch after
the captivity. This inference we deny.
Our grounds of denial

tion,
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are the following: First,
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all its

writers of Israel also predict

(See Deut. xxviii.)
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history itself recognizes this de-

breadth and excess.

and

it

its

The

inspired

calamitous consequences.

Joshua, even in the act of calling Israel to

them that he knows they will
In chapter xxiv. 31, the era of observance is expressly limited to the life of Joshua and his contemporaries.
(See also Judges ii. 7, 10.)
So, chapter ii. 11-19
gives us, as a prevalent picture of the state of Israel from age to
age, this alternation: a wide apostasy from the Mosaic code,
strict

observance of the code,

violate

tells

(Chap. xxiv. 19.)

it.

uniformly followed by the threatened calamities, and the pity of

God

excited by their sufferings, raising up some reformer then
a deliverance through the efforts of this reformer, with a partial,
but only a partial (chap. v. 17), return to conformity, and another
speedy relapse into almost total departure, with another catastro;

Such

phe.
Israel

is

the actual j)icture of the sinful cycle around which

moved during the whole prophetic

thinks

it

era.

Whereas Mr. Smith

incredible that the actual historical departures from a

known
tells

Lvitical code could have been so wide, the history itself
us that the departure was just such, always partial at the best

epochs, usually great and lamentable.
of the history given

And such

by the prophets near or

is

the account

at its close, that Is-

rael liad leen capable of disregarding all the points of the code

given them at the beginning.

16; Jer.

v.

5; Ezek. xx. 13;

(See Ps. xiv. 3

Amos

Kings xvii. 8, 16.) "And they
Lord their God," etc.
Secondly, It is not at
sess a revealed code

all

from

;

2 Chron. xxxvi.

4; Nehemiah

ix. 29; 2
axl the coimnandments of the

left

ii.

incredible that a church should pos-

its

foundation and yet live in habitual

we see precisely the same
thing before our eyes in the case of the papacy.
This body has
violation of its plainest rules, because

had both Old and New Testaments from the beginning, and yet
has been for hundreds of years living in most flagrant violation
of their plainest precepts.

The

papist's professed rule of faith,

the Bible, expressly forbids the worship of any but

God

;

Eome

worships God, men, women, angels, bones, jaictures, statues, and
a piece of bread. The Bible forbids persecution Rome perse;

cuted every dissentient, no matter

no

priests.

holy.

The Bible knows

new dispensation Rome is full of
The Bible says none can forgive sin but God

priest but Christ in the

human

how

;
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Gill}'

;

the

Romish

priest undertakes every

week

to forgive sins.

The Bible says marriage is honorable in all Rome f orliids her
AVith this picture before onr eyes, it is but
priests to marry.
silly to say that it is incredible the Hebrew church could have
;

departed so widely from a known Levitical code. And especially
the parallel instructive, because in both cases the departures

is

have been occasioned by the intrusion of the same human theories into the church, that of "tradition" and that of ritual
It was these errors, working, of course, upon
and with human depravity, which made Israel's revolt against a
It is the
revealed code he professed to hold, a possible thing.
Hence, were all Mr. Smith's claims of fact
same in Rome.
granted, his laborious conclusion from the discrepancies of the
code and the practice would bo worthless. It is contradicted by
what we see every day.
Thtrdly, While Mr. Smith supposes that this Levitical code
was first introduced after the captivity by Ezekiel and the pro-

righteousness.

phets succeeding him, the fact
refer to the code in

miah, a

little

many

is,

that these prophets themselves

particulars as already binding.

before the captivity (chap, xxxiv,

the laAV of release for

Hebrew

8),

Jere-

while citing

servants, first given in Ex. xxi. 2,

also makes an unmistakable reference to Lev. xxv. 10, 39-46,
borromng its very words. In Nehemiah v. 1-12, there is an
unquestionable reference to the release of debtors and lauds, en-

acted in Lev. xxv. 9-13.

But, according to Mr. Smith, this part

was not* written -until after the captivity Both
and 2 Chron. xxvi. 20, 21, in relating Uzziah'a
leprosy, make obvious reference to the law of leprosy in Lev.
xiii. 46 and in Num. v. 2.
But these books, Mr. Smith says,
of the Pentateuch

2 Kings XV.

are,

!

5,

except their thread of history, not a

teuch.

The same

history (chap.

v.

pai't of

Moses' Penta-

makes equally obvious
Aaron to offer
and Num. xvi. 40, and xviii.
18)

reference to the law forbidding any but a son of
incense, contained in Ex. xxx. 7, 8,

Mr. Smith thinks, did not belong to the law
ix. 14 speaks of detailed "precepts,
statutes; and laws," given from God by the hand of Moses, in
terms plainly allusive to the Levitical particulars. Joshua, as
7.

But these

at that date.

the very

first

also,

Nehemiah

thing he did on his return from the captivity, re-

sumed the offering of the " daily burnt-offerings by number, and
the new moon continual burnt-offering, and of all the set feasts,

^
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These details are all contained in the
Levitical code, and that code is here obviously referred to as
having ordained them long before, not as now first invented.
The very places in the historical books which teach Mr. Smith
that the law of a single place of sacrifice was so habitually broken,
For example, 1
also imply that it was in existence and known.
Kings xii. 29 to end, tells us how Jeroboam extended this unlawbut it also plainly implies that the law of a single altar,
ful usage
and the law against worshipping Jehovah through images, and
the law confining priestly functions to the sons of Aaron, and the
law fixing the annual atonement on the fifteenth day of the seventh
month, were all enacted, and known before Jeroboam. So of
Rehoboam's sins (1 Kings siv. 23). So, in recording that Asa
(1 Kings XV. 14), Jehoash (2 Kings xii. 3), Amaziah (2 Kings
according to the custom."

;

xiv. 3, 4),

while in the main reformers,

left

the altars

still

in use,

the historian clearly intimates that in doing so they came short
They did right " but not as David their
of the existing law.
:

was otherwise (2 Kings xviii. 3,
Mr. Smith does not dispute but that good Josiah made an
4).
end of all "high places." Well, the narrative of his reform nofc
only plainly implies that the recovered "book of the law," which
guided him in doing so, was the Pentateuch itself; but every
woi'd and act of Josiah shows that he considered the abuses he
removed as every one violations of old law, which Israel was
bound to know. He apprehended great wrath for its neglect.
Did he suppose that God would punish Judah so fearfully ybr
7ioi heepiiig a law hefore it xoas enacted ?
Mr. Smith's hypothesis
as to Ezra's first introduction of the Levitical code is most unlucky.
In his history (chapter ii. 63, and iii. 1 to 6), we find
Joshua and Zerubbabel enforcing all the distinctive ritual of
Does the reader note how long this was before the
that code.
appearance of Ezra as a teacher in Judea ? According to Prideaux's chronology, which scholars now follow usually, about
father did."

"With Hezekiah

it

ninety years

But especially is Ezekiel's testimony unfortunate for Mr. Smith.
His theory is that the ritualistic descriptions of Ezek. xl. to end
gave the
Biit the

first impulse to the introduction of this Levitical code.
prophecies of Ezekiel teem with references or allusions

code as preexistent and old. The emblematic temhe describes in his last chapters certainly was not a

to that very

ple which

Vol. I.— 28.
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model for tlie second temple or its ritual. It liad the Shekinali,
which the second temple never claimed. The land-allotments
There was
to the priests do not correspond to actual usage.
nothing to correspond to the river of life, which Ezekiel deIn his \Tision the " whole
scribes as flowing from his east gate.
"
moimtain
is
most
holv." In the second
the
"
of
top
the
limit of
was
admitted
within that circuit.
the
Gentiles
of
temple the com't
"Worse jet, this very vision refers unmistakably to the "law"
and a "covenant," as preexisting, which Mr. Smith would have
We read in chapter xliii. 8, "shaU
first to be suggested by it.
no more defile " the house. This implies that they had defiled
it before, which they could not have done had there been no
ceremonial law. So chapter xliv. 7 speaks of a ceremonial covenant as already broken, but to be now renewed.
The most marvellous thing about Mr. Smith's critical conclusion

is,

that this foisting in of the Levitical code into the Penta-

teuch, nearly a thousand years after

it

claimed to be

wi'itten,

He
does not seem
thinks that such a j)ious fraud is, for all j)ractical pui'poses, just
as good scripture as though it had been all written by inspired
Moses. " That the law was a divine institution, that it formed
an actual part in the gracious scheme of guidance which preto

him

at all to

impair

its

divine authority.

served the religion of Jehovah as a living power in Israel until
shadow became substance in the manifestation of Christ, is no
theory, but an historical fact, which

no

criticism as to the origin

" If

of the books of Moses can in the least degree invalidate."

could be proved that Moses wrote the law, what would that
add to the proof that its origin is from God?" (Lecture XI.)
The answer patent to the plain mind is, this is what would be
added a source for the Levitical code in Moses' inspiration, instead of in a literary forgery perpetrated a thousand years after
Moses by unknown authors. One fact Mr. Smith either conceals

it

:

or else in one place feebly evades, that as the Levitical code now
stands in the parts of the Pentateuch which Mr. Smith dates
after the captivity, the text claims Moses^ authorship

All through the suspected passages, from Exod.

for

it all.

xxiv. to the

end

and from Dent. xii. onward, the matter is continuMoses at the introduction of each new section
or topic. '"And he said unto Moses." "And Moses wTote all
the words of the Lord." "And the Lord spake unto Moses,

of Numbers,

ally ascribed to
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etc.
These introductions, and
a distinct assertion of Moses' authorship or utterance of the code, recur not less than one hundred
and thirty-five times, interspersed all through the matter which
he says Moses did not UT^'ite Mr. Smith susjDects many parts of

saying,

slialt

make,"

like ones, containing

such

!

the Pentateuch, because Moses speaks of himself in them in the
Well, in Deut. xii., etc., and a number of subsequent chapters, Moses speaks continually in the first person.
But this does not please him any better he rejects these chapthird person.

;

ters also!

Now
who

the "higher criticism"

forged the

may be

able to believe that

men

name of one who had been dead a thousand years,

one hundred and

thirty-five times in seventy-six chapters,

and

through some twenty more chapters, were not onh^ honest and truthful, but inspired of God.
But Mr. Smith ma}^ he assured that all men of common sense
will obstinately demur.
To teach them that these chapters were
then usurped his personaHty

WTitten after the captivity
rious.

There

"udll

all

is to

convince them that they are spu-

be no help for

it.

And

they will also conclude

that this profession of respect for such impudent forgeries as of

divine authority

save

itself

Our last

from

still, is

a very thin mask.

Such

criticism cannot

infidelity.

objection is against the

manner in which the book dis-

counts the testimon}^ of our Saviour and his apostles to the vaHd-

Old Testament canon, and of the passages impugned.
claims to be a thoroughly reverent Christian but he
\drtually arrays himself against Christ's veracity, and he leaves
his readers in ignorance of this irreverent and fatal feature of his
reasonings.
Let the reader, then, notice the following, in which
the New Testament not only refers to this Levitical code as appointed of God, but names Jfoses as the inspired legislator of it.
In Matt. viii. 4, Christ says to the healed leper, " Offer the gift
that Moses commanded."
This is in Levit. xiv. 3, etc., a part of
the Pentateuch which Mr. Smith refers to Ezra's day or later I
In Matt. xix. 7, " Why did Moses then command to give a writing
This law is in Deut. xxiv. 1, one of the pasof divorcement ?"
sages Mr. Smith says was never known until Josiah's day. So in
Mark x. 3, "What did Moses command you?" (on this same subject).
In Matt, xxiii. 2, " The scribes and Pharisees sit in Moses'
seat. All therefore whatsoever they bid you, that observe and do."
ity of the

The

critic

;
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This plainly implies that all the observances for which they
In Mark xii. 19,
quote'd Scrip tiu'e were quoted fi'om Moses.
This is in Deut
"2foses xcrote" (the law of Levirate marriage).
XXV. 5 again.

So says Luke

JIbses and the prophets,"

etc.

xx. 28.

Luke

In John

i.

29, " They have
The law was given

x-vi.

17, "

In John iii. 14, " Jfoses lifted up the serpent in the
(Num. xxi. 9.) In John vii. 14, "Did not Jfoses
wilderness."
give you the law ?" Now, according to Mr. Smith's own theory,
the " law " which the scribes of that day ascribed to Moses cerIn Acts iii. 22, " Moses
tainly included the whole Le^dtical code.
This
truly said unto the fathers, a prophet Hke unto me," etc.
vii.
15.
and
Rom.
So in Acts
x. 5,
37,
is said in Deut. xviii.

by

Jfoses.''

"Jfoses describeth the righteousness of the law."

"When

(See Levit.

meaning unquestionably when the Pentateuch, as we now have it, is read.
In Heb. ix. 19, "When Jfjses had spoken every precept." This
was in Exod. xxiv. 5, at the earliest, if not in Levit. xiv. Mr.
Smith thinks Moses spoke very few Levitical precepts. Kow, in
view of these inspired assertions, can it be that all these men,
when they called the Levitical law ^^Jfoses" law," only meant
that it was a law whicli for four hundred years had gone by
Moses' name, though really invented a thousand years after him ?
Again, Paul says expressly (Gal. iii. 17) that "the law," meaning
unquestionably this Levitical code, was added "four huudi'ed
and thirty years after " Abraham. Mr. Smith thinks the larger
part was added fourteen hundred years after Abraham.
And
Luke ii. 23, 24, refers to the law of the first-born male and the
mother's cleansing as the "law of the Lord," but a part of it is
found in Exod. xxxiv. 19, and Num. iii. 13.
The intelligent reader of the Epistle to the Hebrews "will especially remember how fatal its testimony is as to Mr. Smith's theory.
The inspired author is beyond doubt (see chapter ix. 1-7)
viii. 5.)

In 2 Cor.

iii.

15,

Jfoses is read,"

made at the time of the covenant of the
In this he places (chapters viii. and ix.) nearly every
feature of what Mr. Smith calls the Ezdrine ritual.
And then
he ascribes the whole to Moses (chapter ix. 19-22) with an unmistakable reference to Exod. xxiv. 5. If the Epistle to the Hebrews is inspired, Mr. Smith must be wrong.
No better place than this offers to direct the reader's attention
describing a tabernacle

Exodus.

also to the theological tendencies of his criticism.

He

says that
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sacrificial

ritual; that their teachings constantly depreciate the value of
ritual, and point the people, as Micah ^ri. 8, to acts of jusand mercy, as what God requires of behevers. But he admits that, after the exile, a sacriticial ritual was enjoined by
divine authority.
But the old dispensation was tj'pical of the
new, and foreshadowed the way of salvation. God, therefore,
has taught hoo opposite loays of salvation. First, for a thousand
years the Socinian theology, which discards the necessity of expiation and then, from Ezra's day to ours, the Cahdnistic the-

such a

tice

;

ology.

Is the Christian reader ready for this conclusion

?

found in the mode of the citation of the Old Testament as "the Scriptures,"
Yf^af^, or nl
yoaifal^ the "oracles of God," the "sacred Scriptures/' "the law
and the prophets," and in one case (Luke xxiv. M) "the law of
Moses, the prophets and the psalms." Now the force of this

Another

class of attestations is

rj

attestation is contained in these facts:

tures " are usually quoted

and

First^

by Christ and his

These "Scrip-

anostles as authentic

infaUible, as a standard of unquestionable appeal, as givevi

from the Spirit of God.
to were certainly those

Secondly^

we now

The

text

have, as

citations fi'om nearly every book,

is

and canon referved
bv particular

j^roved

and by the testimony of the

Septuagint, from which the quotations are usually madf, not to

say by the

Hebrew

and represented in our copies.
and "law, prophets,
psalms," were certainly used by our Saviour and his apostles as
distinctive of that canon of the inspu-ed Old Testament which
we now have. This conclusion is resisted, indefid, and the attempt is made to persuade us that our Saviour did not mean to
state the threefold division of the Old Testament in the sense of
the customary Jemsh division, and that tl\e word joaipai may
mean, not only the inspired, but any other rehgious writings of,
the ante-Christian times cmrent among; the Jews, as for instance,
the apocryp)lia. We have seen the vdsingenuous attempt to rob
us of Josephus' mtness, and thfl.t of the Targum of Onkelos as
to what a Jew of the Chri*5/cian era meant by "law of Moses."
That attempt is futile. It is unquestionable that in Christ's day
the terms lav prophets, 2)S(''l'>^s, tad a perfectly definite meaning
as tbe three grand divisions of our present Hebrew canon. Hence,
it is the plainest rule of hermeneutics that he shall be held to
Hence,

thirdly^

.,

codices extant,

the words "scripture"
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use the terms in their recognized sense, inasmuch as he gives us
no caveat against it. Josephus, in his testimony, shows clearly

Hebrew mind

that a broad separating line existed in every

tween the books of the canon, and

all

others,

be-

however pious and

popular.

That neither Christ nor the Jews of his day ever confounded
these inspired books with any midrash or halctcJia appears again

where authority is claimed for a rabbinical
law is admitted on both sides.
instance.
Matt.
xv.
for
9.
The scribes do not dare to
See,
2,
call their rule of handwashing more than a "tradition of the
in every place

thus

:

hiw,

its inferiority

to the inspired

even when they claim obedience to it. Christ contrasts
GocVs doffxaza, as a " commandment of men."
So Mark

elders,"
it

-udth

vii. 3, 8. 9.

Lastly,

The words

" scripture," " scriptures," and " sacred

writings," are together used fifty-two times in the

New

Testa-

ment, and in every case the context makes
ing attached
"

The

that which

we

give

scripture cannot be broken."

fulfilled."

men

iB

"No

is

moved by the Holy Ghost."

given by inspiration of God."

the scripture?" (evidently appealing to
ter).

Such

is

—

scripture is of private interpretation, but holy

of old spake as they were

"Ail scripture

it plain that the meanthem inspired writings.
" The scripture must be

the tone of this

New

it

"What

saith

as an infallible arbi-

Testament usage.

Since the

intensest Rabbinist did not dare to claim that his "tradition"
was " scripture," and since Christ so clearly distinguishes them,

beyoncJ debate that the words designated only the inspired
canon.
But since the very parts of Leviticus and Numbers
which Mr. Smith suspects are quoted as " law of the Lord," as
it is

" scriptiu'e," as " God's teaching

contradicted

by Christ and

by Moses,"

his suspicions are

his apostles.

In concluding this .review, we can add very little as a summing
"We can safely ap^peal to the attentive reader to decide
whether our exceptions to Mr. Smith's conclusions are not de-

up.

We can equally leave it to him to decide, after the
exposure of his uncandid method.?, whether our disapprobation
of his work, though plainly expressed, is not just and deserved.

cisive.

Our word of condemnation was not too hard, anrd the safety of
the church and the truth requires from faithful defenders X£0 less.
Finally, while we do not presume to question the personal sin-
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Mr. Smith's protestations of his own confidence in the
substance of the Bible as containing a divine religion, we warn
him that feAV who adopt his principles of criticism will think
that they can consistently stop where he stops.
The Germans
whom he follows do not think so. Their first principle is, that
the supernatural is incredible. The very aim of their policy in
adopting a method so rash is, to be able thereby to eliminate
this supernatural out of the Scriptures.
And such will be the
tendency wherever such methods are used. The result towards
which they incline is virtual infidelity.
cerity of

THE INFLUENCE OF THE GERMAN UNHTOSITY
SYSTEM ON THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.^
be
the great Protestant Universities of Germany are
INfound
wonderful advantages for learned research, a mighty
to

spirit of research,

and many and great

merits.

The Germans,

compared with the Hollanders, the British, and even the French,
are a poor nation, and both munificent salaries and large incomes are rare among them so that the endowments and emoluments of their professorships are munificent when viewed in
relation to the habits of the people, although very moderate
when measured by a British standard. The organization of their
universities is wise and liberal, the professorships amazingly
numerous, and the division of labor accordingly minute. This
;

partition of branches of instruction, with the cheapness of liv-

ing and of books, and the scale of the libraries, enables scholars
to pursue the different departments of literature to their extreme

with a nicety unknown in any other country.
Hence, in German universities are found men devoting their
whole lives to examining and teaching departments which, in
other countries, are either not touched or treated as a brief appendage to some other branch. Studious eftbrt is, moreover,
honored, and literary success valued by the whole people and
the governments.
The appointing power is, no doubt, usually
ramifications

employed with great impartiality and wisdom to elevate men of
and learning to distinguished chairs.

real diligence

The genius
in a splendid

bandry.

of the

way

German

Protestant people also contributes

to the fruitfulness of this vast literary hus-

Intensely devoted to freedom of sj)eculative thought,

thorough, laborious, patient in temperament, they are perhaps
the

more independent and adventurous in

cau.se

they have been allowed so

This part of Germany
'

is still

From The Southern
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little

literary inquiry be-

liberty of political action.

the Protestant nation, proud of the

Presbyterian Review of April, 1881.
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and zealous to exercise it everywhere they
In no country of Christendom is the higher education so prominent and so honored, and nowhere is the trade of
scholarshij) so completely organized or so persistently plied.
light of free inquiiy,

are allowed.

Hence

would be both incorrect and ungrateful to deny the
German scholarship. In
no department of human learning have the Germans been laggards in some they have laid scholars under peculiar obligaIn philology, the editing of the classics and the patristic
tions.
it

indebtedness of the civilized world to

;

writings, the illustration of the Scripture text, the compilation

and

of accurate lexicons

which are taught

And

lead.

critical

grammars

in civilized countries, they

they are

now coming

of all the tongues
have long taken the

to the forefront in the

medicine, chemistry, which

realistic sciences of law,

to consider as the prerogative of the

more

more

men used

practical Briton

and

Gaul.

no department have the Germans attracted so much
Men speak of " German theology,"
sometimes with fear, sometimes with admiration, but often as
though it were something single and unique, and separated from
all other schools of theology by uniform traits.
Whereas there

But

in

attention as in theology.

many German

are as

theologies, at least, as there are British or

American, differing as widely from each other in merit and in
opinions.
There is, indeed, so much of a pretext for speaking
of "German theology" as a single system by itself, that the

most of the writers of that nation, of

common

all

the various schools,

One of these is the use of a peculiar
philosophic nomenclature, made prevalent among them by the
have a few

traits.

long ascendency of one or another phase of idealism.

may be

Another

said to be a certain boldness of criticism in dealing with

inspired declarations, which, to the orthodox apprehension of
the reformed, savors of a degree of license.

ology

is

there are as wide differences between the

some

But German

the-

yet as many-sided as that of Britain or America, and

of their expositors

good and the bad.

and dogmatic theologians

it is

Of

hard to

utter praise too high.

But

in settling the weight to

be attached by English-speaking

Christians to the theological emissions of the
are

1.

German

press there

which must be considered.
In German Protestantism, Lutheranism is now

some very plain

facts

virtually
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One sufficient cause of this result is the ascendency
and her persistent pohcy of unifying her state church.
The University of Marburg, a small one, is now the only distinctively Reformed or Presbyterian institution left in Germany.
It is not asserted that all Reformed divines are excluded from
But the general rule is, that the Lutherans are preall the rest.
Now, as students well know,
ferred, and are in the ascendant.
Lutheran theology is no longer that of Martin Luther, as to the
distinctive points of Calvinism.
On these doctrines the most
evangelical and orthodox teaching one hears in Germany is as
hostile and as condemnatory as that we are wont to hear at home
from Wesleyans and Arminians. But this fact is almost trivial
when compared with another, viz., that the present Lutheranism,
when not rationalistic, is sacramentarian. The most devout, the
dominant.

of Prussia

staunchest assertors of inspiration, like Luthardt of Leipzig,

teach a phase of baptismal regeneration, and the real, corporeal

The

presence in the supper.

everywhere
2.

fruits of this

teaching there, as

else, are evil.

The Protestant churches

of

Germany

are state establish-

ments, and such are their universities, with their theological de-

The theory of this relation
known in history
the German princes usurped the power
partments.
Erastian.

It is well

jects a religion, with a

to the state is rigorously

that at the Reformation
of dictating to their sub-

tyranny at least equal to that of the popes.

The motto of treaties and laws was " Cujus regio, ejus religioy
The ruler of the land ruled the religion of the land. The people
of an unfortunate state had to change their faith and Avorship
backwards and forwards, from the Reformed to the Lutheran,
:

and from either to the popish, as the sword, or the
the lusts of the prince dictated.

Nor

is

interests, or

the church in

less helpless under an imperious Erastianism to-day.

ual church government there

is

simply none.

are either absolute ciphers, or they are bvit

Germany
Of spirit-

The church courts
names for what are,

really, htireaux of state administration, as little reflecting a spirit-

ual

power as a bureau of police or street-paving. The prostrapower under the secular received notable illus-

tion of church

tration as late as 1875-'76,

when the

foul state of the marriage

and divorce laws of Prussia (which Bunsen has cited as the one
of two grand blots on the Protestant world,') provoked a protest
'

Hippolytus, Vol, II.
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from the Lutheran pastors. Tlie answer was an imperious edict
from Bismarck, suppressing their protest, commanding them to
solemnize the adulterous unions, and ordering them to expurgate
the church liturgy so as utterly to suppress

implied disap-

its

probation of the antichristian law and usage.

where a nominally Protestant but Erastian church

by

established

The Dissenting churches embody nearly

half the population,

manly

Christians.

to be practically

or quite

and give a place of refuge to honest and
In Germany, Dissent is so insignificant as

The pressure

niJiil.

exists in full force; there

not enough vitality to evoke this form of remonstrance.

Hence, with

this state subjugation of the church,

trine of baptismal regeneration, every
is

is

law, the healthy vitality of the national conscience is expressed

in Dissent.

is

In England,

^

baptized in infancy, and

puberty, before

it is

is

German

confirmed at the approach of

betrothed or conscripted.

bers of the church ;

all

and doc-

Protestant child

have been to their

All are full
first

mem-

communion

no chiu'ch discipline in the hand of any spiritual court
any of membership, however he may become infidel,
atheist, adulterer, or drunkard.
Every meml^er of the church
so
ecclesiastical
title
goes,
eligible to a theological profar as
is,
The appointing power to theological chairs is virfessorship.
There is no need whatever that a man be
tually the state.
ordained to the ministry, that he have a saving, personal knowledge of the gospel, or make any profession of it. Rather is it
necessary that he attain the proper academic degree, defend his

there

is

to deprive

much

Thesis theologica in a Latin disputation, get himself
of as a diligent linguist

and

student,

talked

and an adventurous, slash-

and that he be acceptable to the government. The
from whom the appointments to
theological professorships most naturally are taken, does not
pretend to be in any way more spiritually-minded than the body
ing

critic

class

;

of theological students,

of University students.

generation and spiritual

To

require a credible profession of re-

life,

as a prerequisite for joining a theo-

—

or for receiving ordination and a parish, even
would excite in Germany nothing but astonishment it would be
hard to tell whether the feeling of absurdity, or of resentment,
v/ould most predominate in the German mind at this demand.

logical school

:

'

Edinburgn

Eevieto, Oct., 1880, p. 270.
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It is not

praying

meant that none of

men

:

this class of students are devout,

there are doubtless cases of true pietj.

But no

such profession or quality is ever demanded. Certainly there
exists, between the mass of the students of di^•inity and the
others, no marked distinction of manners, morals, church attend-

Church historians know that the
theory of Spener and Francke was denounced by the general
mind of Lutheran Germany, and dubbed by the nick-name of
"Pietism." But that theory was, in the main, embraced by
evangelical Christians in America as almost a self-evident
truth.
It is, at least, an accepted axiom, that the pastor, and
especially the teacher of pastors, must be a man who has spirance, or habits of devotion.

itual experience of the truth.

Hence, the American evangelical Christian must be reminded
abatement to be made in estimating the weight to
be attached to much of the German theology. To tell our people that an author is a theological pivfessor, is virtually to say
that he is not only a living, experimental Christian, but that he
is supposed to be an eminent one.
His opinions are the object
almost of rehgious reverence. At least, he has credit for the most
thorough earnestness and sincerity in his teachings. It is supof the large

posed, as of course, that his declarations are

made with

all

the

solemn intent proper to one who beheves himself dealing with
the interests of immoi-tal souls. It is hard for our people practically to feel that a man so trusted in the holiest things may be

deaUng with the sacred text in precisely the same spirit as that
he would criticize a Saga, or an Anacreontic ode. To

in which

appreciate the matter aright, they should represent to themselves

a Bancroft or an Emerson, Avith aims perhaps very genteel and
scholarly, but wholly non-rehgious

and

unspiritual, criticizing

the authorship of Ossian or of Junius' Letters.

Now, the Apostle Paul has passed his verdict on such men.
"Christ crucified ... to the Greeks foolishness." "Because the
carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the
law of God, neither indeed can be." " But the natiu'al man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God for they are foohshness unto him; neither can he know them, because they are
spmtually discerned. But he that is spiritual judgeth all things."
;

They "have the understanding darkened by reason of the hardening of their heart." "But the anointing which ye (believers)

'
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have received of liim abitletli in aou," savs the Apostle John,
" and je need not that any man teach ^-ou but as the same anointing teaeheth yon all things, and is truth, and is no lie, and
even as it hath taught you, ye shall abide in him." "He that
Unless we are prepared
believeth hath the witness in himself."
to contradict God's Holy Spirit, we must ascribe to the unregenerate critics, however learned, this consequence, that their carnal
state must cause them to dislike and misconceive true godliness
and salvation by gi-ace. Such a judgment they will, of course,
disclaim and resent they will flout the pretensions of spiritual
discernment, which the children of grace derive with sanctifica;

;

fi'oni the Holy Ghost, as Boeotian, or as fanatical, or as a
cheap and vidgar mode of asserting one's intellectual and literary
aristocracy, without paying for it the price of that diligent learning which they arrogate.
If Paul and John speak truth, it is,
of course, unavoidable that these men should answer the charge
thus.
The same "blindness of heart" which makes them unconscious of the spiritual beauty of the gospel "s^ill, of course, make
them unconscious of their prejudice. They are perfectly sincere

tion

They

in thinking themselves dispassionate.

are in a state ana-

logous to that of the freezing man, who, becmcse
as

no longer

It is thus

to feel the cold, does not feel that

with the

man who

is

he

lie

so utterly possessed

prejudice against his neighbor, that

it

is,

is so chilled

is fi'ost-bitten.

by a blinding

for the time, simply

impossible for him to take an equitable \ie^v of that neighbor's

This

acts.

is

the very time he protests that he

passionate, and

is

entirely dis-

calmly condemning his neighljor from the

is

simple force of truth and justice

!

It is

men

obvious that

if

the apos-

be unconscious of its
truth and they cannot but resent the charge as unhandsome.
But none the less, the Christian who does not wish to fly in the
tles'

verdict be true, these worldly

will

;

face of inspiration

cause he

is

must make the charge.

but because he dares not insult
will,

He makes

it,

not be-

glad to insult anybody, especially any learned men,

while making

it

God by

contradicting him.

We

in this case, give these scholars all the

credit we can for every excellence they can claim, courteous
manners, coiTect morals, (shaming, of course, all mere pretenders
to spii*ituaUty,) dihgence, minute learning, and even a commendable intellectual honesty wherever the siDiritual truth, which is

the object of their unconscious prejudice, does not present

itself.
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comes to the liandling of tlie themes of redemption,
there must be, then, a certain incompetency, in spite of their
learning; and if the apostles have not slandered the "natural
man," we must hold ourselves prepared to discount a large part
"V\^en

it

of their conclusions.

The

atmosphere which these scholars inhabit,
judged
by us extremely unfavorable to evanmoreover, must be
gelical investigation, or several of our most firmly established
3.

spiritual

convictions must be discarded

by

us.

We

have held

it

beyond

a doubt, that the influence of the doctrine of baptismal regeneration

must be deadening and unwholesome.

now

divines

But the Lutheran

usually hold this with a tenacity proportioned to

their professed orthodoxy.

We

have been taught

to regard the

day as ordained by a jus divinurriy
beheve that God has thus enjoined it, because its right
observance is essential to the healthy culture of the soul. Well,
Lutheranism believes that all sacred days of divine authority are

sanctification of the Lord's

and

to

as utterly abrogated as the
batize is

new-moon

sacrifices; that " to sab-

to Judaize;" and Lutheranism very diligently "shows

by its works." Take this sample from Luther's Table
Talk : " If anywhere the day is made holy for the mere day's
sake, if anywhere anyone sets up its observance on a Jewish
foundation, then I order you to work on it, to ride on it, to dance
on it, to feast on it, to do anything that shall remove this encroachment on Christian liberty." When their hohest man can

its faith

common sense of the
how much improvement is like to be made of

so insolently reject God's ordinance, the

reader will suggest
the Lord's day

The

by average Lutherans.

evangelical Christian accordingly recognizes the spiritual

atmosphere of these great centres of learning as fearfully cold.
One index of this is, that American students of divinity around
them, although sufficiently masters of the language to attend

German

lectures, feel themselves instinctively

separate preaching.

drawn

Devotional meetings are rare.

to most, merely a holiday.

The average

to set

up

Sunday

is,

university student is

heard to boast, not seldom, that he has not entered a church for
a 3'ear, and hopes not to do so until his marriage, when he will
have to enter it once more.
But he is none the less a baptized

and confirmed member of the Lutheran Church. The state of
chui'ch attendance tells the whole story as to the spiritual atmos-
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Berlin now lias more than one million one liundred
thousand people. It has about thirtj-two Protestant places of
worship, of which many are ver}^ small, and scarcely any have a
Gottingen is a little city of twenty thousand.
full attendance.
Its university has about seventy professors and one thousand
students.
In the whole town and university are four places of
The " University
Protestant worship, two of which are small.
Church" has one sermon a fortnight during the sessions. On a
good day one may see there from fifteen to twenty-five young
men, who may pass for students (or may be, in part, genteel
merchants' clerks).
The theological department counts from
Where are these on Sunday
eighty to a hundred students
morning ? " In the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg an inquiry
was made in 1854 into the condition of the Lutheran Church,
and it was found that no service had been held in the head
churches for two hundred and twenty-eight times, because there
had been no congregations." ^ No one has drawn this picture in
darker colors than the evangehcal divine, Christlieb, of Bonn.
He says " There are large parishes in Berlin and Hamburg
where, according to recent statistics, only from one to two per
cent, of the population are regular church-goers.
Elsewhere it
is somewhat better.
But speaking of Germany in general, we
may say that in the larger towns the proportion seldom exceeds
nine or ten per cent., and in the majority of cases it is far lower."
In fact, the general aspect of Protestant Germany, on the Lord's
day, is prevalently that of a civilized pagan country like China.
The bulk of the population does not enter God's house, but does
go to places of amusement. The only marked rehgious activity
pliere.

!

:

'^

in the larger part of

Germany (there are happy oases of spiritual
among the papists. Their churches

fruitfulness, like Elberfeld), is

and during the hours of mass the worshippers rebusy swarm of bees about their hive. The contrast is, to the Protestant, most mortifying.
The inferences which the practical mind must draw from this
picture are two the spiritual atmosphere is not one in which
we should expect evangelical views to flourish, and the fruits of
German theological criticism in its own country are not such as
to encourage its dominancy here.
While German scholarship
has been busy with its labors, it has suffered almost a whole
are thronged

mind one

;

of a

:

^Edlnl. Review, Oct., 1880,

p. 274.

^

Mod. Doubt, and Chr.

Belief, p. 27.
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nation to lapse into a semi-heatliemsli condition

poperv -within the reach of
"thii-t}' years'

war"

nothing against

it.

its

arm ever

since the

It lias liad

end of the

(Peace of Westphalia, 1648), and has won
Tried by its works, German divinity is fouiid

wanting.
4.

The

writings of the rationalistic schools betray this spirit-

ual blight in a defect which the living believer mnst ever regard
as a cardinal one.

This

is

the failure to appreciate and to weigh

at all that class of internal evidences for the gospel

doctrines of grace which

is

and

for the

presented in the correspondence be-

tween them and the experiences and convictions of the gracious
soul.
This is, indeed, the vital, the invaluable evidence. The
They dissect
class of criticisms alluded to know nothing of it.
the evangelists, epistles and prophets, just as they do Homer or
They have never felt that declaration of our Saviour
the Yedas.

"The words which
are

life."

I speak unto you, they are spirit and they

The response which

itions of the

human

is

made by

the profoundest intu-

heart and conscience, quickened

by the

immediately avouching them as
the words of the Creator of the human soul, is unnoticed by these
critics.
They propose to settle the authenticity or falsehood of
Spirit, to these lively oracles,

by
Rome, or

the records by antiquarian processes only, similar to those

which Niebuhr proposed

to test the legends of early

Wolf the genuineness of the Homeric epics.
5. The sober and practical mind finds the
the real value of this species of discussion in

best argument of
its history.

Let

it.
The time was when Eosenmiiland Kuinol were ranked as marvels of critical acumen and
learning.
Now, the mention of their special conclusions excites
a smile, and their works are obsolete.
In the latter part of the
last century, Semler led off in what was then the new school of
rationalism, explaining away everything in the sacred records
which transcended human conception. To-day, while there are

us glance over a small part of
ler

plenty in

Germany who hold

or believe in his criticism.

to his skeptical results,

He was

first

none follow

professor of theology

in,

and at last head of, the divinity school of Halle. Eichhorn was
a famous ^Drofessor of Oriental languages and literature at Gottingen up to 1827.
He also is a disbeliever in all the supernatural, and explains all the miracles of the Bible as natural
events.
The book of Isaiah he regarded as entirely unauthen-
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— the product of a plurality of writers put together at randora.

De Wette was

He

is

theological professor in the University of Basle.

usually regarded as the founder of the historico-critical

school in Germany, which was, though less extreme than the

Tubingen school, tinctured largely with rationalism.

He

does

not believe that the Chronicles are scripture, or that the apostle

The latter he rejects
Paul wrote Ephesians or First Timothy.
l^ecause it has un-Pauhne phrases, and because it portrays a too
advanced state of the gnostic heresy for Paul's day, and a church
In these points he has been utterly
government too mature.
refuted by Bunsen's Ilippolytus.
Paulus, professor of theology at Heidelberg, 1811, was a
rationalist, who " sat down to examine the Bible with the

thorough

profound conviction that everything in
natural was only natural or fabulous,

it

represented as super-

and that

time criticism con-

sisted iu endeavoring to prove this."

Baur (Ferd. Chr.) was professor of Protestant theology at
Tubingen from 1826 to 1860.
He is usually regarded as the
founder of the " Tubingen school," which arrogates to itself the
name of " the critical." He has been both represented and contradicted by his pupils and successors, Volkmar, Keim, Hilgenfeld, et al.
lis principles may be said to be two
that nothing
supernatural can ever have really occurred, and that the Christianity of the first age was from the first divid ;d by two hostile
and contradictory schools, the Petrine and the Pauline.
For
:

this notable hj^Dothesis the only tangible pretext is the narrative

11-16.

The advocates

two doctrines had, he
and the
later gospels, especially John's, were forged to smooth over this
fatal breach and hush up the squabble, long after the deaths of
the men whose names they bear.
Hence, the source of the materials used for these pious frauds must be guessed.
The guess
of Baur and Volkmar is, that at first there was a brief wi'iting of
somebody, possibly the evangelist Matthew, strictly Petrine, or
Judaizing, in tenor.
Somebody on the Pauline or Liberal side
got up a life of Christ in Luke's name.
Of this the Liike now
in our Bibles is a later rehash and expansion.
Then, somebod}^
to make weight against this fuller Luke, about A. D. 134, wrote
the book which now passes by the name of Matthew.
And after
this somebody forged the gospel of Mark, as it now stands, in
of Gal.

ii.

of the

thinks, each their gospels, compiled to suit their views,
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order to smooth over this ugly Petrine and Pauhne difference,

and

Then, finally,
give homogeneity to the Christian scheme.
about 170 A. T>., still another forger "v\Tote a gospel, with the
object of completing this amalgamation^ and affixed the apostle
John's name to it. But Baur's pnpil, Hilgeufeld, supposes Mat-

thew was completed first, then Mark, and then Luke. KostHn
thinks there was first a Mark, then Matthew, then another Mark,
then Luke,

Ewald, once at Tubingen, but later

at Gottingen,

some Log'ui
unknown authorship; (3), a short bioMark (4), an .anonymous gospel (5), the

teaches that there was

(1),

a gospel of PhiHp

;

(2),

or sj^eeches of Jesus of

graphy ascribed to

;

;

Matthew now in our Bibles (6, 7, 8), three short writings of unknown authors, detailing incidents of Christ's early years, of
which there are no extant remains or proof, but of which Ewald
speaks as confidently as though he had them in his hand.
But an anonymous critic of this Tubingen school cuts the
matter short.
The " Anonymous Saxon " concludes that the
fourth gosj)el was the work of John, but that it is whoUy unreliable and false.
His theory is, compared with the learned
Ewald's, refreshing for its simplicity. It is that John did his
;

o\\Ti lying.

Would

the reader see a specimen of the " criticism

the date of John's gospel

is settled

by this school

"

on which

Hilgenfeld

?

argues that John omits the circumstance that Simon the Cyrenian
was impressed to bear the cross for the fainting Sa-\dour. The
synoptic gospels narrate it. But Basilides (second century) made

a pretext of that nan'ative to support his gnostic crotchet, that
tlie Messiah.
Therefore John's gospel was ^\Titten after Basilides
If this is

the person cmcified was an ordinary Jew, and not

!

argument, one might as easily prove that the Declaration of In-

dependence was written after the fourteenth amendment.
But the admirable harmony of this criticism displays itself in
the date the school assign for the forgery of John.
tain

it

Baur is cerBunsen

could not have been earlier than A. D. 160.

fatally refuted

him

in his HipimlytiLH.

Zeller places

it

at 150.

Hilgenfeld 130 to 140. Keim in A. D. 130. More recent examinations b}' Luthardt, of Leipzig, of the orthodox school, refute the whole of them, and demonstrate the genuineness of the

gospel as the work of the apostle John in the

sen even carries

it

up

first

to as early a date as A.

century.

D. 60-65.

Bun-
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Schenkel, in bis sketch of
struct a

tlie life

of Jesus, undertakes to con-

biography of the Saviour, wholly omitting the superby the violent supposition that the gospels were

natural powers,
later

works, embodying a

number

of superstitious legends of the

But David Friedrich Strauss cro-woied this work
Life of Jesn^s, fashioned on the mythical hypothesis.

early Christians.

by

his

This learned professor of divinity studied for a time at Titbiugen.

He was

elected divinity professor at Zurich, Switzerland, but

by

a popular emeute was prevented from taking his chair, though he
continued for the rest of his Hfe to draw a part of his salary.

He

married an actress, from

The use he made

whom he was

afterwards divorced.

by this Christian annuity, was to publish a second Life of Jesus more anti-christian
than the first and at last to carry his anti-supematural position
to its consistent extent
atheism.
His last work adopts the evolutionism of Huxley and Hseckel, denies the existence of the soul
and God, and makes man a helpless subject of mechanical fate.
The English reader may see a full, moderate, and intelligent account of these speculations in Lectures VI., VII., and VIII. of
Christlieb's Modem Lotibt aud Christian Belief.
Now, the purpose of this bird's-eye-view is not to attempt a
refutation in this place of any of these conclusions.
The reader
is only requested to note the follo"udng facts: Each of these
mutually destructive speculations has been advanced by theologians.
Each has had in Germany a large follo^^-ing, and has
claimed to be the final resvilt of sound investigation. Each has
been superseded in its turn, and while a wtually infidel result is
still reached, the old methods are discarded for some newer hyNone of them has been able to do what the old oi-thopothesis.
dox doctrine of inspiration has always done, retain the hearty
and permanent confidence of a mass of Christians great in numbers, respectable in learning, and venerable for character.
of the leisure, subsidized

;

Another trait of this part of the German theology is its submission to the sway of successive schools of philosophy. One
century has witnessed the triumph of Kant's, of Schelling's, of
Fichte's, of Hegel's system,

day one must look out of
last of the schools

and the death of

Germany

all

of them.

To-

for learned Hegelians, the

mentioned, and the unorthodox philosophy of
the opposite extreme fi'om ideal-

Germany to-day sways towards
ism, that of materialism.

But

it

has been the weakness of the
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popular German tlieologians to mould their creeds into the forms
A Feuerbach,
of these unsubstantial and fleeting philosophies.

he supposes, reduces God

folloTvang Hegel, as

to the

mere ob-

own consciousness. A pioiis and eloquent
Schleiermacher imbues his whole system with idealistic pan-

jectified reflex of his

.

theism.

The unhealthiness of the theological atmosphere is revealed
also in a way still more painful and significant by the foibles of
What name is more venerated by
the so-called orthodox.
Americans than that of the sainted Tholuck, the beloved theoloBut even he charges the apostle Paul with
gian of Halle ?
making "a false construction." He seems to confess that, on

Rom.

ix.

17,

he intimated that the apostle had misrepresented

Exod. ix. 16 (Septuagint), "because he believed he could in that
way better refute the Calvinistic view. {Ilaldane on Iionians,
pp. 741, 742, Edition of 1870.) Tholock's semi-Pelagianism,
and his utter unconsciousness of man's natural state of ungodli-

ness and enmity to God, seemed to have perverted his view of
the Epistle to the Bomans. Again, the pious Neander seems to
give the weight of his assent to that deficient theory of inspiration

which makes

it

only an elevation of the prophet's

rational consciousness.

A

Bunsen {Hippolytus,

Tol.

I., p.

oaati

10,)

fire at

Pentecost

were only lightning flashes from a thunder cloud, and

flouts the

declares "snth passion that the cloven tongues of

unknown

Meyer,
bulwark
on
the orthodox
the so-called conservative, the vaunted
He seems to have gotten no
side, began his career an Arian.
further than Homoiousiauism, admitting that Christ has a nature
But he admits that his divinity would be
like his Father''s.
proved by 1 Tim. iii. 16, -ii-ere the ejj'istle only genuine. He teaches
He holds the
that man has two souls, the il"JXJ and the -vsD/^a.
idea that the twelve really spoke in

tongues.

gnostic doctrine, that sin resides in the " corporeo-psychical

part of man's constitution, and that the

--^vjixa is

only trammel-

His theology is
distinctly semi-Pelagian.
He declares that Paul boiTOwed the
allegory of Hagar from the Kabbins, and holds that he was sin" If these things be done
cere, but erroneous, in thus arguing.
green
tree,
what
shall
in the
be done in the dry?"
6. Why is it that men of undoubted learning and diligence
thus pursue speculations so convicted, by the result, of evanes-

led

by

it

Uke an unwilling but chained

captive.
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cence and

The more profound

futility ?

solution has doubtless

been given in our picture of the State Church and its results.
Another solution is to be sought in the defects of the German
system of university education. These are so gi'eat that, after
conceding all the praise these universities deserve, we cannot
but ascribe the main credit of German scholarship to the GymIn the universities there is no regimen exacting diligence
There is no roll-caU, and a student need not even

nasia.

in study.

present his body with any punctuahty in any lecture-room.

But

if

body

his

is

there, absolutely

The

the exertion of his mind.
questions, never holds

any

no means are used to secure

university professor never asks

With the most of his
word on the subject

recitation.

students he most probably never speaks one

he teaches, and many remain utterly ignorant whether the man
him is an idiot or is mentally rejecting every item of instruction he offers him.
Unless the student is a candidate for a
examined
at the end of the session or the
degree, he is not even
The excuse for this fatal neglect is, that the student has
course.
had enough of this species of drill in the gymnasium, so that
now it is sufficient for him to have the lecturer's example and
guidance in the work of study. But this plea is wholly inadebefore

quate.

The mere

lecturer maintains only a one-sided relation to
If they listen, they

his pupils' minds.

may

learn his

mind

;

but

he never learns theirs. Every mind has its own idiosyncrasy,
out of which arise its o"^ti peculiar weaknesses, wants, and misapprehensions.
bachelors of

The experience

arts, in studies

of the writer as a teacher of

properly post-graduate and of a uni-

who may be presumed
much mental discipHne as the

versity grade,

to bring to their

least as

lads from a

nasium, confirms this view.

work

German

at

gym.-

This experience proves that

lec-

tures without recitations would leave his students only half
taught.

All but a few would carry

half-"\aews

them.

and misconceptions

The

away the queerest

of the

possible

doctrines enounced to

recitation, the personal dealing, the detection of the

individual's pecuharit}", the testing

and correcting of

his appre-

hension of the ideas dehvered to him, are worth more than the
lecture.

Consequently, the one-sided instruction must result in

a one-sided culture.
the

German mind

Is not this the solution of that feature of

that, while the

memory

is

stored with such a
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multitude of facts, the logical power remains so inaccurate, and
mind is so often the -sdctim of its o^vti hobbies ?

tlie

another feature which presents an instance of the
law that human imperfection permits no good to exist without
The
its evil, even as there can be no tree without its shadow.

There

is

German universities has been
grand advantage of enabling scholars to pursue the ininutloi of scholarship at their leisure. But hence reJudicious medical men have
sult the known evils of specialism.
great division

spoken

of,

with

of labor in the
its

The

who

his mind to the
study and medical treatment of a particular set of nerves, ac-

recognized

it.

specialist,

devotes

all

quires, of course, an amount of knowledge and dexterity about
them beyond the attainment of the finest general practitioner.
But unless this specialist is a very wise and self-restrained man
he gains this at the expense of one-sidedness of mind he becomes overweening in his thinking he makes his set of nerves
his pet crotchet; he exaggerates their influence, until his judgment in pathology becomes weak and even absurd. Doubtless
there is too much speciaUsm in German erudition, and hence,
while the pursuit of particular branches is thorough beyond that
of any other scholars, the views of truth are not well coordinated,
and the scientific judgment is infirm.
;

;

There

is

reason also to beheve that the overweening applause

so long given to

German

scholarship has borne

natural

its

fruit,

undue inflation of the applauded. It is not asserted that there
are no men in their learned circles who pursue a cosmopolitan
learning, but certainly the general result

consider

Germany

Germany

sufficient

unto herself.

is

that their scholars

Their boast

is,

that

"the schoolmistress of the world." The}' feel that
they can give to all, but have need to borrow of none.
The
best recent efforts of learning and study in other countries remain usually unnoticed by them, and discounted from their apis

preciation.

A

German

theologian, for instance,

when

told that

the American students are waiting with eagerness for the final

work

of Dr. Philip Doruer, complacently accepts

it

as perfectly

much so as that one should "go to NewBut when one mentions the final work of the

natural and proper, as
castle for coals."

American Dorner, Dr. Charles Hodge, the exceedingly learned
man, who has read the Vedas, and is deep in the latest Sanscrit
and the most recondite German discussions of Egj-ptology, knows
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nothing of Hodge.

German

He feels

that for

scholarship would be

more

him

to read

any other than

like " caiTyiug coals to

New-

contemptuous discounting of all
castle."
An
the rest of the world exists in favor of a few British and American authors. These are men who studied in Germany, who
have continued their correspondence with the German scholars,
exception to this

and who make a boast of retaining in those foreign lands the
German methods. A few such scholars, Professor Max Miiller,
Professor Eobei-tson Smith, for instance, receive some recognition, because in smiling on them Germany is still, in a sense, exalting herself.
If the late Dr. J.

was

still

Addison Alexander may be believed, there

conversation the writer had ^vith

him

(June, 1856,) the character

of the English scholarship of the seventeenth
turies

In the last

another exception to be noted in his day.

was mentioned,

The works

as at once thoroughly

of Prideaux

were mentioned as

fine

torical research, exhaustive in their learning,

because such

is

just

:

"I am extremely glad

my

specimens of his-

and yet

plain, per-

Dr. Alexander replied

spicuous, and modest in their method.

about in these words

and eighteenth cenmodest and honest.

to hear

estimate of those scholars.

you say

And

so,

I will

you what you, who are so miich yoimger than I am, and who
have not been in Germany as I have been, are not in a position
to know so well as I do.
That is, that these Germans, with all
their affectation of ignoring British learning, sometimes make a

tell

quiet use, nevertheless, of these old scholars, as convenient quarries to dig

ready material out

of,

which they use without acknow-

You have mentioned Prideaux. Now, it is singular
that there is a late German work, very pretentious, on a part
of the ancient church history, which has almost made its fortune

ledging.

out of plagiarisms from Prideaux."
ity of Dr.
7.

Alexander

This

is

given on the author-

solely.

But the worst hterary influence remains

As the German

university

is

to

be explained.

actually administered

by

its

teach-

not to communicate knowledge to pupils,
but to manufa^'ture professors. The professor does not lecture
so much for th3 purpose of teaching the ascertained and recogers, its "final

clause"

is

—the student

presumed to have gotten that ah'eady, in the Gyiiinasinm or by his own reading
the prelection is rather designed to set him a pattern of the me-

nized body of his science

,

is
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tliods of

pirant

new

researcli in the

is per[3etuallj

outworks of

tlie

science.

The

as-

taught that to get into the hne of promotion

he must " do new work," which means that he must make some
addition, not kno^\Ti before, to the science which he has adopted
as his specialty. The test of abihty is not the man's capacity to
acquu'e an intelhgent, perspicuous knowledge of the science, however thorough and extensive. Nor is it to be able to make useful
applications of the principles of the science, already established,
for the benefit of mankind.
Nor is it to be able to teach the
whole known science effectively to other minds. All this is not
enough. The aspirant must "do new work."
He must also
e\dnce independent powers of research or invention by extending his science in some quarter not explored before, however
"
minute, or merely curious and trivial. Hence, " Do new work
"
is a sort of shibholeth with them.
The dissertation," which introduces the candidate to the privilege of an examination for an
honorary degree, must profess to "do new work." When the
young aspirant has become a "jyriw^i docent^^ his main hopes of
promotion and a salary repose on his getting the name of having
"done new work." "WTlien he becomes at last a "professor extraordinary," his prospect of elevation to the rank of a full j^rofessor depends still on his "doing new work."
One peculiarity

of the

German university is, that this

or assistant professor,

is

''

profesaor ausserordentlk-h,''

not really the assistant of his senior, but

He may have a miserable pittance of salary, but he
has the privilege of lecturing on any part of the course he pleases
on the very same parts his senior is lecturing on, at the same
time; and instead of following, he may move abreast of, or in
advance of him. It is supposed that this license stimulates both
senior and assistant, and keeps them both diligent and pushing.
his rival.

It certainly stimulates the assistant

his "bread and butter."

Hence,

for

;

it is

he

not

is

grasping up after

unknown

that the su-

perior shall lecture to six or seven students, and his assistant to
forty or sixty.
And the case is probably found to be this that
the old superior professor is still delivering the same course
which, twenty years before, made him Magnus Apollo in the
:

university,

and deUvering

it

with

rived from experience in teaching

all

the increased efficiency de-

and successive reiixplorations
of his ground, while his assistant is "doing new work." The
senior has done his " new work " a few years ago.
Probably it

was
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really important work, constituting really

grand extensions

possibly

was work so valuable

in the

domains of

that

really left little except the gleanings of trifles in that sphere

it

liis

science

;

it

who come after him but, alas for this senior
no longer "new work" to-day. And so his students pronounce that he is no longer "fresh." They forsake him for his
young aspiring assistant who is "doing new work;" the new
work, namely, of whittling and polishing some little angle of the
science which his senior has left "in the rough," and which is
never going to be anything more than a curious trivialty after it
And the enthusiastic young gentlemen fancy that
is polished.
they are mastering the body of the science, because they are assisting so zealously in this polishing of the useless angle, when,
in fact, what they need is to be studying the old work, which is
not fresh, so as to ground themselves in the rudiments of their
of science for those

;

it is

science.

The consequences

of this system are in part admirable.

begets in a numerous body of young aspirants a restless,

It

an
innovating, activity in research.
A multitude of minds are pushIn
ing the outer boundaries of knowledge in every direction.
if

the physical sciences, which partake of the almost boundless
variety of their subject-nature, and in antiquarian researches,

where the documents are so numerous, this plan may work well.
The young man who would teach mineralogy, or chemistry, or
botany, or electricity, cannot indeed hope to add a whole province to the domain of his science, like a Davy, a Franklin, or a
Linna?us.
But he may hope to construct some acid or neutral
salt never combined before, and give it a learned name or to
detect, analyze, and classify a few weeds or mosses which the
books had not before recorded. Nor should these minute indusfor it may be,
tries in the scientific field be wholly despised
that in some future induction, which really leads to important
No one can pretruth, the little facts may bear a useful paii}.
;

;

dict.

But obviously, the

results of this

in the spheres of philosophy

The

facts

and

system are far from healthy

especially revealed theology.

and data with which the philosox^her can properly deal

are limited; they can properly include only those contents of

consciousness Avhich are

Hence, when

this

common

to sane

imperious injunction

is still

men. That is all.
imported into phil-
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branch of study must " do new
remain an underling, witli no professorship, no
honor, no fame, and very little " bread and butter," he is i:)laced
under violently unhealthy influences. What can he do? He
can onlv innovate he can only attack existing doctrines and if
osopliy, that tlie aspirant in this

work," or else

;

;

happens that the existing doctrines are abeady settled aright,
he must unsettle them to get them wi-ong. Let us suppose, for
it

example, that the venerable Dr. Archibald Alexander, while
teaching in Princeton that beautiful course of elementary ethics,

which is left to us in his little volume of Moral Science, was
condemned, according to the German system, to have under him
this "professor ausserordenthch," vdth the privilege, not of as-

but of rivalling his senior, with a starveling salary of
$250 per annum, and a nice young lady in some New Jersey
church, betrothed to him some five or seven years ago, with no
chance of man-iage under present circumstances. This young
sisting,

gentleman is told that his getting a full post and salary in some
younger western seminary, (as the Allegheny or Chicago,) depends on his " doing new work " in his department. It will not
be enough for him, adopting the system of his venerable senior,
to

add some more resources of diligence

successful perspicuity in teaching

it.

in illustrating

This

is

it

and

not really " doing

does not e-^ance original, creative, philosophic
talent.
Let us suppose again, that the ethical philosophy of Dr.
Alexander is the true one. "We now have precisely the German

new work."

It

Unless the assistant professor is almost miraculously
a saint, of course he gets a "bee in his bonnet." He can only
rise by differing substantively from his senior's philosophy. But
conditions.

that

is

Then he must rise by inventing a
and by exerting his learning and ingenuity to make

the right philosophy.

false one,

the false one look like the truth.

But

it is

when

this

law

is

rirtuaUy applied to the student of

works the most deadly mischief. Here, as we
beheve, is a divine science. Its whole data are given to us in
revelation, and are therefore limited and definite in number, and
There can be but
immutable, because infallible in character.
one right system. All others, so far as they vary from this, are
theology that

wi'oug.

But
tial

it

There

is,

indeed,

much

scope for exegetical dihgence.

this continued exegetical labor

can never introduce substan-

modification into a single essential

member

or relation of the
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and as the industry promain results accepted from the first by true believers. Here is a yital distinction uhieh is more and more overlooked in days of pretended
system;

can oulj add the

it

lesser,

ceeds, increasingly minute, confirmations to the

And

"progress."

the proof of

vealed code, containing

all

that the re-

its justice is this:

these data of the science of redemp-

was avowedly and expressly given by God to the common
people, with the pledge that it was sufficient to give them the infalhble knowledge of salvation; and the qualifications required
for its right apprehension were not any antiquarian learnings
and sciences of criticism to be acquired in the future development of civilization, but an obedient heart and spiritual discernment given in answer to belie^^'ing prayer. (John vii. 17 xvi. 13
and 23 James i. 5 1st Epistle of John ii. 27, etc., etc.) In

tion,

;

;

;

a progressive science, is
proved by this short argument. It was equally given by its
Author to save sinners of the first century of the Christian era,
and of the last. He declares that it saves by its truth, and by
If, then, the system by which
the reception of its truth alone.
short, that revealed theology cannot he

we

are to be saved in the last age is the result of a progression

in science,

the

first

it

could not have been a system to save the sinners of

age.

Hence, when the injunction
the theologian,
tion.

it is

to

"do new work"

is

upon

thrust

almost a direct incentive to heretical innova-

The animus which

this trait of the

imported into theological study,

is

German

erudition has

poisonous to orthodoxy.

begets an endless and ever restless spirit of innovation.

It

To the

current inquiring mind, the doctrines which are accepted and
established are presumptively obnoxious because they are accepted.

The Protestant

principle

is

our faith merely because supported

ucated Germany

that nothing

b}'

human

is

to

command
Ed-

prescription.

prone to push the triith to this extreme that
because a proposition happens to be supported by the prescription of the day, therefore it is not to be believed.
When the influence of this usage is properly appreciated, the
American Christian becomes aware that he has been under a
species of hallucination in attaching any serioiis significance to
this species of critical and theological speculations. Devout and
evangelical

is

men among

:

us are, of course, "in dead earnest" in

handling the topics of redemption.

They beheve

that

it is

by
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these topics immoi'tal souls are to live or perish forever.

Through

these topics the hoHest attributes of God, and the most sacred

compassions of the incarnate Sa^dour, receive their manifestation.
"We remember that there is an ever-present responsibility resting

on

all

for the manner in which they handle
hard for us to apprehend the footing which

who touch them,
Hence,

them.

it is

and facts concerning the sacred writings, hold in these
minds as merely interesting antiquarian subjects for an intelThe Eationalists are, of coiu^se, not obhvilectual sword play.
ous of the ephemeral Hfe of the previous speculations of their
comrades. They know that the usual term of their hfe is not
more than a generation^, and as all the previous ones have had
their day and died, there is a tacit understanding that the ones
they are studpng "will have the same fate. To the resident in
Germany there is, as men say, a "feeUng in the air," that no one
doctrines,

regards these critical theories as
itself in

a hundred hints.

man

One

final.

This admission betrays

inquires, for instance,

whether a

power in his department of hteraThe answer is: "Oh, not now: he has been before the
tiu'e.
German public too long. Blank is now the coming man " (menDoes one ask why, if the -^litiugs
tioning a younger celebrity).
of the first were true and just, they should not continue to lead
the mind of the country, inasmuch as truth is never old ? The
answer is a shrug, and the remark, " Why, his last great work
given great

is

a.leading

has been out twenty years!"

The new

contribution is recog-

nized ^ith favor, not as destined to estabUsh final conclusions,

but as furnishing a new scholarly theme, as creditable to German
erudition,

and

as placing a literary

comrade

in the

way

of pro-

motion.

In a word, much of this writing

is

the literary "student's

The young German of fashion is the model of mihtary
courtesy, and member of a fashionable university C07y8,
He
duel."

two or three duels per session with gentlemen of other
corps, with whom he has not the shadow of a c[uarrel, and with
whom he will be thoroughly warm and cordial at the next
"kneiper." He seeks to slash him "udth his sword, and shed Ms

fights

blood

—in a mild way.

Now

should this antagonist take his

comfitmre an grand serieux, and pursue his quarrel,

aftei:

dic:=

iiic

fashion of the British or American duehst, with real deadly intent, the

men

of fashion

would view

this as clear proof of lack
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So when German
on the Scriptures and the
solemn way, they are affected with a

of breeding, almost of lack of civilization.
literati learn that

we take

their attacks

doctrines of grace in this

somewhat similar sentiment. It is a combination of amusement
and disgust; our making a life-and-death affair of them is an
index of '"deficient culture," indeed of a state of very imperfect
civilization.
It proves that we have not experienced the liberalizing influences of letters

Had we

the

and tolerant

full

which educate a man out of intolerance.
culture, we should be too courteous

German

to " contend earnestly for the faith once delivered

to the saints;"

we should not allow a consideration so prosaic
name given under heaven among men

as that " there is only one

whereby we must be saved "

to obstruct the

freedom of learned

inquiry.

Our indictment

8.

that

it.

against the spirit of this theology, then,

tends to unsettle everything, and settle nothing.

mistaken license of mind for

libei-ty

of mind.

It

is,

has

It claims the

privilege of pursuing the Protestant freedom, "to prove all things

and hold

fast that

which

is

good ;" but

it

perverts that right to

a questioning of good things w^hich results in the holding fast to
nothing.
It is said that the truly philosophic method is to ques-

and that this is a duty which
another more than he can eat and breathe

tion every position in our beliefs,

one

man cannot do for

most fundamental and settled dictates
be held subject to debate by each new comer. It
is sueeringly asked. Would you have the pastors of the church
especially hold their creeds on ignorant prescription?
Shall
they preach dogmas as Bible truths only because a Synod, confessedly not inspired, said three hundred years ago, that the
for him, so that even the

of belief shall

Bible taught them ?
not.
But let it be supposed that possibly
Synod was right; that the canonical Scriptures are God's
Word and that the creed formulated by the Synod from them
is the meaning of God in them.
If, on the one hand, the " say

"We reply, of course

that

;

naughty thing, a SjTiod, does not prove this true,
neither does it prove it untrue.
Suppose, now, for argument's
so" of

this

How then will this universal right and
sake, the Synod true.
duty of free inquiry combine with that fact in the results ? This
question reveals at a touch the shallow and impertinent sophism.
Does

this right of free inquiry take the

form of a right to reject
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tlie trntli,

and that on

tlie

gronnd that some good man, before

same

us, in the legitimate exercise of this

Hardly!

truth for us?

right, ascertained that

In the case supposed, then, the

in-

dividual right of free inquiry resolves itself simjoly into this

the right (and duty) of embracing heartily and intelligently the
truths given to us.

That

this innovating criticism

be

But

this

previous results

is,

The

sophistical assumption in

that this individual right can only

from all previous uninspired rewould be true only on the supposition that all
must be erroneous, because uninspired. If this

fully exercised

sults.

by

is all.

differing

were true, then all the exertions of these last (uninspired) critics
How baseless
are thereby shown to be thoroughly impertinent.
dUemma.
Either this methe theory is appears from a simple
thod of criticism and free speculation is not a method for the
ascertainment of truth, or it is. If it is not, it is %^;orthless, and
the sooner we have done with it the lietter. If it is, then it leads
to the

permanent establishment of

who come

testants

Therefore the Procan no longer exercise their

truths.

after these critics

freedom of inquiry without claiming a license to
ject truth f

good and
not inhibit

Any

The teacher

sufficient instances.
fi'ee

criticize

and

re-

may

offer

us

other science of ascertained truth

thought.

He

of

geometry does

does not teach the conclusions of

by dictation, but he knows that the right exercise of
free thought by his pupils will inevitably lead to their readopHow is
tion of the same old theorems taught ever since Euclid.
Because they are clearly true. Ah! but this is an exact
this?
his science

science

;

a science of absolute truth, says one.

stance be taken, then.

Let another

The German antiquary teaches

in-

his

pupils that Dionysius, Paul's convert in Athens, did not ivrite

the Celestls Hierarchia.
dictation.

He

He by no means

teaches this by mere

invites his pupils to the fullest

freedom of inquiry.

But he expects them inevitably to readopt his conclusion.
But it is pleaded that the human mind is an imj^erfect instrument of cognition, and this imperfection cleaves, in some degree,
Hence, it is argued, the onlj'
to its most fundamental exercises.
way to secure accurate knowledge is to hold all conclusions, even
the foundation ones of the science studied, subject to reexamination

and possible modification by every student.

tion implies, that the only

securely

is for

way

This concep-

to build the temple of triith

each builder to relay for himself

all

the stones.
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Another proposition is far
everybody is to be continually moving the
bottom stones, no temple of truth can be built at all for anybody.

including

more

tlie

certain

:

foundation stones.
that

if

Each builder should, indeed, acquaint himself intelligently with
all above them in the wall, but
not for the purpose of moving them. He acquaints himself with
them for the purpose of approving their position, and satisfying
those foundation stones, as with

This overweening critical
an all-important truth, that the attainments of

himself they are in the right place.
spirit overlooks

sound, healthy research are cumulative.

Some

The

results of the

men-

previous generations should count for something.

tal labor of

by the progress of knowledge.
evidence on
other truths so that these latter become perfectly clear in their
certainty, and are most thoroughly settled for the most enlightened and just-minded men. There is no theory which is really
more dishonoring to the rights of the human intellect than this
innovating criticism, for its tendency is to mark all the efforts of
men continually with practical futihty. It seems to say, that
things should get settled

Truths ascertained in one way

reflect their light of

;

man's intelligence is never to attain conclusive results. If this
were indeed so, we see not how such a faculty is worthy of rights
to any prerogative or any freedom.

When we

and

see the rationalistic theology

perpetually announcing

new

results,

we ask

:

criticism, then,

Have any new and

important data been discovered, such as justify the laying anew
of the foundations ?
Have any more primitive documents been

What

The Moabite stone, the Eosetta
Egyptian monuments deduced therefrom.
The cuneiform remains in Mesopotamia. The Sinai
MS. of the Scriptures, found by Tischendorf, the lost work of
Hippolytus of Portus (if we may trust Bunsen).
But every
one of these is favorable, and only favorable, to the old conclusions as to the canon and text of Scripture, so far as they touch
the subject at all. Have any new lights of importance been
discovered ?

are they ?

stone, with the readings of

tlirown

upon dates or the genuineness

of patristic writings since

who settled
Have any testimonies as to the

the era of Cave, Bentley, and the other great critics
the estimation of this literature ?

canon been unearthed more authoritative than those of Caius
and Eusebius? None. T'le materials remain substantially as
they were, when the renewed and exhaustive research of a Hug,
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an Alexander, and a Sampson, made a final settlement for fair
minds of tlie canon. Bnt the new criticism goes on, shuffling its
pack of cards over and over, without any ground, making its new
deals of pretended conclusions, which have nearly as much for-

and

tuity,

as

little

authority, as the deals of the fortune-teller's

cards.

But
tiall}"

it is

claimed that, though the materials remain substan-

the same, the advance of philology has given a

ratus of exposition,

the data in

new

and the methods of the new

new appa-

criticism place

lights.

No

one can be readier than the wTiter to recognize every collateral ray of light thrown on exegesis by philology with grati-

But the recent beams are, compared -^nth the great flood
thrown by the Reformed exegetes of the previous ages, slender
side lights, and they are in the main confirmatory of the old orthodox methods and conclusions. To say that modern philology
has furnished any grounds for revolutionizing exegesis, is simply
a boastful misrepresentation.
Let Winer be taken as the most
illustrious example.
His rationalism was probably so entire as
to create for him the conditions of a complete grammatical equit}'
and impartiality, by means of his very indifference to the doctrines extracted from the text.
It made no difference to his prejudices or feelings whether the Scriptures were so interpreted as
to teach Calvinism or Semi-Pelagianism, since to him they were
no inspired authority for anything. Hence, he could investigate
their grammatical laws with the same equanimity as those of
Tyrtieus or Pindar.
What has been the result ? That the princijDles of his grammatical constructions give the same conclusions
in exegesis usually reached in Calvin's.
In the minuter details
and accomplishments of exegesis, he completes Calvin's exegetical results, in a few cases he differs from him, usually not for the
tude.

better.

As

for the

methods

of the

claim by a direct denial of

ye shall

know them."

new
theii'

Their most pungent condemnation

fi'om their clashing results in the

On

internal criticism, we meet the
" By their fraits
correctness.
is

hands of their own advocates.
man might prove almost
A much more plausible

such critical premises an ingenious
anything about any authentic writing.

argument could be made to prove that the history of the first
Napoleon is mythical (as Ai'chbishop Whately showed), than
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One maxim of the com.Jesn.'^ are mythicah
mon-sense of mankind contains a refutation of the most of these
" Triitli is often stranger than fiction."
criticisms

that the gospels nf

:

Only one of these so-called critical principles, one now exceedingly fashionable, will be mentioned in conclusion.
Protestant expositors have alwaj^s admitted the utility of learning all that is possible of the personality of the human penman,
of the inspired document, of his times, education, opinions^

modes

of thought,

Why?

Because

cally knoAvn,

idiosj'ncrasy of language,

it is

and

possible that any of these,

may throw

a side light, usually a

laationality.

when

authenti-

dim one, on tho

But now,

interpretation of his words.

this obvious old admission
form that the Inimau author's
ascertained doctrinal "standpoint" is to dictate our construction

is

travestied

and reappears

of his inspired writing.

nal standpoint

gospel

!

is

Holy

And

this,

:

sometimes, when the doctri-

the one he held before his conversion to tho

Clearly, this principle begs the

writer's inspiration.

the

in this

Spirit,

On

whole qu&stion of that

the orthodox theory of inspiration, that

using the

human element

man

as his amanuensis, did not sup-

and style, but directed it
form of expression designed by
God for the composition, the penman's personal traits would
naturally appear in the verbal medhirn of the divine thought.
But, even then, they would not be allowed to vitiate the perfect
press the

of thought

infallibly to the giving of the

truth of that thought.

But

to say that the propositions

selves were the results of the

human

opinions, is simply to say that he

sacred writers claimed inspiration,

them-

and
had no inspiration. If the
and sufficiently attested the
writer's education

truth of the claim, then this theory of exposition

is

naught.

YIXDICATORY JUSTICE ESSEXTL41 TO GOD/
"Who will render to

every

man

according to his deeds: to them -who by patient

glorj' and honor and immortality, eternal life
but unto them that ars contentious, and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish, npou every soul of man that
doeth evil, of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile but glory, honor, and peace to
every man that worketh good, to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile for there
Eomaxs ii. 6-11.
is no respect of persons «-ith God."

continuance in well doing seek for

;

:

the
IXParadise,

revelation wliicli

first

justice

vi'as

God

ever

made

to

man,

declared as clearly as grace.

tliat

Was

of

tlie

laA'ish hand of divine
and was eternal and assured blessedness offered

garden adorned for man's occupancy by the
Ijenevolence,

1dm on
Tet

the easy terms of refraining fi'om the fruit of one tree ?
" In the day that thou eatest
justice added the threat
:

As soon as innocent man fell,
and it became necessary to reveal a religion for sinners, the foremost point of this creed was the necessity that sin must be punished for the satisfaction of the di^-ine perfections. The chief
aim of God, in every institution of Old Testament religion, was
obviously to make this piime truth stand out to the apprehension
of sinners. "What was the prominent addition made to the worship of Paradise ? Blood}- sacrifice, and that undoubtedly ordained by God, since Abel's faith in offering it must have had
iherof, thou shalt surely die."

«uch a warrant.

And

remained the grand characteristic of
the religion for sinners until the Lamb of God came, who
this

taketh away the sin of the world.

AATierever the patriarchs

approached the throne of grace, there the altar must be reared
before the gates of the lost Eden on the steaming soil of the
earth, just yielded up by the avenging waters
on the plains of
3Iamre at Horeb, and through all the centuries of the sanctuary, the orisons of faith and penitence must be accompanied
wdth the streaming blood of a victim and the avenging fire of the
altar.
They could only rise to heaven when attended by the
smoke of sacrifice. God was thus teaching all ages this founda;

;

;

——

—

*
'

^

—

-

This article appeared in the SouViern Pulpit, April, 1881.
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theology of redemption, that "without the

shedding of blood there is no remission." The guilt of sin must
be avenged by the just penalty, for the satisfaction of God's
perfections, before the sinner can be forgiven.

which God so ob^dously places in the forewhich the carnal mind is most obThis strange and obstinate forgetfulness is manifested at
tuse.
once by the ci-ude notions of the people, and the speculations of
Investigate the alarmed conscience, not yet taught
the scholar.
of the Spirit, and you vnR usually find an utter unconsciousness
of the necessity for satisfaction for guilt, and of the true object

But

fi"ont

this principle,

of his gospel, is one to

of Christ's sacrificial sufferings.

He

he hopes to be forgiven.
repentance

;"

or " of

Ask the

distressed sinner

how

"For the sake of my
my new obedience ;" or

will tell you,

my prayers ;"

or " of

"of my penances."
" For the merit of the penal sufferings and death of my divine
substitute." And when you have swept away those refuges of Ues,
and even left the cowering soul desperate of all other resort, you

Anj^hing rather than the one Bible answer,

may hold up

this,

the only source of pardon, to his despairing

and he will turn away unsatisfied and stolid. The cross is
"unto him foolishness," unless he who commanded the light to
shine out of darkness shine into his mind to teach him its glory.
So the speculations of carnal science betray a similar incompetency of the fallen mind of sinners for this fundamental truth.
eyes,

Let philosophy, falsely so

called, set itself to de\dse a

counting for the infliction of punishment on

sin,

theory ac-

or for the neces-

and you shall hear any inconsequent
scheme whatsoever, rather than the true one. One dreamer will
tell us that punishment is not the decree of God's special providence at all, but the regular and unavoidable effect of the system
of nature, as though that system were aught else than the expression of God's almighty -v^dll.
Another will teach that God's
sity of Christ's sacrifice,

vindicatory justice

dom ;"

nothing but " benevolence guided by wis-

is

that love is the only essential attribute of God's moral

nature; that the true end of punishment

is

the reformation of

the oft'euder, or, at most, the politic and benevolent expedient to
deter men, free agents, from sin,

unavoidable miseries.

When

of Calvary, they are, accordingly,

the tnie account of

it.

" It

and thus save them from

its

they come to explain the sacrifice

ready to give any other than

was designed

to attest the divine
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" It was to instruct us
by a splendid example of disinterestedness." "ItAvas to melt
our hearts by the spectacle of dying love." " It was to exhibit

beBevolence offered us in the promises."

a dramatic spectacle of the evil of sin."
Scrij^tures, it

was incidentally

and primarily intended
ing the penalty of

all this

to satisfy

;

Truly, saith the sacred

but because

it

was

chiefly

God's holy perfections by pay-

sin.

In order, then, to lay a foundation for your understanding
of this way of salvation, I ask you to consider the scriptuaccount of God's punitive justice.

I have chosen, for this
and most solemn declarations of the
whole Bible " But, after thy hardness and impenitent heart,
treasurest up unto thyself wrath against the day of wrath and
revelation of the righteous judgment of God who will render to
every man according to his deeds to them who by patient continuance in well doing seek for glory and honor and immortality,
eternal life but unto them that are contentious, and do not obey
the truth, but obey unrighteousness, indignation and A\Tath, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil of
the Jew first, and also of the Gentile but glory, honor, and
peace, to every man that worketh good, to the Jew first, and also
to the Gentile for there is no respect of persons with God."
ral

j)urpose,

one of the

fullest

:

;

:

:

;

;

:

The passage
clares that

too clear to require critical exjDOsition.

is

God,

render to every

at the revelation of his righteous

man

That

is

the inspired

has two correlaone as inevitable as the other; the one requires

definition of distributive justice.
tive branches, the

This

according to his deeds.

It dejudgment, will

the reward of eternal

life

justice

for righteousness

;

the other requires the

penalty of eternal anguish for evil doing.
tribution of these sanctions

no boast

of

doom

Gentile will

the guilty

Jew

meet
and the righteous
reap the same reward with the righteous Jew; "for

sion, or privilege, will avail an}i;hing

the same

In the imi3artial disname, or race, or profes-

;

with the equally guilty Gentile

will

;>

is no respect of persons with God."
It is the divine equity
and impartiality which cause these awards. Here we have, then,
the simple account of God's distributive justice, in his ovm words.
He rewards and punishes, not mainly to reform the offender for

there

his good, nor mainly out of a benevolent expediency, but mainly

because his rectitude requires

it.

Sin

is

punished because of

desert of punishment in the estimate of the divine equity.

its

God's
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fundamental motive to pnnisli is the lionor of liis own principles,
I have thus repeated
&& a holy sovereign and impartial rnler.
the proposition of the text in several equivalent forms, that no one

may

mistake

All that I assert is

its intent.

summed up

in this

that God's punishments are primarily designed to satisfy his

own

rectitude

by giving

sin its desert.

In exposing the erroneous theories, which will be m}' first attempt^ I w^ould admonish you against the delusion, which has
deceived many minds, from likening God's penalties to those of
Thus, the jurist Grotius, seeing that the
secular government.
penal legislation of the commonwealth is, properly, designed in
large degree as an expedient to repress crime, imputed no higher

purpose to God's justice. He forgot that God has reserved to
himself the supreme function of vengeance (Rom. xii. 19), and
assigned to the magistrate the lower and temporary piu-poses of

He

law.

forgot, also, that if the penalties of the magistrate ever

lose sight of their true ground, in the evil desert of the crimes

punished, they at once sink from the rank of a benevolent and
I pray
righteous expediency to the grade of odious iniquities.
you, beware of this mistake.

But

to proceed: It

may be

quickly decided whether God's

penalties on sin can be explained as
benefit of the sinner.

Many

of his

means designed

for the

most notable punishments

summarily destroyed the culprits the flood the doom of Sodom
the extermination of the Amoiites, when their " iniquities were
At the simple
full"; the final and eadless punishments of hell.
;

;

mention of these instances this part of the

false

theory dissolves

like a thin cloud.

But it may be argued, the amendment of these sinners had
become hopeless and their continued existence incompatible with
the Avelfare of the more numerous and more righteous fellowLet love, say they, be God's sole and consummate
creatures.
moral attribute. Let all virtue be defined as benevolence. Then
the moral ground for inflicting the misery of penalties on sinners
will

be found solely in this

fact, that

such sufferings are the ne-

cessary expedients of wise benevolence to curb the evils of sin

within the naiTowest possible limits.

God

punishes the incor-

because by this means he secures " the greater
number." "His seeming vengeance is but
greater
the
of
good
placing a fragment of the truth in
theorists,
Thus, these
love."
rigible sinner only
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place of

tlie

whole

upon us and arrogantly contrast
and sweetness of their creed,
ours.
Our God, say they, is the

turn

trutli,

wliat tliey claim to be the mildness

with the vengeful severity of
God of love. Yours is the brutal theology of ancient barbarians,

who

sanctified their malicious revenge

under the name of vindi-

catory justice, and represented to themselves a God, like themIt is "the
selves, pleased with the fumes of his enemies' blood.

theology of the shambles." Our God has no emotion towards
any of his creatures but benevolence he desires no retribution
;

of the sinner for "its

own

Let us see how this
a wicked one?

God
Then God

and sacred

Does God love a good man any more than he

Scriptures.

does

sake!"

will stand the test of reason

You

are compelled to say yes.

loves

Then, for what

good man most?

love the

For his righteousness.
he did not he would
But righteousness and sin are the op-

loves righteousness ?

be himself unrighteous.
posite poles of character

;

Yes.

If

to love the

one

just as necessarily ao the attraction of the

of the magnet implies

its

is

to hate the other,

North Pole

for

one end

repulsion of the other end.

This pretended resolution of punitive justice into benevolent
expediency is, in its result, impious towards God, and practically
identical with the ethics of

supreme

selfishness.

Scriptures teach that "man's chief end

enjoy him forever."

the infinite egotist),

logic

can

highest ultimate end
to the purpose that

man
ally,

is still

is

it

is

made our God ?

titles

called the creature,

Further

:

made our

It is

and Jehovah the God.
is

made our

nothing

is

Virtu-

true divinity

only retained,

as a sort of omnipotent conveniency

of this creature-God.

is

are decently exchanged, and

being ma.de our moral end, and Jehovah
all,

true disinterestedness.

be denied that whatever

practically

names and

as our

would be, say they, to
but advantage to man. To man

the aggregate of humanity

tained at

God and

(this

This, they claim,

in general, not self.

But by what

The sacred

to glorify

The humanitarian scheme proposes

most virtuous end, not God's glory

make God

is

and

if

by
re-

servitor

this result is also involved, that

inasmuch as the benevolent man is himself a part of this aggregate humanity, which is his moral end, he is a part of his own
God. He himself is, in part at least, his own supreme end!
Here begins to crop oiit the tendency of this scheme of pretended
benevolence towards supreme selfishness.
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The completion

of tlie process is easy

vantage of aggregate humanity

am

and
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If the ad-

sliort.

my

proper moral end, and I
"
one of the integers thereof, by nature equal to any other,'*
is

what so reasonable as that I should recognize the humanity embodied in myself as my own nearest and most attainable end?
Does not nature herself seem to sanction this conclusion by the
instinct of self-love?
Man's powers are very narrow; hence,
were he to direct the efforts of his benevolence equally to the
whole aggregate, they would be wholly nugatory. He can only
Nature has
serve the mass by serving a few individuals in it.
given me more direct means to benefit my own destiny than any
other man's. Hence, obviously, the best mode for me to seek
the advantage of aggregate humanity is to make my own advantage my supreme end! Such is the abominable conclusion o£
the process and the process is, from these principles, perfectly
;

valid.
this, let me cite to you a few words from the "sysSamuel Hopkins. This divine had embraced -with
enthusiasm the speculation which resolves all morality into disinterested benevolence.
In unfolding it, he carries the principle
out to its selfish result with an imconscious simplicity and candor, which strangely illustrate the force of the logic it led him,,
against his will, and without his seeing it, to the opposite point
from that he intended to reach. Hear him
" And as ever}^ person is nearest to himself, and is most.in his

In proof of

tem "

of Dr.

;

own Adew

;

has opportunity to be better acquainted with his own
know his own wants, his mercies and en-

circumstances, and to

joyments,

etc.,

and has a more particular care of his ovm. interest
is under greater advantage to promote

than of that of others, and

own happiness than others, his disinterested, universal benevolence ^vi\\ attend more to his own interest, and he will have
more and stronger exercises of it, respecting his own circum-

his

stances and happiness, than those of others,

equal

;

not because

it is

his

own

all

other things being

reason just

interest, bvit for the

That is to say, he may practice supreme selfishness,
Thus, this boasted
provided he is not selfish in doing so.
into
a most odious one
resolves
itself
scheme of disinterestedness
given."

of selfish expediency.

This conclusion suggests the following refutation If punishof sin is only a benevolent expedient to reform the trans:

ment
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is most
most just. Let ns sujopose any case in which the
criminal, and others who are disposed to imitate him, would be
more deterred by the punishment of an innocent victim than by
the chastisement of the offender himself, then it would be more
just to take vengeance of the innocent in that case than of the

gressor and repress crime, then the expedient which
effectual is

Nor is

guilty.

it

at all impossible that

such instances

may

arise.

hardened and desperate in crime, callous to
shame, and weary even of his life, whom you propose to curb
But what cares he for your threats ? His
b}^ penal inflictions.
name has been too long synonymous Avitli infamy to be blackened any farther by your sentence. Your jail is rather a refuge,
with all its hardships, when compared with the miseries of his
vagrant life. That life has no value in his eyes. He defies
your threats, and mocks your fiercest severities. Your penal
expediency has lost its whole power with him. But now steps
forward one of your police-agemts and informs you that there is
one green spot in that seaTed and arid heart that this desp&rado
has a child whom he loves, an only child, a tender daughter,
whose purity has strangely exempted her from the contamination
Punish her with stripes let him look
of her father's character.
on and see her tender flesh torn with the scourge, and hear her
screams; and this rugged heart will relent, which else would
look the cruelest death in the face and refuse to quail. The
success of the result justifies its righteousness, does it not?
"Punitive justice is but a benevolent and necessary expediency
to repress crime."
That is the doctrine! In this case, the
scourging of tender innocence is most expedient yea, the only
expedient and therefore the most aighteous. Can any human
heart consent to this ? No
You repel the monstrous iniquity
Avith just abhorrence.
Then you must reject the plausible, but
hateful error, from which it flows as a necessary consequence.
But there is another difference between human authority and
" Exdivine, which has been overlooked by this false theory.
pedients" are the resort only of the weak. Omnipotence has no
need of expedients, for it can march straight to its desired ends,
and command success in their attainment by Avhatever road it

Here

is

an

outlaAV,

;

;

—

—

!

.

All Christians hold that God is omniscient in knowledge and omnipotent in power; that his understanding is inprefers.

finite,

and his power competent

to every eftect.

Now,

if

bene-
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volence

is liis

moral nature,
tenco makes

it

exclusive moral attribute, constituting

God must be

infinitely benevolent.

liis whole
His omnipo-

as easy for liim to prevent transgression

other system, not involving penal sufferings, as

Hence, his
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infinite

by some

by this expedient.

benevolence must prompt him to prefer that

other system, for thereby there would be a clear gain of the ag-

And

gregate of happiness to creatures.

benevolence consti-

if

tutes God's whole moral nature, then that aggregate happiness,
liis chief end as to them.
Why did
he not convert Judas, instead of punishing him ? " Had he not
the residue of the Spirit?" Here is a father, whose heart is no-

the largest possible, must be

Many

thing but kindness, as this theory represents.

of his chil-

dren are scourged by virulent idcers; and the pitying father

amputates their limbs or burns out the sores with cauteries,
they should terminate in the Avorse

But suppose

the other children.

and infect
should appear that

evil of death,
it

father is able to cure these ulcers radically

without more than a momentary pang.
only consideration,
latter

means

all this

why

did

it

lest

also
this

by a healing word,

Then,

if

kindness

is

the

not decide this father to adopt the

for arresting the misery

among

his children

gratuitous resort to the knife and cautery?

?

Why

Truly,

it

seem as though this parent, instead of ha\dng a
nature made up exclusively of kindness, must be possessed by
an unmitigated malignity, which took pleasure in inflicting agony
Avould rather

for its

own

sake.

But especially

is it

impossible on this theory of expediency to

account for everlasting punishments under the government of an

Here the plea that the penal pain is for the good
he is to sin and suffer
Avithout amendment or advantage.
Nor will the other

almighty God.

of the sufferer, is utterly inapplicable, for

for ever,

plea avail, that penalties are for the prevention of crime in others,
for the Scriptures represent the awful infliction as continuing

and on through

on

everlasting ages, after all the penitent shall have

been perfected, and

all

the perfect securely enclosed in the pro-

Why has God

adopted this sj'stem of
he must have foreseen, in this measureless aggregate of woe, when his wisdom and
power might have provided some other plan Avhicli did not intecting walls of heaven.

just rewards

and punishments,

clude this terrible incident
is

no answer.

He who

?

resulting, as

To

holds

this utilitarian

it

philosophy there

consistently should either go
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consistently to universalism,

and

assert that there is

no

hell,

or

he must deny the omnipotence of God and contradict the sacred
Scriptures, and insult its author by saying that he punishes a
Judas because he is unable to convert him.

The scheme, my
"

God

is

also a

brethren, will not do.

consuming

He

fire."

"God

is infinitely

is love,"

and

benevolent in

ways consistent with his honor, and also infijiitely just. Sin
is punished by him, not mainly out of a benevolent expediency,
but because its ill desei-t requires punishment because the honor
of God's impartial justice, as the infinite sovereign for whose
glory all creatures exist, and as the Chief Magistrate of his vast
all

;

republic, necessitates his dealing
serves.

The

affirmative

the second

My

^^itll

every moral act as

it

de-

(Text.)

first

argument of

pai^t of tl>is

appeal

believes in a

God

is

this truth

^^ill,

briefly,

compose

discourse.

to yo-ur

own

consciences.

Every man who

recognizes the justice of God, and that im-

printed on the conscience of the creature, as the same in princi-

For two reasons we must beheve
this, because our soids were created in the spiritual image of
God (of which conscience is the chief lineament which is not
obliterated), and because government and governed must avouch
and live by the same code of justice, in order that the government may be honored. Let any man, then, dispassionately examine his own conscience, and ask himself why he approves of
The simple answer of the mind is, bethe punishment of sin.
cause sin deserves to be punLshed. The discrimination which
the reason of man intuitively makes between the right and the
•«Tong act, and the righteous and the ^^•icked agent, awakens neWe
cessarily the feehng of approbation and disaj^prol^ation.
well
deserves
the
wickrighteous
agent
the
feel
that
judge and
ples or rudimental nature.

;

ed agent deserves ill. Desert or ill-desert is inseparable fi'om
moral agency. Is not this so ? But desert of what ? When
you said the one deserved well and the other ill you had ah'eady
answered the question. The nglit agent deserves reward and
the "kicked deserv^es penalty, and the one
of the other.

ment, by

Let

title is

the counterpart

The connection between transgression and punish-

its ill-desert, is

me remind you, in

immediate, and morally necessary.
a few familiar instances, of the fact that
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this is tlie intuition

by

wliicli yoiu'

own mind unavoidably judges

in every moral problem.
Wby is there so much soitow and pain in this world of our

Every thoughtful mind which cherishes any
reverence for him answers Because this world is so full of sin.
It is the creature's sin which accounts for and justifies all this
But this
suffering under the providence of an Almighty Being.
solution is made by assuming the ill-desert of sin making the
guilty creature worthy of the suffering.
Again, why does every unpardoned soul, Christian or heathen,

heavenly Father ?

:

regard

it

as so "fearful a thing to

Why

God?"

is

fall

death formidable?

into the

Why

hand
does

of the living

its

approach

awaken so powerfully the conscience of ill-deseii?
When the solemnity of that hour has swept away the disturbing
illusions of sense and worldliness, every rational soul returns
from its chase of vanities to the thought of its sins and their
usually

dread punishment, as naturally as the needle reverts to the pole.
Why is this association so inevitable ? It is because reason then
speaks the fundamental truth that sin intrinsically deserves, and

must receive
Let

me

its

due penalty.

take an instance from the more familiar transactions

Whenever a secular crime has been commitenough to arrest your attention, you feel a certain
And when, as too
desire that just punishment shall follow.
often happens through the arts of unscrupulous counsel, or the
incompetency of juries, the criminal escapes his just deserts,
you feel as though you had been wronged. You feel that you
have a right to complain, and with a certain indignation you cry
Let us suppose now that
that " the gallows has been cheated."
the discharged criminal turned upon you and asked, " Whj this
Why this heat and sense of
grief in you at my good fortune ?
gratify
your malignity with my
thirsting
to
?
Were
you
wTong
blood ? Would the sight of my death-agony and of the anguish
of my bereaved and dishonored family have been so sweet to
you that you coveted to gloat upon it, and begrudge this disappointment of your barbarity ?" You, my hearer, would have indignantly repelled such an interpretation of your feelings as an
outrage against the truth and yourself. You woitld have warmly
replied: "Xo, my sentiments were not those of cruelty, but of
The sufferings which you deserved would have been^
justice.
of Inaman justice.

ted, flagrant
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no joy to me, Imt a pain. I complain only that
robbed of her dues, and every righteous man is Avrouged

in tliemselves,
jiTstice is

My heat is not

along Anth her.

that of cruelty, but of generous

Thus your reason would teach you to distinguish in
your own case between malice and justice, and you would in-

justice."

stinctively feel that while the sentiment of cruelty
is criminal and odious, that of justice

again,

you

find

is

and revenge

praiseworthy.

Here,

your reason proceeding mthout hesitation upon
is what sin intrinsically

the intuitive judgment that punishment
deserves.
I

remarked that when

justice is

robbed of her dues by the

es-

cape of the guilty, every righteous man properly feels that he
has been v\Tonged along with her. But let us suppose the case
of one who felt himself honestly entitled to reward by his righteous conduct, and who was depi'ived of his just recompense.

He

wordd

feel ^et

more strongly that he was the victim

Now

of inex-

were pointed out to
him how some benevolent expediency required the Ruler to deprive him of the recompense Avhich he had earned, in order to
bestow it on one who had earned nothing. Let us suppose a
cusable

"vsTong.

let

us suppose that

glowing picture of the beneficent

it

results, the politic

advantages of

that disposition of affairs, to be placed before him, in order to
reconcile

him

to his loss.

He

is

reminded that distributive jus-

but " benevolence guided by wisdom," and as, in this case,
the benevolence had directed his well-earned recompense away
tice is

from him to his

he must acquiesce in the justice of the
?
Nay, verily. His reason and heart would both rise up in irreconcilable resistance
against such a conclusion.
They would declare that his dulyearned reward was his by a bond too sacred to be ruptured by
any plea of expediency or advantage. And never until reason
was dethroned would that man cease to believe that he was the
victim of an unmixed iniquity. We may not " do evil that good
may come." " The damnation of those who teach thus is just."
But now you are to be reminded that right and wrong are the
two opposite poles of this one moral magnet, the conscience
award.

that the

fellow,

Would he be

thus reconciled

same

intuitive principle of reason vrliich attracts us to the
us from the wrong that the title of the transgressor
to his penalty is the same title with that of the righteous man to

right, repels

his reward.

;

Such

is

the doctrine of our text
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" Tribulation and anguish

Jew

the

evil, of

first,

and

upon every soul

also of the Gentile

of
;
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man

but

that doeth

glorj^,

honor,

and peace, to every man that worketh good, to the Jew f^^-st,
and also to the Gentile for there is no respect of persons
(Eom. ii. 9-11.) "He that justifieth the wicked,
with God."
and he that condemneth the just, even they both are abomina;

tion to the Lord."

(Prov. xvii. 15.)

Thus it appears from this new point of ^'iew that God can no
more fail to punish sin justly than to reward holiness faithfulh^
The divine impartiality, then, must prompt God with an everlasting certainty to render to every one according to his works.

There

is

one more thought which deserves to be added to this
The di-vdne Judge has made incomplete and un-

demonstration.

equal inflictions upon

men

for their sins in this world.

He

has made a lieginning of this retributive work.

Then he must
complete it.
He has chastised some of the less guilty more
heavily than he has smitten some of the more guilty.
It behooves him then with awful reverence we say it to go on until
he has made his judicial work equal. Inferior rulers may de-

—

—

fend the equity of their intentions amidst the imperfections and

by pleading the

inequalities of their administration,
their powers.

They may claim

limitation of

that they have done the best their

circumstances and their nature permitted.

But God's infinite
him from the use of this plea, as they remove
both the occasion and the desire to use it. " With him all things
are possible."
Infinite wisdom and power, and absolute soverperfections estop

eignty, leave

no obstacles between his

will

and

its

effectuation.

Therefore the actual results of his administration will be a reflection perfectly exact of the preference of the divine mind.
If
there were imperfections in the result,

there was injustice in the almighty
exhibit at last a perfect government.

it

could only be because

A

will.

The

perfect

final

God must
may

adjustment

be long suspended at the prompting of the divine compassion
and wisdom, but when God finally declares his judicial work
complete,

its

equity will be in

all its

multitudinous particulars as

absolute as the perfection of the Judge.

The

(Text, verse 11.)

that under God's government the
punishment of every sin is inevitable. " Keeping mercy for

conclusion, then,

is

thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, and that
will by no means clear the guilty
visiting the iniquity of the
;
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fathers

upon the

children,

the third and to the

and upon the

foui*tli

generation."

children's children, unto

(Ex. xxxiv. 7.)

"That

be far from thee to do after this manner, to slay the righteous
with the Avicked and that the righteous should be as the wicked,
:

that be far from thee

;

right ?"

25.)

(Gen.

xviii.

Judge of all the earth do
" Therefore the ungodly shall not

shall not the

stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the congregation of the
(Ps. i. 5.)
"The foolish shall not stand in thy
thou hatest all workers of iniquity." (Ps. v. 5.) " For
the wages of sin is death
but the gift of God is eternal life
through Jesus Christ our Lord." (Kom. vi. 23.)

righteous."
sight

;

;

The

conclusion, then,

punishment of every

is

that under God's government the

sin is inevitable.

of every sin inevitable

?

"

Being

Is then the punishment

justified fi'eely

by

his grace

through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus, whom God hath
set forth to be a propitiation through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness for the remission of sins that are past,

through the forbearance of
his righteousness

him which
is

:

God

;

to declare, I say, at this time

that he might be just, and the justifier of

believeth in Jesus."

(Kom.

iii.

24-26.)

Here, then,

the fundamental design of Christ's obedience and sacrifice, to

God, so that he may be just,
ungodly which believeth in Jesus. It
is this for which chieflv Christ suft'ered, that the sin might be
righteoush' punished (in our substitute) and the sinner forgiven.
Do men tell us that Christ's sacrifice was designed to be an example to us that it was made to be an attestation of the divine
pity that it is God's expedient to draw us to him by the constraining love of the cross ? AU this is true. But if any of these
objects is advanced as the prime design, the incidental is thrust

make

satisfaction to the justice of

and yet the

justifier of the

;

;

into the place of the essential.

All these statements are subor-

dinately true, but they are true

because, and only because,

by
and thus enabled our God to instruct and melt and allure us by the example of Calvary without dishonoring his eternal
Christ's sacrifice has satisfied the di^ine perfection outraged

our

sins,

justice.

So, men tell us, that executed penalty is God's expedient to
repress the mischiefs of transgression, and that he is, therefore,
benevolent even in punishing. This also is true as a subordinate
truth.

God's rectoral justice and the interests of his holy crea-
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who, under a covenant of works or of grace, have

conficl-

iugly entrusted themselves to his guardianship, are secondary

motives for the regular administrations of these sanctions of his

But God gives

beneficent law.

benevo-

this expression of his

lence even in his justice, only because his justice punishes for

To

on any other foundation
" Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne mercy and truth shall go

the intrinsic deserts of

sin.

act

Avould leave neither justice nor benevolence.
:

before thy face."

me beseech

Let

pay

(Ps. Ixxxix. 14.)

every soul, then,

who

is

conscious of

and honor of the divine

this ti'iljute to the rights

sin,

to

justice,

namel}', to accept Christ's vicarious, penal satisfaction as the
necessarj- provision for the remission of the guilt
fesses.

before

which he con-

To go to God for pardon ^^dth any other
him the atoning merit of your repentance,

plea, to urge

or reform, or

alms, or works, to appeal to an indiscriminate pity without this

your guilt in the fore-fi'ont of your
an insult to God. It is as though the confessing
and convicted felon should impudently require the judge to forswear himself and drag his judicial ermine in the mire of inpropitiator}- satisfaction for

petition is but

iquity, in order to procure for him,

cration

craved.

It is worse, as

the majesty of

On
by

him deserving only

and doom, the impunity which his ruthless

God

much worse as the honor,
all human dignities.

of exe-

self-love

the holiness,

are above

such a salvation as is imagined
humanitarian theology would be as corrupting to men as

like grounds, I assert that

this

dishonoring to God.

It is

scheme, with crushing

easy to retort on the advocates of that
the charges which they fling upon

effect,

They

the moral effects of our gospel.
trinsic obligation to penalty in

tended justice which demands

under the

every

it is

flout the idea of

sin.

They say

an

in-

the pre-

but barbarian revenge cloaked

and the creed which symbolized this
retribution by the perpetual stream of sacrificial

veil of equity,

necessity of just

was but " a theology of the shambles." They declare
substitution and imputation immoral.
But I forewarn you,
when you hear one of these advocates of " advanced thought
blood,

babbling this shallow creed,
idleness of his conceit,

be trusted.
He
moral obligation.

is

if

he be not only babbling in the

you had best regard him as a man not

to

shamelessly confessing his insensibility to

The

obligation of ill-desei"t to penalty

is

as
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He who boasts
original as the right of well-desert to its reward.
his indifference to the one will not be slow to betray his indifHe who is ready so flippantly to strip his
ference to the other.
God

of his judicial rights will not stickle to plunder a fellowman

In

of his rights.

punishment and atonement,

this theory of sin,

he has adopted the creed of expediency, as distinguished fi'om
Will he not act on a similar one in his
that of just principle.
own affairs ? Worse than all, he has fashioned to himself a God
Nothing on earth can be so corrujDting to the
of expediency.
soul as to have an imperfect or corrupt model exalted

upon

its

throne as the object of its adoration, the standard of its imitation, the regulator of its principles

and conduct.

ventors of idols that the Psalmist says (cxv.

8),

"

It is of the in-

They

make

that

them are like unto them so is every one that trusteth in them."
As the arrow is ever prone to sink somewdiat beneath the mark, so
;

will

human

God whom

imitation degrade itself alwa^'S below the level of tho
it

has proposed to

itself

;

men

will ever allow

them-

more license than they impute to their divinities.
Nor can any preceptive stringency in the law of God repair this

selves

corrupting

effect.

God

has, indeed, spoken plainly

enough

us as to the code of ethics on which he requires us to
tells

to

He

us that we are in no case to sacrifice principle to policy or

simple justice to kindness.

poor

act.

man

in

liis

cause."

" Neither shalt thou countenance a

(Ex. xxiii.

3.)

"

He

that justifieth the

wicked, and he that condemncth the just, even tliey both are

abomination to the Lord."

(Prov. xvii. 15.)

comes into competition with truth or right, life
must be sacrificed rather than they. Such is the high and holy
standard he has enjoined upon us. But this God has also told
If life icself

us that our holiness

is

to consist in the imitation of him.

he, then, adopt a standard of expediency for himself

Can

which he
has so sternly prohibited to us ? But if he could, what effect
could his prohibition have on us, save to make us mean and
truckling eye-servants ?
A father prohibits his sons, under the
severest penalty, from ever postponing principle to policy, even
under the enticement of the greatest advantage. But the sons
see their father do the very thing as often as plausible occasion
arises.
Such, a family government as this may make them skulking hypocrites it can never make them honest men. I repeat,
then, that this "school of advanced thought," which is as old,
;
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and

trite as Pelagianism, is only au advancement backtowards unprincipled morals, and is, therefore, dishonorable to God.
Let this, then, be the conclusion of the matter

stale,

Avards,

that

God

end of

stakes his
his action,

all

own

glory, which is the supreme ultimate
upon rendering to every work according to

Guilt, once incurred, is irremissible before him.
desert.
God's attributes of impartial justice, of truth, of holiness yea,
of benevolence also, O sinner with every right and interest of

its

;

!

his vast

commonwealth

up in adamantine
removed by the
But if you will
5.)

of holy creatures, rise

array to forbid yOur escape from guilt until

penal satisfaction of the cross.

(Isaiah

liii.

it is

honor God by pleading this satisfaction, then "He will turn
again he will have compassion upon you he will subdue your
iniquities
he will cast all your sins into the depths of the sea."
(Micah vii. 19.)
;

;

;

THE BELIEVER

"And what
^

is

BOM

OF ALMIGHTY GRACE/

the exceeding greatness of his power to nsward

who

beUeve, ac-

cording to the working of his mighty power, which he wrought in Christ,
raised

him from

places. "

the dead,

Ephesians

i.

and

set

him

at his

own

right

Land

when he

in the heavenly

19, 20.
.

}

^

THE
most uniform

saving belief of the gospel,

my

,

brethren,

is

the

first

and

Hence, when
the Apostle Paul here speaks of himself and brethren as "us
who believe," he refers directly to their new-birth or regenera"God's power to usward who believe" means his "power
tion.
by which we are made believers," or in other words, are born
And this is the power whose greatness he so exalts.
again.
Other wondrous displays of divine might were made in connection with the mission of Christ and his ajDostles but of these
P«ul is not speaking here. Let him explain his own meaning.
Two verses below he resumes the comparison of the text and
says (ii. 1), " You hath he quickened who were dead in trespasses
action of the new-born soul.

;

and sins." And in the fifth and sixth verses still more clearly,
" Even when we were dead in sins he hath quickened us together
with Christ, and hath raised us up together, and made us to sit
'

June

A

sermon preached at Frederick's Hall, Va., in Hood's (ith) Texas Brigade,
and xiublished in tract form at the request of Gen. "Stonewall"

22, 1862,

Jackson.

General Thomas

J.

Jackson, during

Ms

forced march from the Valley of Vir-

ginia to the Chickahominy, halted his command, for the Sabbath, along the line
of the Virginia Central Kailroad, from Gordonsville to Frederick's Hall, in the

county of Louisa.
pitable

home

He

himself spent the sacred day at the latter place, in the hos-

of N. Harris, Esq.

I ascertained that the brigade of

Hood, near

us,

time no chaplain present, and offered to conduct public worship for
them. This offer was coiirteously accepted by their General, and the afternoon of
the bright Sabbath was chosen as the time, and a dilaiDidated country church, near

had

at that

the encampment, as the place.

These troops, having been attached to the command of General Jackson a few
days before, were strangers to his person, and naturally anxious to see the farfamed soldier. This desire, with better motives on the part of some, brought the
whole brigade to the ap;^ointed t)lace. The little wooden church was packed, the
482
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The thing which

to Christ's resurrection in the text is then

beyond

doubt the renewal of the souls of sinners.
This passage, therefore, exhausts the strongest expressions of
human language, to assert the divinity and omnipotence of the

power by which the
not man's.
Hesli,

"They

nor of the

effected

by

bodies.

will of

it

God's work,

It is

are born, not of blood, nor of the will of the

man, but of God."

" the greatness of his power."

open gi-onuds beside

human

sinful soul is changed.

(John i. 13.) It is
Nay, more, it is " the

crowded, and the fences and the

To provide

verj' trees

loaded with

Hood proposed

for the multitude without, General

that the speaker should be placed, not in the pulpit, but in a side door, Vt'here a

A long bench next this door was intended for General
As party after party entered the house, and finding no vacant seats elsewhere, were about to occupy this bench. General Hood arose again and again, and
remarked: "That seat is reserved for General Jackson and his staff." This repeated caution seemed at length to beget in all minds the vision of a brilliant cavalcade, dashing up with the far-famed Stonewall Jackson at its head, and displaying
any amount of militan;?' pomp and finerj'. After a few moments a "buggy" was
seen creeping along, containing the General in a sunburned uniform, and a jaerson
The two dismounted, and proceeded with their o\\ti hands to detach the
in black.
horse, and tie him to a "swinging limb." After, this, the General slipped quietly
Noticing, as he approached, one or two cominto the house and took his seat.
See
panies of Texans marching lap in regular ranks, though vmar.raed, he said
After the close of the service, he saluted the officers
there, that is what I like. "
near him, returned to the vehicle, reattached the horse with no other assistance
than that of his clerical companion, and returned to his quarters. The great multitudes around him behaved throughoiit with the stiactest decorum and not a man
betrayed the slightest manifestation of unseemly curiosity.
Your subject this evening
As we were returning. General Jackson said to me
was of great importance, and some of your views new to me. I wish all my men
could read your sermon. I should be glad if you would reduce it to writing, when
other duties permit I know you cannot have time for this now, but hereafter,
when operations in the field are less urgent and let me have it. I will print it
myself and supply my command. " To this request I could only promise comtable was arranged for him.

Jackson.

'

:

'

;

'

:

—

'

—

pliance.

The

i^ressure of duties in the field,

my revered commander, with
my fulfilment of the pledge. It
of

then protracted sickness, then the death

a train of subseql^ent disasters, have long delayed

my

more sacred, that he is no
found another medium
(through the Publishing Committee of our church, which j)rints it simply for the
sake of the great truths of redemption it contains), I now present the sermon to
the survivors of those for whom General Jackson designed it.
I beg them to receive it as his message his adopted testimony to the necessity and nature of the
new birth. It comes to them as a voice from beyond the grave, as well as an affecting mark of the zeal and love of the departed Christian soldier towards their
longer upon earth to remind

me

is,

of

in

it.

eyes, only the

Having

at length

;

R. L. Dabney.

souls.

Union Theological Seminary, December

20, 1868.
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And, as
most

exceeding greatness of his power."

work

to the utmost,

it is

hkened

to the

tliougli to exalt tliG

illustrious miracles

which demonstrated the gospel, the resurrection and ascension
It is " according to the working of
of the Lord Jesus Christ.
his mighty power, which he wrought in Christ, when he raised
him from the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the
heavenly places."

We

are

all in

substance agreed, that a miracle was such a

manifest suspension of the laws of nature as only

Miracles were

usually rare in their times

for

;

God

can work.

had they become

customary, their end would have been disappointed.

Blessed
be God, this di\T[ne work, the new birth, is frequent and customary wherever his gospel is faithfully taught. It is not palpable
to the senses save by its effects.
But neither could you have
seen the subtle essence of Lazarus' soul reenter his corpse

had

you been present at that tomb of Bethany you would only have
kno"\vn its return by its effects, when you saw the dead man come
forth.
Let us consider, and we shall see that the change of a
;

godless, self-willed, worldly soul into a sincere, believing, joyful
Christian, is as

tmly above the laws

living again of a corpse is

of his natural heart as the

above the powers of matter.

This

text teaches us, then,

That

and

is,

the saving change

of the soul

is

God's oicn almighty

v^^orJc,

in that sense, svjyernatxiral.

What

is this

change?

Some, from shallow observation, an-

only the sinner's change of 2>u7'pose concerning his
duty to God. But the Scriptures answer, that it is a change of

swer

:

It is

of heart, which prompt and regulate man's purNote, I pray you, my words, and
apprehend the difference, for it is that between light and darkness.
And this I promise to show before I am done, if you Anil
give me your attention.
That new birth, I repeat, which is necessary to salvation, is some deeper thing than the mere making
of a new resolution by the sinner.
It is the fundamental revolution of the very dispositions of soul, out of which his purposes
were all prompted. Hence, it is not the work merely of reasonings and inducements presented to the mind, but of God's almighty power, through his Holy Ghost, quickening the soul to
feel those reasonings and inducements.
Having explained my meaning, I present some probable proof
the dispositions

poses concerning this duty.
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that liuman efforts have by themselves done

to remedy the moral evils which cm-se the hearts of manIn the world of matter, men's exploits have been marvelThey
especially when they have combined their industrj^
.

have bridged mighty

floods, traversed the x^athless oceans, pierced

winds and
and modified the face of con-

the entrails of the earth for her treasures, bent the

even the lightnings to serve them,

But how fleeting and scanty are man's moral exploits,
where God, in the gospel of his Son, has not wrought through
him? Where are his drunkards reformed? Where his vices
abolished? Where his races civilized and redeemed, without

tinents.

Christianity ?

Every instance of the permanent chasige of a hardened sinner
to godliness bears, to the experienced eye, the appearance of a
power above man's, because we see so few men make other'\\ise
a radical change of habits and principles after these are fuUy
formed. The wise observer of the world will tell you that few
men, except under this peculiar power of Christianity, change
Those who
their course after they pass the age of thirty years.

become systematically industrious.
Those who are then intemperate rarely become sober. The
radicaMy dishonest never become trustworthy. It is also happily true, that good principles and habits then well established
But, as it is easier
usually prove XDcrmanent to the end of life.
are then indolent do not

for feeble

in

which

man

to degenerate than to improve, the few instances

this rule does not hold are cases of

better to the worse.

When,

therefore, I see,

changes fi'om the
under the gospel,

a permanent change of a hardened sinner for the better,
perience inclines
that of

me to beheve

that he has

felt

my

ex-

some power above

mere nature.

But third: when we consider what the change in the new
is, and what the heart to be changed is, we plainly see that
The soul of man has its natviral laws
the work is above nature.
birth

as truly as the world of matter.

In both worlds we learn these
Because all men have

laws by the uniformity of our experience.
ever seen water run

down

hill,

we say that this is the
when the waters of Jor-

therefore

law of its gravitation. And, therefore,
dan stood on a heap while the ark of God and Israel passed
through its channel, men knew it was a miracle. The sun and
the moon have always proceeded regularly from their rising to
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Hence, wlien

their setting.

Joshua,

Now
tural

it

was

motion ceased

at the

word

of

universal observation proves that ungodliness is the na-

law of man's

explain.

By

this

soul, as the

bad word,

series of sins peculiarly
liar

tlieir

plainly a miracle.

holy Scriptures declare.

me

degrading in man's eyes, or some pecu-

degree of enormous criminality.

ation from God, that

Let

mean some

ungodliness, I do not

I

mean

that natural alien-

olD^tinate reluctance to

submit your

wills

gopd things
which you all
feel in your breasts, and which, in the best of you, show themselves in the fixed purpose to break, for the present, some commands of your Maker, and to neglect at least some known duties.
There may be much diflerence in the sinfulness of different men
here.
Some of you have no leaning to certain sins, which others
to his righteous will, that native preference for the

of this world over

God and

his service

and

favor,

social principles may make you despise
But I know that I may make this charge against the most
decent impenitent man here you prefer the world to God he
"is not in all your thoughts;" you are alienated from him; you

pursue with greediness

;

them.

;

:

are determined not at this time to surrender yoiu' will entirely to
his holy will

and

;

3'ou are resolved, vAih. full pui*pose o^ heart,

not to do at this time the whole of what you

duty to your God.

know

to

be your

I have read you aright, have I not ?

is, in different degi'ees and phases, universal
men, in all races and ages, under all rehgions and
forms of civihzation, whatever rehgious instincts men may have,
and to whatever pious observances they may be driven by re-

Well, this heart

among

natiu-al

morse, or self-righteousness, or spiritual pride.

We

perceive

that this disposition of soul begins to reveal itself in all children

as early as any intelligent moral piu^DOse

is disclosed.

We

ob-

sometimes concealed, or turned into new
directions by the force of circumstances, it is always latent, and
is a universal and controlling principle of conduct towards God.
serve that while

We

find that

it

it is

holds

conviction in men's

its evil

sway in

own minds, and

spite of all light

of

and rational

inducements drawn from

conscience and heaven and hell, which ought to be omnipotent.

Such

is

every man's inward history, until grace reverses his

career.

Now I claim that these facts of experience authorize me in regarding this ungodly disposition in man as natural and funda-
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any other native

or affection belongs to the constitution of his soul ?

plain that, since

Adam's

fall,

ungodliness

is

It is

as radically a native

disposition of man's soul as the desire of happiness or the fear

(John iii. 6.)
But here I remind you, that no

of pain.

man

ever reverses or totally

any material or fundamental disposition of soul by his own purpose or choice
nor can any mere
inducement persuade him to do so.
Look and see. These
principles may be bent, they may be concealed, they may be
turned into new channels by self-interest, or by education, or by
restraint.
The same selfishness which in the season of heady
youth prompted to prodigality, may in thrifty age inspire avarice,
but it is never eradicated by natural means.
Again I say, look
and see. Hunger is a natural appetite. Should a physician tell
you that he had a patient with a morbid appetite, but that by
his eloquent pictures of the dangers of relapse and death from
the imprudent indulgence in food, he had actually caused the
man no longer to be hungry, you would tell him, " Sir, you deceived yourself; you have only persuaded him to curb his hunger; he feels it just as before."
Suppose this physician told
you that he had plied his patient's mind with such arguments
for the utility of a certain nauseous drug that it had actually become sweet to his palate? Your good sense would answer, "No,
sir
it is in itself bitter to him as before
you have only induced
him by the fear of death a more bitter thing to swallow it in
eradicates or revolutionizes

;

;

—

;

—

spite of its odiousness."

Try

my

assertion again

by some

of the instinctive propensities

and you will find
and tunvi is universal

of the mind, instead of these animal appetites,
it

in

equally true.

The

distinction of nieuin

human minds, and

the love of one's

own

possessions

is in-

men's hearts. Can you then argue or persuade a
into a genuine and absolute indiff'erence to his own ?
This

stinctive in

man

was one of the things which monasticism professed to do monks
were required to take the three vows of " obedience, chastity and
poverty." Many devout and superstitious persons upon entering monasteries reduced themselves to absolute and perpetual
poverty, by giving their goods to the church or the poor, and
foreswore forever the pursuits by which money is acquired. But
:

was the natural love

of possession really eradicated ?

The noto-
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rious answer was, No.

Every one of these monks was as ready

man to contest tlie possession of his own cell, his
his own gown and cowl, his own meagre food.
And

as any other
OAvn pallet,

commonwealth of their monastery and order they uniformly contended with a cunning and greediness which surpassed
all others, until they engrossed to themselves half the wealth of
for the

Europe.

The

love of applause

native to man.

is

Can reasoning

or per-

These may correct, direct, or conceal this passion they can do no more. The hermit professed to
have extinguished it. He hid himself in deserts and mountains
from the society of men, and pretended that he was dead to their
praise and their attractions, dead to all but heaven.
But he who
sought out this hermit and conversed with him soon detected in
him an arrogance and spiritual pride above those of all others
and the chief reason why he was content to dwell in savage solitudes was that the voice of fancy brought to his soul across the
wastes which sundered him from the haunts of men, their applause for his sanctity, in strains sweeter to his pride than the
blare of bugles and the shouts of the multitude.
I return, then, to my point.
There is, there can be, no case
in which mere inducements work in man a permanent purpose
contrary to the natural dispositions of his soul. But ungodliness
is a native, a universal, a radical propensity.
Hence, when we
suasion truly extinguish it?
;

see such a revolution in this as the gospel requires in the
birth, Ave

must believe that

it is

above nature.

not only reforms particular vices
nal source, ungodliness.

;

it

new

This great change

revolutionizes their origi-

It not only causes the

renewed sinner

to submit to obedience, as the bitter, yet necessary medicine of

an endangered soul
bread.

;

makes him prefer it for itself as his daily
from sin, which is still craved, as the
himself the dainties for which he longs, lest
it

It not only refrains

dyspeptic refuses to

his indulgence should be punished with the agonies of sickness

own

sake.
The holy and thorough submiswhich the convert before dreaded and resisted, he now loves and approves.
Nothing less than this is a
saving change for God's command is, " My son, give me thine
heart."
He requireth truth in the inward parts, and in the hidden parts he shall make us to know wisdom. Saith the Saviour,
" Either make the tree good and its fruits good, or else the tree

it

hates sin for

its

sion to God's

will,

;
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which makes the
it is the working
of that "mighty power of God which he wrought in Christ when
he raised him from the dead."
Indeed, a little plain reflection, of which any thinking man
should be capable, Avill convince you that this conclusion of our
experience could not be otherwise. It is unreasonable to expect
any inducements you can offer from without to make a thorough
change of the natural propensities of the heart of your hearer
and this because the natural propensities are the causes which
evil

and

its fruits

evil."

Sucli is the change

It is a spiritual resurrection;

real Christian.

decide already whether any objects you

may propose to his mind

be to him inducements or repulsions. Is it reasonable to expect nature to work against or above nature ? Surely
not.
Can a thing by its power determine or change that prior
force which gives or deprives it of all the power that is in it
Can the effect change its own cause ? Can the quahty of the

and heart

shall

"*

child determine

what

shall

be the nature of the father

you

who

begat

hope that gospel truth

him ? Just so reasonable
and inducements will suffice by their natural influence to change
the moral nature of a sinner radically, when that evil nature determines already that the gospel is to his heart no natural inducement at all, but, on the contrary, intrinsically hateful. You
see an engaging child playing in some place of danger you ydsh.
to draw it away and you crave to caress it and please yourself
with its beauty and grace.
Would you call to it, " Come hither,
pretty child, and I will give you aloes and quinine to eat?" Will
such an inducement fetch it to you? I trow not. Suppose, then,
you exhibit the lure in more force increase its quantity intencause the child to smell of it near at
sify its odor and bitterness
hand, and receive a more correct perception of its nature. Try
whether by this means you can attract it to your arms. Do you
not know that the more you press the bitter drug the more the
is it

for

to

;

;

•

;

;

child wdll recoil ?

And your good

You know

child has beforehand a natural palate,

that

tlie

sense gives the explanation.

whose

laws determine that these drugs are intrinsically unpleasant and

can only repel instead of attracting. If you had presented sweetmeats and ripe fruits, you might have succeeded in attracting.

You

see clearly enough here that

it is

preposterous to expect

that the offer of bitter things will attract the palate to a change,

because the nature of the palate has determined in advance that
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they shall be only nauseous and repulsive to

it.

If there is

any su-

perior medical agent which will revolutionize the very law of this
child's palate, so that the bitter shall
bitter,

then you

and they

may

Mill attract.

;

sweet,

So hohness and submission

heaii to the sovereign will of

the sinner's soul

now be

and the sweet

present your drugs where that agent works,

God

now

are

of the

inward

bitter to the taste of

the more they are displayed the more will he

recoil fi'om salvation, until the

same Divine Physician who healed

the stroke of death in Jesus' body heals the perversity of his
heart

by

his sovereign touch.

I argue, fourth, that the

new

birth is the exceeding greatness

of God's power, because Of the different effects which accom-

pany the preaching of the gospel to different men, and to the
same men at different times. Were the power only the natural
influence of the truth, these diverse effects could not be explained
consistently "«ith the maxim that hke causes produce like effects.
The same gospel inducements are offered to a congregation of
sinners, and "some believe the things which are spoken and
some believe not." It is not always the most docile, amiable or
serious mind that yields; such unbelievers often remain callous
to its ajDpeals, while some ignorant, stubborn and hardened sin-

ner

is

subdued.

How is this ?

If the

whole influence were in

the tnith preached, should not the effects
lation to the cause?

it fails

the stronger resistance

?

if it

is

prevailed at all?

Why

do we

before the weaker and triumphs over
It is because, in one case, " the exceed-

ing gi-eatness of God's power"

other case,

re-

Should not the trath prevail where the

natural obstacles are least,
see cases in which

show some regular

is

behind that

truth,

and

in the

absent.

you deny the sovereign agency of the Holy Ghost in the
new birth, you have a more impracticable case to explain. It is
the case of him who had resisted this gospel for twenty, thirty, or
fifty years, and has yet been subdued by it at last.
If the tiiith
had natural power within itself to persuade this soul, why did it
not effect it at first ? If it lacked that power, Low does it come
to effect the work at last, after so many failures ?
This mystery
is enhanced for you by two great facts
the one is, that the futile
But

if

:

many years must, in accordance with the well knoA^Ti law of habit, have blunted the
.sensibilities of the soul, and rendered the stor\' of redemption
presentation of this gospel-truth for so
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stale.
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make any ne-

of
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That which

glected story dull.
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at first

somewhat excited the atbecome as

tention and sensibilities, m-ged so often in vain, must
Irksome as a twice told tale,
Vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man.
'

'

Familiarity and inattention must blunt the feelings toward

The mart who

such a story.

first

approaches Niagara has his

with that mighty, sullen roar of the waters, which

whole ear filled
shakes the very ground beneath his
spot are so habituated to
all!

it

by use

The

feet.

dwellers at the

that they forget to hear

The ingenuous boy almost shudders

it

at

at the first sight of

it be only that of the bird he has brought down
See that person, when hardened by frequent scenes
of carnage and death into the rugged soldier, insensible to the fall
of his comrade b}^ his side, and planting his foot with a jest upon

blood, though
in his sport.

he mounts to the " imminent, deadly breach."
The other fact which you must take into the account is, that
while this sinner is grooving more callous to sacred truth by its
neglect, every active principle of ungodhness within him must be
growing by its indulgence. Is any one ignorant of this law, that

human

corpses, as

a propensity indulged

is

thereby strengthened ?

instances to prove or illustrate it?

grow from bad

to worse

;

how does

How

Need

It

must be then

man

the temperate drinker grow

into a drunkard, the card-player into a gambler, save

force of this law?

I bring

else does any

by the

that, while the sinner is neg-

lecting the gospel, at the bidding of ungodliness, the love of the

world,

avarice,

sensual lusts, self-will, pride, ambition,

shame, with every

evil oiitward habit, are

false

growing into giant

strength.

This, then,

is

the case which you have to solve.

influence, the natui'al force of sacred truth,

to

which was

overcome the unbelief of the young heart,

tage of fresh interest.

The tenderness

"^dth

Here

is

fully

pHed

an

every advan-

of maternal love, the

and venerable authority of a father amidst the sweet sanchome, plied when the soul was still unformed, and in
the plastic gristle of its childhood. But even in this tender
heart the inborn power of ungodliness was too strong, the application utterly failed.
But now, after this truth has been exhausted of its power by twenty, thirty, or it may be, fifty years
gentle

tities of
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of useless presentation; and after this native ungodliness, too

strong in

its

by as many years

infancy, lias been hardened

into the rugged

bone of manhood,

denly becomes powerful

!

lo! the

The stubborn

sinner listens, feels and

Natiiral agencies cannot account for this.

submits.

me suppose

of sin

powerless truth sud-

The

finger

Tears ago,
of God
which
embower
this
forest
sanctuary
suppose, when the trees
were lithe saphngs, and I in the vigor of my first prime, you saw
me lay hold cf one of them with my hands, and attempt to tear
Let

is there.

it

from

Now

its seat.

a parallel case.

But, though a sapling,

it

was too strong

for me.

years have rolled around, that tree has grown to a giant of

the forest, and I return, no longer in the pride of youth, but a

man and you, the same spectators, are
me go to that very tree, and attempt to
wrench it from its place. Tou laugh scornfully you say, " Does
the old fool think he can pull up that stvirdy oak? He was unworn and

tottering old

here again.

You

;

see

;

able to do

it

before,

when

it

was a

sapling,

and he was strong."

Yes, but suppose the tree came up in his feeble hand?

You

would not laugh then. You would stand awe-struck, and say,
"Something greater than nature is here."
And so say I, when I see the sturdy old sinner, hardened by
half a century of sins and struggles against the truth, bow before
that same old gospel story, which he had so often spumed.
"^Mien I see the soul which was by nature dead in trespasses and
sins, and which has been stiffening and groTvdng more chill, under
all the appliances of human instruction and persuasion, at the
last, when the zeal and hope and strength of man are almost
spent, suddenly quickened under our hands, I know that it is
"the exceeding gi-eatness of God's power (not ours) according to
the working of his mighty power which he wrought in Christ
w^hen he raised him from the dead."
Does any one attempt to escape this cornclusion by saying that
the new eflficacy of the truth may have been derived from the
superior force or eloquence of the orator who preached it on this
occasion, or from the advantage of some such circumstance ?
I
have two answers. One is, that there are no circumstances so
auspicious, and no eloquence so persuasive as those which this
soul has abeady resisted as an impenitent child.
What eloquence is equal to that of the Christian mother, as she draws
her beloved son to her knee, and tells him the history of Jesus'
•
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"Would

while I beseech you to seek the new-

The other answer is,

that the plain facts

and persuasives

of the gospel are, in themselves, too infinite to receive any ap-

preciable weight from the trivial incidents of a perspicuous state-

ment and an eloquent tongue.
vnth. divine love

In the simple story of the cross,

there dying a shameful and bitter death for

its

guilty enemies, in the offer of a

heaven of everlasting and unspeakable bhss, and the threat of an eternal and remediless heU,
even if they be but intelligibly lisped in the feeble voice of a
child, there should be a weight so immense that beside it all the
enlargements of human rhetoric would be as naught. Ah, my
brethren, man's skill of speech cannot weigh where Christ and
eternity prove too light.
It is as though that mighty mountain,
whose ridges we scaled a few days ago, had been put in the balance against the mightier strength of your ungodHness, but could
not counterpoise it. And then I come, and with my j^uny hand
cast one little stone at the mountain's base, and say, "There, I
have added to its weight it will no longer j^rove too Hght."
Such folly is it to expect that man can convert. Where the story
of the cross has been resisted, naught can do it " save the ex;

ceeding greatness of his power."

Once more

I argue, in the fifth place, from the uniform repre-

The picture which they give of
man's spiritual state by nature proves the text. Your souls, before the new birth, are blind, "having the understanding darkened, because of the blindness of your heart " (Eph. iv. 18). They
are "enmity to God" (Kom. ^-iii. 7).
They are "stony" (Ezek.
sentations of the Scriptures.

They

xxxvi. 26).

Do you

are

"dead

in trespasses

and sins" (Eph.

ii.

1).

Yes; but I suppose that
the Spirit of all truth does not select tropes such that the figurative resemblance to the truths contained under them would be
Xow, then, can the bhnd eyes so admit the light as to
false.
open themselves thereby? Does obstinate enmity beget love
object that these are tropes?

Does the stone imbue itself with softness? Does
its own resurrection?
the images by which the Scriptures describe the great

out of itself?

the dead corpse prepare

Again
change are ob\dously chosen so as to teach that it is directly of
God. It is a "new birth" of the Holy Ghost (John iii. 5). It
is an " opening of blind eyes" (Psa. cxix. 18).
It is a "new crea:
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good works" (Epli. ii. 10). It is a "quickening of tlio
dead" (Epli. ii. 5). Again I ask, Does the infant generate itself?
Does the wood shajDe itself for the artisan into the form of utility
he desires? Does the corpse raise itself to life? Then must
the infant work before it existed; the wood exercise intelligence
and will, and the dead body perform the prime action of life

tion -unto

before

it is

And

alive!

to this agree the express testimonies of the

forms: "I
crease''''

have planted, Apollos watered; hut

(1 Cor.

iii.

6).

Thej "that

Word

in other

God gave tlte inname are born,

believe on his

not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man,

but of

God"

(Johni. 13).

Every genuine conversion, then, reveals the quickening power
of God's almighty Spirit it is a supernatural work.
But if it is
working
according to the
of God's mighty power, which he
wrought in Christ when he raised him from the dead, then it is
as valid a proof that "the kingdom of God is come unto you"
as though you witnessed a sensible miracle it carries the same
high responsibility to believe and love and obey the word of that
kingdom.
But I pass by this corollary, to urge upon you, in conclusion,
" Except ye be born again, ye cannot
this one solemn, thought
see the kingdom of God."
You will never work this new birth
of yourselves you are absolutely dependent on the sovereign inworking of that God against whom you sin hourly. XTnless he
condescends to stoop and touch your stubborn heart, it will remain ungodly, just as surely as the corpse remains dead. All
the zeal of religious teachers, all your own self-righteous resolutions and vows, will be assuredly vain.
But your wdiole life,
your every act now tends to alienate that almighty hand, on
whose touch your salvation depends. How complete is this dependence
How mad your rebellion WiU you not now cease
fighting against your only deliverer, and begin to cry, " Create in
me a clean heart, O God and renew a right spirit within me ?"
;

;

:

;

!

!

;

(Psa. n. 10.)

I

know

know

its

the cavil Avith which impenitence excuses

emptiness.

Will you object that

itself,

and I

my exhortation is con-

my doctrine? Will you tell me that if you are dependent on sovereign grace, and will never change your own
hearts, then the only consistent effect of the teaching must be to

tradictory to
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your hands, and await in absolute apatliy the

almighty touch?

"Fold

3'our hands," I repl}-, while you passively await God's
Nay, your hand is stretched out every moment in active
Talk not to me of passivity,
resistance to God's will and grace.
when the very nature of your soul is active, and that activity is

help?

by a rebellious will against God and duty.
I would that you coald become passive from sinning.
Nor is it
ceaselessly directed

true that the Bible doctrine herein chills or represses your exertions after redemption; for, in truth, ^-ou do not believe in
your real dependence. Would God that you did; would that
you knew it as well as I do, for then we should see you, instead
of coldly cavilling against facts and duty and grace, crying mightily unto God for his aid.
It is not according to reason or nature
that your clear knowledge of your coming ruin, and of your absolute dependence on help fi'om above for deliverance, should
Here is aanan whose house
paralyze effort or produce apathy.
is hopelessly involved in flames.
He is within, in an upper
chamber, busily collecting his treasures, and he supposes that
he has the means of escape wholly at his own command, to resort to them whenever he deemed it imprudent to venture farther.
This notion, as you well know, will tempt him to postpone his
escape, to venture near the utmost moment, to listen to the attractions of his wealth which he would fain rescue.
And this is just your delusion now. But meantime the man
casually looks at the stairway without, by which he expected to
escape, and finds to his surprise that it is wrapped in flames.
He sees that he has no means of egress at his own command;
unless assistance comes from without he is lost.
Now, what
does nature or reason prompt this man to do? That moment
there is an end of his rash delays.
No longer does he tamper
with the rescue his dearest treasures drop from his hands, and
he runs to a window and shouts, "Help, help, or I am gone!"
So do you cry to God. It is the very thing, the only thing,
which a helpless sinner, who is guilty for his very helplessness,
should do. "Save, Lord, or I perish!"
;

THE CHRISTIAN SABBATH:
ITS NATUEE, DESIGN

AND PROPEE OBSEEVANCE.

Cliristian workl now presents an
must be confessed that
ITanomalous
condition touching the Sabbath.
Strict Protestlie

tants usually profess in theory the views once peculiar to Pres-

byterians,
is

and admit that the proper observance of the Sabbath
But their practice does

a bulwark of practical Christianity.

not always correspond with their theory. In actual life there is,
among good people, a great uncertainty, with a corresponding
confusion of usages, from great laxity up to the sacred strictness
It is greatly to be feared that those in
of our pious forefathers.

who tolerate this laxity are increasing in numbers
and influence. The civil law, which guarantees the Sabbath rest
to aU as a secular benefit and right, is enforced with more and
more difficulty, especially in populous places; and this law is
disregarded ^^-ith increasing boldness by powerful corporations
and by those who offer amusements and sensual enjoyments to
Hence the wisest friends of truth and good have
the pul)lic.
taken the alarm. The aim of this treatise is to give some humble help in this good cause by proving the divine and perpetual
the church

authority of God's holy day.

appear singular to the thoughtful observer that the consciences of devout and sincere persons leave them room for such
license in their Sabbath observance, while in aU other things they
show themselves honest Cin'istians, sincerely governed by their
It will

con%dctions of truth

and duty.

The explanation

is,

that men's

convictions touching the claims of the Sabbath are not clear.

And

this confusion of opinions is to be traced to a fact of which
many, perhaps, who experience its injurious effects are not
aware that the Protestant communions founded after the great
Reformation were widely and avowedly divided in their opinions
on this duty. In our mixed population in America the descen:
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dants of these different communions live dispersed among each
They
other, and oftentimes are found in the same churches.
liave lost sight of the

opposing doctrines, the one asserting that the

—

God's Sabbath, and the other denying it docBut
trines once honestly held by their respective forefathers.
which
consistently
flowed
from
these
the usages, strict or loose,"
Lord's day

is still

convictions, scriptural or erroneous, cleave to the descendants.

These lax customs, by example, influence multitudes of other
Christians.

Thus,

many persons

Aveakly lapse into breaches of

the Sabbath law for which they have not even the partial excuse
of an erroneous opinion honestly adopted

own

;

and they violate their

professed doctrine, feebly and unintelligently held, with a

looseness of conscience greater than that of the European Pro-

whom we condemn for avowedly neglecting the Sabl^ath.
Hence, a brief historical statement will be instructive, and will
prepare the way for our appeal to God's word. It will not be
necessary for the purpose in view to encumber this statement
with names and authorities, or to detail the names of the churches
and men who held the one or the other side.
It may be said, in general terms, that since the days of primitestants

tive Christianity there

has existed a difference of opinion in the

upon which the Lord's day
The Reformation did not extinguish, but
rather defined and fixed, that difference.
The wrong side, as we
conceive it, was held not only by papists, but by some of the
great Reformers, and error was by them planted in some of the
Christian world as to the authority

should be observed.

According to that opinion, the sanctificaday from every seven was a ceremonial, t}-[3ical and
Levitical custom, and it was therefore abrogated when a better
dispensation came, along with other shadows of spiritual blessings.
These persons admit that the Lord's day deserves observance as
a Christian festival, because it is a weekly memorial of the blessed
resurrection, and because the example of the church and the enactments of her synods support it, but not liecause it is now a
commandment of God. Weekly rest from worldly labors is a social and civil blessing, they say, very properly secured by the
laws of the commonwealth, and so long as these laws are in force
every good citizen must of course comply Avith them. Public and
Protestant churches.

tion of one

associated worship of

God is also
may join

But, in order that they

a scriptural duty of Christians.'
iu these acts of v»-(jrship,

they
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:

must agree upon some stated day and place; and % hat day so
suitable as this first day of the week, which is ah'eady made a
day of leisure from secular cares by the law of the commonwealth,
crowned wdtli pious associations and commemorative of the grand
event of the gospel history, Christ's rising from the dead ?
But
To
sanctify
is
all.
the
whole
day as a religious
this, they say,
rest under the supposed authority of a divine command is Jndaizing ; it is burdening our necks with the bondage of a merely
positive and typical ceremony which belonged to a darker dispensation.

The second opinion is that embodied in the Westminster Confession and to the honor of the Presbyterian branches of the
Protestant body it may be asserted that these have been, since
;

the Eeformation, the most intelligent and decided supporters of

These Christians believe that the sanctification of some stated

it.

portion of time, such as

God may

duty of a perpetual obligation for

select, to his
all

worship,

ages, dispensations

nations, as truly as the other unchangeable duties of morals

is

a

and
and

and that the Sabbath command has been to this extent
always a "moral" one, as distinguished from a "positive,^ cere-

religion

;

monial" one. They believe that God selected one-seventh as
his proper portion of time at the creation, at Sinai, and again at
the incoming of the last dispensation.
But when the ceremonial
law was for a pai'ticular, temporary purpose added to the original, i^atriarchal dispensation, the seventh day became also for a
time a Levitical holy day and a type. This temporary feature has
of course passed away ^^dth the Jewish institutions.
Upon the
resurrection of Christ the original Sabbath obligation was by
God fixed upon the first day of the week, because this day completed a second work even more glorious and beneficent than the
world's creation, by the rising of Christ from tlie tomb.
Hence,
from that date to the end of the world the Lord's day is, by
'

Most of God's commands are simply expressions of the

essential

and un-

changeable Tightness of the things commanded, as when we are enjoined to speak
truth and love God.
These precepts divines call "moral" or "permanent moral."

The

things are

God commands
be

commanded because they are right in

themselves.

But some things

or forbids for wise reasons which, without his precept, would not

Such was the prohibition to the Jews to eat
These precepts the divines term "positive." The things are right
or wrong only so long as, and only because, God enjoins and prohibits them.
Many ceremonial commands, rules about ceremonies, are of this kind.
of themselves right or wrong.

swine's flesh.

ITS NATUKE,
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and apostoKc aiitliority, substantially what tlie Sabbatli
day was originally to God's people. It is literally the " Christian Sabbath," and is to be observed with the same sanctity as
it was by the patriarchs.
The great synod which most truly in modern ages propounded
this doctrine of the Lord's day was the Westminster Assembly.
divine

Its Confession of Faith is

Irish

independent bodies.

the standard of the Scotch, the

It puts the truth so luminously that its

words, though familiar to
the best statement of what

cussion
"

now

and the American Presbjiierian Churches, as weU as of some

many
is to

readers, are repeated here as

be proved in the subsequent

dis-

^
;

As it

is

of the law of nature, that, in general, a due proportion

of time be set apart for the worship of God, so in his word,

by a

moral and perpetual commandment, binding all men in
ages
he hath particularly appointed one day in seven for a
all
Sabbath, to be kept holy unto him which, from the beginning

positive,

:

of the world to the resurrection of Christ,

was the

last

day of the

week, and fi-om the resurrection of Christ was changed into the
first day of the week, which in Scripture is called the Lord's day,

and

is

end of the world as the Christian

to be continued to the

Sabbath.

"This Sabbath is then kept holy unto the Lord when men,
after a due preparing of their hearts and ordering of their common affairs beforehand, do not only observe an holy rest all the
day from their own works, words and thoughts about their
worldly employments and recreations, but also are taken up the
whole time in the public and private exercises of his Avorship
and in the duties of necessity and mercy."
The attempt wiU now be made to give a brief and plain statement of the grounds upon which this position rests. And,
None
I. The Sabbath law is contained in the Decalogue.
That if this is " a positive moral
will dispute this proposition
and perpetual commandment, binding all men in all ages," the
change from the Je^^-ish to the Christian dispensation has not removed its divine authority over us. Not being "positive and
ceremonial," like the Jewish rules of meats, new moons and sacrifices, it has not passed away along with the other Jewish shad:

ows.

Let

us, then, test the truth of the
1

former position, that

Westminster Conf essiou of Faith, XXI. , Sees.

7, 8.
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command

the Sabbatli

in the

'.

Decalogue was "moral and per-

petvial."

The argument

command was

will pui'sue this plain

not for the

first

and

course

fair

:

If this

time introduced by the Levitical

economy, but was in fiill force before, and if it was binding not
on Jews only, but on all men, then the abrogation of that dispensation cannot have abrogated it, because it did not institute it.
We are but using logic parallel to that which the apostle Paul
employs in a similar case. He is proving that the gospel promise made to the Hebrews in Abraham could not have been reHis argument is
tracted when the law was published on Sinai.
"The covenant that was confirmed before of God
(Gal. iii. 17)
in Christ, the law, which was four hundred and thii-ty years after,
cannot disannul." So reason we if the Sabbath was instituted
long before, it did not come ynth Judaism, and does not go -^dth
it.
It is insti-uctive to note that those Christian Fathers who
:

:

gave countenance to the idea that the divine injunction of the
Sabbath was abrogated also leaned to the opinion that the Sabbath was of Mosaic origin. This indirectly confirms the soundness of oiu- inference, while it betrays their slender acquaintance
with the Old Testament Scriptui'es. The anti-Sabbath opinion
in the Christian church had its origin in eiTor and ignorance

among the early, uninspired teachers.
It may be argued that the Sabbath
authority from

these facts:

There

is

is of

moral and perpetual

a reason in the nature of

making such an institution essential to man's religious
welfare and duty and this necessity is substantially the same in
That it is man's duty to worship God
all ages and nations.
none mth whom we now deal -s^dll dispute. Nor will it be denied

things,

;

that this worship should be in pai*t social, because
of social affections

and subject

man is

a being

and because

to social obligations,

one of the great ends of worship is the display of the divine glory
Social worship cannot be conducted
before our fellow-creatures.
s\dthout the appointment of a stated day and who can authori;

tatively appoint that

worship?

For the

day except the God who

piety a periodical season is

the object of the

and

absolutely necessary to creatures of

habit and finite capacities like us.
will

is

cultivation of our individual devotion

What

is

not regularly done

soon be omitted, for we are dependent on habit

periodical recui'rence is the very foundation.

We

;

and of this,
by nature

are
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by sense

in-

things which are seen, but temporal, are

ever obscuring the things which are unseen, but eternal.

If

such creatures were left to themselves to appropriate to spiritual
interests only such ii-regular seasons as they should select of their
o^^Ti motion, it is very plain that the final issue would be the total
This conneglect and omission of the interests of eternity.
clusion is fully confirmed
Christians,

by experience,

where the Sabbath

is entirely

for

among nominal

neglected, the result is

always a practical godlessness among the people; and it is beamong Mohammedans and pagans the employ-

lieved that even

ment

of

some

stated holy days has been found essential to the

existence of those religions.

The

tribes

the obligation of whose observance

from their gods, are those which,

is

like

which have no holy day,
believed by them to be
the Bushmen of South

Africa and the Australian blacks, are almost as devoid of religiIt
ous ideas and as degraded as the apes of their native wilds.
seems absolutely necessary that man's unstable religious sentiments be fixed for him by having them attached by divine authority to a sacred day and an appointed worship.
But it is a well-known maxim in morals, that when a certain
work is obligatory, the necessary means for its performance are
equally obligatory. The question whether the Sabbath command
is moral or positive seems, therefore, to admit of a very simple
solution.
Whether one day in six or one in eight might not have
seemed to the divine wisdom admissible for its purpose, or which
day of the seven, the first or the last, should be consecrated to
it, or what ought to be the particular forms of its worship,
these
things, we admit, are of merely positive institution, and may be
changed by the divine Legislator. But that man shall have his
stated period of worship enjoined upon him is as truly a dictate
of the natural conscience and as immediate a resrdt of our relation to God as that man shall worship his God at all.
And no
reason can be sho-wTi why this obligation was more or less stringent upon Israelites of the Mosaic period than on men before or

—

since them.

Having found the observance
petually
selected

of

some stated and recurring sea-

God which is naturally and perincumbent on us, M^e ask, by whom shall the season be
or enforced?
by man or by Godl If the great duty

son essential to that worship of

—
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:

and morally binding, this necessarj- proalso essentially and morally binding.
the reasonable and natural authority for proAading and

of Tvorship is essentially
vision for compliance

Whose

is

enforcing

it ?

— the

is

cj-eature's or the

Lord's ?

To ask

this question

Obyiousty this provision ought to be fixed by
whom
the worship is due.
It is his right to settle it.
the Lord, to
He alone has the authority to enforce it. The purposes of social
is

to answer

it.

,

and concerted worship require umforraity
the
first

Jew
day,

in the season.

Now,

says that each seventh day, the Christian says that each
is

the proper season.

If this is left to

mere human au-

has no more light to dictate his preference
the
Jew
to force his on the Christian.
to the Jew than
Xo uniClearly, the selecting and enforcing of the
formity can be had.
thority, the Christian

proper day does not belong to Jew or Christian, but to the divine
Lord.

We

argue further, that the enactment of the Sabbath law does

not date from Moses, but was coeval with the

human

race.

It

first two institutions of Paradise.
The sanctificaday took place fi'om the very end of the week of creation.
For whose observance was the day, then, consecrated or
set apart, if not for man's?
Not for God's observance, because
the glorious paradox is forever true of him that his blessed quiet
Not for the angels',
is as everlasting as his ceaseless activity.
surely.
But for Adam's. Doubtless, Eden witnessed the sacred
rest of him and his consort from

is

one of the

tion of the

Of

their sweet gardening labor,

"the toil
which sufficed

To recommend cool zephjT, and made ease
More easy, wholesome thirst and appetite
More grateful."

And from

downward we have indications, brief indeed,
we can expect in the compendious record of
and sufficient to show us that the Sabbath continued to
that time

but as numerous as
Genesis,

be an institution of the patriarchal religion. A slight probable
evidence of this may be seen in the fact that seven has ever been
a sacred and symbohcal number among ancient patriarchs, Israelites and pagans.
In Genesis we read of the "seven clean
beasts," the "seven well-favored" and "seven lean kine," the
" seven ears of corn, rank and good."
Now, there is no natural
sign in the heavens or earth to suggest the number, for no heav-
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enly body or natural element revolves in precisely seven months,
days or hours, nor do any of man's external memliers number

Whence, then, the peculiar idea attached so early to
if not from the institutioji of the week for our first

seven.

the number,

parents

But

?

to proceed to

more

" return of days" (Gen.

solid facts.

iv. 3),

find

"

end of days

"

or

rendered in our version "process of

and Abel offered their
the end of the week, the Sabbath day.

time," at which Cain
likely

The

sacrifices,

God himself obser^^ng the weekly interval

In Gen.

was most
-sii.

10 we

in the preparations

We find another clear hint of the observance of this

for the flood.

weekly division of time by Xoah and his family in theii floating
prison.
In Gen. "sdii. 10-12 the patriarch twice waited a period

From Gen. xxix. 27 we
send out his dove.
was customary among the patriarchs of Mesopotamia in the days of Laban to continue a wedding-festival a week
and the very term of service rendered by Jacob for his two wives
shows the use made of the number seven as the customary duraGen. 1. 10 shows us
tion of a contract for domestic service.
that at the time of Jacob's death a week was also the length of
the most honorable funeral exercises.
In Exod. xii. 3-20 we find
the first institution of the passover, when as 3'et there were no
Levitical institutions.
This feast was also appointed to last a
week. In Exod. xvi. 22-30, where we read the first account of
jhe manna, we find the Sabbath observance already in full force
and no candid mind will say that this is the history of its first
enactment.
It is spoken of as a rest with which the peoj)lo
ought to have been familiar. But the people had not yet come
to Sinai, and none of its institutions had been given.
Here,
then, we have the Sabbath rest enforced on Israel before the
ceremonial law was set up, and two weekly variations wrought
of seven days to

learn that

it

;

in the standing miracle of the

manna

in order to facilitate its

observance.

This fact

is

so fatal to the doctrine that the Sabbath was only

a Levitical ordinance that opponents have attempted to
force of

it.

They say

that

Moses now,

deny the

for the first time, antici-

pating the law of Sinai by a few days, gave the

Hebrews the

Sabbath on the occasion of the manna's beginning to fall. They
would have us believe that the people had never heard of the
Sabbath before.
This construction they force on the twenty-
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third verse

:

"

And

:

said tinto tliem, This

lie

is

that v.hich the

Lord hath said To-morrow is the rest of the holy Sabbath unto
But we answer Moses does not say or imply
the Lord," etc.
that this M'as the first time the Lord said the seventh day was
holy.
On the contrary, the drift of the whole narative shows
that the Lord was now, by Moses, referring the people to their
former knowledge of the sanctity of the Sabbath as an explanation of their finding no manna on that day.
No fail- reader can
compare the words with Gen. ii. 3 without seeing this. But es:

:

pecially does the twenty-second verse of chap. xvi. prove our ^dew

The people had, on the sixth day, already
make preparations for the rest of the seventh by gathering two portions of manna, before Moses or the elders had said one
word to them about it
Their doing so was what prompted the
elders to make the inquiry of Moses.
Thus it appears beyond
c[uestion that the Hebrews did know of God's command to hallow
and

refute the other.

begTin to

i

the Sabbath, and were in the general (not universal) haliit of

honoring

it,

before ever the

manna had

fallen or

Moses had

said

a word about the duty.

But

let

it is

When

command

is

stated in terms which clearly imply that

it

us proceed to Sinai.

there repeated

the Sabbath

was known before and that its obligation was only reaffirmed.
The fourth command begins: " Reniemljer the Sabbath day to
keejD it holy."
It is not accurate to call on people to remember
what they had never heard before. None of the other commands
begin thus. But others, if not all of them, were old commands,

known
the
sive,

to

God's people before. Yet the fourth alone »egins with
remember. This makes the language more expres1

call to

and

it

indicates plainly this thought

commandment God considered
same duty taught to Adam.
It is

:

that in the fourth

himself as only requiring the

argued further, that the very fact that this precept has

place in the awful "ten words" is itself evidence enough
that it is no mere positive and ceremonial command, but one
its

moral and perpetual.
Confessedly, there is nothing else ceremonial here.
An eminent distinction was given to these ten commands by the mode

God dehvered them. They were given first of aL the
laws enacted at Horeb. They were spoken in the hearing of all
the people by God's own voice of thunder, which formed its
in

which
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tremendous sounds into syllables so loud that tlie whole multitude
around the base of the mount heard them break articulate from the
cloud upon its peak. " These words the Lord spake unto all your
assembly in the mount, out of the midst of the lire, of the cloud
and of the thick darkness, with a great voice and lie added no
more''' (Deut. v. 22).
No other words shared the same distinction.
Then they were engraved, by God's omti agency, on two stone
;

whose durability was to represent the perpetual obligation of all that was ^\Titten upon them.
How can it be believed
that one ceremonial precept was thrust in here where all else is
of obligation as old and as universal and as lasting as the race ?
There is no ceremonial rule on the two tables. This conclusion
is confirmed h^^ another fact
the two tables were made " tables
of the testimony," and for holding them the sacred ark Avas made,
called the "ark of the testimony," covered ^dth the mercy-seat
and crowned by the Shekinah, the bright symbol of God's presence.
This fact showed that this law "uoritten on the stones was
the permanent bond of God's covenant with his church the
very law which the great, divine High Priest came to honor, and
whose breaches are covered only by the blood of Calvary.
We find, again, that the ground assigned in the commandment
is the same as in Genesis, and is in no sense Jewish or local or
temporary. God's work of creation in six days and his rest upon
the seventh have just as much relation to one tribe of Adam's
tables,

:

—

descendants as to another.

To

appreciate the force of this

we

on the other hand, that when ceremonial commands
are given which are peculiar to the Jews, such as the passover,
a Jewish event is assigned as its gi'ound, as the deliverance from

must

notice,

Egypt.

The

early traditions of the pagans are, of course, of

no divine

authority to us, yet they give an interesting support to the lesson

taught us in Genesis and Exodus,
aters once

knew

that the Sabbath

sho-v\-ing

that even these idol-

was a primeval

institution or-

No one wdll imagine that Homer and
Hesiod, for instance, borrowed from the Old Testament sabbatidained for

all

nations.

which would have been unintelhgible to their pagan
These poets evidently refer to the popular traditions
which these Greek descendants of Japheth carried to the "Isles
of Chittim."
A few of the early allusions to a Sabbath will be
borrowed from the writings of Clement of Alexandria, a learned
cal allusions

readers.
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:

second century, inasmuch as he has made them
He remarks "That the seventh day is sacred, not the Hebrews only, but the Gentiles also acknowledge,
according to which the whole universe of living and vegetable
Hesiod, for instance {Dierum, 6), says of it, The
things revolve.
Cliristian of the

ready to our hands.

:

'

first

And
and the fourth and the seventh also is a sacred day.'
The seventh day once more, the splendid

again he exclaims

dawn

And Homer sings, The

of the sun.'

'

The seventh dawn was

seventh

is

hand, and with this

now the sabbath
"The seventh da}'

"It was

plished."

at

the parent day."

the seventh

all

Once more,
this series is

Clement also quotes the poet CaUimachus as sayday, and with this all was accom-

completed.' "
ing,

seventh then arrived,

Again, 'The seventh was sacred.'

the sacred day.'
'

'

:

is among the foi-tunate; yea, the
"The seventh day is the first, and

the complement."

is

also proclaim as

more

"This day the

elegies of Solon

sacred, in a wonderful mode."

Thus

far

Clement Praparatio Evang.
The ancient Jewish historian, Josephus, in his last book against
Apion, affirms "that there could be found no city, either of the
Grecians or barbarians, who owned not a seventh day's rest from
labor."
The learned Jew, Philo, called it the "festival of aR
nations."

The most emphatic uninspired testimony is also the most valits antiquity.
The late Mr. George Smith,
famous for his Ass}Tian researches, says: "In the year 1869, I
discovered, among other things, a curious religious calendar of
the Ass3rrians, in which every month is divided into four weeks,
and the seventh days, or sabbaths,' are marked out as days on
which no work should be ujidertaken" {Assyrian Discoveries, p.
H. Fox Talbot, in his translation of these creation-tablets,
12).
uable because of

'

renders two lines thus
"

He

also says

:

Ou the seventh da,y he appointed a holy day,
And to cease from all business he commanded.
" This fifth tablet

affirms clearly, in

my

is

very important, because

it

opinion, that the origin of the Sabbath

was coeval with the creation." So the Rev. A. H. Sayce [Trans.
Soc. BUM. Arch., Yol. v., pp. 427, 428).
Mr. Sayce has translated
the rules for each da}' of the mouth.
Those for the seventh day
(which is called "sabbath" and "day of completion") forbid the
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prince on that day to eat cooked fruits aud birds, to chauge his

garments, to legislate or appoint office-holders, to take medicine

and requires him to make his sacrifice to God on that day.
There is another con\'incing proof that the Sabbath never was
a merely Le^dtical institntion, which is found in the fact that in
the very law of the Decalogue God commands its observance
equally by Jews and Gentiles " In it thou shall not do any work,
:

thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy man-servant, nor thy

maid-servant, nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is vnthin thy

gatesT

This stranger was the foreigner residing in the land of

To see the convincing force of this fact the reader must
contrast the jealous care with which the " stranger," the pagan for-

Israel.

eigner sojourning in Jewry, was excluded from

No

Levitical worship.

all

share in the

foreigner could partake of the passover

he presumed
to enter the inner courtyard of the temple, where the bloody sacrifice was ofiered.
Now, when this foreigner is required to keep
the Sabbath along with the families of Israel, does not this prove
that rest to be no ceremonial, no type hke the passover and the
altar, but a universal moral institution designed for all nations
and times ?
Once more That the Sabbath of the Decalogue was not a
ceremonial command is proved by the fact that its violation was
made a capital offence. (See Exod. xxxi. 1-i.) No ceremonial
command was thus enforced. Even circumcision, fundamental
as it was to the whole economy, was not thus fenced up.
Its
neglect, of course, excluded a man from the church, but it incurred no capital penalty.
Care has been taken to establish this assertion on an immovaIf the Sabole basis, because the inference from it is so direct.
bath command was in full force before Moses, the passing away of
Moses' law did not revoke it. If it always was binding, on grounds
as general as the human race, over all tribes of mankind, the
dissolution of God's special covenant with the family of Jacob
did not repeal it.
If the nature of the Sabbath is moral and
it

was

sacrilege.

It

was

at the peril of his life that

.

practical,

then the substitution of the substance for the tjq^es did

it.
The ceremonial laws were temporary, because
them was temporary. They were removed because
the church no longer required them.
But the practical need of
a Sabbath is the same in all ages. When we are made to see

not supplant

the need for
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that the sanctification of this cTav
lifion in the world

that

;

SABBATH

CHRISTIAN-

goes hand-in-hand everywhere

it

God;

piety and the true knowledge of

Sabbath there
to us that

is at last

the bulwark of practical re-

is

no

God would make

^-ith

is no
becomes incredible

that where there

Christianity,

it

the institution temporary.

The ne-

Sabbath has not ceased therefore the command has
It is a perpetual moral command, and moral
not been revoked
commands are as incapable of repeal as the nature of God, on
cessity for a

;

which they are founded,
the command,

is

Hence we conclude

of change.

"Eemember

the Sabbath day to keep

it

that

holy,"

upon us now as any other of the ten.
The New Testament -^Titers and our Lord Jesus always speak of
the other nine commands, and comment upon them, as permastands just as binding

" It

heaven and earth to -puss
than one tittle of the law to fail." The Sabbath command stands
as one among the precepts of this permanent law, resting on
grounds equally moral and universal.
But it is objected that the seventh-day Sabbath is declared to
have been to the Hebrews a pecuhar institution, and even a
nent and unalterable

:

is easier for

sign or t}^e, having the ground of

its

injunctions in their

badge of
Thus, in Dent

special history aiid enjoin ell only as a

their

own

own

special

v. 15 the dehverGod.
mentioned as the gi'ound of the command:
" And remember that thou v^ast a servant in the land of Egypt,
and that the Lord thy God brought thee out thence, through a
mighty liand and by a stretchod-out arm therefore .the Lord
It is
thy God commanded thee to keep the Sabbath day."
sought to push this text to mean that to the rest of God's people,
who did not share the exodus from Egypt, there is no ground
for observing any Sabbath.
That this is utterly foreign from Moses' intent appears thus
The exodus from Egypt is the express preface to the first command (and so to the whole Decalogue), both here in Deut. v. 6
and in Exod. xx. 2. This notable argument would prove, then,
were it worth an}-thing, that because we did not share the exodus
fi'om Egypt we are not liound by the great command against
idolatry, nor indeed by any of the Decalogue!
It is worth-

theocratic covenan'b

ance from Egypt

""^ith

is

;

less.

Again In Exod. xx. 11 a worldwide and permanent ground
Sabbath command is assigned " For in six davs the Lord
:

for the

:
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made heaven and earth," etc, while nothing is said about the exThe explanation is clear. The Hebrews had all the reaodus.
sons to keep the Sabbath which the whole human race has
God's sanctifying it at the creation of the race and commanding
But they had this additional reason that
it to aU the race.
God had now blessed them above all other tribes. Hence they
were bound by gratitude also to keep the Sabbath.
Again It is objected that God made the Sabbath a sign " between him and the Hebrews (Exod. xxxi. 13-17 Ezek. xx. 12, 20).
The attempt is made to infer hence that the Sabbath was a mere
type to the Hebrews, and thus has passed away like all the other
:

'

:

;

Again I reply: If its
types, since the antitype, Christ, came.
being " a sign " between God and Israel proves it a type, then
the same argument proves that the great

was a

type,

commanded

and has been abrogated

make

to

this " a sign."

;

first

law of love

for in Deut.

Such

is

vi. 6,

itself

Israel is

the absurdity of this

is called again and
again the " testimony," and the very chest in which the two tablets

argument.

Moreover

:

the Decalogue itself

commandments, were kept, is called
"the ark of the testimony" (Exod. xxv. 16, 21; xxxi. 18; xxxii.
15 xxxiv. 29 Ps. Ixxviii. 5). If the reader would see how
near this word "testimony" is to the other word "sign," let him
of stone, written with the

;•

;

(The word

is the same in the main.)
where the shoe "was a testimony in Israel." The idea of the "sign" between God and
Israel, and of the witness between them, is there nearly the
Hence I argue again: if the Sabbath being "a sign"
same.
proves it a mere type, the Ten Commandments being a "testimony" or "witness" proves them a mere type.
To understand this "sign" we must remember that all the
world except the Hebrews had gone off into idolatry, neglecting
all God's laws and also the proper observance of his Sabbath.
The covenant which Israel made wdth him was, to be separate
from all the pagans and to obey his law, so neglected by them.
Xow, the pubhc observance of the Sabbath gave the most obvious, general, visible sign to the world and the church of this
covenant, and of the difference between God's people and pagans.
Hence it was eminently suitable as a sign of that covenant. The
human race is still divided between the world and the church and
holy Sabbath observance ought to be precisely such a "sign" of the

read Josh.

xxii.

26-34.

Let him compare also Euth

iv. 7,

;
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cliurch's relation to lier

God now.

;

This simple view relieves

tlie

whole question. The general apostasy of the nations made this
duty of yisil)le Sabbath-keeping, which God enjoins on all men
of all ages, a badge and mark of those who still fear him.
It should be noted also that the phrase " sabbaths," as used in
the Pentateuch, means the other Je'snsh festivals as well as the
seventh day. Thus in Lev. xxv. 2, 4, "sabbath" means the sab-

In Lev.

3, 30 it probably includes all the
In Lev. xvi. 31 it means the gi'eat
day of atonement, which, coming on the tenth day of the seventh
month each year, might be any other day as weU as the seventh.
In Lev. xxiii. 24 it means the day of the new moon, which might
be on any day of the week.
Finally, the subsequent parts of the Old Testament teach us
that Sabbath obseiwance was, to the beheving Hebrew, a spiritThe ninety-second Psalm is
ual and not a ceremonial duty.
entitled, by inspiration, " A psalm or song for the Sabbath day."
Every sentiment there is evangelical, and the behever's chief joy
in the day is in the foretaste it gives of the everlasting rest.
In Isa. Ivi. 4-8 we have the following words " For thus saith
the Lord unto the eunuchs that keep my sabbaths and choose
the things that please me, and take hold of my covenant even
unto them will I give in mine house, and mthin my walls, a
place and a name better than of sons and of daughters I will
give them an everlasting name that shall not be cut off.
Also

batical year.

annual

xix.

festivals of rehgion.

:

;

:

the sons of the stranger that join themselves to the Lord, to serve

name of the Lord, to be his servants, every
one that keepeth the sabbath from polluting it, and taketh hold
of my covenant even them ^dll I bring to my holy mountain,
and make them joyful in my house of prayer: their burnt-offerings and sacrifices shall be accepted upon mine altar for mine
him, and to love the

;

:

house shall be called a house of prayer for all people.
The
Lord God which gathereth the outcasts of Israel saith Yet ^dll
I gather others to him, beside those that are gathered unto him."
:

Let

it

be noted that here Sabbath observance receives a bless-

ing for Gentiles as well as Jews, and that this blessing
ciated

-v^-ith

is

asso-

that full ingathering of Gentile behevers which was

when Zion should
be a house of prayer for all nations. How could words more
strongly indicate that the Sabbath belongs to both dispensations ?

predicted to attend the Messianic dispensation,
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But the langiiage of Isa. hdii. 13, 14 is still stronger: "If thou
away thy foot from the sabbath, from doing thy pleasure
on my holy clay and call the sabbath a delight, the holy of the
Lord, honorable and shalt honor him, not doing thine own ways,
nor finding thine ovm pleasure, nor speaking thine o\m words
then shalt thou delight thyself in the Lord and I wiU cause thee
to ride upon the high places of the earth, and feed thee with the
heritage of Jacob thy father for the mouth of the Lord hath

turn

;

;

;

:

spoken

it."

Let the reader observe here that the main scope of this fiftyeighth chapter of Isaiah is to dissuade the Jews from a ceremonial righteousness by sho^^ing its worthlessness when unaccom-

They are ardently urged to ofier
God, instead of ritual service, the duties of inward righteousness,
and especially of charity. To these the blessing is promised.
Now, it is in this connection that the prophet also urges a
spiritual Sabbath observance, and to it he repeats the same
promises.
He also connects this right kind of Sabbath observance immediately with the glorious Messianic triumphs of Zion,
panied by spiritual holiness.

which, as we know from all the subsequent history, occur only
tmder the new dispensation. Nowhere does Isaiah better deserve
It is simply
than here the title of "the evangelical prophet."
anti-ceremonial
the
in
take
impossible for the candid reader to
aim of the whole passage, and to believe that Isaiah here thought
of Sabbath observance as only a typical duty.
11. But it is said that the New Testament does repeal the ob-

and that in the face of this new teaching
and his apostles the plainest seeming inferences must
give way. Let us, then, consider these passages carefully and
candidly.
Let us weigh them honestly, listen fairly to all that
the learned enemies of the Sabbath have to argue from them,
and grapple manfully with their real teachings. We wiU refer
the reader to every verse in the New Testament which has been

ligation of the Sabbath,

of Christ

supposed to bear on the question.

The

first

we

some

notice are those contained, ^ith

ations, in the parallel places of Matt. xii.

1-8

;

slight vari-

Mark

ii.

23-28

Matthew's narrative is,
Luke vi.
"At that time Jesus went on the sabbath day through the
corn [wheat or barley] and his disciples were an hungered, and
began to pluck the ears of corn, and to eat. But when the

on the whole, the fullest

1-5.

;
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Pharisees saw

it,

tliey said

unto

liim,

:

Behold, thy disciples do

that which is not lawful to do on the sabbath day.

But he

Have ye not read what David did, when he
was an hungered, and they that were with him how he entered
said unto them,

;

into the house of God, and did eat the shew-bread, Avhich was
not I'awful for him to eat, neither for them which were with him,
but only for the priests ? Or have ye not read in the law, how
that on the sabbath days the priests in the temple profane the

But I say unto you that in this
But if ye had known
what this meaneth, I will have mercy, and not sacrifice, ye would
not have condemned the guiltless.
For the Son of man is Lord
sabbath, and are blameless

place

is

One

?

greater than the temple.

even of the sabbath day."

Now,

it

is

claimed that these words of our Saviour modify,

and, to a certain extent, repeal the Sabbath law with a view to

the

new

dispensation.

The attempt

is

made

to sustain this

by

by

re-

p)ointing to the fact that Jesus here illustrates his point

two other merely ceremonial or positive instances, by
which they think he intimates that the Sabbath was as much a
positive ceremony as the shew-bread, and thus as reasonably
ferring to

liable to repeal.

The

reader,

upon suppl^dug from the second and third evanomitted in the first, will find that our Lord ad-

gelists

what

vances

five distinct ideas.

is

His hungry

disciples, passing along the footpath

through the

had availed themselves of the permission of
Deut. xxiii. 25, to pluck, rub out and eat some grains of wheat
or barley as a slight refreshment.
The Pharisees, eager to find
fault, cavilled that Christ had thus permitted his followers to
break the Sabbath law l)y preparing food in sacred time, making
this ado about the plucking, rubbing and winnowing of a few
heads of grain with their hands as they walked. In defence of
them and himself our Saviour says, in the first place, that their
hunger was a necessity which justified their departure from the
fields of ripe grain,

law in this case, as did David's necessit}?^ when, fleehe innocently used the shew-bread to appease
his hunger.
Second, that the example of the priests, who performed necessary manual labor about the temple, such as skinning and dressing the sacrifices, cleaning the altar and such like,
on the Sabbath, and were blameless, justified what his disciples

letter of the

ing for his

life,
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prefers

of his h\w, calling for humanit}', love

5l3

compHance with the spirit
and mercy, to mere obser-

vance of its outer form. For, fourth, God's design in instituting
the Sabbath had been a humane one, seeing he designed it not,
as the Pharisees regarded their observances, as a galling asceticism,

burdensome

and ministering only to
means of promoting the true

to the Avorshipper,

his self-righteousness, but as a

welfare of his servants.

And

that he himself, as the

lastly,

Messiah, was the supreme and present authority in maintaining
the Sabbath law, as well as

all

others of his laws

enough

that he acquitted his disciples of sin

zeal for

God

in the presence of the

;

and

;

so that
this

it

Avaj

pretended

Supreme Lawgiver, God

in-

was officious and impertinent. Had his disciples really
committed an infraction of his SabViath law, he could have seen
to his own rights and honor without the Pharisees' deceitful
help.
The consistency of this simple vieAV with itself, and the
carnate,

perfectness of

proof of

its

its logic in

rebuking the

cavillers, are a sufficient

faithfulness to the Saviour's meaning.

Now, the modern opponents

of our doctrine

would have us

believe that our Saviour here exerts his Messianic authority to

introduce, for the

first

time, the freer

and more

lenient law of

the Sabbath for the ne\v dispensation, and to repeal the Mosaic.

appear that this is a sheer blunder, a bald misconception
of the whole case, and the short and simple proof is, that the
Sahhath, as it ought to he ohserved hy Jeios under the Mosaic laivs,
is what our Saviour is here expounding.
The new dispensation
had not yet come, and was not to begin until Pentecost. After
all this discussion Jesus Christ scrupulously observed every point
of the Mosaic law up to his death.
He was engaged in the celebration of a Mosaic ordinance, the passover, at the very hour his
murderers were an-anging for his destruction it was the last free
act of his life.
The whole Scriptures concur in teaching us that
the change of dispensation resulted only from his death and
Until those acts were completed the types were
resurrection.
unfulfilled, and the grounds of the old dispensation all remained.
At the time of this discussion Christ was living as a member of
the Jewish church, for oui* sakes " fulfilling all its righteousness."
If, then, anything were here relaxed, it would be the Mosaic
Sabbath, as Jews should keep it, which is the subject of alteration.
But there is no repeal of anything only an explanation.

It will

;

:

Vol.

I.— 33.
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To

:

represent the passage as a change of au Old Testament law

Old Testament members would not help the cause of our opponents a particle and, moreover, it is a thing which could not
happen, as the Old Testament laws were all perfectly permanent
for

;

until the time

The

came

for the

change of dispensation.

careful reader will see that our Saviour does not plead

any relaxation of the Sabbath law in favor of his disciples he
The whole drift of his argument
is to prove that when it is correctly understood how God intended Jews to keep his Sabbath law, it will appear that his
They need no
disciples have not, by this act, broken it at all.
for

;

only asks a correct exposition.

lowering of

its

claims in order to escape condemnation.

Bearing this important fact in mind,

let

us proceed to the sec-

ond erroneous inference. This is, that our Saviour, by illustrating the Sabbath law from two ceremonial instances, intimates
that the Sabbath also was but a Jewish ceremony. But when one
observes how the Jewish Scriptures commingle what we call
" moral " and " positive " precepts, and how uniformly the Hebrew mind seems to ignore the distinction, this inference will be
seen to be utterly worthless.

The Jew,

duty, never paiised to separate

in his practical views of

the two classes of precepts.

Thus, Moses in Exodus connects solemn prohibitions against
idolatry with injunctions not to hew the stones for an altar,
against eating flesh torn of beasts in the field and bearing false
witness.
Ezekiel (ch. xviii.) conjoins eating upon the mountains

and taking

upon a loan with idolatry and oppression, in
his charges against the Jews of his daj-.
Yea, we see the aposinterest

themselves (Acts xv.), warning the Gentile believers in
the same breath against fornication and eating a strangled fowl.
"We do not argue from these facts against the existence of our

tles

from " positive " we only show how utit is to argue that both of two precepts must
be positive only because the sacred writers connect the one with
another which is such.
It is inferred again, from Christ's third remark, that the Sabbath command must be ceremonial, because he teaches that the

distinction of " moral "
terly)

;

unwarrantable

obligation for

its

observance should give place to that of mercy.

This, they suppose,

must be on the principle that positive or
ceremonial commands give place to those which are moral and
perpetual.
One reply is, that so do moral duties of a lower
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grade give

j^lace to

those of a

liiglier iu

some

cases.
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Thus there

a natural, moral and perpetual obhgation to worship God, yet
any and every form of God's worship would be righteously suspended for a time to save a man perishing in the water. This
duty of humanity would take precedence of the other duty of
religious worship for the time, because of its greater urgency an
is

;

later God might still be worshipped acceptably, but the
man would be drowned. Prov. xxi. 3 expresses precisely this
truth in these words " To do justice and judgment is more ac-

hour

:

ceptable to the

Lord than

sacrifice."

Both in

this place

and

in

our Saviour's citation from the prophet Samuel, whose words
he quotes, "sacrifice" stands for religious worship in general.
This, surely, is not a duty merely ceremonial

and

positive, yet

it

Then, our Saviour's postrighteously postponed to mercy.
poning a given point of Sabbath observance to mercy does not
j^rove that this is merely ceremonial and positive.
A second answer is, that circumstances may greatly modify
is

the details of duties of the most permanent character.

Does

any one dispute that the obligation to honor one's parents

is

a

moral and permanent one of very high order? If parents are
aged and dependent, this honor doubtless includes maintenance.
Thus it might be a most urgent and binding duty of a son in
England to fvirnish his aged parents with fuel, while no such ob-

would

on the son of such parents in India, because
in that warm climate nobody needs or uses fires in the sittingThen it is equally plain that no
rooms. How simple is this
one is entitled to infer that the Sabbath command is only ceremonial because circumstances alter the times and details of obligation

rest

!

servance.

But the force of the inference is entirely destroyed by the
was not a failm'e of Sabbath observance which Christ
was excusing. He declares that there had been no dehnquency.
The accused disciples were "guiltless." He explains their act
as an incidental labor of necessity, strictly consistent with proper Sabbath observance. There was no overriding of one obligation by another more imperious to be explained.
The perverted gloss of the fourth point, " The Sabbath was
made for man," is almost too shallow to need exposure. These
writers seem to think that our Sa-\dour meant that God did not
design to cramp any man by the Sabbath law, but to allow it to
fact that it
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yield in every
tion.

bath

way

But what
is

must be

a

:

to the creature's convenience

and

that is, man's true welfare.
what that true welfare is, and how

Then

hnmane one;

settled

best promoted, before

do what we

gratifica-

Christ here says is that the design of the Sab-

we may conclude

please with his holy day.

true welfare imperatively

divine authority

and

If

that
it

God

it

allows us to

turns out that man's

demands a Sabbath day, fenced

faithfully observed, then the

God's motive in appointing it
It
license inferred from it.

will

it

may be

-svith

humanity

of

argue anything else than this

may be added

that a moment's

thought of the Pharisees' religious system will show us what
ideas our Saviour was exploding by the statement that "the

Sabbath was made for man." The religion of that austere and
proud sect was intensely self-righteous and formal, and, to a
It was a religion, not of love and holicertain degree, ascetic.
ness, but of fear

and

slavish forms.

Their idea of a religious

observance was not that of a blessed means of grace, but of an
ascetic burden, by bearing which a man might imagine he was

making merit, and that a merit proportioned to the irksomeness
and difficulty of the form he forced himself to go through with.
Now, such people as these would very naturally think that the
more burdensome they made their Sabbaths to themselves by
heaping on particulars of man's invention the more merit they
would get. Hence they blamed the disciples for their little act
Our Saviour evidently designs by these words to teach
of labor.
them that they wholly misunderstood the purpose of the Mosaic
Sabbath. God did not require the Hebrews, nor any one else,
to keep it as a means of ascetic self-punishment, like the papist's
hair shirt, but he required them to keep it intelligently and from
the heart, as an appointed and blessed means of grace. The
pangs of hunger may be a very fit self-punishment if the purpose
is that of the self-righteous monk, to make a fancied merit by
But as there is no true religion
torturing himself for nothing.
in bodily hunger, and as it ordinarily interfferes ^Adth Bible study
and devotion, of course God's idea in giving the Hebrews a Sabbath to sanctify imphed that a proper part of that sanctification
was for them to eat when they really needed to eat.
But we turn our Saviour's declaration, that " the Sabbath was
made for man" directly against its adversaries. The word

"man"

is

used in

its

generic sense

— the

race.

Here, then, we
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for the Jews,

precisely our doctrine.

Matthew have sug-

of our Saviour in

We even
one of the great Reformers paraphrasing those words thus
" The Son of man, agreeably to his authority, is able to relax

gested an argument Avhich

is

a

little

more

plausible.

find

the Sabbath day just as the other legal ceremonies."
"

And again

that power

is given to him to release his people
Here he saith
from the necessity of observing the Sal^bath." The inference he
would draw is, that then the Sabbath must be a ceremonial institution, for we have ourselves argued that moral and permanent
laws are founded on the unchangeable nature of God, and vdll
never be changed, because he cannot change. But we deny the

an utterly mistaken and perverted view of
Our Saviour's own words are:
our Saviour's real meaning.
"For the Son of Man is Lord even of the Sablxithy Now, the
conjunction "for" was undoubtedly our Lord's own word, and
It gives

exposition.

he makes

it

emphatic.

But these expositors strangely and crimi-

We

nally neglect its force altogether.

notion of the meaning blinded them.

Bible

know

see

how an erroneous

All careful students of the

that this conjunction "for"

is

usually placed

by a

sacred writer to introduce the words which state the ground or
reason of that which he had just asserted " Watch, therefore, /(//
:

know neither the day nor the hour when the Son of man comThe fact that we do not know the day is given as the reason
eth."
why we are told to watch. It is always safest criticism to give its

ye

usual force
here.

if

the sense of the passage will bear

Then the meaning

the Sabbath day

The

is

is,

the 7'eason

Saviour's reasoning

it.

Let us do so

that the Messiah's being

Lord of

why

is

these disciples are innocent.
" These men,
in substance this
:

blamed by you Pharisees, are innocent. I saw them pluck and
for I
It is enough that I do not forbid them
eat the grain.
am the Lord of this Sabbath day. This law is my law. I was
the person who pul)lished it from the top of Mount Sinai, as
It is my authority which
the divine Angel of the covenant.
Hence, if I am satisfied with this act of these men,
:aistains it.
that is proof enough of their innocence."
Such reasoning is clear and it is conclusive and unanswerable,
;

;

as the arguments of the Saviour always are

derstood.

Does not

this

show

that

we

when properly unhim aright?

explain
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But if the reader will attend we will show that the sense placed
on our Saviour's words by these expositors cannot be right.
They maJce Tiim contradict himself. He says, first, that the disciples were innocent, that they needed no excuse and then they
make him say that " he will excuse them by altering the law, m.
The oue gi'ound contheir favor, as he has a right to do so."
This explanation would represent the Saviour
tradicts the other.
as stultifving himself by his own words, as we sometimes hear
fooHsh and false children and servants do, when, being charged
with an offence, they first deny it and then make an excuse for
;

Were such an

it.

it

explanation wilfully urged for Christ's words,

would be profane.
Another proof that they do not represent

Christ's

words aright

the fact that Christ did not at that time use his Messianic
The rej^eal
authority to repeal any Mosaic institution whatever.

is in

never hegan until after

Ms

resurrection.

It is well

known that, on

the contrary, he taught his followers to give an exemplar}- compliance wdth the Levitical laws in every respect until he had

"caused the

sacrifice

and oblation

to cease"

by "bringing

in

everlasting righteousness."

Every gloss w^hich has any bearing against the morahty and
perpetuity of the Sabbath command has been thus removed fi'om
these passages in the Gospels.

argument, which

we gave

at the

seen to be consistent and
tests of its truth.

The statement

of our Saviour's

beginning of the explanation,

scriptui-al.

But the reader

is

This

is

is

one of the best

entreated to

remember that,

the explanation of our Saviour's reasons be what it may, we
are bound to hold that it was the true natm-e of the Mosaic Sab-

let

bath which he was unfolding. It was the Sahhcdh as Tyinding on
So
Jews under the old disj)eusation which he was explaining.
that, let them prove what they may, they have proved nothing

whatever as to the manner in which Christians under the new
dispensation are required to keep the Sabbath, whether more
If they succeed by their erroneous
strictly or more loosely.
criticism in persuading themselves that Christ here relaxed the
Sabbath law, the only consequence is the unfortunate one of
making Christ appear to contradict his 0"s\ti inspired prophets.
This may be a convenient place to notice a supposed difiiculty
attending onr argument.
It is said, "If you deny that Christ
gives any relaxation of the stringency of the Levitical Sabbath
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as of a ceremonial A'oke, then in consistency

now

Christians

You must
on the Sabbath.
the terrible law of Num. xvi., which
death for gathering a few sticks on the
Jcavs.

allow people to

You

in their dwellings

This

only skilful sophistr3^

is

the details

«of

the Sabbath law in

perpetual authority.

It

all

punished a A\Tetch

all

-vN-ith

Sablnith day."

one has asserted that

all

the l^ooks of Moses are of

mankind

at the

already,

epoch of

became

a sign and a day of typical worship to the "peculiar

The two

people."

No

make no

will seek to re-enact

has not been denied that

Sinai the Sabbath, a holy day for
in addition

you must exact of

as punctilious an observance in every respect as

was required of the

fire
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instances mentioned are the only plausible

ones which can be advanced against us

;

and

it

that they are not taken from the Decalogue, hut

must be noticed

from

srihsequeiit

which contain many ceremonials and jpecidiar political
No one argiies, for instance, as to
'rules sidted to Hebreivs only.
the second commandment, which all admit to be of pei-petual
and moral authority, that it perpetuates all the rites of the altar
The Westminster Catechism declares that the purpose
for ever.
of the second commandment is to require the "keeping pure and
entire all such religious worship and ordinances as God hath
revelations

After the twentieth chapter of Exodus
same book many ordinances enjoining bloody
sacrifices, incense and shew-ljread.
No one has been so heedritual
as
to
think
these
details
were
less
intended by God to be
explicative of the pei*petii?J ol)Kgation of " keeping pure and entire" his appointed divine worship.
AVhy should they commit

appointed in his word."

there follow in the

the similar folly in the fourth

commandment ?

We

repeat

:

the

moral and pei'petual obligation is what was spoken b}^ the Messiah's own voice from the top of Sinai in the "ten Avords," and
what was carved by his own fingers on the imperishable stone.
What follows in the Levitical books may be only explicative of
ritual details appropriate to the Jews, like the incense and shew-

Whether a given

bread.

detail is such, or is expHcative of

the permanent part of the obligation, this must be fouiid out, not

by rashly "jumping

to a conclusion," but by the careful and
comparison of scripture with scripture.
Now, in the Sabbath command that which is of perpetual moral
obligation is what is founded on the rights of God and the nature

faithful

of

man and tiiis is the true sanctification
;

to his public

and private
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:

worsliip of sucli stated times as he claims.

one
be

clay out of seven.

This he

may

Other details that follow

tells

or

us

may

is

not

ritual.

There are several scriptural facts which give us a safe guidance as to these details.
The Salibath became to the Jew at the Mosaic epoch
First.
not only what it had always been to all men, a sacred day of
worship, but a sign and a day of sacrifices.
It ranked with his
new-moon days. This must attach to its observance, for a Jew,
features of exactness and mechanical regularity above what its
moral observance required.
Second. The government was a theocracy; no
separated the secular and sacred statutes. The
the religious object of the Hebrews' worsliip

was

line

whatever

God who was
also the politi-

He was setting up a very strict
making a rigid separation between the
Hebrews and the pagans around them. Hence, -vs-ilful breaches

cal king of the
ritiial for

commonw^ealth.

the purpose of

of ordinances bore the character of treason against the divine

King

and might be naturally and properly punIdolatry and j)ersuading another to
idolatry were capital crimes in the theocracy, and properly so.
But it would not be proper for the State of California to punish
of the nation,

ished as capital crimes.

the Chinese there with death for their idolatry, because that State
is

not a theocracy, and church and state are properly separate.

So the State

of Virginia ought not to punish Sabbath-breaking

in its worst form with death.

Of course,

make a

it

will

not punish capi-

on the Sabbath. The
Christian church has no power of corporal punishment for any

tally the gathering of sticks to

fire

crime.

Third.

Hebrew houses had no hearths

or chimneys except for

cooking, because in that mild climate the people
fire in their

sitting-rooms.

on the

Hence the

made no use of
make no fijre

injunction to

day amounted preciseh' to an
There is a wide and
necessary difference in the species of food on which civilized
man subsists in our latitude and the national food of ancient Is-

in their dwellings

Sabl^atli

injunction not to cook food on that day.

rael.

This, with the necessary use of fuel in winter

among

us,

may make some

shght difference of detail in the application of
the Jewish rule against cooking food on the Sabbath, especially
for the sick

and

infirm.

But

as to the spirit of the prohibition,
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on the Sabbath.
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among the Jews,
should have place

us, as

laljors

allow ourselves further license in this

is

to

palter with the essential substance of the pei'petual

command,

the sanctification of one whole day out of seven fi'om

all

labors, except those of necessity

and mercy,

secular

to God's religious

These culinary labors, as pursued in so many families
and Britain even, are a robbery of servants, depriving them of their Sabbath, and a transgression of God's will, for
the mere indulgence of luxur}- in eating.
This sin doubtless
ci-ies to God fearfully, even fi'om these Protestant lands.
The only other places in the New Testament which can be used
against our theory of Sabbath obhgation aTe from the Epistles.
They also form a group, and may be viewed together.
Rom. xiv. 5, 6 " One man esteeaneth one day above aiiother
another esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully persuaded in his o^^Ti mind. He that regardeth the day, regardeth
it unto the Lord
and he that regardeth not the dc.y, to the
Lord he doth not regard it. He that eateth, eateth to the Lord,
for he giveth God thanks and he that eateth not, to the Lord
he eateth not, and giveth God thanks." Gal. iv. 9-11 " But
now, after that ye have known God, or rather are known of God,
how turn ye again to the weak and beggarly elements, whereunto
ye desire again to be in bondage ? Ye observe days, and
months, and times, and years. I am afraid of you, lest I have
bestowed on you labor in vain." Col. ii. 16, 17 "Let no man
therefore judge you in meat, or in drink, or in respect of an holy
da}', or of the new moon, or of the sabbath days
which are a
shadow of things to come but the body is of Christ."
Those who oppose the divine obligation of the Christian Sabservice.

in America,

:

;

;

:

:

:

;

bath make the folloAving use of these passages

•

They say

that

they find in them the same two arguments seen in the passages
first, that the apostle calls the Sabbath a
and we know that the types are abolished second, that the apostle here discusses Sabbath observance on the
same footing with the distinctions of clean and unclean meats,
which shows that he thought of the Sabbath only as a positive
and ceremonial command.
They also claim that the apostle
here, by his inspired authority, abohshes all distinctions of days
whatsoever from that time onward, and absolutely makes all

from the evangehsts

shadow or

type,

:

;
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days alike for Christians.
ution

the following

is

:

:

Their account of this amazing revol-

The

old dispensation, they say,

was

dark, iinsj^iritual, sla^dsh, adapted to the church in its infancy,

and hence burdened with many grievous rites which were in
themselves of no real spiritual use to souls but they served to
keep the stupid and childish minds of the Old Testament worshippers reminded of the curse of a broken law under which
they lay and anxious for the gospel deliverance. "When that deliverance came, say they, all these liurdensome shadows were
lifted off they had fulfilled their purpose
and among them was
removed all obHgation to keep any one day as more sacred than
;

;

;

This, say they, follows fi"om the truth that gospel

another day.

love and gratitude in a pardoned
consecrates every day. He " does

and

sanctified believer's heart

the glory of God." His
ploughing and building and buying and selling are all done in a
devout spirit they are all a worship of God. Every day is to
all for

;

him

"virtually

a Sabbath day, and thus there

who

no room

under the new dispensation.

distinction of days

charge that he

is

for a

Hence they

transfers the divine obligation of the seventh

and regards the Lord's day as a divine. ChrisHe is still in bondage he has
not come out into the hberty and love of the gospel, and he does
day

to the

first,

tian Sabbath, is but Judaizing.

not even understand

;

it.

But we ask them whether the apostle in these very passages
(Rom. xiv. 5, 6,) does not allow the keeping of days, and admit
And do not
that he that does it " keepeth them to the Lord " ?
these- very divines

hold that the church does right to

Lord's day a day of leisure and of public worship

?

make

the

And do

they not also keep Easter and AVhitsuntide, two days of mere

human appointment ? They have an answer ready. They say,
Yes the leisure is a benefit and respite to domestic servants and
work animals. Some day must be agreed on by human ecclesiastical authority for concerted public worship.
And, chiefly, the
apostle sets them the example of allowing a distinction of days
to weaker Christians who have not attained to that higher ex
perience which can make every day a Sabbath, which is the
proper standard of the new dispensation. The apostle remarks
that while some Christians those, namely, of higher attainments "regard every day alike," others the weaker and foolisher
"esteem one day above another." The wiser must make
;

—

—

—

—
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allowances for the -weaker, and permit, or even encourage, them
employ these Jewish crutches for their weakness until they

to

can get upon better grounds of religious experience.
Such is the view of the three passages taken by this class of
writers.

The first remark we make upon it is that, whether we can advance a better one or not, theirs cannot stand. For, first, it undertakes expressly to repeal one command and expunge it from
Paul against Christ. Christ put that
"ten words" which contained nothing but the
perpetual moral law he carved them in stone, a symbol of their
perpetuity they came from the immediate mouth of God, who
" spake no more," spake no mere ceremonial matter in this way
he imposed this command on foreigners, who were neither rethe Decalogue.

command

It arrays

in the

;

;

quired nor permitted to observe the ceremonial

or

tittle

of

But

commands while

scheme represents Paul as putting the Sabbath command among mere ceremonials. Now, it is not to be
believed that two inspired by the same God contradicted each
other, or that a part of that law has been abolished of which our
Saviour declared, "Heaven and earth shall pass before one jot
Gentiles.

it

this

shall fail."

Second. The reason assigned by these

Avriters for

thinking the

Sabbath of divine appointment imsuitable for the gospel dispensation is foolish.
God thought that a Sabbath day suited our
holy

first

parents in Paradise.

Is the Christian experience of

any poor, fallen sinner who has become a gospel believer higher
and purer than that of Adam while he was "in the image and
likeness of God " ?
Do any of these more thoroughly consecrate
their common labor, and make every working day a Sabbath day,
more than Adam did? Yet God thought Adam needed a literal Sabbath, one day in seven.
Or we might show the foolishness of this view by comparing ourselves with Old Testament
saints.

Was

the Psalmist,

teenth Psalm; was holy

wrote the one hundred and sixIsaiah, such a stranger to grace, to
avIio

gratitude, to gospel self -dedication, that

he did not know how
whole life to his Saviom^ ? Surely no sinner
under the gospel ever had a soul more baptized

to consecrate his

saved by gi-ace

with these blessed affections than David and Isaiah.

In fact,
pour out his love and gi^atitude
to his God, he usually borrows the hymns of Old Testament

when

a believer

now

desires to
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devotion in which to do it. Yet nobody disputes that
quired David and Isaiah to keep a Sabbath day.

The

truth

is,

that this feeble notion

had

its

origin

God

re-

among

a

school of half-reformed divines who were heretical as to the
gospel character of the old dispensation, and who even held that
believers nnder

it

had no

ceiiain gospel light or hope,

the dispensation was not a spiritual one at
contradict both Testaments;

and

all.

We

therefore,

to us,

and that

cannot thus
this

dream

that a regular holy day is unsuited to the more spiritual and
thankful experience of the new^ dispensation can only be absurd.

Third,

A just view of human nature and of religious experience

do need a regular Sabbath day
and a blessing to their
that
is
a finite creature he
he
of
habit
creature
a
Man is
souls.
His soul needs just
time.
cannot do two things at the same
such an ordinance.
The reader must note tliat the Bible speaks of the Sabbath
not as a ritual burden, laid on the neck of the church because it
p«-oves that believers of all ages
it is useful,

yea, necessary, for them,

;

;

"was in its minority, biit as

a privilege and a hlessing. '\^'e ai'e
"
holy to the Lord, and honorable
that keepeth the sabbath
man

"to call the sabbath a delight,
(Isa. Iviii. IS^i " Blessed is the
;

.

.

.

from polluting it" (Isa. Ivi. 2); "The sabbath was made for
man" (Mark ii. 2T) "The Lord Uessed the Sabbath day, and
hallowed it " (Exod. xx. 11). The argument is this Since the Sabbath is a needed blessing, if God has abrogated the Jewish Sabbath and given to us no Christian Sabbath in place of it, the new
dispensation is less blessed than the old. But who can admit this?
Did kings and prophets desire to see the less blessed day rather
than their own ? The new disxaensation is always represented in
the Bible as more blessed than the old, more crowned with privi;

:

lege and better furnished with

means

of gi-ace.

Fourth. This ^Ae^\ represents the apostle, an inspired man, as
setting up a standard of Christian experience which was found
in practice unsuited to luiman nature.

That Christians did ob-

serve sacred dajs in the apostle's time these writers admit, and

But they say it was not
was approved.
founded on any divine authority; the apostle had just repealed
all that.
Then on whose authority? That of the uninspired
Theii- view, then, is that the apostle, sweeping away
church.

also that the usage
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and Lord's days, invites Christians to ascend to his
and devoted experience, which had no use for a set Sabbath because all his days were consecrated. Bnt as it was found
that this did not suit the actual Christian state of most Christians,
human authorit}' was allowed, and even encoiu^aged, to appoint
Sundays, Easters and Whitsuntides for them. The objections
all Sabliatlis

lofty

are

:

first,

that this countenances " A\ill-Avorship," or the intru-

sion of man's inventions into God's service

;

it is

an im-

made

a prac-

second,

plied insult to Paul's inspiration, assuming that he

which the church synods, wiser than his inspiration,
a human expedient and third, we have here a
practical confession that, after all, the average New Testament
Christian does need a stated holy day, and therefore the ground
of the Sabbath command is peirpetual and moral.

tical blunder,

had

to

mend by

;

For these reasons it is impossible for us to agi-ee that the
meant what tli^se men say.
"What then, did he

apostle Paul

mean

in the three passages

tell us;

and

?

A

few historical

these facts are not disj)uted

After the

new

facts will plainly

by those who

from

differ

us.

dispensation was set up, the Christians con-

verted from ainong the Jews

had generally combined the worship
Judaism with that of Christianity. They observed the Lord's
day, baptism and the Lord's supper, but they also continued to
keep the seventh day, circumcision and the passover. Kor was
Acts (ch. xxi.)
this wrong for them during the transition state.
tells us that the apostle Paul did so himself.
But at first it
was proposed by them to enforce this double system on all Gentile Christians as a permanent one.
Of this plan we have the
full history in Acts xv., where it was rebuked by the apostles
and elders at Jerusalem. A certain part of the Jemsh Christians, out of whieh ultimately grew the Ebionite sect, continued,
however, to observe the forms of both dispensations, and restless
spirits among the churches planted by Paul, which contained
lioth Jemsh and Gentile members, continued to make trouble on
this point.
Some of them conjoined with this Ebionite view the
graver heresy of justification by the merit of ritual and ascetic
observances, as we see in the Epistles to the Galatians and Colossians.
Thus at that day this spectacle was exhibited In the
mixed Christian churches some brethren went to the synagogue
on Saturday and to the church on Sunday, keeping both days
holy.
Other brethren Gentiles paid no respect to Saturday,
of

:

—

—
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—

:

—

and kept only Sunday. Others again Jews felt bound to keep
not only Saturday and Sunday, but all the Jewish sacred times
the new moons, the j)aschal, pentecostal and atonement feasts
and the sabbatical years. Here was ground of difference and of
mutual accusations. This was the mischief to which the apostle
had to bring a remedy. "We may add that the question about
clean and unclean meats was mingled -vNith that about Jewish
Was it right now for any Jewish Christians to do as the
days.
Gentile Christians did use bacon, lard, and the butclier's meat
of animals which had been killed at pagan altars ?
Now, let us see the dirine truth and wisdom with which the
One thing which he enjoins (at the
apostle settles the disputes.
end of Eom. xiv.) is, that whether any man's light is wholly corHe must not do the
rect or not, he must act conscientiously.
things which honestly seemed to him -w-rong, for if he did there
was sin, the sin of outraging his own conscience, even though

—

his scrapie tui'ned out to be a mistake.

Then,

first

of

all,

let

everybody act conscientiously. He tells them, secondly (Eom.
xiv. 3, 4), not to be censoiious, but to respect each other's conFor
scientious convictions, even when they seemed groundless.
there

is

no

positive sin in itself in letting alone bacon, for in-

work on Saturday and if a brother's mind
under eiTor as to the duty of doing so, he deserves our respect at least for conscientiously denying himself in these things.

stance, or stopping

;

is

when the

saw some professed Christians
teaching that a man should make self-righteous merit by continuing to burden himself 'uith the Jewish new-moons, sabbaths,
fasts, annual p'assover feasts and sabbatical years, after the obhgation of them in fact was repealed he confessed that this
alarmed him (Gal. iv. 11), and made him feel as though all his
trouble in preaching salvation by free grace to them was to go
for nothing.
For this idea of making merit by observing selfimposed ceremonies and troublesome rites was entirely a different matter fiom those other conscientious mistakes, and it involved the very poison of ^^'ill-worship and self-righteousness.
Hence (Col. ii. 16 to end) he expressly and solemnly condemns
it all.
This never had been the gospel, either under the Old
Testament or the New. To appoint the means of grace for his
people, this was God's part.
As long as any ordinance was
commanded by him, our part was to make use of it, humbly and
But, thu'd,

apostle

ITS
faithfully, as
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a ineans of grace, in order to strengthen the faith
"svhich bring us to the Saviour.
But the moment

and repentance

any man undeiiook to build up his self-righteousness on willworship he was under a soul-destrojing error, which must not
be tolerated one moment. Hence the apostle commands that
these Jewish holy days, feasts and fasts, are not to be enforced
on anybody and he explains that they were no longer binding,
because that new dispensation of Avhicli they were shadows or
;

now come with its own divinely-appointed ordinances,
and taken the place of others. He did not design to be understood as speaking at all of the Lord's day, which is one of these
New Testament ordinances. He means only the Jewish holy
days.
Does not the consistency of this view mth itself and the
Scriptures show that it is the true one ?
But some one may rejoin that he was speaking of the Lord's
day also, because he says (Col. ii. 16), "Let no man, therefore,
judge you in respect of a holy day, or of the new-moon, or of the
scibJxdh days.''''
This objector is under a delusion. The word
" Sabbath " is never applied by a Xew Testament writer or by
one of the writers of the primitive church to the Lord's day or
Christian Sabbath never once.
This all learned critics admit.
All those early writers carefully reserve the word "Sabbath,"
which is a Hebrew word, to denote the holy days of the Old
Testament and when they would speak of the holy day of the
New Testament they call it " first day of the week " or " Lord's
day " or " Sunday." The Westminster Assembly did indeed say
of the Lord's day, " which is the Christian Sabbath."
This was
intended to teach an impoi-tant truth A\-liich had been denied h\
the objectors, that the Lord's day is to us by di^-ine appointment
what the Sal)bath was to the Jews as to its main substance.
The word " Sabbath " was of wide significance among the
Jews. It meant not only the hallowed seventh day, but also
types had

—

;

the " Aveek " or space of seven days.
"tv>ice in

The Pharisee says " I
week" (Luke xviii. 12). In the Greek it is
the sabbath."
The word was also a common name

for all the

Jewish

year, with

new-moons, passovers, and such

:

fast twice in the

festivals,

including even the whole sabbatical
like

holy days.

" I

gave them m}- salibaths [my religious festivals] to be a sign between them and me " (Ezek. xx. 12). " The land shall enjoy her
sabbaths " (Lev. xxiii. 24 xxvi. 3-1 compare 2 Chron. xxxvi.
;

;
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Hence the

apostle's

:

mention of " sabbath days " does not

certainly prove that he alluded to the seventh day particularly
he may have used the word as a common name for Jewish holy
Be this as it may, we know that he did not intend the
days.

Lord's day, because the early writers never apply that

name

to

it.

This Christian holy day is not in question, then, in these texts,
for about the observance of this we believe there was no dispute or diversity in the churches

To

day Jewish and Gentile Christians

alike consented.

the sanctification of that

When

teaches that the observing or not observing of a day

is,

Paul

like the

matter of meats, non-essential, the natural and fair construction

means those days which were in debate, and no others.
When he implies that some innocently " regarded every day
alike," we should understand every one of those days about
which there was no diversity, not the Christian's Lord's day,
about which there was no dispute. The passage in Colossians
is upon the same subject with those in Romans and Galatians.
Hence it is fair to regard the one as an explanation of the others.
Thus the use of the phrase " sabbath days " in the first is an
advantage to our cause, for it explains the " every day alike " of
Romans as really meaning " every sabbatical day " that is to say,
every .Jewish holy day, such being the precise meaning of " Sab-

is

that he

;

bath

" in

Paul's mouth.

One more

objection to our view remains, which

we wish

to

the phrase " sabbath

meet fairly. It is this Grant that by
days" in Colossians the apostle did not mean to include the
Lord's day. He says of all the Jewish sahhata, including the
seventh days, "which are a shadow of things to come, but the
body is of Christ." It thus appears that the Sabbath day of the
fourth commandment Avas a type, the substance of which was to
be found in Christ, even as the passover was a type of him.
AVhy, then, should not the Sabbath pass away with the passover
There is no positive New Testament law
and the other types ?
:

it.
Thus our opponents.
The answer is The Jewish Sabbath was a sign, and also something else. Its Avitnessing use has passed away for Jews, so far
as it Avas to them a sign of their exodus, their peculiar theocratic
covenant and their title to the land of Canaan. But its other uses,
as a means of grace and sign of heaven, remain for them and for

re-enacting

:
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Moreover, the Christian Sabbath, which is the Lord's day,
all.
remains just as much a "sign" of onr Christian separation from
the world and engagement to be the Lord's as the seventh day ever
was to the Jew. And onr faithfulness in sanctifying the Lord's
day ought to be as plain a mark distinguishing us from unbe-

which distinguished the Hebrews from the AmThat it always was more than a mark we proved in the
orites.
it was
It is as old as the race
first division of this discussion.
The ground of the institution is as univergiven to all the race.
It is dictated by a
sal as the race, the completion of creation.
universal necessity of man's nature, which has not at all changed
It was in full force
in passing from one dispensation to another.
ceremonies
of
Moses.
It
was enjoined on
typical
the
before
lievers as that

;

Gentiles,

who had no

business with those ceremonies.

It

had its

permanent, moral and spiritual use before Moses came. God then
placed an additional significance on it for a particular purpose.

When

the typical dispensation passed away, then this tempor-

and the original institution rewhat it was to Adam, Abel,
Enoch, Noah, Abraham. How reasonable this is may be shown
from the very comparison which the objector makes, that of the
The passover was a type, but it was something else
passover.
It foreshadowed "the Lamb
a commemoration of redemption.
of God which taketli away the sin of the world," but it commemorated the redemption of the people from death in Egypt. Now,
The Lamb of God came, and was
let us see what happened.
on
Calvary,
actually sacrificed
"by one offering .taking away sin."
Was the jxissover revoked! Not at all. Its typical part was revoked the lamb was no more killed and roasted. But its commemorative part remains to this day. The bread and wine are
still consecrated by divine appointment for a sacrament, and the
ary use of the Sabbath

God's day

mains.

is

fell

now

off",

to us just

;

Lord's supper remains as

tlie

Christian passover.

what the apostle teaches in 1 Cor.

When

Israel

came

to Sinai,

This

is just

v. 7, 8.

God

did select this Sabbath day,

which had existed before as a commemoration of creation and a
moral and spiritual ordinance for all people, to serve the additional purpose of a "sign" between him and Israel.
It was a
pledge and emblem of their covenant as his people (Deut. v. 13
Exod. xxxi. 13; Ezek, xx. 12). It was for a time possibly an
It
emblem of their peaceful home in Canaan (Heb. iv. 4-11).
Vol. I.— 34.
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is for

lis,

(Hel).

:

emblem of our gracious rest in heaven
Thus, the observance of the Sabbath was, hke that

as for them, an

iv. 9).

new moon, marked by two additional sacrifices. These
temporary uses passed awaj, of course, with the coming of the
new dispensation. But the moral and perpetual uses of the or-

of the

dinance having been already transferred by Christ to the Lord's
day, the seventh day remained at the time of Paul's Avriting as a

mere shadow

New

to the

Testament saint as a new moon.

In

this aspect the apostle might well argue that the stickling for

1)etrayed Judaizing.

Moreover, when the apostle says

new moons and Sabbath days

17) that the

things to come," his real meaning

is,

are a "

it

(Col.

ii.

shadow

of

the sacrifices celebrated on

those days were the shadow.

Literally, the days themselves
were not shadows, but only the typical services appointed on
them.
III. We shall now attempt to show the ground on which the
Salibath "from the resurrection of Christ was changed into the
first day of the week, which in Scripture is called the Lord's
day, and is to be continued to the end of the world as th© ChrisThis proof is chiefly historical, and divides ittian Sabbath."

The
two branches, the inspired and the uninspired.
One
is,
principles.
that
example
plain
first proceeds upon two
may be as valid and instructive a guide to cluby as precept. Or,
to state it in another form, the precedent set by Christ and his
self into

The other is,
apostles may be as binding as their command.
that whatever necessarily follows from Scripture "by good and
necessary consequence " is as really authorized by it as " what is
expressly set down."

Our

first

argument shows that every probability

is

in favor of

the Sunday's being now God's day, in advance of particular testimony. We prove under the first main head that a Sabbath
that the command to keep
institution is universal and perpetual

—

it holy belongs to that law from which one jot or one tittle cannot
But the apostle Paul (in Col.
23ass till heaven and earth pass.
ii.

16, 17) clearly tells us that the seventh

day

is

no longer the

has l^een changed. To what other day has it been
changed? The law is not totally repealed; it cannot be. What
day has taken the place of the seventh ? None is so likely to
Sabbath.

be the

It

substitute as the Lord's

The main

direct

argument

is

day

;

this

must be the day.

found in the fact that Christ and
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his apostles did, from the very daj- of the resurrection, hallow

day of the week as a religious day. To see the full force
we must view it in the light of the first argument.
We remember that the disciples, like all men of all ages, are
bound b}^ the Decalogue to keep holy God's Sabbath. We see
them remit the observance of the seventh day as no longer binding, and we see them observing the first.
Must we not conclude
the

first

of this fact

that these inspired

men regarded

attaching to this Lord's day

We

the authority of

God

as

now

?

shall find, then, that the disciples

commenced

the obser-

vance of the first day on the very day of Christ's resurrection,
and thenceforward continued it. John xx. 19 tells us that the
" same day, being the first day of the week," the disciples were
assembled at evening with closed doors, and Christ came and
Can we doubt that they met for worship ?
stood in the midst.
In the twenty-sixth verse we learn, " And after eight days again
the disciples were within, and Thomas with them " (who had

been absent before).

"Then came

Jesus, the doors being shut,
Peace be unto you." None
will doubt that this was also a meeting for worship, and the language implies that it was their second meeting. Now, it is admitted by all that the Jews, in counting time, always included in
their count the days with which the period l^egan and ended.

and stood

The

known

best

Christ.

in the midst,

He was

and

said,

instances of this rule is seen in the rising of
to be " three days in the heart of the earth,"

but the three days were made out only by counting the day of
his death and the day of his rising, although the latter event

morning of that day. By this mode of
week from the disciples' first
again
to the first day of the week.
meeting, brings us
Thus we
learn that twice at least between the resurrection and Pentecost
the first day was kept as the Lord's day.
But the decisive instance is that of Pentecost itself. The
reader will see, by consulting Lev. xxiii. 15, 16, or Deut. xv. 9,
that this day was fixed in the following manner On the morrow
seventh day which was incl^^ded within the
after that Sabbath
week,
a
sheaf
of the earliest ripe corn was cut, brought
passover
fresh into the sanctuary, and presented as a thank-offering unto
God. Thus the day of this ceremony must always be the first
day of the week, corresponding to our Lord's day. From this

happened

early in the

counting, the eighth day, or full

:

—

—
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day tliey Avere to count seven weeks complete, and the fiftieth
day was to be Pentecost day, or tlie beginning of their " feast of
ingathering." Remembering, now, that the Israelites always included in their reckoning the day from which and the day to
which they counted, we see that the fiftieth day brings us again
We are told expressly that Christ
to the first day of the week.
rose on the first day of the week.
We thus learn the important fact that the day selected by
God for setting up the gospel dispensation and for the great
Pentecostal outpouring was the Lord's day a significant and
splendid testimony to the sacred honor it was intended to have

—

in the Christian ages.

This epoch was indeed the creation of a new world in tlie
The work was equal in glory and everlasting

spiritual sense.

moment

to that first creation

sing together and

all

which caused "the morning

the sons of

God

miijht God substitute the first day for
day had now become the sign of two

stars to

to shout for joy."

the seventh

when

the

WeU
first

separate events, the rising

and the founding of the new dispensation, either of
as momentous and blessed to us as the world's founda-

of Christ

which

is

tion.

But we read in Acts i. 14, and ii. 1, that this seventh Lord's
day was also employed by the apostles and disciples as a day for
and it was while they were thus engaged that
religious worship
;

they received the divine sanction in their blessed baptism of fire
and of the Holy Ghost. Then the first public proclamation of
the gospel under the
set

up

new dispensation began, and the model was
new Christian Sabbath not by

—

for the consecration of the

—

the burning of additional lambs by public preaching, the two
sacraments of baptism and the supper, and the oblation of their
worldly substance to God. At this all-important stage every step,
every act, of the divine providence recorded by inspiration in the
Acts was formative and fundamental. Hence we must believe

was meant by God as a forcible precedent, estabday as our Christian Sabbath.
Let the reader carefully weigh this question Have we any
other kind of waiTant for the framework of the church?
All

that this event

lishing the Lord's

:

Christians, for instance, believe that the deacon's office in the

church

is

of perpetual divine appointment.

though perverted.

What

is

Even Rome has it,
?
The pre-

the basis of that belief
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The apostles there say,
sixtli chapter of Acts.
good " for us to leave the word of God and serve tables,"
They do not say even as much about the universal perpeetc.
tuity of this office as Paul says to Titus (ch. i. 15) about the
But all sensible
elder's office " Ordain elders in every city."
men see that the principle stated and the example set are enough,
and that the Holy Spirit obviously taught the inspu'ed historians
to relate this formative act of the new dispensation as a model
The warrant for making the Lord's day the
for all churches.
Sabbath is of the same kind.
It is most evident, from the New Testament history, that the
apostles and the churches they planted uniformly hallowed the
cedent set in the
It is not

:

Lord's day.

The

instances are not numerous, but they are dis-

tinct.

The next clear instance is in Acts xx. 7. The apostle Paul
was now returning fi'om his famous mission to Macedonia and
Achaia in full prospect of captivity at Jerusalem. He stops at
the favorite httle church of Troas, on the Asiatic coast, a httle
south of the Hellespont, to spend a week with his converts there.
" And upon the first day of the week, when the disciples came
together to break bread, Paul preached unto them, ready to de-

morrow and continued his speech until midnight."
First, Paul
Here we have a double evidence of our point.
preached to the disciples on this da}-, while he had been, as the
sixth verse shows, a whole week at Troas, including the Jewish
Sabbath. Why did he wait a whole week ? Why did not the
meeting, with the sermon and sacrament, take place on the Jewish Sabbath ?
We learn from verse sixteen that Paul had very
httle time to spare, because he had to make the whole journey
from Phihppi to Jenisalem, with all his wayside visits, \\dthin
the six weeks between the end of the paschal and beginning of
the Pentecostal feast.
He was obviously waiting for the church's
sacred day in order to join them in their public worship, just as
a missionary would wait now under similar circumstances. But,
second.
The words, " AVhen the disciples came together to
break bread," show that the first day of the week was the one
on which they met to celebrate the Lord's suj)per.
So it appears that this church at Troas, planted and trained by Paul,
kept the first day of the week for pubhc worship and the sacrament, and the inspu*ed man puts himself to some inconvenience

part on the

;
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comply ^^'itll
he selected this
to

their usage.
da}-,

It lias

not because

it

:

indeed been objected

was

tlie

tliat

Lord's day, but be-

could not wait any longer. This is exploded by the
fact that he had already waited six days, including the Jewish
Sabbath he was evidently waiting for this day because it was
cause

lie

;

the Lord's day.

The next

clear instance is in 1 Cor. xvi. 1, 2

:

"Now, concern-

ing the collection for the saints, as I have given order to the
churches of Gaiatia, even so do ye. L'pou the first day of the

every one of you lay by him in store as God hath prospered him, that there be no gatherings when I come." "\Ve here
learn two things: that the weekly oblation of almsgiving was

week

let

fixed for the Lord's day,

and that

this rule

church at Corinth, but for

for the

all

was enacted not only

the churches of Gaiatia.

seems a very clear inference that the apostle afterward made
the rule uniform in other churches as he organized them. Again,
we fincl the objectors arguing that, admitting what we claim, we
have not proved that there was any regular j^ublic worship on
the Lord's day, because it is said, " Lay by you in store ;" that is,
But the answers are two The words, "Lay by him,"
at home.
"treasetc., are, Hterally, "place to nimself," or "segregate"
uring according as the Lord hath prospered him." It is a misIt

—

:

understanding of the apostle's meaning to take the word " treas-

uring" as putting a piece of money on Sunday morning in a

Most frequently, as we know
was not money, but bread, meat, fruit, clothing,
anything Ts-ith which providence had blessed them;

separate box or piu'se at home.
fi'om history,

a pai-t of

it

and the undoubted usage, in the earliest age after the apostles
was to carry this oblation with them to church every Lord's
day morning and give it to the deacons, who put it into a common stock for charitable uses. The words " treasuring it " refer,
to that which our Sa\'iour
saj'S CaMn, to a wholly different idea
expresses (Matt. vi. 20) " Lay up for yourselves treasures in
heaven " to that idea which the charitable Christian expressed
on his tombstone " ^Tiat I kept, I lost what I gave away, I.
have." It is the Lord's treasiuy which the apostle here has in
view the Lord's "store." So that the natural meaning of the

—

:

;

:

;

—

precept

is fairly

presented in this paraphrase

:

" Let every one

every Sunday morning set apai-t, according as the Lord hath
prospered him, what he intends to carry to church with him to

ITS
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we

contradict

put into the Lord's store."

But, second.

Even

if

the unanimous voice of history, testifying that the weekly oblation took place at the church-meeting

deacon's hands,
of worship.

tlie

and went

at

once into the

truth remains that this oblation

(See Phil.

iv.

18

;

2 Cor.

12, 13.)

ix.

was an act

This weekly

was appointed
That
makes this day a sacred day of worship we care not whether
this oblation was pubhc or private, so far as the argument is>
oblation was, then, a weekly act of worship, and

it

by inspired authority to be done on the Lord's day.
;

concerned.^

The other instance

of apostolic consecration of the first

perhaps the most instructive of

is

about to describe

how he came

to

all.

have

In Rev.

i.

10,

day

when
says, "I

John,

this revelation,

The venerable apostle
was in the Spirit on the Lord's day."
was " in the isle that is called Patmos for the word of God and
We know from history exactly
for the testimony of Jesus."
what this means. The pagan magistrates had banished him to
this rocky, desolate islet in the ^Lgean Sea as a punishment for
preaching the gospel and testiijing that Jesus is our risen Saviour.
He was there "alone, separated from all his brethren.
But he vvas in the Spirit on tlie Lord's day." What does this
'•

The next place to be cited is Heb. iv. 9. This verse (with its context, which,
must be carefully read) teaches that, as there remains to believers under the Christian dispensation a hope of an eternal rest, so there remains to us an earthly Sab'

bath to foreshadow

it.

The

i^oints to

That God has an eternal

be noticed in the explanation of the chapter

that he invited Old Testament besomething higher than Israel's home in Canaan,
because after Joshua had fully installed Israel in that rest, God's rest is still held
up as something fixture. The seventh day (verse 4) was the memorial of God's,
rest, and was thus connected with it.
It was under the old dispensation, as under
the new, a spiritual fiiiU which introduced into God's rest, and it was unbelief
which excluded from it.
But as God's rest was something higher than a home in.
Canaan, and was still offered in the ninety-fifth Psalm long after Joshua settled
Israel in that rest, it follows (verse 9) that there still remains a sabbatism, or Sabbath-keeping, for God's people under the new dispensation; and hence (verse 11)
we ought to seek to enter into that spiritual rest of God, which is by frith.
Now,
let it be noted that the word for God's "rest " throughout the passage is a diiferent
one from "Sabbath." But the apostle's inference is that because God still offers
us his "rest" under the new dispensation, there remaineth to us a SahhuVi-keeplny
under this dinpenmtion.
What does this mean ? Is the sabbatism identically our
"rest" in faith? But the seventh day was not identically that rest; it was the
memorial and emblem of it. So now sabbatism is the memorial and emblem of
the rest.
Because the rest is ours, therefore the Sabbath-keeping is still ours;
heaven and its earthly type belong equally to both dispensations.
are:

lievers to share

it

;

that

it is

spiritual rest;
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mean?
call "

It

means

that

lie

was doing what godly people now

He was

keeping Sunda}^"

engaging in spiritual exercises.

He was holding communion with the Holy
our

first

:

Spirit.

Here, then,

Christian meetings and ordinary week-day occupations,
"

by

banishment, the inspired apostle was keeping Sunday."
Our second point is, that
the strongest possible example.
blessed

is

point: that although in solitude, cut off alike from

him

his

It is

God

in his Sabbath-keeping with the greatest spiritual

had enjoyed since he sat at the feet
His Saviour came down from glory to "keep Sunday"
with him. Our third and strongest point is, that the inspired
man here calls the day "the Lord's day." There is no doubt
but that the " Lord " named is the glorified Eedeemer, whom he
declares in his epistle to be "the true God and eternal life."
There is but one consistent and scriptural sense to place on this
name of the day. It is the day that belongs especially to the
Lord. But as all our days belong in one sense to him, the
only meaning is that the first daj^ of the week is now set apart
and hallowed to Christ. In Isa. Iviii. 13 the Sabbath is called
by God "my holy day;" in Ivi. 4, "my Sabbath." That was
This is Christ's day, and in
God's day; it belonged to God.
blessing which perhaps he
of Jesus.

the same sense belongs to Christ.

It is

consecrated to his

worship as was the Sabbath; it is virtually "the Christian
Sabbath,"
We now add the uninspired testimony of the early historia«is
and Fathers, showing that from the apostles' days Christians understood this matter as we do, and consecrated the

first

day

of

the week.

us explain in what sense we use this human testiIn our view, all the uninspired church testimony in the
world, however venerable, would never make it our religious

But
mony.

let

duty to keep Sunday' as a Sabbath without God's own commandment.

We

use these "Fathers" simply as historical witnesses.

Their evidence derives

its sole

j)oint, ivJiether the cq^ostles, vjho

value from

its

were insjnred,

relevancy to this
left the

command

and precedent in the churches of ohserving the Lord's day as the
Saljhath of the fourth comiaandment.
If they said, "We Fathers command you to observe Sunday," we should reject the
authority as nothing worth.
But when, as honest and well-informed witnesses, they

testify

that

the

apostles

taught the
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churches to observe Sunday, we regard their testimony as of

some vakie.
Our first witness,

then, is a learned pagan,

a high magistrate under the
letter written a

little

Emperor

PHny

Trajan.

the Younger,

He

says, in a

John, that

after the death of the apostle

the Christians were accustomed to meet for worship on a " stated

day."

This was the Lord's day, as we see from other witnesses.

Ignatius, the celebrated martyr-bishop of Antioch, says, in his
•Epistle to the

Magnesians, written not more than twenty years
day con-

after the death of John, that " this is the Lord's day, the

secrated to the resurrection, the chief and queen of
Justin Martyr,

who

died about

A. d.

all

the days."

160, says that the Chris-

tians "neither celebrated the Je"\vish festivals, nor observed their

Sabbaths, nor practiced circumcision" [Dialogue

tvith TryjjJio).

In another place he saj's that they were "all accustomed tc;
meet on the day which is denominated Sunday, for reading the
The assemScriptures, prayer, exhortation and communion.
blies met on Sunday, because this is the first day on which God,
having changed the darkness and the elements, created the world,
and because Jesus our Lord on this day arose from the dead," etc.
Tertullian, at the close of the second century, says We ChrisOn the Lord's day
tians "celebrate Sunday as a joyful day.
:

we

think

mon

it

wrong

to fast or to kneel in prayer."

opinion of the earlier Christians that

all

It

was a com-

public prayers on

the Lord's day should be uttered standing, because kneeling

more sorrowful

attitude

and inconsistent with the joy and

is

a

bless-

edness of Christ's day.

Clement of Alexandria, a very learned Christian contemporary with Tertullian, says:

commands

"A

true Christian, according to the

day by casting out
bad thoughts and cherishing all goodness, honoring the resurrection of the Lord, which took place on that day."
Perhaps the most valuable, because the most important and
explicit, as well as the most learned, witness, is Eusebius of CsesIn a commentary
area, who w^as in his prime about a. d. 325.
on the ninety-second Psalm, wliich, the reader will remember,
is entitled, "A psalm or song for the Sabbath day," he says:
"The "Word" (Christ) "by the new covenant translated and
transferred the feast of the Sablmth to the morning light, and
gave us the symbol of the true rest, the saving Lord's day, the
all

of the gospel, observes the Lord's
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first

On

:

of light, in wliicli the Saviour gained the victory over death.

this day,

assemble

which

is

the

and the true Sun, we
and celebrate holy and
nations redeemed by him throughout

first

of the Light

after the interval of six days,

Sabbath even all
the world assemble, and do those things according to the spiritual law which were decreed for the priests to do on the Sabliath.
All thiugs which it was duty to do on the Sabbath, these we have
spiritual

;

transferred to the Lord's day, as

more appropriately belonging

has the precedence, and is first in rank, and
unto
more honorable than the Jewish Sabbath. It hath been enjoined on us that we should meet together on this day, and it is
evidence that we should do these things announced in this
it,

because

it

psalm."

from the pastors of the early church might be
Not only individuals, but church
to the sacred observance of the
sanctions
councils, added their
Lord's day. Thus the Council of Laodicea (A. D. 363) commanded Christians to rest on the Lord's day from all secular

These

citations

continued to great length.

labors excej)t those imposed

by

necessity.

Many

other councils

diuing the fourth century ordain that public worship and the

sacraments shall be observed on the same day.
If this sanctification of the Lord's

It

may be asked.

day was of divine appointment

through the apostles, why do we not hear of earher councils enThe anacting its observance nearer the days of the apostles ?
swer is very simple During the ages of persecution, which only
ceased with the accession of Constantine, councils could meet
rarely and -^ith great peril, and the persecutors busily destroyed
:

their records.

Those who are famihar ^yit]l the controversy about the Lord's
day are aware that quite a numljer of craters, especially those of
prelatical views, are in the habit of roundly asserting that the

" fathers " held the fourth

commandment

to

be abrogated

;

that

they gi'ounded their observance of the Lord's day, not on God's

on comity, convenience, and church authority,
and that no " father " bases the observance
of the Lord's day on the foui-th commandment expressly.
They

authority, but

like the other feasts,

are very fond of quoting the great Augustine, for instance, as

teaching that the fourth commandment alone among the ten was
" partly figurative," and so aboUshed with the other types.
The

arrogancy and dogmatism with which

tli^se assertions are

made by
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God's law are offensive to every fair and
Those who are best acquainted with these

prelatic adversaries of

reverent mind.

fathers will be least disposed to attach importance to their assertions, w^hether concurrent with or against

God's truth.

Had

these prelatists, for instance, the honesty to quote all that their
favorite Augustine says in that same exposition of the Decalogue^

the sensible reader would feel the contempt for his opinions on
should see this great father
this subject which they deserve.

We

expounding each of the ten commandments as typified in the
"ten plagues of the Egyi^tians," and gravely runiiing a fancifid
The fact
analogy be4:ween a given precept and a given plague
is, that even the more learned fathers (Augustine had little
Greek and no Hebrew learning) were prevented by certain valid
causes from taking a point of view whence they could properly
appreciate the relations of the old dispensation and the new.
!

The reasons were these A good knowledge of Hebrew was rare.
Judaism was only known to the Christians of those ages in its
worst phase of Phariseeism, because all truly believing Jews, of
the type of Simeon, Anna, Matthew, etc., had gladly acceded
to Christianity and been absorbed into the Christian church.
Hence it was a natural mistake to confound the true Old Testament religion to a certain extent with the apostate Judaism they
^dtnessed around them in these professed advocates of the Old
:

Testament, and to misconceive the divinely-established worship
of the old dispensation according to the spurious forms to which

was now perverted after its fulfilment in the new dispensation.
It was easy for Christians, witnessing the typical worship only

it

in these spurious anachronisms, to overlook the fact that there

had been a time when it had been of divine appointment, spiritual
and evangelical. Again, the Christians knew of Jews only as the
mm-derers of the Lord, as stubborn and embittered opponents
of his gospel, whether as revealed in their own Old Testament
or in the New, as systematic slanderers of the church and as inThis odious attitude of all the
stigators of pagan persecutions.
professed advocates of the Old Testament could not but prejudice the Christians' ap]irehension of their scriptures.

To these

causes must be added also the perverse, metaphorical and mys-

plan of interpreting Scripture, and especially Old Testament Scripture, which the fathers so soon imbibed, and which
they saw carried to such extremes by the rabbinical scholars.
tical
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"When we consider these causes, we cease to wonder that the
early Christian writers misconceived the proper relations of the

Old Testament

many

Kew, or that thej uttered on

to the

this subject

ambiguities and errors.

now, a father is found saying that the apostles "abolished the Sabbath," he is to be understood, 7iot as mean hi g tlat
a statement
the aj)odles ahrogated the fourth cominandiaent
which can be found in no respectable Christian writer but he
is 'thinking only of the rabbinical seventh day, wdth its senseless
and unscriptural superstitions. This is the simple key to all
If,

—

—

these patristic citations.

Some of the prelatic enemies of our Christian Sabbath lay
much stress on the assertion that none of the fathers expressly
trace the Christian observance of the Lord's

commandment.

What

if

they do not?

This

day
is,

to the fourth

after

negative testimony, which proves nothing positive,

on the opposite hand,

to the fact that

the continued authority of the fourth

all,

only

^^e point,

none of the fathers deny

commandment

in its essen-

We

hear the wisest of them asserting that the
sanctification of one-seventh part of our time in the observance
of the first day is of divine authority through the apostles.
We
substance.

tial

hear Eusel)ius, the most learned of them

new

the

hath

covenant, translated

to the first

and

all,

say

tluit Christ,

transferred' the feast

day, or Lord's day,

and

that all

tlie

of

Christians in

world accordingly have transferred the SaVbath duties

the

hy

the Sab-

to that

Is not this virtually sayin-g the essential thing, that the

day.

sanctification of the Lord's

with the fourth

day

is

the Christian's compliance

commandment?

A

comprehensive view of these testimonies sufficiently shows
what was the opinion and what the usage of the early Christians.

As

the

Dark Ages approached, sound knowledge of the Hebrew
became very rare few could read the Old Testament in

literature

;

the original language, and the embittered and sinful prejudices of

the Christians against the Jews had their influence in making the

former indifferent to the Hebrew Scriptures. Hence, great ignorance of the old dispensation and of its relations to the new sprang
It was natural that the grounds of Sabbath observance should
then be misunderstood. Superstition was then rapidly increas-

up.

ing,

and

saints'

days and holy days of

rivaled and then surpassed God's

human

own day

invention

first

in the veneration of
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When the great Eeformation came, many of the
people.
Reformers remained under the error which confounded the
Lord's day vdth the church's superstitious holy days, and when
they threw off the trammels of superstition, unfortunately they
cast away the di-sdne obligation of the Sabbath with them.
"When we see some of the Protestant churches and divines of

tlie

Europe

deliberately defending worldly

amusements

(after piiblic

worship) on the Lord's day, Ave should not do injustice to the

many

of them show in other
which they justify to
themselves by arguments which they sincerely, though erroneously, believe, as severely as the profane abuse of the Sabbath
committed by some in our country against their own clear convictions.
Yet the deplorable fact remains, that these unscriptural views about the divine authority of the Sabbath have been
They cause and perpetuate much
the bane of Protestantism.
of the irreligion and skepticism which deform Protestant Europe
It is historically true that the vitality and
in many of its parts.
holiness of the church are usually in proportion to its reverence
for the Sabbath.
The Sabbath-keeping churches and generations have been the holy and zealous ones.
This recurring fact may remind us of another argument that
the necessity of a Sabbath day is written in man's very nature.
The same God wdio laid the foundation for its observance in his
unchangeable law for all nations and dispensations has also laid
the foundation for it in the faculties of man's body and mind,
and even in the nature of the brutes which work for man. This
truth has received remarkable confirmation in this age, not only
from Christian teachers, but from physicians, statesmen, historians and business-men.
Experience has taught us that neither
man's body nor his soul, nor the beast which is his servant, was
made by the Creator to work seven days in the week. The attempt to do so brings upon the body lassitude, nervous excitability, disease, premature old age, and often sudden death, and
on the mind morbid excitement, impatience, rashness, blindness
of judgment, and not seldom lunacy.
The very beast of burden
can do more laljor without injury in six days than by working
all the seven.
An army can be carried further upon a long march
in six days than in seven.
It is well known that the mershant
who spends his Sabbaths in his counting-house or in worldly

piety and conscientiousness which
things, nor should

we condemn

errors

:
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become a bankrupt, because the privation
which God enjoins in his word
nature leaves his mind and heart unhinged.
The profes-

excitement

is liable to

of tliat recurring sacred calm

and

in

man who devotes his Sabbaths to his study ends not
seldom in lunacy or in suicide.
Again As a social and moral institution the weekly Sabbath
sional

:

is

precious.

It is

a quiet domestic reunion for the bustling sons

around a period of neatness and decency,
is laid aside and men meet each
other amid the proprieties of the sanctuary and the sacred repose
of home to renew their social affections.
It enforces a vacation
in those earthly and turbulent affections which would otherwise
become morbid and excessive.
But, above all, the Sabbath is essential for man's spiritual
welfare.
God found it necessary in Paradise for his innocent
of

It brings

toil.

when

the soil of weekly labor

creatures, necessarj- for holy patriarchs

and prophets, and neces-

A creature subject to the law of habit,

sary for Christians.

finite

compelled by the conditions of his existence to
divide his cares between earth and heaven, cannot accomplish
his destiny without an authoritative distribution of his time between two worlds. When Ave remember that men are now carnal
in his faculties,

and by nature ungodly, ever prone to avert their eyes from
heaven to earth when we see so much of mundane affection, so
;

much

and bustle of worldliness, enticing to
an infringement of the claims of heaven, we see the absolute
necessity of such a division.
But, obviously, if such a sacred
season is necessary, then it must be marked off by divine authority, and not by a sort of convention on man's part.
Do we not
of the eager cra\dng

see that even the divine sanction
profess to admit it?

is insufficient

among many who

Sabbath be grounded only in human agreement, the license which men will allow themselves in
infringing

Such

its

If the

claims will at last effectually abrogate the whole.

Sunday of man's appointment has actually come, in more than one land, both Prothe lamentable result to which a

is

testant

and

Poman

Catholic.

the whole argument
testant

Sunday

may be

Germany, where,

after

The most

striking confirmation of

seen at this time in a part of Pro-

God's Sabbath was repudiated, the
away also, leaving the popu-

of man's device has slijjped

lace alike Avithout a Aveekly rest

and

Avithout Christianity.

Ex-
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to neglect tlie

Sabbath day

is virtually

to

neglect religion.

"We have thus found the Sabbath law written by the same
Hand on man's nature and on the pages of the Bible.
The chief attention in this discussion has been given to this
point That the duty of keeping holy the Lord's day is of perIt is by no means to
petual and moral obligation on all men.

divine

:

be understood that this duty

is

hard to be seen by the plain

many objections have been solved and many
explanations made by us in reaching this conclusion. It is not
any lack of clearness in the duty which has made us deem this
Christian because

j

the pertinacity with which error
has sought to obscure God's truth. We have weighed the objections patiently, candidly, thoroughly, not because they really

long discussion useful, but

it is

deserved weighing, but only because a sad experience shows
power of deceiving. "We wished to clear away the last

their

shadow of doubt from God's command. Yet the fail- and obedient mind may reach the knowledge of it, if the caviller will only
There
leave him unbiased, by a very short and simple process.
stands the command, " Eemember the Sabbath day, to keep it
holy," in the Decalogue.
That law was never meant for change.
Then the substance of it must bind me in this last dispensation
The matter is just as
just as it has bound all men from Adam.
plain as

"Thou

shalt not kill,"

"Thou

shalt

have no other gods

before me."
It

was worth the time and

toil for

us to reach this settled con-

viction of a continuing divine obligation for the Sabliath.

Its

proper observance can never be secured in any other way. It is
a "thus saith the Lord," and this alone, which binds the conLet the
science and spurs the heart of every true Christian.
intimate conviction of this divine warrant for the holy day be
established in the minds of Christian

people against

all

the

doubts and quibbles which have infested parts of Christendom
since the Dark Ages, and all men that really fear God will begin
to sanctify his day.

that

if

Hence we

close this essay with the feeling

this conviction is established, little

more remains

done except to invoke the aid of divine grace

to

be

for assistance in

executing our convictions of duty.

The proof which is here presented of the nature of the Sabbath i& the best answer to the question. How ought it to be kept ?
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Let conscience and heart respond to God's requirement that his
day be hallowed by us, and the details will be easily arranged.
But the answer to this question of details given in the Westminister Confession is so precise and so scriptural that it will
not be amiss to repeat it we must " not only observe an holy
rest all the day from our own works, words and thoughts about
our o'svn worldly employments and recreations, but also take
up the whole time in the public and private exercises of his
worship and in the duties of necessity and mercy."
A day consists of twenty-four hours, and Avhen God commands
us to sanctify one day to him, as we devote the other six to " all
our own work," the honest conscience will find no difficulty in
concluding that holy time should not be abridged by unnecessary
sleep or by needless recreations any more than any other day.
Let true faith possess the soul with a scriptural sense of the arduous task to be finished in the believer's own life in fitting it for
the everlasting Sabbath, and of the multitudinous claims of
misery and ignorance surrounding him among his perishing fellow-men, and the holy occupations of the Sabbath day will appear
so urgent and so numerous that there will be no room in it for
:

either worldliness or indolence.

Let us hear the law and the

tes-

timony, which we have shown to be unrepealed:

Deut. V. 12-14 " Keep the sabbath day to sanctify it, as the
Lord thy God hath commanded thee. Six days thou shalt labor
and do all thy work but the seventh day is the sabbath of the
Lord thy God; in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy
:

:

son, nor thy daughter, nor thy man-servant, nor thy maid-servant,

nor thine ox, nor thine

ass,

nor any of thy

cattle,

nor thy stranger

within thy gates."
Ex. xxxiv. 21 " Six days thou shalt work, but on the seventh

that

is

:

day thou shalt

rest: in earing-time

and

in harvest

thou shalt

rest."

Ps.

xlii.

4

:

"I

to the house of

had gone with the multitude I went with them
God, with the voice of joy and praise, with a mul;

titude that kept holy day."
Nell. xiii. 15:

"In those

da^'s

saw

I in

Judah some treading

wine-presses on the sabbath, and bringing in sheaves, and lading

and figs, and all manner of burdens,
which they brought into Jerusalem on the sabbath day and I
testified against them in the day wherein they sold victuals."
asses ; as also wine, grapes,

;
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Mark

ii.

27

:

"

The sabbath was made

for

man,

O-io

autl not

man

for the sabbath."

... on

Matt. xxiv. 20: ^'But pray ye that your flight be not
the sabbath day."

Luke

xiii.

15, 16 (to

show that "works

and mercy,"

of necessity

however forbidden by rabbinical superstition, were always consistent with the fourth

"

Thou

commandment under both

dispensations)

you on the sabbath loose
his ox or his ass from the stall, and lead him away to watering ?
And ought not this woman, being a daughter of Abraham, whom
hypocrite, doth not each one of

Satan hath bound,

lo,

these eighteen years, be loosed from this

l)ond on the sabbath day
Rev. i. 10 " I was in the Spirit on the Lord's day."
'?

:

Isa.

Iviii.

13, 14

:

" If

thou turn away thy foot from the sabmy holy day and call the sab-

bath, from doing thy pleasure on

;

bath a delight, the holy of the Lord, honorable

;

and

him, not doing thine owti waj's, nor finding thine

shalt

own

honor

pleasure,

nor speaking thine own words then shalt thou delight thj^self in
the Lord; and I will cause thee to ride upon the high places of
:

the earth, and feed thee

Avitli

the heritage of Jacob thy father:

mouth of the Lord hath spoken it."
lY. The increasing disregard of the Lord's day in the United
States demands a renewed application of the authority of the
civil law to support right customs.
The American commonwealths usually have Sabbath laws. These do not, indeed, comfor the

pel the citizens, under any civil pains or penalties, to attend

the churches or the sacraments; nor do these laws attempt to
prescribe a spiritual use of the day.

The

latter is the function

But the state closes all her own halls of
legislation and justice, and gives an entire rest to her own servants-, on the Christian Sabbath.
She also enjoins upon all citizens a cessation of all forms of secular employments on that day,
of the church alone.

except such as are unavoidable, so as to secure for
rest

and the opportunity

they desire
civil

it.

society to

too well.

to

keep

religion's

how many ways even this
God's day is now impaired the
In

seem

a w^eekly

God

if

slender respect of

reader knows but

Espticially is the law of rest trodden

great carrying corporations which

all

holy day to

upon by those

to feel themselves already

too great for the law.

To add

to this disorder, large niimbers of oiir citizens,

VOL. I.— 35.
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posed of a few professed, atlieists and infidels and a multitude of
immigranta from states abroad, where tlie Sabbatli lias been lou<^
dislionored, now formally attack tlie right of the state to enact any
Sabbath rest or to enforce it by civil pains. Their argument is
It proceeds from the thorough separation and indeplausible.
pendence of chui'ch and state established by the American conThese documents say that men of all religions and of
stitutions.

no religion shall be equal before the law; that all shall enjoy liberty of thought that no man shall lose any privilege which the
other citizens possess by reason of his opinions or usages about
religion that it shall be unla'W'ful for the state to make any reliFrom this position the enegious establishment of any rehgion.
mies of the Sabbath proceed thus " The Christian Sabbath is no
more than an ecclesiastical and religious institution. The Jewish Sabbath, in its day, was only a temporary and typical one.
The churches may require an observance of a Sabbath from such
persons as choose to join them. But the state has no more right
to pass any law about its observance than about enforcing attendance on any other Christian rite or sacrament. Hence, when a
citizen who does not believe in religion or its holy days is estopped from his lawful labor or pleasure on such days, it is an
infringement of his guaranteed freedom of opinion. The loss of
;

;

:

the day's profit
his opinions,

is

and

for

commonly heard from

the

therefore unconstitutional."

Several repKes to this argument are

One reply has been

pious.

him

of the nature of a fine levied against
is

laws, the majority are entitled

American
to rule; and, since the major part

that, according to the

of Americans are Protestant Christians, they are entitled to enforce

is

But

Sabbath laws.

joinders.

One

is that,

only in accordance

this

argument

is

ruined by two re-

while the majority has a right to rule,

\\ith,

and within the

it

limits of, the consti-

The other is that, should the majority in America ever
become infidel, then, by the same argument, they would have as
good a right to pass laws prohibiting a Sabbath.
Again, it is argued that our Sabbatli laws lay no other restriction on the infidel than on the Christian, and that therefore they
are just and equal.
The Christian citizens do not require of the
non-Christian any other Sabbath observance than what they exact of themselves, so that there is no unfairness.
That this is
also invalid may be shown thus Let us suj)pose Paj^ists in the
tution.

:
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majority here, and forbiddiiig Protestants to labor on

merous

saints' days, wliose

tlieir nnobservance we regard as wlioUy su-

They could say

was fair, beBut we should regard it as
oppressive, because we should find ourselves prohibited by
others' superstitions from acts to which we had a moral right.
Just so argue the infidel immigrants against our Sabbath laws.
Again, we hear the argument put thus Although church and
state are separate here, yet the American is a CJiristian people.
The country was settled by Christians. The great mass are proHence the immigrant who finds himself a
fessed Christians.
dissentient must submit to this Christian feature of the society
whose hospitality he enjoys. If he does not hke this usage of
ours, he is free to go away.
But, unfortunately, the state, which
enforces these Sunday laws, and which invites these dissentients
to become citizens among us, has made an express constitutional
covenant with them, that they shall incur at the hands of the
state no restriction or hmit of jjri^^lege whatever on any religious gi'ound. Now, if any man has a natural, secular right to Hve
perstitious.

cause they observed

it

that their requirement

themselves.

:

without a Sabbath, this objection

Once more,

is

formidable.

urged that Christians, conscientiously believto observe the Sabbath, have a civic right,
on the lowest grounds, to observe the day, and to be protected
from molestation by the amusements and emplojTuents of those
who care nothing for it. The infidel replies that it is as much

ing

it

their

it is

own duty

the Christians business to take his psalm-singing out of the
of the- worldling's

Sunday

theatre or brass-band.

He

way

says that/

in a non-Christian state, such as the American, the one stands

on as lawfid a footing as the other.
But a more tenable plea for the Sabbath laws of the state is
found in the facts noticed above, that man's natural constitution
requires a weekly rest.
Hence, even regarding the state as nonChristian, and as possessed of no functions except protecting
temporal and earthly interests, we may claim for it a right to
legislate a rest for man and beast on the gi'ounds of health and
temporal welfare. This is a sound argument, but it only rests
our Sabbath laws on a hygienic ground. It is as when a state
enacts that children and minor servants shall not be kept at
work in shops and factories more than a healthy number of
hours.
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But the

ground

real

:

was touclied
whether any-

of tlie state Sabbatli laws

when we raised the question

in a previous paragraph,

reasonable creature, a subject of

civil society,

has a natural right

We answer He has not. Whether
he chooses to profess the Christian religion or not (a point on
which the state has no right to dictate), he is bound simply as a
rational creature of God by the Sabbath law of the human race.
The positions by which this argument is constructed are these :
1. "\\Tiile the plan of redemption is not essential to ground the
to live without the Sabbath ?

:

vahdity of a state authority, the doctrine of natural theism
cessary.

On

is

ne-

the atheistic theory no reasonable or obligatory

and allegiance no solid an"Why am I bound to obey
the civil magistrate?" nor can any basis of morality safely be
laid do'WTi.
If atheism were true, men would be only .ingenious
animals; convenience might prompt them to feed in herds, but
they would no more be suitable subjects for civil society than
basis can be found for civic duties

;

swer can be given to the question,

other brutes.

moral

Civil society

institution.

is,

while a temporal, essentially a

Morality can be established only on theism.

2. The Sabbath, as fii'st given to the human race, was an ordinance of natural theism. It was given to man before he was a
sinner, or needed a Sa^dour.
It was equally enjoined on all
races, and at first observed by all
Here the reader need only
be referred to the argument of our first section. The Sabbath,
as an institution given to men for all ages and dispensations,
even including that of Paradise, was and is God's means for
maintaining in the human family his knowledge and fear as our
Maker, Ruler and future Judge. But on that fear all moral in-

stitutions repose

Therefore,

men

—the family and the

are naturally

bound

state, as truly as the

to

church.

keep the Sabbath simply*

and not only as Christians.
3. After man fell, and came to need redemption, the Sabbath
was also continued by God as a means of grace and a gospel institute.
But this did not repeal or exclude its original use. The
professed Christian has two reasons for observing the Sabbath
as men,

every

human being has

one.

The civil legislator makes use of the books of Genesis and
Exodus in supporting the propriety of his state laws for the Sab4.

bath, not as a code of redemption, but as an authentic history of
man's origin and early code of natural theism. As such, it is
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by the teachings
and virtuous legislaThere is the same species

authentic tradition and history,

and the approval of

who have known

all -s^ise

their contents.

of reason Avhy this sacred historj- should guide the legislation of
all states,

as for the British Parliament's guiding itself

by Magna

Charta.

This argument,

it

will

be noticed, gives no pretext for any

intermingling of the state with the Christian church or an}-

denomination in

The church

it.

The

the spiritual organism of

is

moral and righteous,
organism for safety, justice and welfare in this life. The state is
not necessarily Christian. But it is necessarily theistic, because
on the atheistic theory its basis, its rights and its healthy existence are lost. Hence, while the chui'ch has its use of the Sabbath as the institute of redemption and means of grace, the state
redemption.

state is the secular, but

has its use of it as the institute of righteousness and the natural
knowledge and fear of God. The church accordingly enjoins
and seeks to enforce, by her spiritual means, on her members
the right spiritual improvement of the day.
secular power, enjoins

The

and enforces the outward

so that the people may,

if

they

will,

use

it

of his righteous law, to cultivate morals

body and mind, and

state,

by

its

rest of the day,

to learn of

God and

and decency,

to rest

and
wholesome moral influences of the family and fireside.
On this theory no man's franchises as a citizen are abridged
on account of his failure to adopt a Christian profession of any
name whatsoever. But on this theory w^e candidly avow the
state does discountenance atheism as her necessary and radical
antagonist.
Should either church or state therefore persecute
an avowed atheist ? By no means. Both should treat him with
pity and with all the forbearance compatible with the duty of
self-preservation.
But the state has the same right to restrain
him from destroying society by his atheism which a householder
has to prevent a lunatic son from burning down the children's
their faculties of

dwelhng-house.

To

to enjoy the ennobling

this catastrophe the systematic neglect of

the Sabbath naturally tends, because

it

tends to the forgetfulness

God, the ruler of mankind; and that such

tendency
The only atheistic communities
y^hich have ever had a permanent existence in the w^orld have
been mere hordes of savages, like the Australians and Hotteuof

experience

is

the best proof.

is its
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All the civilized

tots.

pagan nations of ancient and modern

times had at least polytheism as the basis of their morals and
government, and when reUgious faith was overflowed by skepti-

cism in Athens and Rome, those repubhcs fell. Twice France
has seen attempts to found a civil government on atheistic prinThe results weie the two Keigns of Terror. Russia now
ciples.

has an atheistic sect seeking to establish a new commonwealth,

measure is assassination.
The sum, then, is Theism is essential to the

and

its

favorite

:

maintain theism.

state

Therefore

;

bath

is essential to

state

can do no less than maintain an outward Sabbath

it is

the Sabthat the
rest.
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III.

"According to tlie grace of God which is given unto me, as a wise master builder,
have laid the foundation, and another buildeth thereon. But let every man take
heed how he buildeth thereupon. For other foundation can, no man lay than
that is laid, which is Jesus Christ.
Now, if any man build upon this foundation
I

work shall be made
be revealed by fire and
the fire shall try every man's work, of what sort it is.
If any man's work abide
which he hath built thereupon, he shall receive a reward.
If any man's work
shall be burned, he shall suffer loss, but he himself shall be saved yet so as by fire.
gold, silver, precious stoiaes, wood, hay, stubble ; every man's

manifest

:

for the

day

shall declare

it,

because

it

shall

;

;

TH E E E

are few passages of Scripture concerning which
more numerous and more contradictory explanations have
been given than this.
The most noteworthy of these schemes
of exposition may be classed under three, from which they differ
only in some minor details. The first of these is the scheme of
the common current of the Popish writers, and of many of the
Patristic interpreters.
It makes the foundation to be the orthodox doctrines of the gospel, as Rome understands them the
;

various builders to be Christians

;

the gold, silver, precious stones,

be good works superadded to faith by Christians the wood,
hay, and stubble, venial sins committed by Christians and the
day and fire which shall burn up the latter, the season and the
punishments of purgatory. The Christian who has added such
venial sins to an orthodox faith is accordingly represented by
tlie 15th verse, as getting to heaven indeed, but with loss, and
by passing through the purgatorial fires. The obvious drift of
this whole explanation is, therefore, to make the passage teach
to

;

;

that there is a purgatory.

This interpretation
Papists.

is

too bald and crude to satisfy even learned

Cardinal Bellarmine, for instance,

who

is

perhaps the

and most learned of their polemics, himself refutes it, in
order to establish one more plausible.
The arguments are ob-

ablest

vious,

such

as, that

the several builders are

all

obviously minis-

by the whole cun*ent of the chapter, and not
professed Christians in general.
The cardinal then presents
the following scheme, corintenanced by some of the early fathers,
ters,

as is implied
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leads

result as the
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a

first.

III.
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more circuitous way, to the same doctrinal
The foundation which Paul says he laid

the orthodox gospel

the several builders are legitimately or-

;

dained church-teachers

;

the gold,

silver,

precious stones, which

they superadd to the foundation, are the correct and accurate
details of Popish doctrine the wood, hay, stubble, are inaccurate and incorrect details of doctrine, not indeed positively heretical (for they would have sent the teacher straight to hell), but
;

and partially perverted; the day and the fire are the
season and punishments of purgatory, in which such teachers
But such teachers, if genuine Catholics at
shall be chastised.
bottom, shall reach heaven at last, after passing through purgaill-judged

tory.

The

inference then

is,

that

if

this

passage teaches a pur-

gatory for imprudent or imperfect ministers, it may be assumed,
by good logical consequence, to await all other classes of Christians, except the beatified

who

die in actual perfection.

scheme is that followed by the current of respectable
Protestent commentators for example, by Calvin, the continuaThey give the same intertors of MattheAV Henry, and Scott.

The

third

;

pretation with Bellarmine to the foundation, the various builders,

and the contrasted sets of materials in the superstructure, only
they suppose the foundation to be, the doctrine of the cross
They then suppose the day
-understood as Protestants hold it.
to be the day of judgment, when the preaching of God's ministers shall be strictly tested, and the fire to be the penetrating
and hoi}' judgment of God concerning his creatures or, as Calvin
interprets, with nearly the same virtual result, the fire represents
the Holy Ghost, as in Acts ii. 3, by wliom the hearts and teachThis terrible and holy ordeal
ings of ministers will be searched.
;

of the divine inquest will utterly explode all erioneous super-

and self-righteous doctrines which have been attached
But if the minister has
truly embraced and preached Jesus Christ, he shall be saved
stitions,

to the pure doctrines of the cross.

in spite of his unfortunate errors in smaller points of doctrine.

Yet he will lose much of the glory and blessedness graciously
bestowed by God on A\ise, orthodox, and faithful ministers, and
will gain the gate of heaven as it were with difficulty, and only
by running as it were through a fiery ordeal, to reach it.
This explanation avoids the unscriptural and superstitious
consequences of the two others; and leads to no practical
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Yet we are persuaded that it still comes short of the
meaning of Paul, and misses therefore his true intent, and the

error.

rich instructions contained in

which seems the true one,

it.

We

Avill first

state the view

and then give the grounds

of dissent

from all the three schemes recited, following the order of the
passage of Scripture itself, instead of attempting to refute each
Brevity and clearness will thus be pro-

scheme sepauately.
moted.

We hold, then, that as Paul names himself

"wise viaster-hmldhe means by the other various builders ministers of rank inferior to the apostolic, coming after him. The foundation which
he laid is that blessed cluster of fundamental doctrines which set
The building reared on
forth Christ crucified as our salvation.
this foundation by various hands is the church of Jesus Christ,
der,"

taken generally and the gold, silver, precious stones, are genuine aud regenerate persons introduced into the church by the
labors of wise and faithful ministers, while the wood, hay, stub;

ble, represent

spurious converts, and unconverted professors of
church by less judicious laborers.

religion, introduced into the

When

the day of judgment comes, this church universal, thus

variously built, shall be tested by the holy, searching and pene-

God the judge, even as a material building
having
the torch applied to it. In such a buildw^ould be by
ing, the living rock on which it is founded, and the imperishable stone and precious metals, would remain after the conflagration but the perishable materials would be utterly consumed.

trating inquest of

;

whose faith is a dead
however connected mth a genuine and orthodox church
of Christ, will be cast into hell, and forever consumed by God's
wrath while true Christians will remain uninjured. And in the
judgment day, those ministers who by their soundness, prudence
and fidelity have added genuine converts to Christ's church, will
receive a reward from the free undeserved grace of their Lord.
These ransomed souls having stood the test of the judgment
But this gracious reday, will shine as stars in their crowns.
ward wdll be lost by those injudicious and rash ministers who
If the
liad introduced unsound professors into the church.
ministers are themselves built on the Bock Christ Jesus, they
v/ill indeed be saved
but they will see the unregenerate members whom they have brought into God's house sink to hell
So, nominal Christians, spurious converts,

faith,

;

;
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wear

in

heaven a crown

jewels.

Although this scheme is found in none of the commentaries
which the writer has consulted, no originality is claimed for it.
It was first orally suggested to him in its leading feature by
the late Dr. F. S. Sampson.

An

unprejudiced consideration will show the congruity of this
all' its parts, and with the rest of the scripture;

explanation in

and

in this there is

no

little

evidence of

its

correctness.

the various builders represent ministers in the church

is

That

evident,

and indeed, is disputed by none of the modern interpreters.
That the structure is the church and the contrasted sets of
materials are genuine and spurious church members, we may
solidly estabhsh by several proofs.
1st. The passage itself expressly asserts that the fouudati(5n laid is Jesus Christ.
But
the usual tenor of scrij^ture figure, in both the Old and Xew
Testaments, represents the church of Christ as the structiu'e

on that foundation, and indi^ddual Christians as the conLet the reader only refer to

built

stituent parts of the structure.

the well

Eph.

known passages

in Isaiah xxviii. 16; Matt. xvi. 18;

20-22; 1 Peter ii. 4, 5. In all these passages, the
building resting on this foundation is the church, and Christians
ii.

Why

are the stones united to that sure basis.

the apostle departs from this uniform

here?
ing.

mode

suppose that

of using the figure

But 2nd. The context of our passage settles the meanThe subject is introduced by that unseemly strife in the

Corinthian church in which the disciples ranked themselves in

by whom they had been gathis to rebuke this division, by

parties, according to the minister

ered

The

in.

apostle's object

sho\\'ing that the foundation is one; that the only Efficient in

making a true Christian
minister

is

God

;

that the only function of

to be an instrument in Imilding

up

any

one structure,
not two rival buildings, and that all should tremble wdth holy
fear, because a man might be connected with the true, orthodox
church of Christ, and might even be introduced into it by a
minister who was a sincere Christian, and yet be damned.
In
introducing this train of thought, Paul employs two similes, that
of the husbandman and that of the builder.
But the latter
is

this

some respects, and he expands it. In
members of the church " Ve are God's

suits his x:)urpose best in

verse 9th he says to the

:
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in verse 16tli

peats: "KnoAv ye not that ye are the temple

may justly
the sense
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of

he re-

God?"

We

claim, therefore, that the apostle himself decides for

we have

given.

The

different constituents built

upon

the true foundation are the different classes of church members,

regenerate and unregenerate.

Zrd. It seems far less natural to
speak of erroneous or human doctrines connected with the gosj)el, as consumed by the fire of God's heart-searching justice,
than of unsound persons. The former metaphor is unusual and
unnatural the latter is customary and easy.
In the next place, we concur with the Protestant interpreters
in understanding by " the day''' wliich shall declare every man's
work, the day of final judgment. It is spoken of emphatically
What day so emas the day, as thoiigh it were well known.
in
the mind of a Bible Christian as "the day
phatic and marked
The ver}^ phrase is repeated almost perpetually.
of judgment ? "
" God hath appointed a day in which he ^dll judge the world."
"He who hath begun a good work in you will
(Acts xvii. 31.)
perform it until the day of Jesus Christ." (Phil. i. 6.) There is
a striking and curious confirmation of this meaning only eleven
In 1 Cor.
verses from the passage on which we are remarking.
"With me it is a verj^ small thing to be judged
iv. 3 Paul says
So reads the English version,
of you, or of man's judgment."
but in the original it stands literally "to be judged of you or of
The translators seem justly to have considered
riianHs dayT
that the meaning of a day of judgment was so plain in the word
"day" that it was proper to institute "judgment" for day," in
order to make sense to the Enghsh reader. Now, if the day
which shall declare each minister's work, so as by fire, is the day
of judgment, there is no countenance here for the doctrine of
;

:

•

purgatory, for the plain reason that, according to

all

Papists,

day of judgment
comes. The same conclusion follows also from the 15th verse,
where the unsound work is destined to "be burned." The word
rendered "burned" means "burned down," "burned to a thorough destruction." But the pretended fires of purgatory are

purgatory

is

finished completely before the

represented by Papists as only perfecting him

who

is

subjected

to them.

The next point
to " the fire "

to

which

be proved

is

is

the meaning

to try every man's

work

we have assigned
in that day.

Cal-
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Holy Gliost, who Avas symbolized by
ou each disciple at the day of Pentecost.
Other sound expounders understand by it the strictness of the
divine hoHness and justice, by which ministers and their followWe would think either sense admissible, and
ers vnll be judged.
practically they come to the same thing for if Ave suppose the Holy
Ghost here alluded to, it is only as a spirit of truth and judgment.
hx

vin iiuderstands

tlie

it

tonf'ues of fire sitting

;

But the second sense is somewhat more accordant Avith scripture
In Hebrews xii. 29 the fact that " our God is a consum"
ing fire is assigned as the reason why Ave should serve him with
usage.

In Mai.

reverence and godly fear.

iii.

2 Jesus Christ is described
,

and fuller's soap and it is said that he
shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver to purify the sons of
LeA'i, and purge them as gold and silver, that they may offer
unto the Lord an offering in righteousness. In both these cases
as like a refiner's

the

fire

mean

That the

to deal.

fire

in our passage cannot

Avhat the Papists suppose, the actual fire

a purgatory,

is

The

rative.

plain from the fact that

particles

saA-ing of the

it is

and torments

of

throughout only figu-

minister who, though united to Christ, has built uj)

his church Avith

The

;

represents the character of the diA'ine attributes Avith

we have

A\-hich

fire

bad materials, "shall be saved, yet

we have itahcized
workman by fire

sujDpose the testing of his

so as

by

clearly suggest a simile.
is figurative, it is

work

fire.''

If the

reasonable to

l)y fire is figurative also.

This,

a correct exposition, removes eA^ery shadoAV of meaning favorable
to a purgatory.

The

the fooHsh Avorkman

work

AA'ill

strict

Avill

and

terrible ordeal

get to heaven,

and

utterly perish, is the ordeal of the

This striking passage, thus restored to
sents

many

A-aluable, practical inferences.

through Avhich

in Avhich his foolish

judgment day.

its

true meaning, pre-

One

of these is that

composed in this Avorld of mixed characters
some are regenerate and some are unregenerate and this is
true CA^en of churches founded on Jesus Christ by apostles and
Thus that A'ieAV
built up by pious ministers who reach heaven.
Christ's church is

;

of the church is confirmed Avhich Christ giAcs in the parable of
xiii. 36) and of the net and fishes
and that unscriptural doctrine is again over-

the tares and Avheat (Matt.
(Matt.

xiii.

47),

throAvn, b}' AA'hich the attempt is

from the church.
this passage is

made

to exclude our children

Another practical lesson terribly enforced by
that addressed to ministers at the end of the
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lie iDuildetli tliere-

upon."

The

apostle enforces a solemn caution to take lieed what kind

And

of accessions are gathered into the church.

this caution is

addressed, not to heterodox, but to oiihodox ministers., who
A
truly hold Christ the head and preach fundamental truths.

moment's consideration

will

show that

it is

one of vast impor-

tance to American Christians, not only because of the conse-

quences of the

evil to ministers

and people, but because

prevalence of unsound profession

One form

among

of the

us.

which ministers, substantially sound, perpetrate
this mischief is the lack of diligence, firmness, and fidelity in
purging the roll of the church by admonition and discipline.
If any member of the spiritual building evinces an unsound and
perishable nature, he should be removed from the structure of
the church itself before the fiery day of inquest destroys him
and mars his pastor's rewr.rd. The unconverted man is better
anywhere than in the full communion of the church.
Another way in which unsound accessions are often made is
by the application of lax or erroneous tests to the religious experience of

in

new

converts.

The minister preaches Christ inway of salvation, but, from indo-

deed, he points out the right

lence, ill-judged softness of temper, or ambition to count large

numbers

of converts,

he admits many to his communion with-

out taking time and pains to apply discriminating tests of a

In the light of this third chapter of First Corinvain and foolish does this ambition to report num-

true conversion.
thians,

how

It is not the wood, hay, stubble that will truly
add to the altitude of the structure and the reward of the workman, but only the gold, silver, and costly stones. The more of
the former he heaps up, the larger ruin is he preparing for his
own hopes. There is, therefore, scarcely a more solemn duty
that a minister has to perform than that of trying and training
young Christians before he admits them to a profession.
But there is still a third form of the error, which is most "mischievous and extensive among us, and which we would, there-

bers appear.

fore,

unfold with greater particularity.

It is the habit of en-

deavoring to promote religious feeling by other means than the
application of enlightening and saving truth to the soul, while
that truth is also presented with a

good degree

of fidelity.
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who do not truly preach Christ ^xe have nothing to
now; for they cannot even claim to be building their
spurious and perishable trash on the apostolic foundation. But
Witli those

do

just

there

is

a set of expedients, used frequently in connection

-with.

good preaching, by Presbyterians sometimes and more by others,
which are familiarly knoMTi by. the name of "new measures."

Some of these expedients are capable of a pai-tial apology, as
when they profess to enlist the intercessions of God's people
an anxious soul, but they are more often calculated to mislead, by confounding natural religious feelings 'wiih. the supernatural and sanctifying; and thus they often result in the heapLet us
ing up of much wood, hay, and stubble in the church.
then examine the dangers of these methods, by looldng into the
for

facts of

The

human

fii'st

nature as influenced by religious excitements.

fact to wliich

we would

call attention is, that all ex-

citements about religion are not therefore good, or pious, or sanctifying.

It

may be supposed

that a thing so obyious would

need no remark; but it is amazing how blindly multitudes of
Christians credit any strong emotion about religion as being, of
course, wholesome and beneficial emotion.
That the man feels
acutely, that he has been profoundly disturbed, and has attained
to more comfoiiable emotions, seems to be all these good people demand, in order to think well of him and any excitement
;

ahovi religion is hailed as a precious religious revival.

gotten that grace

is

It is for-

supernatural, while a multitude of religious

emotions are very natui'al. The word religion has been so long
used as the same with Christicmity, that men have lost sight of
the fact that there

is

a multitude of religions, some bad, yea vile,

and only one good; that all m^inkind, down to the basest pagan
have their religious systems and religious fears, anxieties, joys and triumphs.
Emotion merely religious may be compatible with the most depraved and atrocious state of character,
and ^vith creeds utterly false. To think of future welfare, to be
goaded by a guilty conscience, to be full of feeling and passion
about eternal realities, may be just as congruous with paganism
tribes,

as with Christianity.

And

Turkish Der^'ishes, Hindoo-Faquirs,

or Indian Medicine-men, have their religious revivals, just as
truly as our ill-judging churches.

That is, they have their seasons of prevalent and contagious religious emotions, agitating
at once large masses of men.
Now, since these things are so,
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would

it not be reasonable to suppose that poor liuiuan nature
inaj frequently be subject to these spreading impulses of merely

natural, nnsanctifjing feelings about religion in our Christian

lands as well as in heathendom, and that there

is

probably a

great deal of feeling here also about the soul which yet does

no

good to the soul ?

Indeed, these contagious accesses of feehng
are so natural to the human race, that they may occur about

many other subjects

We

besides reUgion.

haye seen our

politi-

by inflammatory speeches, songs, badges,
processions, which were as truly revivals as, and perhaps little
less worthless than, many religious excitements. It is not enough
then to produce feehng about the soul we must aim to produce
right feeling.
And this is only produced by reyealed truth
intelligibly presented to the understanding, and applied by a
supernatural agent. All else, no matter how genuinely warm or
cal reyiyals, fostered

;

intense, is only that sorrow of the world that

and needeth

to be repented

minister, therefore,

ing

by the

Let
soul.

supernatural.

us- next adyert to the principle of

We

worketh death,

The whole labor

of the wise
be to replace this natural religious feel-

\\dll

of.

sympathy

in the

human

so habitually limit the operations of this, in our

we almost forget its
The Creator has formed man with this law of

thoughts, to the sorrowful emotions, that
universality.

feehng, that the mere witnessing of any

human emotion

colors

the soul of the spectator with a similar emotion, in a less degree.

In the object of the sympathy, the emotion was propagated according to the laws of the understanding, which presents to the
heart some "sdew of facts rationally adapted to be the motive or
occasion of the feeling. But in the subject of the symj)athetic
feeling, there is

sented by

it

no acting

of the understanding,

to the heart, unless

we

call

no view pre-

the mere perception of

emotion in the other person a view of the understanding. The
sympathetic emotion is wholly unintelligent, is superinduced by
the mere sight of the feeling in another, and usually vanishes

In proof, we point to the facts that we
we do not
know the cause of his grief, and if we see persons angry or
fighting, we partake of theu' excitement, though we know and
Avhen that

is

removed.

are saddened

when we

oare nothing of

them

see a person weep, although

or their quarrel.

thetic feeling is provoked, not

by the

In a word, our sympa-

rational cause of the feel-
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mere beliolding of the feeling. Again,
sympathy is involuntary and immepassions
of mobs, where men are sudsenseless
The
diate.
or
fight
with
clamor
vehemence for objects of
denly led to
which they are utterly ignorant and careless, are familiar and
iug
it

beliold,

sliould

tlie

be remarked

tliat

power.
once seen that we have here an engine which

trite illustrations of this

It

Avill

now be

at

may be used

to a slight extent as occasion of genuine, gracious
emotions but which admits of indefinite and tremendoiTS abuse
It
for the excitement of spurious, senseless, religious feeling.
is usually called into use by rash ministers in two ways, of
;

which one

is

the rhetorical painting of startling or moving pic-

tures in their discourses,

and the other

of the religious passion in those

who

is

the parade or display

are already inflamed with

These ill-starred artists have learned by experience that the
machinery of the sympathetic passions is one on which they
may count Avith perfect regularity. No human feeling can be
exhibited to human beings without awakening the correspondIn some persons the susceptibility
ing feeling to some degree.
but the more widely the sympais slight, in some it is strong
thetic flame is spread the more power does it have to propagate
Nothing-^
itself, and the more certainly, promptly, and fiercely.
more is needed then than to display the desired passion, either
it.

:

by the dramatic
and

rhetoric of the preacher, or

by the

collecting

exliibition in public of persons already infected; the result

naturally follows.

Feelings of supposed religious anxiety, con-

viction, penitence, gratitude, spiritual joy,

heart,

spread from heart to

But from

assuming the garb of true spiritual emotions.

the very nature of sympathy, they are unintelligent

;

that

is to

produced by mere contagion from the feeling of
others, without any view presented by the understanding of the
truths by which true, gracious emotion should be produced, and
therefore it is a sheer impossibility that they can be sanctifysay, they are

ing; because the

Holy

Spirit, the sole agent of sauctification,

only works on reasonable souls by the instrumentality of truths

The understanding is the only chanwhich the sanctifying means can reach the heart.
The subject of this sympathy does not truly feel for his own
sins he only feels for another who is feeling for his sins.
He

intelligen tly

nel through

;

comprehended.
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is not properly anxious for liis own soul; lie is only anxious
about the anxiety of another for his soul.
We are now perhaps prepared to give an ansAver to the question, hoAV far sympathy may be legitimately employed as a lever
This laAv of
for moving the careless about the things of God.
sympathy, yea, of the religious sympathies, w^as given to our
Has it, unlike all his
souls by our Maker was it for nothing ?
other works, no legitimate use ? Again the true orator, when
;

:

he arouses feeling by the exhibition of his own feeling, undoubtIs all this improper?
edly appeals to the law of sympathy.
"We answer, no there is a legitimate use Avhich may be made of
We often find our fellow-men because of their inatthis laAv.
:

tention insensible to the clear truths presented to the understanding, which are the Spirit's sole instruments for salvation.
It is

then .desirable to superinduce feeling in connection with

these truths, even
as is

if it

be

at first unintelligent feeling,

not sanctifying, in order that saving truth

attention,

may be

ther blessing

truly heard,

We

felt.

may

and

sucli

catch the

remembered, and by God's fur-

Avould then alloAv to these sympathetic

impressions their proper place as means, but as means of sec-

ondary grade and importance. They are, indeed, only means to
other means; they are but an expedient for securing attention
to that more direct means, the truth, by which alone saving imIf therefore the preacher aims to excite
pressions can be made.
the sympathetic religious emotions by that scriptural and
rational Avarmth of feeling with Avhich he is expounding scripture truth to the understanding, with that feeling AA'hich such
truths should reasonably stimulate in a gracious and enlightened
For, while he aims
heart, he does Avell he is guilty of no abuse.
to produce the sympathetic emotion which, if it remained mere
sympathy, Avoidd be unintelligent and w^orthless for idterior
good, he also presents Bible truths to the understanding, gaining for them the warmth and quickened attention of the temporary feeling; so that by their truths the hearer's soul may
now, perchance, be profited. But if he merely seeks to excite
and harrow the sympathies by touching or dramatic incident, or
by fiery displays of passion, which contain no perspicuous explication of Bible truths, he is abusing his poAver. He is exciting
by mere contagious influence a senseless and worthless agitation,
Avhich can do no good, being accompanied Avith no light for the
:

Vol.

I.:-.3G.
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do irreparable

evil,

hy

being mistaken for tiiie religious feeling. Again, tbe exhibition
of genuine religious emotion, Avliicli is the just fruit of right
views of truth held by the understanding, may have a valuable
sympathetic effect on others as Avhen that exhibition is properly
made in the daily duties of a holy life, in the approaches to the
;

throne of

gi-ace, in

the tender expostulations of the Christian

The sympathetic softening may
make way for the teachings of instructive example or discourse
But when emotions are paraded
to the mind before inattentive.
artifices of the ecclesiastical
by
the
in pubHcity and inflamed
•with his

"manual

impenitent neighbor.

beyond that
unmingied mischief.

exercise," in order to propagate a passion

begotten by the truth

The misguided

itself,

the result

is

subject is taught to regard this unintelligent pas-

and to rest
though the sick

sion as the end, instead of a very secondary means,
in

it

as constituting gracious affections.

It is as

man, benumbed vnih. the approaching chill of death, should mistake the warmth of the apphances used from witlioiit for the
glow of that animal heat, the inward and living result of vi-

which the former could only serve to stimulate. To apjjly
our comparison to the soul, where the true principle of ^'itaUty
exists, which the Spirit of God bestows and which he only bestows by the means of the truth intelligently apprehended in
the understanding, the ai-tificial caloric applied from without
tahty,

may do some

good, by stimulating the internal spiritual heat

genuine spiritual life and which theremust ever originate from within. But all the Avarming of a
dead corpse with external applications of heat which human
It may hasten
art can imagine will never make it a living man.
w^hicli is the effect of

fore

putrefaction

!

Just as soon as the applications are suspended,

it

be a cold marble corpse again. And how ruinous Avould be
that error which shoidd mistake the fleeting touch of warmth
given from -without for the true animal heat?
The nature of sympathetic excitements has now been somewhat explained. It has been shown that the mere witnessing
of emotion superinduces some degree of the same emotion in
the soul of the spectator, and that this excitement is not produced by any rational \iew of a cause of emotion seen, or at
least supposed to be seen, in the understanding, as is always
the case with independent emotions; but that it is immediate
will
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But now, tlie first great fact wliicli we menIt was tliat some sort of religious
not
Christian or sanctifying feeling is native to man and tliat higli
and uninteUigeut.

—

tioned must be recalled.

—

;

degrees of such feeling are compatible with the deepest depravity
and often co-exist with it. What are we to expect, then, but
that this bhnd, sympathetic excitement will, in accordance A^dth

the great law of association, excite these religious feelings in
forms also? Thus the state of the agitated soul,

their direct

and simple emotion we have
thus far described, becomes very mixed and complex. The unreasoning impulse of sympathy mingles with the rational but
instead of presenting that single

by the convictions of the sinner's
awakened understanding., and perhaps with those also awakened
under the teachings of the Holy Ghost. The three-fold elements would require nice and careful discrimination to distinunsanctified emotions produced

guish between them, but the storm of excitement leaves the subthem no disposition to watch or investigate. Let us here
remember also, another fearful fact, that Satan is often at hand,

ject of

and pervert those movements for good which
he cannot wholly prevent, by his false and destructive suggestions.
For example we will make the more favorable supposition, that the emotion exhibited by the indiscreet minister, or
the persons whom he parades, for the purpose of stai-ting the
stri\ang to mislead

:

The only direct effect
has on the spectators, in virtue of the law of sympathy, is to
awaken the contagion of an unintelligent excitement. But this
sympathetic wave immediately starts the emotions of natural
agitation, is genuine, spiritual emotion.
it

religious feeling, consisting of the sinful sorrow of a guilty con-

and slavish fear, with perhaps superstiThe two elements mingle, and how natural is it that the
ignorant soul, especially if misled by the father of lies, should
suppose them as piire and spiritual as those feelings in the Christians before him, from whom he has caught the infection ? " The
science, selfish anxiety

tion.

heart

is deceitful

about

God and

above

rehgion ;

There is here deep feeling
mistaken for godly feeling.

all things."
it is

But now, to the storm there will siicceed calm, just as surely
as day follows after night, summer after winter, and the ebb tide
after the flood.

The human

soul never endures a high tension

of emotion for a long time at once.
to relax

it,

If there is

the result vnl\ be produced

no other cause

by the very violence of
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natural fancy

is

pos-

sessed with lively pictures of the loveliness of Christ, and the
imagination embraces him in a sense, but not the heart; for
is no scriptural view of the evil of sin, or desirableness of his
redemption, which is a redemption unto holiness. It may be a
slavish fear compels to a sort of surrender of some sin, which
the frightened transgressor concludes he is willing to desert

there

rather than endure hell

Now, suppose some

own anxious .self-love,

friend, or the sinner's

how

fire.

or Satan,

indiscreet

who knows

whisper the suggesti<m
"Is not this calm, this surrender, the peace of believing?"
There is every prospect that the delusion will be embraced.
And when once harbored, the spurious joy which it suggests of
so well

to quote scripture, should

course tends to propagate and increase

itself for

a time.

deep and sweet just according as the
It is mistaken for spiritual joy.
Self-love of course prompts a spurious gratitude and praise for
it
and causes the heart to love the scenes, the means and the
companions of its delicious intoxication. And now we have
"the stony ground hearers" reproduced. (Matt. xiii. 20-21.)
The dead heart, having no true vitality to generate spiritual
emotion from within, sinks into a chill and dreary vacuity when
alone and thus it is all the more prone, for a while, to crave
a return to the place and the scenes where the exhilarating appliances were enjoyed.
It loves that exciting companionship
which alone can save it from the unwelcome conviction that it
is as wicked as ever, and thus the graces of lirotlierly love and

The consequent peace

is

previous pain was pungent.

;

;

delight in ordinances are simulated for a season

ous affections.

many
says

:

umph

He

is

by

befooled into the church.

its

spuri-

And now

things confirm his mistake. Do feelings decline ?
" Christians should not live on frames."
Does sin

again over him

?

He remembers

that even a Paul

He
tri-

had a

"law in his members, warring against the law of his mind."
Habits formed during the fever-fit of his religion, together with
pride of consistency^, cause him still to persevere in some duties

and other unsanctified principles propagate other observances.
Quite a warm zeal may be begotten by party feeling, the social
principle, self-love, desire of applause, meddlesomeness, emulalation, or the love of power.
Let self-love or pride of intellect
hallow to itself some creed or system, by enshrining it on the
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and forthwitli it is loved and
ably expounded or defended gives vivid
pleasure ; to hear it assailed arouses indignation.
Thus the
sinner is deluded into the belief that he loves God's truth. And
polluted altar oi

To

asserted.

almost

all

its

self-worship,

liear it

the marks of Christian character

may be

thus coun-

terfeited.

But the whole

is

In many accessions made
excitement are applied still more

not yet stated.

to the churches means of

deadly in their results.
We speak now of what are called the
anxious seat and the altar; the directing of all j^ersons who can
use certain language, supposed to be decisive of a change of
heart, to rise or kneel in their places in the public congregation ;
and the various other arts for tricking persons into a hurried
committal of themselves. If these arts have any object, the
whole and obvious design must be to excite certain natural
emotions, with the hope of stimulating by their means warmer
religious feeling.
But, as we have seen, the great evil is the
mixture of the natural \nili the supernatural and the main desire of the wise minister is, to separate and suppress the former,
in order that the latter may be clearly evinced unto the saving
;

of the soul.
We will not dwell now so much upon the fact that
persons of a true sense of propriety, modesty and humility, will
usually be the last to make these unseemly exposures of themselves and so the very persons Avho would most profit by the at;

tentions

of the ministers —
— are overlooked, and

and instructions

if

those instructions

were w^orth anything

fail of them entirely.
But what are the unsanctified emotions which these usages

excite

?

In the first place, they arouse the blind sympathies in a
powerful and dangerous degree. Then a flustered and abashed
modesty produces tremendous agitation in all young persons
and females. The social and domestic affections are also em1.

ployed,

by using parents

as decoj'S for children, or children for

and even lovers for lovers, so unscrupulous is the spirit of management often displayed. Again,
when the exposure has once been made, and the notoriety acquired, the unfortunate victim feels that he is "in for it;" and
every principle of pride pushes him on to act out his part, and
force, by every expedient, the continuance of his artificial feelSo, if advantage is taken of the turmoil and whirlwind of
ins;.
parents, sisters for sisters

;
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passion which often attends snch scenes, to exact an unthinking
avowal of conversion in public, either in act or Avord, a terrible
motive is created, out of the pride of consistency, to persevere

and to shun the self-examination which

in that profession,

might reveal the mortifying delusion, until the soul is undone.
Men nearly ignorant of the fearful machinery of the human emotions, and unconscious of the significancy and influence which
even slight acts possess with the soul in times of intense excitement, tamper with these springs of eternal weal or Avoe with a
heedless and rash hand. It would be less insane for the surgeon's apprentice to toy -udth the naked jugular vein, \nt\i the
point of his master's keen bistoury

What an argum-ent is

!

there

here against entrusting the work of the ministry to any but a
" scribe instructed unto the kingdom of God !" (Matthew xiii. 52.)

Let us now inquire, what

2.

the testimony of that sure

is

It is notorious that,
guide, experience, concerning the fruits ?
even where the preaching is orthodox, discriminating, and faithful,

the accessions

made

by

to the church

tliis

tions of Christians report almost annual

class of

means

Some congrega-

are often found to be "wood, hay, stubble."

and splendid acces-

should in a few years have raised
power
and prosperity yet, after a
them to the highest sj)iritual
long series of such revivals, the churches are found small, lansions, which, if half genuine,

;

guishing,
in

many

fifty,

and unsound as

The thing is

ever.

or even a higher ratio, to apostatize ultimately.

alas, is

not the language of exaggeration

instead of awe and reverence

enly visitor,

that

away so speedily that there

when

?

it

this,

feels in

fights with the heav-

levity,

and makes such

scarcely time to count

is

who

there not reason to fear that

Even the judgment

churches have

And

sinful world, too,

A multitude of these unsubstantial accessions

as communicants; but of those

apostates

The

!

—looks on with disrespectful

revivals its jests.

is

known

—which the world always

the presence of God's Spirit, even

fall

so well

regions the public coolly expects about fort^'-five out of

them

continue church members,

numbers had better be open
of charity" decides that our

many dead members.

this building with

These are the result of
wood, hay, and stubble, by hasty or unskilful

workmen.
We have seen how natural and common are the elements of a
religious excitement

;

that

it is

so entirely possible for

them

to
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they are found
similar excite-

ments may even arise where religion is not in question at all.
We have seen the modes in which the natural and sinful exercises may easily counterfeit the genuine and supernatural.
We
have seen the evidence of a sure e.r2)erience, which shows that

The apostle tells
The wood, hay, stubble,

the mistake does occur in multitudes of cases.

us what are

its fatal

consequences.

be utterly burned

shall

;

the miserable victims of

craft of self-deception shall lose their souls

who work

the machinery,

if

all this

handi-

and the ministers

;

they escape hell themselves, will

" so as

by fire," and will lose the reward of their labors.
And now, does it not seem amazing that even uneducated men,
who have some good sense and scriptural knowledge, should, in
view of these truths, perpetrate the acts which are often done
escape

it

amidst religious excitements; that ministers of the gospel, for
instance, should triumphantly proclaim a given young person
regenerate in the face of the crowd, because forsooth he has
extracted from the confused, the almost frantic mind, some ran-

dom

expression of faith or love towards Christ ? Or that they
should persistently inflame all the spurious emotions we have

and then, on the ground that they are felt, recognize
whole crowds of persons ignorant and credulous, as true condescribed,

verts to Christ, without either allowing the time or taking the
pains to discriminate between the work of the Holy Spirit and
the work of their own arts, wdiich is so exceedingly apt to ape
and simulate God's work? We would distinctly admit that

many

truly

good men are concerned

in this error, because of

honest, but misguided zeal to save souls

amount

;

an

but yet a portentous

and of everlasting mischief done
That the error of management lie explored and
thoroughly exposed is one of the most urgent religious wants of
of guilt is contracted

in this way.

our age.
I object to this well

known system

farther

:

Such measures are hazardous

for the aAvakened, not only
because (see above) they produce a mischievous turmoil of the
natural sympathies, or worse, where the utmost perspicacity,
3.

and sincerity are desirable but
They raise a false issue for the sinner's conscience. The
real Ipriip is as stated in John vi. 29, or Acts xvii. 30, or ii. 38. The
solemnity,
{a.)

;
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Will you come to the anxious seat? or some similar ob-

Tims follows unavoidable confusion of conscience. If
the person awakened has dignity and good sense, lie will probably refuse to come, and tlien tlie drift of the system is to tell
him that therein he has rebelled against God and grieved the Holy
Ghost; hence, groundless distraction. If he is more gullible,
and goes, it is implied that he has performed a saving act, or at
servance.

least

one that has gratia congruens.

common

for the

means

is

sense reasons, "

is called

so

much

The victim

is

urgency,

The

altar,

if

the

or anx-

the "foot of the cross," "blessed place,"

Those who come are gloried

(J.)

Why

not truly effective of something?"

ious bench,
etc.

It is in vain they disclaim ;

over.

Hence

placed in a false position, where his soul

is

subjected to most vicious considerations. It is claimed, these
measures "bring the sinner to a decision, and make him com-

mit himself."
" C^est

le

Yes, unfortunately

2^remier j^as qui conte f "

completion of which
will;

not otherwise.

He

but only mischievously.

in the sinner's

own depraved power and

Is this decision a determination to come to

Then the man

Christ f

such?

is

;

True, of sinful courses, the

is

a believer.

Why not

instruet

has gotten past the need for "measures."

determination to do something else?

Then

it

is

him
Is

it

as
a

mischievous,

he comes to Christ he does nothing.
But he has "committed himself." Yes, unfortunately. Not
to his God, to enlightened, honest, deliberate conscience, but
If he does
to false pride, to a human public, to false shame.
not go on, he is not unjustly left full of indignation and spite
If
for the mortifying attitude he feels he has been entrapped.
he cowers before the false shame, then a fearful temptation is
for until

—

—

;

created to "get
graces.

Look

The system
vows,
(t'.)

up" a spurious conversion with

counterfeit

at results !
is

very like the Eomish plans of ensnaring

etc.

They

foster a vicious

religious character.

and unhealthy development

The exposure and parading

of the

of sentiments

which should be most sacred and delicate before a public audience, and that a ]yi'omiscuous one of Christians and sinners,
many of the latter profane, and even scoffing, is deadly to delicacy of feeling, especially among young persons and females.
The system produces a sensational religion, and a dependence
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on clap-trap for religious wariiitli. Modesty and reserve being
broken down, there is a fearful danger of awakening vain glorj,
and a fondness for display and applause. The new measures
tend to banish reverence, which is the essential spirit of true
They are an
piety, and to foster a flippant and profane spirit.
inlet for disorders, as lay preaching, the thrusting forward of
neophytes into an unwholsome publicity in leading in prayer
and exhortation, etc., and even the public prapng and exhorting of women. For the prime thing to be done is to mcike a
sensation anyhow, and if stale novelties will not effect this, then
fresher ones must be resorted to.
In this connection, I note the two other plea.^ for these new
measures

that they are necessary to give suitable special in-

:

and that they lead believers to special
To the first I reply, no time or move could

struction to inquirers

prayer for them.

more

well be

;

such instruction.

vnjjrojMtious for

"Witness the

actual transactions ; a few muttered or whispered words of

vidvial

com-

mind blind with confusion and passion. If indi-instruction is needed, no place is suitable except the

monplace
23astor's

to a

study or the person's

home

;

if

collective,

then the desk

latter plea, what sort of intercesmust needs he 2^^1^''^^ '^J ^^ siglit of
the weeping, agitated mourners before it will pray for them ?
is

the proper place.

sory spirit

More
4.

is

like claj^-trap

The

As to the

that wdiich

than

real impulses

faith.

which propel ministers

to the

new mea-

sometimes ignorantly pious, are more frequently
improper, a prurient impatience to hurry and huddle the work
which God reserves as his own, sinners' conversion,— with a
secret mistrust of the power of the simple truth, with prayer and
sures, while

—

faith

;

a love of notoriety, and of the reputation of effective-

ness; a desire to count large
cially

an indolence which

is

numbers

of converts,

and espe-

impatient of God's method, the

detailed, unobtrusive, sustained

work

of pastoral

and catechet-

It is, in a word, a system of spiritual quackery.
not on spiritual powers, but on theatrical sympathies

ical instruction.

It relies

and manipulations.
5. The charge would be
doA\ai

to

and authorized

make

it

new measures,
The system is not set

sufficient against the

that they constitute an EdzAo-d^fjr^axeia.

for us in God's w^ord and this is enough
contraband to a strict Protestant. They plead sun;
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probably different

what was in the primitive precedent, as
pews in chnrehes, choirs, etc. Answer If these are right, they
are only the natural and fair development of rites of worship
which are ordained in sacred Scripture. The new measures are
more, a sid^stantive addition. The motive stamps them as the

from, and additional

to,

:

—

sin of will-worship; for that motive is notoriously the desire

to

employ human inventions, springing out

of the mistrust in

God's plans. Every corruption of popery was, at its inception,
a "new measure," prompted and apologized for precisely as
we hear in our day, and several of them decidedly more plausible

and

and statues in churches, relics,
and penance, processions, sacred dramas,
needed to develop these modern ones into as

reverential: pictures

monkery, confessional

Only time

etc.

is

palpable a system of

man-made

religion as popery.

have disclosed a marked tendency of the new
measures to foster Pelagian and semi-Pelagian doctrines. See
the history of the New School and of the Missionary Baptists,
both of whom were largely corrupted by these measures. See
their chief prevalence among semi-Pelagian sects, United Brethren, Wesleyans, Lutherans (New School), Winebrennerians, Cumberland Presbyterians, et al. Tn fact, they do not cohere with the
Bible doctrines of original sin, effectual calling, and sovereign
Last. Events

grace.

In connection with these measures, let us consider the usage
prompt admission of professed converts to the Lord's

of the
table.

of

it,

The reasons against this usage are obvious. In favor
they plead {a,) That it is well to get them committed at

(J,) The example of the apostles at Pentecost, etc.
The
answer to the first is, that it is the wrong sort of committal, to
motives factitious and unwholesome. To offset the apostolic

once

;

example. Dr. Miller says that there was a special reason why
they must be seemingly precipitate, namely, that the bulk of

were only assembled for the week of the feast,
and would then disperse. Dr. Alexander says A similar precedent would impose on us community of goods, that Christ
chose, not to make his apostles infallible as to every point and
detail of pastoral discretion by an inspiration, but left them
to learn from experience like other Christians.
It may be
added suppose God was pleased to give, in that work, a gen-

their converts

:

:
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(

eral purity,

as are

iiot

and

to reveal to the apostles a guarantee of

given in our modern revivals,

tlien, of

it,

course,

such

we

are

immediate reception. Paul says to Timothy, "Lay liands suddenly on no man."
In a word, experience
shows that to imitate them would now be mischievous, and a
violation of that pastoral prudence which h undoubtedly enjoined.
(See Shorter Catechism, Question 97 Bo'ok of Discipline, Chap. I., Sec. II.; Directory of Worship, Chap. IX.)
Time has exposed the hollowness of the conversions under
discussion so frequently that the persons who persist in employing the dangerous methods dare not deny it. But their plea is
"that some are genuine converts; that one soul is of priceless
value, and that, if nine out of every ten go back, they are only
where they were before, while the tenth is saved." The apostle
does not speak thus. The wood, hay, and stubble, when built
into God's spiritual temple, is not as well off as when left in the
That building is destined to be tried by
forest or the field.
fire
and in that day woe unto the perishable stuff which has
been thrust into it. The plea just stated assumes two things
both of which are untrue. One is that the majority, who prove to
be spurious fruits of these excitements, are no worse off than
before; the other is that the small minority of genuine fruits
would not have been gathered in without these means. Of the
latter assumption I remark, first, that it is notoriously untrue.
In almost every case where true grains of Hving wheat are
found among the masses of chaff raked together by these efforts
there will be formed a preparatory work in the heart, the result
of intelligent scriptural teaching and consistent Christian example, watered for some time by the Holy Spirit in the retirement of their homes. And the only result of the revival appliances as to them has been to hurry them a little, perhaps, in
not to imitate

tlieir

;

;

new feelings, and at the same time to
wholesome soundness of their spiritual
Had scriptural means of grace been used with them,
character.
and no others, they would have come into the church in due
time, none the less surely, and with a ^Diety more symmetrical
and profound.
their disclosures of their

mar and

Nor

is

pollute the

the other assumption true, that the rest

savingly converted are no worse off than before.
that the

power

of divine grace

and the sanctity

who
Is

it

are not
nothing

of a religious
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professiou are disliouored before
of revival

becomes

trivial?

Is

tlie

it

111.

world,

10-15.
till

the very

name

nothing that the misguided

who

apostatize have the guilt of broken vows and properhaps
of sacraments profaned, added to all their
and
fessions,
previous lists? But this is not all; the sjDiritual effects of one
At
of these delusive and abortive excitements are lilighting.
best, the sensibilities of the subject are exhausted and worn out
to no purpose, until his heart becomes almost incapable of iniThose
j)ression, and his " conscience is seared with a liot iron."
throu.gli
two
or
three
of
passed
these
fires
are
have
usually
who
found the most impious and heaven-daring of profane swearers,
xevilers and mockers, where they are not restrained by princiIf they belong to the
ples of social decency and respectability.
latter class, they are usually found in a state of skepticism or

converts

hostility as to the very truth of Christianity.

cruel trick has been played

upon

They

feel that a

their inexperience Ijy the min-

and friends of Christianity in thus thrusting them, in the
hour of their confusion, into false positions, whose duties they
do not and cannot perform, and into sacred professions which
they have been compelled shamefully to repudiate. Their selfrespect is therefore galled to the cpiick, and pride is indignant
No wonder that they look on
at the hiimiliating exposure.
religion and its advocates henceforward with suspicion and
anger.
Often their feelings do not stop here. They are conscious that they were thoroughly in earnest in their religious
anxieties and resolves at the time, and that they felt strange
and profound exercises. Yet bitter and mortifying experience
has taught them that tlie'ir new birth and experimental religion
;it least was a delusion.
How natural to conclude that those of
isters

loll others are delusions also?
They say: "the only difference
between myself and these earnest Christians is, that they have

not yet detected the cheat as I have.

more convinced

of their sincerity

and

They are now not a whit
of the reality of their ex-

was of mine. Yet I know there was no
change in my soul; I do not believe that there is in theirs."
Such is the fatal process of thought through which thousands
have passed until the country is sprinkled all over with infidels, who have been made such by their own experience of spurious religious excitements.
They may keep their hostility to
themselves in the main; because Christianity now "walks in
ercises than I once

;
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;

her silver slippers " but tliey are not tlie less steeled against
all saving impressions of the truth.
But Avhat shall we say of that large number, who having entered the church with a counterfeit conversion, continue there

and dead professors, blinded l\v habit, pride of conand self -righteousness, to their real condition? Their
Humanly
case is, alas! worse if possible than the former.
speaking, everything concurs to keep them insensiljle to their
Their false hope, like an adamantine shield,
true condition.
turns aside every arrow of wholesome admonition or awakening.
as formal

sistency,

Is Christ oflfered in the gospel as a Saviour for lost sinners?

They consider themselves

as

among

Is the danger
the found.
most alarming colors? It is

of the unconverted painted in the

nothing to them, for they consider themselves as among the conAre the privileges of believers held forth ? They paverted.

them all, saying to themselves: "Peace, peace, when
no peace." The result is that their mistaken professions convert all the gracious promises, which are the nutriment
of the regenerate soul, into deadly poisons to them and close
their mouths against the reception of a single one of those bitter but wholesome convictions, which are the necessary medipropriate
there is

;

Let ministers address faithful
and discriminating warnings to professed Christians, against
self-deception, or against inconsistency, and you shall see that
cines for their dangerous case.

all

the truly humble, sound, consistent Christians in the audi-

ence,

whose piety nobody doubts,

will at

once accept the admo-

and

diligently search their

nition with contrite thankfulness,

But every dead professor, for whom they were especially intended, will be seen
busily applying the warnings to his neighbors, and with a selfsatisfied air perhaps admiring and complimenting the fidelity of
his pastor!
"Verily, the publicans and the harlots go into the
kingdom of heaven before" these (Matt, xxi. 31). Let us aphearts therewith as Avith a lighted candle.

peal again to the testimony of experience.

We know that

the

churches contain multitudes of these dead believers and 3'et,
though they are usually church-goers, and so, within the reach
of the means of grace, when revivals come, it is the rarest thing
in the world to hear anything of .the conversion of this class.
A
few of those who have undergone a spurious conversion and
;

discovered their delusion are

now

savingly renewed, along with
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numbers of open, careless sinners but liow few of tliose who
"have a name to liye and are dead?" When Satan gets the
"wood, hay, and stubble" quietly built into God's spiritual
temple, he is best pleased for he knows that they will probably remain there undisturbed till the day that trieth every man's
•work by fire; and then they will be ine^dtably consigned to
Then "let E'S'eky man take heed hoav he
everlasting burnings.
;

;

BUELDETH."

intended in these remarks to imply that delusive
conversions and unsanctified communicants are only found in
those congregations which employ the dangerous expedients
described above; but only that they may be reasonably exIt is not

pected to be more frequent among them. So strong is the
tendency to self-deception and formalism in man's sinful soul,
much of it will exist in spite of the most scriptural preaching
and cautious management. Doubtless the purest churches have
dead branches. But does not this sad fact constitute a strong
reason for shunning all those expedients by w^hich this danger
of self-deception, so prevalent at best, is manifestly increased in

a high degree ?

KuLEs FOR Pastor

in Revival.

be made of the juncture is to j9rec<?<3;2^ ipiportant truth. Hence catechetical work should be then most active, preaching most doctrinal.
2. Gently repress all excitement which the Holy Ghost does
not make.
3. Give personal instruction as much as possible in jyinvate.
4. Beware of permitting anxious persons to lean on the pas1.

tor,
5.

The

chief use to

instead of the Saviour.

Keep John

vi.

29,

and Acts

permit anxious persons to
is

xvi. 31, ever foremost.

Do not

feel that an3i;hing is done, until this

done.
6.

Present Christ in his prophetic and kingly, as well as his

priestly work.
7.

Don't allow any

07ie

to tlmist

you aside from your proper

share in the work.
8 Minimize the recoil of the excitement.
9.

Commend

Dr. Plumer's Hints on Past. TheoL, Ch.
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THE WORLD WHITE TO HARVEST:
EEAP,

'
'

Olt IT

PERISHES.'

Behold, I say unto you, Lift up your eyes and look on

are white already to harvest. "

John

tlie fields

;

for tliey

iv. 35.

THE mostwhich our ambition

familiar truths are the

a fact

most

influential.

This

is

to be novel often causes us to

Much that is ingenious, and at the same time corhas been said upon the commercial, civil, and social results of missions and of Christianity.
There is some danger of
our prosecuting the evangelical work from these considerations,
to the exclusion of the more sacred motives drawn from eterIn the latter must ever be the main spring of the church's
nity.
The same vast, old, familiar truths, which made Paul,
zeal.
Peter, Jesus Christ, missionaries, that the whole human race are
children of wrath and in the highway to everlasting ruin these
must move our missionary efforts also. Our faith should conoverlook.

rect,

;

stantly recur to these great facts, to receive from

pulses of their might.

This

is just

them

fresh im-

the method of our Saviour in

when he introduces the enforcement of gospel effort by
"Lift up your eyes and look on the fields." And the

the text,
saj^mg,

preacher of the gospel ought to be far more ambitious to be
able to restate these trite but potent doctrines, with a seriousness, fervor, and palpable faith appropriate to their a-s\-ful imj)ortance, than to win the applause of his brethren by an elo-

quent or ingenious novelty. There is the more reason that we
should recur to our principles, now that infidelity so boldly
charges that the church is no longer impelled in her evangelical toils by a vital and actual faith in the threatenings of sacred
Scripture against "the nations that forget God." They have
found, alas, but too much pretext for the taunt, in the biting

'

A sermon preached for the Board
New York, May 2, 1858.

Church, in
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:

contrast l)etween the tremendous urgency of our creed and the

sluggishness of our endeavors.

You

recognize the text as a part of the discourse uttered

by

our Saviour after his interview with the Samaritan woman at
the weU. She had gone for a moment to the town to call her
friends to hear the gracious Teacher.
Meantime, the disciples
returned with supplies for our Saviour's weariness, w^hich had

him first at that spot. But now they find the claims
hunger and fatigue silenced in him by his more consuming

arrested
of

zeal for souls

his meat, his solace for

;

toil,

his cordial for faint-

Teacher and Reproceeds to assign the reason for
his self-denying diligence in this work in the words, " The fields
are white already to harvest." This illustration is a favorite
one with our Saviour.^ Its propriety is evidently in this fact:
ing nature,

deemer

that

to fulfil his great mission as

is

of the perishing.

when

He

the pale yellow of maturity colors the fields of w^heat,

the precious grain must be gathered at once, or else

it will fall

ground and perish. The harvest labor of the husbandpeculiarl}' one which admits no delay.
^Vhen the golden
crop beckons him with its nodding plumes, he must bestir
himself, disregardful of scorching heat and panting fatigue;
next month it wall be too late, for mildew and rot will have
reaped his fields before him. So the labor of the spiritual husbandman is also harvest toil. The harvest of soids awaits no
man's sluggishness.
Death is afield Avitli his flashing sc^-the
mowing down the nations and gathei'ing his sheaves for hell fire
so that the Avork of redeeming love for them must be done at once,

to the

man is

In this

or never.
is

is

the point of our Saviour's reasoning.

obviously true of each generation of sinners, as to

its

This
o^vn

generation of Christian laborers, on the supposition that the

whole world

is

Our Sa\dour

indeed subject to condemnation.

evidently extends the application of the fact to

all

his servants

But I am persuaded that
w^ords include a meaning more extensive and profound.

in the harvest, as well as to himself.

his

Not only
time of
to

is

its

the short lifetime of each generation the harvest

souls

;

some eras

of the world are harvest seasons as

many preceding and subsequent

generations.

There

is

then

a conjunction of rare influences and circumstances, rendering
evangelical labors practicable
1

Matt.

ix. 37,

38;

and
Mark

successful, so that a
iv. 20;

Luke

x. 12.

hundred
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as afterAvard, when that conjunction
Such a season the sacred Scriptures clearly deThen
scribe the era of Christ and his apostles to have been.
"the fulness of time had come," chosen by God to bring his
Then was fnlfilled the gracious
first begotten into the world.
and golden hour, foreseen by Isaiah,^ for Christ to call to the
isles and the people from afar, "in an acceptable time, and in a
day of salvation." So deemed Paul when he said ' to the men
fold as

much may be done

dissolved.

is

^

of his age,

"Behold, now

is

the accepted time; behold,

now

is

the day of salvation."
If this

apprehension

is correct,

The

for us a twofold meaning.

which
kind

it

teaches

of the

two important truths

that the souls of this generation of

is this,

will quickly perish unless

forts of Christ's church.

we

the text will be found to carry

first

You

man-

they be saved by the gospel
will perceive,

my

ef-

brethren, that

are confronted here with that solemn question on which pro-

fessed followers of Christ are
soids

of the heathen

by no means agreed,

Wlietlier

vnll certainly perish loithoat the gosi^el.

tJie

Let

us look briefly for the answer the sacred Scripture gives

For

if

the present ignorance of the heathen exempts

it.

them from

the curse of a broken law and a fallen nature, while their in-

would subject them to

struction in revealed truth
selves;

and

we may

if

them

instruction in turning

ners at

home then
;

it,

like our-

anticipate the proliable success of that
to Christ,

by the obduracy

the result of our misplaced zeal

of sin-

may mainly

be to scatter broadcast

th-e gratuitous seeds of an aggravated
were better to centre all our energies on the
rescue of sinners at home, who have certainly made themselves

damnation.

It

subject to the curse

by

But

their neglect of Christian light.

if

the heathen are also destined to perish inevitably unless the
church thrusts forth its laborers into the harvest; then here is
the great, the dreadful motive, next to God's glory, which should
strain every nerve of every

redeemed soul

to rescue all he can.
cannot punish the breach
of h law, or neglect of a gospel, which the heathen could not
know. I answer: he will punish no one unjustty. But hath
he left himself without witness among them ?^ "The heavens
I.

It

has been urged that a just

declare the glory of

work."
>

Gal.

God; and the firmament sheweth

Idolatry and
iv. 4.

^

God

its

Isaiah xlix.

8.

crimes are not
^

2 Cor.

vi. 2.

all
->

Ps.

his handi-

sins of ignorance.s
xix.

^

Eom.

i.

20.
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"For the

invisible tilings of

God from

the creation of the

"svoiid

the things that are made,

are clearly seen, Ijeing understood bv
even his eternal power and godhead so that they are without
They who have no Bible may still look up to the moon
excuse. "
;

and the stars watching in obedient order
sunbeams the smile of the Universal
fruitful
the
shower
and
in
the droppings of his bounty
Father,
they hear the rending thunder utter his wrath, and the matin
w^alking in brightness

they

may

:

see in the joyous

jubilee of the birds sing his praise

;

the green hills are swelled

wood rejoice before him with
every quiver of their foliage in the summer air and the floods
clap their hands in praise, as their multitudinous waves leap up

with his goodness

;

the trees of the

;

Are the}-, then,
to worship abomi-

flashing the laughing sunlight from their crests.

who

without blame
nations

turn aside from

all this

Nature, by her universal anthem, says,

?

No

;

^

"

because

when they knew God, they glorified him not as God."
Or shall we suppose that, while every nominal Christian sometimes disobeys his owai conscience, heathens are so much purer
that they never do ?
To many moral distinctions they may 1)8
blind; but among them, as everywhere else among our fallen
that

race,

men's light

boAV

down

fraud and

infanticide,

lies,

tions, shall

Be

is better

than their walk.

When

the pagans

to vile stocks, or defile themselves with universal

we be

murder

of parents,

and

abominano protest ?

all

told that natural conscience utters

it may, it cannot Avholly tolerate these things.
were a libel on him who made man in his own image to say
that even heathen idolatries and crimes could so crush out the
moral sense, the noblest trait of his handiwork in us. No there
it

besotted as

It

;

is

not a rational heathen in the world who, however blind his

conscience, does not sometimes violate that conscience.

There,

ground for the righteous judgment of
as many as have sinned without law,
shall also perish without law."
Nor need we tarry long for that
other objection that a merciful God will surely smile upon
that man who sincerely desires to do his duty, and who lives
honestl}^ up to the l^est creed which it was possible for him to
know, erroneous though that creed be. The short answer is,
that among Adam's sons there is no such man.^
"For we have
before proved both Jews and Gentiles, that they are all under
at least, is sin

God

:

there

against him.'

is

"For

:

'

Kom.

i.

21.

-Eom.

ii.

12.

^Kom.

iii.

9.
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Every man comes

sin."

may

sliort of liis

own

creed, wliatever

it

be.

These objections

by reasons

far

too near

lie

We

detain ns long.

tlie

surface of

are compelled to admit

more profound and one
;

tlie

tlie

question to

sorrowfid truth

of these is suggested

the pleas which have just been set aside.

by

That while
all men are guilty, no pagan, no infidel scheme provides an adequate atonement. The necessity of this full atonement for pardoned sin is declared by every attribute of God, by every interest of his universal government, and by all the teachings of his
Do not these attributes and principles direct
w^ord and works.
his government of pagans as well as of nominal Christians ? Is
not God everywhere the same ? He " will render to every man
according to his deeds, to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile
for there is no respect of persons with God." ^
Yea, the heathen
conscience has itself written this necessity for atonement all
over their superstitions, in horrid characters of torment and
blood.
Their ablutions, their penances and self-tortures, their
costly and ceaseless oblations, the sweat and dust of their pilIt is this

1.

:

grimages, the abhorrent offerings of the fruit of the body for
the sin of the soul, confess at once a sense of guilt, and a conscious need of satisfaction for it.
of Islam

And

in the

more

refined creeds

and Deism, we read the same confession

in their pro-

posal to compensate for their guilt by alms, good works, refor-

mations, or repentings.

But

all

these atonements are inadequate,

"for

"

it is

not pos-

blood of bulls and of goats should take away
sins."
Least of all would those speculative persons, with whom
Bible assertions are of little weight, admit that these spurious
virtues or senseless abominations can atone for guilt they only
add to it. The only atonement is that which God has provided
for us in the sufie rings of his divine Son.
And the onlj' way
by which any one can share this atonement is the exercise of

sible that the

;

evangelical faith.

Our argument, then,
some sins, at least

is this

are self-convicted of
ture

;

no

sin

:

that all pagans

against the light of na-

can be pardoned M-ithout atonement

;

but the gos-

pel is the only proposal of atonement to man,
2.

Paganism

is also fatally

great want of the
1

human

Rom.

ii.

defective with regard to the other

soul,

6, 10,

11.

moral renovation.
^

Heb.

x. 4.

Here we take
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oiir
tlie

:

stand iipou the great doctrine of our Confession, ^ tliut all
race are "dead in sin, and wholly defiled in all the faculties

and parts

and body."

of soul

However men may

differ in de-

grees of ^N^ckedness, the best, equally with the worst, are wholly

prone to workUiness instead of spirituality
all

are fully set in

them

to disobe}'

some

of

;

and the hearts

of

God's kno%^Ti com-

The natural will of every man dislikes and rejects the
hohness, the communion, and the ser^dce of God; and this by
mands.

the perpetual and certain force of those innate

dispositions

which determine rational volitions. No power but one from
"s\'ithout and above can renew that will, because all within it is.
I shall
of course determined h\ those controlling dispositions.
not affront you by supposing it necessary to offer proof of these
Such is the inheritance which our own eyes see
statements.
But we
all in Christian lands deriving from their first father.
have the testimony of God, that all the heathens bear to Adam
"He hath made of one blood all nations of
the same relation.
men for to dwell on the face of the earth." ^ And if our smaller
vices mournfully substantiate this view of man's moral state
here, how much more may we assert it of the heathen, from the
general and loathsome corruption of their lives ?
Now, "except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." ^ Here is a prohibition, not pronounced only by

made inexorable by a natural necessity.
The carnal mind cannot enjoy a holy and spiritual heaven but
this is the only state of real and everlasting welfare which a
holy God can appoint for moral beings. To be unholy is to be
the divine justice, but

;

unhappy.

Were

the justice of

God

throne of judgment demolished, were

dethroned, and the very
all

his holy attributes re-

kingdom disregarded, still
the truth, "ye must be born again," would remain a flaming
sword, turning every way to keep the path to paradise. But no
pagan creed provides means or agency for the new birth. The
pudiated, and

all

very conception

the interests of his

is

strange to them.

Their languages lack the

very terms for expressing the holiness which

produces.

it

So

from any sanctif^dng influence, their
morals are immoral, the deities which they invite man to adore
and imitate are often impersonations of monstrous crime, and

far are their theologies

'

Conf., Cliap. YI., Sees.

Vol. I.— 37.

2, 3.

-

Acts

svii. 26.

^

j^^]^

^^

3^
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.

zeal is a pandeinoniiiin of

wickedness, triumpliant and immortalized.

now are tlie claims of tliose virtuous lieatliens, a ConNuma, an Aristides, who are supposed to have walked
uprightly according to that scanty light of nature vouchsafed by
Wliere

fucius, a

Providence?

We

earthly child of

might waive the considerations that every

man

is

condemned by

his

own

standard, and

that justice must be satisfied for these shortcomings.

the upright heathen

who has shown

Wliere

is

true spirituality of heart;

whose gratitude and love towards a holy God, whose hungercommunion with heaven,
have proved him "meet for the inheritance of the saints in
ings for sauctification, whose delight in

Have travellers or missionaries found such hearts,
formed under the tutelage of paganism ? Now, if we decide as
we must that the most magnanimous gentleman in this Christian land, the most amiable wife, mother, or sister, whose understanding approves the Bible, and whose social life is regulated by higher ethics than ever Aristides dreamed, that he also
must be new created unto holiness before he can see God it is
simple absurdity to talk of heathen men admitted to heaven for
the uprightness of their intentions.
But let us speak of the
common grade of pagans, of those whose whole life was brutal
vice, whose hearts were all uncleanness, whose very worship
was a carnival of lasciviousness and blood. What would that
heaven be to them, which we awfully recognize as too j)ure to
admit the most ingenuous of our sons, the lovliest of our daughters, whose social graces are the j)erfiime of our homes and
hearts, while they are ungenerated ?
Let us suppose that the
whole sentence of God against the Gentiles, were " He that is unjust, let him be unjust still and he which is filthy, let him be filthy
light"?

—

—

;

:

;

still." ^
Then look at that earthly hell of destitution, dome'3i*:ic
tyranny, public barbarity, revenge, and unbridled passion, which

heathen society often makes in this life and judge what these
elements will evolve when let loose in the world of spirits,
without social restraints or the illusions of hope, and deprived
of those animal enjoyments which now form their chief happi;

ness.

new

In

the heathen, like us, are depraved they need a
Therefore they cannot be saved without the gospel,
the only instrument of regeneration.
fine,

;

birth.

which

is

'

Eev.

xxii. 1 1.
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:

"We -know there are Cliristians who reject this coneliisiou,
thinking God cannot justly condemn any man who is not endowed with all such means and ability for knowing and loving
him as put his destiny in every sense within his own choice.

These means the heathen do not
ance

The

is invincilile.

fully possess wdiere their ignor-

principle asserted

is,

that

God

cannot

any one responsible wdio is not blessed mth botli
I answer, that our doctrine connatural and moral ability.
cerning the heathen places them in precisely equal condition with
those unhappy men in Christian lands Avho have the outward
God
Avord, but ex]3erience no effectual calling of the Spirit.
requires of the latter to obey that law and gospel of which they
enjoy the clearer lights; and the obstacle which ensures their
failure to comply, not indeed with any physical constraint, Init
with a moral certainty, is a depraved heart wdiich is unwilling
Of the heathen, God wonld require no more than
to submit.
full obedience to that limited light of nature which his providence has granted them and the obstacle which ensures their
When God holds
failure also is the same
a depraved will.
the heathen responsible for their light, therefore, he deals with
them no more unfairly than Avith the finally impenitent under

justly hold

;

—

the gospel.

This

is

too obvious to be denied

;

and hence

it

has been found

necessary, in order to maintain the moral ability of sinners, to
assert that every

human

being, Christian

and pagan, enjoys a

common

sufficient grace, consisting of various influences allur-

him

to the right, wdiich restores the depraved will to its

ing

equllibriuDi.

mon

And it is

grace, God's

said, Avhere

mercy and

any heart yields to

fidelity

those movements of the yielding soul, and bestoAV

necessary to redemption.

And

if

this

com-

stands pledged to second
all

the helps

a poor pagan, guided

by

this

haply he may find
him, surely the Father of mercies Avill not leave unreAvarded the
striA'ings Avliich his OAvn grace has aAvakened
but Avill find some
universal light, begins to feel after God,

if

;

Avay to give saving knoAvledge

The

fatal ansAver

is,

and the Holy

Spirit.

that the Scriptures, properly undei-stood,

are silent concerning such universal sufficient grace.

perience contradicts

it

;

of God's grace far less extensive than the means.

can

it

be

Our

ex-

for Ave usually see the actual operations

Hoav then

plausil)ly said that, in other cases, the grace is ex-
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iended so far beyond its outward means?
extending a universal gracious influence
eqtiUihnum to a perverted will Paul tells
And of tlie pagans
will lie liardeneth."^
;

So

far is

God from

sufficient to restore

us

tliat

"

whom

especially

it is

lie

said,

"even as they did not like to retain God in their knowledge,
God gave them over to a reprobate mind."- Once more if
:

why does

this grace is sufficient,

If

it is

to its
grace.

show

not bring

it

God ?

all alike to

some cases only because He adds something
influences, then in the other cases it was not sufficient
If he added nothing, then the difterent result w^ould
successful in

common

that the

grace found in those cases less perversity

All men would not Ije in the same spirtowards God, as the Bible most distinctly as" They are all gone out of the way they are

of heart to overcome.
itual condition

serts they are.

;

together become

from another
ceive

;

maketh thee to

differ

hast thou that thou didst not re-

and what

*

.''

We find; then, that the
us to

"Who

unprofitable."^

lioi^e for

foundation-truths oi redemption forbid

the escape of the heathen

;

Ave

can only indulge

the thought at the expense of those prime axioms on which our

whole theology and our own salvation depends; while the customary palliations of their danger do but touch the surface of
Every child of Adam, Christian or pagan,
the terrible case.
must have justifying righteousness and lie must have a new
heart.
We know not that adult and rational men can obtain
;

these

gifts,

save by the intelligent reception of the gospel: I

say not the reception of the

details of the

full

New

Testa-

ment, but of that rudimental gospel and those great primal conceptions of God, holiness, sin, gratuitous justification, and saiictification,

embraced by a

living faith

and hope, which pervade

the patriarchal as well as the evangelical revelations.

"Neither

none other name
under heaven given among men whereby we must be saved." ^
But admitting all this, may Ave not still hope that there are
elect Gentiles, objects of God's sovereign and omnipotent grace,
and that they receive from Him those gospel rudiments in some
Avay extraordinary and unknoAvn to the church?
Would God
that Ave had al )undant grounds to hope this but alas, experi^s

there salvation in any other

;

for there is

;

'

liom.

ix.

18.

-Rom.

i.

•1 Cor.

28.
iv.

See
7.

also, 2

Thess.
5

ii.

10-12.

Acts. iv. 12.

liom.

iii.

12.
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riii:

ence and

rclevatioii, Avliile

command

may

they

not absolutely denounce

though all depended
upon the agency of the church. Have our missionaries found
among the heathen hitherto untaught of man the fruits of such
its possibility,

divine teachings?

may not have
yet know and

iis

to act just as

Have they

men who,

told us of

while they

learned to worship Jehovah by the names
love a Being of true godhead

we use,

and holiness who
hate sin, trust in free grace, strive after righteousness, and triumph over death by hope? We fear the instances are few and
doubtful.
If there are cases which relieve the common picture
of selfishness, fraud, and lust, they are but instances of Avorldly
uprightness.
The heathen, like the unredeemed of our own
land, are found to live in bondage to evil desires and a guilty
conscience, and to die in suj^erstitious delusion, or beastly
;

apathy, or despair.

And while God has not said that he sends his saving truth as
the medium of his saving grace by no hand but that of Christian
effort,

every example and precept of the Scriptures bids us act

The great commission is, " Go ^-e
and preach the gospel to every creature," ^ as
though every human being under heaven were dependent on
this loving ministry of the church.
The inspired preachers, by
their consuming zeal in the missionary work, implied the same
truth,
^liy did Paiil, for instance, submit to dangers of death
oft ^ to receive of the Jews forty stripes, save one, five times
to be beaten tlu'ice with rods to be stoned to Bj)end a night
and a day in the deep to endure varied perils, weariness, watchings, hunger and thirst, cold and nakedness ?
Like his Divine
Master, he believed that a harvest of precious souls was perishas though this were true.
into all the world

;

;

;

;

And when the charge of inwas provoked by his gigantic labors, from men too dead
in unbelief to comprehend him, his simple solution was, "The
love of Christ constraineth us, because we thus judge, that if
One died for all, then were all dead." ' And, in one word, God
gives us the rule of our hopes and duties, as to the rmevangelized
world, in the Epistle to the Eomans.
"There is no difference
between the Jew and the Greek for the same Lord over all is
rich unto all that call upon him.
For whosoever shall call upon
the name of the Lord shall be saved.
How, then, shall they
ing for lack of Christian reapers.
sanity

:

'

Mark

xvi. lo.

^

2 Cor.

xi.

23-27.

s

2 Cor.

v. 14.

IIEAI',
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have not believed ? und liow sliall tliey
they have not heard? and how shall
they hear without a preacher? and how shall they preach excall

ou liim

in

wliom

believe in liim of

tliej

whom

cept they be sent?"

^

AVe conclude, then, that the church should feel and act towards the human race substantially as though all without the
gospel were perishing forever. Do any murmur at our earnest,
yea, vehement, zeal to drive the dread conviction home upon
you ? I answer It is not because we are glad to have it so, but
because we sadly know it is so. We think our true compassion
is to face the dire reality, and thus rouse ourselves and you to
That is but
that burning activity which alone can mitigate it.
a false and puling tenderness which j^rofesses not to see it, in
order that its indolence may evade the toils of the rescue.
Should I discover one of these dwellings burning over its sleeping inmates, while you, their neighbors, were skeptical of their
danger, my cry of fire would be no argument of my delight in
:

the catastrophe, but of

my

see a world threatened

by the devouring

zeal to arrest

it.

And now

fire of hell,

that I

while the

church slumbers that ought to stay the destruction, must I not
up my voice like a trumpet ? Oh if we could but relieve
the danger of the heathen by arguing that it was slight, how
joyfully would we plead the glowing theme! But this cannot be.
Here, then, is the vast, yet simple, case At least four-fifths
of the thousand millions of our race are without the Bible,
and must therefore sink into hell as fast as death can mow
lift

!

:

them down.

In about one-third of a century the generation
our contemporaries will be forever beyond the reach of
our love. We seem often to imagine that India, that China,

of

remain a century hence awaiting our
tardy zeal but it is a terrible delusion. Unless we bestir ourselves now, the India, the China of to-day will be gone, and
another India, another China, inheritors of their crimes and
miseries, will be there to wait a little time uioon the succor of
another Christian generation, and then, unless our successors
be more prompt than we have been, to plunge into perdition in.
that Africa will

still

;

their turn.

Now,

liave

we

]owe(t witli our

thoitght what a ])lunge this is?
Have we folminds the ruin of one poorest, darkest, Aveakest
1

Kom.

X.

12-15.
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pagan

soul,

tlirongli

progressive clepra^dty and despair,

its

and

tlirougli its increasiug caj)acities for sinning

and
immor-

suffering,

tlirougli the never-ending, ever--s\ddening, vistas of its

woe is vaster tlian the wreck of a world? And
do we remember how frequently this ruin occurs? Every
blast of war, or pestilence, or famine which shakes the human
tality, till tlie

crop strews hell with precious seed of lost souls as thickly as

when the November wind sweeps the sere leaves of some trackwood into its silent lake. If the deaths of this generation

less

of siimers

were perfectly regular in

well-nigh sixty for every minute

;

liberating in cold debate,

somewhere

second of time marks the

dpng

to the fatal beat

!

Each

would furnish

series, it

so that, while

we

here de-

sit

in this field of death every

gasp of a

stroke of the

human being

pendulum

tolls

!

Hark

the knell

each stroke is another plunge into ilie
pit, and a new burst of another everlasting wail joining the manyvoiced threnody of despair.
Oh terrible world in which to live!
Oh dread responsibility of this li^ang harvest, in the reaping of
which we must race with death! How can our sluggish feet
of another soul that drops

;

!

!

overtake the swift angel to snatch the prey from his grasp,

when the

baleful shade of his Avdngs is seen flitting over isle
and continent, even as the gathering gloom of night would appear to some watcher from the skies to sweep around the revohang globe? Should we not shrink in shuddering horror
from the tremendous competition till we recur to our Divine
Master to infuse us A\dth his strength, and to wash out the sin
of our sluggishness mth his blood?
Yet let us not be cast
down we remember that so s-svdftly as the dark edge of night
devours the surface of our world from sight, even so swiftly
does the advancing flush of day revolve behind it, and reconquer it to light and joy.
Thus will the light of the Sun of
Righteousness follow and outrun the shadows of death until
they darken the earth no more.
II. There are eras in the world's progress which compare
with other ages as harvest seasons for Christ and such an era
;

;

our Saviour e"\ddently considered his own generation to be. I
cannot suppose that when he i)ronounced "the fields white to
harvest," his all-seeing eye, which declared "the field is the
world," embraced only the approaching clusters of Samaritans

•summoned by the startled woman

to the well

;

or only the teem-
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ing Tillages of Galilee and Jiidea.
clude

tliat

general preparation for

Doubtless
tlie

lie

meant

to in-

gospel pervading the civ-

world at tliat day, wliicli liad brought in "the fulness of
and "the acceptable year of the Lord."
Many important elements concuiTed in this preparation. Both
Jews and Gentiles Avere aroused by a general hope of a divine
ilized

time,"

intervention,

and the

clear

announcements by which Hebrew

prophets had heralded the coming of the Messiah were repeated
It was
in the fainter echoes of eastern Magi and Latin poets.
also the Augustan age of mental acti"sdty, when the languages of

had received the finishing touch of their cultivation,
and human speculation had borne its maturest fruits. The
Greek tongue, fittest of all for expressing moral distinctions,
and already, in virtue of the Septuagint version, a sacred language to God's people, was diffused throughout the ciAolized
world as the language of polite intercourse and traffic. The
Macedonian arms had carried it from Ionia to the jungles of
Hindostan and the cataracts of the Nile and even after Greece
herself fell before the Roman, the rough conqueror, by adopting
his captive as his tutoress, had spread it throughout the west.
More than this, in " every nation under heaven " were found the
Jews of the dispersion, nursing the great spiritual doctrines and
worship of the Old Testament, and that most often in the Greek
scriptures; so that to whatever place of note in any land the
evangelist might go he found in the bosom of paganism a j)lace
and audience familiar with at least the rudiments of his system. Yet more, the civilized world was at length at peace. The
empire of the C?esars, so vast that it proudly styled itself by a
name synonymous "v\dth the habitable globe, had consolidated
the nations under its iron rule, and stilled their jars with a force
too mighty to be even assailed. From the Atlantic to the Euphrates her armed police protected the freedom of travel and
traffic, so that the stranger of every tongue was safe in every
antiquity

;

other land, whatever the lawful piirpose of his journey.

The bar-

danger and prejudice which fenced people fi'om people
were levelled, and mankind were mingled in a fermenting, inquiring mass.
Once more, the pagan mind had outgi'own the
swaddling bands of its mythologies. Understandings, sharpened

riers of

by the
erile

dialectics of Athens, Tarsus, Alexandria, rejected the

pu-

theogonies which impressed the awe-struck fancies of their

THE
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rude fatliers. And while liiimau depravity, tliiis educated, disdained tlie fears of a fabled Eliadamantlins and Tartarus, and
rushed to every excess of crime, thoughtfuL minds felt the instinctive craving for a creed and a resting-place, and recoiled
from the blank unbehef and chaos of moral corruption ^^•hich
threatened to absorb every hope of humauit}-. The race had
now fully vTOUght out the long experiment, whether " man by

wisdom could know God," and stood aghast at its disastrous
when Christ appeared, " by the foolishness of preaching
to save them that beheved."
Such were the features of this harvest time. The apostles and
his

failiu-e,

their fellow-reapers thrust forth into the field with the ^'igor in-

by the example and injunctions of their Master, to gather
life eternal.
Di"sdne "oisdom taught them to comprehend the emergency and the result was, that thej carried the

culcated
fiiiit

unto

;

gospel in one century from the Indus to the Pillars of Hercules.

The energy and speed of the heralds of the cross was not unworthy of the symbol by which prophecy impersonated them " an
:

angel flying in the midst of heaven, ha^ing the everlasting gospel

them that dwell on the earth, and to every nation,
and kindred, and tongue, and people."
These favorable circumstances continued but a few genera-

to preach unto

^

tions.

Let us suj^pose that the j^rimitiA'e Christians, instead of
urgency of harvest laborers, had contented them-

toiling with the

selves -with a few decent exertions, resigning themselves for the
rest to a

snug and

selfish religious epicurism.

After the

first

generation came fiery and bloody persecutions, which seemed

drown the churches in their ovra. slaughter.
came
Next
the decay, the internal convulsions, the world-resounding fall of the empire, whose arts and arms had all conciTrred to make a highway for the Prince of Peace. Barbarian and
pagan hordes ravaged and dismembered the mighty fabric. The
language of the gospel, of science, of civiUzation, became a dead
for a time almost to

one, except to one people, the rare accomplishment of the learned

Babel again separated nation from nation.
by the din of wars and rapine order,
commerce, travel were almost at an end; and at last there remained only the chaotic sea of the middle ages, strewn with the
eddpng %\Tecks of the ancient world, and tossed with perpetual
few,

and the curse

of

Literature was banished

;

'Bev.

xiv, 6.

•

EEAP,

storms, from which a

Oli IT
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uew order was

slowly aud painfully to

emerge.

Now, need we

between the probable success
and turbulent winter, and in
the glorious summer of the Christian era? True, it was still the
duty of the church to endeavor to obey the perpetual injuncstate the contrast

of missionary effort in this dreary

tion, regardless of gigantic

Head

obstacles; for with her almighty

Time, it was still her privilege to
would
not
be wholly fruitless, even in the
hope that faithful toil
most untoward seasons. But still, Christ does not wholly abroall

things are possible.

gate the force of natural causes in his providence over his king-

dom.

It

was

also true that the church

was now

bereft, not

only of her golden opportunity, but also of her gifts, (miracles,
But
tongues, prophecy,) aud of much of her primitive purity.
the possession of these, as well as of the opportunity to employ

them fortunately, was among the things whose concurrence made
and their lack will account only in pai-t for
She was not forgetful of the work
the failures of the church.
but how scanty and difficult
of missions in the dark ages
The lirst century sufficed for her to run
were the conquests
the circuit of that Mediterranean Sea, around which were then
grouped the civilized races of man but now she consumed four
hundred years in creeping doubtfully fi'om the Rhine to the
Vistula and in most of the new ground which she essaj-ed to
tread, her footprints were obliterated as she passed, as though
they had been made in the shifting sands.
the harvest season

;

;

!

;

;

Consider, next,
tinued.
sloAvly

how long this impassive reign

of darkness con-

Only in the fourteenth century did the twilight begin
and dimly to emerge, which at length in the sixteenth

broke into the new dayspring of the Keformation. From that
day to this there has been a steady progress in the rearrangement of all the influences which can facilitate the world's redemption "And now behold, lift up your eyes aud look on the
:

fields, for

era

when

they are white again to harvest."

Never since the

Christ sent forth apostles and evangelists into the

whitened crop has the world seen a second season so propitious
Let us see
:is our age for the ingathering of the people to him.
have
been
preparation
favorable
how many of the elements of
reproduced.
One of tliese was the mental activity of the Augustan age.

OUO

IHt;

But ever

.siucc tlie
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:

triumpliuut iusurrectiou of the liuinau iniucl

against Popery, thought has been increasingly free and active,
until this age claims it as its peculiar glory.

The

Avhole realm

of science knoAvn to the ancients has been reoccupied, and other
domains have been added, as unknown to them and as magnificent, by comparison "^^ith theirs, as the new world which Colum-

bus opened to our industry.

Everywhere the human mind

fer-

ments, inquires, and discusses. The printing-press, though four
hundred years old, still develops new magic in its powers an
:

agency for which Paid would probably have gladly exchanged
We even see the strange fact that Papists
his gift of tongues.
and Brahmins eagerly employ this engine of light, and with judicial blindness accustom their people to its use, only to destroy

own empire of darkness.
Second, No universal monarchy now dominates over the world,
compelling the nations to a temporary and enforced brotherhood
but in its room we have the benignant sway of imperial Peace,

their

with her handmaid Commerce, more potent over

human

pas-

by the blessings she confers than was ever Assyrian or
Median, Greek or Roman concpieror, by the devastations which
he threatened. For even where the short and partial wars of
sions

our day prevail, Christianity has so narrowed their operation to
actual combatants, and legislated for their atrocity, that the
traffic, letters, and religion are scarcely suspended in their presence. And under the wings of this peace
and commerce the Christian may go to more peoples and
tongues than were ever dreamed of by the fabulous geography
(jf the ancients, with a safety as great as was invoked by the
proud challenge, "I am a Roman citizen!" Need I refer to
those wonders of modem science by which distance is abridged,
and Ave may almost say with prophecy, "there is no more sea"

peaceful labors of

to divide the nations?

Third, In place of the

now

common language

the English, a tongue

3-et

nobler,

we hare
more difmen than was the

of antiquity

and spoken

in

and in more of the hives of
Greek in the days of Paul. And with this language goes the
prestige and fear of the British people, protecting us almost
equally with them. For such is the community of tongue, race,
character, rehgion, and interests, between Britain and America,
that in the pagan world men fortunately almost forget to disferent tribes,

HEAP,

tiuguish between us.

by

Oi;

Wliat silent sea or ancient river

prows and
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is

not

b j their enterprise ? In what
mart do not their flags inspire fear and respect ? So that to
omit their vast dependencies, more ample than the empire of
Augustus there is scarcely a province in the pagan world
where Protestant poAver and enterprise have not so preceded
that the Protestant teacher may enter securely and perform his
mission under the shield of their protection. Eor even China
and Japan, the last strongholds of exclusive jealousy, will

Texecl

their

Aisited

—

—

doubtless, before long, disclose their mysteries before the inevitable forces of the age.

When we
phet,

we

turn to the lands of the Beast and the False Pro-

see there also a rapid relaxation of liindrances.

Mos-

lem fanaticism l^urns but feebly in our day, for decrepitude and
dependence now compel those powers, once so terrible to Christianity, to purchase the protection of the most Protestant nation
at the price of a tolerance of Christians which they were little
wont to exercise. How wondrously hath God wrought here!
Even popery, enemy of the gospel more inexorable than Islam,
is compelled by triumphant moral influences to relax its exclusiveness.
In Sardinia, France, Belgium, in Brazil, and the
other States of Central and Southern America, soon to he seats
of teeming empires, a partial liberty is yielded to the gospel.
And as though it were not enough to open every door to us
abroad, providence has precipitated a pai-t of the destitute into
our arms at home, bj' directing the emigration of popish Europe to our Atlantic, and of pagan Asia to our Pacific l)order.
While God has thus prepared the field for us, he has also
prepared us for the field. In those Protestant nations to whom
he has virtualh^ given the empire of the world, he has given to
his churches the numbers, the wealth, the education, the moral
influence, requisite to enable them to go up and occupy the
ground. Kever since the Christian era has there bee'::a a second
concurrence, such as this, of everything which promotes fhe
facile and successful spread of Christianity.
"The fields ar©
white to harvest."

But now
fi'om its
2iot

let

us solemnl}^ remember, that a harvest season

is

very nature short.

Let us review these advantages,

pompous

self-gratulation too often seen, Init

in the spirit of

with a trembling sense of the duties which they imply.

For,
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be assured,
too

good

liope tliat

fortunate juncture cannot be permanent.

tliis

to last,

:

unless

it

two planets,

be improved.
wliicli

xA.s

It is

reasonably might

had been wheeling

"we

their long

around the remoter verge of
Saturn, when at length they meet one instant in our field of
vieM', would arrest their ceaseless cotirses to remain in conjunccycles in

It is the

tion.

when

opposition

de-sdons

of

attril>ute

human

affairs to

And

revolve.

wheel of providence, which "ig so high
that it is dreadfid," shall have once more turned away its auspicious segment from the church, who can tell how many ages
this great liAang
^

may

elapse before

its

stately revolution

"s\ill

restore

it

to us

?

Let us take a probable warning from the past. The liarA'est
time enjoyed l)y the primitive church was spent, and it returned
not again until a mighty year had rolled around, of which the
months were ages, and winter the ten dreary centuries of barbarism and the frosts of spiritual death. So if we waste this

summer which seems

at length returning, after so long a -s^dnter,

so tedious a spring, and so

mahy

rising j)romise of the church,

capricious frosts blighting the

when

will the third harvest for the

how
many national convulsions and retriliutive woes, may not God
chastise the church for its neglect and, then, h\ how many
world return

By what second

?

series of

dark ages, by

;

by what strifes and toils,
by what streams of martjT." blood, may she not be required to
earn for mankind another season as propitious as the one we

throes of great,

now waste ?
And should

struggling

souls,

be realized

this picture

l)y

the shortcoming of

the church, history- suggests another probalole warning of spe-

us as Americans.

It is not likely that our
be
honored to send forth
land will be one
that third day-spring of gospel light to the race of man. '\^Tien
once the soil of a country' hath been polluted by the failures
and apostasies of God's church, he removes his special favors
from it, to return no more for long ind disastrous ages. Look
at those lands on which the Helu'ew and the primitive churches
cial significance to

of those

which

A^dll

enjoyed, and misused, and sinned
nities

;

how

their splendid opportu-

how benighted, how accursed, have they
God sought out other lands which had lain in

blighted,

lain ever since

reserve in

away

!

virijrin

wilderness, untainted
'

Ezek.

i.

18.
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KEAP, OR IT PERISHES.
to

cause, or else wliicli

liis

turies of chastisement, in

So,

pel.

if

we waste

had undergone the lustration of cenwhich to relume the light of the gos-

this golden season,

prol)able that

it is

not be the land to which the Gentiles will come
for the church's light, and kings to the brightness of her rising,
"^liile this fair domain will lie blasted by the guilt of its inhab-

America

itants,

will

some

neAV church on

some

soil

now pagan

privilege of sending f(jrth to a benighted world,

will

enjoy the

and to our de-

generate posterity, the dayspring of the millennium.

And what, my l)rethren, is the catastrophe of a series of human generations, mainly lost through the betrayal of that- critone on which providence thus partly stakes the fate of
We have endeavored to grasp the
of its successors ?
eyjl implied in the death of one pagan soul, but found it too
great for imagination. We have endeavored to represent to
ourselves the immense interests of the generation of our pagan
contemporaries, who are directly dependent on us for their
ical

many

rescue from perdition, but the

mind staggered under the

uess and the frightfulness of the thought.
this further

truth, that the

We

destiny of our critical age

mauj coming

vast-

must now add

may

and then we
begin to see the weight of owv responsibilities. Take this great
and dreadful fact home to your meditations, and let it grow
upon your comprehension in the houi'S of silent thought and of
communion with God. Had I the tongues of men and of
angels, it woidd still be mere mockery for me to seek words by
which to exalt your conception of it, for words cannot utter the
largely determine that of

after

it

;

uuutteral)le.

And now we doubtless all feel that the discussion of such
themes as these should have but one conclusion, the enforcement upon our own hearts of the duty of most intense exertion
work of the world's redemption.
But
and paint that energy,, or to fix the
standard of that zeal which is commensurate with the vast exigency? Who, that had not, like Isaiah, received the touch of
a live coal from off the altar upon his lips, or, like Paul, been
caught up into paradise and heard unspeakable words, would
be sufficient for the task?
Let me not attempt it.
But there
is a picture of the love, the effort, the liberality which the occasion should inspire, a picture accurate, and equal to the case.
in this awful yet Ijlessed

who

shall dare to define
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It is the liviug

image

of tlie Saviour's

own example, when he

Him, and not
appHcatiou
of his truth.
man,
of
the
words
stammering
in the
his words
for
the
lost
in
our
labors
Let us learn to describe
"My meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and to finish
his work." ^ And when we give of the abundance with which
God has blessed us, let us consider "the grace of our Lord Jesus
Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for our sakes he became
poor, that we through his povei-ty might be rich."

came

as the Missionary of Heaven.

See, then, in

-

1

John

iv. 34.

*

2 Cor.

viiL 9.

THE GOSPEL IDEA OF PREACHOG.
Enoch, who prophesied (Jude
the days
FEOM
Noah, who was a preacher of righteousness
of

of

5), to

(2

13),

and

Peter

ii.

God has employed "the fooHshness of preaching
them that believe." To us who hold that "the Bible,

our day,

to save

and the Bible

alone, is the religion of Protestants," both the war-

rant for preaching, as a religious ordinance, and the model for

performance, must be given from the word of God, The paprobably the Aaronic priests and the
pious kings, preached to Israel. But the first full description of
its

triarchs, the prophets,

the nature of the exercise

is

the oft-cited j^assage from Nehe-

when Ezra and his associates ^'read in the hook
of the laic of God distinctly, and gave the sense, and caused them,
Here we have the true scriptural
to xinderstand the readingP
idea of the preacher's function to make the people understand
what is in God's word. The Christian minister's commission is
in these words " Preach the word (herald the word /) be instant
miah

viii.

1-8,

:

:

;

in season, out of season
suffering

ing

is

;

and doctrine."

reprove, rebuke, exhort, with
(2 Tim.

the salvation of the soul

redemption from the

;

iv. 2.)

The

all

long-

object of preach-

and that salvation consists in a
and practice of iniquity. The

guilt, love,

instrument of this redemption

God's truth, as he has 7'evealed
The preacher is most
explicitly called a herald; that is, the dehverer of a message.
Now, the herald does not make his message, he merely transmits it.
He has nothing to do with judging its wisdom or fitness let him simply proclaim it as it is given to him. This was
God's command to an ancient preacher: "Arise, go unto Nineveh, that great city, and preach unto it the preaching that I hid
" Sanctify

it.

is

them through thy

truth."

;

thee."

(Jonah

iii.

2.)

Or, the preacher's office

who

uses a die

may be

j)ut into his

plastic substance.

The

illustrated by the work of one
hands, to form impressions on some

sinful soul is that substance.

The word
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of

God

is

the die ; and the divine image of knowledge and true

God, who made man's

holiness is the impression to be formed.

and therefore knows it made the die and of course he best
knew how to make it, to produce the impression he desired.
Now, the workman's business is not to criticize, re-carve, or alter
the die which is committed to him, but simply to press it down
upon the substance to be shaped. In this view, how plain is it
that all preaching must be accurately representative of Bible
Else it is not God's work.
ti-uth, and in Bible proportions?
The preacher's business is simply to take what he finds in the
Scriptures, and as he finds it, and press it down upon the underNothing else is his
standings, hearts, and consciences of men.
business as a preacher. The die is just so sharp and hard,
lie judged it was
so large and so perfect as God would have it.
soul,

;

the right die to produce the impression he intends.

This

is

Here we have a few obvious truths which none
will dispute vv^ho are known as evangelical Christians.
But if
we are not mistaken, they contain the following deductions, by
enough

for us.

which many things very prevalent in the practice of persons considering themselves evangehcal are condemned.

Not only must Bible topics form the whole subject matter
must be presented in scriptural aspects
and proportions. God made the Bible for the people not raw
material which the religious philosopher is to work over into
new forms. Here is a simple and admitted fact, which is full of
neglected inferences. The book of God is not like the book of
creation, a mixed and crude mass of the ore of knowledge, which
must become the subject of scientific re-arrangement, to become
The Bible is for the people this
inteUigible to common minds.
And this implies that God,
is the great principle of Protestants.
the
truth
knew
has
forth
he purposed to apply in
who
best,
set
such forms and aspects as he knew would best suit the human
mind. There can be no other forms of ^presentation so suitable
1.

of preaching, but they

;

;

to the people, because

business

is

just to

God has chosen

these.

show the people what

is

"The

preacher's

in the Bible," as

God

has there set it forth.
2. These principles cvit up by the roots the whole fashion of
"preaching up the times," as it was quaintly called by out- Scotch
forefathers.
If the preacher's business is the redemption of the
soul, and his instrument is the Bible truth, it is plain that he has

o97
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no

biiinesss in the pulpit with

Eastern questions, and

Nebraska

bills,

Abolitionism, poli-

the farrago of subjects with which
infidel ministers of Christianity essay to eke out, as they suptics,

all

the deficient interest and power of the message of salvaThe preacher's business in the pulpit is to make Christians, and not to make free-soilers, Maine-law-men, statesmen,
j)ose,

tion.

His message from the pulpit
which God has put into his mouth, and nothing else.
The question may be asked " Are Bible principles never to be
historians, or social philosophers.

is

that

:

applied, then, to the correction cf the social evils of the

day by
So far
but no faiiher. Let

those Avho are the appointed expounders of the Bible ? "
as

God

so applies

them

in the Bible, yes

;

the preacher take the application of the principles, as

w^ell

as the

from the word of God let him take, not only
his starting position but his whole topics, from God's word, and
he will be in no danger of incurring that sarcasm, as biting as it
princijjles applied,

;

directed against those who " take their texts from the
and their sermons from the newsj)apers." Many preachseem to think that if it is a scriptural principle which they

is just,

Bible,
ers

use,

matters not

it

which they make
cause a

how
of

unscriptui'al or extra-scriptural is the use

it.

man has drawn

They forget that it does not follow, beweapon from the king's armory, that

his

therefore he

is fighting the king's battle soldiers have sometimes
used the sovereign's arms to fight duels with each other. It may
be asked again: "Is the preacher to forego and disuse all that
influence for social good which his Christian intelHgence gives
him ? Has he ceased to be a citizen and a patriot because he
has become a minister ? " No. But when he appears in the
pulpit he appears not as a citizen but as God's herald.
Here is
a ver}- simple and obvious distinction much neglected.
The
ot/ier channels of patriotic influence are open to him which other
;

citizens use, so far as

To

main
by three reasons.
calling.

made

at least to this great truth

;

the machinery and power of religious ordinances

to devote all

—that

single

which the aU-engrossing world does not intrude
one grand object. That minister is false to truth and to

domain
to this

to his

his obvious duty

All social evils, all

and testimony

tribute

is

The importance of the soul's redemption is
pubhc and national ends, sink
Hence God's ministers owe this practical
beside it.

transcendent.
into trifles

he may use them without prejudice

cleave to this alone

into
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Master who says by his conduct that there is anything on
earth important enough to subtract one atom of sacred time or
sacred ordinances from their one great object. Again, by secur-

liis

ing the redemption of the soul, the preacher will secure
is

and

all

the rest will

come

else

Let him make good Christians,
If we have

valuable in his hearers.

that

all

right without farther care.

a nation of Bible Christians,

we

shall

have without trouble

all

And last, he
the social order, Uberty, and intelligence we need.
the legislaphilosopher,
social
work
the
of
who undertakes the
diminish his energies, zeal, time, and inHe will waste on the
fluence for promoting his higher object.
less those energies of head and heart which were all needed for
tor, the politician, will

He will shut up his

the greater.

w^hich are opposed to

him on

access for good to

all

the minds

these secular questions, and thus

hindrance which will incapacitate him for his own Maswork, by undertaking work which belonged to other people.

inciu' a
ter's

"What
3.

is this

From

learn what

thinks

it

but treason

?

the scriptural idea of the preacher's work
is

we may

the true nature of that spirit in the minister which

necessary to take a more ample range in preaching than

How many
simpfy showing the people what the Bible means.
are there who would shrink back with dread from what they
" There is not
consider so confined a walk of ministerial labor.
enough! There is not variety enough! The preacher
would not have elbow-room enough to display his mental jdowers
It is too plodding and simple a business for the theological philosopher!
There would not be mental pabulum enough
And so, in
to feed the intellects of weU-informed hearers!"
some latitudes, we have, as a supplement to the leanness of the

interest

!

gospel, metaphysical discussions of the psychology of religion,
analytic dissections of the religious actings of the

In others we

human

soul.

have grandiloquent expositions of the moral system

of the universe.

In others, scholastic discussions of heads of

up "the bare bones of orthodoxy" into splinNow what
ters as angular and dry as the gravel of the desert.
is all this but unbelief?
Or else it is unbelief combined with
ignorance of those treasures of heavenly wisdom which the word
of God contains.
God puts his sword into the minister's hand,
and tells him that with this he shall conquer. He distrusts it,
and endeavors to add something more trenchant. God tells him,
divinity, splitting
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the result shall
tliis die and press it on the human soul
be the lovely image of God." He insists on re-carving it beGod says, in his infinite wisdom, " these
fore he will apply it.
are the truths which are quick and powerful, and sharper than
any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of
soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow; and which are

" take

;

discemers of the thoughts and intents of the heart." "No," says
the unbelieving servant, "they are dull; I can devise truths more
the spirit of infidelity, and such preaching
Such men are wholly unfit to do the work of
that God who "hath chosen the foolish things of the world to
confound the Avise, and the weak things of the world to confound
the things which are mighty, and base things of the world and
things which are despised, yea, and things which are not to bring
to naught things that are."
There have been two stages in the defection of the church
The first has
from the simphcity of the gospel in past days.
been when the ministry have held to the truths of the gospel
system, but have insisted on arranging and presenting them
according to the methods of the fashionable human philosophy
The second and it is close to the first has been
of the day.
when they have gone to human philosophy, both for their arrangement and their doctrines. The eras of efficiency and. spiritual might have always been prior to both stages, when the minpiercing."

breeds

This

is

infidelity.

—

—

were content to set forth Bible truths in Bible aspects.
The preaching of the primitive church vras simply scriptural and

istry

expository,

From

and the word had

Origen's day

we

free

find the

course and was glorified.

Christian Fathers construct-

ing their discourses on the principles of philosophy, and a false,
artificial rhetoric.

less conversions

Then began the season

and

of general corruption.

of shallow

and heart-

And soon after came

Ai'ianism, Prelacy, Neo-Platonism, Pelagianism, Popery.

The

same steps of decline were trodden again after the Reformation.
Luther and Zwinglius, Farel and Calvin, Latimer and Knox,
preached expository sermons, in which the word of God was
simply set forth in its application to the soul; and the conseIn the
ciuence was a revival almost as vnde as Christendom.
the
age
preaching
next century succeeded
of scholastic
and the
bandying to and fro of orthodox symbols, under which the
odium iheologicurii was far more cultivated than the love of God;
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•

and then came Rationaiism. Many of us are now in the first
stage of dechne, and many more among us have ilkistrated its
How many are the
tendencies hy passing down to the second.
pulpits in NeAv England, now Socinian, which fifty j-ears ago
rung with the metaphysics of religion!
(^1 la Jonathan EdThey forgot that Edwards
wards, as they vainly supposed.
wrote his Freedom of the Wi/l for philosophers, and preached
This class of preachers seems
the simple gospel for his flock.)
to have selected its favorite and prevalent topic, not by asking
what is most nourishing to a believing soul, but "what is best
adapted to display my powers of discussion or of analysis?"
And so some have occupied the Sabbaths of their people with
those polemics hy which the philosophic theologian has defended the outworks of Christianit}', bordering on the foreign
domain of human psychology against infidel assailants. And
thus the}' have committed the absurdity of feeding the flock
inside the fold with the bristling missiles which should have
been hurled at the wolves without. Others of them have dissected, or sublimated, or evaporated, truths which they should
have embodied in the warm proportions of life, as though they
would try to feed the sheep with an analysis of grass instead of
the grass itself, tender, rich and fresh from the green pastures
or would present a kind of chemical resolution into first elements
of skin, horns and hair, instead of pieces of the strong meat of
the word itself.
4.

If the business of the ])reacher is

simply to make the peo-

and feel what is in the word of God, preaching should
usually be what is popularly known as "expository." Inmost
cases it is no fair exposition of the divine meaning to single
out a single proposition from its connection, and fix the whole
attention (m it, to the exclusion of those truths which God has
placed beside it. The Scriptures are a whole. To resume the
illustration of the die, if we would produce a whole impression
we must impress the whole die. "\Ve shall never obtain a symmetrical image by detaching little fragments of a feature, a
WTeatli, or a letter or two of the legend here and there, and enstamping them wit!i great force. Passages of Scripture must be
unfolded in their connection.
Yea, whole books and epistles
must be so applied to the Christian soul. And where we depart
from this method, to preach topically upon a single proposition
ple see
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it sliould yet be a true exposition, an evolumeaning of the spirit in that text. There seem inbe but two chisses of subjects "where such preaching is

of the Scriptures,
tion of the

deed

to

strictly consistent

with the gospel minister's position.

One

is

where a single proposition of the word of God contains a truth
so fundamental and so operative that it justifies an unusual
expenditure of time.
Such are the cardinal doctrines of depravity, the

new

composed

what we may

birth, faith, repentance.

The other

class is

where the
a discussion, or the
iiionil of a story, stated for us by the Holy Ghost himself.
Thus, Romans vi. 1, "What shall we say then? Shall we conof

call representative texts

;

single proposition contains the point of

tinue in sin that grace

may abound?"

cussion of the whole sixth chapter.

states the subject of dis-

We ma}' take this one verse

becomes our diity to unfold the
argument of the apostle upon it, and not one of our own devising.
The sermon is still a true exposition. So Luke xviii. 7
sums up the instruction of the parable of the importunate widow.
In preaching on it we expound that parable. The representative text may also be fairly used, though not in juxtaposition
Avith the passages it represents as John xvii. 21 states what
is unfolded in John xv. 1-8, 1 Cor. xii. 11-27, Eph. iv. 16, etc.,
etc.
But still it is God's discussion which is expounded, and
for our text, Init in doing so

it

;

not man's.

i

OUR COMFORT
A

"Lord

IN

MIMV

SEKMON.

Jesus receive

my

sjjirit.

"— Acts

vii.

59.

minds of Christians should be familiar
This seems to be the object of the
prayer of Moses in Psa, xc. 12 " So teach us to number our days,
that we may apply our hearts unto wisdom." It is inculcated by
our Saviour, in Matt. xxiv. 42: "Watch, therefore, for ye know
not "what hour your Lord doth come." In the season of health
and prosperity it will be wholesome for us to remember that it
that
ITwith proper
thoughts
is

tlie

of death.

:

apjDointed unto

is

men once

and
the mind accustomed
desires

to die.

sober our inordinate

It will

restrain us from abusing our

abundance

And

to

to look its destiny in the face, the sorrows

of old age, of sickness

and

of death, will not

come with the

bit-

terness of surprise.

somewhat remarkable that under each dispensation the
In
first believer's death which is recorded w^as that of a martyr-.
in
the
New
that of
the Old Testament it was that of Abel;
Stephen. Let us endeavor to conceive the awe and dreadful
It is

J. Jackson with. Mrs. Jackson was
an account, and quite a full and correct analysis, of the following
sermon, in a letter written August 26, 1861. The author has been induced, by
what, it is hoped, will be considered a jjardonable infirmity, if it is an infirmity,
from the knowledge of this fact, to select it for insertion, from among the many
preached in the camps. It was prepared and preached many years before to a
1

The

found

private correspondence of General T.

to contain

assemblage in the author's pastoral charge, with especial reference to a
venerable "mother in Israel" there present. On the 25th of August, 1861, the
Sabbath day, the 18th reghnent was encamped within a mile of the Stone-wall
Brigade. The latter lay on the wooded ridge east of Centerville, Fairfax Co., Va.,

little social

On the right of the way was the enit.
and on the left that of the artillery and the quarters of
the General. Being requested by him to preach for his command, and having
secured a supply for his own regiment, the author delivered this sermon in the
•woods, in the presence of the General and his staff, and a promiscuous assemblage
It seemed to him to present a subject not inappropriate to
of men and officers.
where the main road

campment

to Alexandria crosses

of the infantry

6o2
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which the

curiosity with

human

first
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beings witnessed the

first

execntion upon one of their fellows of the threatened doom,

had never been
was something irresistible and terrible, which terminated the existence of the body and restored it
to the dust from which it was taken.
But now they beheld it
they saw the glazed eye, the sunken and pallid coimtenance,
the marble rigidity, and above all the ghostly aspect of the
corpse.
How much was the terror of the spectacle enhanced
by the fact that the death of their brother was by violence that
his blood was poured out in murder, and the image of humanity
in him foully marred before he became food for worms'
death for

seen

man

;

Hitherto, the %asage of death

sin.

only

knew

that

it

:

There

also a peculiar interest in the death of the first Chris-

is

new dispensation for the grave and the world of
had now received a new illustration. The saints of the
Old Testament had, indeed, good hope that "their souls should
not be left in Hades." But the instructions and the resurrection
of Christ had now illuminated the tomb with a new flood of
light and hope.
tian of the

;

spirits

" There the ilear flesh of Jesus lay,

And

left

a long perfume.

His death had now conquered the king of terrors, disarmed him
of his sting, and led captivity captive.
Believers, with such an
example, must surely learn a new lesson of submission and courage.

Accordingly, the death

of

the

proto-martyr, although

accompanied with every outward circumstance of cruelty and
horror, was full of consolation and peace.
Persecuted upon
the unjust charge of perverting the religion of Moses, he

had

defended himself and rebuked his accusers' sins with a faithful boldness by which they were cut to the l>eart, insomuch
Christian soldiers, whose business it was to die for their coiiutry.
It was hoped that
the sublime truths revealed to*us in this passage of God"s word would be impressive to those who were out of Christ, and consoling to those who were vmited by

him

and

that the Divine Comforter would bless them to such
might be appointed unto death. Subsequent events have
shown that among this number was the great leader himself and it is felt as no
small favor of the Head of the church that this discourse was carried as a message of consolation and strength to that devout and consecrated heart, as was
shown by the elevated joy with which he received its doctrine, and his reference
So may it strengthen the souls of all God's chosen ones to
to it in his letters.
whom it comes, and deliver them who, through fear of death, have been all their
lifetime siibject to bondage."
faith to
as,

;

especiallj',

in his secret purpose,

;

'

'
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IN DYING.

His justification
that the J gnashed upou him with their teeth.
of himself and his charges against them were unanswerable;
but the tyrant's argument remained to them, and they resolved
at once to silence his voice and to gratify their malignity by
his death.

He was condemned

to that ghastly

mode

of execu-

Surrounded with a raging
multitude, who were rather wild beasts than men, he was
dragged out of the city; and while a young Pharisee named
tion, stoning to

Saul,

death with stones.

afterwards the great apostle of the Gentiles, kept the

clothes of the executioners, they stoned Stephen, calling
God, and saying, " Lord Jesus, receive my spirit."

But

his

Redeemer, who had so recently passed

upon

to his throne

By

the power
Holy Ghost he vouchsafed to his dying servant a vision
of the glory of God, and of Christ standing on his right hand,
which was sufficient to repay for the agonies of a violent death.

throiigh a similar ordeal, did not forsake him.
of the

How amazing, my

brethren, was the contrast between that scene,
which was obvious to the eye of sense, and that different one
which disclosed itself to the eye of faith at the same time ? The

one presents us with a

solitary, helpless sufferer, the centre of a

group of murderous assailants, prostrate, crushed with innumerable blows, his dying countenance begrimed with dust and blood,
and his palpitating form mangled almost beyond the semblance

But oh! behold the other! Look up! There
opens before us that heavenly court, which violence, sm and
death can never enter, radiant wdth light ineffable, displaying
the throne of Almighty justice, now newly occupied by the Godman, who rises up at his martyr's cry, and with a countenance
combining unutterable human love and pity with the terrible
glories of deity, stretches forth his hand, lately l)leeding for us
of humanity.

on the cross, now armed with the sceptre of the universe. At
beck the liberated soul leaps from its poor, dishonored
tenement, leaving it all insensible to its wrongs, and mounts,
beaming wdth love and triumph, to the inviting arms! Blessed
his

compensation.

What

are the pains of dying

compared with

such a reward ?
Could we see invisible things we should often witness similar
Thai
contrasts at the bedsides of the departing people of God.

which our senses make known to us is a gloomy, shaded room,
a couch, a circle of tearful, solemn watchers and a gasping, pal-
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the agonies of deatli.

call

Bnt conld

we see in the light of the upper sanctiiary, we should more corOne moment the siifferer
rectly call them the agonies of birth.
is

hovering in insensibility upon the faint line which separates

and death, or wrestling with the strong throes of his last strugThe next, the body lies a corpse, and the suppressed wail
of bereavement from the survivors fills the chamber of death.
But could we follow the ransomed spirit, as it soars to its home,
how diftereut would be the world of glory which bursts upon its
fsight, and the shout of joy with which it enters in?
But I have proposed, my brethren, to consider especially the

life

gle.

proto-martyr's dying prayer,

"Lord

Jesus, receive

my

spirit."

This seems to teach us that Stephen regarded Jesus
Christ as very God.
There are sundry places in the Scriptures
where this prime doctrine is not so much dogmatically asserted
as unintentionally, though clearly implied.
These evidences of
First.

our Saviour's divinity are, in one aspect, even more satisfactory
mind than the set and formal assertions, because so obviously sincere expressions of the sacred writer's inmost heart,
to the

and because they show how this cardinal truth is interwoven
with the believer's whole experience. We are told by Scripture
The
that Stephen was an eminent saint and an inspired man.
heavens had just been opened to him, and the celestial realities
had been disclosed^ with the position of Jesus at the right hand
of the Father.
And now, immediately after this vision, and
amidst the solemn emotions of the last hour, he praj^s to Jesus
Christ, addressing to him the most momentous petition which
the creature can raise to deity
Your English bibles read:
" They stoned Stephen, calling upon God and saying, Lord
Jesus, receive my spirit." You will notice that the word God is
printed in itahc letters by which our translators would signify
;

it, but they
have judged it better to supply it in order to complete the sense.
In my judgment it would have been more correct to have it as
it stands in the Greek: "They stoned Stephen, invoking and

that there is nothing in the original answering to

raying,

Lord Jesus, receive

my

spirit."

Thus the

intention of

the evangelist, which was to state that Christ was the object of
his prayers, is

made

But even though his meaning be
which is raised to Jesus Christ in
one which no scriptural behever could address
clear.

lost in this point, the petition

the last clans

is
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any other than God. He alone is the proper object of rehgious worship; and the man is bhnd, indeed, who would entrust
his everlasting all in the ai-ticle of death to any other than an
omnipotent arm.

to

In every office of the Redeemer the enlightened Christian feels
that he could not properly rely upon him for salvation unless
he is very God. It is "because he is God, and there is nono
else," that Isaiah invites " all the ends of the earth to look unto
him and be saved." But in the hour of death especially, the
Christian needs a Saviour who is no less than God. An angel
could not sympathize with our trial, for they cannot feel the
pangs of dissolution. A human friend cannot travel with us the
path through the dark valley for the creature who j-ields to the
stroke of death is overwhelmed, and returns no more to guide
The God-man alone can sustain us he has felt the
his fellow.
mortal blow, for he is man he has survived it, and returns triumphing to succor us, for he is God. Unless this di\ine guide
be "^dth us we must fight the battle with the last enemy alone
;

;

;

and unaided.

Just Avhen the struggle becomes most fearful to

the soul, the veil of approaching dissolution descending between

and

it off in the outer darkness
and then,
must the king of terrors be met, "uith no
human arm to succor and no ear to hear the cry of despair
that is lost in the infinite silence.
So must you die, my friend,
and I. Though wife and children, and officious comrades be
crowding around your bed, and loved ones be stooping to receive
3-our last sigh to their very hearts, and 3-our dying head be pillowed upon the bosom which was the dearest resting place of
your sorrows while li^'ing, the last approach of death will separate you from them all, and you wall meet him alone.
The icy
shadow of his dart, as it comes near your heart, will obstruct aU
the avenues of sense by which their sympathy can reach you.
Even then, practically, you will die alone as truly alone as the
last wanderer in some vast "uilderness, who falls exhausted on the
plain, and sees nothing above but the burning sky, or around

it

all this

world shuts

;

in vast sohtary night,

;

save the boundless waste

when the ship

is

;

as truly alone as the mariner who,

rushing before a gale through the midnight sea,

drops from the mast-head, and buffets vainly with the innumerable billows amidst the pitchy darkness, while his despairing
shriek

is dro^\'ned

by the tumult of the deep.
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that Jesus Christ draws near as an omnipotent

alone of

est abysses of death,

all

the universe has fathomed the deep-

has explored

all its

caverns of despair, and

has returned from them a conqueror. He is not only sympathizing man, but omnipresent God, who can go with us into thu
penetralia of the court of death.
When our last hoiu- comes,
then let us say, brethren, "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit."
"When I pass through the valley of the shadow of death, be
thou "uith me let thy rod and thy staff comfort me."
;

am

taught by this prayer of the mai-tjT to expect
an immediate entrance into the blessed presence of Jesus Christ.
I see here that Stephen believed that "the souls of behevers are,
at their death, made perfect in holiness, and do immediately pass

Second. I

He

into glory."

absorb his

e\ddently did not expect that the grave would

spirit into

a state of unconscious sleep, to last until

the final consummation

;

or that any limbus, or purgatory, was to

swallow him for a time in

its fiery bosom.
His faith aspu'ed diarms of Christ, and to that blessed world where his
glorified humanity now dwells.
Some would persuade us that death is an unconscious sleep

rectly to the

its own being
thought independent of the body, but a mere pJie-

that the soul is not a distinct substance, possessed of

and powers

of

nomejion, the result of the body's organic action, as sound is of the

vibration of the musical chord

;

and that so there

is

an absolute

suspension of the soul's conscious existence until such time as
the body is reared from the dust in the resurrection. So thought

He manifestly regarded his spirit as
separable from the body, and therefore as true, independent

not the inspired martjT.

The latter he rehnquishes to the insults of his enemies; the former he commits to Jesus Christ. So taught not
that Saviour and his two favored disciples when they showed us
substance.

Moses and Elijah

So promised not the dying Redeemer
to the penitent thief, when he said, "This day thou shalt be
with me in Paradise." His body was left upon the tree a prey
to the brutahty of his executioners, and probably to ravenous
birds.
Yet his soul, the true being, passed \\dth his d;)dng Redeemer into immediate blessedness. So believed not Paid when
he said that " to him to Hve was Christ and to die was gain,"
and that " to be absent from the body was to be present with the
Lord." And would he ever have been in a strait betwixt the
in glory.
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two

desires, to live

and

ix dying.

f 'o^rFc )irr

lal)<)r

for

]iis

converts and to die, liad

the latter been a sleep of dreary ages in the dust ?

Surely this
zealous laborer for Christ could not have hesitated between the
choice of such a useless, unconscious blank on the one hand,

and of happy activity on eai-tli on the other
was checcpiered with toils and persecutions. ^
How much more dreary woidd not the tomb be if the sentient, thinking soul were engulphed in it along with the body?
Xor is there an answer in the saying that its loss ^vill virtually
be no loss, because the soul will be totally unconscious of it at
the time.
But it would not be unconscious of it before and
after.
Man is a being of forecast and of retrospection and it
is impossible that he should not recoil ^itli dread from the absorption of his o-rni active, thinking being by this realm of annihilation, and the dedication of so many ages which might have
been filled ^vith u.sefulness and enjoyment to fraitless non-existence.
Such is not our creed, my brother.
If only we are in
Christ by time faith, the grave will have naught to do with that
which is the true, conscious being. Is the tomb dark and doleful and chill, and loathsome with the worm and the dust ?
"What

and a Hfe

of praise

hand, albeit

it

;

is that to

me ?

gnawing worm.

I shall never

The

there

lie

coffin lid v^iW

;

I shall never feel the

never confine

mc

The spirit,

!

the conscious, spontaneous, thinking, knowing, feeling

which constitutes the true man, the

tiling,

which alone can hope or
fear, or experience the tooth of pain, ^"ill have soared away to a
brighter realm before these abhorred scenes overtake it.
Only
the poor, disused tenement, the unconscious clay, v^ill be theu*
/,

Adctim.
It is vdth. equal comfort that the believer's

mind is emanciThe efficacy

pated fi'om the fears of a purgatory beyond death.

of Christ's vicarious righteousness is asseiied in terms

which

for-

bid the thought that any retribution will ever be exacted of one
who by a time faith has become interested in Him. " There is
to them which are in Christ Jesus." " Who
any thing to the charge of God's elect? It is God that
justifieth
who is he that condemneth " ? - "For by one offering
And their
he hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified.
sins and iniquities "srill I remember no more.
Xow, where remi>.-

now no condemnation
shall lay

;

.

>

See Luke

-Tiom.

viii.

ix. 30,
1,

33.

31; Lukexxiii. 43; Phil.

i.

21; 2 Cor.

v.

.

8; Phil.

.

i.

23.
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no more offering for sin."^ I will not
by following all tlie thorny sophisms by
wLicli this most potent engine of superstition and priest-craft is
One conclusiye view will show you that it cannot
supp<^rted.
be true. The passages cited teach, beyond a peradventure, that
no other penal retribution exists or is required for the guilt of
the believer's sins than that of Christ's sacrifice.
I now add
neither is it possible that any purifying chastisement, sent in love
and not in judgment, by purgatorial fires after death, can be inflicted upon believers, for the reason that when they die they
are at once made perfectly holy.
How can that be purged which
But that justified sinners are at
is already absolutely clean?
death immediately made perfect in holiness is taught beyond
dispute, where we are told that they go directly from death to
heaven, and that heaven is a place of perfect purity. "Lazarus
died and was carried by angels to Abraham's bosom." To the
thief it was said, "This day thou shalt be ^dth me in Paradise."
Stephen, looking up from the bloody gi'ound which was about
to be his death-bed, said to a present Sa^-iour, " Lord Jesus, re"If our earthly house be dissolved, we have a
ceive my spirit."
" To be absent from the body "
building of God in the heavens."
is "to be present with the Lord."
But "corniption doth not insior of these

detain

you

is, tliere is

uselessly

That upper sanctuary

herit incorruption."

"the
Avise

spirits of just

enter into

On

it

men made

is

"and

perfect,"

the assembly of
there shall in

no

anything that defileth.""

these impregnable foundations rests the blessed assurance
" And I heard a voice from

of our immediate glory after death.

heaven saying imto me, Write, Blessed are the dead which die in
the Lord from henceforth Yea, saith the Spirit, that they may
rest from their laljors and their works do follow them." ^ Dreary
would be the Christian's death-bed, indeed, if the best prospect
which could be offered him amidst the decays of nature were but
this that he must pass from the toils of life and the pangs of
dying to fiercer pains beyond the gi-ave, of uncertain duration,
which could only be abridged by the piety and doubtful care of
survivors.
Blessed be God, such is not our hope but when once
life's pilgrimage is ended, if we live in faith and love towards
:

;

:

;

'

Heb.

2

Luke

X.

14-18.

xvi. 22;

23; Rev. rxi. 27.

See
xiriii.

.-dso

Ps.

43; Acts

ciii.

vii.
»

12;

Micah

59; 2 Cor.

Eev.

vii.

19;

v. 1,

xiv. 13.

Eom.

v. 1.

6-8; 1 Cor. xv.

.50;

Heb. xiL
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The pains

God, the eternal peace begins.

of our last struggle

are the last experience of evil to "which the

ransomed

spirit is

called forever.

We learn from the text to what guidance

Tliiixl.

may commit
of spirits.

his soul during its

unknown

the Christian

joui'ney into the world

Let us endeavor, mj- brethren, to obtain a practical

and palpable conception of that world. I beheve that heaven is
as traly a place as was that paradise of the primeval world
where the holy Adam dwelt. When we first anive there we shall
be disembodied spirits. But finite spirits have theu" locahty.
The clearer evidence, however, that heaven is a literal place is,
that it now contains the glorified, material bodies of Enoch, of
EHjah, of Christ, and probably of the saints who rose vith their
Redeemer. But where is this place? In what quai-ter of this

In what sphere do the Man Jesus and his ranvast universe ?
soned ones now dwell ? When death batters down the walls of the
eai'thly tabernacle,

To what
ney?

whither shall the dispossessed soul set out ?
it turn in beginning its mysterious jour-

direction shall

It

knows not;

it

needs a

skilful,

powerful and friendly

guide.

But more; it is a journey into a spiritual world, and this
thought makes it awful to the apprehensions of man. The presence of one disembodied spirit in the soHtude of night would
shake us with a thrill of dread. How, then, could we endure to
be launched out into

know

this iintried

ocean of space, peopled by, we

not what, mysterious beings ?

fear at the meeting of

How

some heavenly or

would

^ye shrink

with

infernal principality,

rushing "with lightning speed through the void, upon some mighty
errand of mercy or malice, clothed with unimagined splendors of

angehc attributes, and attended by the hosts of his spuitual
comrades? How could we be assured that we should not fall a
How
prey to the superior power of some of these evil angels ?
be ceiiiain that we might not lose our way in the pathless vacancy, and wander up and down forever, a bewildered, solitary
This journey into the
rover, amidst the wilderness of worlds?
vmknown world mustj else, issue in our introduction to a scene
whose awful novelties will overpower our faculties for even the
very thought of thim, when they are permitted to dwell upon our
;

hearts,

fills

us with a sense of dreadful suspense.

trembling soul need some one on

whom

to lean,

Truly will the
some mighty,
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experienced and tender guardian, who will point the way to the
prepared mansions, and cheer and sustain its fainting courao-e.

That guide
receive

my

is

Christ

:

therefore let us say, in dj-ing

:

" Lord Jesus,

spirit."

It is a delightful belief, to which the gospel seems to give most
soHd support, that our Eedeemer is accustomed to employ ir^
"What Christian has failed to dethis mission his holy angels.
rive sublime satisfaction as he has read the allegorical description in the Pilgrims Progress of Christian and Hopeful crossing
the river of death, and ascending with a rejoicing company of

angels to the gate of the celestial city.

It is, indeed, but an alwhich Hkens death to a river. But it is no allegory ifc
is a literal and blessed truth
that angels receive and assist the
departing souls which Christ redeems.
"Ai'e they not all minis-

—

legory,

—

them who shall be heirs
Wlien Lazarus died " he was carried by angels
They are our destined companions in
to Abraham's bosom."
the upper world to which we go.
"With what tender sympathy
wiU not these pure spirits assist the dying moments of their ransomed brethren of earth and wdtli what lo^'ing joy -udll they not
welcome them to their home ? "When we were brought by repentance out of our guilt and enmity, there was joy among them.
During all the long and wavering contest of the saint on this
tering spirits, sent forth to minister to
of salvation ? "

;

earth these ministering angels are his watchful assistants.

now that

And

won, the cultui'e of the soul for heaven
completed, and the fruit which first budded in his repentance is
matured for glory, mth what glad songs v^'iU not the angels shout
the harvest home ? "We cannot distinguish by our gross senses
the presence and agency of these incorporeal assistants. Even
while they minister to us they are unknown to us, by name, as
But none the less are they present.
in nature.
the %dctory

'
'

And when
tlie

is

There are more things in heaven and earth
Than are dreamed of in onr philosophy.

away by death,
upon us unobstructed.

the walls of the flesh are battered

vision of the spiritual world will flow in

Not seldom does the death-bed of Christ's people present instances which seem as though some gleams of that celestial light, and
some glimpses of the beings who inhabit it, begin to reach tjie

dpng

saint before he quite leaves the clay, through the rents
which are made in his fi-ail tabernacle by the strokes of the last
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^Miat is it that sometimes makes tlie sunken counteenemy.
nance light up in the article of death with a sudden glory, and
the eye, but now devoid of speculation, beam "sntli one more expiring flash of heaven's light ?
Has the soul seen through the
bending over its agony, and
already
the
angels'
faces
veil
torn
heard their tender call, unheard by ears of flesh, wooing it out
of the crumbling bodj-:
"Haik! they whisper; angels
Sister spirit, come away!

say,

But perhaps these questions are not authorized by the

God has vouchsafed

lation

world.

Yet there

is

glorious than this.

one more truth which
It is that

is revealed, even more
ransomed souls are the actual com-

"God

jDanions, not only of angels, but of the
flesh."

festly

When
by

manifest in the

the martp' uttered the prayer of the text he mani-

looked to the arms of Christ as his

authorized

revela-

to give us of the secrets of the other

his example to say,

We

are

Jesus, receive

my

final

"Lord

home.

pangs of dying
and guide it to its heavenly home, and clothe it in thy own robe
of righteousness and answer for it in the great day of accounts,
Tliou
but that it may dweU with thee in a world mthout end.
didst pray, Father, I ^\ill that they also whom thou hast given
me be with me where I am, that they may behold my glory ; ^
and thee the Father heareth always. Thou didst show the holy
apostle that, after thou comest wdth the voice of the archangel
and the trump of God, we shall ever be with the Lord.'^ Thou
has taught us that, when thou shalt appear, we shall be like
thee; for we shall see thee as thou art.'"^ Oh! blessed resting
place
"In thy presence is fulness of joy at thy right hand are
Let us, brethren, Hve and die Hke
pleasures for evermore."*
beheving Stephen, and our spirits will be received to the place
where the God-man holds his regal court, to go out thence no
more forever. We shall see him on his throne, so gloriously
earned; we shall see the same face which beamed love upon
the sisters of Bethany and upon the beloved disciple, and
Avhich wept at the grave of his friend ; not, as then, marred with
our griefs and pensive with the burden of our sorrows, but shining as the sun. Yet that splendor will not sear our vision it
spuit, not only that thou mayest sustain

it

in the

'

'

'

'

;

!

;

'John

xvii. 24.

'

1

Thess.

iv.

17.

^

j

joim

in. 2.

^

Psalm

xvi. 11.
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be tlie light of love. We shall see the very hands Avhieh
were pierced for us not then bleeding, but reaching forth to us
We
the sceptre of universal dominion to guide and protect us.
shall hear the very voice which once said, " Come unto me all je
that labor and are heavy laden," bidding our worthless souls
will

;

And as we gaze and adore and praise,
Spii'it into the same image of holichanged
by
his
we
"
This honor have all his saints.'
ness.
But, alas all whom I address have not the faith and holiness
They live in wilful impenitence, and call not oil
of Stephen.
Yet they too must pass through this iron
the name of Christ.
On whom will you call, you who have neglected
gate of death
welcome

to his glory.

shall be

!

!

your Saviour, when you
ness

;

jjass

when the inexorable

human

down

into this valley of great dark-

veil begins to descend, shutting out

help and sympathy from your despairing eyes

;

when

abused tenement
Avhen you launch forth into the void immense, a naked, shiverdeath thrusts out your wretched soul from

its

when you stand before the great white throne ? Can
you face these horrors alone ? How will you endure a beggared,
undone eternity?
It ma}' be that you will seek in vain this terrible, helpless
solitude, rather than the worse alternative which the justice of
God may assign you. The de\T.ls who now tempt you may
then become your captors, beset youi* dying bed and seize your
ing ghost ;

"UTetched soul, as

it

is

cast out fi'om the body, to bind

everlasting chains under darkness against the

it

in

judgment of the

last day.

Call on Christ, then, to-day, in repentance

that

you may be

entitled to call

extremity.

Own him now

you then as

his people.

upon him

and

faith, in

in the

as your Lord, that he

order

hour of your

may

confess

THE CHEISTIAS SOLDIER.'
*'Be of good cotirage and let us play the man for onr people, and for tlie cities of
our God; and tlie Lord do that which seemeth him good." 2 Samuel x. 12.

—

THE

duties of patriotism are not prominently urged in sa-

cred Scripture.
witli

.

Tliis

we account

a certain sickly school of moralists,

for,

not by supposing,

tliat this

sentiment

is

narrow or inconsistent with the broadest philanthropy

selfish,

but by the

facts, that

the obligations of the citizen are not di-

and that they are so natural as to require little
The Hebrew Scriptures do indeed say enough, as
inculcation.
in the text, to justify an intense love of native land and its inCi^dl government is God's ordinance, and if it be
stitutions.
rectly rehgious,

The diversity of
tongues, characters, races and interests among mankind forbids
The aggregation
their union in one universal commonwealth.

just,

of

one of his greatest temporal blessings.

men

into separate nations is therefore necessary

;

and the

authority of the governments instituted over them, to maintain

and external defence against aggression, is of
divine appointment.
Hence, to sustain our government with
lieart and Jiaiid is not only made by God our privilege, but our
internal order

Our

duty.

way

best

to advance the well-being of the race is to

iidvance that of the portion of our race associated with us in the

same

society.

He who

extends his philanthropy so broadly

as to refuse a special attachment to the interests of his oAvn
people, will probably

make

it

so thin as to be of no account to

any people.
I therefore beheve that there

is

warm
made up

nothing opposed to an en-

lightened Christianity in a

patriotism for our particular

country.

of several elements

Tliis feeling is

mate regard

for our

that of our famihes,
citizens
'

;

:

a legiti-

own welfare and worldly estate, interest in
and a wider benevolence towards our fellow-

together with an honest pride in the glories of our his-

A sermon,

commemorative of the death of Abraham
Dec, 1862.

in College Church, Va.,
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C. Carringtou.

Preached

THE CHRISTIAN SOLDIER.
tory,

and

in the justice of our institutions,

of local affection to the very scenery

The

and
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-^atli tlie

soil of

attachments

our native land.

text expresses this sentiment in action against the un-

It was uttered by one who
was very far from being a friend of God at heart, the haughty
and violent Joab, the murderer of Abner, the patron of the dissolute Absalom, the chieftain who closed his stormy career by
bringing his hoary head at last to the block for treason against
But Joab was now the lawfully
his master's chosen successor.
general
of
Israel.
Although
appointed
not a child of God, he
was probably a sincere patriot; and his unsanctified lips, like
those of Balaam, were now employed by God to utter words of
truth and duty.
We regard the text, then, as God's command,
not because it was spoken by Joab, but because his language is
virtually sanctioned by the Holy Ghost in the general tenor of
the narrative and the issue of the transaction. The Ammonites,
after publicly affronting King Da\dd's ambassadors without provocation, had hired a multitude of pagan Syrians, and were
threatening to desolate the land of the Hebrews. Joab went to
meet them, and after making the most prudent disposition of his
forces, exhorted them, " Be of good courage," etc.
Unprovoked ^\'ar is the most monstrous secular crime that
can be committed it is at once the greatest of evils, and includes the Avorst forms of robbery and murder. Wherever war is
prompted by mere pique or lust of aggrandisement, or ambition
for fame and power, it deserves all that can be said of its mischiefs and criminality by the most zealous advocates of peace.
And nothing can rescue a people waging war from this guilt

righteous assailant of our country.

;

except the fact that their appeal to arms

is

necessary for the

defence of just and vital rights.

But while the Scriptures teach
this, they give no countenance to the weak fanaticism which
commands governments to practice a passive non-resistance
Nations are usually unjust and unscrupin such a world as this.
ulous.

The very

that there is

A

fact that they are politically sovereign implies

no umpire between them, except divine providence.

passive attitude would usvially only provoke, instead of dis-

arming, attack.

Hence

its

only effect would be to bring

all

the

horrors and desolations of invasion upon the innocent people,

while the guilty went free

and instructed

rulers,

God

when thus

has, therefore, both permitted

unjustly assailed, to retort these
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upon the assailants "svlio introduce tlieui. Tlie very fact
war is so terrific a scourge, and that aggressive war is such
an enormous crime, only makes it more clear that the injured
party are entitled to their redress, and are justified in inflicting
on the injui"ers such chastisement as will compel their return to
justice, even including the death and ruin which thej- were pre-,
miseries
that

all

paring against their inoffensive neighbors.
It is perfectly clear that sacred Scriptiu'e legaUzes

such de-

Abram, Moses, Joshua, Samuel, David, Josiah,
the Maccabees, were such wan-iors and they were God's chosen
saints.
It was " tlirough faith they waxed valiant in fight, turned
fensive war.

;

to flight the armies of the aliens."

(Heb.

and with them, by gi^dng, in their
ers and miraciilous assistance to

battles,

God fought for
answers to their pray-

xi. 34.)

their arms.
Under the New
Testament, when Christ's forerunner was preaching the baptism of
repentance, he did not enjoin on soldiers the surrender of their

profession as sinful, but onlj^ the restricting of themselves to

The New Testament tells us of a centurion
commended by our Redeemer as possessed of
"great faith;" and of a Cornelius, who was "accepted ^^•itll God,
as fearing him and working righteousness."
(Luke iii. 14 vii. 9
Acts X. 33.) The Apostle Paul (Rom. xiii. 4) tells us that the

its

lawful duties.

affectionately

;

magistrate "beareth not the sword in vain; for he

is

the minis-

God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth
evil."
It would be strange indeed if the ruler who is armed by
God with the power of capital punishment against the domestic
miu'derer could not jiistly inflict the same doom on the foreign
criminal who invades our soil, unprovoked, for the pui'pose of
shedding blood. The security of Hfe and property which the
magistrate is intended to provide by his power of punishing
would be illusory, indeed, if it could onl}' be used against indi-

ter of

criminals, while the more mischievous and "s\adespread
crimes of organized multitudes must go impunished. Aggres-

A'idual

war is wholesale murder and when the government sends
<jut its army to repel and chastise the invader, it does but inflict summary execution on the murderer caught in the act,
I have briefly stated this truth in order to ground firmly your
sive

;

behef in the righteousness of the calHng of the Christian soldier.
God has authorized him. The objects for which he contends
are excellent, noble, yea of

supreme temporal value- "for our
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people and for the

Our homes and the

our God."

cities of

shel-

our families, the rights bequeathed to us by our ancestors,
the whole earthly welfare of us and all our fellow-citizens, every
thing which is included as valuable in the words, iny cotmtry,
ter of

is

And how much

committed to his protection.

that jihrase

includes he can appreciate who, as a conquered exile, has no

We

country.

could understand in part lately,

fear that this fate

might be

The godly

ours.

when we began

to

soldier is called to

defend also the far dearer interests of the church of God, involved in so many ways with those of the country in which it is

He

planted.

protects

all

of the noblest attributes of
in

these precious objects

manhood, courage,

by the

exercise

self-devotion, faith

God.

The

glory of the soldier's prowess has always inflamed the

admiration and dazzled the fancy of mankind above all other
To the warrior who has done acts of high emprise
greatness.

on the bloody

field,

have ever belonged the loudest shouts of pop-

The multitudes throng his chariot wheels as those
His name is written highest on the monof no other benefactor.
umental marble. The heart of ingenuous youth thrills more
ular applause.

warmly as he reads his exploits than at all the other marvels of
and even tender woman reserves for him her sweetest
Let
smiles, "and loves him for the dangers he has passed."

history,

not the pseudo-philanthropist say that this universal, this resist-

merely an irrational remnant
of the more bloody and ruthless ideas of Paganism, or a gust of

less

impulse of the popular heart

is

the fancy fevered by the romance

"Of

luoviug accidents by flood and

Of hairbreadth

'scapes

i'

th'

field,

imminent deadly breach;"

and knowledge oi a Chrismen should rather be bestowed
tian age
on those who bless by the gifts of science and the exertions of
our nobler part, the mind, than on those who are eminent only
for their power to destroy; that he who has "made two blades
of grass to grow where but one grew before," or who has helped
to civihze his fellows by invention in the arts of peace or the
lessons of high philosophy-, should be the true hero, and not he
who exhibits the might of a mere animal rage to devastate and
that

it is

;

unworthy

of the benevolence

that the admiration of

degrade.
It is true that,

if

this admiration of the military virtues is be-
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stowed on the liireling, tlie mere soldier of fortune or the scourge
of nations, who, like "Macedonia's madman or the Swede,"
it is a monstrous perverfifrhts from the lust of fame and power
heart and reason
human
instincts
of
the
great
But
the
sion.
;

never go totally

astra^^.

These perverted instances would not oc-

cur unless there were a true military glory, to blind men as to the
black deformity of its coimterfeit. This universal applause of
the martial "vartues is the instinctive testimony of man's heart to
the fact, that they require the exercise of the noblest sentiments

human soul. He who cultivates the arts of peace does,
indeed, make a worthy contribution to tbe well-being of his fellow-men but he who defends them with his life makes the
of the

;

contribution of supreme value.
security which

are

He

maintains that peace and

the necessary- conditions for enjoying

all

But for his protection it would be of no avail
that
the two blades of gi-ass grew for every one
to the citizens
that grew^ before, when all were trampled down by the ruthless
other acquisitions.

Nor

invader.

is

it

true that the exploits of the soldier are

merely those of the brute muscle and sinew, and of animal
War, and especially modern war, is not an unreasoncourage.
but it is a profession requiring, especially in its leaders^
the widest combinations of the elements of thought, the most
sleepless reflection and most rapid sagacity.
ing art

;

But the

true glory of the Christian soldier is in this

is called to

And

:

that

he

the noblest exertions of the emotions and the will.

if his occupation were contrasted with those of the
and the philosopher, as being non-intellectual, which
we have denied, the moral sentiments which actuate his exerFor the
tions justify the exalted admiration of his fellow-men.

even

civilian

heart

nobler, -ndser, greater than the head.

is

of the head are cold and devoid of moral

The speculations

trait.

It is the

im-

man as a moral being.
To will magnanimously is

pulses of the heart which characterize

To

love

is

better than to analyze.

more noble than to invent. Disinterestedness is more excellent
than ingenuity, and courage for the right is grander than talent.
If a man go upon the battle-lield in foohsh forgetfulness of his
duty and danger if he is bold merely because he refuses to
;

he rushes forward only with the senseless fury of the
bull maddened by the trumpet, and
think

;

if

'

'

His courage dwells but in a trovibled flood
Of mounting spirits and fermenting blood ;
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he is moved bj no moral appreciation of the cause for wliicli
he stakes his life, he is not brave his frenzy is not true courage
he is not the man of whom we speak, however he may sometimes
if

;

intrude himself into his honor.

But

us suppose the Christian man, who wholly prefers

let

peace and

its

joys to the turmoil of war,

who

considers

all

his

and weighs well the preciousness of the home, the hfe and
the love, from which a violent death would tear him, but who
yet foregoes those dear delights of peace, and deserts that home
and its loves, for a time, and jeopards life itself, reluctantly, yet
with determination, because he finds that duty, dearer than
peace and home and hfe, demands the sacrifice. This is he who
"is of good courage and plays the man for his jjeoj^le and for
the city of his God." And I assert this Christian courage is but
risk,

another

name

and

duty,

for self-sacrifice.

to the

good of

who

dut}-, to his

church and to his God.

interestedness, the

up

his

life

rather than be recreant to

same consecration

tion,

the same faith in God.

who

is

self to

Its spirit is precisely that of

the martyr,

yields

does but postpone

It

others.

It expresses the

same

dis-

to the sentiment of oblisa-

I beheve that in many a soldier
baring his breast as a bulwark for our rights, this
determination is as true a work of the grace of God as was ever

now

fulfilled in

the Christian martyr

rather than deny his Lord.

reverence,
his

is,

when he embraced

the stake

Yes, this courage, I assert

it

with

in the true Christian soldier, but the reflection in

humbler measure

of the spirit with

which his divine Master

towards Jerusalem and calmly braved the
which awaited him there. He is the vine they,

set his face steadfastly

baptism of

fire

the branches.

;

He is the noblest exemplar

moral courage
they, the feebler reflectors of his apirit in their lower spheres.
It was this magnanimous sacrifice of Christ which purchased for
him the throne of universal dominion, and filled all heaven with
of true

the acclaim of angels and ransomed saints.

pay

Shall

we

not, then,

humbler imitation of his
their people and the city of their God,

to his followers, when, for their

self-devotion, they die for

the best tributes of our earthly affections ?

Such, I beheve, was

by a chivalrous
and honorable nature, but regulated and sustained by the grace
of God derived fi-om the example and spirit of Christ his

the courage of our brother, prompted, indeed,

head.
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The temper of tlie Christian soldier is also one of high faith
and profound submission to God. While he plays the man for
his people and the cities of his God, he adds, "And the Lord
do that which seemeth him good." Here is a recognition of the
ovemiling providence of God in the fate of commonwealths and
the decision of battles. Here is expressed a hearty confidence
in the wisdom, goodness and justice of the event which God may
There is here no
ordain, and acquiescence in his decisions.
senseless fatalism, dissevering the appointed means from the
desired end, and reposing in vain confidence or supine despair.
But the truth is recognized that " duty is ours, events are God's."
Every nerve is strained to perform the task allotted by the providence of the hour, manfully, and if in its performance death or
The Christian accepts this result as
defeat is met, it is well.
a revelation of the fact that this was the hour and this the place
appointed by God for his end, and that, therefore, no other hour
and place can be so suitable. He feels that if duty be courageHe may die, but the cause of
ously done all else will be secure.
his country is immortal the blood with which he enriches her
soil becomes to his fellow-citizens a new argument of the preciousnes.-? of the cause in which it was shed, and a sacred pledge
Thus tlie blood of our country's
to persevere in it to the end.
martyrs becomes the seed of our new armies. The dj-ing patriot achieves more for her by his death than by all his Hfe, and
lays down his sword at the gates of the tomb in the triumphant
;

assurance that a people contending for their right in the fear of
God will be made in\'incible by his aid. He leaves the family
for

whose heme he was

fighting; but his

God and

a grateful

country become their guardians in his place. "I have been
young," says the Psalmist, " and now am old, yet have I not seen
the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread."

Life

is

ended; but it is to begin a better life in heaven. Matthew
X. 39
"He that loseth his Hfe for Christ's sake, shall find it."
Death, and especially what men call a premature death, must
:

ever be regarded

by us

be, myself, or should

as a natural evil.

demand

If I

should profess to

of you, to be insensible to

it,

you

would justly consider me as guilty of cant. The very instincts
of man's animal nature abhor it, and his earthly affections shudder at the severance whi<5h it effects between them and their dear
objects.
So, the death of friends cannot but be a felt bereave-
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it

that, in the fall of the Christian soldier

was more to mitigate the stroke and to overcome death by the victory of triumphant consolation than in any
other by which the good man meets his fate. The unreflecting
may be startled by this assertion. They think of all the externals of a death on a battle-field of the ghastly forms in which
the destroyer comes of the corpse prone upon its mother earth,
begrimed perhaps with the sweat and dust of the conflict of the
burial to which he is taken fresh and gory fi-om the field, his
breast unconfined by coffin or winding-sheet, and shrouded only
in his martial cloak and of the nameless grave where he sleeps
in battle, there

;

;

;

;

alone in his blood.

All this is pictured in contrast with the soldecencies of those funeral rites which affection renders, in
more peaceful seasons, with a sort of mournful delight. They

emn

afflict

themselves with the thought that no friend was near to

tion of his soul
last farewell

;

man

God to calm the agitano mother or wife to receive his
that his dying groans found no echo but the thun-

minister to his pangs, no saintly

by

of

his prayers,

ders of the receding battle.
Well,

these things are true too often, alas, have I seen them
but they are true as elements of pain only to the survivors.
The dying hero feels them not. Here is our illusion
that we cheat our sorrow into the belief that these ministrations
of affection reach the insensible clay when in truth they only
solace our own bereaved afiection. Death is always a soHtary
all

verified

;

;

however we may be surrounded by friends, when the
agony falls upon us it shuts us out like a
dark veil from their aid, and we must meet the last enemy alone.
And however the neglect of the beloved remains may harrow the
struggle

;

shadow

of the great

feelings of those

of

it.

On

who

loved him, the depai-ted

the other hand, is

it

is all

nothing that he

is

unconscious
translated to

by a sudden and painless stroke ? He feels one elecshock as the deadly missile smites him, and then the very capacity for pain is benumbed, and he awakes no more till he awakes
in that world where pain is unknown.
He has no share in the
long tortures of w^earing sickness or the mortifying decay of age
he feels none of the anxious forebodings, the hope deferred wanhis reward

tric

ing into sickening despair, by which the more peaceful bed of
disease is haunted.
Death casts none of its shadows before.
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bOLDIElt.

calm testimony of a good conmanlj soul nerving its noblest powers
for duty, the tumultuous rapture of those powers in highest action, the generous emulation, the hope of triumph, the joy of
And in the midst of this exaltation of soul comes the
victory.
sudden stroke, and death is finished almost before it is felt.
Such an end is not a death it is a translation. Shall the bereaved count it no compensation for their loss, too, that the
in place of all this there is the

science, the elation of the

;

w-armest instincts of every man's soul declare the glory of the

There is solace in this yea, more than consoproud triumph in it. And it is a triumph not
unworthy of the Christian heart. It is even more appropriate
to us than it was to the Greek to sing
soldier's death ?

;

lation, there is

"Glorious

Ms

Who for his
for

we

fate,

and envied is Ms lot,
fights, and for it dies

country

"
;

contend, not only for the lawful interests of

country, but for the

home and
of God

more precious and sacred cause

and of souls. I am not one of those who hold that these sentiments are the birth only of pagan ferocitj', or unholy pride.
The principles of personal honor and the love of glory have
been perverted among us into a code of wickedness and bloody
retaliation, for which we now doubtless suffer the chastisement
of an offended God.

From

this

abuse the professors of a spu-

and debased puritanism have taken occasion to deer}- all
such sentiments until they seem to be vanished from among
them; and the vileness of pubHc morals, which is the consequence of this extreme, has become as loathsome as the other
was violent. But there is a true glory and a true honor, that
which cometh from God and not from man the glory of duty
done, of obstacles overcome, of fears resisted, and of generous
sacrifices made to a worthy cause, the honor of an integrity of
rious

:

principle stronger than the sense of pain or the fear of death.

He

deserves most of this honor

who from pure motives braves

the direst evils and pays the costliest sacrifice for the noblest

Wliat fear can be darker than that of death ? What
life?
What object more w^ortliy than the
cause of our country and our God ? In attuning our souls so
as to make them thrill at the applause of our fellows, our Creobject.

more precious than

ator doubtless assigned to this affection
Its lawful exercise is

some

legitimate scope.

found when we seek the approbation of
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but the echo of the divine verdict,

""Well done, good and faithful servant."

Such applause, when

nobly won, is valuable; it is ennobling. It is an inheritance of
honor to the children who emulate the virtues that won it. Is
there one who "hath the stomach and mettle of a man" that
would not rather leave his sons freemen, enriched only with this
heritage, won for them bj a father's blood, than wealthy slaves?
And is there a true woman who would not elect, heart-rending as

might be to make the election, to be the widow of such a Chrisembraces of a dishonored and abject man, the serf of despots?
The doctrine which I have now drawn, as I believe from the
wojd of God, finds strong illustration in the death of Lieutenant
Carrington. My conception of the proper objects of funeral
discourses has usually forbidden all eulogistic reference to the
dead. If its purpose were to gratify or benefit the departed, it
would be superstitious folly. Not only are they forever removed
beyond the reach of our applause or blame, but beside the
solemnities of that bar before which they have been arraigned,
our verdict would seem to them infinitely trivial and impertinent. If the purpose of funeral encomiums is to compliment bereaved survivors, it might be admitted to be socially amiable
but to employ the pulpit' for such a purpose is a perversion.
God has appointed him who stands here to l^e the herald of his
truth alone. No other message is allowed to proceed from his
mouth The only lawful purpose of these services is to comit

tian hero than to live in the

mend

that truth to the living.

But God sometimes teaches us by example; and when his
grace has given to the church an instance peculiarly bright, it
should be improved to impress the lessons of Christianity by
the aid of the affections and memories which cluster around it
upon the hearts of survivors. To pass over such a Christian
character as that of our brother, and let his memory drop in
silence without thanksgiving to him who formed him to holiness, would be ingratitude to God and neglect of the instruction
of his church

;

for never

have I known a

bore more excellent fruit in

Under the ministry

its

short

man

in

whom

summer time than

grace

in him.

of the late venerable pastor, Doctor Eice,
the sacred instructions of his childhood ripened into faith, and
he devoted his early manhood to God. From the very first his
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and honorable nature displayed the refining influand
he assiimed at once the standing of a thorough.
ence of grace,
Christian. His religion was of that type which, like Joshua's and
followed the Lord fully." The result was that, after
Caleb's,
two years, lie was introduced into the eldership, with the unanimous approval of the church. In that office he was a model of
'modesty brave,

'^

fidelity,

ever postponing his private convenience to the calls

and duties of the
"ensample to the

elder, firm in discipline, iu purity of life

an

and ready to assume any burden of
labor or responsibility to which duty called him so that, though
of all men most modest and least pragmatical, he soon found
the largest share of the church's work resting on his shoulders.
It was thus that I came, first as stated supply and then as pastor of this church, to know and love him.
If I did not know
that my estimate is warmly sustained by all who knew him best,
I should suspect myself of a too part'ial affection, and put a
constraint upon my heart and lips; for truly can I say that
my soul was knit to his as the souls of David and Jonathan.
And now that I have lost him, I can find no words to express
my personal bereavement better than those of David in the
requiem of his princely friend " How are the mighty fallen iu
flock,"

;

:

O Jonathan,

thou wast slain in thy high
brother Jonathan; very
pleasant hast thou been unto me." (2 Sam. i. 25, 26.)
Need I commend his kindness as a neighli(n' when I see so
the midst of battle!

places; I

many

am

distressed for thee,

glistening eyes before

me

my

attest it?

Need

I

remind you

of his public spirit, his inflexible integrity, his coiu'age for the
right in this

community?

On

the graces of his character as

son, brother, husband, father, in the interior circles of his

the sacredness of the grief which his loss has

me

Abram

left

home,
behind it

C. Carringtou was the
was ever my lot to be blest.
Let him but be convinced in his clear and honest judgment of
the call of duty, and his effort to accompHsh it was as ceiiain
as the rising of the sun and it was made at once, without a
pause to consider whether the task was easy and pleasant or
arduous and repulsive. Let him once bestow his friendship
upon you, and he was yours in every trial, mth fortune, and
hand, and heart, and, if need be, life blood.
As a soldier, his courage was of the truest temper. His com-

almost forbid
truest

man

to enlarge.

with whose friendship

;

it
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remember how

his

body was

Manassas, but the
energy of a determinate will seemed to be medicine for his
weakness so that, instead of making it an excuse for going to

prostrate with disease at the

first

battle of

;

many

the rear, as so
strength.

one

man

did, his spirit

invigorated his failing

In the battle of Gaines' Mill, where his regimen!" had
of every three struck, his gallantry was conspicuous

and on Monday, June 30th, at Frazier's Farm, he was encouraging and cheering on his men, when he fell, with a bullet
through his breast. His was the courage of the Christian. It
was as truly exhibited by his steady Christian example in the
camp as on the field. In a letter written on the morning of the
day he died, while describing the carnage through which his
company passed the Friday before, he modestly says of himself "Amidst it all, I lifted up my heart to God in prayer for
safety, and, thanks to his holy name, he was pleased to hear
me." In the same calm spirit, he again commits himself to
God in prayer and well doing with reference to the bloody day
:

before him.

And now, my

what use shall this symmetrical and
Let me exhort the young men of this
community to be "followers of him as he also was of Jesus
Christ."
Let me also commend the example of our brother to
hearers, of

lovely example be to us ?

my
my

co-presbyters, the elders of his church.

How many

of us,

you who have instructed me to
preach this sermon and display the lessons of the life we have
reviewed, mil come up to the measure of his fidelity, of his
manly and vigorous piety, of his industry in the concerns of
brethren,

how many

of

God's house ? Who will fill the breach we now feel ? Happy
would that people be whose pastors were always actuated by
And I will add, boldly bidding away every
his steady zeal
!

thought of personal offence by the awfid solemnities of that
bourne whence our dead colleague's example preaches to us,

happy would those pastors be whose
like other

Abram

Vol.

I.-n40.

Carringtons

sessions

all

sustained

them

THE

"Woe

unto

SIX

Mm that givetli his neighbor drink,

and makest him drunken
AKKITE

ii.

OF THE TEMPTER/

also, that

that puttest thy bottle to him,
thou mayest look on their nakedness. " Hab-

15.

ABOUT

six linndred years before Clirist, tlie great

or Babylonian empire reached the height of

its

Chaldean

power.

It

upon the rains of the Assyrian
or Xinevite kingdom by treacherous rebellion and violent wars,
until it reached the zenith of its wickedness and success under
Nebuchadnezzar. It is this triumphant power which forms the
main subject of Habakkuk's prophecies. He foresees it founded
in violence and revolt, ravaging its unoffending neighbors abroad,
and building up its splendor at home by domestic tyranny and
exaction, until its iniquities are full and it meets an overthrow
as astounding as its successes. But it w^as in this shoii and
rapid career of national crime that it was employed by God as a
rod to scourge rebeUious Judah. In like manner had Assyria
been used to punish the kingdom of the Ten Tribes.
"We learn that rapacity and violence were not the only crimes
of the Babylonian kingdom. It appears that it was also notorirose rapidly in a few generations

;

ously guilty of propagating

its false religion:

a form of gross

idolatry w^hich was probably peculiarly arrogant and wacked.
This people not only overthrew the altar and w^orship of the
true God, and did what they could to suppress the very exist-

ence of his Aasible church, but profanely asserted the inferiority of
Jehovah, and inculcated in the conquered nations the imitation
of their

own vices.

Idolatry is as coiTupting to

man

as

it is

dis-

forms of moral depravity, and of all crimes.
Hence the question between idolatry
and the worship of the true God is always one between vice and
honorable to God.

It is

virtue ; so that, even

'A sermon preached
1860.
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if

the parent of

all

God's exclusive claim to the homage of

in the College Church,
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solid reason remains for his

forbidding and piinisliing the worship of idols.

This intimate relation between false religions and gross morals
help to explain the fact that the symbolical language of

may

prophecy has selected some of the more sensual vices to repreIn many places (as Jer. iii.
giiilt of idolatry.
1 ; Ezek. x\i. 15 and Eev. xix. 12) it is represented by the sin
sent the complex
;

of "imchastity

bolized

;

in Eev. x^^i. 2-5, the idolatry of

by the combined

figures of adultery

Eome

is s.ym-

and drunkenness;

and in the text, the inculcation of false rehgion by the Chaldeans by enticing to the sin. of drunkenness alone. When we
give this general sense to the figui-e of one putting his bottle to his
neighbor, we by no means exclude a particular reference to the
literal sin of intoxication; for doubtless this was one of the
abominations with which the orgies of their pagan worship were
celebrated.

Now,

as Babylon was the great persecutor and destroyer of

Komish apostasy
Hence
it is, that in the Apocalj^se, Bcibylon is the prophetic name for
Home and Popery. The symbol of Rev. xvii. 2-5, a pompous
and licentious queen, as abandoned as splendid, seducing with
the golden cup of her uncleanness and abominations the mighty
the church under the Old Testament, so the

has been

its

great

enemy and

coriaipter

under the New.

ones of the earth, and di'unk Tidth the blood of saints,
that

may assist

The crime of Eome was
she persecuted and slew a part and endeavored to corrupt

us to explain the figure of the

text.

the remainder of Christendom with her false religion and gross
morals.
in
its

Such, therefore, was the sin which the text denounces
the teaching of iiTeligion and vice, and soliciting to

Babylon

:

commission.

The

disgraceful exposure resulting from the

seduction of the foolish \^ctim represents the degradation and

shame which the maUgnant tempter produces, and then scorns.
The principles of God's moral government are stable the tremendous judgment of the Chaldean empire is but one instance
of the righteous rule by which God has ever punished those who
tempt their fellows to sin. The verses next to our text predict,
in language of terrible power, the appropriate retribution which
he poured out upon Babylon. The humihation and ruin which
this people had •wrought upon so many of their innocent neighbors was speedily visited in its extremest form upon them and
;

;
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the lieaven-daring compotmd of impiety and senstiality, wliicli
they had gloried in inculcating, was the immediate occasion of
The proud kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar so
their pimishment.
speedily raised to the pinnacle of pomp and seeming strength,
its fall.
In the third generation from him
impious
Belshazzar
held the throne, successful only
the weak and
in disorganizing his empire, provoking his enemies and distinguishing his own infamy. In the very night that he was celebrating an impious and disgusting revel, profaning the holy
utensils of Jehovah's temple, and filling his palace with vile excess and lust, the hardy Medes and Persians forced the twobarred gates of brass, ravaged the pompous city, and slew the
swinish king with his herd of j^arasites in the midst of their debauch. Here ended the haughty dynasty of Chaldea in ignominious and vile defeat, the victim rather of its own baseness
than of its enemies' force. And the same God who directed this
retributive drama sits in judgment upon sinners now, and pronounces the same "woe" against him who entices his neighbor
to dishonor God by irreligion or himself by vice.
Do not feel,
my hearer, that wo are enervating the majesty of this truth
when we descend from the review of that grand assize of Providence in which nations and thrones were the culprits, and ajDply
the principle to the conscience of the individual tempter of his

as speedily tottered to

Viewed in the light of eternity, the infliction of the
upon one soul is a more tremendous calamity than
the overthrow of dominions and powers on this earth. No
scenery of earthly crime and woe can form too grand a background for the suitable presentation of this sin and its punishment, though pertaining to the smallest sinner in this house.
fellow-man.

disease of sin

My

of tempting a fellow-man to transFor the sake of brevity, I must classify the multifarious forms in which this sin is committed, under four heads.
The lowest class in guilt is that which unintentionally entices
others to transgression by the mere force of evil example. These
subject, then, is the sin

gression.

persons directly intend only their own sinful gratification in the
breaking of God's law, and, therefore, their purpose is not intentionally malignant towards their fellows, nor their guilt so
it is their duty to rememan imitative and social creaso that every deed performed by fellow-men exerts some

aggravated in this respect.
ber the obvious fact that
ture,

But yet

man

is

THE
influence to produce
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and
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The power

every case overcome by

tliis

influence, but

of

may

princij)les dictating opposite acts

different

not be in

always to some

it is

extent undermined by a process, it may be as sliglit and yet as
sure as the " continual dropping which weareth away a stone."

No

evil action done in the knowledge of a fellow-creature is
wholly devoid of the mischievous power of example, and no man
is so obscure as to be without influence on others.
Hence,
while he who creates an unintentional evil example is not guilty

of the malignant design of ruining the souls of others,

he is
In carrying ovit

guilty of a reckless indifference to their ruin.

the sinful and forbidden purpose of grasping unlawful pleasures,

he incurs the further

who

accidentally takes

lawful assault

As he
commit an un-

sinful result of misleading others.
life

when he intended

is guilty of

murder, so these

to

men

are guilty of

the blood of souls.

The second

class is of those

who provide

for their fellow-men

the means and appliances of vice from motives of gain or other

good to themselves.

Their immediate object is not to
ruin the virtue of others, but to secure for themselves advantage
selfish

from the employment of the apparatus of transgression, while
they well know, and coolly disregard the fact, that the use of the
appliances they provide usually and surely results in sin, guilt,
and injury to their victims. If it were equally convenient to secure from those victims the selfish advantages which they desire,
by some more innocent expedient, they would have no objection
to doing so but as interest and convenience dictate it, they deliberately plan to make their ends out of the ruin of their neighbors' morality.
To this class belong those who offer to the
community the common means of drunkenness to it belong all
;

;

the varied troops of harpies, the gamesters, the thespians, the
" singing

men and

who

by the dissipated
and corrupting amusements of society. Here, likewise, must be
classed all those literary caterers, whether the Grub-street hack
who spins out of his sordid brain the penny fiction for the million or the towering genius who seeks readers and applause (objects as sordid, when prized as he prizes them, as the rusty shilling that is craved to relieve the hunger and purchase the dirty
debauch of Grub-street) by painting vice or inflaming unholy
emotions whether the merchant prince at whose golden wand
;

singing women,"

live
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steam presses whirl to print the mental poison or the smaller
who scatters them for a penny profit through the land.
"We denounce the nnfeeling man who for filthy lucre will oflfer
his fellow-man the stupifjing anodyne or the fiery draught
which steals away the brain. By what argument do we judge
him a less sinner who perverts the heavenly gifts of intellect in
order to debauch the conscience or to Ixirn in on the mind the
images of lust and vice with the fires of eloquence or fancy tiD
the brain is intoxicated with a worse phrensy than that of wine ?
The guilt of all this class of tempters is far heavier than of
the first, because the result is with them intentional and the
motive selfish. In God's sight they are the deUberate producers
of all the crime, guilt, and misery which may be reasonably
foreseen as flowing from the vicious appliances which they provide and display. According to the Levitical law (Esod. xxi. 19),
the man who reared an ox which slew a human being, if he
knew that his ox Avas wont to lyxitih %vith his horns, was judged
guilty of murder ; he was held responsible for the whole result
which he had selfishly contemplated for a paltry gain.
The third class exhibits a still more revolting grade of maligdealer

nity.

It is

composed

of those

who

inculcate vice

and sohcit

transgression for the very pleasure of corrujDting those

who

are

There are men, such is the fiendish
malice to which human nature can sink, who, after they have
degraded themselves to the abyss of corruption, delight to drag
down as many others as they may into the same slough. Their
superior experience in evil, their guilty skill in the commission
of crime, are the merits on which they j^lume themselves ; and
the callousness with which they can tread on conscience, on
vows, on all sanctities and restraints, where less hardy sinners
iless

guilty than themselves.

blush to venture their foot, is the very glory of their position.
It is on these super-eminent traits of depravity, and on the exploits of superior crime they base their

proud pretensions to be

the admired instructors of younger sinners than themselves.

Does the fair earth bear on its indignant bosom a spectacle
more abhorrent than that of one of these " oracles of profligacy,"
as he gathers around him his circle of younger sinners, less lost
than himself, busies himself by every art of treacherous kindness or unfeeling ridicule to obliterate the last blush from the

cheek of his victim, and encourages the dubious heart yet
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trembling with some sense of right to plunge into the debauch,
or to roll forth the words of blasphemy, or to venture the ap-

proaches of her whose house is the way to hell? Other tempters wdn at least a selfish advantage by the ruin of their fellowmen. But this, like the gorged tiger, destroys for the gratification of a pure malignity, which draws its delight directly from
the useless miseries of

The fourth

its victims.

species of this sin, doubtless, deserves the

"bad

preeminence " above all other forms. It is that usually designated by the term "seduction," when used in popular language
If you will consider, you mil decide that
in its special sense.
the honorable mind justly condemns it as the most loathsome
combination of treachery, cruelty and selfishness which can be
exhibited towards a fellow-creatui'e. The victim is one whose
feebler sex should have appealed to every manly instinct for
honorable protection instead of wrong and whose love, stronger
than the instinct of life, creates of itself a sacred obligation to
refrain from injury.
But that very love, so generously and un;

weapon employed with mediby which virtue
disarmed
what
is
are they but pretended tenderness and false
;
vows of affection, in which the sacred bonds of truth and love,
which are the foundation of all well-being, are prostituted by the
traitor to his treacherous purpose.
The baseness of the means
can only be surpassed by the atrocity of the result a result by
which parents and relatives are wrung 's\dth a shame and anguish,
suspiciously bestowed, is the fatal

tated perfidy for her ruin.

And

then, the wiles

;

beside which the emotions which would have followed the lost

one to an early grave seem almost a joy; and the miserable victim herself, after becoming the sacrifice of ruthless selfishness, is
"flung like a worthless weed away," and left either to a remorse,

enough of virtue survives a wrong so crushing to feel remorse,
and a shame which court the grave as a coveted refuge or else
to a degradation and despairing depravity more lamentable than
even a despairing death. Is there any symbol vile enough to
body forth the seducer's wickedness? None but that serpent
form which the satanic father of the brood assumes. Like a serpent he glides into the household he would ruin, hiding his sibilant malice and his fatal fangs under his burnished skin ; disif

;

playing his perfidious graces with pretended innocence, until the
moment is found to strike his remediless venom into the bosom
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Aiul jet tliere are

men

though foul with these treasons against all that is most
holy and tender of human affections and social vows, dare to
call tliemseh^es "men of honor!"
so honorable, forsooth, that
the insinuation against their spotless fame must needs be washed
For such hypocritical iniquity there is no earthly
out in blood
infamy deep enough and no penalty heavy enough. The very
cord that should stop their perjured breath would be dishonored
to embrace their necks, and the gibbet would be defiled by the
burden it had to sustain.
Having pointed out the leading forms in which the sin of
tempting to evil may be committed, I proceed to that which is
the main object of this discourse to justify the "Avoe" which is
pronounced against it by some general considerations. And
I. The sin of the tempter is enormous, because in enticing his
neighbor to do wrong he has inflicted upon him the greatest
mischief of which his nature is capable.
It has been said
wlio,

—

!

—

—

:

'

'

Who

steals

my

purse steals trash,

But he who filches from me my good name,
Hobs me of that which not enriches him,

And

With

a

more

leaves

truthful

me

jDOor indeed.

emphasis

may

this

be said of him who

robs his fellow-man of his innocence he strips him of that which
;

adds no wealth except store of wrath to the plunderer, and leaves
the victim beggared of happiness. Sin is the monster mischief
He who brings it upon his neighbor has thereby
of our world.
helped to dash the image of God in which he was created, and
to mar the health of his nature.
He assists in spreading a moral
leprosy which eats into the soul until the last lineament of virtue
is effaced, and the corruption of spiritual death is spread over
the whole being.
He assists in opening a spring of perpetual
misery in the victim's soul, from vdiich the bitter floods of remorse must some day burs-t forth, with all their ingredients of
selfishness, hatred, fear and despair.
The transgression which
he inculcates may for a season appear to sear the conscience in
corrupting it, but just so surely as there is truth in Jehovah must
man's " sin find him out," and avenge itself in the lashes of selfaccusation.
tions alone

•

Nor does the tempter injure the object of his seducothers suffer with him the pangs of shame and mor-
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perhaps virtuous, or

at least

innocent of wrong against the author of their calamity.

above

all,

But,

under the
to pluck down upon his head the

to entice into sin is to lead our brother

Avrath of the Almighty.

It is

penalty of eternal death.

It is to thrust

him

into a quarrel with

the omnipotent God, whose righteous wrath "burns to the lowest
hell"; whose justice

condemns the impenitent transgressor to
what infinite power can inflict through endless ages in recompense for the outrage of infinite attributes.
This, sinful man, is what transgression accomplishes that transgression which you so lightly commit which you seek to thrust
upon your comrade as though his fall into it were a merry jest.
"Fools make a mock at sin!" That sin at which all else above
the pit is solemn as eternity " which brought death into our
w^orld and all our woe"
which hollowed out the abyss of hell and
filled it wdtli its torments and wails
which kills the soul with
the second death. Had nature sense and feeling it would not be
unreasonable to imagine the ground in mourning, and the skies
dropping down their tears at every sin as wdien the first tempter

make experiment

of

—

—

—

—

—
;

triumphed, Milton sang
'
'

Earth felt the -wound, aud nature from her seat,
Sighing through all her works, gave signs of woe

That

all

was lost.

II. The wrong done to our neighbor and to God in this sin is
enormous, because it is' irreparable by man. The creature can
successfully solicit to evil, but God alone can efficiently recall
the corrupted soul to good. Sin, when once committed, leaves
its virus in the soul to spread and propagate itself in evil habits
and dispositions, defying all stay by human power. Nor does
he who tempts to evil intend to make any effort for its arrest.
He puts forth his hand to begin or to accelerate the downward
career, but he has no mind to trouble himself to stay it.
No
when the irreparable injury is inflicted, he is done his purpose
is accomplished, and unless there is still some lower deep of
ruin into which his victim may be plunged, he has no fuiiher
concern with him than, like the Chaldean in the text, to ridicule or to despise the degradation which he has helped to pro;

duce.

Nor is the tempter either
God which he has been the

able or willing to bear the wrath of

instrument of drawing

down upon
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it is

written (Prov.

thou shalt be wise for thyself

;

but

if

ix. 12),

offer

it

he

" If thou be

thou scornest, thou

The selfish cruelty which could inflict the
mischief will not now awaken into disinterestedness when it
has plucked down upon its comrade the mountainous load of
alone shalt bear

it."

Almighty vengeance, or put forth so much as a little finger to
And did it endeavor the rescue, it would find itself
it.
immovable beneath a still more tremendous burden the judgments due to its own guilt.
So that, according to every rule of fellowship by which the
men of this world combine, there is an element of mean treachery in the conduct of the tempter. When one invites his fellow
lighten

—

him in some venture or enterprise of risk, it is well understood that he thereby makes an implied promise, in case his
invitation is accepted, to stand by his comrade in any danger or
to join

which may result. The associates are to be faithful to
each other in sharing both the gains and the losses of their common undertaking and the man who was not •willing to be
pledged to this, would refrain if he had one spark of magnanimity or honesty, from soliciting any one to join his enterprise.
Thus, when the professed patriot summons his fellow-citizens to
join him in the dangerous attempt to pluck their liberties by
force from the grasp of the angry despot, and when they rally to
his side, they expect him to share their risks and exposures to
share in the storm of battle, and if defeat and captivity must
disaster

;

—

needs be, to share their bonds. When men who have any spirit
combine to break the laws, when heedless youth associate to
tempt the authority of their instructors, even they would think
it foul shame that the very inventor of the offence should desert
the friends whom he had inveigled into it, so soon as danger or
exposure overtook them. Now, then, seeing that the tempter is
neither willing nor able to do anything to remedy either the deeither the shame and remorse of the polfilement or the guilt
luted conscience, or the wrath of God incurred by the sin he is
about to inculcate if he has one spark of the honor of a man,
one instinct of honesty or pity, he should refrain. If you must
walk the dangerous road of transgression, if you must brave the
power of the Almighty, we beseech you proceed on your way
alone, and carry no comrade with you to your dreary fate.
It

—

—
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be horrible enough without being aggravated by the sight of
by your treachery, and without the
torment of their just reproaches.
III. The work of the tempter has this farther element of
treachery, that while the purpose is mischievous, and either diwill

their ruin, procured, in part,

rectly or indirectly malignant, the pretence is always

one of

good fellowship and kindness.
the inexperienced

is

"Whatever be the sin to which
allured, the seducer well knows, as it is his

solemn duty to know, that it must in the end result in nothing
but misery and if his immediate purpose is not to inflict that misery, it is at best a purpose to gain some unholy, selfish, and often
trivial end, by a reckless indifference to the terrible result.
He
is willing to help to murder a soul in order to gain the coveted
companionship of an hour in forbidden indulgences
Were this
repulsive atrocity of purpose candidly professed, who would not
" In vain is the net spread
recoil from it with salutary horror ?
in the sight of any bird."
But it is always concealed under the
veil of benevolence.
The aggravated perfidy by which the destroyer, in the peculiar sin of seduction, employs the dearest
and most sacred symbols of afiection and vows of devotion to
work his purpose, has been already noted. But all tempters are
in this alike.
Saith Solomon, *' When sinners entice thee they
plead, *we shall find all precious substance, we shall fill our
houses with spoil cast in thy lot among us — let us all have one
purse.'
Here is the language of a pretended generosity, of a
;

!

;

''

free-handed kindness.

genial,

blood

;

classes

"But they

they lurk privily for their

who seek

lives."

lay wait for their

In the case of

all

the

their selfish ends at the expense of their neigh-

by offering the apparatus of dissipation, we
same mask. Do they publish the cold selfishness of
their purpose to batten on the sin and ruin of their fellow-man,
to clear a shilling on a folly of his which will be to him more
costly than all the jewels of an emperor's estate?
Not they.
Do they advertise thus, " The public is invited to come, that I
may turn a penny by giving them to drink liquid damnation " ?
Or, " The young of both sexes are requested to attend, in order
that I may give them the tires of remorse for their money"?
Not they. Well would it be for their dupes if they did. But
bor's moral injury,

find the

their guise before the public is always one of cheerful, benevolent alacrity, of polite attention, as

though they delighted to
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confer true happiness. And tlie hardened reprobate who glories
to extinguish the \-irtuous scruple from the heart, and the ingenuous blush from the cheek of the inexperienced, also assumes
the suppleness of the
tive is

and professes that his only moSo that in every form of the sin of
some degree of that treason, smaUer or
seii:)ent,

to confer enjoyment.

the tempter, there is
greater, "which gave the satanic trait to the crime of Joab, the
son of Zeruiah, when he took his comrade, Amasa, by the beard

he smote him v\dth his sword in the fifth
and to that blackest human act ever "oTought on eai*th, in
which Judas betrayed his Kedeemer with a kiss,
IV. I have intimated that there is a satanic trait in all such
Here, in truth, is the most stai-thng A'iew of their
enticements.
wickedness; that they do precisely the devil's work and carry
out his cause. Consider the fearful analogy between the two.
The cause which impelled Satan to attempt the ruin of the human race was that he had himself fallen he desired to make
So the seducer of
his feUow-creatures as miserable as himself.
his fellow-man endeavors to drag him down, because he cannot
to salute him, while
rib

;

^

endure the sight of a virtue superior to his own. The
by which Satan seeks to destroy is not the sword, or
so that his victim may be his own defire, or poison, but sin
The guise under
stroyer.
It is thus vnth. the human tempter.
which the adversary appeared was one of innocence and amiabiHty, and his plea was, "in the day ye eat thereof, then your
eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and
So the seducer pleads only the gratification which he preevil."

]3atiently

insti-ument

;

tends to

ofi'er.

And

last,

the result in both cases

is

the same

—

the death of the soul a misery irreparable, immeasurable and
endless.
To this whole class of sinuc^rs then may be justly apwords
plied those words of our Sa\iour to the apostate scribes

—

dread severity for any other than the all-knowing to
frame: "Te are of your father the devil, and the lusts of 3'our
father ye will do, who was a murderer from the beginning."
Not seldom the dire results of temptation begin to manifest
themselves on earth, so that the soul-murderer is enabled to look

too

full of

on his

o^vTi

work in

so frequent in

its

human

true lights.

Pictures of those results are

experience, dark as they are, that I shall

not be justly liable to the charge of personal allusions, when I
in such a way as__to represent what is, alas! too

draw one or two
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age in this

many of such scenes?
youth, who departed for

amiable and genial

evil world,

college or

place of business freighted with sacred afiections
ther's l)lessing, a mother's iinutterable prayer,

and

There was the

too

—

-with

and pure

some
a fa-

sisterly

He went away innocent, and even ignorant of vice,
yearnings.
gay and confident of well-doing. But he returns with the shme
of the serpent upon him.
His cheek is still red, but it is the
flush of vane, not the rosy hue of health.
His eye is no longer
beaming mth domestic love and cheerful animation, but is dull
"with

the reaction of excess, or else fired with baleful passion.

The simple pleasures and

affections of his

home

now all

are

too

mild to suit his palate, debauched "s^ith the fiery flavor of vice.
Now let his tempter note the thrill of anguish which harrows
the parents' hearts, as the suspicion of his change

first

shoots

through them. Let him watch the long agony of the contest in
which they strive against e^adence, and are at last compelled to
admit that he is lost, and the blight of the sister's bosom, as
even she at last surrenders his cause and owns that she has no
longer a brother. Let him follow the impetuous career of his
ruin

—

it

will not detain

to his catastrophe
slain, it

may

him

—until he

long, for the fallen reprobate hastens
is

brought to his home the

him contemplate the hoary heads that
row to the grave. There is his work

:

is

last time,

And let
down in sor-

be, in driinken broil or dying of excess.

are brought
let

him study

it.

There

work

in the

"the beginning of the end."
Or,

early

it

may

be, that the progress of the tempter's

He comes

man's estate
with uncertain virtue, indeed, yet not wholly fallen sometimes
;}delding far more from amiability and good fellowship than
from actual love of vice, yet always restrained in part by his
His true fi-iends tremble for him, while they
better instincts.
love him for his generosity, and kindly conceal his danger from
Thus he fares along until other destinies are
his own house.
linked with his own, so that when he falls he must carry a wider
desolation.
He has become a husband a father. As the insidious seductions of his tempters and the folds of evil habits
wind around him, he struggles against them sometimes even
more manfully than before, for he is not dead to the gentle and
life

of his victim is slower.

to

;

—

potent pleas of love.

But

still

his seducers return to the charge.
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have long divined, ah! too
acutely, that all is not secure and every absence from home is
But
to her a torturing suspense, which yet she must conceal.
we will not attempt to detail this hidden warfare of fear and
hope where each party in the strife is armed by love itself to
rend her gentle breast and which embitters even the happiest
days of her existence. At times his irregularities almost turn
her fears into despair, and then the pleasing promise of permanent amendment is so j)rolonged that the agitating hope rises
painfully towards peaceful confidence.
It is at the end of some
such season that his boon companions of former days meet him
again.
They are delighted to see him they urge him to go
with them to some festive resort, where they may drink again to
the memories of "auld lang syne" and renew its wild enjoyments.
But he demurs, and at first with apparent firmness.
They press him again and again, and demand to know what ungenial change has come over him.
Still he deprecates the proposal, and, it may be, alludes to the dangers which overhang his
sobriety, explains in touching words the long and, he trusts,
successful struggle he has made to save himself, and even sugBut what is
gests the sacred ties which draw him to self-denial.
They regard the compunctions
all this in their profane eyes ?
of honor, principle, and love as no better than childishness;
they rally him on his puritanism. He reminds them of what
they well know, that with the first indulgence his self-command
is liable to be overthrown, and begs them to spare him.
They
reply by jeering him for timidity, and assure him that he is in
no danger; for where is the harm of a little jollity? At length
he yields to their perseverance and his own false shame, and
accompanies them " as an ox goeth to the slaughter, or as a fool
to the correction of the stocks, till a dart strike through his
liver ; as a bird hasteth to the snare, and hnoweth not tliat it is
for Ms life" They drink they jest they laugh. There is one
hour of vivid social enjoyment, while his false friends applaud
him for his wit, and tell him that now he is himself again. But
the slumbering demon appetite, which seemed long to be bound,
and would soon have been starved to extinction by denial of its
indulgence, has now awakened again in its fury, bursts the restraints of conscience and affection, and casts them wildly to the
winds. He pours down the fiery floods with reckless handi his
instincts of tlie wife
;

;

;

;
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leave him, perhaps in genteel disgust at his
excesses, and day after day he plunges on in a tempest of dissipation until brain and heart are stupefied.

late tempters

now

But we turn from the scene of his debauch, where his boon
companions now stand afar off from his shame, or sneer at the
bestiality Avhich they helped to produce, to his home and to the
anxious heart that beats and watches there. Night after night
has passed, and the failure of his promised return has held her
eyes Avaking, and day after day her aching sight is strained to see
whether he is coming, till hope deferred maketh the heart sick,
and she now understands it all only too well. Shall we venture to
lift the veil from the chamber of holy grief on one of those long
night watches ? See her pacing the floor with convulsive step, and
then pressing her wet cheek to the window as though the poor
eyes

all

dimmed with tears could

pierce the pitch darkness of the

—

stormy night, a darkness yet not equal to the blackness that incloses her heart.
Now she wrings her hands, and, in utter
abandonment of misery, tears her fair hair and calls upon God,
scarce knowing whether to invoke his vengeance with all the
phrensy of a ruined wife and mother on the seducers of her husband or to implore his mercy on herself and her babes. And
those Httle ones awake from short slumber, frightened by
the tempest of her grief, and cluster around her in strange alarm.

now

Thus wears away the black, endless night, and with the sad,
gray dawn there comes a step, a well-known step, that makes
her throbbing heart stand still. But she does not fly to meet it,
for it is heavy and unsteady, and announces the drunkard's stag-

He

meets her, it may be with stupid petulance and brumay be with the maudlin tenderness of the sot but
either way, every word is a dagger that stabs her to the heart
Now, see
until the heavy sleep of the inebriate arrests his folly.
snorlies
couch
polluted
frame
that
chaste
that
by the senseless
ing a human swine
At length he wakes up with a shudder
ger.

tality,

or

it

—

he glares

and

;

!

at the wall with starting eye-balls,

devils writhing about

him

;

which see serpents
fright, and

now he screams with

now he babbles wild gibberish. It is delirhmi tremens! And
now the drama hastens to its catastrophe. Parents and friends
gather to him with their kindly offices and assist the wife as she
ministers at his bed.

But they venture no word of consolation,
and rigid with self-contained

for her countenance is dreadful
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agony, and shows a sorrow too deep to be intermeddled with.
At length there is a bursting forth of the smothered anguish,
and the wails that go up from the sick man's room tell that all
His ravings are now quiet, the inflamed cheeks are
is over.
blanched, and the blood-shot eye has lost its speculation and its
life and ceased to stare at the visions of the diseased brain.
"He is dead, and gave no sign."
Shall we attempt to follow the guilty soul as it passes into
the awful world of spirits and the presence of its God, from
No we will not attempt to folthis scene of guilty pollution ?
!

low it the heart recoils from an inquiry so dreadful. Let us
turn rather, and look once more at the wife, as she sits a wan
;

and woeful widow in her father's house, gathering her orphan
They must henceforth bear a dischildren around her knees.
honored name, and study to forget the memory of him who gave

them

existence.

And now, what

say the tempters to

handiwork?
or, more pro-

this, their

Perhaps they drop a word of hypocritical regret
bably, they speak virtuously of the folly of the man who "makes
a beast of himself, and thus destroys the happiness of his famAnd then they walk forth, defying the stars with their
ily!"
brazen front, as though they had done no wrong. Just heavens
is there no thunderbolt in your arsenal to strike such monsters
dead ? Look at their haughty impunity, and say, is it wrong to
rejoice, with a stem and righteous joy, that there is a Judge
who will know how to avenge, and a hell deep enough to give
Yes, it is wrong,
to such bottomless atrocity its full deserts ?
rather
pray
to
be
enabled
but
will
rejoice,
to say of
not
we
;

Redeemer said of his murderers: "Father, forgive,
them they know not what they do."
No doubt they would be more ready than is just to avail

th-em, as the
;

themselves of this excuse, if taxed with the mischiefs they
wrought, and to plead tlioxigldlessness. Yes, the palliation is,
that these terrible consequences were neither intended nor foreseen; that they thought of nothing more than a little trivial
amusement. It is to be hoped, for the credit of humanity, that

But for what is forecast, understandman, except to show him the well-estab-

this extenuation is true.
ing,

memory, given

to

lished consequences of a given course of conduct ?

disuse their faculties

—

will shut their eyes

—

If

men

will refuse to

will

look
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at results wliich they could not but

know

lay just in

tlie

they are wickedly pursuing, are tliey therefore innocent?
Inspiration liatli decided this: "As a madman
verily!
casteth fire-brands, arrows
ceiveth

and death, so

is

the

man

Ms neigliboi% and sayetli, mn I not in sport?

patk
Nay,

who

that de-

'''*

which is often used by
of transgression.
means
certain classes of the purveyors of the
"
They plead, Man will have such indulgences if we forbear to
provide them it will make no difference in the result, and we
might as well enjoy the advantage of furnishing them as others."
We need not dwell upon the obvious fact that this plea is always
false in j)art, and that every addition thus made to the facilities
for dissipation helps to swell the tide of temptations which bears
increasing numbers to perdition. Wa rejoin: What is the plea
itself, even if admitted to be true, but this: "Here are fellowcreatures T.'ho are bent on self-destruction, and, therefore, we are
There is another pretended

justification

;

covetous, for the sake of a
horrible exploit of their

little filthy lucre,

of a share in the

damnation— of a part of the

stain of the

blood of souls, and of a j^ortion in that unutterable woe which
God denounces against those who give to their neighbors drink."
If it is so certain that these misguided men will be corrupted by

them the unenviable

others, better leave to

guilt

and doom of

that work.

Another excuse, raised frequently by other classes of tempters
is, that the subjects of their sinful allurements were already fallen "They were corrupt before by the agency of them-

to evil

:

we made them no worse." I reply, every repeated transgrsssion makes the transgressor worse more hardened and more guilty and if ever these fallen fellow-creatures
selves or others

:

—

;

must it not be by " ceasing to do
and learning to do well ? " Your plea, then, is this Some
previous hand thrust those wretched souls into the water y on
found them in it, but alive, and only helped to hold them down
until they were dead
Sometimes a more defiant justification is pretended, and the
tempters to evil say the men whom they helped to mislead were
free agents they had as good opportunities as others to know
what was best for themselves, and to choose they were not con" On
strained to sin, and they went to it with their eyes open.
are to escape final perdition,

evil

:

:

!

;

;

their

own heads be \\\q consequences."

Vol, I.—il.

I reply just there is the
:
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tempter's work, that

witlioiit taking fi'om

him

it

ruins

his free agency.

liis

fellow-

If the

means

which drew him to sin were constraining, then responsibility
would be at an end, and his damnation would not result. But
because the tampter acted freely and sinfully in soliciting, and
the tempted in yielding, therefore, they both shall be pimished
TMien one hires a bravo to strike
for the common ruin of a soul.
heart
his
neighbor whom he is too cowinto
the
of
the dagger
ardly to attack alone, the hired assassin acts freely, but they both
are guilty of murder.

she yielded

freely,

"Wlien the father of tempters seduced

but his

doom was none

Eve

the less accursed.

In conclusion standing as I do before so many of the young,
the inexperienced, and the comparatively innocent, I must be
;

permitted to apply this discussion as an enforcement of the advice of inspiration " My son, if sinners entice thee consent thou
:

e^'il, I beseech you to look behind the
good fellowship and geniality which is worn, and
consider the end, which is the death of the soul. Shun such associates, whatever their pretensions or their fascinations, as you
would the scaly splendors and the serpentine grace of the venomous snake. Flee for your life.

not."

"Wlien solicited to

deceitful veil of

And

because we are told that, wheresoever the prey

are the eagles gathered together,

we

fear that

is,

some

thither

of these

classes of tempters to evil are here also, dogging the steps of in-

To them I would say See here the dread deWhen these mawhich the human heart is capable

tended victims.
pravity of

:

!

lignant instances of cruelty present themselves in the persons of

hoary sinners, whose habits are hardened and whose consciences
are seared

by a long course

of sin, the spectacle is repulsive

enough, though, alas! not unnatm-al.

How much

more mon-

young man so early in his
career of transgression reach this bad preeminence in mischief ?
Hardened men, look into your own hearts and shudder at yourselves.
Look up at the woe denounced by God, and tremble
before his coming judgment. And fly, even you, with all your
aggravated guilt, fly to the Lamb, that he may turn your stony
" Tliough
heai-ts to flesh and pm^ge away your dreadfid guilt.
your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow though

strous and abhorrent, then, to see a

;

they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool."

(Isa.

i.

16.)
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"My meditation of him

EEVERIE

is at

shall be sweet

once

tlie

;

I will

be glad in the Lord. "

—PsA. civ

34.

seductive temptation of every sen-

mind, and tlie subject of reprobation in our current
education and morals. These tell us that it is the
upon
treatises
dreaming of the waking mind that its name is from the verb by
which the French denote the act of dreaming, and that this ha?
sitive

;

a suspicious relationship to the word "rave." They warn us
that reverie is idle, enervating, unhealthy that it is, in a, word,
the rust and canker of the spirit. But, for all this, was there
;

ever a soul that had in

it

the stin-ings of a true

manhood which

the allurements of this prohibited delight

has not
There
?
no youth of pith and promise who has not felt the impulse to
propitiate these stern censors, asking them whether the dew of
their owti youth is covered so deep -^-ith the dust of their utilitarianism that they cannot recall some still summer eve, when
the breezes were sighing themselves asleep, and the slant rays
of sunhght lingered upon the eastern tree tops how they sat
felt

is

;

over against the homes of their hearts, di-eamy and
lapped in bliss, while the ploughman's homeward song, the
voices of the kine lowing for the folds, and the notes of the

upon the

hill

evening biixl, softened to the outer ear like echoes from elf land,
mingled with the tide of sweet memories upon which their souls
Have they never known this ? Then let us
floated at will ?
we,
as dull soids to whom the higher teachings of
pity them, say
nature have ever been a sealed book.

The grandest

human

was that of
waking dream, provided only it was haunted by the right visions, and drew its interpretation from the depths of a past eternity, in which they
supposed the intellect was born from the infinite Spirit, and
made it a prophecy of the ransomed immortality, when it is to
of all the

the ancient Mystic

643

;

theories of reverie

for this consecrated the
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be restored to liis bosom. According to this creed man is not
body and soul only, but three-fold body, animality, and intellect.
And this intellect, the true personality of the man, was
not born of woman, nor even created of God, but was evoWed
from the Infinite Spirit himself as his progeny, in the distant
Many blissful ages had these
past, before the world was.

—

spirits dwelt in the ethereal spheres, until, for

some

sin against

the Father, they were coupled with animal souls, and impri-

soned in material bodies. But this habitation manacles, besmirches, and soils them with sin and sense, until the very consciousness of their birth and high estate is obscured.
What then, said the Mystic, can restore them but disengagement from animality and matter? And how can this be efOnly by quietism and meditation upon God, assisted
fected ?
by solitude and those austerities which exclude sense and maceEven as they suppose Christ Jesus, the Godrate the flesh.
man, effected the personal union between the human reason
and the eternal Word by a heavenly meditation, in long centu-

human was absorbed at last into the divine so must the Christian, to become
Christ-Hke, suspend the life of sense, and exist only in spiritual
reverie.
The obtrusive clamor of the world must be shut out
by the door of the hermit's cell. Animal joys must be forbidries before his incarnation, so intense that the
;

den to tempt the eye, the

ear, the palate.

The body must be

Even the mind must be repressed
from every activity of investigation and reflection the attention
must be held absolutely passive, and waiting for the influx of
the divine reason. Let the saint do this, said they, and the human and divine intelligences will reassert their primeval relaThe eternal
Spiritual communion will be resumed.
tionship.
word will flow in and fill, and by filling purify, the waiting insubjugated by asceticism.

;

tellect.

When
bosom

it

again shuffles off

its

mortal coil

it

will return

God, and there be embraced in immortal bliss
by being absorbed in him.
This weird and shadowy scheme implies errors fatal to almost

to the

of

every doctrine of revealed Christianity. It perverts and misrepresents the hypostatic union of the divine and human natures in Christ, and discards his true vicarious purchase of our
souls in his sacrifice.
of our race with

its

It scouts

head,

the representative connection
fall in him.

Adam, and our common
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our reasonable sonls as still intrinsically pure,
only soiled externally by a defiling association, and, therefore, it
discards tlie necessity for a regeneration by grace, and makes
the man his own sanctifier. It must reject the hope of the
It represents

resurrection and glorif^ang of the
sin to its

while

it

wrong

source,

it

body as

proposes a

boasts of purity, leaves

men

Tracing
remedy, and thus,

inconsistent.

futile

slaves to deceitful lusts.

Yet has it shown an abiding potency over the human soul. Kot
only does Paganism confess this by the prevalence of monkery
under Islam, Brahma, and Buddha, it has tinctured the Christian
church in all ages, and during its darker seasons has given it
the most sincere type of its perverted piety in such saints as
Thomas a Kempis (whoever he was), Gerson, Molinos, Madam
Guyon, and the amiable Fenelon.
But errors which have no elements of truth have no vitality
the human reason cannot openly outrage itself by entertaining
them. Can this element of truth in quietism be eliminated ? I
answer, it is given to us in those Scriptures which, like the text,
teach the exercise of adoring meditation.
Both the philosophy and the practical temper of our age are
in contrast with quietism.
T\"e represent man's morahty and sin
as residing in his wdll.

We

regard the virtuous habitude of soul

"We value only,
our
whole
tendency
and
is not
only busy and utihtarian, but sensuous and materiahstic. The
popular vocabulary has few terms by which it denotes a stronger
sense of worthlessness, than " muser " and " dreamer," But there
is an extreme here also, and the more sure word of j)rophecy
as the effect of a series of A-iriuous acts only.

what

good

results in a palpable

gives us the just mean.

;

It recognizes not only the

contemplative state of the Christian soul, and calls
tion

upon God and joy in

cially the
is

Lord

it

to medita-

The Bible, and espePsalm i. 2 " His dehght
law doth he meditate day

his perfections.

Psalms, are fuU of this duty.

in the law of the

busy but the

;

and

in his

:

and night." Psalm iv, 4, bids you "commune with your o^ti
upon your bed, and be still." Psalm xxxix. 3: "While I
was musing the fire burned." Psahn Ixiii. 5, 6 "My soul shall
be satisfied as with marrow and fatness, and my mouth shall
praise thee wdth joj-ful lips; when I remember thee upon my
bed, and meditate on thee in the night watches." This silent

heart

:

adoration

is

not the mental bustle of investigation, but the dwell-
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iug of

tlie

the soul

thought upon the ascertained perfections of God, until
It is not to have the
suffused with sacred affections.

is

lesser lights chase each other like meteors flashing athwart the

to have an absorbing and ascerand dwell there, bathing the whole
continent of thought with its light and warmth. This placid state

horizon of the soul; but
tained verity rise to

it is

its zenith,

of the inteUigence is not the pursuit, but the possession

;

not the

search, but the fi'uition of the soul.
jS^ow, it

was the mistake of the two extremes

;

that the Quietists

represented the meditative habit as a passive state of soul

;

and

our active temper, regarding it as such, disdains it. But I assert
It is not true
that true meditation is, in the best sense, active.

You may

that even idle reverie is passive.

exclaim,

"What!

is

mere musing, when the soul
drifts idly, with the cmTent of thought and study, in which the
There is, but
will directs it along a selected line of inquiry ? "
the youth
"When
activity.
and
passivity
contrast
of
it is not the
his
limbs are
idly piu'sues his ball or his dog, in amusement,
surely not at rest? The difference between this sport and labor
and it is, perhaps, intensely
is, that the activities of his sport
are prompted by motives wliich meet no inward resistactive
ance, and so require no self-denial while in labor his activity is
moved by a different motive, which in controlling him conquers
some competing tendency of self-love, so that his labor is a
But this difference does not show amusestruggle and a victory.
there not a clear contrast between

—

—

;

ment

to

be an

intrinsic evil

;

it is

directs to corrupting objects, that

only

it

when

it

wastes time, or

becomes such.

does not yield the soul
It steadily directs the attention
to the current of suggestions.
by the power of the ^-ill to a noble object. Now, is not all voluntary attention active? It is only when it is the subject of

But holy meditation

is

not reverie.

It

outward impressions that the waking soul is, or can be, passive.
Action is its nature. Every conceptual process, however quiet,
is action
for if the soul itself did not act, whence the conception, seeing its name confesses it to be from no outward source ?
;

the thought fixed upon the same idea is the highest
it is one to which none but the noblest souls
are competent. "^^Tien the ^\•recked mariner clings all day to the
Kfe buoy, is there no volition, no action, because there is no pro-

To hold

function of will

gress?

;

Yea, most intense; although the

man moves

not, save
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tlie lieave of tlie billow.
Since, then, true
passive
not a
state, the cavils of our active theory-

are removed.

True, this exercise of soul
that

it stills

is

calm

;

energy, and not idleness; calm, because
perfects

even a quiescence, in

it is

the clamor of the senses and of doubt.

But

it is

an action which
This bustUng and materiahstic age has so per-

itself.

it is

verted our habits, not only of business, but of study, that Ave
value truth only for the excitement of its pursuit, or from some

Some have so misphilosophy herself as to glory in this
grovelling perversion as her chief honor.
They would have our
minds like some beasts of prey, which hunt their game only foF
the pleasure of the pursuit, but have no use for it when caught.
apphcation to satisfy our material wants.

imderstood the

spirit of

and a new race is
who is capable of
when once it is won,

"Wlien the truth is found the interest is gone,

begun

They

for novelty.

enjoying his wealth

he cannot use

it

are hke the miser,

onl}^ in its acquisition

more; or

if

;

the truth acquired has any sub-

it is only to make him more skilful in providing
some sensual appetite. If man is something more than an
accomphshed beast, hke the serpent, which was more subtle
than the other beasts of the field if his heritage is an immortality vithout an animal nature, then truth must be an intrhisio
good. Then there must be a mental fruition, as well as pursuit.

sequent use,
for

;

This

is 7?ieditatio?i,

the harvest

home

of the mind's husbandry.

Is the field of divine knowledge an arena only, furnishing
strife, dust,

body,

—like

emulation, and exercise, but no

fruit,

save for the

the Olympic stadium, where the sole prize was a

fading Avreath, and the applause the only real end ?

Surely, no
Truth ascertained is a possession of the soul. The end must ever
be better than the means. The artist who has given the last
touch to his picture lays do-\\Ti his brush and stands silent,

by happy contemplation, the joy of the beauty he
So every lover of truth knows something of that
calm dehght, better than the interest of inquiry, which arises
upon the view of results determined. Sir Isaac NoAvton was

drinking

in,

has achieved.

justly celebrated for his

can doubt that,

at the

powers of concentrated

reflection.

Who

conclusion of one of those immortal pro-

cesses by which he evolved the principles which rule the planes,
he returned again and again to hang Avdth quiet rapture over the
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grand

It

result ?

was not a problem which then entranced his

intellect, but a solution

not a doubt, but a certainty

;

;

not curi-

But was his delight caused liy the
osity, but satisfaction.
thought how these principles might so interpret to him the signals of the stars as to assist him to steer the ship freighted with
his lucre more cunningly to its market ? No while his philan;

thropy did not despise the slightest utility which attended upon
his discoveries, it was the intrinsic beauty, justness, and har-

mony

of the truth itself which satiated his soul.

such enjoyment in the fruition of scientific truth,
of that higher realm of spiritual truth whose
ciiief objects are God, his perfections, his law, his works, and his
redemption ? There the mind is fed with most perfect verities,
If there is

what

shall

we say

the conscience

is filled

satisfied with love.

provided with

its

with moral complacency, and the heart

Not

ing object of meditation,
infinite

perfection.

dreamer.
sense,

if

one, but every

appropriate good.
full

Let

orbed,

men

power of the soul

call the

we dreamed

here

meditative Christian a

It were better for us to sleep in this world of

only

is

God himself is the uncloymany sided, of manifold and
sin.

and

of him.

I prove the excellence of this exercise of soul by the fact that
The vision
it is the great characteristic of our heavenly state.
and fruition of God are a part of its bliss. " Blessed are the

pure in heart, for they shall see God." (Matt. v. 8.) "As for
me, I will behold thy face in righteousness I shall be satisfied,
when I awake, with thy likeness." (Ps. xvii. 15.) "For now we
see through a glass darkly but then face to face now I know
in part; but then shall I know, even as I am known."
(1 Cor.
xiii. 12.)
Then our doubts will be solved, our inquiries will be
:

;

:

ended, and heavenl}^ intuition shall take the place of curiosity.

But

A^ill

the glorified saint thereby become any the less an intel-

be impaired ?
God, the "Father
There is
of spuits," the infinite intelligence, never investigates.
•with liim no pursuit of truth, no inquiry, no doubt, becaiise there
" His understanding is infinite." His knowis no ignorance.

ligent being, or will his rational activity

But I have a proof even higher than

ledge was always omniscience.

If

God

this.

has, in the lapse of time,

deduced or discovered anj-thing, then before that discovery or
inference was made, he knew it not.
He who ahvays knew all
things searches not.
Therefore it must be that his cognition is
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Is God any the
and are his intellectual blessedness
Our perfection is to be assimilated

simple contemplation.

less the highest intelligence

;

and gloiy thereby impaired ?
much as may be to him so that the quiescent contemplation of
holy, spiritual truth must be the highest and healthiest exercise of
the human mind. Let us, then, trace some of its valuable effects.
1. The meditative temperament is often reviled as inert.
But
I assert that it is the very one from which to expect the noblest
action.
For it is this brooding upon great and assured objects
which fires the soul 'with those intense sentiments that incite exertion.
Such is the testimony of history. "What more energetic
than fanaticism ? If there have been human beings who have
approached a satanic strength and acti\nty in blighting the earth
with mischiefs, they have been fanatics. But fanaticism is the
child of solitude.
The hermit's cave, the monk's cloister are its
as

;

native homes.

The fiery energy with which Mohammed inspired his hordes,
and by which he founded at once an empire and a faith, was bred
in the caverns of stony Arabia, where he had fasted and dreamed
day dreams of angelic messengers and heavenly revelations. It
was the hermit Peter, whose ghostly ardor, nursed in deserts and
cells, set Europe on fire with crusading fury.
The strength derived from meditation has also been potent
to bless.
To this are due the evolutions of the greatest truths
of philosophy and religious freedom which form the heritage
of civilized man, as well as the noblest exploits of arms and
poUcy. The authors of human progress have not been your selfstyled "practical men," whose only notion of activity is change
whose only energy is restlessness who see no end for truth save
its immediate appHcation to corporeal good.
Let not these say
that they can well resign to the man of meditation the shadowy
glories of philosophy, since the arts are theirs which supply
men's practical wants. They cannot even do this even in their
own poor, materialistic sense. But for the nobler dreamers, they
could not have taught us to navigate ships, to spin calicoes, to
compound drags. Where would be your dexterous man of arts,
your navigator, your chemist, your machinist, without the musings
of a Kepler, a Bacon, a Newton ? No your merely practical
man is not he who descends into the central caverns and primeval abysses of nature, to mine for us the golden ore of truth and
;

;

;
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he is but the trafficker, who circulates it from hand to hand,
and who tarnishes and wastes it in his traffic.
The men Avho have changed the face of the Avorld have been
the resers^ed, the meditative men of profound insight, wont to
right

;

;

retire into the

depths of their owti consciousness

;

men who

re-

and the good with a poet's intense appreciation, and hold them with unwavering grasj) of mind and heart.
See King David, warrior, conqueror, legislator, busy founder of
a polity and dynasty; he, more than any other inspired author,
delighted in holy musings, and satisfied his soul mth midnighi
meditations, as with marrow and fatness.
See the man from
whose giant will proceeded, more than fi-om that of any other
man, that revolution of thought upon whose swelling tides we
are stiU borne, after more than three centuries, whither, we know
Luther burst upon Europe as teacher, preacher, critic,
not.
poet, musician, statesman, ecclesiastic, polemic, j)atriot, and
filled it with the din of his activity.
It was amidst the musings
of a convent and the reveries of his prison at Wartburg thai the
And this is what one should anticifires of this will were kindled.
sees,
and
Man feels as he
acfes as he feels.
pate.
A great purceive the beautiful

when a great idea is kept in contact with
by prolonged communion Anth it in the depths of its
own conception. The mind which has basked long in the light
of some quickening truth, like the tropic earth, bursts with the

pose

is

only formed

the soul,

most vigorous and
2.

The

fruitful

germs of purpose.

habit of silent adoration is a fountain of

"I

happiness to

There
text.
immediate pleasure in the sight of a material object of ;aste.
We pause instinctively over a flower. "We stand before a masterpiece of art, and crave leisure to enjoy it, deprecating analysis, criticism, and even converse, that the soul may silently imbibe the happiness of its perfection. "NMien we look up, and see
the soul.

will

be glad in the Lord," saith the

is

the

moon walking in

brightness,

and the

stars shooting their radi-

ance from a stainless and unfathomabla depths ^^ receivo a spell
But most hajDpy are we when
of peaceful joy upon our heaiis.
our meditations are charmed by the beauty of holiness and our
eyes filled with the perfections of God ; for there are the transcendent glory and symmetry to satisfy the

intellect,

the taste,

and the conscience at once. "What thought can be as sweet and
grand as that of the Christian's God, infinite in being, in dura-
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knowledge, iu power, in holiness, directing liis boundless
"witli the calmness of infallible might, and yet with the

kingdom

beneficence of infinite love communicating himself as ^^-idely as
his universe, and " opening his hand to satisfy the desire of every
living thing," to creatures like us, tossed

and change ?

How full

sufficient to himself, as

In

this vision of

God

amid

vanities, cares,

of calmness is the thought of a Being

unchangeably blessed as he is excellent ?
merged our noblest conceptions of the

are

stability of the spheres, the j^urity of the fields of azure, the

du-

ration of grandest cycles, the might of all elements, all creature

beauty,

all

good,

power,

all

all

wisdom,

in him, even as one drop is in the sea ;

all

blessedness

;

all

are

and the more the soul

expands towards the thought the more are we assured that ever-uill never exhaust nor even comprehend its

lasting intuition
glories.

3. But the Christian's adoration includes a richer element
than the sense of intellectual and aesthetic joy. This divine object is the image of perfect moral beauty, the supreme object of
moral complacency. And this is at once the highest and purest

sentiment of the soul, in which reason and heaii; and conscience

supreme satisfaction. I have admitted that a thing of
an immediate joy. But how poor are its charms beside those of a jDure and lofty virtue!
No eye can refuse to

find their

beauty

is

dwell with pleasure upon the stalwart grace of manhood in its
symmetry of health and vigor, or upon the softer beauty of
woman adorned with the glow of youth, gentleness, and sensibihty.
But look now upon the face of the djing patriot soldier,
toil-worn and sunburned, but beaming with the heroic purpose
which pelds his life a •^^'illing sacrifice for duty and native land
or upon a Christian mother, pallid it may be, or even haggard
with watchings and tears, bending wdth ineffable pity over the

anguish of a reprobate son.

Beside the moral beauty of these
how paltry are those material

faces, reflections of heaven's light,

charms which pleased you just now! Ah! now your eye has
passed from the brightness of a lamp which man lighted to the
radiance of the skies and the other, which before seemed splen;

did,

is,

in comparison,

Now, every

murky and dim.

virtue of holy creatures is but a reflection

the perfect hohness of God.
der, refi"acted ray, is

This glory, which
in him an ocean of Hght.

is in

them a

from
slen-

Let us learn to
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look up from even Cliristian excellence as it is disclosed in history and experience to the holiness of God as it shines in the
history of his law and works, and onr souls may rejoice as he

who

hails the

day

after a starlit night.

4. The crowning good of a meditative spirit is that, as it
dwells upon God, it is sanctified by its converse -wiVa the divine
But let us not babble the nonsense of the ancient Mystic,
idea.
as though the soul could disengage itself from sin, by its own

agency
within,

filling its

thought with his image. Our corniption is
the soul is not only besmirched with the

and not without

;

The -will itself, which
soil of its encasement it is sick.
vainly expected to embrace the image of perfect purity,
;

is

thus

is

per-

and obstinately in love vrith. e^il. The new birth must
precede; we must obtain the answer to that prayer of Psalm
" O Lord, open thou mine eyes, that I may behold woncxix. 18
verted,

:

drous things out of thy law."

Then the

cleansing light finds

access, and the vision of God becomes a potent instrument to
Adoring meditation beholds the perfect model
purify the soul.
which both incites and instructs the longings of the heart after
Thus " we
righteousness, while it imbues it with his temper.
all, -uith open face, beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord,
are changed into the same image from glory to glory, even as by

the Spirit of the Lord." (2 Cor. iii. 18.) Is not the vision of
God in Christ one of the means which we shall employ in heaven
for perfecting our nature?

see

him as he

"We

shall

be like him, for we shall

is."

This truth has to us, under the second dispensation, a sweetness which the psalmist could not taste in it. In this, as in
other things, our Father hath favored us with a privilege whicli
prophets and kings desired, but never saw. The immediate object of our meditation is

and hath displayed
hath seen

me

God

in Christ.

Messiah hath come,

to us his lovely person, saying,

hath seen the Father."

He

is

"He

that

"the brightness of

the Father's glory and the express image of his person." Our
adoration is assisted by having its object both softened and defined for us, so that its severer glories are veiled 'withoilt ob-

serving them, and adapted to our feeble eyes.

This
life

kindred ones, teaches us that the Christian
seasons
its
of quietude and calm meditation.
of even a rehgious bustle is unwholesome for the souL

text,

with

must have

Too much

its
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tlie lieart

with

in sacred seasons for divine trutli to steep

its influence.

poverislied our graces.

Is not our

the soul.
are in too

much
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Onr Imrry and

Solitude

modern

is

life

haste to be rich;

externality lias im-

essential to the health of

far too hurried?

we

Surely

we

are too strange to self-

communion our very education is too stimulating and mercenary; and while we degrade the heavenly minister, science, to
material uses, we teach our young men to forget that the true,
the beautiful, and the good are in themselves the happy heritage
The clangor of our industry and the dust and glare
of the soul.
of our skill have repelled the heavenly Dove and exhaled the
;

dews of his grace out of our life. How woeful is the waste of
our hoHness and happiness by this mistake!
Let us, then,
learn to commune with our own hearts and be still.
Sacred meditation explains the delight which every true believer takes in prayer and praise.
These acts of worship are
sweet to him, because they are simple and direct acts of communion with God because they present his perfections as the
immediate objects of adoring thought and love. And the indifference of the major part of men to these exercises shows how
shallow and external is their rehgious life. Unless the acts of
direct homage to God are rendered tolerable by the material
charms of music, they are regarded as but irksome preludes, detaining men from the sermon (the only part of the service which
concerns them), hindrances which they must endure as decently
as they may.
In these simple ascriptions to God of his tnown
;

perfections, there is nothing to entertabi them, nothing to pique

their curiosity, nothing

upon which the edge

of their

acumen

can be whetted, nothing of which to prate after they withdraw.

Had

these

men

when he heard the SeraLord God of hosts; the
while the temple was filled "s^ith

stood where Isaiah was

phim proclaim, "Holy,

holy, holy is the

whole earth is full of his glory,"
smoke, and the sohd pillars of its door Aabrated with the thunder of their tones, they would only have said in their hearts,

"Well, what of that? We knew it before." The triteness of
such a doxology would quite have fatigued them
Yet is praise the occupation of heaven, and its words, if only
the heart

make melody along with them, are the noblest utterhuman tongue. If they are level to a child, they are

ance of the

also the highest language of angels.
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God

"Yea, hath

said,

Ye

shall not eat of every tree of the garden.
Ye shall not surely die. " Genesis iii.

serpent said unto the -woman,

WITH much

.

.

.

And

the

1, 4.

a heart wliicli craves to siu, a pkmsible doubt counts

for

more than it is worth. If men listened
more brave a chance than a certainty

reason, thej "would no

to

of

a useless danger or loss.
of sin,

lixG

This should be oui* decision as to a
unless we can certainly demonstrate that there is

There is no man who
say that a hfe of piety and purity detracts, on

neither judgment, nor heaven, nor hell.
will deliberately

the whole, from our earthly well-being or honor.
as there

is

As

a possibility of future retribution for a

choose such a

life is

long, then,

life

of sin, to

as gratuitous a foUy as though the trans-

gressor saw the future jDunishment before him.

sonable conclusion the sinful heaii; refuses to

But to

this reaIt seizes

listen.

on the imagined doubt and magnifies it into a shield of impunity. Satan understood this weakness of human nature. Hence,
he began his seduction of our first jDarents by suggesting a doubt
(vs. 1), and then irrationally leaps to a denial (vs. 4).
He trusted
to the force of temptation on the heart to make his victims follow him blindly across this chasm of evidence.
The very same process in now taking place in a multitude of
souls throughout Protestant Christendom, and,

it is

not unnat-

same tempter. The
transgression was not so much

to suppose, at the prompting of the

ui-al

death denounced against the

first

bodily as spuitual— the death of the soul rather than of the
body ; so that the doubt raised by Satan's first question is substantially the
^

A

lished

same with that which

sermon preached in the chapel
by request of the students.
654

of

is

now

enticing the

minds of

Union Theological Seminary, and pub-
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men.

Hatli

God

said

by

gression shall be foUo^ved
ture to doubt this

Such

?

is

own

really deceiving their

tliat final

impenitence in trans-

everlasting death

?

May we

yen-

men

now

the question by which

They

hearts.

plausibility in the pleas of those
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are

strive to see at least

—

who deny an easy task for a
And when this stage is

heart yearning after license in sin!

reached, they then j)roceed to cast away restraint, just as though
they had certainly proved that there is no hell. Let but the

head decide that it
and the heart rushes

is questioncible

whether

God hath said so,
"Ye shall not

to the practical conclusion,

surely die."

One mode by which men sometimes find a pretext for rejecting the solemn tmth is to get up a species of resentment against
what, they say,

They charge

is

the temper of Christians in testifying to

it.

that our severity and harsh dogmatism cause us to

They even

take a cruel delight in asseiiing terrible dogmas.

claim to enlist

all

the benevolence and amiabihty on the side of

the skeptical position.

dogma whatever

Now,

to this I reply, that I have

to assert at this time.

no

It is impossible that

I

can have any interest in asserting unnecessarily that the second
death waits on sin, for I am a sinner myself. The judgments of
God are just as formidable to me as to you, my unbeheving
brethren.
I have no more ability to endure them, or to escape
their condemnation, than you.

out a

hell, of set

know I am

Could I be so insane as to dig

purpose, in the spirit of bigotry, into

Avliich

I

hope of
Sure I am, that if
and true, and con-

as certain of falling as you, except as I have a

deliverance through the sacrifice of Christ

?

can be disproved in any way that is solid
sistent "wath God's honor and man's good, there is not a trembling sinner in this land that would hail the demonstration "wdth
more joy than I would. Can any of you give that demonstra-

hell

tion

?

Let us see

it.

foundation on which I

Let us see whether

it

will

may venture an immortal

answer as a

soul.

I have no counter proof, at this time, to advance.

I repeat,

My only pur-

pose is to show you how I have endeavored to find some footing
in the sentiments on which the doubters seem to build, and how
the footing has utterly failed ine. I have painfully studied the
speculative logic and the wire-drawn criticisms by which what
seems to be the plain declaration of Scripture is impugned, and
have found nothing there but a pavement of mist. It is not with
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these I -svould deal now. I have placed myself in sympathy with
the more practical sentiments which I perceive infecting or

swaying the minds around me. I have felt them with all the
which the interests of a common guilt and a common dread
could give. But I wish to tell you simply the results to which
my sinful soul has been unwillingly forced as to tliese so influential sentiments, and I would show you how baseless they
force

are as foundations of any solid hope that sinners shall not
surely die.
I.

by

Men

are, after all,

much more
Here

analytic reasonings.

less,

doing

its

work with

is

There

He

a social being.

influenced

by feehngs than

one sentiment which

is,

doubt-

to hide the formidable side of this

all

question from our minds.

Man

is

is

great comfort in numbers.

is largely

of those nearest to him, and

it is

governed by the example

easy and grateful to our indo-

lence to imitate and to save ourselves mental effort

by thinking

as the multitude thinks. When we see the vast majority advancing with gayety and confidence in the path our hearts crave

we seem to have all that mass between us and the
and we are incredulous that death can consume all this

to follow,
peril,

afiiuence of life in order to get to us.

Now, when we set this
and conduct of the

doctrine in contrast with the actual feelings
•world,

we

see that everybody is evidently acting as though the
If the world thought it

doctrine of a hell could not be true.

— nay,

it might be
found true, then the simplest child can see how all the sinfid
world ought to act. Every sinner should ask Is it so that I am
condemned already, except I repent and find deliverance by
That this sentence is the everlasting curse of the Alfaith ?
mighty ? That it is to fill my soul and' body with intolerable
torments ? That hope is to depart for ever and ever, and eter-

certainly true

if

there were but a probability

:

nal despair is to gather

up the

aggregate of future woe,

infinite

and in every conscious instant crush

my

soul wdth the tremen-

go on and on, parallel with
me and this death there
may be but the step between health and sickness, or present se" Horrible oh,
curity and sudden accident?
Is this my peril?
horrible "
Then what time have I for pleasure ? what business
with the riches which perish in the using? I ought " to say of
laughter, It is mad and of mirth, What doeth it ? "
Everything
dous prospect ?

the eternity of

That

all this is

God and
;

to

that between

!

!

;
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except the one means of escape from this infinite Avoe, ought to
be loathsome for its frivolity. I ought to have time for nothing
but prajer every breath ought to be a cry, and tears ought to
be my drink until the mercy of Christ pluck me from the awful
Thus ought every sinner to agonize. And this wide
verge.
world ought to be a Bochim. Who can gainsay it ?
But what do we see ? The world eats and drinks, marries and
gives in marriage, pursues riches, earthly pleasure, yea, seeks to
;

though it had too much of it sings and dances,
and fills its atmosphere either with jest and lavighter, or with
new insults to this awful Judge in a word, studies to act precisely as though it were certain there is no hell.
Now, has all
the world gone insane ? Is all the keen sagacity which we
meet everywhere in its worldly pursuits and rivalries clean
turned into madness ? So it would seem, if this doctrine of a
But it is hard for a denizen of this world to
hell were true
"kill time," as

;

;

!

conclude thus of his own kind, as well as of himself ; and, therefore, the practical feeling of doubt comes, like a penetrating tide,
into the soul, that

Who

has not

felt

somehow the ghastly dogma cannot

hold.

the seductive influence, not reasoned out per-

haps, possibly only semi-conscious, yet seducing the soul back

from the rough, harsh warning of conscience into luxurious relief

by the

plea,

"Ye

shall not surely die" ?

soon as my
dashed all the ease
and solace which my deceitful heart was drawing from the sentiment. I was compelled to see that if the Bible is true, and man's
nature what my own observation evinces, the pleasing inference
has only a foundation of clouds. Suppose, as the Bible says, it
is the nature of the sin which imperils to produce this very insensibility ?
Suppose that warning should be sober truth, which
tells us to beware of "being hardened by the deceitfulness of
sin," so that it is literally trae that "madness is in men's hearts
while they live " and that this dense callousness is itself one of
the surest symptoms of the reality of the disease ? If I were to
find a freezing man in the snow, and he were to answer my
rousing appeal by the assurance that he was suffering no evil,
and needed nothing except the balmy sleep to which he wished
to resign himself, I should understand well that this ease was
but the symptom of approaching death. So, if this spiritual
But,

my

friends, there

was one discovery

unwilling reason was constrained to look at

;

;

wdiich, so

it,
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may perchance be only the indication of the
approaching frosts of spiritual death, then plainly- it is madness
torpor of the world

it.
The Bible represents also that
benumbing and deluding quality of sin is one of the very
featui'es which has caused a God, at once all-wise, just and benevolent, to estimate it as so immense an evil, and has constrained
him to adopt means so stern for curbing it. Can this be true?
Can you or I refute it ? And when we turn to our own observations, do we see that in fact human experience does contain frequent monitions of a solemnity and dreadful awe precisely ap-

for US to argue safety fi'om

this

propriate to these revealed facts

time to time

lift

;

that

God does

indeed from

a corner of the veil which mercifully hides the

and makes men hear in anticipation the waOs of
torment in the cries of guilty death-beds, the catastrophes of

pit of despair,
its

dying nations, the ghastly ravages of plague and war, and that
refuse to hearken and strive to forget the salutar}' warning?
Then we have before our eyes the proof that sin can rncike a

men

world as mad, as insane, as we saw the argument of the Bible
impHed. Alas, yes! we see men all around ns, under parallel
influences of deceitful lusts, shut their eyes to

mental dangers.
"pleasure and
self sees

We

jollity,"

see the drunkard

known and

madly

experi-

jesting of his

when every worldly wise man except him-

We see

deUriuin tremens grinning over his shoulder.

even woman, intoxicated with

flattery,

rushing into the snaky

coils of the seducer, while every one but she perceives nothing
but the envenomed fang that is to poison her soul. Yes, they

go "as a bird hasteth to the snare, and knoweth not that
his life."

With this

solution assigned

sensibility in spiritual danger,

and

by Scripture

for

it is

for

men's in-

this stubborn confirmation of

reasonableness in my own experience, I can no longer find
any solace or hope in the blindness of the world to its own destiny and duty.
It only enhances the fearful picture, and its perverse example adds a formidable obstacle to all the others which
exist between me and my safety-.
II. Another plausible but most practicable element of doubt
arises fi-om the example and deportment of professed Christians.
How should they act for themselves, they who profess to have
the vision of faith, if they saw the doctrine certainly true ? The
hope of deliverance they akeady have in Christ might indeed exempt them from the anguish which should till the souls of the

its
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and condemned ; yet should they feel that they had a race
make good their exemption. To this
every power of their souls should be bent eveiy hour of every
day, like the muscles of a racer upon the course. Is not this what
Should they not say to themselves:
their Bibles enjoin?
guilty

to run with perdition to

"Be

this

my

one great business here

With holy trembling, holy

To make my

fear,

ealling sure " ?

"And what should be their demeanor towards us sinners?"
men may ask. "Do they indeed know that we are

doubting
*

condemned

already,'

and that but a few uncertain years or days

divide us from that unutterable hell

?

Do

they see us insanely

wasting, as they judge, our fleeting opportunity, and trifling on

the brink of so unspeakable a fate?

should they not meet us
of us, as one

!

would weep

With what a

visage, then,

Tears ought to break forth at the sight
at the sight of a felon

on his way to the

gallows; every cheek ought to turn pale at our meeting, and
there ought to be no time nor heai-t for anything but

'

entreating

us night and day with tears' to flee from the wrath to come!
Surely this would be but the natural beha%dor for them. But

what do we actually see?

We

spend days and months with

these behevers in futiu'e endless torments, and the time

is all

up with worldly jest or worldly aims they pursue what we
pursue, and apparently live for what we live for. They jostle us
at every turn in our eager race for this world's honors and pleasThey seem to have neither thought nor care for our apures.
proaching miser}'. What, now, are we to conclude ? That these
kind, cordial, jo\dal fiiends and brothers of ours, who are so
filled

;

generous in relieving our

earthly evils, are harder than the

little

and more cruelly indifierent than a "wild beast to our
immense and certain misery ? This, surely, is a harsh conclusion
Must we not rather conclude that these good, kind, believing
people, who have the faith and know what is true, have discovered
that their dreadful creed is somethat sinners do not surely die
fiction,
and
the
warnings
how a pious
of their preachers are not
expected to find a reception in their literal sense ? " Such is
the doubt as it forms itself in the private thought of many a
transgressor, or as it flows, unformed but influential, in their unmillstone,

'

'

reasoning feelings.

ground for

this

;

Alas, that Christians should give so

doubt

!

Alas, that the most j)lausible

and

much
influ-
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ential

argument

tliat

contradicts the warnings of

the drowsy example of his professed people

which

of souls,

when God

will

God should be

Alas, for the blood

!

be found partly in our

in the

skirts

shalt call these doubters to their account

day

Forgive,

!

Christ, this unnatural contradiction, and deliver us from the
woe which is denounced on " those by whom the offence cometh."

Forgive us, ye deceived souls, for the mischief we have done
And
in thus assisting you to drug your own consciences.
not,
trust
not,
believe
us
us
for
we
you,
are
verily
beseech
we

you

unworthy

But now

to guide you.

let

me

you, doubters, the

tell

why I have been compelled to conclude that this inconexample of professed believers furnished me no ground
of confidence whatever that I should not surely die by my sins.
1 found that I could not trust to it one instant First, because I
saw that it was every way likely, probable and natural, that tbe
faith of weak Christians should be benumbed by that same " deceitfulness of sin" which we have found deluding the unbelievers
reasons
sistent

:

an insane rashness. This Bible of theirs, the same Bible
which tells of the hell we are so unwilling to admit, explained
into

that spectacle of the

explained

hope

And

it

weak Christian

forgetting his

with a consistency so clear that

of security in sin die within me.

as I replied,

How

"WTong,

how

it

made

own

faith

the rising

It told of indAvelling sin.

perverse, that sin should stiU

work, and work inconsistencies so glaring in quickened souls, it
Well, you have there but another and a more formi-

rejoined

:

dable illustration of the malignity of sin, that it can thus poison
and mislead the hearts even of those in whom the Holy Ghost

We read lately in the journals of French workmen in a
deep pit who fell stupefied by the foul air, and while in momentary danger of death, were already as helpless as corpses. But
as we learned further how the healthy men who descended to
their rescue also became stupid and staggered and fell, we shuddered more than at first at the malignancy of that poison. Suppose that God may take this view of sin in Christians and of the
guilty callousness it produces, I can see nothing there but another
reason why he should hate it the more, and should judge the
dwells

!

sternest

measures proper in order to curb

it.

But second: I saw, upon closer inspection, that the sorry,

common

sorts of believers

had supposed.

were

less callous to

I found they often

my

danger than I

rebuked themselves

for that
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had shrunk from warning me

to flee
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from wrath.

I discovered a canse, a canse not unnatural, which kept them

even when yeaTning to speak some word of awakening;
and that was my own observed callousness. They knew that I
knew my peril, and yet saw me reckless. They heard the most
solemn admonitions of the pulpit launched at me, pointed with
silent,

all

the

human

force

estness could give

;

shield of adamant.

them

which study, preparation, and burning earnbut they fell from my heart blunted as by a
It was,

if

words

will

be yet more vain!"

an interview, when

all

"What

Thus

me

natural for

can we do?

Our

I discovered that they

in secret.

Yes, not seldom

their converse with

me had seemed of

limited their efforts to prayer for
after

how

not right, yet

to say in their discouragement:

away and prayed in secret that my
Thus I found that, after all, I had

the earth earthy, they went

eyes might be opened.

much

over-estimated their apparent callousness to the fearful

truth.

Then, tMrd: I could not but observe that there was a differamong these Christians. Some compelled much more of
my respect by the honest consistency of their lives. And I
always found that, just in proportion to this, these few did approach that mode of living and striving which their solemn creed
ence

demanded.

They obviously were "working out

their

own

salva-

me and greet me
with the aspect of tearful and solemn concern, and they did not
forget to warn me of the coming wrath, even with a fidehty
which was irksome and offensive. Thus, wherever I extended
tion with fear and trembling"; they did meet

my

observation, I found that, just in proportion as the Chris-

commanded my respect and confidence,
was most nearly squared upon the theory that hell is
real!
A Paul, for instance, that apostle whose sturdy heroism
inspired even my dead heart with a thrill of moral admiration;
who had seen invisible glories, and heard words which it was
not lawful to utter, braved seas, and robbers, and prisons, and
scourges, and deaths that he might "warn every one night and
day with tears." Thus I was forced to say to myself, how absurd to put my chief trust touching this momentous question on
the very kind of Christians for whom I have scarcely enough reIf I am to despect to confide in them in an ordinary bargain
rive any in«ference as to the question whether I must surely die

tian's integrity of life

that

life

!
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my

sin, it is

the

men

I respect most

whom

I

had

better re-

solemn conviction.
But, once more, there has been one Man on earth who was of
all others best qualified to judge of the urgency of a sinner's condition on earth and the degree of his danger, and of all the beings who have ever lived among men was the truest, the most
gard, distasteful as

is

their

and the wisest. He knew the real state of the
he came from the other world, and thus had the advantage of the perfect knowledge of an eye-witness.
This was the
man Jesus. And he is the one being who has literally lived and
preached and toiled up to the full standard of that zeal and devotion demanded by the claims of eternity.
Let any one look at
him, and infer from his proceedings what was his sense of the
The one aim of his life was "to seek and to save that
case.
which was lost." To this every power and every day was dedisinterested,
case, for

voted with a zeal so intense that his worldly relatives said, " He

and his disciples beheld in his burning career
a fulfilment of the prophecy: "The zeal of thy house hath eaten
him up." Laborious days of teaching were followed by whole
nights of prayer. Not one hour did he ever divert to the pursuits of business, or ambition, or pleasure; and, after a ministry of superhuman energy, he submitted his Hfe itself to a
cruel sacrifice for the redemption of your souls from the fate
whose infinite bitterness he alone could appreciate. Here, then,
is the safest example from v/liich to infer the real truth, whether
we shall surely die for our sins. Jesus must have felt that hell
was real for there is no other solution of his career.
III. Again, some who pretend to speculate more profoundly
is

beside himself"

;

;

argue that the eternal ruin of sinners

is

inconsistent with the

appearances of things which providence itself has instituted.
" The order which he has impressed on this earth and our mor-

God would have semoving to such a fate." And
here, say they, we argue, not from the actions or feelings of our
fellow-men, who may mistake, but of the Sovereign Judge him'*
self.
Consider, then," say they, " what the aspect of this world
should be if this dogma of an endless hell were true. Take in
all the conseqiiences which are involved, in all their horror:
that all, all the thronging millions who compose our genera-

tal life is

not such as a wise and consistent

lected, if our race were, indeed,

tion,

except the few consistent Christians, are going straight
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tremendous doom, one single instance of wliicli,
if properly conceived, should be enough to make a world stand
aghast; that all the successive generations which fill the centuries are born only to inherit this fate, save so far as the tardy
efforts of this delinquent church may rescue a few; that mortal life is then, in most men, but an unutterable curse!
But, if
all this is literal, what is this earth lint a charnel-house of dead
souls; a yawning gateway through which men may be borne
Would God ever have put it into man's better nainto hell!
ture to rejoice in the birth of children, or have said, 'Blessed
is he that hath quiver full' of these arrows of the strong man,
if our paternity only avails thus, in most cases, to multiply the
In what scenery of woe
instances of immortal ruin and woe?
should not such a world have been draped ? It should be like
the condemned ship, which floats away in the dark night, with
its black flag, freighted with its load of crime and despair, to' the
Its atmosphere should be darkness visible, its
solitary ocean.
The globe itself
sole occupation the wailing agony of entreaty.
should blot the sky with its disk, and be followed as it rolls in
its

to that

by a

orbit

dirge of pitying angels, while

spheres should veil their light at

woman would

its

fair

its

sister-

approach, even as a tender

cover her face from the sickening horrors of the

Such should God have made the home of a race who
'were by nature children of wrath.' But what has he made
it?
Behold its light and beauty and beneficence! Lo! its
scenery is gilded with sunlight and overarched with azure.
scaffold.

'

He

sendeth the springs into the valleys which run

hills.

They

give drink to every beast of the

shall the fowls of the

among

the branches.

the earth

is satisfied

field.

among the
By them

heaven have their habitation, which sing
He watereth the hills from his chambers
with the fruit of his works.

He

causeth

the grass to grow for the cattle, and herb for the service of man,

may Ijring forth food out of the earth; and wine that
maketh glad the heart of man, and oil to make his face to shine,
and bread which strengtheneth man's heart.' And throughout
this beautiful earth 'he setteth the solitary in families'; he
invites man to hope and joy by social sympathies, and teaches
that he

the mother's heart to sing for joy that a
world.

Do

man

is

born into the

not nature and providence, then, refute this gloomy

and saturnine view of man's destiny?"
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Glad

slioukT I be,

my hearers, to

us thus; but, ahis! there

must be viewed.
like the

is

The earth

vale between

against the blessings.

read the appearances around
another side of the picture which

is full

of blessing ?

Ebal and Gerizim

Gloomy

Yes

;

but

it is

the curses are over

summer, desert

the poison grows beside the flower and the

death waits on

—the death which

to fruitful
fruit,

and

every heart the monAnd when the man has viewed the whole scene, and
that earth can give, his reluctant testimony is, " Yanity

ster-evil.

tasted

:

night answers to day, temjDest

to calm, freezing \^dnter to teeming
field;

1»UXIS«HMENT

all

life

is to

Nor are all the aspects of Providence smiling!
Turn your eyes to the darker scenes, which fill all the larger
pages of history, where human crimes and divine retributions
have made this sinfuJ earth an Aceldama.
Hearken to the
scream of the oppressed upon the rack! Hear the roar of battle, 'the crash of falling cities, the wail of ruined nations!
Does
not our earth, after all, sometimes seem dark enough to be indeed the vestibule of hell? And when we examine more narrowly the conditions of man's existence here, we find the same
strict doctrines e\ddently applied on earth which underlie the
of vanities"!

future retributions:

own

that

man

is

required to

fulfil

a probation

under responsibilities to comply carefully
Avith the conditions prescribed him, or else receive from the
course of nature itself a stern and inexorable recompense. Does
outraged nature, when the time has come for her to pronounce
her final doom on the glutton, the drunkard, the debauchee, hold
her hand, or hearken to entreaty ? Alas, no she shows herself
for his

welfare,

!

as inexorable as the darkest

dogma

of the Calvinist.

How, then, shall this strange mixture of good and evil, this
seemingly capricious juncture of mercy and wrath, be explained ?
The only solution I know is the one which Scripture proposes.
had man's doom been immediate and absolute,
then the world, which is his home,
Avould have been unvisited by one ray of mercy or light.
But
because the seed of the woman was appointed to bruise the serpent's head; because God would first offer man atonement
through the death of his ovm. Son before he shuts him up in
It is this

:

that,

like that of the fallen angels,

it is that he has made us for the time "prisoners
and adorned our prison with all these alleviations in
order that they might allure us to the footstool of gosjDel mercy.

death, therefore
of hope,"
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"Accoimt that the long suffering of our God is salvation." (2
Peter iii. 15.) "The goodness of God leadeth thee to repen(Rom. ii. 4.) "He left not himself without witness, in
tance."
that he did good, and gave us rain from heaven and fruitful sea(Acts xiv. 17.)
sons, filling our hearts with food and gladness."
Thus every terrestrial blessing, from the daily food which refreshes the hunger of an hour up to the children which fill your
homes "udth love, is a voice to remind you of that amazing sacrifice of infinite love to which God was moved by his infallible
knowledge of the depth of your everlasting doom, and to woo

you

to flee to this city of refuge before

it

too

is

late.

This

God's explanation of his earthly dispensation of good and

is

evil

furnish any solace to ohat man who is resolved
atonement ? Surely there ^could be no mistake
so tragical and so perverse as that which wrests this ministry of
mercy into an argument for contumacy. Here is a state prisoner, accused, tried, condemned, locked up, awaiting his condign punishment but because the king and the king's son have
so thorough an apprehension of the horror of that fate which

to

Does

man.

it

to slight the only

;

about for some way of eswhereby "righteousness and pSace ma}^ kiss each other."
It is found at length in this amazing plan, that the king's son
So, to prepare the
shall drink the cup of deatli in his stead.
Avay for the message of this ransom, the gloom of the condemned

justice will inflict, therefore they cast

cape,

doomed man are
own table, and
the cheering voices of hope penetrate his despair, inviting him
But now the perverse wretch
to reconciliation through the son.
cell is lighted

relaxed

;

he

is

with the sun

the fetters of the

;

fed with dainties from the king's

begins to abuse the very overtures of mercy, to argue that his
sentence was not just, and the king knew it and never dared to
execute

been

it;

onl}'

that

all

this

an unsavory

doom and threatened destruction had
To that man "there remaineth no

jest.

more sacrifice for sin, but a certain fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indignation." His unbelief, by a dreadful alchem}^, converts ever}^ fleeting blessing into an abiding curse,

and stores it in the treasury of ^^Tath against the day of wrath.
There is no safe footing here, then, for a doubt whether "we
must surely die " if out of Christ. The Bible explanation of the
mercies sinners experience

is

spiser too terribly consistent

too consistent

;

and reasonable.

to the gospel de-

And

in the light
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of that explanation every earthly

mercy has a voice which, even

in its sweetest accents, implies that there is a hell as

"

Turn

3'ou to the stronghold,

ye prisoners of hope

it

cries,

!

IV. But some, driven fi'om God's providence, resort to his
character for arguments to sustain the doubt as to his purpose
to punish forever.

goodness of

God

They ask whether

will

the justice, Avisdom, and

not forbid his forever destroying a being

he has himself formed for happiness. Men ask, for inHow can it be just in God to punish a puny creature
eternally for a sin committed in this short life?
They claim it
as almost a self-evident truth that temporal punishment is sufficient for temporal sin. Now, I might dwell upon several thoughts
Avliich have presented themselves to ni}' mind neutralizing the
probabiHty of this position. I was reminded, for instance, that
neither the course of nature nor human law measures its penal-

whom

stance,

by the length

ties

of time

consumed

in the transgression.

But

sometimes the recklessness of a moment incurs a result from the
laws of nature which fixes calamity and pain on the whole future:
life

;

it required a few moments to perpe-'
punished with an everlasting banishment from
and all its benefits.* One cannot but think, again, how

and a murder, which

trate, is justly

this life

may be affected by the infinite glory and
majesty of the Being at whom they are aimed. If the youth
who strikes his own parent, for instance, is justly held far more
guilty than the common brawler, how high may not the aggrava-

the estimate of his sins

tions of our guilt against the Universal Father rise?

But our

very sinfulness and unl^elief unfit us to weigh this element of
case fairly.
We cannot rise to the impartial estimation of
God's exalted rights and honor; we are too selfish and bhnd.
Look, then, at another thought. None but atheists are so insolent as to deny that temporal sins deserve temporal punishment.
o-ur

Suppose, now, that you should cojithiue sinners after death, while
paying off the score of your earthly transgressions ? Why not ?
Yes, ichy not f Because you will then be suftering punishment ?
We do not see that God's chastisements of you in this world
have had any tendency as yet to make you any better; why
should you count on them to make you better there ? Or because your habits and evil principles will then be so confirmed

by a life of sin ? Which is easier to bend, a twig or a tree ?
Or because the company of hell wiU be so edifying or improving
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Hardly
Take, tlien, one sober, liouest look at
and answer me, what is tlie likeliliood that you, who
are an obstinate sinner now, will not be a sinner then ? You,
whose resolutions of repentance have hitherto been so absolutely
worthless you who cannot be in the least restrained from your
sins by the near prospect of a retribution so heavy that you are
now murmuring at its weight ? But should the prediction of
Scripture prove true, that he who is unjust now will be unjust
still, and he who is filthy now will be filthy still
and should you
be heaping up a second mountain of transgressions while you
are paying your debt for the first, when will you ever finish?
There is the question which ruins all your hope. Be God's justice what it may, obviously no reasonable being, who has once
resolved to curb rebellion by penalty, can consistently stop punishing until the criminal stops rebelling.
To do so before would
be impotent child's-play. But after you have on this earth rejected Christ, who is to help you to cease rebelling ?
Who is to
intercede for you with the avenging Judge to hold his hand ? I
see not where your hope is to hang.
" But God is supremely wise and kind "
How do you know
he is ? From the Bible ? The same Bible that tells me, " God
is love," tells me that he "turns the wicked into hell, with all the
nations that forget God." (Ps. ix. 17.) Which side of this statement must we take? And if we reject either, then the Bible
ceases to be of authority with you for both it no longer authorizes us to say God is love.
Or will you turn from it to God's
works and plead that "the earth is full of the goodness of the
Lord"? (Ps. xxxiii. 5.) When we look there we "behold both
the goodness and severity of God " (Rom. xi. 22) death set over
against life calamity against blessings war against peace sickness and pain against health; "distress of nations and perplexity " against prosperity.
And when you bid me infer that
God's wisdom and goodness forbid his destroying forever even a
guilty creature, whom he himself formed for immortal happiness,
then I know that we have both gone far beyond our depth.
Who can find out the Almighty unto perfection ? It is higher
than heaven what canst thou do ? It is deeper than hell what
canst thou know ? Look around, and so far as your earthly wisdom can read his dispensations, do you not see him daily permitting the most ardent aspirations of your fellows to end in
to

your

lieart ?

!

yourself,

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and deatli ? Do you not see liim permitting mUyoung infants, in whom lie liad implanted tlie seeds of
reason, and love, and happiness, and beneficent action, die like
the budding flower that drops from the tree with its undeveloped
germ to rot on the ground? How is that ? Do we not see him
rain on the salt, barren ocean and the unpeopled deserts, while
the vales on which the children of men hope for their daily bread,
and whose clods they have watered ^dth their sweat, shrivel from
drought ? How many men, judging by earthly reason, have ever
been content to die as satisfied with the results of their life ?
The one thing, the only thing that is certain to us all, is that we
must die; and so far as earthly wisdom can see, "How dieth the
v/ise man?
Even as the fool dieth!"" Thus, when I see this
awful God stamp "vanity and vexation of spirit" on all the hopes
of man, I cannot undertake to decide what awful severities on
the guilty he may not purpose to execute in another world. He
has worlds under his government. His purposes span eternity.
" Clouds and darkness are round about him but justice and
judgment are the habitation of his throne." (Ps. xcvii. 2.) FeeThere is here no standing
ble man, we are out of our depth
ground for any hope. Let us, then, go back and hear what
message the Lord himself hath been pleased to send us out of
And when we look there, the most striking fact is,
his Word.
that the clearest, the most dreadful declarations of the eternity
Men someof the unbehever's ruin are those uttered by Jesus.
vanity, despair
lious of

;

!

times babble of a difference, even a contrast, between the the-

ology of Paul and of his Master.

They

talk of

tere logician, excogitating a rigid system of
fer, they say, to turn to the teachings of the

Paul as the aus-

dogmas

;

they pre-

"meek and

lowly

whose theology is that of love. Well, one thing we do
know:' never was there love like unto his love! It surpassed
" Greater love hath no man than this, that a
the love of woman.
Jesus,"

man lay down his life for his friends." He laid down
enemies
No man can see one trait of cruelty in this
!

his

life

his for his

Jesus ; for

was a ministration of kindness, not to the deser^sdng, but
and sinner." Never did the cry of human woe

to the "publican

strike his ear in vain

;

for

human anguish appeal in vain
And he knew, also, the real facts;

never did

to his soul while on earth.

he came from the world of spirits and thither he went back.
comes it, then, that this meek and loving Jesus uttered

How
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-wamings against hell in Avorcls sevenfold more frequent and
solemn than the "austere" Paul? Is this also done in love?
Yes; the beauty of his beneficent life and death permits us to
If, then, it is the tenderest heart in the unithink nothing else.
verse which cries out to us most fearfully, "Beware of the pit!
what shall we think ? Is it because he who knows best and loves
us best is most fully informed of its inevitable certainty and its
intolerable pains ?
Hear this Divine pity, then ^Mark ix. 43,
44} Matt, xviii. 34, xiii. 41, 42, xxv. 30-46; Luke xvi. 23-26;
Eev. vi. 16, 17.
What, then, is the part of reason for you ? As I said at the
outset, I have no dogma to advance.
I have no interest in
arguing that there is an everlasting hell for impenitent sinners.
If any man can prove that there certainly is none, by any evidence honorable for God and safe for man, sure I am that no
man's soul will be more rejoiced than my sinful lieai-t. I have
but one parting word to utter, and that is so plainly just that it
needs no argument. It will be weU for you to look tJioroughly
into this doubt before you trust yourself to it.
Your eternity is
at stake
And if, after your faithful, honest and exhaustive exliig

—

!

you are constrained to feel that there is a possibility
right and Satan Avrong on this point, it vriW
be best for you to come with me to the safe side, and hide under
amination,

that Jesus

may be

the sacrifice of Christ.

PRAYEE REASOTdBLE.
ACHATRMAX, presiding in one of the

meetings of the late

Evangelical Alliance, remarked that the cavils of infidels

had had no

effect in an'esting

Nor

the prayers of the church.

can they, in the nature of things, have snch

effect.

Prayer

human soul,
However men differ about

the most universal rational function of the

is

in all

other
ages and under all religions.
desire,
about
divinities
to
of
the
be
things about the objects
worshipped, about the mode in which they should be approach-

—

— they

Not even the skeptics themselves
all agree in praying.
prove exceptions in the day when " the soitows of death
compass them, and the pains of hell get hold upon them."
About Mr. Tyndall's prayer-test, by which he hoped to deed

will

monstrate the folly of prayer,

much has been

^T;itten,

but we

have not seen the truest and shortest answers. They are these
First; the objects we pray for fall into two classes, the innocent,
natural good, and the spiritual good pertaining to redemption.
The healing of the bodies of sick men in a hospital falls under
But God has only given an explicit promise
the former class.
It is proper to pray for bodily health,
as to the latter class.
our daily bread, and other lawful, worldly goods om- Saviour
has expressly authorized us to do so. But he has, ^^itli equal
clearness, told us that there are often circumstances in which
these seeming goods cease to be real goods, and then he will reHe has
fuse the gift to his dearest and most accepted saint.
also refused to disclose to us in advance when those circumstances exist. Hence, for these objects, the intelligent Christian
always prays with submission, and in ignorance of the issue.
They do not faU in the class which we know to be " things ac;

cording to his will."

we

are

"We

have confidence that he heareth us."

John V. 14, 150
But second, and more

conclusively, the proposed prayer-test

authorized to say,
(1

It is only of this latter class that
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preposterous. If there is an answer to prayer, the thing proposed to be tested, there is a personal God a being of -will,
^dsdom, power, and majesty. TThen such a test is applied, he
must be a party to the response. But if there is such a God, it
is the Christian's God, who has already graciously told us that
he does answer j^rayer who has already given us a great deal
of condescending instruction on that very point in his word.
Hence, that the petitioners should apply a further test to his
fidelity cannot but be supei"iluous, and, therefore, impertinent.
There must, therefore, always be a powerful motive in the mind
of the Divine Sovereign for dechning to respond to the test,
however he may be disposed, on other terms, to answer the
humble petitioner. That motive is a regard to his own honor.
It would always be conceivable, yea, probable, in such a case,
that this motive would prevail so that the proposed test would
test nothing, and reveal nothing, as to God's faithfulness in anis

—

;

;

swering prayer, except
Infidel physicists

answer to prayer,

its

make

ovm

impiety.

nowadays about an
second causes, and the

a mighty difficulty

fi'om the uniformity of

They tell us

absolute stabihty of their laws.

that

it is

the law of

man's reason — they acknowledge that reason has any fundamental laws — that we expect "like causes always to produce
if

like effects."

They

us

tell

also, that

experience shows us abso-

lutely nothing in nature save regular laws.

The widest observa-

tion of the heavenly bodies and the earthly organisms, only confirms the truth that, in nature, second causes always produce

and interraption is unkno"\\Ti.
a thing, Ave must expect him to

their appointed, natural effects,

Now, when we pray to God for
it, either by a miracle, a supernatural

give

intervention over the

natural laws which were going to bring on us some other thing,

or

we must expect him

of the second causes
]jectation,

say they,

to bring

"SAithin

it

to pass

by some modification
Put either ex-

the laws of nature.

is irrational.

dilemma they have made for us,
no place
Thus, says Mr. Baden Powell, the histofor the supernatural.
ries of the miracles, which were once the glory of Christianity,

As

to the first horn of the

they tell us that the knoAATi uniformity of nature leaves

now her chief embarrassment.
The first remark Ave make upon

are

that

it is

this

supposed

difficulty is,

but a sorry resuscitation of the ghost of Hume's once
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famous sophism against the credibility of miracles, so thoroughly
slain by 'the logic of Dr. George Campbell and other divines.
How do we know that the operations of nature are always and
everywhere uniform ? Our own limited observation is not enough
If we are sure of it, it must be by the testito teach us this.
mony of others. So that we come just to Hume's exploded argument.
urged,

Next,

it is

obvious that,

atheistic.

it is

if

the difficulty

Certainly creation was

almighty acts out of which nature

a*

is

consistently

miracle.

The

arose were certainly su-

first

and it would be a queer philosophy which set the
above its own cause, which regarded the omnipotence
which produced nature and endowed it with all these regular
]3ernatural

;

effect

jiroperties as too feeble to interfere with its

deny a creation

is practically to

deny a

own work.
The

creator.

But

to

truth

is,

nature implies the supernatural.

Nature shows us herself the

signs that she cannot he eternal

and self-existent. She had,
But what can be more su-

therefore, her origin in a creation.

pernatural than the act which originated nature

If it were in?
deed impossible that there could be a miracle, then this nature
herself would be non-existent, whose uniformities give the preNature confesses that
text for this denial of the miraculous.
her causes are second causes they suggest their origin in a first
cause.
Just as the stream suggests its fountain, so do the laws

—

now

of nature,

to the Source

flowing in so regular a current, point us

who

instituted them,

and

upward

can, therefore, control

them.

But the
that our

easiest refutation is in this exceedingly familiar fact,

own

agency

free

side of material

forces,

is

continually originating effects out-

and

is

continually reversing natural

"We know, at least as well as we
know the things testified by our senses, that we have a true
spontaneity that this cause does absolutely originate many effects.
Take a familiar instance the natural laws of liquids reforces

up

to a certain extent.

;

:

everywhere and always. But
any peasant, by the intervention of his free agency of mind, produces absolutely the opposite effect; he causes it to ascend
quire water to seek

above

its level in

its

own

level

the tube of his pump.

Let us trace this " antiThis

natural " effect in the simplest and most practical manner.

peasant observes that this rise of the water against nature is
caused by the intervention of a lever moving a piston that this
;
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lever, however, is not the true cause, for

that the arm,

itself
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it is

moved by his arm;
is moved by his

a lever of bone and muscle,

nerves, and, finally, that these nerves are but the conductors of

a volition which, his consciousness

tells

him, originated in his

upon matter above material nature, originated by the spontaneity of a spirit!
But now, when
thus
simply
and
clearly
taught that the volition
this peasant is
of his own spirit is an original fountain of effects outside of and
above material nature, and when he lifts his eyes to the heavens
and sees in their wise and wondrous frame the evidences of
Here, then,

mind.

is

an

effect

another spiritual intelligence there like his own, but immeasur-

how can he doubt

mind has

also

in its will another primary source of effects above nature?

If

ably grander,

that this superior

he is a personal, intelligent, and voluntary
being, governing the world he has made the denial of either of
these postulates is virtual atheism then, since he may at any time
possibly see a motive for intervening with his own possessions, our
experience of our own free agency makes it every way probable
that he may, on occasion, intervene.
Every rational man customarily conducts his own affairs on regular methods, and occasionally, upon sufficient motive, uses unusual expedients.
It is
absurd for him to make any difiiculty about conceding a similar
free agency, upon proper occasion, to God
if there is a God.
This pretended argument of infidelity is a "vicious circle." It
excludes a God because it cannot admit a supernatural, and lo!
its only ground for rejecting the supernatural is its uncertainty
of the existence of a personal God.
This pretended jirofundity
is thus exploded by the simplest experience of every plain mind.
But while the Christian miracles are thus proved to be entirely credible, we have no need to claim that God now answers
prayer by miracle. The doctrine of the Bible is that he answers
prayers for spiritual good by grace in the hearts of men, and for
natural good by that perpetual and special providence through
which he regulates the working of every second cause in accordance with its natural law. It is against this customary providence the cavil is mainly objected. There is no room, says the
modern infidel, for the divine will to introduce an answer to
Here, for instance, is a company of Christians in a
prayer.
leaking ship amidst a storm.
On smooth water the crippled
to
her
desired haven, but if the tempest convessel might float
there

is

a Creator

;

if

—

—

—
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tinues, she cannot outlive

cabin and pray to

God

So the people

it.

assemlDle in the
" Now that praver,"

to arrest the storm,

This storm

says the infidel, "is absurd.

is

the natural effect of

physical causes, in air and water, ah-eady established.

These
Hence,

causes were, in turn, effects of previous physical causes.

when those

earlier causes

—namely,

this storm

fect

And

ready.
sult

was

were once established, the ulterior

—was

Do

miracle

now

of

GaHlee?

to the

mnds and

waves.

Natural law takes

continuance of the storm was in
tion can

not,

to

work a

No! they disclaim that expectation.
They might as reasonably pray

their prayer is senseless.

if

God

to stay the storm, as they pretend Christ once did

Then

tinue ;

al-

days or months before the prayer

these foolish Christians expect their

on the Sea

ef-

since natural causes are invariable, the whole re-

natui'ally inevitable

began.

them

potentially present in

it

will terminate.

its

course.

its

natural causes,

it

If the

will con-

But, in that event, the termina-

have no possible connection wdth the prayer the
had spent their force. The effect would have
;

natural causes

ceased just the same without the prayer."

The answer

God

is,

Such

that our inability to explain

is

the

Tiovj

cavil.

an all-wise

modifies natural effects in accordance with natural causes

no proof whatever that he cannot do it. The peasant sends
by Morse's electric telegraph. He
has sufficient evidence that it can be done, but hoio it can. Ixi done
he can neither imagine nor explain. Now, we presume there is
more difference between God's knowledge and oiu"s than between
Professor Morse's and the peasant's. We presume that Mr.
TjTidall and the rest of the "scientists" would be very much
is

his message with confidence

outraged were we to refuse to believe that they could perform
we common folk cannot con-

their beautiful experiments because

ceive

how they do them

We answer again, that we are able to regulate and employ our
mechanisms, in strict accordance with their structure, to execute
oiir special

purposes.

Shall

we deny

to the great

God

a similar

"What more regular and exact than a railroad? The
motive power is a mechanical one, blind, senseless, and tremendous. The machinery is of iron. What more unyielding than
iron? The track consists of two horizontal and parallel bars of

power?

iron,

tance.

immovable, and of inexorably uniform position and disThe trains must all rim by a "time-table," whose exact-
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ness imitates

tliat

The

of tlie planetary motions.

rigid rules of

the road could not be infringed without the risk of a

terrific

made to hear prayer.
crash.
Yet this raih'oad train can be
Its every motion is as completely under the hand of the engieasily

neer as the horse under the rein of the rider

may

a sick child, the conductor
less able to

manage

his

those of his creature,

May
thew

;

and

at the cry of

Now,

stop the whole.

machine?

Are his resources

God

is

than

less

man ?

not this be the point of our Sa%dour's question in Mat-

11

vii.

gifts to

:

" If ye, then,

though

evil,

hioio

Jiovj

good

to give

your children, how much more shall your Father in

heaven give good things to them that ask him " ? "We are sinful and weak, yet we have knowledge and power to give answers
to our children's petitions, through natural means, without violating their nature.
Is not this an argument by the stronger
reason for the Almighty God's having that knowledge and
power ?
In conclusion, we argue that the perfect adjustment of this
machinery of nature gives us the clearest proof at once of the
existence and the skill of the creative mind.
The more complete the machine, the more cunning the maker.
Do they teU
us of the unvarying regularity ^\ith. which the forces of nature
act through all recorded time and over all known space amidst
their almost boundless complexity?
Well, just so mvich do they
exalt our conception of the resources and wisdom of the divine
Ai'chitect.
And shall they t!ien teU us that the machinery of
nature

is

so complete that the A'ery

without violating

its

structure ?

Maker

This

of

it

cannot intervene

is precisely as

though one

should say, "There was a clock-maker of extraordinary

who made
its

skill,

so perfect a clock that he himself could not regulate

motions."

He

was, forsooth, so thoroughly successful that

the result of his very success in clock-making was to banish

him

And

yet

in

impotency from the control of his own handiwork!

that success in the construction is the practical evidence that

he possessed boundless

Such

is

skill

and power as

to

such machines.

the simple residuiaa of this much-vaiinted scientific

skepticism.

PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES/
"And

lie shall

turn

tlie

heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of

the children to their fathers, lest I

come and smite

the earth "with a curse. "

Mal.

iv. 6.

"And he shall go before him in the

spirit

and power

of Elias, to turn the hearts

of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the just

ready a people prepared for the Lord."

THE

Luke

i.

religious importance of parental obligation

ferred from

from the place

it

many

;

to

make

17.

scriptural truths;

and,

may be

among

in-

otliers,

occupies at the end of the old dispensation and

the beginning of the new.

phespng of Malachi

Historians

tell

to the Christian era

than four hundred years.

During

all

us that from the pro-

was an

interval of

more

these ages the heavens

and the church received oracle neither by " Urim
and Thummim," nor by prophetic voice. Malachi, in his last
were

silent,

chapter, prepares the people for this long silence of revelation

by two words, of which one is a promise, and the other a precept.
The command is (chap. iv. 4) to walk by the law of Moses,
God's servant, and to keep the statutes and judgments given,
through him, for all Israel. The promise is, that in due time the
Messiah's forerunner, coming in the spirit and power of Elijah,
shall usher in the solemn, yet glorious

paratory ministry.

whom

day

of Christ,

by

his pre-

This was to be, therefore, the next prophet

But his work was to
be prominently a revival of parental fidelity and domestic piety.
" He shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children, and the
heart of the children to their fathers, lest I come and smite the
the church was entitled to expect.

earth with a curse."

The next recorded message from the skies is that of the Angel
Gabriel to Zacharias, given in Luke i. 11-20. The heavenly
herald begins just where the earthly prophet had ended, with
the promise and work of the forerunner, who was to be Zacha" And he shall go before him (the Lord) in the spirit
rias' son.
^

A

sermon preached before the Synod of Virginia,

1879.

6^6

at Danville, Va.

,

October,
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and power of Elijah, to turn' the hearts of the fathers to the chiland the disobedient to the A^sdom of the just, to make
ready a people prepared for the Lord." (Vs. 17.) That this
work upon fathers and children was to be far more than the removal of domestic alienations; that it was to include this, but
also to embrace a great revival of parental and filial piety, an
awakening of the parents' hearts to the salvation of their children, and the docile seeking and reception of parental instructhis is plain from the whole passage it
tion by the cliildren,
is a turning of both to God, and a " turning of the disobedient
We are reminded also our Saviour
to the wisdom of the just."
oftentimes,
his gospel was the occasion,
that,
told his people
though an innocent one, of family alienations, rather than reconSuppose ye that I am come to give
Luke xii. 51
ciUations.
peace on earth? I tell you. Nay, but rather division."
This re%dval of domestic piety and parental fidelity to the souls
of children, Malachi declares, is necessary to prevent the coming
of the Di^-ine Messiah from being a woe, instead of a blessing, to
men. This reform alone prevents his coming to " smite the land
dren,

—

;

:

vnth.

'

a curse," instead of crowning

which would

T^dckedness,

it

with mercies; because the

other^vise prevail

among men, would

outrage the holiness, instead of attracting the compassion, of

According to the angel, the same reform is
the appointed means to " make ready a people prepared for the

the incarnate God.

God's way of promoting revival, then, is not to increase
the activity of any public and outward means only, but " to turn
Lord."

the hearts of the parents to the children."

This review shows us also that the duty of parental
equally prominent in both dispensations.

snth

it

;

the

tween both
€ach other.

;

new opens with
it is

it.

This

is

The

fidelity is

old terminates

the connecting link be-

the hinge in which they meet and combine with

How

plain

it is

that

God

regards

it

as of prime

practical importance for man's salvation
It

has been already indicated that the fidehty of the parents

ought to imply the docility of the children. The duties are mutual.
Either branch might be profitably inculcated but space
;

admonishes that

be best at this time to confine the discussion, for the rest, to the duty of parents to the souls of their offspring.
The attempt -^-ill be made to unfold somewhat of the imspeakable importance of this duty, in addition to the scriptural
it

will
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teachings abeadj examined, by some other facts, and thus to
turn the hearts of these parents to these children.
I.

And,

first,

the urgency of parental responsibihty appears in

a solemn, and even an awful manner, from the nature of the
parental relation itself. Perhaps we fail to appreciate its mo-

mentous nature by reason
familiarity wdth
is.

it.

human

Every man was once a child

in a parental relation.

commonness and

of its very

"Wherever

;

every

Our perpetual

of our

is,

there the parent

human

existence begins

society

familiarity with the light

of the sun disqualifies to appreciate its glory and beauty as we
would, were we to behold it but once before entering on a life of

Thus, we are so accustomed to see the child proceeding from the parent, that we are incompetent to perceive the
solemn nature of the relation. Let us seek to gain a juster view
bv comparing the human race with that order of angels than
blindness.

which man was made a little lower. It is every way probable
that to the angels the power of reproduction, bestowed on Adam
and Eve in paradise, appeared the most marvellous and splendid
part of this new creation of the Almighty. For the bliss and
The only
glory of the elect angels there is no multiplication.
which
addition
arithmetical
that
reach
is
increase within their
out of their individual progress in knowledge, love
and happiness. The eternal adoption of Gabriel is assured
But Gaagainst all the powers of hell and accidents of time.

may

arise

and transmit it to l3eloved
Except as he has communion,
wdth his fellow-angels who began their career with him, he remains solitary in his blessedness. But the glory of the Di\dne

briel cannot multiply his happiness

offspring of his

own

likeness.

beneficence towards the

human

race appears in this, that the

parents, without alienating anything of their

own

immortality,

are able to multiply immortalities in ever-widening
gressive numbers.

Thus, by the

and pro-

multiplications of the genera-

tions of men, the field of the Divine love

and benevolence

is

wddened as time flows on, until the subjects of the Divine benefactions and instruments of the Divine glory on earth unspeakably surpass in number the heavenly hosts. It may be beyond
unnecessary to this argument, to distinguish
and allot the several parts of the agency wdiich belong to God
and to the human instruments in the origin of a new hviman

our

skill,

soul.

as

It is

it is

enough

for us to

know

that God,

by

his mysterious
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works of creation and providence, does empower human parents
the origination, out of nothing, of a new
for this amazing result
How solemn, how
being and that a rational, immortal spirit
It raises man nearer the almighty Creahigh, this prerogative
tor, in his supreme prerogative a^ Master of all things, than anyAnthing else that is done by creatures on earth or in heaven.

—

—

'

!

gels are not thus endued.

not fully seen

The

responsibility of this relation is

by merely regarding the infant as a beautiful ani-

mal, organized, in miniature, after the kind of the parents.
is

the mysterious propagation of a rational soul that

flecting

mind with awe.

fills

It

the re-

The parent looks upon the tender

face

which answers to his caress with an infantile smile he should
see beneath that smile an immortal spark which he has kindled,
It must grow, for weal or for woe; it
but can never quench.
cannot be arrested. Just now it was not. The parents have
mysteriously brought it from darkness and nothing. There is
no power beneath God's throne that can remand it back to noYes; the parents have
thing, should existence prove a curse.
lighted there an everlasting lamp, which must burn on when the
sun shall have been turned into darkness and the moon into
blood, either with the glory of heaven or the lurid flame of de;

spair.

The command

be fruitful and multiply and
was given as a blessing of paradise, and while
man was unfallen. To understand it, we must remember that
covenant which was made with Adam as the representative of
the race.
God gave him an easy law to keep, with the implied
promise that, by keeping this command, he should " enter into
life."
Had Adam stood his probation successfully, he would have
been lifted from his mutable position into a permanent adoption
of life, making both his holiness and his happiness indefectible.
And we have every reason for believing that he would have raised
to the first pair to

replenish the earth

all

his posterity to that state along with himself.

When

He

stood ag

he transgressed, "they sinned in
him, and fell with him." It is hard to believe that God would
have broken that representative union when about to result in
the glorification of the race which he had established, and which
he inexorably maintains when it issues in universal ruin and condemnation. Neither his goodness nor equity would prompt such
unequal dealing. Had Adam been confirmed in glory, the law
their representative.
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would doubtless have held by which " he begat Setli in his own
All his posterity would have been
likeness after his image."
holy and happy. Cain would have lived a saint, innocent of his
brother's blood, and Abel would never have felt the murderer's
blow.

As

the successive generations of men extended, parentage

would have extended and multiplied immortal happiness until
earth surpassed heaven. Such is the magnificence of that plan
which the Creator proposed to execute through man's parental
relation.

But the amazing plan was marred.

The malice

saw

of Satan

in this feature also his opportunity to execute a mischief as

much more

gigantic than the seduction of his brother-angels, as

the aggregate of the whole series of

than the number of the

ment

human

generations

is

greater

It was, indeed, the infinite refine-

devils.

which he taught one of his heathen servants to
cherish, when he inspired the Roman despot to wish that all
the people of Kome had but one neck, that he might decapitate
all at one stroke.
Thus Satan saw that humanity had then but
one head. By poisoning this, he would taint all the vast future
body with spiritual death. Tims he vainly ho^jed he would
usurp that very power, the power of parentage, which God had
l^estowed to be the instrument of multiplying blessedness, and
he would turn it into an inlet of spreading and boundless sin and
misery.
By poisoning the spring-head, he would at once poison
the whole stream in all its Avidening course, until it disembogued
its innumerable drops
each drop in the flood a lost soul into
the ocean of eternity. Thus it is that we owe to this malignant
of malice

—

—

perversion of God's plan of benevolence, that every parent

now

transmits to the child he loves, along with the gift of existence,

the deadly disease of

sin.

These, then, are the two facts which give so unspeakable a

solemnity to the parent's relation to his children.
ferred on them, unasked, the
sible existence.

He

endowment

He

has con-

of an endless, respon-

—

has also been the instrument if the unof conveying to this new exist-

willing, yet the sole instrument

—

ence the taint of original sin and guilt. Can the human mind
conceive a motive more tender, more dreadful, more urgent,
prompting a parent to seek, for the beloved souls he has poisoned, the aid of the great Physician ? And if this parent professes +0 have felt his bles.sed skill in his

own

soul, to

be

rejoic-
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ing in the Divine cnre, and

transmitted to

liis

own

is

yet callous to

tlie

ruin

child, lie is a monster, witli a lieart

lie lias

harder

There are hereditary diseases of the body.
Their indications pierce the parent's heart like barbed arrows,
even when suspected in the beloved child. To see, beneath the
hectic glow of the cheek, else so beautiful, the fatal sign of the
worm at the root of life to remember that it was from your own
blood the sufferer drew the poison this awakens the pity and
love of the father to all its depths. There is an authentic illustraAs his life was contion in the last days of the first Napoleon.
sumed upon the gloomy rock of St. Helena by that fearful
malady, cancer of the stomach, one of the few alleviations
allowed him by his jailors was the presence of a skilful Italian
physician. Dr. Antomarchi.
The French officers near him relate
that, when death was recognized as certain, the emperor laid his
dying commands on his compatriot to return to Italy, visit his
only son, watch over his health, and endeavor by every resource
of his art to ward off the dire inheritance of his father's disease.
Thus spoke the parent's heart in this man so ruthless and hard,
who had reared his throne upon a pyramid of human skulls, and
ground the nations of Europe under the chariot-wheels of his
ambition! How could it speak otherwise, cruel though that
heart was to others ? How can you, O Christian fail to bring
your child to the great Physician of souls, to be healed of the
deadly contagion jow have conveyed into him ?
Let us pause here to make an application of this question.
All worldly parents do thus fail, as to the spiritual disease they
have conveyed. Here they are caUous to that pity which, in the
dying emperor, melted the heart of the scourge of the nations.
than a wild beast's.

;

—

!

They

grow up and pass through their
them festering in
their veins, and they do nothing and feel little for their piteous
case.
Yet, these j^arents do unquestionably love their children
For their temporal relief and safety they make great and disinsee the children they love

career with the disease of sin derived through

1

terested sacrifices.

should w^e think
child

came

if

Whence
we saw a

this strange inconsistency ?

generous, loving woman,

"What

when her

to her vnth. its little jDetulant grief for the prick of a

and binding up the sufferer with
eager and tremulous sympathy, and then afterward, when the
same child fled to her with a smarting wound which the mother
thorn, embracing, consoling
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recognized too well as
tlirnst it

away ?

But

tlie

sting of a viper,

if

we saw her

coldly

sucli is tlie neglect of all godless parents

for the bite of the " old

dragon " in the souls of their offspring,

while they are eager and sincere in their zeal for the trivial ad-

How can it be explained ? Must it not
be because this parent's carnal mind is enmity against God
because he is dead in trespasses and sins ? Let the generous,
the decent, the affectionate but ungodly parent, who makes his
possession of these shining social virtues the pretext for denying
his own total depravity toward God, ask himself for any other
solution of his own amazing inconsistency.
Unless he can find
one more true and reasonable than the Bible solution, he is
bound to accept it and to humble his pride of virtue before God,
vantages of this world.

as a lost sinner.
II. The responsibility of parents is argued, again, from the
unique and extensive, character of their authority over their

For, just so surely as God,

offspring.
is

a righteous and equitable ruler,

rents that just rule of law, that

is

men

who gave

this authority,

certain to apply to pa-

he

be held accountable ac-

will

cording to the extent of the powers intrusted to them.

whom

The

must be
held accountable for a thousand talents he to whom ten, must
account for ten. If this equitable principle must rule where the
trust is nothing but dead money, 'how much more where power
steward to

a thousand talents are committed
;

over rational, responsible fellow-creatures

is

intrusted to fellow-

were not held to account
according to the degree of the power he had perverted to the
injury of his fellow-creature's destiny, and of God's rights in
creatures

!

If the steward in this case

him, this would be a glaring injustice to the victims of his abuse,

Master whose j)ower he had wrested. Be asyou must be held responsible according
to the extent of the power committed to your hands.
But it must be remembered, now, that your trust is not corruptible things, as silver and gold, but immortal souls, capable
of knowing and glorifying their Maker or, very much as you
shall determine, of blaspheming him, and experiencing his almighty justice forever.
Let the extent of the parent's legitimate or unavoidable power
over his children be pondered. As he is industrious and discreet, or indolent and prodigal, he decides for his children

and

to the Divine

sured, then, parent, that

;
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whether they shall begin their adult existence with a competency or as panpers. As he is virtuous or vicious, he decides
for them whether they shall bear an honored name, or be
branded with the mark of infamy at their outset in society. As
pure and courteous, or coarse and sensual, he assigns to
his children a social grade creditable and elevated, giving them

he

is

a passport to good society, or he condemns them to the association of the vulgar

and

low.

His neglect

of their early mental

culture determines whether they shall reach adult life stupid

boors or educated and intelligent men.
the outset of manhood,

Yea, more than

this,

mainly determined
by the parents, and that chiefly by their example so that they
have the power of deciding with probable effect whether their
childr* u shall begin their careers with base or with virtuous
According to the ordinance of proviprinciples and habits.
dence, and the unavoidable tolerance of the civil law, the parent
character

itself, at

is

;

any earthly authority in the use and abuse of
There is no hand beneath the skies
that can beneficially interfere with authority between this paIt is true, that when the civil
rental autocracy and its victims.
law assigns to the son or daughter his majority, he may then
throw off the malignant incuhus, if he pleases, and begin for
himself the arduous task of reversing the evil work of the neglectful parent.
He maj^, if he pleases, then begin the hard
task of earning a personal good name in the place of his inherited infamy, and of acquiring knowledge in Keu of ignorance,
culture in lieu of boorishness, and competency instead of destitution.
He may if he pleases! But what prospect is there
that he will choose this hard task, with a character debauched
and enfeebled by the parental curse ? And if, contrary to all
probability, he prove to have the nerve of steel requisite for such
a revolution, how cruel is the load which the parental tyranny
has assigned him to carry in this life-and-death struggle
There
is no power allowed to any creature under heaven over another
responsible creature so wide as this providential power of the
parent.
Men speak of the Czar as "the Autocrat of the EusThey describe with s shudder that imperial power over
sias."
is irresponsiljle

to

these sweeping powers.

—

!

by
But the power of a Czar over a
compared with this parental power over children.

the property, the Hberty, the

life

constitution, law, jury, or appeal.

subject

is trifling

of the subject, unrestrained
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That may dispose of the body and goods this disposes of mind
and soul. How helpless is the little child to resist the destiny
which the domestic autocrat is thus preparing for him Whither
And how
shall he carry his appeal against his own father?
dead must that parent's soul he to all magnanimity who can
consider, with unrelenting selfishness, this mute appeal of a
child's helpless dependence
But the whole of this power is not yet described. All men
who understand liberty beUeve that spiritual freedom, the prerogatiye of the immortal mind to think for itself, in obedience
to the law of conscience laid upon it by its Maker, to judge its
own duty, to select its own moral and religious opinions, and to
;

!

serve

its

that this

God

according to

its

own understanding

the corner-stone of

is

all

of his will

other liberty, and the most

proudly erect ourselres and declare this to
be the crowning prerogative of our manhood. This liberty, we
exclaim, is, next to the throne of God, the most sacred thing in

precious of

all.

T\ e

and he who presumes to intrude his fallible vnVi.
between the creature's soul and the immediate authority of its
only Lord and Judge is guilty of a profane usurpation of the
authority of Almighty God. Well, the parent has power almost
It is made both his
to invade this sacred lilierty of the soul.
pri-^dlege and his duty to impose the principles and the creed

the universe

;

which he has sincerely adopted as the truth for himself upon the
Some men, it is known, vainly prate of a
spirit of his child.
supposed obligation to leave the minds of their children independent and " unbiased " until they are mature enough to judge
and choose for themselves. But a moment's thought shows that
this is as unlawful as impossible.

No man can avoid

impressing

on his child. If he refrains from
The only way to
inevitably
by
his example.
words, he does it
"
prevent the dictation," as it has been stigmatized, is to banish
the child absolutely from the parent's society and protection,
and thus to be recreant to every duty of the parent. Again, if
he could avoid every impress upon the soul of his child, others
would not refrain. One thing is certain, this young and plastic
soul will take impress from some whither, if not from the appointed and heaven-ordained hand of his parent, then from some
his

own

practical principles

other irresponsible hand, of

man

or evil angel.

One might

as

well speak of immersing an open vessel in the ocean and hav-
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it remain empty as of having a youthful soul to grow up in
society " unbiased," until it is qualified to elect its own creed

ing

The only

most wisely.

alternative left the parent is either to

bias the child's soul himself for

by other

God and

the truth, or to see

it

The Scriptures here are positive. The parent is commanded to "train
up the child in the way he should go." Which is that way?
He must " bring up the child in the nui'ture and admonition of
the Lord." Which is that nurture ? Popery, Presbyterianism,
fatally biased

influences against both.

At the time the training is to bewholly unqualified to judge the parent must

Rationalism, or Infidelity ?
gin, the child is

;

judge for him.

Now,

it is

fully

admitted that neither divine nor

gives a parent the right to force the tender

mind

persecutions or corporeal pains or penalties

human law

of the child

or to abuse

;

it,

by
by

sophistries or falsehoods, into the adoption of his opinions.

But

power the providential law does confer

this

may and ought
nity

and example,

of

filial

rior age, knowledge,

and

sagacity, to reinforce the

Does

!

it

good

power

of

sense, to prejudice

And how

in favor of the parental creed.

fluence

the parent

reverence and affection, of his supe-

truth over the child's mind, and, in this

him

:

to avail himself of all the influences of opportu-

potent

is this in-

not almost commit the spiritual liberty of the

young soul to a human hand ? How mighty the power of opportunity which the parent is thus authorized to employ to propagate his creed on another soul while as yet the pupil is
ignorant of the process wrought upon him, and incapable of resisting it
There is no power beneath the skies, authorized by
God, that is so far-reaching, so near the prerogatives of God
himself; and for that reason there is none so solemnly respon;

!

sible.
^\-ith

When God

has clothed you,

O parent!

with such powers,

results so beneficent and glorious, and has thus

God

made you

your own children, do you sujppose that you
can neglect or pervert them without being held to a dire account ? It were better for that man that a millstone were hanged
about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depths of the
Here appears a new argument to prove man's responsisea.
bility for his moral and religious opinions.
The code which he
so nearly a

heartily believes

to

is,

to him, his authoritative creed.

It is to this

the privilege of parental inculcation must practically apply.
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Hence,

lie

mistake a

who

lias

lie for

own reason and conscience to
makes himself responsible, not onlj

perverted his

the truth,

own destruction, but for the probable destruction of the
God has submitted to his guidance. Take heed, then,
parents, how you hear and how you believe, not only for your
own sakes, but for your children's sakes.

for his

children

But would it not be an injustice toward the children's
God to commit so sweeping, so imperial a power over
them to any creature's hand without suitable checks and guards?
He has not forgotten to provide them. One is found in the strict
responsibihty to which he holds the domestic ruler strict and
III.

souls for

—

width of the trust. Another is found
in the affection which nature binds up with the parental relation.
God blessed be his name has not surrendered the young imfearful in proportion to the

—

!

—

mortal, undefended, into the parent's hands, but has sought to

and purest social
Parental, and especially maaffection which survives the fall.
ternal, affection is the most disinterested principle which remains
God has kept alive this remnant
in the ruined nature of man.
fence

him

in against abuse,

by the

strongest

of the estate of paradise, like the one entirelj^ fresh oasis in the

He

desert of depravity.

be a spot whence can
manity.

It is

preserves

flov\^

it,

apparently, that there

forth the water of

life for

may

dying hu-

the only adequate type on earth of divine love.

God honors it by making it the imperfect image from which he
would have us comprehend his own infinite benevolence and
pity.
He instructs us to address him as " Our Father which art
He declares, "Like as a father pitieth his children,
in heaven."
so the Lord pitieth them that fear him." When he Avould exalt
the love of redemption to its most transcendent height, he, can
find nothing on eai-th which comes so near it as a mother's love,
although this also comes short of it " Can a woman forget her
sucking child ? " Tbe depravity of human nature is most strongly
asserted in the Scripture, and it cannot be depreciated by the
Yet, it should probably be conceded
just observer of mankind.
:

that the love of even selfish, avaricious

usually sincere and profound.
selves constrained,
this.

They seek

Many

by the doctrine

for their children is

of total depravity, to

to represent the professed zeal of such

the wealth and social advancement
text for their

men

moraUsts suppose them-

own

deny

men

for

of their children as but a pre-

covetousness, pride and lust of power.

This
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a short-sighted analysis. It is true that nothing in fallen man
is untainted by sin, and that these selfish desires mis more or
But the desire for the chilless with the disinterested affection.
is

dren's secular

good

is

"We see

usually real.

The

est natures to self-sacrificing devotion.

it

urging the hardman of the

griping

grind the faces of the poor without a pang of
generous to his owii offspring, and for them he cheerWhen they die
fully foregoes delights and lives laborious days.
He feels
loss.
for
any
other
he mourns more ingenuously than
his
bone
that a pai-t of himself has died that they are bone of
and flesh of his flesh. But there is no need to attempt the imworld,

who can

pity, is yet

;

possible task of exaggerating our conception of a parent's, and

There

especially of a mother's, love.

who

is

is

not one of our readers

not the child of that love, and his

taught him better than words or images

But what does the Maker

human

experience has

mean by planting and

of our frames

preserving this master affection in

own

blessed strength.

its

hearts ?

It tells us, in

accents as sweet as they are potent, the duty which parents
to children,

and children

to their parents.

It is

owe

God's teaching

in the inmost heart, instructing us that the fulfilment of this

most urgent of all the earthly duthe main bond of human society
among creatures otherwise selfish and unjust as fallen men are.
Without it society would doubtless degenerate into anarchy and
men into savages. Can any reasonable mind believe, then, that
affection is the highest, holiest,

ties

man owes.

God

will

Parental love

is

overlook this master affection in his plans for the
God's true grace can be

sanctification of a fallen world, or that

prevalent in any parent's heart, and not energize and direct this
love

?

lY. These considerations prepare us to expect that the parent's
influence will be

more

effectual for

others that surround the

young

good and

soul.

evil

Hence

is

than any or

all

drawn another

argument for the parent's awful responsibility. Pastoral experience teaches us that, as parents perform or neglect their duties,
the children usually end in grace or impiety. The impressions
for good or for e\i\ made in the families of Christian countries
are usually found too deep to be effectuall}' changed after adult
years are reached. The parent has the first and all-important
opportunity.
Those who come after him the teacher, the pastor
have but the remnant. The forming hand of the parent

—

—
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armed with a veuerable

is

authority, all others -with but a small

His words and example are
famiharity and opportunity his children are with him at his board they sleep in theu'
httle couch at his feet they follow him as he comes in and as
he goes out. Even when his lips are silent, his example speaks
portion of the delegated power.

weighted by

filial

He has

love.

pei-jDetual

;

;

;

perpetually to them.

But, above
tic

all, the parents have the forming of their plas"When they are moulding the child, his character

years.

is in

the gristle, yielding to the softest pressure.

By

the time

hands of the pastor the gristle has been
he has come
hardened into rigid bone, which may be broken by ^dolence, but
cannot be bent. Every way the parent has the advantage over
to the

the pastor

so that the latter has small prospect of reversing

;

the j)arent's work

when

from sin to Christ

it

has been for

evil.

If

men

are broiTght

after they reach adult years, examination

usually reveals the fact that the remaining influence of parental
piety, cleaving to the heart during its apparent indifference,

has

far the larger part in the result.
It

may be

objected that the success of the evangelist

among

adult pagans, and even the obligation of preaching the gospel

among them,

refute this view.

For

all

these pagans

had god-

and grew up utterly unblessed by domestic piety.
now, the rule above claimed, as to the controlling importance
of the home religious influence, were correct, all these pagan
adults wojild be hopeless, and the duty of preaching the gospel
less parents,
If,

them unreasonable, because necessarily futile. But we know
that we are commanded to preach the gospel to them, and many
To
of them are savingly enlightened by this means of grace.
to

this objection there are three

the godless
of adult

home

answers

:

First, it is true that

influence of their childhood has left the souls

pagans exceedingly hard and obdurate, so that the evan-

gehst does, in far the largest part, labor with them in vain. Second, neither they nor their parents have enjoyed any gospel
offers, so that, -u-ith aU their sins and hardness, they are not yet
loaded with the sin of vexing the Holy Ghost. But the neglectful and inconsistent parent tacitly encouraged his child to com-

mit this sin repeatedly, and to raise up this fearful and pecuHar
Third, the pagan child,
barrier aroimd his stubborn heart.
with all his grossness and ^'ice, has not yet had his soul poisoned
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by tlie lesson of parental hypocrisy, the most deadly of all
means for fatally searing the conscience and petrifpng the
heart.

This pagan child
barian,

and

for his

may have

for his father a gross, sensvial bar-

mother a

superstitious, silly, lying babbler.

He may hare been carried, while an infant, to the idol temple,
and made to bow his head, and cast his little handful of rice
before the horrid image of Siva or Kali.
This tuition is bad
enough. But he has not yet experienced the spiritual curse, to
which every pretended Christian home is subjected, of detecting
whom he is to revere, if he reveres
his own father and mother
anything in practising cheats upon their God, in promising sacredly what they have no purpose of performing, and in giving
the practical lie, by their actions all the week, to the hohest professions they make on the Lord's day.
That accursed lesson the
heathen youth has not yet learned from those whom he loves
best and imitates most.
Therein he is in a state far more accessible to truth and more hopeful than the neglected child of nominal Christians. The missionary, preaching to such heathen growm
up, has a more hopeful charge than the pastor at home vainly
stretching out his hands all the day long to the souls seared and
hardened by the commanding influences of ungodly homes over

—

—

the youthful heart.

To

this coiTespond the experience of pastors.

"\^Tien

they

have a hardened adult or aged sinner bow apparently to the
force of a preached gospel from their mouths, they are apt to
find, if they inquire faithfully, that this hardened subject had
not always been hard that his youth had been spent, in part, at
least, under the blessed influence of home piety
and that the
seeds of good then sown, long buried beneath the clods, have at
But for those early planted seeds, the
last borne their fruit.
later sowing of the pulpit would also have fallen upon the trodden roadway and been caught up by Satan. Pastors know that
there are few cases of conversion among grown-up men who
have been the children of hypocritical or nominal Christian
homes. They are taught that the exploits of their spiritual weapons are piiny and poor, compared with those of godly, sincere
;

;

parents.

The

confession

is

not grateful to self-love, for

natural to desire success, and

ciency

;

Ijut

it

is

sweet to boast in our

candor compels this avowal.

Vol. I.—U.

it is

efii-

An authentic instance
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now

rises

from

tlie

early recollections of

tlie -writer.

A

churcli

was rejoicing mtli its new pastor in an ingathering of souls, and
among tlie converts was one whose appearance was so surprising
that it filled them -sx-ith wondering gratitude. The subject was
a man of the world, who had lived past middle life, far from
He was a man of inherited wealth and social
Christ and good.
position, generous

and profuse, profane when

irritated,

a sports-

man and keeper of thoroughbred houses, a frequenter of all scenes
and worldly amusements which were not low. This
man now suddenly manifested a solemn interest in divine things,
was constant in God'shouse and was found, before long, sitting
And let it be added
like a contrite child at the feet of Jesus.
of gayety

here, that his after-life nobly attested the genuineness of the

change he lived a pure Christian and devoted philanthropist,
and died in the faith. There was natiu'ally in the new pastor's
:

heart a curiosity to

know how

so surprising and gratifying a

revolution was wrought, and, perhaps, a trace of elation as he

argued with himself that this case must be purely a result of
So, when the convert came to confer

pulpit instrumentahties.

the session, he was asked what sermons had been the speIt seemed hard for him at first to
cial means of his awakening.
apprehend the drift of such a c[uestion, but at last he answered

with,

very simply that his change was not due to any sermons or recent
means, but to Ids inother. To his mother? She had been dead
so long that few remembered what manner of mother he had
She had been in her grave more than forty years. The oldest el-

—

der present had never seen her had, in fact, never heard of her.
She had died in the bloom of her beauty and maternity, when
he was a boy of sis years. Thus the wonder grew. But he explained that she was a Christian woman, a fniit of the ingathering of Samuel Davies in the colonial days, and she had begun

her oldest-born in the truth. He stated that now, if
it was the power of those teachings over his
infant mind, and especially of the dying scene, which were the
true instruments for bringing him back without which all other
instruments would have been futile. When this young mother

to instruct

he was

Christ's,

;

was about

to die, she

had gathered her

little

flock at her bed-

cowering like a cluster of frightened birds before the
mighty hunter. Death; had prayed for and lilessed them, and,
as she laid her dying hand upon his brow, had charged him, her

side,
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God, and remember her iustrucThat hand had been upon his head ever since, through
the long years of his worldliness he had felt its touch in .the
first-born, to fear liis mother's
tions.

;

haunts of business as well as in his hours of soUtude; in the
hunt, as he was hieing his hounds after the fox on the racefield, as he cheered his mnning horse; and it was this which,
;

at last,

Here

had brought him back
is

to God.

the parent's responsibility, and here also

couragement.

Our God

is

is

the en-

He

a faithful and a righteous God.

has not laid this heavy and fearful burden upon our shoulders
•v\'ithout the promised help to bear it.
His covenant still stands,

God to his people and their seed. Faithful effort and
holy example shall be rewarded and that word of Holy Writ
will ever be found as much a di^dne promise as it is a deduction

to be a

;

if we "train up our children in the way they
should go, when they are old they shall not depart from it."
By the very reason which makes parental neglect so blighting to

of experience, that,

the souls of children, parental teaching will prove an efficient

and that God who,

pronounced paternity a
murderer had infused the ciu'se of
original sin into the stream of humanity, has promised through
helj)

;

in paradise,

blessing, before Satan the

Christ, the woman's seed, still to use this holy relation for
primeval end of raising up sons unto glory.

Two

inferences

relation is

perverted

Avill

close this sermon.

since the

fall for

Seeing the parental

and seeing Satan has
the diffusion and multipHcation of

what the Scripture describes
it

it,

God

depravity and eternal death, the education of children for
is

its

the most important business done on earth.

business for which the earth exists.

To

it all

It is the

politics, all

one
war,

money-making, ought to be subordinated and
feel, every hour of the day,
that, next to making his own calling and election sure, this is the
end for which he is kept alive by God this is his task on earth.
all literature, all

;

every parent especially ought to

—

On

religious
all

now
member

the right training of the generation

only the individual salvation of each

hope

of the age

which

is

it, not only the
approaching, but the fate of

future generations in a large degree.

now

arising, turns not

in

Train up him

who

is

a boy for Christ, and you not only sanctify that soul, but
you set on foot the best eai-thly agencies to redeem the whole
broadening stream of human beings who shall proceed from him,
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down

to tlie time

"u

lieu

men

cease to

Until then, the work of education

The generation which

is

is

many

trained for heaven

in marriage.

is

the oue that

enmity and
Thus the task of training is ever renewed,
consummation shall make the race equal to the

dies; the oue that is born into its phice

under the

and ^ive

never ending.
is

born

in

curse.

until the final

angels.

In the last place We observe some sincere Christians, whose
minds are so swayed by the assertion that personal faith must
be the invariable pre-requisite to baptism and admission to the
:

church, that they seem incapable of ever entertaining the
thought that the church membership of the children of believers may be reasonable and scriptural.
The doctrine seems to

an anomaly that they cannot look dispassionately
it.
But to one who has weighed the truths
set forth above, the absence of that. doctrine from God's dispensations would seem the strange anomaly.
To him who has ap-

them so

gi*eat

at the evidence for

preciated the parental relation as
to include

it

God

represents

it,

the failure

within the circuit of the visible church, to sanctify

and to seal its hopes with the sacramental badge,
would appear the unaccountable thing.
We have seen that the promise of a multiplying offspring was
the blessing of paradise that paternity was the splendid expeits

obligations

;

dient of our

Maker

for multiplying the

blessings and instruments of his glory,

and

human
and

of

subjects of his

making holiness

bliss the sure, hereditary possession of the increasing multi-

tudes of men, through the probation and adoption of their first
We have seen how, when Satan had essayed, with a

father.

stupendous, yet impotent malice, to pervert the invention of God
to the propagation of sin and death, our merciful father rendered
his \dctory void through the
tion in the second

Adam

woman's seed, thus causing redemp-

to spring again out of the family

tie.

We

hear him declare in Malachi ii. 15, long after the fall, that
his object in founding the family, in the form of monogamy, was
" to seek a godly seed."
Thus the supreme end of the family
institution is as distinctly religious

church

and

spiritual as that of the

itself.

Civic legislators speak of the well-ordered family as the inte-

ger of which the prosperous commonwealth

is

formed.

But God

The

Christian

assigns the family a -far higher and holier aim.
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family

is

the constituent integer of

tlie

church
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— the

kingdom

of

redemption.
of

The

instrumentalities of the family are chosen

God

as the

and

most

efficaciously

efficient of all

means

means

and ordained
more truly

of grace

—

of saving grace than all the other ordi-

nances of the church. To family piety are given the best promises of the gospel, under the new, as well as under the old dispensation.

How,

then, should a wise

God do

otherA\'ise

than

consecrate the Christian family, and ordain that the beHeving

parents shall sanctify the children

?

Hence, the very foundation

of all parental fidehty to children's souls is to be laid in the conscientious, solemn,

promises which
is

and hearty adoption

God

pleasing to think that

ment

do, with a

of the very duties

seals in the covenant of infant baptism.

many

Christians

who

and
It

refuse the sacra-

happy inconsistency, embrace the duties and
But God gives all his people the truths and

seek the blessing.

promises, along with the edifying seal.

Let us hold

fast to both.

A PHASE
"Justifying
'
'

faitli
"

OF RELIGIOUS SELFISHNESS.

.

.

.

.

respects Christ in his priestly office alone. "

Owex on

Justification.

"may be tempted to show his contempt,
by an nnsellish sympathy, or by a pure love
of rectitude, are intrinsically sinful and that conduct is truly good only when it
Hekbeet
is due to a faith whose openly-professed motive is other worldliiiess."

"He"

when he

(the materialist philosopher)

is

told that actions instigated
;

Spexcee, First Pein

OXE

—

.

of these sentences, from a great cliTine,

a defect, not in tlie gospel, but in our

tlie

gospel, -whicli

seems to avoucli

mode

of presenting

the other sentence, from a would-be-great in-

work is that in
and intercession for beThe
lievers, to deliver them fi'om the penalty due their guilt.
is
man's
sense
meets,
work
mediatorial
this
which
human want
This feehng awakened by the con^•incing
of guilt and danger.
and it is enlight of the word and Spirit, regards seK du'ectly
It is but self-love
tirely compatible with a dominant selfishness.
awakened by foreseen danger. There is, then, nothing characMen dead in tresteristic of the new and holy nature in it.
fidel, bitterly

charges upon

which he makes

it.

Christ's priestly

sacrifice, satisfaction

;

passes and sins often feel a degree of it. Lost sx3mts feel it.
The biting phrase of Herbert Spencer, ''other loorldliness,'' suggests a charge against this species of Christianity which is just.
Christians use the word " worldhness" very patly to describe

We
a

devotion to the pleasiu-es of this world. We charge
We point to it as the very signature of a
is idolatry.

selfish

that

it

and justly. Now, on what principle do we proceed in
On the obvious distinction between natural
this judgment?
good, or the advantages which confer selfish, natural gi-atificaand moral good, or the principles and acts
fcion on our desires
and meet our accountability. We see
conscience
\vhich satisfy
clearly enough that, in this earthly sphere, to crave and act for
dead,

soxil,

;

personal enjoyment simply
fish,

and that
694

it

may

be,

is

not moral good, being merely

and most often

is,

-racked.

sel-

When we
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see a responsible creatiu'e Ihdng supremely for wealth and what

wealth purchases, gratified sensual appetites, gratified vanity and
ambition, immunity from personal toil and pain, we regard him
as a selfish

and

changed in the
other sphere of

is

by placing the gratification craved in anexistence, and beyond the grave rather than this
This "other worldhness"

worldliness exaggerated and intruding

the holy realm of redemption.
legitimate

the principle of the case

least

Obviously not.

side of it?

But

sinful creature.

its

unhallowed

is

but

gi'asp into

It is not forgotten that there is a

and righteous regard

for one's

own weKare,

that

Christianity does not extinguish this appetency, but appeals to

and stimulates it. But the gospel consigns it to a subordinate
and requires the absolute " denial of self " as the very con-

place,

dition of discipleship.

Every act

moral complexion from that
want of the soul, which impels it
to Christ in faith, is this sense of future danger from its guilt,
then the faith exercised is nothing but the temporary faith of the
" stony ground " hearer. Redemption is presented to this soul,
not as a moral good, but simply as an advantage. The cross is
to be prized and sought, not for any purj)ose or desire of holiness, but for its utility to an endangered selfishness.
The
Saviour is degraded to subserve a function precisely similar to a
of the soul receives its

of its real motive.

life

preserver or

If the sole

life

boat, or a fire extinguisher, or a dentist's

forceps, or an anod^oie, or a dose of other medicine.

the supposed release has nothing in

it

The joy

distinctively spiritual,

of

any

more than the frisking of the thievish pig which has released its
neck from the fence. There is no real faith, no real coming to
Christ, except that which embraces him in his three offices of
prophet, priest, and king. Hence there is no real coming to
Christ until the soul

view not only

its

tolerable evils.

is

so enlightened and renewed as truly to

danger, but

The

its

ignorance and

2:)ollution,

as in-

true believer goes to Christ in faith, for

personal impunity indeed, but far more for sanctification.

He

from sin as truly as from punishment. The object to
which his soul moves is he "who of God is made unto us vdsdom, and righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption."
is fleeing

This

is

God's representation of the matter, " Blessed are they

who hunger and
and

How

thirst after ri(//tteousness.''
much wiser
safer is the statement of the " Confession of Faith " than
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" By this faith a Christian acteth differently upon that
Owen's
which each particular passage of the word containeth, yielding
obedience to the commands, trembling at the threatenings, and
embracing the promises of God.
But the principal acts of
saving faith are accepting, receiying and resting upon Christ
!

.

.

2^on.Q.

for justification,

sanctification,

the covenant of grace."

.

and

It is true that

by virtue

eternal life,

Owen

of

cautiously qualifies

his questionable statement, and abundantly exhibits, in other

But the

places, a fortunate inconsistency.

human

selfish leanings

of

nature are too strong to permit this presentation of the

gospel without a mischievous result.
Is not Protestant preaching very defective in this respect

Do we

?

not hear Christ currently held forth too exclusively for

the personal advantages of embracing him, while his sanctifying

work as a Saviour from
exhorted to

sin to holiness is left out

Sinners are

?

the Saviour, simply that they

may

not be
punished in hell. The penal wrath of God is described as
though it were the only evil. Even the reprehension of the
preacher proceeds as though the sin of neglecting one's enlightened future self-interest Were the whole of the crime of unbelief.
It is very true that personal recklessness is criminal
but such
preaching leaves in the background the far more enormous
flee to

;

crimes of the impenitent against God's rights.

when

And

too often,

the sinner's idolatrous and sinful selfishness is alarmed,

him for this, as though there were
The advantages to self-love are dwelt on

the preacher lauds and praises

something good in

it.

as the sole attractions of the church

and

of heaven.

Oftentimes

the pictures, designed to allure the sinner, appeal as dii'ectly to
his self-love as those of the playbill or the tavern

more decent

in coloring, they are sometimes

;

and, while

little less

sensuous.

Let even the Reformed or
Presbyterian pastor call himself to account here, and he will be
shocked to perceive how seldom he has pleaded to sinners to
Is not this a deplorable oversight

come

to Christ hecause

it is

right

;

ited his plea to the promise that

the question be urged

:

wicked simply because
itself into

One

the future

evil

?

how
it

prevalently he has lim-

will he advantageous.

Let

Is selfishness any the less idolatrous and
it

has become shrewd enough to project

?

which has resulted from

this defective presentation

of the gospel is the filling of the churches with " stony-ground
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Their selfish fears of punishment have been aroused.
Their remorse has been quickened. But there is in theiv pseiido
faith and repentance no " hungering and thirsting after right-

hearers."

Hence they have no root

eousness."

Not hav-

in themselves.

ing embraced Christ in his kingly and prophetic

offices,

they

and so soon as the alarmed self-love is
quieted, immediately they wither away.
Another consequence,
have no

we

spiritual

are persuaded,

life,

is

that the gospel

is

shorn of

much

of its

The reasonable and valid appeal to t/ie cojiscience is
But our Maker designed this faculty to
the background.

strength.
left in

be the mistress of the human heart. Sin has usurped its authority ?
True.
And the monster will not be effectually dethroned without the intervention of God's grace ? True. But
"that grace acts on human nature in accordance with the healthy
laws of nature. Hence the instriuuent who neglects and omits
the appeal to what ought to be the dominant faculty has no
right to expect the aid of the great agent.
of the

also

we

power

are mistrustful of God's promise to enlighten

ble the conscience.
est

;

"We are mistrustful

of this imperial faculty over the soul

and we

fail

as

;

perhaps

and ena-

We aim at the baser principle of self-interdeserve.
We forget that in a soul dead

we

more impotent than conscience to
prompt any godly action. If we made the argument to self-love
less jDrominent, and said more about righteous and reasonable
obligation if we urged sinners to believe and repent, less because thus they escape hell, and more Ijecause it is rigid ; if we
made less of the claims of self, and more of the righteous claims
of God, we should find him honoring our ministry more by
making it effectual. A fashionable mother, who knew no way
in sin self-interest is even

;

of controlling her children, except wheedling or force, once

heard a wise Christian woman base her authority over her
young child on a simple appeal to conscience " You must do
this, my dear, because it is right,"
and secure a prompt and

—

—

sincere obedience.

The godless woman expressed her aston-

ishment at the method, and declared, that with her children
such language would be breath thrown away. The Christian
replied, that her Bible taught her the Creator had imprinted
tlie human soul as the ruling faculty, that she had
always concluded, hence, that her first duty as a parent was
to appeal to it, and that the appeal was usually successful.

conscience in
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"But if you act," said slie, "toAvarcls your children as tliougli
the faculty were not there, of course you leave it dormant."
Too often the pulpit commits the same mistake. If we struck
more habitually

at the sinner's

find the Spirit of

God

sending

slumbering conscience, we should
the blow.

home

OUR SECULAR PROSPERITY
occasion within the memory of man when
not this the
Isthe
temporal prosperity of the people was so great and genfirst

eral that

even complaining politicians were compelled to admit

Agriculture, the basis of

it?

all

prosperity, is successful; har-

Commerce is
Money is plenty. The general
expansive and progressive.
standard of comfort in living is constantly improving and among
the higher classes the standard of luxury is rising with what we
vests are abundant, and markets unusually good.

;

a rapid improvement, l:)ut at least with a rapid inMeanwhile, our modern Ophir continues to pour in its
steady stream of gold. Perhaps such a spectacle of national
plenty and increase was never seen before.

cannot

call

crease.

Christians are enjoying their full share in these blessings,
blessings they are.
ful business

and

They

if

are in the foremost rank of every law-

of every material comfort

and luxury, and

are gathering a full part even of the golden harvest of California.

Besides

which

it

this, the

church

is

free

among us

never enjoyed freedom before.

fullest religious liberty

secured by law, but

in a sense in

Not only has
it

it

the

enjoys the appar-

ent respect of the press, of the government, and of the masses.

Such a combiby

Surely "religion walks in her silver slippers."

nation of secidar advantages was never possessed before
Christians.

Now, we have pointed out these

facts to lead the

ministers and private Christians to the inquiry

:

minds

of

Is this a spirit-

Has

the church ever been able to stand such
temporal prosperity without being poisoned by it? Let us get
the answer to this question from historj^ and from human naually safe state

ture.

The

?

past answers that there has not been a single instance

which the

spiritual health of the church has survived a season
high temporal prosperity. She has survived the sword and
Like the burning bush, persecutions have not conthe fire.
in

of

sumed

her.
699

The power

of kings

and commonwealths and the
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gates of

liell

have not been able to prevail against

never, in a single case, lias she failed to

lier;

but

succumb before the

miasm of temporal ease and plenty. AVheu, iinder Joshua,
God "made Israel ride on the high places of the earth that he
might eat the increase of the fields, and he made him to suck
honev out

of the rock

and

oil

out of the flinty rock, butter of

kine and' milk of sheep, with the fat of lambs, and rams of

the breed of Bashan, and goats,

-vN-ith

the fat of kidneys of

wheat, and he did drink the pure blood of the grape," what was
''
the result?
Jeshurun waxed fat and kicked." And again,

when

the talents and virtues of David and of David's less noble

son had raised the theocracy to the
" Judah

and

crisis of its prosperity, so that

were many as the sand which

is by the sea
and drinking and making meny," when the
nation became so rich that " silver was nothing accounted of in
the days of Solomon," how long was it before the apostasy of
Jeroboam, and the idolatry, of the calves, in Bethel and Dan,
yea, and Solomon's own backsliding, followed?
So, under the
Christian dispensation, as long as the primitive church was oppressed and reviled, it remained tolerably pure and active;
but from the very date of its establishment by Constantine,
"when it received external respect, ease, revenues, and honors,
began those corruptions which, in three hundred years, wrought
out the monster of poj)ery. Thenceforward the only communions which had purity or vitality were down-trodden churches
like those of the Waldenses.
The pure and active churches of
the Reformation were born and grew strong amidst reproach,
danger, and strife. As soon as they had become safely established, and providence had given them rest on every side, their
decline began.
And where is now the glory of Geneva, of Wittenberg, of Leyden ?
Set in the dark night of Eationalism or
Socinianism. Compare the pure zeal, the fraternal charity, the
humility of the Church of England as it emerged from the fires
of bloody Queen Mary, with its subsequent arrogance, Arminianism, popery, and worldliness.
See what has been the effect
of outward prosperity and power on the Established Church of
Scotland, or Puritanism in New England, and on ourselves.
Yes, let us count the feeble and retrograding beat of our o-^ti
spiritual pulse, and note how miich weaker is oui' spiritual
vitahty than in the days of Da-\des, Tennent, and Blaii'.

Israel

in multitude, eating
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man's nature, we sliall see some of the reasons of
this.
It ought not to be true, but it is true, that it is man's
mean-spirited disposition to feel less gratitude as the favors he
Try it, my brother, with any neighbor
receiyes are multiplied.

Looking

to

you have. Send him a quarter of mutton as a present this
week and he will return you his hearty thanks but send him
one every week for three months and then omit two weeks, and
he will feel as if, on those two weeks, you had robbed him of a
Now, we treat
right
It will be weU if he does not tell you so.
God in the same thankless way. The frequency and the multiplication of mercies necessarily make the reception of them a
habit and habitual incidents make less and less impression the
longer the habit is maintained. So that the multitude of our
;

!

;

blessings, instead of begetting proportionate gratitude,

our sense of obligation.

Here, then, we have this

sluggish, thankless indifference to God's love
will naturall}'
It is

grow out

deadens

result, that

and benevolence

of continued prosperity.

very obvious that the indulgence and the rewarding of

worldly desires will cultivate those desires.

Diva

aiiri

fames

(Pardon us the Latin, for Horace's words
are more expressive than any we can put together.)
The more
money men have it in their power to make, the more will they
Gain will stimulate the desire of gain.
love to make money.
Continued success will weaken the sense of dependence on providence, and the too-prosperous Christian will "sacrifice to his
drag and burn incense to his net." And when the money is
made, how shall it be spent? Why, of course, in living, dressing, building more expensively.
Thus comes in luxury, -with its
enervation, its self-indulgence, its pride, its impatience of wholesome toil, its sensual desires, and spiritualit}^ dies as surely as
the lamp goes out in the mephitic air of the cavern.
But here is the most fatal consideration of aU that the danger arising from temporal ease and plenty is one which leads
the Christian away from his fountain of strength, the mercyseat, just in degree as the danger becomes more imminent. The
spiritual life of a Christian or a church is like the roots of the
sturdy oak, which grow more tough by the storm, because then
ipsa ]}ecnnia crescit.

:

they grasp more tightly the crevices of the rock.
refined gold, which

nace of

fire.

It is

It is like the

must be purified from its dross
like the strength and hardihood

in the fur-

of the sol-
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which are formed by exposure and battle. Let the Christian
be persecuted, troubled, or afflicted, and his trial, by casting down
dier,

his heart, brings

and there he

it

to the foot-stool of grace in

finds a strength

which

ble under every oppression, because

Hence

omnipotence.

it is

rises elastic
it is

humble prayer,
and indomita-

the strength of divine

that the Christian only grows

by

re-

proach and affliction, and that the fire of persecution has often
been the most prosperous element for the church. That which
crushes down, at the same time brings into contact with the
source of might and life. But alas! when the forgetful Christian is most endangered by pride, fulness of bread, worldliness,
and sensuality, then he is farthest from prayer. Let us borrow an illustration from classic mji;hology. When Hercules
wrestled with the giant, Antaeus, son of the earth, he was baffled

by finding that

his antagonist rose from every fall with

renewed
more he was subdued, the more unconquerBut at last Hercules perceived that it was beable he became.
cause Antaeus, as often as he fell upon the bosom of his mother,
received new vigor from the contact; and then the god of
strength, lifting him up in his mighty arms, so that he could no
longer touch his mother earth, crushed him to death in his
embrace.
So wrestles this mighty and insidious prosperity.
So wi-estles Satan now with the church, which he has found by
Since the church has risen with
other means unconquerable.
immortal vigor, as often as she has been pressed down upon the
bosom of her Saviour, and driven out of her pride and self-dependence by affliction, he now lifts her aloft into carnal abundance, security, and haughtiness, in order that, having separated
strength, so that the

her from the spring of her strength, he

may choke

her to death

in his treacherous embrace.

In a word, the whole is made up of its parts the spirituality
of the church consists of the spirituality of its individual members.
But let any Christian view his own life, and see how
nearly his whole spiritual progress has been made in the sea;

by

sons of

trial.

It is

viduals

grow

in grace.

their private afflictions chiefly that indi-

Is

it

not on the sick bed, in the chamber

of bereavement, by the dying beds, and beside the fresh graves

of those they love, that their steps heavenwards are chiefly
taken ?
Is it, then, an exaggerated statement, that a time like the pre-
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one of more danger

is

persecvition

?

We

tliau the
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time of oppression and

verily believe that, splendid as is the grace

which carries the martyr to the stake, and sustains him in his
baptism of fire, glorious as is the display of Divine power, in a
church down-trodden but indomitable, persecuted but not consumed the grace "which would carry a church through such a
;

season of continued prosperity and carnal ease as

we

experiencing, without a decay of spirituality, would be

mighty.

The church has

now

are

still

more

often enjoyed the former grace

has not yet attained unto the

latter.

It

seems as

if

she

;

this is a

height of spiritual attainment, which is reserved for those bet-

days which are to introduce the millennial reign. But the
is, that grace is bestowed in answer to prayer.
And while
seasons of persecution are seasons of abounding prayer, this is

ter

rule

a time of prayerlessness.
By how much is the danger more
imminent! If, then, the approach of oppression or persecution,
or the prospect of the loss of our religious liberties, would awake
the voices of the watchmen on our Ziou trumpet loud, what
should be the course now of those "who have understanding
of the times, to know what Israel ought to do"?
Should not
the teachers and rulers of the church lift their voices in warning more loudly even than when Knox called upon his country-

men

to stand for their lives

rants?

And should

and

liberties against

pope and

ty-

not every Christian gird himself against the

danger, with a spirit more earnest, cautious and prayerful than
if

he were counting the

tion?

True, ours

is

cost for a final warfare with persecu-

a danger which comes with no clamor,

"no

and perplexit}'," or roaring of the 'Seas of
popular commotion. But if it is a danger, the wise man will
therefore proclaim it with a voice only the more urgent and
startling.
The household which should be awakened at the
cold midnight with the news that an absent member was freezing to death somewhere on the highway, would start from their
beds into intense alarm and exertion. But that frost which is
now fast freezing their brother's or father's blood into an inexorable sleep is a thing most quiet, most noiseless as quiet as
distress of nations

;

the genial dew!

And

"the pestilence that walketh in darkness," with no outward sign or voice but the stillness and deser-

tion of the streets,

so,

and the muffled

roll of

the hearse, will

thrill

the heart of a people with as sharp an alarm as the clamorous
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voice of war.

And

sorrowful conviction

rightly.

We

when we

say, that in

most deliberate and
our opinion, unless we

ntter a

and diligence, utterly unlike
above
any to which any preand
entirely
our present conduct,
vious church has ever been able to attain in the like case, this
present ease will be our ruin, and future history will date "the
decline and fall" of American Christianity from our generation.
And, alas where is the voice loud enough to pierce the ear benumbed with this worldly abundance, and to rouse the sleepy,
bestir ourselves with a wise alarm

!

self-indulgent soul of the church, lapped in the folds of this in-

more than the awakened energy and hardihood and prayerfulness of a martyr communion? Can we flattoxicating ease, to

we shall be an exception to all previous his"We fear not. Humanly speaking, our history must be
this; either to sink deeper and deeper into formalism, worldliness, heresy and immorality, with partial and temporary resuster ourselves that

tory?

citations, till our light shall go out in a night which shall have
no morning, like that of the seven churches of Asia or else, to
be lashed back to the throne of grace and to spirituality by
the loss of our abused abundance and religious liberties, by social
calamities and political oppressions, till we are purified and restored, and fitted to take our place as one of the millennial
churches. And if God, in his grace, shall deliver us from both
these destinies, if he shall sustain and restore our spiritual life,
while he leaves us our present outward prosperity, then will that
display of divine power be more truly new and wonderfu-1 than
anything which the church has ever yet experienced.
What then is the remedy ? By what means is this rescue, so
difficult, so unusual that it is scarcely to be hoped for, to be found ?
We shall find the answer of this question in asking another.
What was God's benevolent design in giving this prosperity?
Not to be a trap and a curse to us, surely. This is the secondary
use to which his righteous and wise retribution will convert it,
if it is abused by us.
But surely, he gave it primarily, that we
might find our safe and innocent enjoyment in it, by using it for
his glory.
Here, then, is our escape from its benumbing effects.
We must be unlike all the outwardly prosjoerous churches which
have ever gone before us, in the use which we make of our prosperity.
We must be as distinguished for ouv large-hearted liberality and our expanded plans of beneficence as we are for
;
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aud temporal

riclies

We

privileges.

must burst

fortli

on every

side into a magnificence of missionary enterprise, as marvellous

as the growth of our commerce, arts, agriculture,

We

prosperity.

must

ards of Christian liberality
larger ones.

wealth.
it

calls upon us to ado|)t new and
our only safety valve for our expanding

outgrown them, and

utterly

der

and general

measures and standto the winds.
Our prosperity has

cast the antiquated

This

is

Thus alone

harmless.

Hence,

ministry to inculcate

And hence

it is

shall

new

we be
it

is

able to consecrate

one of the prime duties of the

the time for the church to go forward with gi-

God which

70L. I.—45.

and ren-

principles of Christian beneficence.

gantic strides, and give tenfold expansion to
glorifying

it,

all

those means for

his temporal bounties can sustain.

THE CHRISTTAX'S DUTY TOWARDS

IILS

EMMIES.

maybe surmised that
a duty wliose "metes and
ITbounds"
are
understood by many of the people of God,
tliis

is

ill

minds of many of them are harassed
it.
On the one hand,
many, perhaj)s, excuse to themselves criminal emotions under
the name of yirtuous indignation, and on the other some of them
afflict themselves with compunctions for and vain endeavors
against feelings which are both proper and natural to us as

and

that, consequently, the

with doubts and temptations concerning

rational beings.

The embarrassment

is

increased by the current opinion that

there is inconsistency between the teachings and examples of

the Old Testament and the

New upon

this subject.

Men

read

in the former the stern language of the imprecatory Psalms, for

hundred
and ninth, the one hundred and thirty-seventh, and the one hundred and thirty-ninth, where the inspired man prays: "Let
them be confounded and put to shame that seek after my soul.
Let them be as chaff before the wind, and let the angel of
the Lord chase them"; or describes the persecuted church as
crying to her oppressors: "Happy shall he be that rewardeth
thee as thou hast served us" or protests "Do not I hate them,
instance, of the thirty-fifth, the thirty-ninth, the one

.

.

.

;

:

O Lord, that hate thee ? And am I not grieved with those that rise
up against thee ? I hate them with perfect hatred." They then
turn to the Sermon on the Mount and read the words of our
Lord "But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that
curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray for them
which despitefully use you and persecute you." They thereupon imagine a discrepancy, if not a contradiction, between
:

them, and adopt the mischievous conclusion that the two Testaments contain different codes of Christian ethics. This notion,
it is

to be feared, has a general prevalency.

mon

What

is

more com-

than to hear Christians, who should be well informed, and
w^ho profess full reverence for the inspiration of the whole Scrip706
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speak of the morality of the Old Testament, of the Hebrew

and forbidding, while
Testament, of Jesus, and of the Christian is

saint, of the jDrophet, as harsh, austere,

that of the

New

sweet and forgiving?
All these notions are of Socinian or rationalistic origin,

and

are incompatible with an honest belief in the actual inspiration
If inspiration is but an "elevation of the
of the Scriptures.
consciousness," a quickening of the intuitions of the transcendental reason, an exaltation of the soul, of the same generic kind

with the other impulses of genius, only of a higher grade, then
can be understood how prophets and apostles may contradict

it

each other although yet they may teach us noble lessons, and
such as common men would never have found out of themselves.
;

But

means the Old Testament] is
"holy men of old spake as they were moved
by the Holy Ghost," and the apostles, in their turn, had the
promise of the Holy Ghost to "lead them into all truth," then a
real discrepancy between them is impossible; for all truths
must be harmonious among themselves. The honest believer
if

"all Scripture [the apostle

theopneustic,"

if

can admit, of course, that the partial revelation of the Old Testament, although absolute truth as far as
in its principles as the

God who gave

ness of detail to which the

it,

it

goes,

and as perfect

stops short of that ful-

New Testament afterwards proceeded.

But while there is a difference in degrees of fulness, there can
be no contrariet3\
The same view commends itself irresistibly to the plain mind
from this fact, that Jesus Christ, not to add the apostles, suspended the trath of his mission and doctrines on the infallibility
and holiness of the Old Testament. His appeal is ever to them.
He cites Moses and the prophets as though he thought their
testimony must be the end of strife. Now, if they are not inspired and true, it follows irresistibly that Jesus Christ was
either mistaken or he was dishonest.
Ahsit imjjietas.
In
either case, he is no Ecdeemer for us.
And, indeed, the former
alternative of this dilemma is inadmissible for one who claimed,
.

as he did, an infallible knowledge for himself, a precsistence of
the era of Al^raham and the prophets and the authority of the

Messiah by whose Spirit those prophets spoke. So that, if the
Old Testament were imperfect, Jesus of Nazareth would stand
convicted of criminal attempts of imposture!

THE christian's duty towards his
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a second reason wliy sucli an explanation cannot he
applied to tlie supposed vindictiveness of Old Testament morals
that the same sentiments are expressed in the New Testament,

There

is

and the same maxims

of forbearance

which are cited as so

by precept and example,
in the former so that, if a discrepancy is asserted, it must not
be between Da^dd and Christ, Hebrew and Christian, but both
Testaments must be charged -^-ith contradicting themselves, as

lovely in the latter are set forth, both
;

well as each other.
Simon Magus, " Thy

Thus, in Acts

money perish

20, Peter exclaims to

viii.

!

^vith

thee "

In Acts xxiii.

3,

Paul sternly denounces the persecuting chief priest, "God shall
smite thee, thou whited wall " and in 2 Tim. iv. l-i distinctly expresses a prayer for retribution upon Alexander, the coppersmith of Ephesus He " did me much evil the Lord reward him
according to his works." In 2 Thess. i. 7-10, Christ's coming " in
flaming fire to take vengeance on them that know not God," is
In the Apocalypse
subj ect of admiration in all them that believe.
vi. 10, the souls of the martp's under the altar are heard crpng
with a loud voice: "How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost
thou not judge and avenge our blood on them that d^vell on the
earth? " And in Matt. xi. 20, and xxiii. 13, Jesus of Xazareth is
heard denouncing awful woes upon the enemies of truth.
On the other hand, the Old Testament contains substantially
the same precepts of forgiveness, and examples of forbearance,
!

;

:

which are so much admired in the New. First, the great truth,
which lies at the root of all this subject, that retribution is the
exclusive function of the Lord, was first published in the Old
Testament, and it is thence Paul quotes it, in Eom. xii. 10,
" It is v-ritten, Yengeance is mine, saith the Lord."
It is written
a thousand years before (Deut. xxxii. 35 Lev. xix. 18j, " To me
belongeth vengeance and recompense " recognized by David as
a nde for him (1 Sam. xxiv. 12) towards his deadly enemy,
" the Lord judge between me and thee, and the Lord
jSaul,
avenge me of thee but my hand shall not be upon thee " repeated in Psalm xciv. 1, "O Lord God, to whom vengeance
belongeth;" and cited against evil men, as a rule which they
had violated, twice in Ezek. xxv. 12, 15, " Edom and the PhilisThe
tines have taken vengeance, and have greatly offended."
lovely precept for rendering good for evil is enjoined upon the
Israelites in a form most perspicuous and impressive to a pas;

;

—

;

;
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toral people

(Exod.
it back to him again."
was enjoined to practice tenderness towards
a duty ignored then by the pagan world, and espe-

Israel

foreigners,

xxii.

" If tliou meet thine enemy's ass or his ox going

thou shalt surely bring

astray,

xxiii. 4.)

cially

:
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towards Egyptians, their late ruthless oppressors. (Exod.
21 ; Deut. xxiii. 7.) Job, the oldest of the j)atriarchs

whose creed has been handed down to

us, recognizes malice,

even when limited to the secret wishes, as an iniquity " If I rejoiced at the destruction of him that hated me, or lifted up myneither have I suffered my mouth to
self when evil found him
sin by wishing a ciu'se to his soul." (Job xxxi. 29.) David, the
:

;

author of nearly

all

the imprecatory Psalms, repudiates mahce

with holy abhorrence

was

at

cause

peace

is

it," etc.

A\ith

me

him

that

have delivered him that without
enemy persecute my soul and take

(yea, I

;

mine enemy,)
(Ps. vii. 4.)

" If I have rewarded evil to

:

let

the

And

in

Psalm xxxv.

13,

he describes his

deportment towards his enemies, as in contrast with theirs towards him, and in strict accordance with Christ's command
"But as for me, when they were sick, my clothing was sackThat all this was
cloth I humbled my soul with fasting," etc.
not mere profession, we have splendid evidence in the sacred
history, where he displayed such astonishing forbearance and
magnanimity towards Saul, after the most vehement provoca;

tion

life from the indignation of his foland singing his dirge with the honorable affection of a

twice delivering his

;

lowers,

loyal follower.

This age has witnessed a whole spawn of
rife

and rampant

in

some sections

religionists,

of the church,

who

very

preten-

tiously declared themselves the apostles of a lovelier Chris-

His ethics
were entirely too vindictive and barbarous for them, forsooth
and they, mth their Peace Societies, and new Hghts, would
How imteach the world a milder and more beneficent code
favorfrom
the
petted
pertinent does this folly appear, coming
hitherto
been
ites of fortune, whose wilfulness and conceit had
pampered by a rare concurrence of privileges, so that they had

tianity than that of the sweet Psalmist of Israel.

!

hardly experienced the

call for

the Christian virtue of forgive-

and who, as soon as they are crossed (not in their rights,
but) in their most arrogant caprices, show themselves incapable
of one throb of Da^-id's magnanimity, and break out into a vinness

;
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dictiyeness set on

fire of liell

He

!

wlio

knows

liis

own

lieart

and human nature will liumbly avow, instead of accusing the
Psalms of unchristian malice, that he will do well if he never
o-oes beyond their temper, under bitter -uTi-ong, and if, while
swellino- A\ith righteous sense of injury,

retribution, in wish, as in act, to

God

he can always remit the

alone.

The consequence of this erroneous admission of actual discrepancy between the morahty of the Old Testament and the
Kew is, that expositors have fatigued themselves wdth many
vain inventions to explain away the imprecatory language of the
Psalms. The generality of this feeling is betrayed by the frequency

of these attempts.

A

curious betrayal of this skeptical

impression exists to this day, in the book of Psalms, in the
hands of our own Presbyterian people. Instead of a metrical
version of Psalm eix., as it stands in the inspired Ip-ics, there
In the
is a human composition upon the beauty of forgiveness.

psalm books in use for a whole age among the Presbj-terians of
England and this country, this hymn was formerly prefaced ^^itll
the words (Psalm cix.), " Christian forgiveness after the example
This title the last editors of our psalm book beof Christ."
thought themselves to omit. Any one who compared the human poem with the actual hundred and ninth Psalm could
hardly

fail

to overlook the suggestion of a contrast, that while

the uninspired psalmist of our

modern

to Christian forgiveness after the

Israel gave utterance

example of

Christ, the actual

ode of inspiration expressed unchristian revenge after the
example of David. How could the feeling be more clearly
betrayed
that the sentiment.^ of the psalmist were indefensi"
ble

?

Hence ingenious expedients have been sought to explain
them away. Of these, the most current is the following that
where oiu' version says, for instance, " Let his days be few, and
:

let

another take his

as imperatives.

the verbs are improperly rendered
asserted that they may as fairly be ren-

office,"

It is

dered as simple futures, "His days \d]l be few," etc., and then
all these passages are converted from imprecations to predictions.
The psalmist only foretells the divine retributions.
"Waiving the insuperable difficulty, that it is only to a part of
.

these texts the explanation even plausibly applies,
this general objection

:

that

if

they be

all

we

perceive

understood as pre-
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dictions only, yet they are predictions to tlie accomplisiimeut of

which the inspired

men

evidently looked forward with moral

Thus they reveal precisely the same sentiments
towards evildoers as though we understood them as appealing
satisfaction.

God

wath requests for their righteous retribution, while they
his sole title to avenge, and the sinfulness of their taking their retaliation into their own hands.
to

at the

same time recognize

must be relinquished the admission must be squarely and honestly made, that the inspired
men of both Testaments felt and expressed moral indignation
against wrong-doers, and a desire for their proper retribution
at the hand of God.
This admission must also be successfully
defended, which, it is beheved, can be done in perfect consistency with that spirit of merciful forbearance and love for the
persons of enemies which both Testaments alike inculcate.
All these inventions, then,

;

Simple resentment is an instinctive emotion, immediately
arising from the experience of personal injury.
It can scarcely
be called a rational sentiment, for it is felt by men and animals
in common, and in human breasts is often aimed against irrational assailants.
It does not arise in view of the moral quality
of the act, but immediately in view of the hurtfulness of the act
to the person who feels the resentment.
Its final cause is, to

man for his needful self-defence. Hence resentment
obviously has no necessary moral character, more than hunger,
thirst, or pain
its moral character only arises when it is regulated or directed amiss.
Resentment may be innocently felt, or
energize

;

may be

criminal, according as it is j)roperIy limited, or is per-

mitted to become inordinate.

ing which Paul says:
the sun go
strictly

This

"Be ye

down upon your

personal

;

its

the sentiment concern-

is

angry,

wrath."

immediate cause

and

sin

not;

let

not

Last, the
is

emotion is
injury aimed at one's

self.

Moral indignation, or moral disapprobation, in its warmer
and more emotional type, is an affection often coexisting with
simple resentment, and often confounded with it. But the two
feelings are essentially distinct.
The moral sentiment is impersonal

;

it is

not directed merely to self-defence, but disapproves

of our neighbor's unrighteous injury as of our own.

ened, not by mere hurt, but

by

injustice; that

view of the moral wrong of the injurious

act.

is,

It is
it

awak-

arises* in

It is strictly

a
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rational emotion, taking its rise in that highest
of the intuitions of the reason, the

judgment

tions,

and being thus the function only

Hence

this sentiment can never

and noblest form
of

of

moral distinc-

rational

spirits.

be indifferent or negative as to
its moral quality, as simple resentment may be
but wherever it
is not righteous, it must be wicked.
And whereas the final
;

cause of resentment, the subject's self-defence, requires it to be
temporary, the final cause of moral disapprobation requires it to

be permanent up to certain limits, which ynU be defined. No
inspired man has said of this sentiment, as a general rule, " Let
not the sun go down upon it."
This moral sentiment, as was remarked, often coexists with

When we

resentment.
saults

are ourselves

which include both hurt and

two feelings

upon a

is

unavoidable.

made

the objects of as-

injustice, the mixtui'e of the

When we

behold such an attack

fellow-creature, the impersonal sentiment of moral re-

may be mixed

with a reflex resentment received by
In both cases the effect is to give a
warmer and more passionate aspect to the moral sentiment.
The next truth to be considered is, that the judgment of demerit intuitively accompanies every act of moral disapproba-

probation

the law of sympathy.

tion.

The wisest Christian philosophers teach

obligation
acts.

is

that the idea of

inseparable from the idea of moral rightuess in

In other words, to say that an act

same thing with saying

it is

right.

Now,

is

obligatory is the

obligation implies an

This judgment of the conscience is but an intuitive
recognition of a relation between the personal moral agent and
a personal moral ruler, God, whose will is the rule of the obliobligator.

gation to him.

The judgment of moral disapprobation

is,

there-

very nature, a judgment of wrong relation between
the sinning agent and the personal wdll of the divine Ruler; it
Hence, b}' a
recognizes that holy will as outraged by the sin.
necessary law of the human reason, our judgment of the sinfulness of every wrong act includes the decision that the agent
has therein demerit that is to say, it is now right that he should
receive suffering for his sin, physical evil for his moral wrong,
fore, in its

;

moral equivalent. This judgment,
we repeat, is unavoidably included in our judgment of the
wrongness of his act. And this relation between sin and deserved p^nal suffering, the reason apprehends as morally obliga-

in a just ratio, as its proper
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Its preservation is necessary to satisfy righteousness

torv.

rupture

is

its

;

necessarily wrong.

It appears, therefore, evident that if the

judgment

this
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of demerit

by the very law

reason

of its

is

impelled to

moral action, and

demand for penal equivalent to sin is a valid part of its
moral verdict, the mere entertaining of it as a sentiment cannot
be morally wrong. To assert that it can be, would be to assert
that the soul may act immorally in the very acts which are immediately directed by the law of its nature as a moral agent.
Moreover, as the judgment of moral disapprobation involves a

this

judgment

of demerit, affirming the righteousness of the requital

of suffering for the sin,

it is

inevitable that the soid should find

a pleasure in the satisfaction of this sentiment

ment

is

;

moral, the pleasure cannot be immoral.

to say that a rational creature

and if the sentiFor it is absurd
satisfaction in

is crimintil for its

the rightful actings of the laws of

its

own

How can the

reason.

be more justly defined than as
found in satisfying the righteous and
reasonable promptings of its own native powers ? " Hajoj^lness,''
said the most profound of the Greeks, "/« vlrtuoxts energy"
It thus appears that the impersonal sentiment of moral repro-

laAvful hapj^iness of the creature

that pleasure which

bation

is lawful,

is

yea more, that

it is

positively virtuous;

and

cannot be sinful
2)er se.
But lest some mistrust of this conclusion should be felt,
from the abstract nature of the analysis, it will be confirmed by
that the rational desire for the satisfaction of

it

these further considerations.

moral reproIn the
latter, the mind has, as its root, a similar judgment, in the reason, of the virtuousness of the act; it thereby recognizes the
1.

Every one

easily recognizes this sentiment of

bation as the counterpart to that of moral approbation.

agent as meritorious for the
to his suitable well-being as

act, that is, as
its

righteously entitled

moral equivalent

;

and the mind
by

finds virtuous pleasure in the satisfaction of this, its verdict,

the actual enjoyment which the meritorious agent has of his reward. That a soul should be capable of witnessing a virtuous
act

and

its

reward, and remain wholly devoid of this sentiment
would of itself argue a criminal defect.

and
The man who is capable of being spectator of some splendid
and lovely instance of filial gratitude and fidelity, and of its reward in the benediction of the happy father, and the well-earned
this satisfaction,
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lionor and prosperity of the pious son,

pleasing judgment of approval in his

own

and who can feel no
soul, and no vrrtuous

reward of merit, is thereby shown
capable himself of any ingi-atitude or

satisfaction in witnessing the
to

be a cold

villain,

treachery to his parents.

But add

to this that, in morals,

-^T.'ong is

terpart of right, as every moralist admits.
is cold,

the necessary coun-

As absence

of caloric

or absence of light is itself darkness, so, in moral ac-

wrong. There is, hence, no such thing as
a moral neutrality in a case involving positive moral elements.
It appears, therefore, very plain that the susceptibility of moral

tions, lack of right is

approbation imphes necessarily that of moral reprobation that
to be insensible to the latter would involve insensibility to the
;

former.

But

this, as all

250sitively evil.

Hence

admit, would characterize the

it

man

as

appears that these active sentiments

of moral reprobation for wrong doing, so far ai'e they from
being unholy, are positively necessary to right character. The
reader may find this conclusion confirmed by numerous scriptural testimonies, among which these two, from the New and

Old Testaments respectively, may be cited: Prov. xvii. 15: "He
and he that condemneth the just, even
they both are abomination to the Lord"; Bom. i. 32: Paul
condemns sinners as those who " not only do the same, jut have
pleasure in them that do them."
2. When flagrant crimes are committed against the law of the
land, and the "gallows is cheated," the most virtuous citizens
feel the craving of their moral nature for the retribution of justice upon the criminal and the grief of its disappointment. This
feehng cannot be accused of selfishness, but is wholly impersonal, for it is vividly felt by virtuous persons who have no connection Mdth the object of the outrage, and who suil'er no special
wrong by it. It is found most often in the most disinterested
and noble natures. It is impossible for the subject of it to rebuke himself for entertaining it for he feels that to lack this
feehng would be to lack vii^tuous regard for the law which
has been dishonored and the innocent victim who has been

that justifieth the wicked,

1

;

wronged.
wrong.
3.

The

Sympathy with the
Scriptures,

right implies reprobation of the

beyond a doubt, describe the

saints in

glory as participating in the judicial triumphs of the Bedeemer,

THE
wlien

shall

lie

and the

CHEISTIAIs'S

pour out
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on the wicked;
sentiment which craves just

final retributions

satisfaction of this intuitive

is one of the elements of the bliss of the
Psalm cxlix. 5-9 says: "Let tlie saints be joyful in
glory.
Let the high praises of God be in their mouth, and
a two-edged sword in their hand to execute vengeance upon the
heathen," etc.
The yearning of the martp's in heaven for a
righteous vindication has been ah'eady seen in Rev. vi. 10 and
in Kev. xix. 1-3 heaven is heard in jubilee over the- judgment
of the persecuting Babylon of the Apocalypse.
Now, it \\ill
scarcely be doubted that it is right for Christians to feel here as

penalty for demerit

redeemed.
,

.

.

;

;

they

will feel

when

vine character.
it,

then

cise

If

it is

is

right that

one of the glories of the

God should

di-

desire to exercise

cannot be wrong for his people to desire him to exer-

it

may be objected that, while he claims retribution for
he forbids it to them, and that he has thereby forbidIt

it.

himself,

den

perfectly sanctified in heaven.

Eighteous retribution

Lastly.

all satisfaction in it to

The

them.

Inasmuch

fact is true

;

the infer-

by a
by a creature,
or pleasure therein, is also forbidden; but inasmuch as it is
righteously inflicted by God, it must be right in him, and must
therefore be, when in his hand, a proper subject of satisfaction
ence does not

follovv%

as retribution inflicted

creature is forbidden, the desire for its infliction

to the godly.

Now,
sonal

if

the feeling of moral reprobation,

or disinterested,

is

righteous,

its

when thus imper-

propriety cannot be

wholly destroyed by the circumstance that he who feels it was
object of and suffered by the crime reprobated.
The crime is
the same in princijDle, and is properly the object of the
same moral emotions. The only difference is that the temptation of the sufferer to inordinate and sinful resentment is thereby
rendered much greater, and he is thereby called to strict watchfulness and self-control, lest the personal feeling, which is mixed
Avith the impersonal, assume the ascendancy, and thus mahce
usurp the place of righteous zeal but otherwise no reason appears why it is not as righteous to approve and desire the just
penal recompense of the enemy who has assailed the right in
still

;

attacking one's self as of the party

who has

injured our neigh-

bor.

But,

it

cannot be too often repeated, the righteous desire for
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recomj^ense never craves to take its vindication into its own
liancls.
The godlv man always prefers to remit tlie penal settleto a perfect God, and arrests liis O'wii forcible agency as
soon as the purposes of mere self-defence are secured. It is the
declared principle of both Testaments, that God reserves retri-

ment

bution to himself as his exclusive function. He has, indeed,
delegated a limited poi-tion of this authority to the civil magistrate, to

wield

it,

as his representative, for a specific purpose.

no exception, for when civil society punishes crimes,
it is as much a part of God's providential ordering, and of his
providential act, as when he punishes them by sickness or dearth.

But

this is

The

principle stands absolute

:

a limited resentment, purely de-

may be man's but vengeance is God's.
because the injured man is himself a sinner, as

fensive and temporary,

This

is

proper,

;

and so rigorous a function is not appropriby one who is himself exposed to it, and who is
seeking to escape it by the door of mercy. It is proper, because
man is ignorant of those spiritual conditions of crimes, on which
well as the injurer

;

ately s\'ielded

the aggravation or palliation of their demerit so

much depends.

because the impersonal moral sentiment demandis, in man's breast, so seldom unmined "s^dth the
personal passion of direct or sympathetic resentment so that it
is doubtful whether a human being is ever in a condition to judge
It is proper, because God is
a A\Tong act with perfect equity.
perfect
being, devoid of aU passion,
not only an omniscient and
but is the supreme proprietor and ruler of men, and his will is
the source of the obligation which they violate, as well as its
infallible rule.
Hence, the state of feeling to which the Christian should strive, is, not insensibility to ^^-rong, not indiiference
to the craving of our moral nature for its just penal recompense,
but a hearty willingness to leave that retribiition in God's rightIt is proper,

ing retribution

;

eous and unerring hand.
A stage has now been reached in this discussion, at which it is
necessary to introduce a few plain distinctions. One is the wellknown distinction of divines between the love of complacency
and the love of benevolence. The former is founded on moral
approbation for the character of its object, and implies moral
excellence in

it.

The other does

standing moral disapprobation of
is

the love of

God

and may exist notwithOf the former kind
God the Son. Of the latter
not,

its object.

the Father for
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kind is tlie love of the Trinity for sinners. Ob\dously the love
of complacency is directed towards its object's character, while
the love of benevolence is directed to the person of its object,
and exists in spite of his obnoxious character. And it is thus
possible that love may hate the character and compassionate the
person of the same man. Such, in fact, was Christ's love to us
" while

we were

yet sinners."

The adjustment between the New

Testament and the Old is partly to be found in this distinction.
Jesus Christ commalids us to love our enemies, it is with
the love of benevolence and compassion. When David declared
that he hated God's enemies with a perfect hatred, he meant that
he did not entertain for them the love of moral complacency,
This love of benevolence for
but, as was proper, the reverse.

When

the person of a bad
reflexion of

what

man ought

it is

in

to be, in the Christian, the finite

God, limited only by the higher

attri-

bute of righteousness.

Next To understand the relations of godliness between us
and our enemies, the elements involved in their injurious acts must
also be distinguished.
The sin of a -^Tong-doer against his fel:

low involves three elements of offence.

One is the personal loss

and natiu-al evil inflicted, and is expressed by the Latin divines
by the word daimium. The second is the guilt {reatus) or relation of debt to the law, by which the wrong-doer is bound to pay
for his act in ptmishment.
The third is the moral defilement
or depravity of character {^praintas vel riiacxdct), which is both
expressed and increased by specific acts of sin. Now, when the
Christian is made the object of an unrighteous act, the element
of loss, or damnum, is the only one which is personal to him, and
therefore the only one which it is competent to him to remit.

And since nothing but self-interest is concerned in this element,
the great law of love requires the Christian to remit it without
price or compensation, provided the moral conditions of the case
do not forlnd

it.

And to pursue the aggressor \vith

evil, directly

for the sake of this element of his offence, is sinfid malice.

second element, that of
Christian.
guilt,

It is not his

but God's.

guilt, is

The

not personal to the injured

business to pursue the satisfaction for

He is to leave this element wholly to God,

taking care that his moral sentiments touching
to those of the divine Judge.

But

duty to perform with reference to

in

only

are conformed

he has no outward
any circumstances what-

practically
it,

it
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ever, unless

he

trate in the

upon the

is pro-s-iclentially

called to

fill

commonwealth; and then he

the office of magis-

is

bound

guilty that portion of the retributive penalty

to his charge

by the

lavts of

God and
where

to execute

committed

his country, without either

he has
no more option to remit any of its penalty than he has to give
away another man's property intrusted to his charge.
The thii'd element, that of the inward defilement represented
and fostered in the wrong act, is als6 impersonal to the injured
party.
He has no option or license to disregard it, and the
has no relevancy to a prompting to overcomplacency
love of
look it. By the very reason that it is his bounden duty to love
He who
holiness, it is his duty to be opposed to impurity.
should argue that his compassion and Christian kindness ought
to, or could, lawfully prompt him to overlook this defilement,
and restore his approbation and fellowship to the transgressor
while still defiled in character, would be as preposterous as he
who should say that his compassion justified him in agreeing
with the liar that falsehood is truth and truth is falsehood.
Kindness and compassion have no application to the case; but
our judgment and treatment of the evil must be according to
the eternal principles of truth and right. Now, for this third
element of moral impurity the only remedy is true repentance,
prompted by the renewing and sanctifying agency of the Holy
Spirit', and manifesting and fostering itself in oiitward reform.
For the second element, that of guilt, the appointed remedy is
the atonement of Calvary, embraced by faith. For the first element, that of damnum, the remedy is reparation.
The light which these distinctions throw upon the Christian
treatment of enemies may be displayed by applying them to a
favor or malice

;

feeling that

guilt is dul}^ affixed,

concrete instance. Let it be supposed that the crime is a robbery committed upon the goods of a private Christian. There
is an element of dainnum which consists in the privation of the
use and value of the property taken. There is an element of
guilt by which the robber is made debtor to the laws of the
commonwealth and of God in certain penalties ; and there is an
element of moral defilement or taint attaching, through the
Let it be supposed, first, that
theft, to the robber's character.
the offender provides no appropriate remedy for either that he
neither makes reparation of the stolen property nor makes sat;
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linman and divine law, nor exhibits any purification
by repentance. How ought the injured Christian
The answer is, that the law of love does not bind
to treat him?
him to extend moral fellowship and approbation to a defiled
character, nor to intervene between the guilty party and the
penal claims of law; for these consequences of the sin are not
personal to the injured party. But the law of love may bind
him to remit the claim for restoration of the value stolen "without money and without price" as, for instance, if the thief have
become unable to repay and in any case it binds him to succor
the thief when suffering, if he is able, and to perform to him
any other duty of humanity, as though he were no aggressor.
Let us suppose, again, that the thief has, from some motive
impl}-ing no virtue, made exact reparation, but that his guilt is
not atoned for and there is no purification of character by repentance. How ought the injured party now to treat him?
The answer is, precisely as in the first case. The damnum is
repaired indeed, but that element of offence was personal to the
injured party, and it was right that he should waive it without
reparation at the prompting of Christian kindness.
Let us suppose, again, that the thief has made no rej)aration
of property because he is really unable, but that, having made
full atonement to human law, he has by faith embraced the
righteousness of Christ for the remission of his guilt towards
God and has evinced by a true repentance the cleansing of his
soul from depravity.
How shall he be treated by the Christian
whom he has injured ? The answer is, precisely as though he
had never injured him. The guilt and defilement of the sin
have now received their approj)riate remedy. The element
which remains uncompensated is the dam.num ; and it is the
Christian's duty to remit this freely and joyfully, seeing it is
personal to himself, at the prompting of love.
Now, it is asserted that, if the imprecatory passages in the
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments be compared with
these conclusions, they will be found to contain nothing inconisfaction to

of character

;

;

sistent with them.

And

if

the Christian

j)i'ecept of

forgiveness

"Forgive one another, even as God, for Christ's
sake, hath forgiven you," be examined, it will be found to express the same thing.
God is "kind to the unthankful and to
the evil" so long as the claims of his justice are suspended; but
(Eph.

iv. 32),
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does not remit their guilt, nor relax liis righteous disapprobation and fixed purpose to punish, without satisfaction to law.

lie

hj adopting the sinner who
remains impenitent and depraved. TVTiat he does is this: he

Nor does he compromise

his puritj

extends to them, in the midst of their sin, all the compassion
which his wisdom, justice, and holiness permit; and as soon as
guilt is satisfied by an interest in Christ, and personal defilement purged by regeneration, he graciously oyerlooks every outrage of his honor and person, and adopts them into his favor as
fully as though they had never sinned.
The sum of the matter, then, appears to be this the law of
:

love does not require the injured Christian to approve or coun-

tenance the evil character manifested in the wrong done him,
it when
The law of

or to withhold the verdict of truth and justice against
righteous ends are gained
love does not require

him

by pronouncing

to intervene for delivering the ag-

gressor from the just claims of either

penal retribution

;

nor does

it.

it

human

or divine law for

forbid his feeling a righteous sat-

by the appropriate
but the law of love does forbid his taking retribution into his own hands, and it requires him still to extend the
isfaction w^hen that retribution is executed

authorities

;

sentiments of humanity and the love of compassion to the

enemy's person so long as he continues to partake the forbearance of God, which love of compassion will prompt the injured
party to stand ready to forgive the element of personal damnum
to his enemy, and to perform the offices of benevolence to his
person, in spite of his obnoxious character.

Such a discussion should not be closed without repeating the
wholesome caution against the confusion of personal resentment
wdth moral reprobation. The intermixture of the two in the
breast of the injured Christian is perhaps unavoidable for imperfect man.
The temptation to sanctify the inordinate indulgence of the one under the holy name of the other is dangerous.
Hence every child of God under wrong is called to watchfulness, prayer, and jealousy of himself.
But it should not be concealed that there is also a subtle
danger in the opposite direction. The sentiments of righteous
resentment and moral reprobation are the great supports intended by God for the rectitude, nobleness, and independence
of the soul.
But when injuries are enormous, and often re-
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peated, there

is

a terrible clanger

violence of the impressions
shall blunt

it.

lest
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the very frequency and

made upon this moral

susceptibility

Familiarity with -wickedness, even

when

it

is

wickedness aimed against ourselves, ever tends to stain the
purity of the soul.

T\

hen the capacity

of virtuous indignation

thus depraved by violent and frequent fi-ictions, aggression
comes gradually to excite the mere emotion of abject fear, in-

is

stead of the nobler moral emotions

;

and the wretched victim

gradually grows as base and servile and unprincipled as he

is

Both domestic and public history teem yvith. fearful examples of this degradation by submission to ^vrong and
there can be no more supreme and sacred duty which is owed
to God and to himself by the good man than that of protecting
To resist 's^Tong
his own moral sentiments from this corruption.
evade
power
the
of the oppressor
within the lawful limits, or to
when resistance is no longer feasible, may be the first obligation
which man owes to his o^\^l virtue.
miserable.

;
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Accessions to the church, the danger of spurious, 557, 566.

the fitness of Christ for redeeming work, 123;
converging lines of evidence, 126 effect upon
the Christian character, 127 its vitality, 391
Bledsoe's (A.) Theodicy. 139.
Bohemian Confession on free justification, 80.
Bonar's (H.) wrong views on assurance, 74;
concerning nature of testimony to new birth
;

Agricola of Eisleben and antinomianism, 73,
75.

Alexander (A.) on the will, 242.
Alexandrine MS., 394.
Alford on the Greek text. 354.
Altars for sacrifice,

when

;

and

erected, 428.

faith, 174.

Amsdorf, Nicholas, on relation of faith and

Bossuet's variations of Protestantism, 219.
Breckinridge's (R. J.) Theology, 29 egotism, 30;
works, 93.
reviewers, 31 grammatical errors, 32
bad
Annihilation and resurrection, 47.
rhetoric, 32
unnatural division of theology,
Anthropomorphism, 291, 296 ; essential, 297.
33 division impracticable, 36 argument for
Antinomianism, 73, 83, 178.
the spirituality of God, 37 argument for the
Appetencies, spiritual, 245 direct the last prebeing of God, objections to, 38 argument invalent judgment, and thus the wUl, 245, 24G.
conclusive, 41
argument for immortaUty inApplication of redemption, the Campbellite
conclusive, 41
view of personal identity, 43
view of, 331.
rebuke of old argument for immortality of
Armiuianism, 187 Hodge's views on imputation
man unfounded, 43 and accounted for, 43
charged with, 151.
influenced by Locke decries lorertous moralArticles of religion, the Anglican and Episcoists, 41-47 ; view of the resurrection of the
pal, on justification and a holy hfe, 80.
wicked. 44; of identity, 44; of universalism,
Assurance of faith, what it is, 216 ; distinguished from assurance of hope, 215.
45 ; incautious statements, 48 interpretation
of the conclusion of the Lord's prayer, 48, 50;
AsBvirance of hope, the true doctrine of, 177,
view of Christ's estates, 48 classification of
216
to be sought, 178
views of Plymouth
Brethren, 173 the Confession, 175 errors of
the divine attributes, 50 objectionable, 52,
Calvin and early Reformers, 173
Christian
56; charged with iilagiarism. 56: acknoweffort a result, not a cause, 178-180, 181, 182
ledgment of authorities, 58 method of teachfault;; definitions cause of false views, 183
ing, 61 theodicy. 66 on miUenarianism, 68 ;
distinguished from assurance of faith, 215
excellences, 69 estimate of his theology, 70.
views of Keformed theologians, 218 of mod- Building, the scriptural figure, 5j3.
ern theologians, 219; the Confessions, etc., Bulfiuger, Stapfer's indebtedness to, 65.
220 the Scriptures, 220 development. 227 ; Butler's (Bishop) argument for immortality, 43.
Owen on, 228.
Atonement, the, its necessity, 123.
Calvin (John) on 1 Cor. iii. 10-15, 552 on asAttributes of God, 50.
surance of faith and of hope, 215 his incauAugsbui'g Confession, on free justification, 78.
tion, 216 his doctrine rejected by the body
of the Reformed. 218 on imiDutation. 153,
Babylon, a type of Rome, 627.
260 on saving faith, 184.
Baptism, the Campbellite doctrine, 341 proper Campbell (Alexander) on sa\-ing faith, 185 ; proview of, 346.
posal to remedy the e\'il of " sects,'' 314 misBaptismal regeneration, CamiJbelUte doctrine,
understanding of unity, 314 inconsistency
331.
in repudiatiQg " creeds." 316, 322; the foimder
Baird (S. J.) on imputation, 259, 275.
of a "sect," 317 view of regeneration, 332;
Baur and the "critical " school, 449.
of the Trinity, 330 repudiates the Old TestaBeing of God. Breckinridge's demonstration of,
ment, 327 holds moral suasion theory, 335
37
defective, 38.
denies regeneration in its true sense, 332
Believer, the, and the moral law, 73.
philosophy concerning faith, 336.
Bellarmin on imputation, 153 ; on 1 Cor. iii. 10- Campbelhsm, its leading points, 314
disparagement of creeds, 315 inconsistency,
15, 551.
Beneficence of God, 663.
316 bigotry, 317
false claim to be a "broad
Benevolence, theory of justice, 469 refuted by
church,'' 325. 327
tolerates Pelagians, Arians,
reason and Scripture, 470: furtherrefutation,
Socinians, Unitarians. Univer8alists,325; docdishonoring to God and corrupting
471, 478
trine concerning the Old Testament, 327;
to man, 479.
the Trinity, 330 ; the apphcation of redempBenevolence, the love of, distinguished from
tion, 331 practical endorsement of the opiis
love of complacency, 716.
operatum theory of baptismal regeneration,
Bengel on the Greek text. 352. 360.
331 moral suasion theory, 335 design and
Bentley on the Greek text, 352.
effects of baptism, 341 ; water justification,
Beza on imputation, 154, 161.
345 ; not identical with the Romish opw; opeBible, the, a rule of duty and life, 17 its own
ratum theory, 347 not recognized by Preswitness, 115, 131 ; its claims, 115
its debyterian Church, 349.
mands, 115 the infidel's solution of its power, Campbellites, a creed-loving body, 317. (Seg
115, 118
the papist's solution, 116 self-evi(\impbeUism.)
dencing, 118 excellence and truth of its con- Carrington (Abram C), funeral sermon, 614
tents and proposed end. 119 its agreement
personal character, 623.
with the primary beliefs of mankind, 119
Causations, redemptive, their order in Calviaprovidence. 120; God's nature, 120; and God's
istic and Arminian schemes, 152.
law, 120 ; consistency of, 121 its multiplied Central University, the literary executor of Dr,
sources, 121 ; its chief end, 122 ; account of
Landis, 143.
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Chalmers (Thomas) and the doctrina of free
justification,
testimony on believers'
75
boastfiilness and zeal, 85
conversion after

Edwards

his ordination, 109.
cavil against free justifica-

tion, 75.

;

Chastisement,

207.

;

and the Bible, 126 the
composed of mixed characters, 536.
the,

visible

;

Christ's mediatorial person. 47
and exaltation, 48 offices, 48

;
;

:

;

;

and reUgious emotions, 563.
Endless punishment, 132; belief in, no proof of
want of affectionate interest in souls, 133
Farrar's argument against, 133
denial of

humiliation
resurrection,

coming and the world's preparation
587 and endless punishment, 142.

for,

;

;

based in utilitarian view of God's government,
133, 136; a ]!• io i argument against not iJos-

;

Christians, primitive, their activity, 588.
Christianity, practical, the power of, 111.
Christlieb's Modern Doubt, etc., 451.
Clement of Alexandria and the Sabbath, 537.
Cognition, God's, immediate intuition, 294.
Commandments, the, binding on believers, 84.
Common grace, there is a true, 25].^
Comparative criticism, 355, 301.
Compassion, God's, 299, 302-'4 ; texts proving,

sible to created reason, 141
jjroper effect of
in, 141
the arguments against unsatisfactory, 654 doubt not proof, 655
men's
feelings, 636 ; Christian deportment, 658
providence, 662 and God's justice, wisdom
;

behef

;

;

;

;

and goodness,

666.

Enemies, the Christian's duty towards, 700 no
inconsistency in the Old and New Testaments,
;

306.

706.

Complacency, love

distinguished from love

of,

Erastianism in Germany, 442, 453.
Estates of humiliation and exaltation, Christ's,

of beneticenoe, 716.

Conativc powers, the, 289.
Confession of Faith, the testimony of to a godly
life with free justification, 78
on assurance
of hope, 175.

48.

Eternity of matter, the belief in, 41 ; doctrine
disproved, 41.
Eusebius, accused of mutilating the Greek text,
387 on the doctrine of the Sabbath, 537.
Everlastmg. Farrar's view of the meaning, 135.
Evidences, internal, of the Bible as God's word,
117 its universal diffusion, 119.
Exaltation and humihation of Christ, 48.
Example, power of a holy, 107 ; the gospel's
main argument, 114 the force of evil, 628
Excuses, for idle, profligate living, 74.
Expediency not God's rule, 102.

;

Confessions, the Reformed,

etc.,

on assurance,

;

220.

Conformity to the world,

10.

Conjecture, as applied to determine text of

Testament,

New

;

352, 358.

Conscience, Plymouth Brethren's view of

its

origin, 172.

;

Consciousness, the Christian,

how

by Plymouth

Eichhorn rejects supernaturalism, 448.
EUicott, Bishop, on the Greek Text, 391.
Emotion, the religious, 563 compaUble with
deep depravity, 563 accoimted for, 504 testimony of experience, 566, 570, 571 depravity

Channing (William),

50

scouted

;

;

Church,

(Jonathan)

Brethren, 174 on imputation, 258.
Effectual calling and compassion, 308.

;

afl'ected, 223

its

how tested,

;

testunony,222;
225.

Consensus of Christian people, Hodge's use

Expensive

of,

living,

attempted justification

of, 22.

230.

Consistency of the Bible, the,

Faith, its relation to holy character and living,
92 ; to assurance, 171 wrested by Plymouth
Brethren, 171 how true distinguished from
definition of, 184 the best uninfalse, 180
spired definition, 185 dead, 189 test of, 189;
relation to new birth, 186 to repentance, 238.
Farrar's (Canon)' arguments against endless
punishment, 132 objections more against
Calvinism than against sin. 133; arguments
not new, 133 light estimate of sin, 134 ; misrepresentations of orthodox view, 134 objection to being called a Universalist, 135 ; dogmatism. 136 Pelagian leanings, 136 ; theology denies God's attributes, principles of theology and facts of Bible history, 136.
Fathers', the early, testimony as to the Lord's
day, 537 grounds for questioning. 538.

122.

Corinthians, exposition of First, iii. 10-15, 551.
Covenant of works, not revoked when Adam
sinned, 271 and of grace, their relation to
imputation, 262, 272 illustrated, 263.
Covetou-sness, prevalence of in the church, 12.
Creation, Platonic theory of the, 40.
Creationism, favored by Hodge. 257.
Creeds, repudiated by CampbeUism, 314 their
necessity and use, 315 as a basis of union,
316 their utility, 319 their advantage as a
judicial construction of statutes, 321
the
impUed command to formulate, 321 necessary to guard doctrinal purity, 321 not divisive, 322-325
the result not cause of divi-

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

sions, 324
Crisp, Dr., charged

wlh

antinomianism, 73

Damned, the, not in a majority,
Darby (John) and Plymouthism,

;

Federal imiou, its nature and results, 148.
Feelings vs. reasonings, 656;
Fenelou, 645.
Forgiveness, taught in Old Testament as well as

134.
169.

Death, the Christian's, 602

; Christ's isresence in
our, 610.
to God, moral, not commercial, 84.

I

Debt

Decalogue, the, and the Sabbath, 499.
DeMoor on imputation, 161.
Deportment of Christians used against doctrine
of endless punishment, 658.
Depravity, does it follow guilt, or is it concurrent with it, 250
Thornwell, 264
Adam's
and Christ's imputation not perfectly parallel,
;

266-268.

;

(See Iinjnitittion.)
imj)utatiou, 102.

Des Marets on

Divinity of Christ proved by Stephen's death,

New,

708.

Frederick the Great, simplicity and self-denial,
15.
]

I

Free-agency and natural law, 672.
Freedom of the wUl, the, 297.
Free justification, moral efl'ects

;

Domestic piety, revival of, 677.
Drunkenness, effect in the home, 637.
Dying, comfort in, 602 Christ's guidance,
;

610,

620.

;

objec-

;

79.
(J. A.)

objections to free justification,

76.

Future, property provision for the,

Gain from

6.

evil, 629.

German
German

heresies, Hodge's attention to, 230.
credit
scholarship), cause for, 440, 441
given, 445 its spiritual atmosphere, 446 not
always original, 455 boast and ambition aa
to "new work," 450 ; evil results of this, 457 ;
unsettling, 461.
German University system, influence upon theological bterature, 440.
;

;

;

;

Ebionites, the, 525.
Economy, principles of Christian, 1.
Education, Christian, of paramount importance, 691.

of, 73

tions against lie as much against sacramentarianism and legalist, 74 the best scheme to
produce good works an^l a holy life, 94-106;
the theory not Utopian, 105.
French Protestant Confession and justification,

Froude's

605.

Doctrinal passages omitted in ancient MSS.,
372 do not afl'ect the doctl-ines, 374 differences and causes, 377.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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INDEX.
Gnosticism revived in Plymouthism's doctrine
of the two natures, 395.
God, belief in the existence of, an immediate
and universal result of human reflection, 119
the knowledge of hia existence, Hodge's meth;

od, 230.
Godliness, characteristics and power, 128.
Good works, relation to rewards, 8G a proof of
epiritual life and of a title to heaven, 88-90 ;
the fruit not the root of trust, 91.
Gospel, the, proof of the divine origin of, 128
its
its adaptation to excite to holy living, 98
;

;

;

commission,

534.

Grace, the believer bom of. 432.
Graf, quoted by W. Kobortson Smith, 402.
Gratuitous justification exalts the divine holiness and the evil of sin, 99 a supreme motive for obedience, 103.
Greek text of the New Testament, S.'jO methods
of determining, 353, 360 tampered with, 375,
;

;

;

382, 387.

144.

(See Tmpntation.)

argument

Breckinridge's

Immortal.ty,

for,

Bishop Butler on, 43 definition of 46.
Impunity, mere, not the iaheritance of beUevers, but an incident of it, 93.
Imijutation of sin, distinction of mediate and
immediate. 149, 2.J5 in expiation and justification unlike that in sin, 149, 262, 158 Landis' views charged with popish tendency, 151
41-43

;

;

;

;

refutation of the objection, 151 ; the denial
of immediate does not savor of the doctrine
of inherent righteousnecS, ir>Z; Hodge's view
opnosed to the traditional reformed, 160 ;
adoption of Hodge's doctrine must modify
one's views of justice and sjvereignty, 162 ;
ethical relations, 164 ; Hodge's view of, 253 ;
the questions it involves, 2)3 ; history of the
question, 2.54 ; Plac»us' view, 2j5 ; distinction of mediate and immediate ill-starred,
255 ; not known before Placjeus' day, 255 ;
Baird's,
Sta-jfer's view, 258 ; Edwards', 258
2.59'; Shedd's, 259 ; Sohn's, 250
Rutherford's,
•2M ; Calvin's, 260 ; relation to covenant of
wor'.is and of grace, 262 ; the imputation of
guilt to Christ, 264 the identity of the two
imputations as held by Hodge, 262 cavils
against the doctrine, 273, 277 ; Hodge's answer, 274 ; ThornweU's, 275 Baird's, 275 the
author's solution, 278-281.
Inconsistency of Christians not unexpected,
;

Griesbach on the Greek text, 352.
Grotius (Hugo) on God's justice, 469.
Guilt and depravity, their relation,

;

257.

ImpiUati II.)
Guinness (H. Grattan) and Plymouthism,

(See

;

170.

;

Harvest, the fields white to t'ae, 575.
Heart, meaning of tlie worJ, -46.
Heathen, are ail lost? 577; arguments from
conscience, 578 ; want of renovation, 579
need of regeneration, 580 ; immoral lives, 581 ;
because ignorance is no excuse, nor can even
be urged, 582 ; the Scriptures silent, 582.
;

Heaven,

Immediate imputation,

its

essential trait, 93.

Helvetic Confession on justification. 78.
Higher Criticism, theological tendencies of the,
436.

Hilgenfeld and <he alleged forgery of John, 450.
Hodge (Charles.) 143 misrepresents tae church's
views on imputation, 145 ; views on imputation declare! illogical, unscriptural, uachurchly, 14i-160; argument from Eom. v.
11-12, 119 ; claim of support from Turrettin
unfounded, 1.54 exposition of Kom. v. Socinian, 160; misquotes Reformers, 161; incautiou-i, 163 ; does not receive jiistice from I^andis, 165 ; as a debater, 232 ; quietly dogmatic,
;

;

232.

Hodge's
upon,
nores
God's

(Charles) theology, 229 general verdict
229 ; chief characteristics, 229, 230 igthe usual theistic method of proving
existence, 230 ; use of philosophy, 230
attention t) German heresies, 230 ; points of
the author's dissent from, 231 ; view of primary seat of original sin, 231 ; dogmatism,
232 ; misrepresentation of opponents as to
the view of depravity, 233 ; agreement with
A. Alexander and Dick, 235 ; departure from
Alexander, 237 ; on imputation. 253 ; agreement with Turrettin and Thornwell, 254 on
creationism, 2)7
holds identity of imputations, 262 increases difficulties in answering
cavils against imputation, 274.
Holiness essential to heaven, 9d ; its relation to
;

;

;

;

;

;

faith, 92
what is ? 244.
Holy example, its power, 107.
Holy Ghost, his work, 127 prayer to discouraged by Plymouth Brethren, 20O and pre-ad;

;

;

128.

Inglia (James) and Plymouthism, 171.
Inspiration, view ofW. Robertson Smith, 403 ;
Morell's theory of, 403.
Intellect, is it ijrimarily the i-eat of depravity 7
234.

Introspection, not a sure ground of hope, 177
but sometimes gives comfort, 178.

;

Jackson, Gen. "Stonewall," an incident, 482
analysis <.f sermon, 602.
Je:us Christ, the fulness of the character and
functions of, 193-125.
Jewi.sh restoration, 211.

Joab's sin, 636.
John's Gospel, erroneous views of its origin, 450.
Judas, the "betrayer, 130 ; his sin, 636.
Judgment day, the, 555.
Justice (and holiness) of God as related to the
vindicatory or
believer's eanctification, 93
punitive, 466 ; declared in paradise, 466 ; the
carnal mind obtuse in perceiving, 467 ; vain
speculations resist, 467 ; identified by some
scriptural acwith disinterestedness, 468
count of, 468 ; erroneous theories of, 469
Grotius' view, 469 ; where analogy with man's
by nefails, 472 ; proved by conscience, 474
cessity for future adjustment of awards, 477 ;
by inevitable punishment of every sin, 478
justice and endless punishment, C66.
Justification, free, moral efl'ects of, 73 ;_ the
agreement of evangeUcal churches, 83
a
meins to an end, 92 ; distinguished from
Eanctification, 96 relation to regeneration,
267 Alexander Campbell's view, 344 ; Owen
on, 694.
Justin Martyr and the Sabbath, 537.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ventists, 211
Campbellite rejection of his
agency in redemption, 334 place assigned
him by Campbellism in the order of redemption, 339
symbolized by fire, 555.
Holy life, a proof of title to inheritance, 88.
Hopkins (Samuel) and self-love. 471.
Howe (John) and the hypothetic universalists,
282-284.
Hug, on the Greek text, 353.
nature of Christ, 48.
Humiliation and exaltation of Christ, 48.
Hypothetic Universalists, 282 ; Turrettin on,
;

;

;

Human
287.

Ignatius, and the Sabbath, 537.
Illumination, relation to regeneration,
view of Dick, 244

235

;

Lachmann on the Greek text, 354.
estimate of his book, 165.
(R. W.) 143
Legalism, 74 what it proposes, 99.
Levitical code, its force, 430.
Licentiousness charged against doctrine of free
Landis

;

;

justification, 74.

Locke's influence upon Breckinridge, 43.
Lord's Prayer, the meaning of its conclusion, 49.
Love of complacency distinguished from love of
beneficence, 716.

Luther and gratuitous justification, 74 on saving faith, 184 on the Sabbath, 446.
Luxuries of life, their tendency, 6 motive, 13.
Luxury, the justification of, 19, 23.
;

;

;

Macaulay on Frederick the Great, 15.
Malan (Caesar) and Plymouthism, 172.
Manichean theory of the origin of evil,

65.
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678 ; by the parent's authority, 682 ; by
the checks and restraints placed upon them,
686 ; by the power of their influence, 687,
Passive powers, not in God's nature, 287 ; the
Confession on, 291.

Manuscripts of the New Testament, comparison of the older and more recent, 363-372.
Masoretic text, disparagement of by W. Kobertson Smith, 405 proof of the value of, 406
compared with the Septuagint Version, 408.
Matter not eternal, 41.
Mediate imputation, 144. (See F-nqjutation.)
Mediatorial person of Christ, 47.
Meditation, a means of grace, 643 not reverie,
646; a characteristic of the heavenly state,
signalized
648 Godlike, 648 ; not inert, 649

itself,

;

;

Patriotism a duty, 614.
Paulus, reliance upon criticism, 449.

Peace Societies, 709.
Pelagian view of faith, 185.
Pentateuch, the W. Robertson Smith's views,

;

;

422

;

421.

Philology, relation to theology, 464.
of, 230 ; prevalency
and mutation of German schools, 451.
Pietism, 444.
Placaeus' doctrine of imputation, 144, 254 ; his
defence, 255.
Plagiarism, the charge against Dr. Breckin-

Philosophy, Hodge's use

;

praisp, 653.

Methodist Episcopal Church and free justification, 80.

in religion, objections to, 567 ; wrong
motives assigned for, 509.
Military vii-tues and renown, 617.
Millenarianism, modern, 68.
Ministers' function in building the church of

Methods

ridge, 56.

Christ, 554.

Platonic theory of creaiion, 40.
Pliny the Younger, testimony as to the Sabbath, 537.
Plymouth Brethren, the, theology of, 169 no
recognized head, imiforraity or consistency,
169 merely a species of prevalent complexion,
the difficulty of dealing with, 169 ; for169
mation of the sect, 170 ; its best qualities, 171,
175 its evil quahties, 171, 176 ; exaggeration,
172 denies conscience, 172 ; good works, 172 ;
use of means, 172; vicarious worth of Christ's
sufferings and work, except the pangs of the
cross, 172 defends Cassar Malan's views, 172 ;
denounces J onathan Edwards, 174 travesties
truth, 174 ; teaches error as to assurance of
hope, 173, 176 ; misrepresents Reformed faith
and pastors, 176 teaches the dual nature in
the regenerate, 171 ; has contempt for nomenclature, 173 ; disparages learning and pious
writings, 177 ; inconsistency of this disparagement, 177 ; Pelagianism, i85 Arminianifm,
187 ignorance of Calvinism, 188 and of religious exiierience, 189 ; rejjudiates progressive
sanctiflcation, 190 its theory of regeneration,
190 ; of the Christian Sabbath, 199 ; discoureges prayer to the Holy Ghost, 200 believes
Simon Magus saved, 201 ; relation to prayer,
201 Pre-adventism, 209 ; the theory refuted.
210 definition of saving faith, 215.
Positive and moral precepts, the difference,
;

Miracles, 484 credible, 673.
Missionary enterprises in early ages, 588
sent oxjportunities for, 589.
;

SymhoUsm, 75.
Modern theologians on assurance,
Money not wealth, 24.

;

pre-

;

;

Mi'iehler's

219.

;

;

effects of free justification, 73
on the, 78.

;

the Con-

fessions

Moral government, the principles of, 627.
Moral suasion theory of redemption, 335.
Moral truth, its obligation instantaneous and

;

;

imperative, 131.
Moreirs theory of inspiration, 403.
Moses' books a proper code for civil legislator,

;

548.

Motive and volition, their relation in God's will,
295.

;

Motives in predestination, 301 ; howunrevealed,
304.

Miiller (George) and Plymouthism, 171 ; his life
and success, 201 secret of success, 203.
Mystic, the ancient, 643.
;

Nature, cannot account for spiritual changes,
127.

;

;

;

;

;

;

Natures, the two in Christ, 47 are there two in
the regenerate man ? 191 disproof of this nofalse psychology,
tion, 192-197 ; gnostic, 195
;

;

;

195.

498.

Prayer, to the Holy Ghost, 200 George Miilanalyzed, 205 ; the jirayer
ler, theory of, 201
and its refutation,
of faith, so-called, 206
relation to the
206-209 reasonableness, 670
God's
uniformity of second causes, 671
method in answering not a matter of concern
to us, 674
Preaching, the gospel idea of, 595 ; impressing a
die, 596
must embrace Bible topics, 596 opposed to " preaching to the times," 596 must
not attempt a widpr range than the Bible covers, 598
must bo ordinarily expository, 600.
Pre-adventism, 209
iiltra views of the Plymouth Brethren, 171 unfulfilled prophecy,
dispensation
210
ecclesiastical duties, 210
of the Holy Ghost, 211 return of the Jews,
211 t^piritual mindedness, 212 ; the standards,
;

;

Necessaries of

New

;

Pentateuchal criticism, 405,

;

;

Moral

; alleged grounds of rejection of parts,
refutation of these, 422.

405, 421

;

;

in religions fanaticism, 649 in science, 649 ;
a source of happiness, 650 ; that of the Christian afl'ords a supreme object, 651 in contact
with the divine idea, 632 needful and helpexplains the delight in prayer and
ful, 652

life, 19.

birth, the, 127

;

;

relation to faith, 186, 236

;

of almighty grace, 482.

Nioolaitanes, John's

Nolan on the Greek

;

;

;

New Testament Greek, various readings, 350.
New Testament, the Revised Version, 391.
argument

against, 379.

text, 353.

;

;

;

Obedience, prompted by free justification, 103,
Offence, tliree elements in, 717.

;

Offices of Christ, 48.

;

Old Testament, repudiated by Campbellites,
327 the orthodox reasons for accepting, 329,
Omnipotence of God hupugned by Arminians,
;

286.

;

;

;

;

;

Opportunities for missionary

213.

effort, 589.

accused of
Origen and restorationisui, i.32
tampering with the Greek text, 382 ; reasons
for, 382
Nolan's opinion of, 385.
Original sin, the doctrine of, 143 its original
;

;

;

Predestination travestied by Farrar, 140 ; not
motiveless or unreasoning, 301 ; illustrated,
300, 303, 304.

Promises, relation to justification,

96.

various theories, 233 proof of the
author's view, 240 ; Scripture concerning, 246
the doctrine mysterious, 273 its difficulties,

Propension and volition, 293,
Property, God's, 2 a trust fund, 2

274.

Proposals of mercy, God's indiscriminate, as related to his power, sincerity, etc., 282 ; the
objections to human parallels, 288.
Prosperity, secular, a source of danger, 699 ;
remedy for the danger, 704.
Providence, God's, 120 relation to endless punishment, 662.
Psalms, the, date of, 405, 413, 419 W. Robertson

seat, 231

;

;

;

;

Ornaments, feminine, 18.
Owen (John) on imputation, 161

;

on

justifica-

tion, 694.

Pajon on regeneration,

236, 249.

Parental responsibility, 676 taught in the Scripproved by the parental relation
tures, 076
;

;

;

;

proper use

of, 4.

;

;
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rest, 547 ; natural theism essential to state
authority and involved in Sunday laws, 548.
Sacrameutarianism, 74.
Samaritan woman, the, 575.

Smith's viewa, 413 ; the general faith concerning, 415 ; Christ's testimony, 41C.
(See iJndless I'%uiisli132.

I>imishment, endless,
vu'uf.)

Purgatory disproved at Stephen's death,
Puritanism, a debased, G22.

(F. S. ) on 1 Cor. iii. 10-15, 5.54.
Sanctification distinguished from justification,
dual
96 ; denied by Plymouth Brethren, 171
nature in the regenerate asserted by the same,
171 ; progressive, 1H9, 198.
Saving faith, Plymouth definition of. (Also see

Sampson

GOT.

;

powers of the

Quietists, denial of the active
soul, 646.

Eeason and

faith, relation

between, 162,

CamphrU.)

165.

and the Revised New Testament, 392.
Scholarship, German and continental, 440.
Scholz on the Greek text, 354.

Keformed Confessions, the, deny the doctrine
of two natures in the regenerate, 194.
Eef ormed theologians' view of assurance of faith
and of hope, 218.
Eeformed theology, the, its crvr, 309.

Schafif (P.)

Srinitia media, 293.
Secular prosperity, a source of danger, 699

remedy for danger,

Keformers', the, view of imputation, 153 definition of saving faith, 183 ; cause of some of
;

their errors, 215.

Regenerate, the dual nature

Plymouthism,

in,

asserted

by

Christian

171, 191.

Begeneration, Plymouth view of, 190 this view
licentious, 191-197 the doctrine of two natures, 191 ; rudimentally a revolution of the
will, 235 ; relation to illumination, 235 ; vari;

;

;

;

and to

;

;

;

;

probation, 714.
Resentment an instructive emotion, 711 ; distinguished from moral indignation, 711.
Responsibility, 241.
Restorationism, 132, 139 andsemi-Pelagianism,
;

138.

Resurrection, 46, 47 ; of the bodies of the wicked,
44 and annihilation, 46.
Retribution, judicial, gloried in, 714 a glory of
the divine character, 715.
Revelation, its contents and end, 119.
Reverie condemned, 643.
Revised New Testament, the origin of, 391 ; essentially a British work, 392 ; departs from
improvements in
the tfxtns recptus, 392
;

;

;

Rivet (Andrew) on imputation, 153.
Romans v., exposition of, 157 Dr. Hodge's Socinian, 160 Dr. Landis', 143ff various inter;

;

pretations, 260, 262.
Romans ix. 11 interpreted, 301.
Rosenmiiller, obsolete in Germany, 448.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

its

repeal cited and considered, 511

;

refuta-

523 direct argument, 524
the true
cause of troiible in the early chiirch concerning Sabbaths, 525 necessity for it written in

tion,

;

;

;

man's nature, 541 in man's social and uaoral
natures, 542 in man's spiritual nature, 542
;

;

;

the princiiile underlying the proper observance of it, 544 Confession on its observance,
644 Scripture directions, 644 as related to
civil law, 545 ; how violated, 546
arguments
against a civil Sabbath, 546 ; reifutation, 546
untenable pleas, 547 ; tenable pleas, 547
man's natural constitution requires a weekly
;

,

;

151 ; what is sin ? 233, 243.
Sinaitic codex, 393 claims for its antiquity,
386 reasons for repudiating these, 370.
Sincerity, God's, in the general call, 282 ; how
;

;

impugned, 286.
Smith (Prof. W. Robertson) 399

his insincerity,
his following, 400 ; unfaithfulness to a
object of his lectures, 401 disre;
gards and contemns sound criticism, 401, 402 ;
disingenuous, 402 ; rejects the supernatural,
402 ; uncertain on inspiration, 403 ; his book
untrustworthy, 404 ; dogmatism, 404 his positions, 405
attacks the Psalms, 416 ff obviews refuted, 420 beheves
ject in this, 419
parts of the Pentateuch to be forgeries, 421 ;
pretended e\'idence for, 422. 423 criticism in
bad faith, 424 inconsistency, 434 ; theologi-.
cal tendencies, 436.
Soi iniau objection to gratuitous justification,
101; Hodge's exposition of Romans v., 155'
dogma of comprehensibUity, 162.
399

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

290, 293.

Simplicity in living, reasons for, 16.
Sin, God's hatred of and aversion towards, 100;
no such thmg as a little, 134 ; God's permission of, 139 ; imputation of, immediate or
mediate, 144, (see Imputatiov) ; argument
against Hodge's view of, 14i; ; Reformers'
views, 152 ; Dr. Hodge's view makes God the
author of it, 147 and tends to Arminianism,

;

Sabbath, the Christian, denied by Plymouth
Brethren, 199 Luther's views of, 446 nature,
design, etc., 496 law contained in the decalogue, 499 not repealed in the New Testament, 511 grounds for change to first day of
the week, 530 variety of views and cause for
Westminster Confession, 498 bindthis, 496
ing on all men, 500, 510 perpetuity proved,
500 coi'val with the human race, 502 scriptural proof, 503, 507 pagan testimony, 505
not a type only, 508 nor a "sign," 509 use
of the term, " Sabbaths," 510 argTiments for
:

Selfishness, a phase of reUgious, 694.
Self-love, relation to the benevolence theory of
proof, 471.
Gorl'3 justice, 470
Self- Ighteousuess not necessarily involved in
confidence of hope from introspection, 182.
Semler, once a leader, now repudiated, 448.
Septuagint, the, compared with the Masoretic
text, 408 ; with the Samaritan, 411.
Sequence, not inconsistent vrith God'a simphcity and unity, 294.
Simon Magus, his regeneration beheved by
Plymouth Brethren. 201.
Simplicity, God's absolute, 289 of the Spirit,

trust, 400

translation, 396.
Revivals, suggestions for, 574.
Rewards and legalism, 99.
Rice (N. L.) debate with Alex. Campbell, 339.

;

a

life, 86.

;

235, 230 relation to faith, 237
CampbeUite view of,
justification, 267
332 ; is only of divine power, 482.
definition
of, 35.
Cicero's
Religion,
Religious excitement, sx^urious, 557.
Repentance, relation to faith, 238 its true
meaning, 238 relation to regeneration, 239
after death, 136.
Reprobation, moral, as necessary as moral ap-

ous views,

:

704.

Self examination required, 179.
Self-interest not the only or best motive to

;

;

;

Sohn on imputation,

2.59.

Soldier, the Christian, 14 his death, C22.
Soul, the. a monad, 233 mystic idea of Its
origin, 644.
Specialism in scholarship, its evils, 454.
Spirituality of God, 53; Breckinridge's argu1

;

;

ment

for, 37.

Spiritual

life,

wanting in German schools, 448

;

mystic notion of increase, 644.
Spontaneity, meaning of the term, 244.
Stapfer's Polemic Theology, 56 speculations,
64 views on imputation, 166, 258.
State and church, their relation, 549.
Stephen's death and comfort in dying a proof
of Christ's divinity, 605 a disproof of purga;

;

:

tory, 607.

Stewardsliip, 2.
Strauss, David Friederich, 451.
Subjective marks of regeneration, 182 ; depreciated by Plymouth Brethren, 171.
Subjective motives and inward striving, 287,
298.
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Sublapsarianisin, 296.
Substance known only through

its attributes,

290.

Sirffering of Christ, Socinlan view of the
of it, 101 ; the true ground, 102.

ground

Sunday, or first day, why substituted for seventh
day, 530. (See Sabbath.)
Superstition, Froude's charge of, 70.

Turrettin on imputation, 154; on asiurance,
219 on hj-pothetic universalism, 287.
;

Tyndall'.i proposed prayer-test, 670
able, 671.

Union, with Christ, 2G8

unreason-

between Adam and his

;

posterity, its nature, JG9
per basis of, 316.

Supralapsarianism, 162, 295.
Surplus wealth, proper use of, 8.
Sympathy, as a means of moving to
559 proper use of, 560-552.

;

;

Christian, the jiro-

Universahsm, unsatisfactoriness of

popular

arsruments for, 654 Breckinridge, 45.
Universalists, the hypothetic, 282.
;

reviva.1,

;

Variations in the Greek text of the

Tempter, the sin of

in evil example,
628 ; in making gain of sin, 629 ; in corrupting the less guilty, 630 in seduction, 631
enormous because entaUing great mischief,
632 injury irreparable, 633; committed under
false pretences, 635 ; satanic, 636
vain excuses, 640.
Text of the New Testament, methods of determining the true, 353 ; mischievousness of certain methods, 356.
Tcxtus Hfceptm, what is claimed for it, 350 its
contents, 351 ; its confirmation, 351 ; its reeatablishment in critical authority, 352 ; its
claims for retention, 356 ; the Revised New
Testament, a departure from, 392 ; depreciated by revisers, 395.
the, 626

;

:

;

;

;

;

Theism and

civil

government, and

its

author-

ity, 548.

Theodicy of Breckinridge, 66

of Bledsoe, 139.
Theological literature, influence of German
University system, 440.
Theology of Breckinridge, 29 of the Plymouth
Brethren, 169 ; review of it reviewed, 214
misrepresentations of the review of review
corrected, 214.
Theology, the German, 441 ; reasons for its peculiarities, 442
the atmosphere it breathes,
446 ; unfavorable to evangelical investigation,
;

;

;

Thomas

a Kempis, 6^5.
Thomasites, the, and their faith,

Warfare not necessarily wrong,
Washington and Andre, 284.

imputa-

Wealth,

Tischendorf on the Greek

its

true source,

text, 350, 354, 360

Sinai codex, 393.
Tregelles on the Greek text, 354.
Trinity, the, Campbell's view, 330.

;

615.

25.

Wesley (John) views on

justification, 81, 82

origin of his views, 81
justification. 83.

;

;

testimony to free

Westminster Confession on justification and a
holy life, 79.
Wicked, the resurrection of the bodies of the,
44 ; their relation to Christ, 44.
Will, the relation of the, to depravity, 243 ; decided by the last prevalent judgment, 244
;

the beUever's, 196.
Willets on ioiputation, 154.

Winebrennarians, the,

Wolf

570.

(Christian), history
of his scheme, 67.

of God, the,

new life,

284.

its

and

tenets, 65

;

vanity

use in regeneration and

(See Bible.)

World, the, its meaning in John
where, 312.
Worldliness.

tion, 275.

Testa-

Watson (Richard) 282.

the
318.

to cavils against

New

350.

Voluntarinef^s, Christ's essential to imputation
of guUt to him, 264.

Word

447.

Thomwell's answer

ment,

Vicarious work and suflferings of Christ denied
by Plymouth Brethren, 1'. 2.
Vindictiveness, the apparent, of the Scriptures
explained, 707.
Volition, absence of in God does not imply
absence of compassion, 299.

iii.

16

and

else-

10.

Worldly amusements, defended by some,

541.

Zinzendorf 8 (Count) relation to Wesleyanism.
80.

